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Foreword

Looking back at the previous series of Magnet Technology conferences

one may find that each of them tries to focus on some of the important to-

pics which the physicists and magnet technology specialists are currently

interested in. The sixth of the Magnet Technology conferences - MT6 - has

been organised at the time when serious energy problems are arising for

mankind and the energy production and consumption in an economic and effi-

cient way is of a primary importance. The aim of МТб conference is there-

fore to exchange information in the field of magnet technology for fusion

reactors, plasma research, MHD generators.and turbogenerators. The use of

superconductors in electrical appliances is not less important. The deve-

lopment of all equipments mentioned above is conditioned by the develop-

ment an appropriate superconducting materials.

Nine main topics of the МТб conference have therefore been chosen

dealing with following problems:

1. Magnets for Plasma Research and for Fusion Reactors

2. Superconducting Magnets for Electrical Engineering (Machines,
MHD Generators, Levitation, etc.)

3. Magnets for other Industrial Applications (Mineral Separators,
Depuration of Water, Electromagnetic Pumps, etc.)

k. Magnets for Scientific Applications and Instrumentation (Medi-
cine, Biology, Spectroscopy, Electron Microscopy, etc.)

5. Magnets for High Energy Physics

6. Basic Problems of Superconducting and Cryogenic Magnets inclu-
ding Refrigeration Problems

7. Field Computation and Measurements

8. Screening of Magnetic Fields, Instrumentation for Magnets, Po-
wer Supplies, Low Fields Technique

9- Materials (Superconductors, Insulations, Magnetic Materials)

The Organizing Committees of МТб Conference wish to thank to all

auihors of papers included in the presented Proceedings. Our thanks are

also due to ail who participated in and who enabled meeting of old friends

and also contributed to the succes of the Conference in any way.

The МТб National Organizing Committee
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SUPERCONDUCTING MAGNET SYSTEMS FOR PLASMA

PHYSICS RESEARCH IN THE USSR

N. A. Chernoplekov, Kurchatov Institute
of Atomic Energy

Summary

An application of superconducting magnet systems (SMS) for today plasma
physics and CTR research devices is already making experimental investigation
more convenient. It is obvious that the next step in program of magnetic confi-
nement approaching us to an experimental fusion reactor is practically impossi-
ble without SMS.

In this report some experience of desing, construction, testing and opera-
tion of SMS for mirror and tokárnak type installations (LIN-5, LDÍ-5B, T-7) and
conceptual desing of SMS for tokárnak T-IOM are presented.

I. Introduction

More than 25 years ago the plasma physics and thermonuclear fusion experi-
ments were started in the USSR and other countries and more than 20 years have
passed since this research was unclassified as a result of academician I.V.Kur-
chatov' s initiative. That has marked the starting point of wide and fruitful
international cooperation in this field of energy research very important for
the mankind.

The last years achievements in plasma physics research at both tokárnak and
mirror devices and at impulse systems such as those based on innertial plasma
confinement with relativistic electron beams, laser beams and so on have demon-
strated the possibility to construct an experimental fusion reactor based on one
of the relevant versions of thermonuclear- fusion before the end of the going cen-
tury.

Till now not a single country has announced a well formulated CTR energy
program since there is no understanding which of the versions and when will be
commercially acceptable.

It is obvious that the time needed to develop a demonstrational fusion rea-
ctor and, more important, to construct a corresponding commercial power plant de-
pends to a great extent on solving so called etigineering problems of CTR. For
tokárnak and mirror diveces now considered to be the most advanced one of such
engineering problems is to construct reliable superconducting magnet systems
(SMS).

Not long ago it was planned to attain Lawson1s criterion and even to con-
struct an experimental thermonuclear reactor based on traditional magnet techno-
logy using conventional eleetrotechnical materials. Superconductors were thought
to be needed for the coming fusion power reactor only.

The successful results in the field of applied superconductivity have corre-
cted this point of view and now many specialists consider that experimental devi-
ces for plasma physics research and experimental fusion reactors with magnetic
plasma confinement are to be'built using superconducting magnetic systems. It
can be stated certainly that this concept is generally recognized in the Soviet
Union. We are now constructing experimental devices with superconducting magnets
and are planning future development of the trend. This way appears to be justi-
fied because the capital cost of SMS is comparable or lower than that of conven-
tional magnet system while the attained plasma physics experiment features will
compensate some difficulties connected with the novelty of these devices. And, of
course, the SMS design, construction and operation experience is of great impor-
tance. The work on SMS for plasma research should be considered from this point
of view.

П . Mirrors

At the Kurchatov Institute of Atomic Energy studies of magnetic mirrors
plasma accumulation and stabilization are continued at LIN-5B device with quad-
rupole field SMS. This device is replacing LIN-5 one with simple mirror geometry
that has been operated successfully more than 4 years. A preliminary report
about SMS development for LIN-5B was delivered at Alushta conference /I/. Now
the construction of this device has been completed (Fig.l).
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The "minimum B" baseball type coil of LIN-5B is a pool cooled system wound
of a stabilized superconductor based on Nb-Ti alloy with a square cross-section
6.2x6.2 ram2 with superconductor/copper ratio 1:4. The winding is of the pancake
type. The final magnet design parameters arc: central magnetic field 2.2T, mi-
rror field 4.5T, maximum field at the conductor 8T at current 2800 A. About
6000 m of superconductor were used for the winding and coil inductance was 1.7
Hn. The magnet weignt with armature was 5 tons.

The first test of LIN-5B SMS was performed. It was charged four times with
quenches occuring at the following current: 1930 A (first pancake transition),
2050 A (ninth pancake transition), 1930 A (tenth pancake transition) and 2210 A
(twelfth pancake transition). Helium evaporation with the coil charged was
15 L/hour which corresponds to the calculated value. As it is seen from the test
results a. training effect is observed. It is typical for a highly stressed quad-
rupole SMS. We hope that next chargings will make it possible to obtain the cal-
culated parameters of the system. But even at the obtained 75 $ value of a shori.
sample current at 8T the mirror trap parameters (central field 1.7T, periphery
field 3.4T and 5.6T at a conductor) are of practical interest for accumulation
and confinement studies with plasma produced by hydrogen injection within 15-30
keV energy range.

Besides, it is obvious that SMS of LIN-53 device construction and operation
allows to acquire a definite experience of a complicated geometry SMS construc-
tion. :

III. Tokárnak T-7

The construction of the first tokamak with toroidal field SMS is now co-
ming to the end. All tests of toroidal magnet system cctants'have be-'in completed
at the beginning of this year. These tests have demonstrated good mechanical,
vacuum, hydraulic properties and critical characteristics of the octants, which
give a hope that the toroidal SMS of T—7 would approach the calculated parame-
ters.

The SMS T—7 design has been reported at Alushta conference /I/, while the
first magnet section test results have been presented at Stanford conference
1976 /II/. The assembling of T-7 SMS takes place now in the Plasma Physics Divi-
sion of Kurchatov Institute.

The general view of the assembling is shown at Piga2. As "it has been repor-
ted T-7 has the following parameters:

Major torus radius 122 cm
Radius of discharge camera 35 cm
Toroidal field 3T
Plasma current (at q=3,3) 400 kA

These paraineter are rather close but lower than those of tokamak T-10 with con-
ventional magnet system on which experiments are successfully carried out and a
high value product of plasma density by confinement time close to the required
parameters of hybrid fusion reactor's regimes has been achieved.

So why T-7 installation is being constructed now ? Especially keeping in
mind a rather palliative decision concerning superconductor itself has been used
in this SMS. First of all it is aimed to expand plasma physics experiments.

In spite of plasma physics achievements there are still certain problems
of great importance for forward movement that need detailed studies. T-7 will
allow us to carry out some of the corresponding research at a cost lower than
that of conventional magnet system of comparable parameters while offering possi-
bility to obtain much more plasma information.

Of course the construction and operation of T-7 forseen in the nearest
future will give an experience so needed for development and exploatation of
plasma physics research devices with superconducting magnet.

Other SMS research on closed systems is under way in the Soviet Union, and
its resuits will be communicated at this conference in a separate report.

IV. Tokamak T-10M

It is generally known the future progress towards the reactor parameters
plasma in the magnetic confinement system is connected with greater dimensions
and increased toroidal magnetic field of Tokamak-type systems and with using
additional plasma heating methods. In this connection it is planned that after-
experiments on the T-10 and T-7 are finished, the main research will continue
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at T-10M.
Now the conceptual desxng of T-10M has been carried through.
Essentially Tokárnak T-10M will be a modified version of T-1O. The goal is

to construct superconducting toroidal magnet system, discharge chamber with grea-
ter cross section, and systems for additional plasma heating including HP and
UHF devices and neutral atoms injectors. The latter will use the existing energy
supply sources of T-10.

Supposed general view of T-10M electromagnetic system is shown at fig. 3.
Main parameters of the device are listed in table 1.

Table 1.

1. Major torus radius, R

2. Minor torus radius, a

3. Plasma current (at q=2,5), I

4. Central field at plasma, В

5. Maximum winding field, В
m

6. Number of coils
7. Stored energy

8. Maximum inhomogénéity of central
field at plasira, Лв/В

9. Winding current density

10. Operational current

11. Winding mass

D-shape toroidal field coil is accepted in conceptual desing of T-10M. Two
versions of stabilized conductor for T-10M magnet are being examined now: one on
the base of NbTi, the other on the base of Nb^Sn. The supposed construction of
conductors is shown at fig. 4. Merits and demerits of NbTi and NboSn used as a
T-10M conductor are quite evident. We have a commercial production, of composite
NbTi material as well as a considerable experience inbuilding large SMS from this
materials. However they have rather low operational temperature reserve of about
2K, so the construction of large and reliable SMS with complex field confiqura-
tion represents a difficult task.

At the same time niobium - tin SMS promise improved reliability and a manu-
facturing of such materials is started in the USSR and other countries. However,
it has started recently and we have not enough experience in developmenb and
construction of large SMS from these A15 high current multifilamentary conduc-
tors. The final decision concerning the type of T-10M conductors will be made
after some supplementary calculations and experiments including experiments on
the representative models will be held.

As a conductor for SMS of T-10M has not been chesen yet, there is some un-
certainty concerning magnet cooling system type. It is evident that the magnet
will not be pool—type in a common meaning of a term.

A so colled ventilated system in which the superconductor will be cooled by
liquid helium, circulated outside the conductor along the winding by stimulated
convection, or a forcecooled system with liquid helium, flowing through the
channels inside the conductor. The latter approach is very convenient from engi-
neering point of view, however its realisation is connected with difficulties of
introducing tremendous amount of connections and electrical insulators in helium
communications. We hope T-7 force circulating SMS operation experience, that will
bs gained this year, will add us consciousness to make a final choice of T-10M
SM cooling system. T-10M instalation is expected to be in operation in 1982.

V. Superconducting materials for plaama physics SMS

Superconducting materials operate in coils of plasma physics devices in much
more severe conditions than in common solenoids. And its true to a greater extent
for the windings of future experimental fusion reactors. As a rule, high overall
current density and high induction at winding are required. The winding must re-



slot complex and high value ponderomotor forces, regaining superconducting. Besi-
des that, the SMS must operate being affected by impulse magnet fields up to

оЛт.
Just because of that the problem of developing conductor for thermonuclear

installations is attracting serious attention of many research groups. The most
important part of the research is devoted to the development of high current ca-
pacity multifilamentary Nb~Sn conductors. It is explained not only by an evident
possibility to achieve higher fields but also by considerable improvement of the
system stability and increase of allowed working temperature. The multifilamen-
tary NboSn conductor fabrication method .»as suggested rather long ago /h/. Howe-
ver slow progress in using suchConductors for construction of large supercon-
ducting magnets is observed. Two main reasons are explaining the situation; high
brittleness of A15 conductors allowing strains less then 0.5 % and some difficul-r
ties of NbgSn conductor stabilization when using the so colled "bronze techno-
logy" of its production. In the USSR the electroplating method for stabilizing
NbTi conductors is widely used /5,6/, so it was natural to use this method for
NboSn conductor fabrication. With the help of this method such a conductor was,
produced. Its size is about 2x27 mm . As its main component 1 mm diameter bronze
wire with 7225 superconducting filaments was used /7/.

There were from 17 to 25 wires in one strip; superconductor to copper ratio
depended on the part of the winding where the strip had to be used, it was chosen
to provide a stationary stability at 10-12 T correspondingly. Calculations were
based on an improved stationary stability model /8/ taking into account the real
temperature dependence of the critical current, copper heat—and electric conduc-
tivity, and heat transfer coefficient,

A test solenoid was wound of this conductor having the following parameters:

Inner diameter

Outer diameter

Winding height

Number of pancakes

Number of turns

Inductance

240 mm

520 mm

kkO mm

7

616

56 mHn

The solenoid was tested at I.V.Kurchatov Institute testing facilities in the
outer field created by a niobium-titanium solenoid. This solenoid is shown in

5» Test results are presented in table 2.

Table 2.

Central outer field, T

Critical current, A

Summary central field, T

Winding current density,
kA/cm

2

Nominal stress in the inner

turn kN/cm
2

0 2.5 3.8

7126 5706 5080

10.05 IO.63 11.06

7.15 5.71 5.08

15.9 13.5 12.5

The results of this work were as follows:
the possibility to stabilize multifilament Ift^Sn conductor by electroplating

technology was demonstrated and a stabilized high current density cabled strip
was produced. This conductor being wound in solenoid form had allowed to achieve
the following parameters:

magnetic field 10,6 T in the bore with diameter 220 mm at outer field 3,8 T
and with its own field 9,5 T; the overall current density of more than 7 kA/cm

2
;

and the nominal tension stress at inner turn equal to 15,9 kN/cm
2
. Peculiarities

of conductors voltage current and temperature transition curves has provided sta-
bility and possibility to control solenoid operation reliably at current much .
higher than of stationary stabilization. Within the program of material studies
for T-10M SMS first tests of short samples of transposed multifilamentary Nb-jSn
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conductor were performed. The conductor is based on singlewound assembly of 9

vires each 1,5 mm in diameter and 7225 filaments per wire. Total conductor's

cross-section is 0,78 cm . Copper stabilization is made by electroplating. This

material'я test results at magnetic fields up to 10 T are giver, in Fig.6. In

principle, as it is seen from this picture such typa of material is suitable for

large SMS like T-10M system. A more definite conclusion about the choice of con-

ductor can be made only after mechanical and electromagnetic tests of its short

samples and representative models wound of it ars completed.

So steady progress in nev superconducting material development including

materials based on A 15 componds, partly reflected in this report make it possi-

ble to say certainly large SMS for thermonuclear fusion installations will be

constructed on the nearest future. Moreover, if scientific and technical goals

are dominant when constructing experimental thermonuclear reactor, than even the

experimental reactor with magnetic confinement should be constructed based upon

superconducting materials. Having this in mind it is intended to modify USSR

T-̂ 20 Tokárnak project by introducing a superconducting magnet system instead of
a conventional one.
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Fig.3

Scheme of the electromagnetic syetem of tho device T-10M
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MAGNETS FOR FUSION REACTORS AND PLASMA PHYSICS RESEARCH:
STATE OF THE ART IN THE UNITED STATES

Resrdon P.J.
1. INTRODUCTION

In the United States today there exists a rapidly developing
and expanding program of magnet construction and design
that is required to meo; the ambitious goals of the United
States fusion power development program. Its development
is crucial to the quest for reasonably economic alternative
energy sources to meet world needs for present and improved
standards of living and economic development over the next
two generations and is essential if other existing and potential
energy sources fail to provide the energy required in the next
century, for survival of the human race as we now know it.

In this talk I will cover briefly the breadth of magnet develop-
ment in the United States and merely touch on a few of the
difficult technical issues. Other talks and papers to be presented
at this conference by my American colleagues will go into
some depth on many of the more important or more difficult
problems of tha magnet coils. Also, because of the breadth
of the program I am reporting on, I have limited my coverage
to toroidal field coib for tokamaks and superconducting field
coils for mirror devices. Some other magnetic devices such as
the bending magnets for the ELMO BUMPY TORUS and
conceptual designs for poloidal field coils for power reactor
designs will also be reported on at this conference.

2. CONVENTIONAL TOROIDAL FIELD MAGNETS
ATTHEPPPL.

Table I contains a summary of the important parameters of
the toroidal field magnets used or to be used in four Princeton
tokamaks. Three of these are of a circular design which has
represented the main line of U.S. tokárnak development to
date. The first of these tokamaks, the АТС (Adiabatic Toroidal
Compressor), is now turned off after proving out the concept
of compression heating of plasmas and reinforcing, with TFR
and ORMAK, the importance of Neutral-Beam Heating in
achieving higher plasma densities and temperatures. The
PLT (Princeton Large Torus), workhorse of the U.S. program,
will soon фе operating with four neutral-beam lines provided
by ORNL. In earlier experiments, since a 1975 tuff.-on, record
plasma currents of 600 Kiloamps and energy confinement
times up to 200 milliseconds have been achieved. The PLT is
similar in size to the Soviet T-10 tokárnak and through the
mechanism of a sound international collaboration, their
experimental programs are intended to be corroborative and
complementary. The TFTR (Tokárnak Fusion Test Reactor)
now under construction and expected to be operational by
1981, will be the first tokárnak in the world to produce 14 MeV
fusion neutrons and 3.5 MeV fusion alpha particles in a break-
even experiment involving tritium plasma which is heated by
high-energy deuterium neutral beams in the two-component
ion energy mode. In addition to the break-even experiment, the

Figure 1. PPL Conventional Tokamaks Toroidal Reid Cross-
sections.

TFTR wilj be the, first tokárnak to study significant alpha-
particle heating and related plasma physics problems, thus .
providing essential physics and engineering data. A follow-on
device is under consideration; its D-T plasma after ignition,
will be heated entirely by alpha particles. The fact that TFTR
will burn D-T and produce significant radioactivity (1014

neutrons per pulse which will activate the vacuum vessel walls
and TF coils to a radiation level of about 10s mrem/hr after
100 full power D-T pulses) has imposed severe design require-
ments and restrictions on the TF coils which must be remote1',

Figure 2. The Adiabatic Toroidal Compressor (АТС), at Prince-
ton Plasma Physics Laboratory, proved the concept
of compression heating of plasmas.

TABLE 1 - PPL CONVENTIONAL MAGNET
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Figure 3. The Princeton Large Torus (PLT), which began
operating in 1975, has achieved plasma currents
of 600 Kiloamps. It will soon begin operating with
neutral-beam injectors provided by ORNL.
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removed and maintained if they fail. These requirements
include a comprehensive 3D finite element stress analysis,
fatigue and fracture mechanism considerations, materials
activation studies, detailed thermal analyses, and compre-
hensive reliability and maintainability studies.

Figure 4, The Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor (TFTR) will be the
first tokamak in the world to study significant alpha
particle heating. It is extracted to be operational
in 1981.

POLOIDAL DIVERTOR EXPERIMENT (POX)
The Poloidal Divertor Experiment is par' of the development

effort required to control impurities in tokárnak plasmas. It is
well known that any non-reacting ions present in a plasma are
undesirable and those with high-Z which are not stripped of
electrons lead to high radiation losses.

A divertor is a particular magnetic configuration in which the
boundary plasma flows into a remote burial chamber where it
finally interacts with solid material. This should reduce the in-
flux of impurities in the main plasma chamber.

The divertor configurations require the largest tokamak
vacuum vessel constructed so far at PPPI. (height 3m; width
1.5m; R = 1.5m). In addition to the piasma and burial
chambers, the vacuum vessel contains many of the poloidal
field coils.

Figure 5. The Poloidal Divertor Experiment (PDXI is part of the
U.S. fusion development effort to study methods of
controlling impurities in hot tokamak plasmas.

The PDX plasma is designed to test several poloidal divertor
configurations in a plasma of dimensions comparable to those
in TOO and PLT but at about half the design fields and, there-
fore, half the plssma current. It is planned to use several
megawatts of neutral injection for heating the plasma to a
temperature of about 2 keV which should permit a significant
test of divertor operation. The coils for the PDX are non-
circular and by adjusting the poloidal field coils, one can
produce a circular or поп-circular plasma configuration.

Figure 6.- Cross-section of PDX, showing vacuum vessel, burial
chamber and poloidal field coils contained inside the
vacuum vessel.
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Figure 7. Other U.S. conventional magnet tokamak toroidal
field cross-sections.

Figure 8. Scale mot si ot Alcator С

3. CONVENTIONAL MAGNET TQKAMAKS
AT OTHER U.S. LABORATORIES

THE MIT ALCATOR A TOKAMAK

The "Alcator A" operates with a magnetic field, B T = 100 kG,
and the major radius (R = 54 cm) was chosen to achieve
the highest plasma current densities (j~BT/R = 1200 A/cm2)
of any existing tokamak. The coil is pre-cooled to 77°K
utilizing 6500/. of LN2 and uses 25 MW peak power at 100 kG.



The coil, operating at ir/A/cm2 and a peak winding field of
140 kG, is built of tapered copper Bitter plates, 54 cm square,
reinforced by interleaved stainless steel plates. The machine
requires the use of an air-core transformer. Eighty perceni of
the flux is generated by a central coil of 45 cm OD with a peak
field of 100 kG, and current density NTA/cm2 at the achieved 1
volt-second level. The remaining flux is generated by 3 sets of
coils distributed to reduce the fringe field at the plasma to t
5 gauss.

The vacuum chamber is a single bellows with an 0.5 mm
wall, a 20 cm limiter, a 25 cm ID and a 27,4 OD. The chamber
is enclosed by a 1.25 cm thick copper shell rigidly supported
at each of four gaps.

Results to date confirm that plasma current scales with
toroidal field and is uninfluenced by adverse wall loading, up
to at least 200 kA at 60 kG. Electron temperatures of 2.0 keV
using ohmic heating have been measured at densities of 5.0 x
1013.

TABLE IIA - OTHER CONVENTIONAL MAGNET
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THE MIT ALCATOR С ТОКАМАК

The MIT Alcator С is a high-field compact tokamak modeled
after the highly-successful Alcator A. Its larger Bitter-type
toroicW field coil (major radius = 0.646 m; minor radius =
0.216 m) consists of 240 tapered copper turns 0.80 m square.
For reinforcement, each full-hard copper plate is multiply-
keyed to an interleaved sheet of full-hard type-216 stainless
steel. Finite-elemer: rmalysis predicts poak stresses of 310 MPa
in the copper and 630 MPa in the steel at the maximum opera-
ting central field of 14.0 tesla. Precooling the magnet with
liquid nitrogen reduces the power requirement by gQ%-to 150
MW. At peak field, the magnet inductively stores 81 MJ. At
the end of a 3.5-second 14-tesla pulse, the hot-spot
temperature-rise is 110 K; the magnet resistance has increased
by 53%; and the cumulative resistive heating equals Z7 MJ.

THE DOUBLET IIA EXPERIMENT AT GENERAL ATOMIC

Doublet IIA is a noncircular cross-section tokamak with a
field-shaping coil system. The purpose of this device is to

Figure 9. Bitter magnet plates for Alcator C.

perform comparative studies of plasmas with various cross-
sectional shapes. Detailed measurements of the temporal
and spatial behavior of the plasma properties of dou'ulet.
elliptic, and circular cross-section discharges in Doublet IIA
have been carried out. One major result of these studies is the
observation of a significant increase in the electron density,
n , and the energy confinement time, т., with increased plasma
elongation. The elliptic and circular discharges are produced
passively by controlling the plasma-induced current in the field-
shaping coils surrounding the plasma. The doublet discharges
are produced by actively driving selected sets of shaping coils,
and these shaping fields are adjusted according to the changes
in the plasma current density profile which accompany plasma
heating.

THE DOUBLETT III

Doublet III, which is expected to be completed in late 1978,
will provide for investigation of non-circular plasmas in a large
tokamak. Some important parameters are: major radius 1.5 m;
toroidal field 2.6T; plasma width 0.9 m; height to width ratio
3:1; plasma current <5MA; and q = 2.6. With the aid of neutral
beam heating densities o f ~ 2 x 1 0 ^ cm~3 and temperature
ofabout5keV.

Figure 10. Doublet III, under construction at General Atomic,
is scheduled for completion in 1978.

THEORNLORMAK

The ORMAK tokamak, recently decommissioned, was a low
aspect ratio tokamak which operated at central toroidal field
levels <2.6T. The long and successful operation of this device
showed that it is possible to conduct plasma physics experi-
ments in liquid nitrogen cooled toroidal magnets enclosed in a
vacuum jacket.
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t

Figure 11. Doublet III, showing installation of one of its
24 toroidal field coils.

The following list of plasma parameters attest to the wide
range of plasma regimes produced and investigated on
ORMAK: Major radius 80 cm; minor radius 23 cm: B, 0.4 - 2.6
T; ne'°» = 1014 cm'3; Te<0><1.8 keV. The highest ion tempera-
ture and densities were obtained with the aid of 300 kilowatts
of neutral injection power.

THEORNLISX
The (SX (Impurity Studies Experiment) was designed to

study both the sources of impurities in the vacuum vessel walls
and impurity behavior inside the tokainak plasma. The vacuum
vessel is designed to be rapidly replaceable to study the effects
of using different wall materials. Graphite, silicon carbide, and
other materials have been suggested as alternates to stainless
steel for better impurity control. Other experiments will attempt
to remove the impurities once they enter the plasma. One such
experiment, the Impurity Flow Reversal Experiment developed
at the General Atomic Company, will attempt to remove
impurities by controlled hydrogen gas flows into the plasma.

The experimental flexibility of ISX will also be u3ed in new
sets of experiments to explore plasma parameters for eco-
nomical fusion reactors. The experiments exploring the so-
called flux conserving tokárnak (FCT) concept developed at
ORNL will be used to increase the "beta" of the tokárnak dis-
charge. Beta,jS. is an important measure of plasma economics;
it is the ratio of the pressure exerted by the plasma to the pres-
sure exerted by the magnetic field on the plasma. Because
the magnetic field systemsof a tokamatt are the most expen-
sive parts, an increase in/} will mean more plasma and hence
more output power for the sama magnetic field cost. These
experiments, if successful, will be a critical step forward toward
economic fusion energy.

4. THE LARGE COIL PROGRAM AT OAK RIDGE
NATIONAL LABORATORY

The plan for the American Large Coil Program (LCP)
emerged from e broadly based review of the United States
tokárnak magnet development program. Basically it consists of
having United States industry design and build at least three
different test сойэ, to specifications prepared by the program,
and test them under conditions that permit the selection of the
best design. Program management, technical guidance, and
evaluation are provided by a team at the Oak Ridge National
Laboratory.

The focus of the LCF-' is on the needs of an ignition tokárnak,
TNS, (the next step). Test coil bore dimensions are 2-1/2 x
3-1/2 m, which в about one-half to one-third present concep-
tual experimental reactor design sizes, but the conductor cur-
rent and ampere-turns in the test coil will be about the same as
those in these reactor designs (10-15 kA and~7 MA-turns).
Specified pulsed fields and several force levels were chosen in
the upper range of those anticipated for a reactor. The first
coils are to operate at a peek field of 8 tesla in the coil when in
a 6-coil compact toroidal arrangement. Interface dimensions
are specified so that coils of different internal design can be
assembled and operated together. Of the three concepts being
developed by industry, two use a NbTi conductor, cooled by
boiling helium while the other uses NbjSn cooled by forced
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Figure 12. Conceptual toroidal field cross-sections for several
large scale tokamak designs.

TABLE III - REQUIREMENTS FOR PROPOSED LARGE
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flow of supercritical helium. The conductor configuration,
structural arrangement, and fabrication techniques vary widely
among the three coils. Scheduled delivery of the test coils
is 1980.

A test facility is being prepared at Oak Ridge. The test stand
will be enclosed in a vacuum tank which is large enough t o
allow later tasting of higher field coils in a torus or t w o ful l -
size reactor coils between background field coils. Pulsed coils
provide up to 02 tesla in one second with spatial distribution
at TF coils similar to that in a reactor.

In addition to United States' coils, Europe and Japan may
also provide coils to be tested in the Large Coil Test Facility
under provisions of an agreement arranged through the Inter-
national Energy Agency. Perhaps a coil from the Soviet Union
could also be tested at ORNL. In addition, the PPPL group is
investigating the possibility «rat the NboSn coil for the ORNL
LCP could be a half-scale prototype for their LPX.

6. NEXT STEPS A N D UPGRADES

All experimental plasma confinement devices of the tokamak
type that have been built to date have used copper coils t o pro-
duce the toroidal component of the confining magnetic field.
Furthermore, none of the larger tokamaks now being con-
structed (TFTR JT-60, JET, T-20) will use superconducting
coils. This reflects the judgment of the various research pro-
grams that use of superconducting coils would entail more
uncertainty in schedule and cost and is technically unnecessary
to the goals of the devices. Wi th the next step up in size, how-
ever, the incentives for superconducting magnets become very
strong. Two of the three TNS and Upgrade concepts shown in
Table.IV, are based on superconducting magnet designs. The
third, the MIT HFITR uses more conventional coils of the
Bitter type. The PPPL LPX and the MIT HFITR are referred to
as TFTR Upgrades since they would use some of the basic
facilities at Princeton which wil l result f rom construction of
the TFTR. The GA superconducting TNS and the MIT HFITR
would be D-T ignition devices end the PPPL LPX would be an
H-H and D-D device.
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The toroidal field coils of the superconducting tokamaks
now being planned for those and follow-on devices for the late
1390's may not be substantially larger in physical size or stored
energy than the largest superconducting magnets built to date.
They will represent, however, a significant advance in the state
of the art, because of the unique set of requirements that
must be met. Among these are;

Coil in-plane forces are strongly asymmetric.

Coil out-of-plane forces are substantial.

Pulsed fields produced by the plasma-driving system and
the plasma itself are imposed on the toroidal field coils.

Location of poloidal field coils, i.e., inside or outside the
toroidal field coils, has a big effect on toroidal field con-
ductor stability and temperature.

Space is at a premium because tokárnak confinement
performance is improved by more compact arrangements.

Magnet stability is essential to an acceptable availability
factor for the tokamak device.

Because of lateral or out-of-plane loads constant tension
or D-shaped coils do not solve all of the significant coil
support problems.

TABLE IV -
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Figure 13. Conceptual toroidal field coil cross-sections of
large scale tokamak designs.

Two paths to large superconducting tokamaks, involving
different intermediate steps, have been envisioned. In one the
first superconducting tokamak would be small, to limit the
capital costs, but addressing all of the special problems except
those specifically dependent upon physical size. The other
course involves building a few large coils of leading candidate
designs and testing them under reasonably realistic conditions
before choosing the design of the actual reactor coils. At the
present time, the latter course is being pursued in the United
States through the ORNL Large Coil Program as described
above and in a separate paper at this conference. It is ex-
pected, however, that a full scale TNS prototype supercon-
ducting coil would be started before completion of the LCP
once a TNS design is firnied up. General Atomic has already
made a preliminary proposal to build a prototype for their

Figure 14. TFTR Upgrades will be located adjacent to TFTR
in the TFTR experimental complex.

proposed TNS, which will also be reported on at this confer-
ence. None of the three proposals shown in Table IV is ap-
proved yet and there is no firm time table for their initiation.
Also, ORNL has conducted a comprehensive study on the
plasma parameters of several conceptual I N S ' s which I will
not report on in this conference.
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Figure 15. Estimated Parameters of the Princeton Plasma
Physics Laboratory's LPX.

6. MIRROR M A G N E T S Y S T E M S A T LLL

The "Baseball Il-T" experiment was the first U.S. fusion
device to use a superconducting magnet system. Table V
shows the parameters of this magnet which operated without
failure at design specifications for 5 years before it was turned
off in 1976 to make room for new experiments. This baseball
configuratioi (in which the current flows in a conductor
shaped iike the seam of a baseball) is a natural descendant of
the mirror-quadrupole schemes used earlier at Culham and
Livermore. One of the advantages of this magnet is that its
designers were able to capitalize on the fact tHfat it operated
at low temperature by using ARUCO 21-6-9 stainless steel
which has an ultimate tensile strength of about 250 ksi (1724
MN/m?) at 4.0°K. This is clearly a distinct advantage that
superconducting magnet designs have over conventional ones,
as it is extremely difficult to achieve a UTS of over 100 ksi (690
MN/m 2 ) at room temperature without cold working.

Based on successful technological results with the Baseball
superconducting magnet and other important physics results
with conventional mirror magnet systems, LLL is now under-
taking a new major mirror experiment called the Mirror Fusion
Test Facility. This experiment, like the Princeton TFTR facility
for tokamak confinement systems, is a maior U.S. Fusion
Development Project and is intended to provide sufficient
information on plasma density, temperature and stability to
demonstrate the physics feasibility of mirror magnet reactor
systems. Table V also gives the critical parameters of this
device.
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Figure 16. Bore of superconducting magnets.

TABLE V - MIRROR FUSION DEVICES
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Figure 18. The Baseball Il-T magnet shown iii final phase of
fabrication. (Photo courtesy of University of Cali-
fornia Lawrence Livermore Laboratories and U.S.
ERDA.)

Figure 17. The Baseball Il-T magnet assembly being lowered
into the vacuum vessel. (Photo courtesy of Uni-

versity of California Lawrence Uvemwre Laborato-
ries and U.S. ERDA.)

Figure 19. Conceptual design of the MFTF with Yin-Yang de-
sign superconducting magnet. (Photo courtesy of
University of California Lawrence Livermore Labora-
tories and U.S. ERDA.)

The MFTF experiment will use a superconducting magnet
of the Yin-Yang design (similar to the conventional magnet
2X11 В experiment). With advanced neutral-beam injection
techniques, LLL expects the MFTF to verify the energy-scal-
ing laws at SOO milKon°C and because of its increased size and
higher magnetic field, MFTF will investigate plasma' stability
under mirror system reactor conditions.

Besides plasma physics questions, the MFTF design ad-
dresses many of the difficult technical problems that must be
solved for practical mirror reactor systems. Specifically, the
MFTF experiment will explore large-scale, complex -neutral
beams; plasma-wall interactions; disposal of the flux of par-
ticles leaving the mirror machine; and high-speed vacuum
pumping techniques.

7. EXPERIMENTAL POWER REACTORS. DEMONSTRA-
TION POWER REACTIONS AND COMMERCIAL
POWER REACTORS

Since most of the major studies for commercial power ra-
actors were completed over a year ago I have merely repro-
duced in Table VIII the magnet parameters of those devices as
they were then conceived. One of the most important func-
tions that these studies accomplished was to demonstrate that
on the basis of the physics results of three years ago, tokárnak
commercial power reactors would be very large and very
expensive, even if economical.

In the meantime a number pf important things have happened.
The physics results, both theoretical and experimental, have
indicated that high plasma confinement times and current



densities scale with field and plasma size as predicted; plasma
heating is quite successful; higher Beta tokamaks appear to be
feasible and non-circular plasma geometries are quite efficient. ,
This has led to a higher degree of optimism about the size !

that is required for a tokárnak power reactor. In Figure 12
one can see that the size of the ORNL EPR is substantially less
than the size of UWMAK HI. This does not imply that they are
equally efficient power producers, but the point is that one
does not now feel one must go to extremely large-scale devices
to get adequate efficiency. Now we believe that efficiency and
power production can, in principle, be achieved in smaller de-
vices. The ORNL/Westinghouse groups have concentrated on
these trade-off studies.

In addition to these physics and plasma parametric studies,
the work at ORNL on the Urge Coil Project has produced
important industrial response on how to build coils for tokamak
power reactors. The industrial studies demonstrated the manu-
facturing and delivery difficulties associated with the large coils
from the former commercial power reactor studies. All of that
information suggested that a smaller size coil would be more
reproducible, more reliable and easier to achieve at established
industrial facilities. The utilities also indicated that commercial
power reactors of 500 MWE to 1500 M W E would be more
useful at existing or planned power stations to reduce overall
capital cost rather than the 3 to 5 GWE plants the earlier
designs would have produced. In fact, overall plant efficiency
and economy would be significantly enhanced if 3 or more
1500 MWE tokamak reactors ware installed at power plants.
The recent results requiring 4 to в GWE on the achievable
stress levels with Hb4Sn provide further optimism that size can
be brought down as field levels go up.

A size of about 8m x 12m with By of 7.0 at R with Niobium
Tin and a Beta of about 4 % or a design in the same geometry,
of By of ST at R with a Beta of about 8 % on the basis of the
recent pre-conceptual design studies at ORNL and GA appear
quite feasible for an economic commercial power reactor in the
1000 M W E regime.

TABLE VI - EXPERIMENTAL POWER REACTOR
CONCEPTUAL DESIGNS
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TABLE VII - DEMONSTRATION POWER REACTOR
CONCEPTUAL DESIGN
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TABLE VIII - COMMERICAL POWER REACTOR
CONCEPTUAL DESIGNS
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Fieure20. Cross-section of U W M A K III.

Figure 2 1 . General Atomic's conceptual design of an experi-
mental power reactor facility.

8. C O N C L U S I O N S

I hope I have been able to present to you a comprehensive
picture of the broad-based development activities being ac-
complished by the many fusion magnet development groups
in the United States. W e are vigorously pursuing, through
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projects now underway, two main lines of major magnetic
confinement systems, the Tokárnak and the Mirror. In the
Tokárnak area, we are looking with equal vigor into circular and
non-circular coil designs, tow-field and high-field conventional
magnet designs, including Bitter coil adaptations, supercon-
ducting designs with Niobium Titanium and Niobium Tin, and
cryogenic cooling systems with forced cooling and pool boil-
ing. With the mirror systems, we are capitalizing on the highly
successful operational experience of the Baseball Magnet and
building a bigger superconducting magnet system for -the
Mirror Fusion Test Facility.

The TFTR will give us insight into the special problems of
neutron activation, remote maintenance and repair, residual
radioactivity, reliability, remote control and operation of diag-
nostics in a nuclear radiation environment and, for the first
time, the effects of alpha particle plasma heating. The POX and
the ISX will tell us something about the effects of impurities
and their control. The Alcator devices will continue to stress
and extend our knowledge of high density plasmas and ohmic
heating. The General Atomic Corporation will continue to ex-
plore the advantages of extremely non-circular plasmas.
Planned neutral-beam experiments on PLT, POX, Doublet III,
ISX, and TFTR will define more clearly the role neutral-beam
heating plays in plasma temperature, density and confinement
time. Improvements to Doublet i l l , PLT, PDX, ISX and TFTR
can establish the role which RF heating will play in plasma
heating. One or more of the TNS's or upgrades proposed at
GA. CSNL. MIT, and PPPL, if operational in the next ten years,
could answer serious questions about ignition, long pulse
operation, impurity build-up and fueling. Tandem mirrors
devices as a follow-on to the MFTF, might demonstrate more
promising results and open up additional options for future
reactor designs. Apart from a TNS, most of the elements, at
least from the point of view of magnet development, for a
broad-based program with magnetic confinement systems
are essentially in place and functioning or expected to function
over the next four to six years. I don't believe the TNS can wait
that long for its design to be started and it should be underway
as soon as possible, hopefully with conceptual design and
ROD being initiated within a year.

The stimulating results which are sure to be forthcoming
over the next five years, coupled with the information to be
obtained from a comprehensive and dedicated TNS design
effort, should produce the options and trade-offs required for
a cohesive integrated plan for the construction of experimental
power devices that can begin to come on stream in the early
199(rs, an essential milestone if the goal of a commercial

power demonstration by the end of the century has any
meaning. We are building the base; we are training the people;
we are involving new disciplines and talents through effective
partnerships with industry,- we are solving the tough problems;
and we are moving forward with cautious optimism based on
favorable physics and technological results. What we need
most is the determination to move ahead more quickly and the
commitment to back it up.
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SUMMARY

Some tolcamaks representative of
present-day development are described
in part one, with special reference to
toroidal field windings, and this is
followed by an account of projects and
reactor studies.'

Part two examines the laws of
variation of the main parameters as a
function of tokárnak size, in order to
compare requirements and studies for
the design of superconducting coils in
part three.

Various types of collaboration de-
veloped for these investigations are
discussed in part four.

1 - INTRODUCTION

It is obvious that thermonuclear
fusion by means of tokamaks will call
on superconducting coils for the magne-
tic field production. Meanwhile pro-
jects such as the Join European Torus
will use conventional water-cooled hol-
low copper conductor windings.

It therefore seems interesting to
review the problems raised by the pro-
duction of tokamak magnetic fields and
to examine the technique of supercon-
ductors. For this reason tokamaks exis-
ting and in project are described here,
while extrapolations will be limited to
the future generation which can be
built with the superconductors used
today.

Studies show that, two possibili-
ties are open. One is to build tokamaks
straight away for physical research but
using superconductors for the windings,
the other to establish technological
models in preparation for future cons-
tructions. The difficulty lies in the
degree of appreciation of the technical
problems to be solved. As the size of
tokamaks increases it will only become
harder to turn towards a new technique,
however indispensable in the future.

2 - THE SITUATION

starting.with the LEVITRON then concen-
trating on the toroidal field produc-
tion in tokamaks.

2.1 - ЬеуШоп :

The CULHAM Levitron is an experi-
ment in which a superconducting ring is
supported by the interaction of its cur-
rent with the field produced by verti-
cal field coils. These coils are also
superconducting whereas the toroidal
field coils are conventional. Figure l
shows the arrangement of the conductors

с ч •

Fig.l - Schematic view of the LEVITRON.

The main parameters of the levita-
ted superconducting ring are as follows:

- Major radius 0.30 m
- Minor radius 0.045 m
- Ring current 0.5 MA

This ring has several original cha-
racteristics. It is wound with an Nb-Ti
wire, after which the winding is -vacuum
impregnated, with epoxy resin and enclo-
sed in a stainless steel case. The spa-
ce between the winding and the case is
filled at room temperature with helium
gas to a pressure of 150 atmospheres.
The ring is conduction-cooled by means
of retractable legs through which he-
lium flows at 2 atmospheres and 3 K. The
cooled ring remains superconducting for
20 minutes.

. In spite of this restriction on
the cooling system the performance ob-4

This chapter deals with some expe- tained by the ring is'very close to
rimental devices used in controlled fu- that obtained by the short sample con-
sion research and of interest from the ductor.
view-point of magnetic field production



The machine was started up in Fe-
bruary 1973 and is a very interesting
example of the.use of superconducting
properties.

2.2 - Magnetic_fields_in_a_Tokamak

The different magnetic fields in-
volved in a tokamak will be described
first.

Tokamaks consist of a set of coils
arranged on a torus and producing the
toroidal field, which is fixed in time

~ for. the needs of the experiment (a few
seconds at present). When copper coils
are used they are pulsed to reduce the
delivred energy. Stability and induc-
tion heating of the plasma are obtained
by a poloidal field produced by circu-
lar coils centred on the torus axis.
Figure 2 shows the arrangement of the
different coils.

COPPER

INSULATION

- Bitter coils for T.F.R.

The following table gives the main
parameters of these toroidal field cous.

- Current 35 000 A
- Voltage 4 000 V

. - Rise time I s
- Flat top 0.5 s

TOROIDAL FIELD COILS

P0LOID4L FIELD COILS

PLASM!
ОИЯЕНТ

Fig.2 - Fields versus time for a
tokamak.

;,4 - View of the T.F.R. coils.

The energy source is an alternator
coupled to a fly-wheel storing 400 MJ,
the alternator supplies a peak power of
120 MW and the pulse duration is 2 se-
conds. Figure 5 shows a general view of
the group. The system reached nominal
power in March 1973.

Tokamak_,IT.F,
!
R.l

 :

The toroidal field of the FONTENAY
aux-ROSES tokainak has the following
characteristics :

- Major radius 0.98 m ,
- Coll radius 0.30 и
- Field 6 T
- Stored energy 60 MJ

The toroidal field magnet is pro-*
duced by 24 Bitter type coils ; figure 3
Shows how a turn is built up by criss-
crossing of copper and insulator plates
A coil possesses 35 turns of outer dia-
meter 1 m and '' - coils are pyralene-
cooled (Fig. 4) C

2
3

Fig.5 - Toroidal field power supply.

These few elements show the origi-
nality of this type of magnet.

2.4 - The_DITE_Tgkamak :

DITE (Divertor and Injection Toka-
mak Experiment) is a tokamak build at
CULHAM. The toroidal field is produced
by copper coils working at liquid 'ni-
trogen temperature £зЗ
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The main characteristics of this
tokamak are as follows :

- Major radius 1.27 m
- Coil radius O.SO m
- Magnetic field .... 2.8 T
- Stored energy 2 3 MJ

The 16 coils are made up of impre-
gnated copper conductors enclosed in a
stainless steel case, the outer chamber
is made of aluminium alloy and the for-
ces are transmitted from liquid nitro-
gen to room temperature by stainless
steel supports.

The main parameters of the winding
are as follows :

- Current 12 000 A
- Voltage 600 V
- Rise time .... 5 s
- Flat top 0.5 s

These cryogenic coils give a high
current density. The technology is simi-
lar to that used for superconducting
coils.

2.5 - FRASCftTI_Tgk§mak_lF
i
T
i
l :

This Tokamak is designed to work
at high field 10 T ; the copper coils
operate at liquid nitrogen temperature
(Fig.6) [4]

- Major radius 1.64 m
- Coil height 4.3 m
- Coil width 2.8 m
- Stored energy 237 MJ

The toroidal field is produced by
16 D-shaped coils supported by a central
column.The copper windings are anclosed
in a stainless steel casing through
which the magnetic forces are transmit-
ted to the structure. Figure 7 shows a
general view of the toroidal field coils

Fig.6 - Toroidal coils of the FRASCATI
Tokamak.

The main characteristics are as
follows :

- Major radius „ 0.83 m
- Coil radius О.29 m
- Field 10 T

The magnet was tested at 8.5 T in
spring 1976.

2-Г6 - The_ASDEX_Tokamak_:

ASDEX (Axially Symmetric Divertor
Experiment) is a large tokamak under
construction at GARCHING. £5J

The main parameters are :

Fig.7 - General view of ASDEX (ЛрШ 1977)

The characteristics of the toroidal
field coils are :

- Current 45 O00 A
- Voltage 3 300 V
- Rise time .... 5 s
- Flat top 5 s

The toroidal field coils are sup-
plied by a fly wheel generator with a
rectifier diode bridge. The dissipated
power is 115 MW and the maximum power
of the generator 155 MW ; the available
energy is 1.5 GJ.

This tokamak is scheduled to start
up in summer 1978.

The ASDEX tokamak is distinguished
from the other machines described by
its large coil size' and the use of a
more conventional technique, impregna-
ted copper coil.

2.7 - The_JET_p_rg}ect :

The JET (Joint European Torus) is
a European Community Project to study
plasma behaviour under conditions ap-
proaching these required in a fusion
reactor. The parameters are as follows:

- Maj or radius 3 m
- Coil height 5.6 m
- Coil width 3.8m
- Toroidal field .... 2.8 T
- Stored energy 940 MJ
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The magnet has been designed at
2.8 T and a fieXd of 3.4 T is foreseen
as the final performance in the last
phase of the operation. A basic choice
was to use conventional copper coils.
The toroidal field system consists of
32-D-shaped coils, a large fraction of
the energy dissipated in the copper
being removed by a water flow during
the pulse. QQ

The parameters of the coils are
given in the following table :

- Maximum current 53 000 A
- Voltage 4 600 V
- Rise time 13 s
- Flat top 20 s

Figure 8 shows the size of the

coils.

crease with the size of the tokamak and
tend towards machines with a quasi-sta-
tionary magnetic field. The effect of
this long flat top is to reduce the cur-
rent density of the coils which increa-
ses the tokamak size. In addition the
network power severely limited the choi-
ce of building site for the machine.

For later stages the superconduc-
tor technique is the necessary solution,
as shown in the description of the fol-
lowing two studies.

Fig.В - Schematic view of JET coils.

The current density in the copper
is 19.6 A/mm

2
 on the inner part of the

coils and 13.7 A/mm
2
 on the outer.

A power of 175 MW is necessary du-
ring the flat top and the energy dissi-
pated per pulse is 5.3 GJ. The system
is supplied by a rotating group and
static group combination. The fly-wheel
can deliver 2.6 GJ for 5 GJ stored.
(Fig. 9).

Fig.9 - Voltage and power in the coils
versus time.

2.8 -

Other stages will be necessary bet-
ween JET and energy producing reactors,
but to show the development of magnetic
systems two studies will be taken as
examples •• the CULHAM reactor MK II and
the reactor FINTOP. (Frascati, Ispra,
Napoli) Q7, 8] . Their magnetic charac-
teristics are as follows :

FINTOR MK II

- Major radius .. 9.0 m 7.4 m
- Plasma radius . 2 . 2 m 2.1m
- Fie'.d 3.5 T 4.0 T.

In these tokamaks the magnetic
field windings especially the toroidal
field coils discussed above, will use
superconductors. The studies are extra-
polations of existing machines and pro-
jects.

The description of these achieve-
ments and projects suggests the follo-
wing comment : after a bold use of
superconductors in the LEVITRON, an
original field production method in TPR
then the development of cryogenic coils
in DITE and F.T. there has been a return
to the use of more conventional coils,
superconductors being foreseen for fu-
ture generations of tokamaks.

3 - SCALING LAWS FOR TOROIDAL FIELD
COILS.

From these examples of tokamaks we
are led to investigate the laws of va-
riation of the main parameters as the
tokamak size increases. .

3.1 - The_eoloidal_field s

It is first necessary to define
the poloidal field, which largely go-
verns the problem of superconductors.
Figure 2 shows the configuration of the
windings ; this field ensures the plas-
ma current formation and is established
at the same time.

For a tokamak of the JET project
size (R = 3 m) the plasma current rise
time is 1 second, for the smallest ma-



the torus, which would mean that the
plasma current rise speed at time zero
is independent of size. The poloidal
field being independent of the tokainak
size the field variation rate would be
proportional to 1/R.

This variable field has a double
effect on superconductors. Firstly,
in future tokamaks the windings will•all
be superconducting and the poloidal
field coils will carry variable cur-
rents. Secondly the coils producing the
toroidal field, continuous by nature,
are subjected to both this variable
field and the plasma field. Hence they
must also be studied from the viewpoint
of variable field.

One important point to be conside-
red is that since the toroidal field
coils are subjected to the plasma field
an accidental plasma disruption, a po-
tential field of study in the experi-
mental tokamaks considered, will cause
the coils to undergo a rapid field va-
riation of amplitude around 0.4 T ;
this depends on the arrangement of the Fi
poloidal field coils where the variation
time is very small and limited only by
the tins constant of the casings, i.e.
a few tens of milliseconds unless ma-
gnetic screens have been inserted.

TOROIDAL FIELD COIL

.10 - Magnetic map without plasma
and with plasma.

Figure 10 shows the field situa-
tion around the toroidal field coils
without and with plasma, illustrating
the profound change which occurs when
the plasma is disrupted. Figures are

In this table the quantity of su-
perconductors is represented by the
product of the superconductor length by
the current transported. The current
density varies in this tokamak category
and it may be impossible as a result to
build small tokamaks. For large tori ;
the mean current density can decrease,
in particular the type of conductor can

given for a tokamak with iron core, the be different cryostatic stabilisation
situation near the toroidal field coils may be used. The energy density in the
is not different with an air

3.2 - Homothetic_tokgmaks :

The development of tokamaks, at

the finished, project or design stage,

the same toroidal magnetic field value
and determined by a homothetic trans-
formation of the geometry. flOJ

The following table sums up the
variations in the different parameters
according to the major radius R, the as-
pect ratio being constant in the cate-
gory considered, the variation laws
are the same as a function of the plas-
ma radius :

- Stored energy R
- Quantitv of superconductor ,.R

2

- Vertical field R°
- Current density

 nr
" 1

- Energy density in the coils .R
3

- Product О l
m
 R+

1

- •Mechanical stress R°

coils is the ratio of the energy stored
in the torus to the conductor volume
(copper and superconductor). This impor-
tant quantity determines the tempera-
ture reached by the coil in the event of
a quench, assuming that the energy is

distributed in the coils. The
0

m
 l

m
 is the product of the

voltage at the terminals of a coil, in
the case of a return to normal, by the
current in the coil, which shows that
if the voltage adopted is independent of
the torus size the current varies in
proportion to its radius. In addition
the stress in the coils is independent
of the torus dimensions.

In this tokamak category the cur-
rent density is dictated ; in the fol-
lowing discussion the conductor will
the taken as the point of departure.

3.3 - Bgl§tigns_imgosed_by_the

Stabilisation implies surrounding
the superconductor with a volume af
copper and a volume of helium dependent
on the intensity of the conductor, when-
ce a mean current density.
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A first hypothesis is to consider The advantages to be gained from
the application of a given conductor to high current densities however are re-
tokamaks of different sizes. The stress duced tokamak prices,
in the winding is proportional to the
size of the tokamak. 4 - REQUIREMENTS AND STUDIES

A second hypothesis is to take
into account, besides stability condi-
tions, protection of the conductor if
the winding returns to the normal state

С". ИЗ •

The following table resumes the
situation, where a is the plasma radius

Homothetic tokamak

First hypothesis

Second hypothesis

Current
density

a"1

a0

a"3/5

Stress

a0

a

a 2/ 5

4.1- The_field_yalue :

The first parameter to be defined
in the toroidal field system is the
field on the torus axis, but supercon-
ductors are concerned by the maximum
field value. For example for a 3 T
field on the axis the maximum field
is 6.5 T, a value independent of the
tokamak size in the homothetic class
considered above.

In view of the temperature mainte-
nance bound up with the stability pro-
blem, Nb-Ti is used at the limit of the
critical field. This limitation on the
maximum field value is accentuated for
smaller tori which require as shown,
higher current densities.

Scaling laws may be illustrated by
taking more realistic coil configura- 4.2 - The conductor :

of̂ coi'f ani 1%ТьТ1^ЛТо^ . ^ S T ^ ^ » ^ ^ T
maks are distinguished by the plasma S S f Ü ^ ^en^lflxcludef?his

material from the present generation of
tokamaks, but for large tokamaks cons-
tructed with the reactor in view such
materials should be considered.

To define a conductor for use in
a tokamak two aspects must be examined
at the same time : stabilisation and
losses due to the variable field. The
importance cf the latter aspect when
designing the toroidal coils of a toka-
mak has been shown C13J • I n this study
the variable field considered is 0.5 T
for the parallel component and 0.1 T
for the perpendicular component. The
variable field time constant is 1 se-
cond.

The intrinsic stabilxty of the
conductors does not palliate their pos-
sible movement, and cryostatic stabili-
sation is recommended for large units.

Fig. 11 - Current plasma versus the lar- A c u r r e n t density of 40 A/nrn.2 in the
— m> т-

Я
гН„=_ btfor ь 1= fh» conductor corresponds to a transferable

heat flux.of O.3 W/cm' is reduced to an
average 20 A/mm2 in the coil in view of
the helium channels.

ГМД

4

J

2

1

/

1 /I

/7 /•••*

'/

ge radius. Letter A is the
normalized point for the two
approachs.

Figure 11 gives the plasma current
as a function of R for different cur-
rent densities in the conductor, the
maximum induction in the coil being
fixed at 8 T. It is found on the one
hand that high current densities are
necessary for small tokamaks and on the
other hand that for tokamak of major
radius about 3 m a current density of
20 A/mm' is enough ; with this density,
as shown below, cryostatic stability of
the conductor can be achived.

Crycstetic stabilisation is stu-
died as a static phenomenon ; local
transition of part of the conductor may
be treated as a transient and the fac-
tor considered is the time to return to
the superconducting state C ^ O •

Figure 12 shows examples of 10000A
conductors designed for toroidal toka-
mak coilsLl53 • The solutions conside-
rer can be quite different. In one con-
ductor the Nb-Ti is in sheet form and
the conductor is wound on the edge, in



the other a composite is used and the.
stabilisation material is also divided.
Cooling of the conductor leading to
stabilisation is shown in this work to
be one of the least well-known points.

SPMEBS ,

5TÍINLE5S STEEL—^

5ИСЕИ-, SUBSIBitE-, SUPERHINDUCnm-,

gnetic field variation and T the time
constant. For tokamaks with a poloidal
field variation time constant of 1 s
the magnetisation losses' predominate
whereas if the time constant is around
O.I s, as in the case of small tokamaks
or less if plasma disruption is consi-
dered, losses of the second category
take precedence and hence the conductor
is designed differently.

It is useful to lower the working
temperature of superconductors in order
to improve this performance or to cut
down the combined conductor and cooling
system cost. If the temperature is re-
duced to around 1.8 К the properties of
superfluid helium can be used C

1 7
'
 1 8
D-

The curves of figure 13 show the limi-
ting heat flux in a channel as a func-
tion of temperature ; the factor 5 gain
considerably changes the conductors
stability problem, especially in the
presence of losses. The mean density in
the winding may be increased from
20 A/rnm^ to 50 A/mm'.

'cm'

•-INSUUTIOff ^-SMIHLESS StEEl

Fig.12 - Two kinds of conductor for
toroidal field coils.

A large part of the conductor is
taken up by mechanical reinforcement.
The very low mean current density,
1O A/mm', is usable only for future
generations of tokamák.

The problem of losses in the va-
riable fields is being studies theo-
retically and experimentally C 1 5» 1 6 3 •
Two categories of losses are to be con-
sidered, by magnetisation and eddy cur-
rent for solid parts or by coupling for
divided parts. The expression of these
losses is different according to whe-
ther the variable fields are parallel
or perpendicular to the current, while
their composition for any given field
is not always obvious. Losses by magne-
tisation due to the perpendicular field
have been investigated for dipole type
magnets especially, and parallel los-
ses have been studied more recently.

Magnetisation losses are indepen-
dent of the magnetic field variation
rate whereas those of the second type,
eddy current or coupling, are propor-
tional to D .B2/T where D В is the ma-

НЕДТ FLUX

Fig.13 - Limiting heat flux in a chan-
nel (0 1.3 mm, Ь = 50 mm)
versus the temperature.

The use of superfluid helium of-
fers interesting prospects for super-
conductors .

4.3 - Magnetio_screens_and_losses
in_thi_structure":

Variable fields produce eddy cur-
rents in conductors, characterised
by their time constant and the power
expended. These two aspects are only
open to analytical calculation in a
few cases, more complicated geometries
requiring the use of a computing pro-
gramme C l

9
3 • Figure 14 shows the

field variable inside the structure of
a coil.

It should be noted that the los-
ses in the coil structure of a tokárnak
at low temperature can be an order of
magnitude greater than those in the
conductor.
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As seen above, the effect of the
variable field on the conductor can be
attenuated by using magnetic screens.
To obtain time constants of about a
second or a few seconds the screen ma-
terials must be good conductors and at
low temperature. Different types of
problem must then be solved : electro-
magnetic forces on the screens, espe-
cially in the inner part of the torus,
power expended at low temperature, ver-
tical field penetration inside' the to-
rus. The tokárnak T7 under construction
in the URSS uses a screen at liquid
nitrogen temperature, which simplifies
the problem of the choice of supercon-
ductor П 2 О

3

— SWINLESS STEEL

necessary for the needs of the experi-
ment.

MULTIFIL^ENT STRANDS

STAINLESS STEEL

Fig.15 - TESPE conductor.

4.5 - General_studies :

Two lines of research are possible
for the development of superconductors;
one is to look for significant models
of part of the technology to be develo-
ped, the other to carry out physical
experiments using superconductors.

The search for a significant model
has led to studies on coil configura-
tions producing conditions close to
those- of the torus ; a large fraction
of torus is always necessary C

2 2
J •

 A

set of 6 coils is foreseen in the LCP
project Е?.з] • The TESPE experiment un-
der way uses this 6-coil torus confi-
guration П 3

Fig.14 - Magnetic field in the casing
versus the time for a step
variation of the external field

4.4 - Mechanical_stresses :

Mechanical stresses are already
great enough to cause problems in con-
ventional machines. In superconducting
coils the difficulty is increased by
the use of smaller conductors involving
a larger number of turns. Two possibi-
lities are open to maintain the stres-
ses. Part of the conductor can be of
stainless steel, figure 15 showing the
conductor planned for the TSPE experi-
ment L

2 1
D- The second method, uses a

stainless casing which takes up all'
the forces while stress remains low in
the coil. This casing has the advanta-
ge that it can take the force from the
poloidal field. In both cases the quan-
tity of stainless steel is comparable
to that of the conductor.

From the description of present
and projected tokamaks it can be seen
that the initially circular coils have
become D-shaped. This shape reduces
stresses in the coil but has the disad-
vantage of multiplying the stored ener-
gy by about 1.7, which seems a very
high price to pay unless this room is

Figure 16 represents a general
view of the 6-coil assembly. The torus
radius is 0.5 m, the maximum field 7 T
and the stored energy 10 MJ. A varia-
ble field simulation is foreseen.

Along the lines of physical expe-
riments using superconductors a study
of a tokamak has been carried out Q24] •
The torus radius is 1.70 m, the plasma
radius 0.65 m and the maximum induction
6.5 T. Figure 17 shows the coil confi-
guration for a conventional torus and
that adopted in this study. One great
problem is the high current density
needed, the second problem arises from
the poloidal field variation which pro-
duces a D В of 0.4 T in 0.15 s.

In the present studies it is plan-
ned to increase the maximum field value
from 6.5 to 8 T and to account for the
plasma disruption, the variation being
liable to reach O.8 T in 10 ms. Under
these conditions the conductor stabili-
ty study shows the advantages of using
superfluid helium.
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Fig.16 - TESPE experiment.

MECtUNIClL SHUCJUDE

SUPERCOHDtJCllHG COIL

the same in the two studies. When su-
perconductors are used the items are
different ; the cooling is an item af-
fecting the price, but the cost of the
power supply is very small. In this
comparison any radius difference bet-
ween conventional and superconducting
machines ought to be taken into account.

юисмиюмо TORUS

Fig.17 - Coils configuration for a
conventional and a supercon-
ducting torus.

4.6 - Price_indications :

Дп optimisation for ЛЕТ gave the
cost as a function of different para-
meters C

2 5
H • This price covers 8 items

toroidal coils and power supply, poloi-
dal coils and power supply, mechanical
coil supporting structure, magnetic
circuit and vacuum system. If the mini-
mum .cost if expressed as a function of
radius it is found to vary approximatly
as Н

г
 where R is the major radius of

the torus, This law is similar with
the commonly accepted variation as
W

2
/3 for the cost of a superconducting

coil, where W is the stored energy.
For tori of the same ratio R/a the
price should thus vary as R*.

The figure 18 gives the cost com-
parison between a conventional and a
superconducting torus in the range of
2 meters for the large radius. In a
first approximation the total cost is

опоили raws

Fig.18 - Cost comparison.

5 - COLLABORATION

Superconductor technology should be
developed through different types of
collaboration.

The first is between superconductor
users and industry, in Europe, I.M.I.
(Imperial Metal Industries) in Britain,
Vacuumschmelze in Germany, 6.B.C.
(Brown Boveri) in Switzerland ; in
France the former Thomson manufacture
has been taken over by Alsthom-Atlan-
tique. As mentioned earlier it is ne-
cessary to develop conductors special-
ly adapted to tokamak conditions.

The second type consists of colla-
boration at the European Comniunity
level. Tokamaks are partly financed by
the Community and JET is a European
Community Project ; a superconductor
development programme on a European
scale has been studied.

The third type of collaboration
passes through the International Ener-
gy Agency, where a German and Swiss
participation in the ОаЧ Ridge LCP
(Large Coils Project) is under consi-
deration.

6 - CONCLUSIONS

This study has been devoted to the
production of toroidal field in toka-
maks, the trend seems to be towards
more conventional solutions as the
size of the experiments increases,
leading necessarily to a dead end.

Special problems arise in the ma-
nufacture of superconducting tokamaks
coils due to the environment of rapid-
ly variable fields and the high cur-
rent densities needed for the present
generation of machines. The use of ma-
gnetic screens to reduce the influence
of variable fields seems not to allow
the bulding of very compact machines
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necessary for physical experiments. Su-
perfluid helium cooling should help to
solve the problem of conductor stabili-
ty end transfer of losses.

As the size of tokamaks increases
it will become harder to turn towards
a uew technique, the superconducting
technology must be adopted from the
actual generation of tokamaks.
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DESIGN OF SUPERCONDUCTING TOROIDAL MAGNET COILS AND
TESTING FACILITY IN THE U.S.A.*

J. N. Luton, P. N. Haubenreich, and P. B. Thompson
Oak Ridge National Laboratory
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37830 USA

Abstract

The U.S. plans to achieve controlled igni-
tion of a deuterium-tritium plasma in a device
of the tokárnak type in the next decade. It is
required that reliable and economic supercon-
ducting coil designs be developed and proven
in time for incorporation in this machine.
Several different designs of superconducting
coils are being evaluated for use in the
toroidal magnet of this machine, which, accord-
ing to the designs from both Oak Ridge National
Lab and General Atomic Co., will have approxi-
mately 18 toroidal field coils of 5 x 7.5m
bore and a total stored energy of about 10 GJ.
Part of the ohmic heating and plasma shaping
coils are inside the toroidal field coils,
permitting designs with relatively low pulse
fields (due almost entirely to the vertical
plasma positioning field) at the windings of
the toroidal field coils. In the U.S. Large
Coil Program, three industrial teams are
presently designing test coils to general
specifications prepared by the Oak Ridge
National Laboratory with guidance from USERDA.
Each test coil is approximately half the bore
size of reactor coils, being oval or D-shaped,
with a bore of 2.5 x 3.5m. The dimensions
and operating requirements of the coils are
identical for ell test coils. Tlie coils are
designed to produce a peak field of at least
8 tesla at the winding of a selected coil
operated at its design current. This con-
dition is met when the selected coil is oper-
ated in a compact toroidal array of 6 coils,
with the other five coils being operated at
0.8 of their design current. The six coils
are of three different designs. Both pool
boiling and forced flow designs are included.
The coils are housed in a single large vacuum
chamber for economy and testing convenience.
Auxiliary coils provide a pulse field over the
test coil winding volume. This auxiliary
system is designed to produce a pulse field
which rises to a peak of 0.14 T in 1 sec.
With the exception of material damage due to
neutron irradiation, all reactor requirements
and environments will be either duplicated,
approximated, or simulated. The test facility
is being designed to accept coils producing up
to 12 tesla in later phases of the program.

I.' Introduction

The development of successful fusion
power reactors would make available to mankind
an essentially inexhaustible energy source
having relatively tractable environmental and
safety problems. The United States has an
active fusion program which includes both

inertial and magnetic confinement. The main
line of the magnetic confinement program is
the tokainak. An artist's conception of one
such machine is shown in Fig. 1. The power-
producing plasma, a large fat torus, is con-
tained by the eighteen "toroidal field coils"
which are arranged so that the space within
their bores is a torus.

Research sponsored by the Energy Research
and Development Administration under con-
tract with Union Carbide Corporation.

Fig. 1. Oak Ridge EFR Reference Design

Table 1 gives some parameters and operating
environments for the toroidal field coils ("TF
coils") abstracted from reference designs1»2'3

of prospective machines. The first three
columns pertain to three independent designs
of an "Experimental Power Reactor," and the
final column is from a design felt to represent
the next step in plasma experiments. The
combined requirements on size, field strength,
current density, force asymmetry, and pulse
field and radiation environments place the
coils beyond the state of the art for either
superconducting or resistive coils. This
paper describes the U.S. program which is
expected to provide on a timely basis a
tested, dependable, and economical design for
superconducting IT coils extrapolable to sizes
required for machines of the future.

II. The Large Coil Program (LC?)

The Large Coil Program will move as
quickly as practicable into fabrication of
several different large toroidal field coils
in order to identify, to confront realisti-
cally, and to solve the spectrum of new
and/or greater problems involved in design and
fabrication of large superconducting tokárnak
magnets. Testing of the LCP coils will permit



Table 1. Tokárnak Reference Designs

Major radius, m

Interlinked
Coils

Coil Shape

№ . of Coils

Coil Bore, E

Vertical

Horizontal

B
max'

 T

j
c o i l

, кА/ст
г

Coil Cross

Section, m
2

Width

Depth

Stored energy,

GJ

Max B, T/sec

Optimistic

Out-of-plane

fault loads

assumed

Nuclear Heal;,

sy, kW at 4K

ANL

6.3

No

D

16

13

8

10

1.3

0.9

0.6

30

0.3

0

No

1.5

EPR
GA

4.5

Yes

D

16

12

8

7.9

1.3

0.6

0.6

17

0.05

No

3.3

0RNL

6.8

Yes

Oval

20

10

7

11

1.8

0.7

0.6

29

0.5

0.05

Yes

16

TKS
QRNL & W

5.7

Yes/No

D

20

8

5

8

1.8

16

0.5

0.05

Yes
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• thorough testing of these coils,

• demonstration of reliable operation of

coils and^supporting systems under simu-

lated reactor conditions, and

• recommendation of design criteria for TNS

coils.

The strategy or general program outline

shown in Fig. 2 was laid out to accomplish the

LCP objective. Major milestones of the LCP

are listed in Table 2.

[UeMne HeQuirements I

I on EPP TF Coils Г

(ORIil)

a choice to be made among the different designs

so that detailed criteria can be prepared for

full-scale reactor coils that are optimal from

the standpoints of fabricability, performance,

cost, and dependability.

The long-range focus of the Large Coil

Program at its inception in 1976 was the

Experimental Power Reactor (EPR) that was

being considered for construction around 1985.

It has since shifted to the needs of The Next

Step (THS), which now appears in U.S. fusion

program plans as a D-T ignition device somewhat

smaller than the EPR. Studies presently in

progress to define TNS reference designs

indicate that most likely the toroidal field

coils must be superconducting, with an opening

about 5 x 7 m, and producing a peak field of 8

to 12 tesla. The LCP is being counted on to

produce experimental data supporting TNS

design decisions in 1981.

Achievement of the broad objective of the

LCP involves the following accomplishments:

• resolution of reactor magnet requirements,

• origination of coil concepts meeting

these requirements,

• application of technology and engineering

to produce detailed designs of test coils

capable of proving the most promising

concepts,

• fabrication of test coils of these designs,

Draft Plan
for LCP

J (0Р.Ы.)

iegotiate""]
Contracts|

(EKDH)

Perform Conceptual Studies
of EPR Toroidal Field Coils

Conceptual Design
Test Ceil and

Tost F ic i lHv

I {Contractors

KorVshop
ard Reports

(OHtiU)

hajor Project
Proposal

(ORtlLI

Proposal
Review

Hegotmtp
Subcontracts

3(UCC-I.D)

Conceptual Design
Test Coils

Propose Fabrication
Development Tests

Design Test
Facility

^^Contractors)

*S Review

Perform Fabrication
Oe/e!op">ent Test;
Design Test Coils

rocure Test |
ЕсЛЕ" --it I

>*v (Conti actors)

Tf Final Design Review

| Fabricate First Test Coils |

Construct Test 1 \У '
Г.С11Н/ I , Y R e"g" ,
I

| Fabricate Additional

Assenfcle for Test

(Contractors)

T e s t ' ~ |

I (ORNL)

FULL-SIZE EPR PROTOTYPE COIL PROJECT

""•"Г THS PROJFCTJ

Fin. 2. Principal Features of Large Coil Project Strategy

Table 2. , Large Coil Program Milestones

Program Goals Defined 1/76

Program Plan Approved 10/76

Coil subcontracts initiated 4/77

Facility Major Project Proposal

approved 6/77

Facility procurement initiated 7/77

Facility vessel completed 9/78

First coils delivered 2/80

Coil testing initiated 3/80
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The Large Coll Program Is managed by an OWJL

team with magnet technology, design engineer-

Ing, project engineering, and management

skills. The capabilities of U.S. industry

will be utilized and' the results of K&D in the

Superconducting Magnet Development Program

(SCMDP) will be disseminated by contracting

for the conceptual design, detailed design,

and fabrication of the large coils. Guidance,

technical Input, and evaluation will be pro- '

vided by ORNL, with reviews and approvals by

the Division of Magnetic Fusion Energy of the

U.S. Energy Research and Development Adminis-

tration. The Superconducting Magnet Develop-

ment Program will perform the basic RSD and in

addition will perform coil design and develop-

mental fabrication concurrently with the

industrial work in LCP. ORNL will be responsi-

ble for design and construction of a test

facility and conduct of the test.

III. The Large Coil Test Facility (LCTF)

One of the first tasks of the LCP was to

determine the characteristics of test coils

and test conditions which if successfully met

would provide sufficient confidence to build

TNS coils of the same design. A full-size

test would be prohibitively expensive and

time-consuming. A sub-size test with fixed

field В and geometry gives a current density

J which is prohibitively high, since j is

proportional to B/ai, where a, is the coil

inner radius. Thus both size and geometry had

to be established.

la selecting the minimum acceptable size

of test coil, it was first decided that the

conductor and winding cross section should be

full-sized, reaching full field and current

density, thus giving early experience with the

actual winding stack. The minimum bore size

was then considered from four viewpoints —

the need for a flexible coil which can be

strained, the required force asymmetry, the

need to develop and demonstrate manufacturing

technology suitable for the full-size coils,

and an assessment of the size which would be

convincing to the fusion community — and all

four considerations indicated that the test

coil bore should be about half size or approxi-

mately 3 m. The general criteria arrived at

are shown In Table 3.

Table 3. Large Coil Test Criteria

Duplicate reactor magnet:

Conductor and winding

Peak field

Average current density

Coolant conditions

Approximate reactor magnet:

Field distribution

Pulsed fields

Stresses and strains

Simulate reactor magnet heating

Approach reactor magnet bore size

Based on the considerations above and the

perceived requirements of the TNS colls, more

specific test requirements for coil and

facility were established as shown in Table 4.

Table 4a. Test Requirements

Dominated by test coil design

1. The conductor-coolant configuration and

the design heat fluxes should be the same

as in the larger coil.

2. The design current density over the

winding should be equal to that of the

full-size coll.

3. Full size conductor should be used.

4. Helium conditions should be duplicated

(forced flow and pool boiling).

5. Radiation heating should be simulated.

6. Local artificial heat Inputs.

Table 4b. Test'Requirements

The test facility should

1. Accept test coils of 2-1/2 x 3-1/2 ra bore.

2. Provide design peak field in the test

coil winding «hen the teat coil current

is at design value.

3. Produce a pattern of stresses and strains

in the test coil similar to that in a

full size coil of a rokamak.

4. Produce maximum strains in the conductor

of the test coil the same as in the full

size coil.

5. Provide pulsed fields in the test coil

winding equal in magnitude and ramp rate

and similar in orientation to those in

tokárnak application.

6. Provide specific stored energy of 6 J/g
in the test coil.

7. Accommodate the test coil in a vertical
plane, with its longer axis vertical, as
is the case-for a tokárnak coil.

The candidate teat geometries which were
considered are shown in Fig. 3. Six of these
were evaluated on the basis of a weighted list
of benefits and costs, and the six-coil Compact
Torus was selected. Figure 4 shows a small
table-top model; Fig. 5 shows a plan view and
vertical section of the Compact Torus. The
six coils are brought as dose in to the torus
center as possible, thus increasing the peak
field and the field and force asymmetry. Full
field is reached at the "teat coil" winding
when it is run at design current and the
remaining five "background colls" are run at
80£ of their design currents. A coil can be
fully tested even if the other coils will not
perform at rated values. The coils are sepa-
rately powered, so selection of the test coll
is accomplished simply by adjusting the cur-'
rent settings of the power supplies.
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Fig. 3. Plan View of LCTF Candidate Test

Arrangements

Fig. 4. Compact Torus Model

Fig. 5. LCP Plan View and Elevation

Several arrangements for providing the

Dulsed field were considered, and the selected

one is a Datr of solenoids mounted in the bore

of the test coil as shown in Fit;. 5. This

arranRement orovides^a reasonable aooroxima-

tion of the desired В over the test coil

winding, relative freedom from В at the back-

ground coils, and is less costlv than the

other arrangements considered. Its Drimarv

disadvantaee is that, since funds are planned

for onlv one oair of oulse coils, the svstem

must be warmed and the Dulse coils nhvsicallv

moved in order to nrovide a Dulsed field at

another coil. This will stretch out the

testing uroaram somewhat.

For financial and programming reasons,

the LCTÍ1 is designed in stages, each of which
elves additional test data at definable incre-
mental costs. We would first test a sinele
isolated coil, then 3 adiacent coils (i.e..
half a torus). then add oulsje coils, and
finallv conrolete the 6-coil torus. Table 5
shows the information expected at each staqe. '

The entire Conmact Torus will be housed
in a sinele vacuum vessel. 11 m C35 ft") in
diameter bv 12 m (39 ft) hieh. Thus the coils
must have leak-tieht cases but need not have
individual dewars. The vacuum vessel, its
foundation, and access into the existing
building at ORNL are such that higher field
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Table 5. LCP Test Data by Stages Table 7. Some Major Design Choices

1 coil 3 coils

3 coils

plus

pulse

field

Compact

torus

I Full

BJJ 6 T 7.4

Coil

stability Partial Better

В None *

Design

margin I I,F

8.Q (to

8.6?)

Complete

Full

Conductor Material

Conductor Configuration

Helium Conditions

Distributed Structure

Endurance None

All

("extended

tests")

Acceler-

ated

cycling

coils (10-12 T) can be tested when they

become available, using the 8T coils as

background coils. The structure holding the

coils would, of course, have to be modified,

as might the refrigeration system.

Refrigeration will be provided by a unit

previously ordered under the SCMDP. Liquid

helium can be provided at 4.2K and 3.5K, and

supercritical helium at 4.2K. Table 6 lists

• the capabilities of the refrigerator. With

the refrigerator and an 18,000 £ dewar, the
LCTF may operate continuously with one or
three coils. Worst-case calculations for 6-
coil operation show 19 hr test periods fol-
lowed by 66 hr refilling periods (system
remains cold).

Table 6. LCTF Refrigerator Capabilities

Coil Shape

Coil Case

NbTi
Nb3Sn

"Monolithic"
Open cable

Pool boiling
Boiling forced flov
Supercritical

forced flow
Temperature

Cable core
Cc-wound strip
Crooved plates
Welded honeycomb

Dee or oval
Round

Welded
Bolted

remainder of the system, not with the design
concept or materials used. The actual coil
specifications were quite detailed in an
attempt to be specific and complete. ТзЫе 8

shows the main requirements.

Table 8. LCP Test Coil Requirements

• Cryogenlcally stable

• Produce 8 teala peak field

• Operable in pulsed field with "radiation

heating

• TNS shape (dee)

• Full current (10-15 kA, 6-7 MA-turns)

• Half TNS bore dimensions (2.5-3.5 in)

At

к
At

1

At
1

3.56 K,

atm

4.2K,

atm

4.2K,

atm

Refrigeration
 u

866W plus

1100W plus

50 g/s at 3 atms,

4.5 to 5.3K plus

(supercritical)

Product

4.5 g/s

(120 Jl/hr)

5.4 g/s

(144 Л/hr)

360 i/hr

4.5.g/s

(120 J/hr)

at 4.2K

IV. Test Coils

The coll design finally selected must

assure fabricability, performance, dependa-

bility, and economy. As illustrated by *

Table 7, there are many major design choices

to be made between alternate solutions that

appear attractive from one viewpoint or

another. It is desired to- pursue several

promising concepts in order to demonstrate

that at least one fulfills its promise. For

this reason the test coil specifications

established by ORNL dealt only with required

performance and. interfacing the coil with the

With regard to stability, the responsibility

is placed on the seller to define credible

events within his coil during the prescribed

tests and to assure that his coil is stable

against such events. Л further criterion

imposed by the specifications is that the

coil must be capable of recovery from a

normalcy extending over any half-turn, should

such occur suddenly during operation at

design conditions.

Five teams of industrial firms submitted

competitive proposals in response to a request

for proposal for the conceptual design,

detailed design, and construction of a test

coil. Three teams were selected: General

Dynamics, assisted by Intermagnetlcs General

and Magnetic Engineering Associates; General

Electric, with Combustion Engineering and

Intermagnetics General; and Westinghouse,

with Airco. Their conceptual designs will be

completed and reported at a conference*

this fall. However, the principal features

of their designs are already known, and are

indicated in Table 9. As can be seen in the

table, collectively their designs will test a

variety of major design features.



Table 9. LCP Test Coil Concepts

DESIGN
TEAM

CONDUCTOR
MATERIAL

HELIUM
CONDITIONS

WINDING
CONCEPT

COIL
CASE

GENERAL
DYNAMICS

NbTi

4.2K,
1 atm

pool
boiling

Extended
surface
mono-
lithic
cond.
Regis-
tered
layers.
SS band
around
each turn

Structural
weld

GENERAL .
ELECTRIC
NbTi

4.2K
1 atm

pool
boiling

Rectangular
conductor
elements
spaced and
twisted
about a
SS core
Pancakes

Seal welds
Bolted

UESTINGHOUSE

NbjSn

4-6K
Supercritical
forced flow

Insulated
cable con-
ductor laid
in spiral
grooves in
plates.
Plates seg-
mented and
bolted.

Bolted

structure

International use of the LCTF is being
contemplated. Through the International Energy
Agency, an agreement for a programme of research
and development on superconducting magnets for
fusion has been drafted and is ready for sig-
nature. Parties to a larga coil task annex
to the agreement will each produce one or
more coils for testing in LCTF and will share
information on design,, manufacture, and test
results.

The outcome of the Large Coil Program is
expected to be a basis for choice, the neces-
sary design data, and developed manufacturing
capability for the superconducting toroidal
field coils for '.he large, long-pulse tokamaks
that are anticipated in the next ten to twenty
years.
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TOROIDAL MAGNET SYSTEM CONCEPTUAL DESIGN FOR THE ELMO BUMPY TORUS REACTOR

J. N. Luton, Jr. and H. T. Yeh

Fusion Energy Division

Oak Ridge National Laboratory

Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37830 USA

The ELMO Bumpy Torus Reactor (EBTR) is a

fusion reactor device based on the concept of

toroidally linked mirrors. To minimize engi-

neering uncertainties, the EBTR superconduct-

ing magnet system is designed so that it could

be built with existing or near-term tech-

nology. The design uses identical coils in

standard modules, thus facilitating commerci-

alization. The reference design uses 48 mod-

ules and produces 4000 MW(th).

The 48 toroidal field coils have an inner

radius of 2.95 m, axial length 2.6 m, and

current density in the winding 1.5 kA/cm
2
.

The colls produce a peak field of 4.5 T along

the plasma canter line, a mirror ratio of 1.8,

and a peak field in the winding of 7.3T. All

coils are circular in shape, with pancake-

wound construction and natural convection pool

boiling cooling. EBTR is expected to operate

in steady state, and the toroidal field coils

are not exposed to pulsed fields.

Cryostability of the magnet is achieved

by building up monolithic multifilamentary

NbTi composite with formed copper strips. The

copper strips are punched with slots to in-

crease the wetted surface area and to improve

coolant circulation, к high operating current

(25 kA) was chosen to hold the terminal volt-

age during discharge to 2 kV, and four con-

ductors are wound in parallel to maintain a

reasonably small conductor and large heat

transfer surface. The four conductors are

interleaved in a spiral fashion such that in-

ductances are equalized and the total current

is evenly divided between conductors. The

design provides 35% helium space, intercon-

nected helium passages with a minimum cross

sectional dimension of 0.25 cm, and a surface

heat flux of 0.14 W/cm
2
 when the entire cur-

rent is in the stabilizer. Quench detection

is based on voltage taps, with pick-up coils

on the current leads of all power supplies to

compensate the inductive voltages and leave

only the resistive component. Eight consecu-

tive magnets are charged with a single power

supply. Each coil is individually protected

by an external dump resistor, which is switched

into the circuit on the detection of a quench

in any coil.

1. Introduction

The firút 2BTR study,1 completed last
year, evaluated the potential for achieving a
commercial fusion reactor based on the EBT
confinement concept.2 EBTR is a high aspect
ratio fusion reactor device based on the con-
cept of toroidally linked mirrors. It is to
be operated in steady state at high beta and

high power density. No pulsed magnetic fields
are required, to minimize engineering uncer-
tainties, it was decided to design the EBTR
raagnet system with existing or near-term
technology. Some key parameters and con-
straints are shown in Table 1.

Table 1

EBTR Toroidal Magnet Requirements

Major radius, ra 60
Number of coils 48
Mirror'ratio 1.8

Magnetic field (on axis), T
Throat 4.5
Mid-plane 2.5

Plasma radius, m 1.0
Blanket and shield thickness, m 1.75
Clear (warm) bore, m 5.9

The peak field in the winding was desired to
be less than 8 T, so that NbTi at 4.2 К may be
used.

2. Conductor Design

Since pulsed field losses were not a con-

cern, a monolithic multifilamentary NbTi com-

posite was chosen. A large conductor size'was

chosen in order to achieve mechanical sturdi-

ness, reduced winding cost, and high operating

current, which in turn reduces the terminal

voltage during dump. To reduce conductor pro-

cessing cost, the conductor is built up from a

multifilamentary composite with plain copper

strips soldered onto the composite. The

copper strip is formed with punched slots to

increase the cooling surface area and improve

helium circulation, thereby increasing the

stability margin.

Figure 1 shows an isometric view of a

short length of the conductor, described in

Table 2. The central composite is about twice

STABILIZER COPPER

Research sponsored by the Energy Research

and Development Administration under con-

tract with Union Carbide Corporation.
Fig. 1. Short length of the conductor.
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Table 2

Design Parameters of Individual Conductors

Overall width, in.
Overall height, in.
Composite width, in.
Composite height, in.
Карton' thickness
Average wetted perimeter,

in.
2
/in.

Cu/SC ratio (in composite)
Cu/SC ratio (overall)
I . , Design currant, kA
I , Crit ical current (4.2 K,

C 7.2E T), kA
I / I .с d
Superconductor current

density (at rated
current), kA/cm

a

Power per unit length (if
all current flows in
copper), W/cm

Average surface power

density (if all cur-
rent flows in copper) ,
W/cm

2

Min. dimension of He

1.48

0.36

0.66
0.23

.002

2.57

2
5.23

6.25

8.Í2
1.30

(3.76
(0.91
(1.68
(0.58
(.005

(6.53

cm)
cm)
cm)
cm)
cm)

cm)

18.82

0.94

0.14

passage, in.
He/Cu volume ratio
о (4.2 K, 7.28T),S2-cm
tu

Twist pitch of supercon-

ductor filament, in.
Filament diameter, mil

Number of filaments in

conductor

0.10 (0.25 cm)

0.48

4.2 x 10 '

(including 0.9 x
10

 e
 for 4-yr

irradiation

damage)

3 (7.6 cm)
5 (0.13 mm)

2622

Registered Dupont trademark for a

polyimide insulating film.

the size of the largest composite currently
available commercially, and if necessary could
be made of two such composites located side by
side. The listed superconductor critical
current density, although only about a third
that available in small composites, is at the
existing commercial capability for operation
of this size conductor at 4.2 К and 7.3 Т. А
higher value would be useful. Since the coils
are not pulsed, superconducting filaments of
relatively large size and twist pitch may be
used. The copper/superconductor ratio in the
composite is kept- at a relatively low value to
reduce the volume of composite to be processed,
thereby reducing the total conductor cost.

The design resistivity used for the
copper stabilizer includes an allowance of 0.9
x 10 " £2cm, based on a first wall loading of
1 MW/m and an assumed 4 years between coil
annealings.

Note from Fig. 1 that there are only two
surfaces of the conductor against which slip-
ping may occur: at the edges of the fins

(which push against the pancake separator
plates) and at the Kapton (against the adja-
cent conductor). Any heat released at the fin
edges is intercepted by the helium before it
reaches the NbTi. Likewise, because the
Kapton is a thermal insulator and the slippage
plane is the outer surface of the Kapton, any
frlctional heat released there will be rapidly
conducted by the copper to the helium, i.e.,
almost the entire thermal drop occurs in the
insulator. In both cases the superconductor
is protected from the thermal effects of con-
ductor slippage, and such slippage should not
cause normal zones.

The conductor is insulated between turns
by two 2-mil solid Kapton strips. Because of
the way the extended surfaces are formed,
there is at least a 120-mil (3 mm) space
between bare surfaces of copper, so that the
turn-to-turn voltage standoff capability is
relatively high. Since this insulation is a
thin, flat strip which is flat-wound, it
would be possible to use inorganic insulation
for radiation-resistance if such were required.

The conductor could be edge wound in
layers, but will be flat wound in pancakes.
One coolant passage is located between the
fins at each edge of the conductor and provides
azimuthal helium flow. The slots which connect
with these passages allow radial flow; thus
the helium replenishment to a hot zone is two-
dimensional. The most narrow flow restriction
is 0.1 in., several times the calculated
breakaway bubble size of 0.02 in. The local
helium inventory is ample, and the cooling
surfaces are large enough so that the heat
that can be transferred by nucleate boiling of
the helium in this size flow passages3 is at
least four times the joule heating produced if
all the current flows in the'copper; therefore
for a moderate temperature disturbance the
conductor will recover from the sides rather
than the ends, i.e., quickly. Thus there is
little likelihood of blockage of the cooling
passages by vapor produced by the I2R losses
during recovery. If the disturbance is imag-
ined to raise the metal temperature out of the
nucleate boiling range, the surface is still
large enough to transfer the entire joule heat
at the minimum film boiling conditions. How-
ever, realistic calculations of liquid replen-
ishment for these cases have not been done.

The copper stabilJ- strips must have
slots punched and formt.. into channels and
must be soldered onto the composite conductor.
Probably the forming can be done with rollers
at the time of soldering. The peak value of
raSial compression in the structural portion
of-the conductor face is about 6.9 ksi. The
peak axial compressive stress (11 ksi) in the
copper strip di'e to the cumulative axial loads
occurs at the post region of the conductor.
Shorter slots (0.2 in.) reduce this stress to
about 9 ksi. Further reduction could be
achieved by using interleaved stainless steel
strips.

3. Windings Design

In contrast to a tokamak, the EBT has a
major radius which is large compared to the
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Fig. 2. EBTR Plan View

inner radius of the coils. (See Fig-. 2.)

Thus the magnetic field and resultant force

loading are nearly symmetrical. There is no

need to use "D-shape" or oval-shape coils to

minimize the bending moment, and coils with a

circular shape are used. The parameters of the

EBT reactor toroidal magnets are given in

Table 3.

TableJJ.

EBTR Toroidal Field Magnet Parameters

Number of coils 48

Major radius, m 60

Peak field in winding, T 7.28

Operating current^ kA 25

Coil inside radius

winding, m "3.0

with case, m 2.95

Coil outside radius

winding, m 3.56

with case, m 3.65

Coil half length

winding, ш 1.25

with case, m 1.3

Overall current density in winding,

kA/cm* 1.55

Number of disks/coil 62

Number of turns/disk 14

Number of conductors/turn 4

Conductor/coil, m, 7150

Thickness of insulation strip

(between turns), mm 1.4

Thickness of spacer between

pancakes, cm 0.254

Insulation between winding and

coil case, cm

face parallel to coil axis 0.635

face perpendicular to

coil axis 0.56

Although the conductor current is only 6.25 kA,

the desired coil current is 25 kA. To achieve

this, four conductors will be interleaved

(co-wound) and connected in parallel. Vari-

ations in the current distribution in each

conductor can be avoided by winding the four

conductors symmetrically
11
 in a spiral as

indicated in Fig. 3; the mutual inductances

are exactly equal.

Fig. 3. Schematic of one disk of a two-disk

pancake having 4 conductors, each with

4 turns. Points 1-4 in the bore, the

midpoints of the conductors, are the

crossovers to the second disk.

Points 1-4 at the 0D are joints to the

adjacent pancake.



In a bumpy torus device it is important
that the field errors be small. The winding
scheme of Fig. 3 gives lower error fields than
if only one conductor is used. Furthermore,
coapensation of field errors due to the cross-
over currents is possible.5 Stray fields are
further reduced by careful use of the leads as
compensation for each other and for axial
current component within the winding.

The coils are fairly long compared with
their radial thickness. Furthermore, their
axis is horizontal. For layer-wound construc-
tion, in order to provide protection against
Cnulti-turn) layer-to-layer voltage differences
during dump', solid sheets of insulator would
be used between layers. This introduces long
horizontal cooling channels through which a
low velocity forced flow would be required to
remove helium bubbles. Pancake-wound con-
struction is preferred since it allows the
helium bubbles to rise quickly to the top of
the coil. A smooth flat spacer disk 1/4 cm
thick is provided between pancakes for insula-
tion and for axial load transmission. Addi-
tional turn-to-turn voltage protection is
provided by an insulating strip 0.14 cm thick
co-wound with each turn of the conductor. To
improve the electrical insulation and to sim-
plify winding construction, no interleaved
structural strips are used. The ground insu-
lation is approximately 0.6 cm thick.

Tensile (hoop) stress in the winding has
been estimated by the use of MARTON,' a
stress code for homogeneous isotropic sole-
noids. An effective Young's modulus of
17 x 106 psi was used for the winding region.
This calculation ignored the existence of the
5-cm thick stainless steel ring supporting the
winding at its outer diameter. Even so, the
peak stress and strain of 19.6 ksi and 0.11%
are within the allowable tensile stress for
the copper (25 ksi) and the allowable strain
for the NbTi superconductor. These values
pose no problem for spacers made from glass-
reinforced composites. A 5—cm stainless steel
wall is used as the coil case and at the same
tine provides additional structural support.
The peak stress in the winding can be further
reduced by applying tension during winding.
Here, tight winding without potting is the
preferred method for coil fabrication.

4. Cryogenics

"""he toroidal magnets in the EBT reactor
will úe cooled by liquid helium under pool-
boiling conditions. Circulating pumps will be
used to assure some flow of helium to the mag-
nets for the natural circulation system. To
avoid interference with remote assembly of the
blanket, helium . i]l be supplied to the mag-
nets in the radial direction from the cold
box. Each cold box (rated 3 kW at 4.2 K) will
supply the helium required by eight ^gnets.
Each coil will have its own dewar and vacuum
vessel, and there is no connection for helium
flow between coils. Cold boxes will, however,
be interconnected to allow for back-up opera-
tion in case the helium supply in one of the
cold boxes runs low. To avoid excessive
losses in the vapor-cooled current leads, the

current leads between coils which use the same
power supply will be run in conduits cooled to
4.2 K. Liquid helium will be fed to the bot-
tom of each magnet and will flow out of the
top. This will facilitate the removal of
helium bubbles.

The steady heat loads that must be re-
moved by the liquid helium cryogenic system
include the radiation heat absorbed from the
magnet dewar surface, the loads due to conduc-
tion through the support and instrument leads,
the radiation energy absorbed from incident
neutrons and gamma rays, and joule losses from
joints and the current leads. The estimated
heat loads on the liquid helium cooling sys-
tems are summarized in Table 4.

Magnet Coolin,. •

(Equivalc.

•:-T.leinants for EBTR

at 4-1 K)

Conduction to struct- 1.68
Thermal radiation 0.49
Pumping circulation 0.75
Neutron and gamma lieating 4.63

Joints 2.3
Vapor-cooled leads

Active leads, 6 pair 2.1
Passive leads (for use during dump) 5.05

Total load for 48 coils 17.0

Although the coils have a lar^e surface
area, radiation heat losses are kept to a
value of about 10 W/magnet by using vacuum-
jacketed and LNj-cooled dewars and superinsu-
laticn around the magnets. (An average radia-
tion loss of 7.5 yW/cm2 is assumed over the
magnet surface.)

The total neutron and gamma heating in
the magnets, with a neutron wall loading of
1 MH/m2, was estimated to be 96.4 W per coil.
A 70-cm thick shield was used to provide an
energy attenuation factor of 2 к 10 ' (Ref. 1).
The average power density in the windings due

to this energy deposition is about 1.28 x 10
 6

W/cm
3
 and should pose no heat transfer or

vapor removal problems.

The heat input vaporizing the helium used

for lead cooling is about 2.8 W/kA per pair,

with an equivalent refrigeration load (to

recool and reliquify the gas) about five times

this value. Thus a pair of 25-kA leads will

need 0.35 kW of refrigeration at 4.2 K. The

leads used only for discharging the coil and

not for carrying current during normal opera-

tion are estimated to require 0.12 kW of

refrigeration per pair.

The load due to heat conduction through

the structural supports is conservatively

estimated to be 35 W/coil, without the use of

liquid nitrogen thermal interceptor stations

on the structure. Each cold box will need a

125-W circulating pump to pump the helium

through the coils. Conductor joint resistances

(4 per pancake) were conservatively taken to

be 10~" SI each.
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The total refrigeration load, converted to

room temperature power at.500 W/W, corresponds

to approximately 0.6% of the plant's electrical

output.

5. Coil Protection

Six units of modular power supplies of

25 kA, 20 V are used, each charging eight

magnets in series in about 16 hr.

Voltage taps are used on each coil as the

main quench detection device. Without external

pulsed fields, the only inductive voltage that

should be monitored exists during the charging

phase of operation. Pick-up coils at the cur-

rent leads of the power supplies can be used

to buck out the inductive voltages. Sensi-

tivities of detecting resistive signals which

are less than 0.1% of the inductive voltage

have been demonstrated.
7
 As soon as the

quench signal exceeds the preset voltage and

time duration, the discharge sequence will be

triggered automatically.

Each coil is protected by its own dump

resistor. If any one coil starts to quench,

all 48 coils in the system are discharged

simultaneously. The connection scheme of one

of the six identical circuits is shown in

Fig. 4. Dotted lines indicate the LBe tem-

perature boundary. All switches S are closed

during normal operation. All switches are

opened to discharge. Diodes with the desired

characteristics are available.
8
 Cold, high

current capacity switches are needed in the

present scheme. If the availability of these

switches becomes a problem, alternatively,

circuit breakers at room temperature may be

used, but this will increase the refrigeration

required for the leads.

OBNL/0WG/ FED- 7761

The protection characteristics are shown

in Table 5.

Table 5

r 1

J

Fig. 4. One Dump Circuit

Protection Characteristics of

EBT Reactor Coils

Coil Parameters

Total energy stored/coil, GJ

Bath temperature, К

Dump resistance/coil, Я

Calculated Protection Characteristics

1.84

4.2

0.086

Voltage across one coil, V 2153

Turn-to-turn voltage, V 2.5

Coil dumping duration, s 68.4

Upper bound for the maximum tempera-

ture in coil, К 100

Upper bound for the maximum thermal

strain in coil 5 x 10~'
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Summary

A conceptual design on the superconducting ohmic heating (OH) coil has been made for the

CA/ANL TNS Tokamak Reactor studies. The primary advantage of a superconducting OH coil is

the minimization of equipment and operational costs. This is primarily a result of the much

reduced power supply and energy storage costs. Another reason is that, to reduce the overall

TNS tokamak cost, the flux core of OH coils should be small. However, a much better utili-

zation of the flux core can be achieved with superconducting OH coils by placing the support

cylinder of superconducting toroidal field (TF) coils within the inner diameter of the super-

conducting OH coils, thus allowing the outer diameter of the OH coils to be in close contact

with TF coils. Recent scoping studies indicate that superconducting OH coils will cost only

half as much as room temperature copper OH coils ($15 M versus $30 M) O J .

1. — Design Considerations

One of the very difficult tasks in designing the superconducting OH coil is the require-

ments of extreme high current cable at exceeding high voltage (order of 10 WJ) г Therefore,

multiparallel path connections is proposed for these design studies. This is very important

because it confers several important advantages upon the system: (1) in order that the

equilibrium field (EF) coils are magnetically decoupled from the OH coil, the OH coil system

is required to be connected in parallel with the EF coil and the number of turns of each OH

coil and EF coil must be equal. Under these conditions, since each OH coil and EF coil ex-

periences the same flux change, the induced EF coil current is zero in the absence of a plasma

current. Consequently, dividing the OH coil into many parallel paths means that the number of

turns in each OH coil and EF coil can be greatly reduced. Thus, both the EF coil and OH coil

syste;. will require lower voltage and reasonable currents in the coils; (2) superconducting OH

coils with multiple parallel-connected paths will inherently adjust their respective currents

to minimize the flux leakage within the TF coil envelope. This is because all parallel paths

of OH coils see. the same volt-seconds (V-s) and therefore must all experience the same interior

flux variations.

2. - Design Requirement

The design requirements for the V-s are specified as a result of trade-off studies for

plasma ignition and heating and studies of burn cycle dynamics. The size, stored energy, field

levels and dB/dt of the OH coil are directly related to the V-s requirements. The reference

design requires a total of 37 V-s in a complete cycle of ignition, heating and burning. The

reference design has a mean flux core radius of 0.86 m with a 1.0 m outer radius and an 0.7 m

inner radius. A symmetrical bipolar flux change of 37 V-s is achieved with an 8 T central

field. The maximum dB/dt is 8 T/s with a 1 s ramp time.

3. - Maximum Limits on В and dB/dt and Optimal OH-Solenoid Diameter

The choices of about 8 T central field, 8 T/s for the rate of change of flux and about

2 m for the 0H-solenoid diameter is based on a study of the rationale limits on the central

field and the dB/dt"'. It can be seen that, for a given V-s requirement, the smaller the

flux core, the higher the central field and the dB/dt would be. On the other hand, higher

fields and higher В require more superconductor volume, more stabilizer cooper volume, more

stainless steel for support and larger helium channel volume. There turns out to be an opti-

mum field which minimizes the outside diameter D of the solenoid:
о

D = 2R + w + w + w + u il^
° wNbTi Cu He SS ' . w

where the w's are respectively the total thicknesses of NbTi_superconductor, copper stabilizer,
helium channels, and stainless

(
steel support material. The R is the mean radius of the sole-

noid and is equal to (V-s^irB)"
4
. Above the optimum field, the w's increase faster than R de-

creases.

A computer code BBDOT has been written to find the optimum field В which minimizes Do

expressed in equation (1). The most sensitive parameters are the twist-pitch, the field rise

time and the heat transfer to the liquid helium. Figure 1 shows the, optimum field, minimum

OH solenoid diameter and dB/dt as function of rise time. For standard values of the parameters:

rise time = 2 s, twist pitch = 1 cm and heat transfer = 0.3 W/cm?, the optimum outer diameter

is about 2.1 m and the optimal field is 7^> T.

Work supported by the U.S. Energy Research and Development Administration.
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4. - Coil Configurations

The coil configurations established for

the superconducting OH coil is schematically

shown in Figure 2. The coil system consists

of a central solenoid, coils 9 through 30,

field profilé coils, coils 3 through 8, and two
trim coils, coils 1 and 2.

The central solenoid contributes essen-
tially the central field. The field profile
coils, positioned approximately on the flux
line and so spaced that they do not interfere
with reactor penetrations, are primarily used
to correct the superimposing fields in the TF
coil and in the plasma regions. The two trim
coils are needed to eliminate the stray fields
in the plasma region due to the leakage of flux
between the field profile coils and the other
stray fields, either due to misalignments of
TF coils or due to the eddy currents of the
first wall, etc. Trim coil number 1 is used to
primarily correct the axial field component and
trim coil number 2, the radial field component.

The central solenoid is broken into 22
parallel electrical paths of 20 turns each.
The field profile coils of 20 turns each, are
connected in parallel with the central solenoid

a:
о

URRENT LEADS
COAXIAL ARRAYS

_®
3 4 5 6 7

TOROIDAL RADIUS, m

FIGURE 2 SCHEMATICS OF THS SUPERCONDUCTING OHMIC HEATING SYSTEM.



coils. The two trim coils, however, are excited independently by a small power supply. Ad-

justments of both coils will permit minimization of the chamber field prior to plasma startup.

The magnet characteristics of the superconducting OH coil are listed in Table I.

TABLEJt - MAGNET CHARACTERISTICS OF TNS SUPER- 5. - Coil Structure, Cryostat and Current Leads

The proposed TF coil support cylinder is a

fiberglass reinforced plastic such as C-10 or

G-ll. The cylinder is positioned inside the OH

coil with axial support rings transmitting the

load between the support cylinder and the TF

coil. The plastic rings of 5 cm thickness are

axially compressed to 30 kpsi. These rings

could be solid or hollow discs depending upon

the outcome of cost and stress analyses. For

a 6000 psi centering pressure from the TF coils

(at 10 T), the axial thickness for each of the

coils in the central solenoid is 20 cm. It is

proposed that liquid helium be penetrated to

the bottom of coils and the gas be vented at the

top. It is tentatively decided that two con-

centric arrays of holes of about 3 cm diameter

each, will be made in each of the supporting

plastic rings as illustrated in Figure 1. The

separation of the liquid supply from the gas

venting is important to assure the success

of a fast pulsed OH coil in a pool boiling

system.

The current leads with a total of about

60 pairs are arranged in concentric circles

at the top. This arrangement will minimize

the stray fields due to the leads. The arrange-

ments will also simplify the support of current

leads because a clamping ring inserted between

the leads will neutralize the external forces.

The refrigeration requirements for the 60 pairs

of 80 kA leads could be significantly reduced

if the leads were designed for the rms current

of about 2b kA instead of 80 kA because the on

cycle is 30 s in a total cycle time of about

300 s. Nb
3
Sn stabilized with sufficient copper

will also reduce the refrigeration cost of

leads because the refrigerated cold gas could

be introduced at about 15 К rather than 4.2 K.

The helium vessles will be plastic G-10.

The outer wall will be about 5 cm thick. This

is sufficient for a 500 volt coil voltage. The

inner wall will be thick enough to prevent buck-

ling. The cryostats for the remaining bundle

coils will have circular cross-sections, and

will be supported by the reactor structure.

CONDUCTING OHMIC HEATING

Central Field (T)

Maximum dB/dt (T/s)

Total Ampere-Turns (A-T)

COIL

Total Ampere-Meters (A-M)

Source current (A)

Source voltage (V)

Total Inductance'(uH)

Stored Energy

AC Losses per Cycle

(estimations)

Filament Loss (J)

Conductor Eddy Current

Loss (J)

Central Solenoid (coils

I.D.

O.D.

Height

Current

Field Profile Coils

Coil No. R (m)

3 9.12

4 7.12

5 3.62

6 1.47

7 1.31

8 1.07

Trim Coils

1 10.00

2 5.11

8

8

82 x 10
6

490 x 10
6

4.1 x 10
6

360

85.1

715 MJ

694.241 J

120,000

574,241

9 through 30)

1.4 m

2.0 m

11.0 m

<
8 1
 ± ie:

2 (m)

6.12

7.12

7.12

6.55

6.14

5.72

2.05

6.10

;«)kA

I (kA)

3.96

6.54

19.76

80.12

53.85

88.12

87.00

225.00

6. - 80 kA Cable Design and ac Losses

The 80 kA cable design, as illustrated in Figure 3. was based on the results of an on-

going Argonne National Laboratory pulsed-coil program^
1
). The requirements of law loss and

cryostability are conflicting requirements. A compromise between the two must be made when

selecting a cable design. The basic principle chosen is to achieve cryostability within

basic cables. The final cable may consist of many basic cables stranded with full transposi-

tion. To limit eddy current loss, only limited current sharing among basic cables is allowed.

These principles are incorporated in the 80 kA cable design. The ac losses are the filament

loss, the eddy current loss within the cryostable basic cable, and the eddy current loss in

the structural member of the cable. These losses are listed in Table I.

7. - Parallel Operations and Coil Currents

Considerable effort has been spent in developing codes to determine the currents for

multiple parallel paths. The code AIRC0IL consists of the computations of self and mutual

inductance of all parallel paths and computations of currents in each parallel path by solving



1000A BASIC CABLE

- SUPERCONDUCTING COMPOSITE SOLDERED
TO PURE COPPER WIRES

0-10 STRIPS OR S i BRAIDS-

a set of simultaneous aquations for the
parallel-connected loop currents. The uoi_
currents in the parallel-connected coil.1- uiu
tabulated in Table I. These currents givt a
minimum stray field in the plasma and thu TK
coil regions as shown in Figure 2.

8. - Stability of Parallel Operations

The effects of coil location errors art'
calculated. These errors were expected to
change the coil inductances and therefore its
current. Also considered are the effects of
some coil going normal. These computations are
listed in Table II.

9. - References

1. TNS Scoping Studies, Interim Status Repor.
ANL/FPP/77-a, Argonne National Laboratory,
Argonne, Illinois or GA-A14412, General
Atomic Company, San Diego, California
(May, 1977).

FIGURE 3 - 80 kA CABLE DESIGN

TABLE II - CHANGES IN CURRENT DISTRIBUTIONS

1) Change in coil #1 position AR = + 5 cm, AZ = + 5 cm
2) Changes in coil #27 position AR = + 2.5 cm
3) Changes in coil #Z7 position AZ = + 2.5 cm
4) Change in coil #27 resistance = + 1 0 ~ n ohm

Profile Coil
Number

1

2

3

4

5

6
Central

Solenoid Coils

7

8

9

10

U

12

13

14

15
*
•
•
25

26

27

28

29

30

Sominál Current
(amps)

1,128

13,360

45,270

57,695

36,260

54,540

54,705

53,815

41,105

50,290

53,875

50,285

50,260

50,120

50,080
•
•

50,000

50,000

50,000

50,000

50,000

50,000

Currents After Changes
1

(amps)

1,180

13,309

45,629

57,616

36,185

53,481

55,296

54,407

40,350

50,496

54,178

50,197

50,265

50,119

50,007
«

50,000

50,000

49,998

50,000

49,998

50,001

2
(amps)

1,129

13,338

45,654

57,641

36,201

53,503

55,320

54,430

40,367

50,517

54,200

50,218

50,286

50,140

50,098
•

48,707

55,059

37,989

55,050

49,707

50,144

. 3
(amps)

1,128

13,333

45,638

57,621

36,187

53,484

55,300

54,410

40,352

50,499

54,182

50,201

50,269

50,122

50,081
•
•

50,373

46,982

59,967

52,850

49,715

50,057

4
femps)

1,127

13,332

45,635

57,617

36,185

53,481

55,297

54,507

50,350

50,496

54,178

50,197

50,265

50,119

50,007
•
•

50,000

50,000

49,998

50,000

49,998.

50,001
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A 1.5 MJ CRYOSTATIC STABLE SUPERCONDUCTING OHMIC-HEATING COIL

S.-T. Wang. S. H. Kim, W. F. Fraeg and C. I. Krieger

Argonne National Laboratory

Argonne, Illinois 60439 U.S.A.

As early as FY 1975, ANL had recognised the clear advantage of a superconducting ohmlc-7..
heating (OH) coll and proposed a five-year pulsed coll and power supply development program1

to ERDA. With modest funding made available by ERDA In FY 1977 and the use of substantial
equipment inventqry at ANL, a small but agresslve development program was advanced to the con-
struction of a l.S 1ÍJ model coll. The principle objective In building the 1.5 MJ ac coil is
to demonstrate ac cryostability of a large coil with a dB/dt ranging from 2 T/s up to 14 T/s.
The results of basic cable development and tests will be described. The design and construc-
tion of a prototype 1.5 MJ cryostable pulsed coil and its nonmetallic cryostat will be pre-
sented.

1. - Basic Cable Studies

1.1. - Principle of ac Cryostability

The requirements of low loss and cryostability are conflicting requirements. Compromise
between the two must be made when selecting a cable design. The basic principle chosen is to
achieve cryostability within basic cables. The final cable may consist of many basic cables
stranded with full transposition. To limit large eddy current loss, only limited current
sharing among basic cables is allowed.

1.2. - Three Selected Basic Cable Configurations

Figure 1 illustrates the three basic cables chosen. These are the simplest cable con-
figurations formed by groups of three or groups of seven. The basic cables have a short sam-
ple value of 405 A at 5 T and a ratio of Cu/NbTi of 20:1. Each superconducting strand, 20
mils in diameter containing 2041 5-u filaments with two twists per inch, will carry 135 A at
5 T. A sufficient number of pure OFHC copper wires are twisted around the superconducting
composite strands to share the current in case of a normal transition. It was originally
hoped that mechanical contact through stranding processes may provide enough electrical con-
tact for current sharing and simultaneously fulfill the requirement of low ac loss. Each
strand, superconducting composite or pure OFHC wire, is tinned with staybrite to provide
cushion-like contact.

1.3. - The Cryostability Test

The cryostability test was made using a 4-foot long sample, noninductively wound as shown
in Figure 2. The current sharing characteristics of all three cables indicate that the minimum
propagating current, T^, is slightly greater than the critical current, Ic, but the recovery

V * PUK С0ИИ QUE

FIGURE 1 - THREE BASIC CABLE CONFIGURATIONS (a)

Three SC wires are twisted at 4 TPI and 6 Cu

wires are twisted around the SC at 1.5 TPI, (b)

and (c) 6 Cu wires and 1 SC wire are twisted

at 2 TPI and those 3 subgroups are twisted at

1.5 TPI.
FIGURE 2 - TESTING SAMPLES



current, Ir, is less than I . There is little difference in (.lie current .sluring elmracLeri
among the three basic cables. Therefore, the stranding contacts apparently did run provide a
sufficient margin for current sharing.

2. - Small Testing Coils Studies

Magnetic Corporation of America was commissioned to fabricate a 10U it lung cable £ur each
of the three basic cable configurations as shown in Fig. 1.

To study the ac losses and the magnet current sharing, three small test ooils were wound
using each of three basic cables. The coil is wound on a micarta coil form as shown in Fig. 3.
The cable is insulated with 3.5 rail thick sticky mylar tape with complete coverage. The magnet
characteristics are listed in Table I. The ac losses are measured both by a calorimetric method
and an electrical method. The ac loss measurements of the coil using cable (aj in Fig. 1 are
shown in Fig. 4. These coils were cycled many times between 0 A and 580 A (critical current
at 3.3 T) with a ramping rate of as much as 5.2 T/s without going normal. However, if the
coils are charged beyond 600 A, sections of conductor in the coils go normal and they recover
completely at a current lower than the critical current. This is shown in Fig. 5.

TABLE I - MAGNET CHARACTERISTICS OF TEST COILS

Axial Length
Coil I.D. '
Coil O.D.
Central Field
Operational Current
Inductance
No. of Turns
No. of Turn/Layer
Spacing Between Layers
No. of Layers
Scored Energy
6 Goal
Total Cable Length
AC Losses with В
AC Losses with B

o

Filament Losses

Eddy Current Losses

Turn-to-Turn Insulation

5.5 in.

1.25 in.

8.75 in.

3.3 T

575 A

25.7 mH

821

44

1/16 in.

19

3000 J

5.3 T/s

1000 ft

5.3 T/s

3.3 T

1 W

12 W

3.5 mils thick mylar

tape with 1/8 in.

width, complete

coverage

f

2.0 4.0

dB/íl (T/5EC.)

FIGURE 4 - AC LOSS DATA OF TESTING COIL
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FIGURE 3 - 3 kJ MODEL COIL

FIGURE 5 - UNBALANCE VOLTAGE VS. CHARGING

CURRENT I > I OF TESTING COILS



The ac losses for coils ualng cable (a) and (c) in Figure 1 are nearly identical and are

about 2 W for a 6 of 1.32 T/s and a central field of 3.3 T. The losses are 12.5 W for a dB/dt

of 5.3 T/s and a central field of 3.3 T. The.ac losses for coil using cable (b) was found to

have a surprisingly high ac loss of 8 W at а В of 1.32 T/s with a central field of 3.3 T.

To study the conductor motion and its frictional heating, a potentialometer is used to

balance the inductive voltage of the test coil. A typical perturbation recording is shown in

Fig. 6. It is interesting to see that perturbation amplitude increases as current increases

toward I
c
. In addition, we also observed that these mechanical perturbations occur only once

in the virgin run. This is because the magnetic pressure is not large enough to have compli-

cated and numerous mechanical perturbations.

3. - Selected Basic Cable Design

Current sharing characteristics of the cable shown in Fig. l(c), under various conditions

are illustrated in Fig. 7. Since stranding contact does not provide enough of a margin for

current sharing (curve a ) , the current sharing terminal characteristics for the case where

the entire cable is soldered together were investigated. The results indicated that both I
r

and I
m
p are much greater than I

c
 as shown in curve b, Fig. 7. However, it is quite obvious

that the ac losses of the soldered cable is rather large.

T

CURRENT (A)

FIGURE 6 - MECHANICAL PERTURBATION RECORDING

OF TESTING COILS

FIGURE 7 - CURRErrr SHARING CHARACTERISTICS OF CABLE
fc) OF FIG. 1: fa) Bare wires and stranding contact
(b> completely soldered and fel subgroups are
soldered and tnRulated.

The cable configuration giving the best compromise between stability and ac losses is

shown in Figure 8 (4). The six pure copper wires are soldered to the superconducting composite

forming an essential current sharing subgroup.

A thin coating of glyptal varnish is brushed on

the surface of each of the three subgroups in

the basic cable. The high dielectric strength

coating serves to reduce the eddy current

losses among the subgroups. The coating is

thin enough (л 0.0125 mm), however, so that

limited current sharing among subgroups will be

allowed. Also, the heat transfer of the

boiling helium will not be affected because

the coating is thin. In fact, the minimum film

boiling heat transfer rate will be enhanced as

a result of the thin coating. The current

sharing of the cable was tested and shown in

curve c, Fig. 7.

4. - 12 kA Cable Development

To form the 12 kA cable, twenty-four basic

cables are twisted around 1/32 in. thick x Ik

in. wide stainless steel strips at a twisting

pitch of 4.5 in. as shown in Fig. 8(b). The

stainless steel strip, which is well insulated

from the basic cables, will serve as the back-

bone in the cabling processes and as the struc-

tural member against hoop stress of the 1.5 MJ

coil. Supercon. Inc., is commissioned to pro-

duce a 600 m long cable. The first 69 m will

be fabricated first as a dry run cable. The

M l " THICK I K SS:*TIU4-
CÜTUTELV П0ШТЕ0

(o.)

FIGURE 8 - (.1) • SELECTED BASIC CABLE, 00 12 KA
CRYOSTATIC QtBLE
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remaining 531 m will be used to wind a prototype superconducting; OH coil with a central field of

4 X and a stored energy of 1.5 Ml.

5. - 1.5 MJ Coil Design and Fabrications

The design of the 1.5 Ш prototype cryostable pulsed coils is completed. Fabrication of a

G-10 coil form has started. Coil winding is planned for the end of September, 1977. The magnet

characteristics are tabulated in Table II. The magnet and its plastic dewar are shown in

Fig. 9. The 1.5 MJ coil will be cryostable. The ac losses will be large but tolerable. The

large eddy current losses were derived from the fact that the twisting pitch of the supercon-

ducting composite is too long for fast pulsed application. These composites are available at

ANL and the level of funding did not permit purchase of more suitable superconducting compos-

ites. Another important goal of building the 1.5 MJ coil is to energize and deenergize the.

magnet over a wide range of dB/dt (from 2 T/s up to 14 T/s). The power supply for the 1.5 MJ

coil is a 7 НИ power supply with 700 V peak voltage and 11 kA peak current. AC loss measure-

ment by an electrical method is also planned. For this purpose construction of a linear mutual

inductor, cooled in liquid nitrogen, is underway.

TABLE II - AKL 1.5 MJ PULSED SUPERCONDUCTING

— - — COILS

Central Field

Peak Field

*ul3X

L
E
Coil I.D.

Coil O.D.

Axial Length

Cable Length

No. of Layers

No. of Turns/Layers

Layer-to-Layer Spacing

Cryostable Recovery Heat Flux

Conductor Current Density

Average Current Density

Exposed Surface

AC Losses (B = 2 T/s)

Instantaneous Matrix Eddy

Current Loss

Instantaneous Hvsteresis Loss

4 T

4.3 T

12 kA

20 шН

1.5 MJ

40.6 cm

86.4 cm

61 cm

531 m

15
16
6.35 mm
0.5 W/cm

2

6446 A/cm
2

2600 A/cm
2

Approx. 50%

267 W

17 И

•ISM LEADS

K I U R T * COVER

-SUPEfilHSULATIOH
SUTTED AT
T»0 PUCES

Instantaneous Eddy Current

Loss in SS Strip 62 W

FIGURE 9 - FIBERGLASS REINFORCED PLASTIC DEWAR

AJTO 1.5 MJ COIL

6. - Development of a Large Plastic Dewar

The 1.5 MJ pulsed coil requires rapid charging and discharging; consequently, it is nec-

essary to use nonconducting dewars to minimize eddy current losses. The plastic cryostat, as

shown in Fig. 10, consist of two tanks with 100 layers of superinsulation between. The inner

tank will have an I.D. of 91.4 cm and a depth of 152.4 cm with internal pressure rating of 30

psig. The wall thickness is 0.95 cm. The outer tank has an I.D. of 107 cm, a depth of 156.5 cm

and a wall thickness of 1.27 cm. Two rings are provided to reinforce the tank against buckling.

Both tanks are made of fiberglass reinforced Hetron 31 polye3ter with 35% glass components. The

superinsulation is slit at two places to reduce the eddy current heating. The heat leak of the

plastic tank is estimated at 5 W.

7. - References

1. R. L. Kustom and J. R. Purcell, "Proposal for a Research and Development Program on a

Pulsed Superconducting Coil System for a Tokamak Experimental Power Reactor (TEPR),"

Argonne National Laboratory, Argonne, Illinois (July 28, 1975).
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FIGURE 10 - A PHOTOGRAPH OF FIBERGLASS REIN-
FORCED PLASTIC DEWAR



SUPERCONDUCTING COIL DESIGN FOR A TOKAMAK EXPERIMENTAL POWER REACTOR*

L. R. Turner, S. T. Wang, and P. Smelser*

Argonne National Laboratory

Argonne, Illinois 60439 U.S.A.

Superconducting toroidal field (TF) and polodial-field (PF) coils have been designed for

the proposed Argonne National Laboratory experimental power reactor (EPR) . Features of the

design include:

1. Peak field of 8 I at 4.2 К or 10 T at 3.0 K. The desirable mechanical properties of NbTi

and the wide experience of using if in large magnets make it the best choice for TF coils.

Operation at 3 К permits the use of NbTi for a 10 T magnet without requiring as much conductor

as 4.2 К operation would.

2. Constant-tension shape for the TF coils, corrected for the finite number (16) of coils.

The absence of bending moments in the coils greatly simplifies the problems of supporting the

coils.

3. Analysis of errors in coil alignment. It is found that: even if the coils are misaligned

slightly, as such large coils are certain to be, the bending moments and out-of-plane forces

are small.

4. Comparison of safety aspects of series-connected and purallel-connected coils. Parallel

connection entails the risk of unequal currents in the coils, leading to large bending moments

and out-of-plane forces. With series connection, unequal currents can occur only in the un-

likely event of an internal short of a TF coil. However, uith series connection, high voltages

can develop during discharge unless the discharge circuitry is suitably designed.

5. A 60 U sheet conductor of NbTi vith copper stabilizer an<1 stainless steel for support. The

sheet form (about 0.5 cm by 40 cm) should facilitate cooling and should 5<~-ack together well into

two pancakes per coil. It is definitely a dc conductor.

6. Superconducting PF coils outside the TF coils. Locating the PF coils outside the TF coils

simplifies the maintenance of the first wall and blanket and shield, as well as the PF coils

themselves. Located away from the high radiation area, the coils can be superconducting. How-

ever, the stored energy, and thus the transferred energy, is high, and unless the TF coils are

shielded they will experience large pulsed fields from the FF coils.

7. The TF coils shielded from pulsed fields by high-purity aluminum. A shield 5 cm thick would

prevent the penetration of the pulsed field. Operation ac 18 К provides the best compromise be-

tween refrigeration efficiency and resistivity, which both increase with temperature.

1. - Introduction

The experimental power reactor (EPR) is designed to achieve the objectives shown in Table

I. This paper describes the magnet systems for the 1976 ANL design for a tokárnak EPR1, together
with some of the subsequent changes to the EPR design.

TABLE I - EPR OBJECTIVES

- Operate at or near net electrical power con-
ditions.

- Operate with a plant capacity factor of 25-
50% for a design lifetime of 5-10 years.

- Demonstrate plasma confinement, stability,
fueling, heating, control, etc. in the
reactor regime.

- Demonstrate most fusion reactor technologies
in a power reactor environment.

- Provide for materials irradiation testing.
- Demonstrate tritium breeding, advanced cool-

ants and materials, and advanced blanket
concepts in test modules.

FIGURE 1

EPR MAGNET SYSTEMS

*Work supported by the U.S. Energy Research and Development Administration
"Independent Consultant



TABLE II - TOROIDAL FIELD COIL PARAMETERS

Number of Coils
Coi l Shape
Peak Field

Vertical Bore
Horizontal Bore
Field in Plasma

Operational Current
Turns per Coil
Stored Energy, tota l
Ampere-turns, tota l

16
Pure-tension D
10 T at 3 К
8 T at 4.2 К
12.6 m
7.78 m
4.32 T at 3 К
3.46 T at 4.2 К
60 кЛ
70 x 2
30 GJ
134 MA-turns

«L.AU.0V 30ЙК
VAL. WALL lAin.nl
* C SPAUNGI?*!») -
LNiSHElEWTH
SUPERKSULATIOntfcm
VAC S M C l N G i a b )

FLUX BREAKER

Oh COIL

5см INSULATION

SS. SUPPORT

The magnet systems are shown in Fig. 1.

The toroidal field (TF) coils provide the field

which confines the plasma. The ohraic heating

(OH) coils provide a charging flux which induces

a current in the plasma. The field from the

equilibrium field (EF) coils maintain the posi-

tion and shape of the plasma. All three systems

are superconducting, and cryostable with NbTi

superconductor, copper stabilizer by cooling pool-

boiling helium. The TF coil system is described

in Sec. 2, and the OH and F.F coil systems in Sec.

3.

2. - The TF Coil System

Parameters i'or the TF coil system are i

shown in Table 2. There are 16 coils, of the

constant tension shape. The 1976 d ign oper-

ates at 10 T and 3 K: we now prefer ) T at 3.7

К or 9 T at 4.2 K. The overall size of the TF

coils is determined by the size of the vacuum

chamber and blanket and shield that lie inside.

2.1 - Pulsed Fields on the TF Coils

A serious problem in the TF coil design is

that they must be operated in the pulsed field

from the OH and EF coils. The TF coils must

either be made of a conductor that minimizes the

ac heating from the pulsed field or they must be

shielded from it. The OH coils are designed so

that they minimize the field on the plasma and

TF coils, but field from the EF coils must pene-

Lrate to the plasma.

One approach to this problem is to design

the conductor to minimize the heating from these

fields. There has been speculation that a re-

versing pitch on the conductor can accomplish

this. Preliminary tests along these lines have

been encouraging. But it is probably that such

a conductor would be complicated and expensive

and also heve poor structural properties.

We have chosen to shield the coils from the

pulsed fields. We considered both aluminum

shields and superconducting shields. Supercon-

ducting shields have s/nne promise, but they

would require more development work. We have

adopted an aluminum shield in our design; it is

described elsewhere in these proceedings.

(BIOUTERLEGCRVOSTATANO COIL FORM

FIGURE 2
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2.2 - Coil Structure and Conductor

The coil is trapezoidal in cross section, with a central rib for support. Each half coil

is wound as a jelly-roll of a 60 kA sheet conductor. The coil cross section and conductor are

shown in Fig. 2 and 3. The conductor consists of a sheet of copper stabilizer with many NbTi-

copper composite wires stranded around it and soldered to it. Stainless steel reinforcement is

wound with the sheet conductor to reduce the hoop stress in the conductor.
о

The allowable stress in the conductor is set at 15000 psi (1.04 x 10 Nt/m ) to limit the

strain-induced resistivity of the copper and prevent it from yielding. In the 1976 design the

stainless steel wound with it is limited to the same strain of 0.1%. This strain corresponds

to a stress of 26000 psi (1.80 x 10
8
 Nt/m ) in the stainless steel, which could safely carry a

stress of 50000 psi (3.46 x 10
8
 Nt/m

2
) or more. Consequently we now plan that in the coil wind-

ing process, the conductor be wound in pre-compression and the stainless steel in pre-tension in

order that when the coil is energized, the conductor will carry a stress of 15000 psi and the

stainless steel 50000 psi. In this way, the amount of stainless steel support can be cut nearly

in half.

The conductor described here is inherently a dc conductor; if the shielding schemes de-

scribed above cannot be made to work, a different type of conductor is required.

2.3 - Force on the TF Coils

The TF coils are of the pure tension shape. A solenoid is the easiest form of a magnet to

build and to operate successfully because the force in a solenoid is a pure tension. In other

»iords, it develops a pure hoop stress. If, however, a number of circular rings are arranged to

make a torus, they no longer have pure tension. In the limit of a continuously wound torus,

the pure tension shape is the Princeton D shape. Hang and DeMichael
3
 have developed a general

program MARIA that calculates the pure tension shape for any number of coils. For one coil it

is a circular coil; for an infinite number of coils it is the Princeton D coil. For other

numbers of coils the shape falls in between. See Fig. 4.

At an earlier time there was speculation that although a pure tension shape might be de-

sirable, any deviation from it would introduce large stresses. For this reason coils displaced

as shown in Fig. 5 have been investigated. Fig. 5(a) shows a two centimeter distortion. When

the shape was distorted by five centimeters, the stresses increased by about 2000 psi

(0.14 x 10
8
 Nt/m'') out of 23000 psi (1.59 x 10

8
 Nt/m

2
). If a single coil is displaced horizon-

tally five centimeters or vertically five centimeters as shown in Fig. 5(b), again the stresses

change about 2000 psi out of 23000 psi. The other deviations that were considered were a rota-

tion of the whole coil by 0.5° Fig. 5(c), a tilt of the coil by 0.5° Fig. 5(d) and a twisc of

0.5° Fig. 5(e). The results showed that the worst of these is the toroidal rotation. This in-

troduces a coil to coil force of about 0.25 x 10
6
 lb/ft. (3.66 x 10

6
 Nt/m). The other devia-

tions produced forces smaller by about a factor of four. These forces are small in comparison

with the forces on the toroidal field coil caused by the poloidal field coils. These pulsing

vertical fields and the pulsing field of the plasma itself introduce out of plane loads which

vary with position and time, but peak at about 0.7 x 10
6
 lb/ft (9.66 x 10

6
 Nt/m).

DISPLACEMENT
DISPLACEMENT

10JCOIL S H A P E DlSTOBTlCin

) " 1 S T

FIGURE 5

FIVE DIFFERENT TF COIL MISALLIGNMENTS

FIGURE 4

PURE TENSION COIL SHAPES
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TABLE III - POLOIDAL FIELD COIL PARAMETERS

Operating Temperature

Operating Current

Current Density

Total Ampere Turns

Volt-Seconds to Plasma

Maximum Field at Conductor

Field at Plasma

Self Inductance

Coupling Coefficient to Plasma

Inductive Energy: OH + EF + Plasma

OH Coil
4.2 К
80 kA ,
2640 A/cin
67 MA-turns
85 V-s
8.0 T
< W 3 T
0.48 H
-0.24

EF Coil
4.2 К
80 kA ,
2946 A/cm
±18.6 MA-turns
50 V-s

ű.46 T
0.52 H
-0.26

2262 MJ

2.4 - Coil Protection

The TF coils must be operated in series; otherwise they face the possibility of carrying

unequal currents, which will produce large bending moments and out-of-plane forces on the coils.

The proposed coil protection scheme is a series protection circuit. The operational current of

60 kA is too large to allow one pair of leads out from each TF coil. Instead, the coils have

cold interconnecting leads. The energy dumping circuit is shown in Fig. 6, The dump resistor

is always connected. A surge in magnet terminal voltage in any coil due to a normal region de-

veloping will serve as a signal to disconnect the power supply. For a dump resistor of 0.033

ohm, the current will decay with a time constant of 8% minutes, and a discharge voltage of

200 V.

3. - Poloidal Field (PF) Coils

Parameters for the PF coils (OH and EF coils) are given in Table 3. The PF coils are lo-

cated outside the TF coils to facilitate maintenance and installation and to allow them to be

superconducting. The conductor is NbTi, stabilized with copper, cryostable and cooled by pool

boiling at 4.2 K.

POWER
SUPPLY

.DUMPING
f SWITCH

CURRENT
TRANSDUCER

13

I21

10

FIGttHK 6

DUMPING CIRCUIT FOR

SERIES-WOUUD TF COILS

3.1 - OH Coils

The OH coils consist of a central solenoid

13 m high plus ten other coaxial coils which

largely cancel the stray field of the solenoid,

in the plasma and TF coil regions. In opera-

tion the coils are energized to give their full -

negative flux before the plasma current is ex-

icted. The flux is then reversed, inducing a

current in the plasma. Throughout the burn

cycle the flux is further increased to compen-

sate for resistive losses in the plasma. In

the 1976 EPR design the OH coils deliver a flux

swing of 85 V-s.

Two changes in the OH coil system from the

1976 EFR design allow the overall size of the

EPR to be reduced. First, the field in the cenr

tral solenoid has been increased from 5.0 T to

8.0 T. Second, the support cylinder has been

moved from between the OH solenoid and the TF

coils to inside the OH solenoid. In the 1976

design the centering forces on the TF coil are

reacted by a hollow stainless steel support cy-

linder, and the OH solenoid is inside that cy-

linder. Now the solenoid is separated front the

TF coils only by 5 cm of insulation. The sole-

noid is intsrupted every 25 cm axislly by 5 cm

thick rings which transmit the centering force

from the TF coils to the fiberglass-reinforced

plastic support cylinder inside the OH solenoid.

3.2 - EF Coils

The EF coils produce a field that holds the

plasma in stable equilibrium with the desired .

position and shape. They also provide, in the

1976 EPR design, 50 V-s of flux charge to drive

the plasma current.



The EF coils are decoupled magnetically from the OH coils by locating them all on the same
flux line of the OH coils, operating them in series, and requiring that the numbers of positive
and lecative amp-turns in the EF coil system be equal. Selection of the flux line and of the
roil positions alone the flux line are governed by engineering constraints. Then the currents
ir t"-.e EF coils are determined with the PPPL free-boundary MHD equilibrium code.

A system of sixteen EF coils, with zero net current, provide the field for the circular
plasma of the 1976 EPR design. Elongated and D-shaped plasmas require more current and more
stored enersy in the EF coil system to provide the more complex equilibrium field.

3.3 - Conductor and Coil Minding

The operational current for both the OH coils and the EF coils is 80 kA, supplied by two
parallel 40 kA cables with fully transposed strands. In the 1976 EFR design, the cable consists
of 150 basic cables transposed into a height of 2 basic cables (4 mm) by a width of 75 basic
cables (150 mm). The basic cable consists of 20 pure copper wires and 10 copper-NbTi composite
vires transposed around a 1.2 mm diameter support wire of stainless steel. Now we would prefer
a basic cable of copper and copper-NbTi composite transposed around a solid or stranded stain-
less steel ribbon.

3.4 - Forces on the PF Coils

The axial force and hoop force on each coil depend on all the other FF coils. Even the
direction of the vertical force varies from coil to coil and varies with time for each coil.
The force on the central OH solenoid peaks at 0.69 x 10° lb/ft (8.9 x 10° Nt/m), but that is
largely a body force. Among the outer coils, the largest vertical force is 39 000 lb/ft
(0.565 x 10° Kt/is). The hoop stresses are generally low and do not present difficulties,
though it should be noted that some of them are compressions rather than tensions-
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A Design Study of Cluster Test Apparatus

S.Shimamoto and K.Yasukochi
Japan Atomic Energy Research Inst i tute

Tokai-mura, Naka-gun, Ibaraki-ken, 319-11 JAPAN

H.Kinura
Hitachi Research Lab., Hitachi Ltd.

Yuki-raachi, Hitachi-shi, Ibaraki-ken, 316 JAPAN

Summary
In order to realize a superconducting

tokárnak toroidal magnet system for the post
JT-60 machine, JAERI(Japan Atomic Energy
Research Institute) has started a super-
conducting magnet development project in
the fiscal year of 1976. A superconducting
cluster test is proposed for the first
stage of toroidal coil development study.
This paper describes the preliminary design
results.

1. Introduction
The main objective of the development

of superconducting magnet for fusion re-
search in JAERI is the construction of
superconducting toroidal system for a
device coming after JT-60 machine, named
Mock-up experimental power reactor. The
strategy for this purpose has been fully
discussed in JAERI in connection with
the superconducting magnet subcommittee
in the Fusion Council of the Japanese
Atomic Energy Commission. The conclusion^)
is that the evolution of the development
should be the scaling-up of superconducting
coil from х1ш bore to the post JT-60
machine approximately by four stages;

element coil test, compact torus tent,

Curant

unit - r

Current

superconducting tokárnak test assembly and
Mock-up prototype coil test. As the element
coil test, we are planning to carry out a
cluster test with Nb-Ti conductor for the
purpose of selection of coil structure and
codling method for future toroidal magnet.

The cluster test facility is for testing
individual superconducting coils under con-
ditions similar to those encountered by a
toroidal field of a tokamak. It has two
coils, called cluster test coil(CTC), in
a sector position, which provides back
ground field to a test module coil(TMC).
A replaceable TtlC is put between CTC and
is tested on the following subjects.

- experiment of a large current conductor
of 10,OOOA class in a magnetic field of
7.5T «~8.0T

- experiment of practical operation of a
coil in high and non-uniform stress

- experiment of practical operation of a
coil in a poloidal field effect such as
pulse field and out of plane force

- experience of fabrication and operation
of a large conductor coil
Several module coila with different

structure will be fabricated in a few years
and they will be tested in turns in the
cluster test apparatus.

2. Requirements and Given Design Conditions
Requirements;

- The facility should be convenient and
arranged for rapid data acquistion, so
that several designs and features can
be tested. It should be possible to test
a range of coil shapes.

- The CTC is the permanent part of the test
apparatus; therefore, it should be
reliable and should not be damaged by the
testing.

- The test colls are expendable and should
be inexpensive.

Table 1. Parameters of the cluster
test coil

c^> Etacliui u ^ utic
у

Fig.l. Coil disposition of

the cluster test facility

Coil configuration

Mean diameter

Magnetomotive force

Nominal current

Maximum field including

contributions from the

other coils

Self inductance

Magnetic energy

Overall current density

Weight

solenoid

1.5m

3,000KAT x 2

l,200A

5.5T

24.2H

17,4MJ

3,00OA/cm
2

11Лtons



- Various methods of cooling should be

availably such as pool boiling, forced

flow, and operation above and below 4.2K.

- The axis of the test coil should be

horizontal so that the effect of gravity

on coil cooling is the same in the test

as in the final torus.

Given design conditions;

- The mean diameter of CTC is 1.5m.

- The mean diameter of TMC is 1.0m.

" BMax/^in
 i n
 ™

c l s
 around 1.5.

- The peak field in TMC should be more

than 7.5T.

- The maximum poloidal field in TMC is

0.5T and its rise rate is 0.5T/sec.

3. Cluster Test Coil Design

As the first step, we examined one

cryostat system and two separate cryostat

system for the ensemble of CTC and TMC.

Although the separate system has an advantage

that TMC can be exchanged without heating up

of CTC, it requires strong mechanical -

supports between cryogenic part and room

temperature part, and it also requires

much more ampere turns as compared with a

single cryostat system, due to larger spaces

between coils. Consequently, it is more

expensive and cool down mass increases as

much. Therefore, we choose a single cryostat.

The optimum position and dimension of

the cluster facility are selected among a

number of results which are calculated with

various angles and ampere turns. The final

geometry is indicated in Fig. 1.

The success of TMC experiment depends

on the reliability of CTC. The winding of

CTC can be conservative so that CTC doe.
1
*

not suffer catastrophic failure from in-

stability of superconductivity, electrical

breakdown, structual collaspe, overheating

or overstraining during quench. For this

reason, the nominal opreational current

of CTC is chosen as 1,200A and the magnetic

design is optimized so that the peak field

in CTC should be 5.5T including the field

contribution from TMC and the poloidal

coils. The winding is cryogenically stabiliz-

ed with a local heat flux of 0.4w/cm
2
.

Twelve pancakes are arranged for a CTC in

which two kinds of condctors, rated at 4.ОТ

and 6.5T, are wound in flat wise. After

winding, the coil is set in a case which

Table 2. Parameters of the static

poloidal coil

Coil configuration

Mean diameter

Magnetomotive force

Nominal current

Maximum field including

contribution from the

other coils

Self inductance

Magnetic energy

Overall current density

VJeight

solenoid

4.05m

l,810KAT

1.230A

3.5T

13. OH

13.6MJ

4,520A/cm
2

6.5tons

serves as both liquid helium vessel and

mechanical reinforcement. The designed

parameters of CTC are shown in Table 1.

It is designed that CTC can be turned

around the support in order to have a pair

of parallel CTC without dismounting them

from the upper plate of vacuum vessel.

Between these parallel solenoids, TMC can

be placed in eccentric position so that

TMC may be investigated in eccentric coil

test which provides also conditions similar

to those encountered by a toroidal field

coil of a tokamak. In case of the eccentric

test, the peak field in the parallel

solenoids is 6.5T including the field con-

tribution from the other coils. There is

enough margin to the critical value of the

conductor even at 6.5T. In the eccentric

position, Bfiax/Bjjĵ  and the peak stress in

TMC become higher than those in the cluster

postion.

Another application of the parallel

solenoids is a back ground field facility

for testing of medium size coil of multi-

filamentary Nb3Pn conductor.

Table 3. Parameters of the pulse

poloidal coil

Interval of pulse shot

Coil configuration

vlidth of race track

Magnetomotive force

Nominal current

Maximum pulse field

on the FPC

Maximum field including

contribution from the

other coils

Self inductance

Magnetic energy

Overall current density

Woi-Ы-

lOmin.

race track

21cm

360KAT x 2

l,200A

3.27T

4.85T

0.067H

48KJ

10,000A/cm
2

200Kg

Table 4. Parameters of a test module
coil

Coil configuration

Mean diameter

Magnetomotive force

Nominal current

Maximum field

from CTC

from TMC itself

Self inductance

Mutual inductance with
CTC

Magnetic energy by TMC

Overall current density

Weight

solenoid

1.0m

2,000KAT

10,000A

7.6T

3.37T

4.23T

0.04 7H

0.36H

2.35MJ

3,ОО0А/сп/ .

6.28tons
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4. Pololdal Coil Design
The effect of tokárnak poloidal field on

superconducting coil are mechanical fatigue
of materials due to repetitive pulse field,
a.c. loss in superconductor and structual ma-
terials, and influence on superconducting
stability with temperature increase due to
pulse field.

In order to provide poloidal field, three
kinds of magnets are examined; conventional
pulse magnet, liquid nitrogen cooled pulse
magnet and superconducting magnet. The
following conclusion is taken in view of
power source and magnet technology.

A superconducting static poloidal coil
(SPC) is put outside of CTC in order to study
the effect out of plane force. A pair of
small' superconduting pulse coils is put in the
inside of TMC in order study a.c. loss effect
and stability problem. In Fig.l., the dis-
position of these two coils Is indicated.
With this system it is Impossible to study
the fatigue by repetitive out of plane force.

4.1. Design of Static Poloidal Coil(SPC)
SPC is placed outside of the vacuum

vessel of CTC and TMC. With this type of
assemby, TMC and CTC can be removed inde-
pendantly from SPC. This separate system makes
SPC larger and requires the mechanical
supports between CTC and external room
temperature part.

The peak magnetic field on TMC produced
by SPC is 0.5T. The design results of SPC are
shown in Table 2.

4.2. Design of Pulse Poloidal Coil(PPC)
As we put the PPC of race track type

in the inner part of TMC, there is no strog
effect of pulse field on CTC. The size of
the PPC is appropriately small enough to be
used as superconducting pulse magnet. The peak
field on TMC by the PPC is also 0.5T and the
rise rate of pulse is 0.5T/sec. The design
results of PPC are presented in Table 3.

5. Design Example of a Test Module Coll
As an example of test module coil, we

took a solenoid type and carried out
fundamental magnetic design together with CTC
(Fig.l.). The magnetic field distribution
on the axis of TMC is shown in Fig.2. It can
be seen from the figure
that the value of
BMax/Sm±n

 l s i-37'
It is revealed by

calculation of elecro-
magnetic force that the
centering force on a test ^
module coil increases up •"
to 486tons at the maximum £3
operation of the system.
It is also revealed
that the out of plane
torque on the TMC by SPC
attains 44ton-m. These
values are small as com-
pared with those in a
tokamak experimental
power reactor. Fig.3
shows the maximum
principal stress

on the inner surface of the TMC with a
designed mechanical supports. The maximum
value is around 5kg/mm2, which is not so
high as that in an experimental power
reactor.

Concerning on cooling method, we choose
pool cooling at 4.3K as well established
technique to date for the first example
of test module coil.

For this winding, a conductor, which
has critical value of 7.8T at 10.800A is
considered and the cross sectional view is
shown in Fig.4. Aluminum is partially used
so as to have better stabilization with lower
specific resistivity. The edge wise winding
Is proposed in order to decrease eddy current
loss in the conductor. This test module coil
is consisted of twelve double pancakes and
one pancake contains 28 layers. The local
heat flux Is execpted as 0.3W/cm and the
average heat flux in the winding is 0.102W/cm?
The proposed insulation is nomex impregnated
with epoxy resin which is durable against
irradiation effect.

The design results of TMC is shown in
Table 4. Several structural types of TMC
will be designed hereafter.

Fig.2. Field distribution
on the axis of TMC
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Table 5. Conductor in the tes t module coil

insulator

т .
я ^о

Ъ

3 _
9.5 1

А В
Г-И.5 "

Conductor dimension

Aspect ratio

Conductor section

Superconducting material
section

Filament diameter x
filament number

Cu + Al / superconductor

Twist pitch

Insulator

28.35 x 9.5 mm
2
(0.5R)

3.0

259 mm
2

21.4 mm
2

50 ̂ mjfoi 10907

11.1

100 mm

7.5 x 0.4 mm
2

Fig.4. Conductor conception
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Í
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Vacuum Pump

Cluster Test

Fig.5, Cryogenic system of the tes t fac i l i ty
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Table 6.

4.3K—-»-

4.3K

Total

Heat

300K

load in the

CTC

8

26

35

8

9

7

W

W

w

test apparatus with

TMC

25

22

' 48

.9

.6

.5

W

W

W

3

11

15

SPC

.3

.7

.5

W

w

w

tull electric

PPC

• 1

0

1-f

6 W

1 W

.7 W

current

Total

40,1

61.3

101.4

W

W

W

300

6- Cryogenic Design
A helium llquifier/

refrigerator of iOOt/h
capacity is considered,
for the «hole coil
system of the facility.
The cryogenic system
is shown in Fig.5. -

In order to cool
down the whole magnet
system, the liquifier/
refrigerator "supplies
20K helium gas. Fig.6
shows the average
temperature of weight
of 18.2tons during
cooling down. About
100 hours is expected
from the start of cool-
ing down to the begin-
ning of the supercon-
ducting experiment.

TMC case contains

50 60

Time (hours)

Fig. 6. Mean coil temperature during cool. ;ig down

1104 of liquid helium, CTC:354*, SPC:700i,
PPC-.25Í.. The liquid nitrogen consumption during
cooling down is about 4,0001./day. The' heat
load of steady operation with full current
is presented in Table 6, which is the half
quantity of full capacity of the refrigerator.

7. Conclusion
For the purpose of fabrication of test

module coil, a number of manufacturing techni-
que will be obtained: manufacturing technique,
of largu current conductor, winding technique,
electrical insulation technique, reinforcement
technique of coil form and coil support. It
will be probable that there is a little
difficulty of winding of 10,000A conductor
on lm diameter.

In the practical test experiment, it is
expected that electromagnetic performance of
a test module can be fully tested: transition
at a specified magnetic field, relation between
current density and stabitlity, losses due to
alternating magnetic field in conductor and
structural materials. An experiment is planned
with a test module if a normal zone in a con-
ductor, which is nucleated spontenusly or
artificially by heater, increases or
diminishes.

Concerning on the stress due to electro-
magnetic force, the absolute value of stress
in a test module is small as compared with
a practical tokárnak toroidal coil, because
of the small coil bore. Therefore, an investi-
gation on the subject should be probably
expected on the next stage development with a
large coil bore.

The cryogenic or refrigeration technique
for the test module requires a lot of
study and fundamental development of
technique, specially on several types of
forced cooling method. The data on cooling
down must be accumulated on large magnets
because detail results were not published,
though seversl large magnets were cooled
down to date.

A revised design is in progress in the
fiscal year of 1977 with a view to desisn-
ning different structures of oval type
test module coil and to obtaining ST
maximum field with a modification of CTC.
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GENERAL ATOMICS SUPERCONDUCTING TOROIDAL
FIELD COIL CONCEPT*

John Alcorn and John Purcell
General Atomic Company, San Diego, California, U.S.A.

SUMMARY

General Atomic1s concept for a superconducting toroidal field coil is presented. The con-
cept la generic for large tokárnak devices, «hile a specific design is indicated for a 3.8 meter
(major radius) ignition/burn machine.

The concept utilizes bath cooled NbTi conductor to generate a peak field of 10 tesla at
4.2 K. The design is simple and straightforward, requires a minimum of developmental effort,
and draws extensively upon the perspective of past experience in the design and construction of
large superconducting magnets for high energy physics. Thus, the primary emphasis is upon
economy, reliability, and expeditious construction scheduling*

BASIC DESIGN GOALS AMD PHILOSOPHY

Our basic design goals are achievement of:

• Minimum cost of magnet and overall tokamak system.

• Minimum design and construction schedule.

• Maximum operational reliability.

Our basic philosophy fox achieving these goals can be summarized as follows:

• Design emphasis upon simplicity and ease of manufacture.

• Minimum reliance upon unproven, developmental aspects.

• Full integration with overall tokainak design, including:

peak field optimization,
optimum coil/shield tradeoff in centerpost region, through evaluation and accept-
ance of maximum tolerable neutron heat load,

minimization of coil centerpost radial thickness through maximum utilization of
available annular space,

adequate machine accessibility, and

accommodation of ac field.

• Extensive reliance upon past experience in design, construction and operation of large
superconducting magnets. In particular, we feel that the perspectives gained from the

. ANL 12 ft and HAL 15 ft Bubble Chamber magnets and from the SLAC LASS Solenoid have
been of immense value in evolving this concept.

• Establishment of design protection criteria based upon the worst credible, rather than
upon the worst imaginable circumstances.

BASIC DESIGN FEATURES

The concept utilizes bath cooled cryogenically stabilized NbTi conductor to achieve 10 tesla
peak field under nominal operating conditions of 4.2 К and 1 atmosphere. Other basic design'fea-

tures include pancake (helically wound) coils with stainless steel interturn support strip, and

copper stabilized conductor graded upon the basis of field and bearing load.

MAGNET DESIGN FOR GENERAL ATOMIC'S 3.8 m THS CONCEPT

Figure 1 (Elevation Section) shows the basic dimensions of a single constant tension coil

for a twelve coil array. The 7-1/4 m high straight section is supported by a cold Centerpost

Support Cylinder (shown) within which are embedded the parallel connected superconducting ohmic

heating coils (not shown).

Figure 2 (Flan Section) shows the coil vacuum Jackets that are interconnected in the central

region. The relatively modest overturning loads are borne by cold, circumferential intercoil

supports, and by an external diagonal torque frame.

Work supported by U.S. Energy Research and Development Administration Contract

EX-76-C-03-0167, Project Agreement 38.
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Fig. 1. Toroidal field coil, schematic elevation view

Figure 3 is a cross section of one coil/helium vessel in the centerpost region. The stain-
less steel minimum perimeter wall, and central radial spine form the hobbin upon which the pan-
cake layers are wound. After winding the layers to one side of the central spine, the sidewall
and maximum perimeter helium vessel elements of that half are added. Note that during operation,
the outer flanking pancakes transmit their centerpost radial bearing loads into the Centerpost
Support Cylinder through the stepped sidewall. In the outer, curved portion of the coil, the
Helium Vessel sidewalls are not stepped against the flanking pancakes, a transition occurring
just beyond the straight section (see Fig. 2).

The conductor grading is indicated. The (radially) inboard seventeen turns, which are sub-
jected to high radial bearing loads, do not have transverse (face) coolant grooves. Beyond this
0-5 tesla region, the graded zones are progressively face cooled as the overburden bearing load
decreases. Conversely, as the transverse field increases, the NbTi design current density de-
creases from 76 kA/cni2 in the 0-5 tesla region, to 10 kA/cm2 in the 9-10 tesla region. The cop-
per suffers a corresponding increase in magneto-resistivity from the low to high field regions.
Throughout the coil, the normal region power density is adjusted so that the cooled surface heat
transfer rate is 0.34 W/cm2. The 10,000 ampere conductor has an average current density of 2300
A/cm2, and the overall helium vessel packing factor is 0.5.

The 1976 cost of an 8 tesla, 9 ra high (overall) prototype coil of similar design was esti-
mated at $3 * 10^, including contingency and single coil design and setup charges.

AREAS REQUIRING FURTHER INVESTIGATIOM

Studies to date indicate that the- maximum tolerable incident heat flux to the coil center-
post region from the standpoint of helium boiloff is about 0.067 W/cm2 or 2.78 kW per coil
(resulting in a requirement for 44 cm of tungsten/stainless steel shielding for a 300 MW plasma).
Studies are underway to better evaluate this important criterion.
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A modest experimental program is underway at General Atomic to define the 8-10 tesla J-B-T
performance margins of stabilized NbTi conductor at 4.2 and 3 K, and the effect of these margins
upon stability (see Fig. 4). Short sample performance of several commercially available NbTi
conductors will be compared.

The General Atomic TNS concept includes placement of the ohmic heating coils within the

B-coll centerpost bore, and employment of field shaping coils to achieve the high beta doublet

shape. As a result, the poloidal field components experienced by the B-coils are not expected'

to exceed 0.05 tesla/sec, thus precluding the necessity for cabled conductor. However cabled

conductor may be preferable for the high field region in order to realize the potential benefits

of improved short sample performance.

REASONS FOR SELECTION OF NbTi

= 0)General Atomic TNS Scoping Studies
Kl
' clearly indicate that 8-10 tesla peak field (4-5 T on

axis) is the cost optimum region for high beta TNS concepts (see Fig. 5). Therefore, NbTi is a

logical choice since it is a proven material for large magnets, and since present "standard

commercial NbTi conductors exhibit acceptable short sample performance (approximately 25 kA/cm
2
)

at 10 tesla and 4.2 К (only five turns/layer of our TNS coil design must.operate at this rela-

tively low current density).

On the other hand, reliable performance of large Nb
3
Sn magnets has yet to be demonstrated.

Furthermore, stabilized, filamentary cabled Nb
3
Sn conductor presently under development is

relatively expensive compared to NbTi of equivalent performance for fields up to 8-9 tesla
Therefore, it is our conviction that even high field magnets should utilize NbTi up to the
8-10 T region.

Nb-50 Wt %Ti
J-B-T

2.5

в 10 I;
TESLA

MARGINS ДВ • IT
A j > I2K
Д Т > IK

Fig. 4. Performance margins of NbTl at 10 tesla
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Fig. 5. Cost versus field for high beta tokárnak

REASONS FOR SELECTION OF BATH COOLING (POOL BOILING) !

Bath cooling is a simple, reliable and well understood method for achieving cryostability in
large magnets.

In principle, high heat transfer rates can be achieved by mulci-ciscuit forced flow cooling.
In actual practice, however, a number of practical difficulties present themselves, among which
are:

• Complexity, and cost, of forced flow refrigeration system and manifolding of many
parallel pumping circuits.

• High heat load of refrigeration system due to pumping system.

• Performance uncertainty of relatively restricted and ill-defined forced flow channels,
especially where flow is through the interstices of cabled conductor.

• Inherent in forced flow systems is a relatively high friction induced temperature dif-
ferential. The resultant decrease in temperature margin may force the employment of
Nb3Sn for magnets with peak fields in the 8-10 tesla region.

• A heated slug of supercritical helium traveling through a coolant circuit may trigger
further instabilities along its course.

• Considerable difficulty may be encountered in equalizing the coolant flow rate through
many parallel circuits. The danger also exists of flow path blockage.

It is General Atomic's opinion that bath cooled NbTi toroidal field coils operating at 8-10
tesla and 4.2 К can be economically and reliably constructed for near term tokárnak devices using
today's technology.

REFERENCE

1. THS Scoping Studies, Interim Status Report for the first half of FY-77, General Atomic
Company Report GA-AU412 (UC-20), Section S.I, Toroidal Field Coils.
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MANUFACTURING ASPECTS OF TOROIDAL FIELD

MAGNETS FOR TOKAMAK POWER REACTORS

Gray E. Smith and Carl 'T. von Kessycki

Grumman Aerospace Corporation

Bethpage, New York

1. - Summary

Tokamak toroidal field coils are, in
general, large highly loaded structures
which are constrained with respect to both
geometry and the materials which can be
employed for fabrication. The geometry
constraints, coupled with the inherently
redundant nature of the coil support
structure, require that tight manufacturing
tolerances and stringent quality control
techniques be maintained in order that final
fit be assured and that the actual load
paths conform to those required by the
design. In addition, the large size of
future operational Tokamaks impose
additional manufacturing requirements with
respect to coil assembly, transportation,
and final installation into the machine.

This paper will '. •'fly address the
manufacturing.aspects of two different
toroidal field (TF) coils. The first of
these is the Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor
(TFTR) TF coil, which is presently in the
design phase at the Princeton Plasma Physics
Laboratory. The second coil configuration
reflects a reference design for a large
experimental power reactor (EPR) which
originated at the Oak Ridge National
Laboratory. This configuration was used by
the Grumman Aerospace Corporation of
Bethpage, N. Y. as the basis for an
investigation of the manufacturing aspects
a large superconducting TF coil, the
results of which are summarized in Section 3
of this paper. For each of these coils, the
major characteristics of the design are first
briefly described and the significant
manufacturing aspects are then summarized.

2. — Manufacturing Aspects of the 'xirxn

Toroidal Field Coils

2.1. - TF Coil Characteristics are shown in
Table 2 - 1 .

Table 2-1 TFTR TF Coil Characteristics

NUMBER OF COILS

TURNS PER COIL

COIL CURRENT(КД)

AMPERE TURNS PER COIL

FIELD AT R = 2.48METERS (TESLA)

FLAT TOP TIME (SEC)

PULSE REPETITION PEHLOD 1ЧЕС)

TOTAL NUMBER OF PULSES @ FULL POWER

COIL CENTERING FORCE PER COIL ÍMNJ

INLET WATER TEMPERATURE (3F)

COMPATIBLE WITH ИГРАRГ MACHINE SEGMENTATION

CAPABLE OF REMOTE ASSEMBLY/DISASSEMBLY

ZD

44

73.3

3.22 К UP

5.2

3.0

300 0

3 X 1 0 5

26.2

50

Twenty TF coils, each with 44 turns and

a current of 73.3 KA, are used to generate a

peak magnetic field or 5.2 Tesla for a flat

top time of 3 seconds at a major radius of

2.48 meters, which corresponds to the center

of the plasma. The minimum pulse repetition

period is 300 seconds. The coil is

required to sustain 300,000 full power

pulses, 4000 of which are Deuterium/Tritium

pulses. Each full power pulse imposes a

centering force of 26.2 mega-Newtons on each

coil. The coils are water-cooled using an

inlet coolant temperature of 10°C (50°F).

The coils must also be compatible with 10-

part segmentation of the machine, where

each segment is composed of two TF coils and

a 36° segment of the vacuum vessel. After

operation with tritium has commenced, the

segments must be capable of being remotely

removed and replaced in the machine in the

event that a fault occurs.

Z. 2. - TFTR TF Coil Basic Configuration is
shown in Figure 2 - 1 . The coils are
positioned at a major radius of 2.8 meters
(110.236 inches) from the machine centerline
and have inner and outer radii of 1.4 meters
(55.12 inches) and 1.94 meters (76.38 inches)
respectively. The nose of each coil is
tapered at a total angle of 18° to permit
nesting of the coils around the machine
•interline. The coil centering force and
.Lateral loads are reacted by inner support
rings (which take 70% of the centering force
and 10% of the lateral load) and outer
intercoil shear-compression members, which
sustain the remainder of the centering force
and lateral load. The basic coil cross
section is rectangular, with a radial
dimension of .54 meters (21.27 inches) and a
width of .41 meters (16.21 inches).

~ \ .INTERCOILSHEAR
, -^COMPRESSION BOXES

BUSS PENETRATION

:R CASE YOKE

HERCASE YOKE

COOLANT PENETRATIONS

IRT PEDESTAL

Figure 2-1 TFTR T F Coif Configuratian
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Yoke aufaassemblies are attache о the

upper and lower outer coil .quadrant pro-

vide attachment surfaces for the intv ~il

shear-compression boxes and to carry

compressive loads across the coil case.

Lifting lugs are bolted to the upper

circumference of the coil case to facilitate

handling, and a support pedestal is

connected to the bottom of the case to take

dead loads and provide additional lateral

restraint. The pedestal is designed to

accommodate local radial motion of the coil.

As shown in the top view of Figure 2-1, the

coils are pre-assembled into two-coil

"segments" prior to installation in the

machine.

Figure 2 - 2 shows a cross section

through the TF coil. The primary coil

components are the Titanium 6-A1-4V coil

case and the 44 turn, spiral wound, two

pancake coil. The conductors are CDA 104

silver-bearing copper alloy which are

extruded and drawn to a minimum tensile

yield strength of 35,000 psi. The

COMMIT

COIL

- * M o t o t m
н
can

CONDUCTOR CDA1M

Figure 2-2 Typical Section Thru No» of TFTR Coil
Configuration

insulation system comprises: turn-to-turn

insulation made up of two half-lapped layers

of 0.018 centimeters (.007 inch) thick fiber-

glass tape; barrier insulation between pan-

cakes with a total thickness of 0.32 '

centimeters (.125 inches), and a ground wrap

of 0.38 centimeters (.150 inches). An

additional gap of 0.38 centimeters is pro-

vided for insertion of potting compound after

the coil is installed in the case. Copper

tubing of "racetrack" cross section, soft

soldered into extruded grooves in the con-

ductors, provide a passageway for the coolant

water. A single coolant tube length is used

for each 3-turn coolant pass to avoid the

possibility of internal leakage.

2.3. - TFTR TF Coil Basic Manufacturing

Approach Is illustrated in Figure 2 - 3 .

The TF coil manufacturer will be

responsible for fabricating the magnetic

coils and also installing the coil in the TF

case. The TF case will be procured as a

separate item and provided to the coil

manufacturer for installation of the magnetic

coil. The copper conductors and copper

coolant tubing will also be procured as

Figure 2 3 TFTR TF Coil Baiic Manufacturing Approach

separate items and provided to the coil

manufacturer.

The first coil to be produced will be a

prototype which will serve to prove out

manufacturing procedures and processes for

both the coil and the case. Following

successful completion of the prototype,

fabrication of the twenty production coils

and spares will be initiated.

2.4. - TFTR TF Case Manufacturing Tasks

include manufacture of the basic case box

section, the wedge subassembly, the lifting

lugs, and the support pedestal. It is

planned that the inter-coll shear compression

boxes will also be fabricated by the case

manufacturer. This latter component,

however, is not required until the

completed coil assemblies are assembled into

two-coil segments and it is therefore

delivered to the assembly site as a separate

unit.

Figure 2 - 4 which represents a section

taken through the coil horizontal mid-plane,

illustrates the major components of the basic

TF case which forms a structural enclosure

for the TF coil. The major case components

comprise the 6.99 cm (2.75 inch) thick inner

and outer rings and the 3.53 cm (1.319 inch)

sidewalls, which are mechanically fastened

with Inconel 718 high strength bolts to

achieve the structural box cross section.

The outer ring material is obtained in

the form of an annealed titanium 6-A1-4V roll

ring forging. Detailed cost studies backed

up by contact with metal vendors indicated

INNEB СМЕШНО OVTER

Figura 2-4 Section Through Coil C m at Horizontal
Mid-Plane
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this to be the most effective approach. The

ring is first rough machined. A 59 1/2

degree arc is then saw-cut from the ring

after which it is positioned in a welding

fixture. The reinforced nose piece is then

welded in place. After stress relieving

the welded area, the ring is machined to a

final width and inside diameter. Since

these measurements dictate the coil cavity

they are held to tight tolerances as

indicated in Figure 2-4. The inner ring is

also obtained as a one-piece titanium roll

ring forging. Since this ring requires no

welding, it proceeds directly to the finish

machining operation. In this case, the tight

tolerances are maintained on the outer

diameter, since this dimension affects the

coil cavity size.

The side walls are flame cut from

rolled 6.35 cm (2.5 inch) thick titanium

plate at the metal vendors. A 9 degree bend

is also incorporated in the nose section of

the sidewall blank at the metal vendor's

plant prior to shipment to the case manu-

facturer. This was done to minimize the

required plate thickness and also to reduce

the amount of machining necessary to achieve

the finished product. The rings are first

rough machined and then stress relieved to

assure stress-free stability during final

machining and case assembly. Following

stress relief, the final machining of the

sidewalls is carried out.

Figure 2 - 5 depicts all the components

making up the case assembly as well as the

intercoil shear compression panels, which

are shipped to the machine assembly site as

separate items. The lifting lugs, yoke

wedges, support pedestal, and intercoil

shear compression panels (less cover plates)

are machined from Type HX castings to avoid

the need for welded subassemblies and to

minimize machining tine. The casting

material is an iron-chromium-nickel alloy

with a magnetic permeability of 1.02 and an

as-cast tensile yield strength of 50,000 ksi.

The TF case assembly procedure avoids

detail part tolerance build up problems by

performing machining operations of critical

tNTERCOIL ^-""
ЗНЕДН COMPRESSION . ,

'"•V- [. :

t-C

SSI"

surfaces after the case has been assembled.

Also, ring/sidewall, yoke, lifting lug, and

support panel connecting bolt holes will be

drilled "on assembly" to assure a proper

match-up of the components for each

individual TF case.

Case assembly operations will be

initiated by installing the inner and outer

rings and the left-hand side cover in a

horizontal holding fixture. A bushed drill

plate lowered over the assembly will contain

drill heads for simultaneous drill/tap/

counterbore operations for the cover bolts.

Temporary fasteners, intermittently spaced,

will hold the assembly together during

installation of the left hand yoke wedge

and yoke inner and outer plates. These

fastener holes will also be drilled using

drill plates and drill head units. The

partially completed assembly will then be

rotated 180 degrees about its horizontal

axis and re-installed in the fixture, where

the right-hand side cover and yoke wedge

will be drilled and installed using

procedures identical to those for the left-

hand side cover.

Vertical drill plates will position the

drill heads for drill/tap operations

associated with installation of the lifting

lugs and lower pedestal base mount.

Drilling of the coolant hole penetrations in

the side covers will complete the drill-tap

operations.

Final machining of the assembled case

will be initiated by aligning the internal

and external ring surfaces to determine

true horizontal and vertical case axes for

orientation of subsequent machining

operations. Following machining of the nose

section key way, all subsequent surfaces

will be machined in a three axis relation-

ship to the key way. While in a horizontal

holding fixture, the lifting lugs and the

mounting surface of the support pedestal

will be faced, drilled and tapped. The case

will then be oriented in a vertical attitude

and final machining of the nose wedge and

yoke wedge surfaces will be accomplished.

Machining of the rectangular conductor

penetration cutouts will complete the case

machinery operation. Dimensional

verification will be performed by inspection

personnel during each machine set-up.

After completion of the machining

operation, the case will be disassembled,

the internal surfaces which form the coil

cavity will be glass-bead-blasted and

primed, and the case will be reassembled with

temporary hardware for shipment to the coil

manufacturer, who will install the coil in

the case.

Figure 2-5 TFTD Coil Can Assembly

2.5. - TFTR TF Magnetic Coil Fabrication

will utilize generally conventional

procedures applicable to spiral wound, two-

pancake coils. The major manufacturing



steps to be employed comprise:

о Prewind preparation of the conductors

о Soft soldering of the coolant tubes

into the conductors

о Wrapping of the conductors with turn-

to- turn insulation

о Winding of the coil and performance

of the necessary in-line operations

о Vacuum impregnation and cure of the

turn-to-turn insulation

о Machining of the coil to obtain the

wedge-shaped nose section

о Reinsulation of exposed surfaces and

application/cure of the coil ground

wrap

о Installation of the coil into the

case

о Injection and cure of the potting

compound which fills the void

between coil and case

о Assembly of external components and

final factory inspection

Highlights of these manufacturing steps

are briefly described in the following sub-

sections. The overall manufacturing flow is

summarized in Figure 2 - 6 .
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Figure 2-5 TF Magnetic Coil Fabrication Flow

2.5.1. - Prewinding operations commence

with inspection of the copper conductor bars

and coolant tubing and straightening of the

conductor bars ia required. The conductors

are then joined into working lengths which

correspond to the length of a coolant pass

(nominally three revolutions of conductor).

These lengths range from a maximum of 36.6

meters (120 feet) for the outer turns down

to a minimum of 26.5 meters (87 feet) for

the inner turns. Joining of the conductors

into working lengths is accomplished by

induction brazing using "Sil-Fos" filler

material at 705°C (1330°F) without flux.

The length of the individual conductor

segments making up the working lengths is

selected to insure that: (a) all brazed

joints will be located in low-stress

regions, (b) the joints will be staggered

such that there is no concentration of

"weak spots" within the coil assembly and

(c) there will be only one joint per

conductor turn. Prior to installation of the

coolant tubing, the conductors will be de-

greased and cleaned with a non-toxic

solvent.

The copper coolant tubing will be

procured in lengths of approximately 36.6

meters (120 feet). This is done to permit

the use of a continuous (i.e. no joints)

length of tubing for each 3-turn coolant

pass, thus avoiding the possibility of

internal leaks within the coil. The tubing

will be soft-soldered into the extruded

grooves in each conductor using K-102

solder with a flow point of 189°C (372°F).

The tubing will be left unsoldered for a

length at least 61 centimeters (2 feet) from

each coolant passage entry - exit location.

The unsoldered length of tubing will be

coiled and left hanging on the conductor to

be soft soldered as an in-line operation.

Because of their critical locations and in

view of tolerance considerations during the

coil build up, the machining of cross

grooves, to bring the coolant tubing out to

the case penetration points, will be

accomplished as an inline operation during

the winding process. Following

installation of the coolant tubing, each

conductor assembly will be cleaned,

deburred, grit blasted with aluminum oxide,

primed with Araldite DZ-80, and heat cured.

Three different thicknesses of

conductor are employed in the coil in order

to minimize differences in current density

in the nose (wedge) section. An additional

prewinding operation is the machine-

tapering of the thicker conductors to pro-

vide smooth transitions at joints involving

the joining of conductors of different

thicknesses.

2.5.2. - TF Coil Insulation Systems

comprise: turn-to-turn insulation around

each conductor; an insulation barrier

between the coil pancake; ground wrap

insulation around the complete coil, and a

putting compound which is injected after coil

installation into the case to fill the void

between the coil and the case. It is

planned to employ vacuum impregnation of

epoxy resin for the turn-to-turn, barrier

and ground wrap insulation. An alternate

approach employing the use of pre-impregnated

fiberglass tape for the turn-to-turn and

barrier insulation is also under

consideration, A final selection will be

made after the results of comparative

strength and fabricability tests are

available.

The turn-to-turn insulation is made up

of two half-lapped layers of .178

millimeter (.007 inch) fiberglass tape

which Is treated with "amino-3ilane" to pro-

mote bonding and wetting with the epoxy
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resin. After the winding operation (to be

described later) the turn-to-turn insulation

will be vacuum pressure impregnated with

epoxy resin using a vacuum impregnation

mold. The process entails: drying of coil

and mold at 93°C (200°F) for 12 hours;

vacuum deaeration mixing, and pre-heating of

the epoxy resin, hardener, and accelerator;

injection of the epoxy impregnant into the

mold; application of a series of alternating

pressure and vacuum cycles to insure

penetration of the epoxy and elimination of

Voids; and conduct of a thermal cure. The

cure cycle consists of heating the coil to

80
e
C (176"F)', and holding this temperature

for at least four hours followed by a

temperature increase up to 121°C (250°F) and

maintenance of this temperature for no less

than 10 hours. Heat up and cool down rates

will be limited to 6°C (10°F) per hour.

Epoxy sample coupons will be cured together

with the coil and tested to assure

compatibility with design requirements.

Inter-pancake barrier insulation will be a

total thickness of 3.18 millimeters (.125

inches) and will be subject to the turn-to-

turn cure cycle described above.

Ground coil Insulation will be made up

of 0.305 millimeter (.012 inch) fiberglass

tape which is also treated with "amino-

silane". Six layers of half-lapped tape

will be used to obtain the nominal 3.81

millimeter (0.15 inch) ground wrap thickness

zequireraent. Application, impregnation, and

cure of the ground wrap will take place

after machining of the coil wedge section.

Impregnation and cure procedures will be

the same as those previously described for

the turn-to-turn insulation.

The potting compound used to fill the

coil/case cavity is the final element of the

TF coil insulation system. The f
J
 ial

decision on the formulation to be -snployed

has not been established as yet. Use of a

compound which will permit a room

temperature cure is desired in order to

avoid the opening up of a slight gap

between the copper coil and the titanium

case during post cure cool down (due to the

differences in case and coil thermal

expansion). Investigations to date show

that the pot life of room temperature

potting compounds is insufficient to

complete the potting injection process

before the onset of cure. Pending con-

firmation of a feasible room temperature

cure approach, an alternate process

utilizing a cure at elevated temperature

will be employed. For this approach,

Injection of the potting compound into the

coil/case cavity will entail: deaeration of

the potting compound in a vacuum deaeration

tank at a temperature of 40° - 50°C (104° -

122°F); preheating of the coil and case to a

temperature of 45° - 55°C (113° - 131°F),

injection of the potting compound into the

evacuated coil/case cavity at a minimum

temperature of 45°C (113°F), and the

application of six alternating vacuum and

pressure cycles (at approximately 3500

microns and 21 psi gage respectively) to

insure complete penetration of the potting

in the cavity. If a suitable room

temperature cure potting compound is not

available, the cure cycle will be as

follows:

о 60°С (140°F) for not less than 8

hours

о 80°С (176°F) for not less than 8

hours

о 100°С (212°F) for not less than 24

hours

Heat-up and cool down rates will be

limited to a maximum of 6°C (10°F) per hour.

2.5.3. - TF Coil Winding Operations

entail conduct of a series of in-line

processes comprising:

о Cross-groove machining for coolant

tubes leadouts

о Brazing of water and electrical

lead-out fittings

о Soldering of coolant tubing in

lead-out areas

о Machining and brazing of joints

between conductor "working lengths"

о Conductor cleaning and priming

о Application of turn-to-turn

insulation

The winding operation will utilize a

circular winding mandrel grooved to

accommodate coil banding collars and slotted

to facilitate clamping. The mandrel is

segmented to permit removal of the coil

after winding is complete.

Prior to initiating the winding

process, the inter-pancake transition piece

is brazed to the first conductor "working

length" and wrapped with the previously

described turn-to-turn insulation. The

transition piece lateral fillers are then

positioned on the winding mandrel so that the

center of the transition occurs at the

mandrel 180° point, which corresponds to the

outboard end of the coil horizontal mid-

plane. The transition piece is positioned

and clamped on the mandrel with its center

on the 180° mark. The tapered

circumferential filler which sets up the

spiral wind configuration is then clamped

into position on the mandrel, the free end

of the conductor is clamped into jaws of the

hydraulic tensioning device, and 20,000 to

21,000 pounds of tension is applied. ' Turn-

to-turn Insulation is then applied to the

conductor/coolant tube assembly and

winding is initiated. Winding continues

until further in-line work is necessary.
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One of the key in-line procedures is the

joining of conductor working lengths via

induction brazed joints. The key steps in

this operation nay he summarized as

follows:

о Restrain the winding with clamps and

remove the tension clamp from the

conductor end

о Cut conductor to proper length fcr

location of splice and machine end

for brazed joint

о Bring next working length into

position and make braze splice

о Clean and test joint, including

helium leak check

о Degrease ends of newly joined

conductor and soft solder the coolant

tube (coiled near the end of the

previous conductor) into its

channel to within two feet of the

approximate entry/exit location

о Clean, prime and cure the previously

untreated length of conductor

о Re-engage tension device, Insulate, ;

and resume winding

The locations of cross-groove cuts for

coolant leadouts and terminal blocks for

electrical leadouts are critical, since

they must align with penetrations in the TF

sidewalls. Accordingly their locations are

precisely measured from datum points on the

winding mandrel. To effect this, the

winding is stopped when the approximate

position of the entry/exit location on the

conductor approaches to within 10 feet of

the winding mandrel. The exact location of

the entry/exit location on the conductor is

then determined by use of a "Sacrifice

tape", which measures the circumferential

distance from the conductor tangency point

on the mandrel to the -mandrel datum point

defining the entry/exit location. This dis-

tance is then transferred to the linear

length of L'.ie conductor and the cross

groove machining, brazing of the water

fittings (Sil-Fos, no flux), and final soft

soldering of the coolant tube ends are

carried out. The local area of the

conductor is then cleaned, grit blasted,

primed, cured, and insulated, after which

winding is resumed.

All machining operations are

accomplished using fixtures clamped to the

conductor for guidance of the router to

assure the accuracy of the cross groove

dimensions. The machining will be

conducted a minimum of 3 meters (10 feet)

from the machined area to avoid

contamination of the coil. Further

protection will be afforded by shrouding

the coil during machining operations.

Coil winding continues as described

above with in-line operations being per-

formed as required. Clamping of the coil

will be employed when making joints to

maintain conductor tension. Additionally,

radial clamping will be employed in a pro-

gressive manner to maintain coils within

tolerance as the build-up increases.

Upon completion of the outermost (22 )

turn, the electrical terminal block will be

brazed to the conductor. Since it must

align with the case penetration it will be

located using the "sacrifice tape" as

previously described. The assembly of the

terminal block completes the fabrication of

the first coil pancake. After visual

inspection and an electrical test to assure

absence of turn-to-turn shorts the pancake

barrier insulation will be laid up and

winding of the second pancake, in the

opposite direction, will be carried out.

Before removal of the coil from the

mandrel, radial compression bands will be

installed to prevent loosening of the

conductors. Prior to machining of the

wedge section, the turn-to-turn

insulation will be impregnated and cured as

previously described.

2.5.4. - TF Coil Nose Machining is

required to incorporate the 18° (total

angle) wedge in the nose of the coil. The

coil will be fixtured to hold it on a 9°

angle from the vertical after which the coil

will be machined with a horizontal milling

machine equipped with a shell mill. After

machining the first 9" surface, the coxl

will be rotated to expose the second

surface and the operation will be repeated.

The machined surfaces will then be cleaned,

grit blasted, vacuum cleaned, rinsed,

primed, and heat cured after which

electrical tests will be conducted to

verify coil electrical integrity.

Following wrapping, impregnation, and cure

of the ground wrap the semi-conducting

varnishes and metallic foil coil/case

connector strips making up the ground plane

are applied. This step completes

fabrication of the coil.

2.6. - TF Coil Installation in its Titanium

Case is the final step in the primary

manufacturing sequence. The case will be

fabricated by a separate manufacturer and

supplied to the coil manufacturer for coil

installation and potting. The case side

walls provide ports for evacuation, resin

filling, and monitoring of progress during

the potting procedures. The steps

required for this operation are summarized

as follows:

о Assemble one sidecover to the case

inner and outer rings and bolt

together using specified bolt

torques

о Place coil in case and position via

epoxy glass laminate spacers
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о Assemble second side cover and bolt

to inner and outer rings

о Provide vacuum pressure seals at

case penetrations and joints

о Dry out coil/case assembly and

inject dry nitrogen atmosphere

о Preheat coil/case assembly to

required potting temperature

о Carry out potting procedure as

defined in Section 2.5.2

Completion of the above steps results

in a completed coil which is ready for

final flow, pressure, and electrical tasts

prior to shipment.

3. - Manufacturing Aspects of large

Toroidal Field Coils are briefly addressed

in this section of the paper. In the

previous sections, we have dealt with the

manufacture of the comparatively smaller

coils, utilized in the TFTR, whose

experimental objectives are to be met with

water cooled copper coils. Future

machines, however, must be able to

economically produce substantial amounts

of net power. Hence, it is generally felt

that superconducting toroidal field

magnets will become imperative. Require-

ments for such magnets may typically call

for dimensions of 9 x 7 x 1 meters, or

even larger, with weights near two hundred

tons per unit. Manufacturing and

installation procedures thus become

formidable tasks for most of the design

concepts currently in work at various

locations. The following sections will

summarize the key findings on this

subject resulting from a study which was

conducted at Grumman in 1976, The specific

objective was to address manufacturing

aspects of superconducting coils for an

experimental power reactor of the Tokainak

type.

3.1. - The Study Approach was to use a coil

configuration which emerged at the Oak

Ridge National Laboratory as a reference

design. Twenty coils around the torus

were anticipated. Since it was desired to

emphasize the problems associated with

manufacturing rather than design, the

original reference design was adhered to as

closely as possible, with modifications

being made only where they appeared

desirable as the study progressed. A

maximum field, at the conductor, of eleven

Tesla was considered to ultimately become

necessary. The selected planform also

originated at Oak Ridge National

Laboratory. It was furthermore assumed that

the structural support for all coils would

form an integral part of the structural

design for the individual coils.

3.2. - The EPR Coil Design utilized in the

study is shown in Figure 3 - 1 . This "D"-

shaped coil has the physical dimensions of

13.3 meters height x 8.4 meters width x 1.14

meters thickness. It weighs approximately

182 metric tons. The main structure is

fabricated from 304 stainless steel,

utilizing tungsten inert gas (TIG) welding

as the principal joining method.

lABLEJCONOUIT DETAIL

Figure 3-1 Grumman EPR Coil Design

The view at the left represents a

typical coil section, showing the wire-

wound forced flow helium core configuration,

cold wall, and outer load-bearing

structure. Note that the initial conduit

layer is wound onto an integrally formed

and machined section which divides the

conductor into groups of three. After each

layer is wound, a sheet metal plate is laid

across the upstanding legs of the previous

layer and plug-welded in place through

matching slots.

Aircraft type stretch-forming was

selected to shape the many extruded

channels which create a cellular grid to

encapsulate the conductor cable. These

channels are approximately 6.4 meters

long and are tensioned by a hydraulic draw

bar during sequential installation. The

interstices between conductor cables will

be epoxy-potted using a vacuum process.

3.3. - The Modular Fabrication Concept

developed in this study is illustrated in

Figure 3 - 2 .

The structural coil case Is divided

into three major subassemblies, since this

represents the largest permissible

subassembly as dictated by the largest

available piste stock size. This

configuration yielded the best compromise

as to linear amount of weld, number of

major joints, and transportation

considerations.

Since the inner/outer cap members are

12.7 centimeters (5 inches) thick, the goal
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Figure 3-2 Module Fabrication Concept

was to perform as much of this heavy
welding as possible in-house. The three
major weld splices and the addition of the
outer cap, required for final assembly,
would he accomplished at the assembly site.

The coil segment manufacturing flow
diagram which is typical for all three of
the major inner/outer case structural
weldments is shown in Figure 3-3. Note
that no exotic manufacturing processes are
used for detailed fabrication or assembly
operations.

Figura 3-3 Coil Segment Fabrication Flow

3.4. - Ease of Tool Transportability to the
final assembly site, is attained using a
unique approach generated during the course
of the study. As shown in Figure 3 - 4 ,

T TOGETHER TURNTABLE MODULES

•FLATCARB COUPLED FOR TRANSPORT

-TOOLCOMPQNINTS

'ECIALBIDE
BY SIDE TRACK
AT SITE

mobility is achieved by using a heavy-duty
railroad flatcar as a base for the winding
fixture.

The various tooling components have
been designed for modular fabrication and
may be loaded on railroad flat cars in a
coupled mode for transport. Once at the
site, the cars will be locked together side-
by-side on a special piece of short track.
The tooling will then be assembled by a
simple bolt-together operation and the
turntable positioned on the tandem flatcar
base.

3.5. - The Coil Winding Concept is
depicted in Figure 3 - 5 .

CONDUCTOR SPOOLS

'TURNTABLE REARHM RACE

Figure 3 4 Tool Transportability

DUCTION GEARBOX

Figure 3-5 Coil Winding Concept

Early studies revealed difficulties
with a fixed center of turntable rotation
due to the coil's "D" shape. Conductor
storage spools, tensionlng devices, and in
fact all off-turntable operations would be
required to translate back and forth to
accommodate the major/minor diameters of
the coil shape. The selected solution was
to leave all off-turntable operations in a
stationary position and to translate the
turntable. This arrangement permits
winding from a stationary point of
tangency (regardless of peripheral coil
shape) and maintains a constant winding
speed.

The railroad flatcars were selected as
a turntable base because they readily
support the coil weight, while their
large wheel diameters provide minimal
friction during translation. Rotation
occurs around a central pivot; eccentric
loads are supported by a large diameter
roller thrust, bearing located between the
flatcar and i..e turntable work surface.
Rotational drive is provided by a motor-
driven reduction gear whose final drive is
a sprocket and chain running around the
turntable periphery. This arrangement
yields an economical drive and positive
torque with the use of a relatively small
horsepower motor, plus the additional
benefit of infinitely variable table speeds
attained by means of a vari-drive reduction
unit.
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A fixed point of table tangency is

achieved by captivating a peripheral rail

member between a pair of opposing cam

rollers. The turntable will translate

through a distance equal to the difference

between the major and minor diameters of

Che coil shape.

3.6. - In-house/On-site Manufacturing

Operations arc shown in Table 3 - 1 .

As indicated in this table, all

detailed parts and tooling may be

fabricated in the coll manufacturing shops,

as well as the 1/3 segment assembly weldments

of the inner and outer cryostat. The outer

cap members of the coil load bearing

structure must be installed at the erection

site following completion of coil winding

operations.

Table 3-1 In-House/On-Site Kknufacturing Optration»

I N HOUSE OPERATIONS

• FABRICATE ALL TOOLING

- SEGMENT TOOLING

- MODULAR TURNTABLE

- CONDUCTOR SPOOLS

- CHANNEL TEN51ONING DCVICE

- ADAPT RAILROAD FLATCARS

• FABRICATE ALL DETAIL PAHTS

- IHNEH/OUTERCflVOSTAT

- CONDUIT CHANNELS Г-SEGMENTS 1

• ASSEMBLY OPERATIONS ICOILl

- COIL SEGMENT ASSEMBLIES

- INNER CRVOSTAT SEGMENT ASSVS

ON SITE WERATIONS

• ASSEMBLE TOOLING

• JOINS SEGMENTS OF OUTER

STRUCTURE

• JOIN Э SEGMENTS OF INNER

CUVOiTAT

• INSTALL CONDUIT CHANNELS

• INSTALL JUNCTION BOXES

• WINOSUPERCONDUCTOR

• POT INTERSTICES

• CLO1E INNER/OUTER CRVOSTAT

• INCTALL HELIUM MANIFOLD

ASSV

• TEST



DEVELOPMENT WORK ON SUPERCONDUCTING COILS FOR A LARGE MIRROR FUSION TEST FACILITY (MFTF)*

D. N. Cornish, D. W, Deis, A. R. Harvey, D. G. Hi rze i , J . E. Johnston,
R. L. Leber, R. L. Nelson, and J . P. Zbasnik

Univers i ty of Cal i forn ia , Lawrence Livermore Laboratory
Livermore, Ca l i fo rn ia 94550, U.S.A.

The geometry and s i ze of the superconduct-
ing c o i l s for the Mirror Fusion Test Fac i l i t y
(MFTF) proposed by Lawrence Livermore Labora-
tory (LLL) impose ce r t a in cons t r a in t s on the
Nb-Ti superconductor. The most promising
fabr i ca t ion process i s a wrap-around technique
i n which a superconducting core i s "wrapped"
in stabilizing copper that contains built-in
cooling channels. Insulation between pancake
coils and turns is provided by perforated
sheets and buttons of epoxy-lmpregnated fiber-
glass .

Preliminary heat-transfer tests conducted
on short samples of single conductor and on
a nine-conductor bundle are reported and re-
lated to the heat generated in "normal" con-
ductors. Investigation of joining techniques,
necessary because of the length of conductor
needed for the MFTF magnet Cabout 21 km per
coil) , show that cold-welded butt joints best
meei a l l requirements.

In a test coil now being buil t , approxi-
mately 2 km of prototype MFTF conductor will
•rovide a self-field of about 4 T. Supple-
mentary coils will boost the field to about
•i.7 T. The test coils will be used to study
L-ryostatic stability, the propagation and re-
covery of normal zones, and diagnostic tech-
:i Lques.

Introduction

Several recent experimental and theoret-
ical breakthroughs have put the magnetic
mirror program in the U.S.A. in a position to
take a major step ahead. The remaining
scientific and engineering problems must be
solved on an intermediate-size machine before
we build an experimental power reactor. At
LLL, we propose to meet these needs by build-
ing the Mirror Fusion Test Facility (MFTF),
a large fusion research facility that will be
a successor to LLL's Toy Top, Table Top,
Baseball, and 2X magnetic-containment experi-
ments. We propose to start construction of
MFTF in late 1977 and begin experimental work
in 1981.

The MFTF vacuum vessel and the main com-
ponents associated with i t are illustrated in
Fig. 1. Neutral-beam injectors for the short-
duration, 20-kV startup beam and for the 80-kV
buildup and sustaining beams are mounted on
four large flanges around the cylindrical
portion of the 9-m-diam, 12-m-high vacuum
vessel. Streaming-plasma guns mounted in the
top cover inject stabilizing plasma along the
magnetic field lines. The dc magnetic-mirror
field is produced by a pair of coils with a
yin-yang configuration.

The neutral beams must have maximum access
to the central plasma region. The shapes of

V. Streamirig^plasma guns

Diagnostic port

Superconducting magnet

Vacuum chamber

Neutral-beam
injectors

Plasma

Fig. 1. The main chamber of the mirror fusion test facility.

This work was performed under the auspices of the U.S. Energy Research and Development
Administration under contract No. W-7405-Eng-48.
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the coils and the force-restraining structure
have been adjusted accordingly, and the whole
region between the large lobes of the coil is
left unobstructed by support structure.
Because enormous pumping facilities are re-
quired to pump away the unwanted particles
entering with the neutral beams, all the sur-
faces of the vacuum vessel are lined with
cryopumping panels that are cooled by liquid
helium.

The geometry and size of the coils impose
certain constraints on the superconductor.
In this paper, we discuss the proposed con-
ductor and winding design, briefly describe
the development of fabrication and joining
techniques, and present the results of pre-
liminary investigations into cryostatic
stability.

The MFTF Magnet

The tentative mean major and minor radii
of the MFTF coils are 2.5 and 0.78 m, respec-
tively. The coils provide a peak field of
7.5 T (see Ref. 1 for additional details).

The Nb-Ti superconductor is immersed in
liquid helium at approximately 1 atm, result-
ing in a maximum coolant temperature of 4.5 K.
Natural convection is the only cause of liquid
circulation. To facilitate its being wound
into the yin-yang shape, the conductor has a
square cross section. As a result of the coil
configuration, the magnetic forces are trans-
mitted from turn to turn to the coil case and
external support structure and very little is
taken as tension in the conductor. A pre-
liminary analysis of the buildup of this com-
pressive stress indicates a maximum value of
approximately 41 MPa (6,000 psi).

The additional cooling surfa e required
for cryostatic stability is provided by cool-
ing, channels incorporated in stabilizing
copper that is subsequently soldered to the
superconducting core, which is a 6.5-mra by
6.5-mm monolith. Two fabrication routes are
being investigated to achieve this. The most
promising is the wrap-around process (Fig. 2);
it is almost certain that this route will be
adopted. The alternative technique using four
bars soldered together, only one of which
contains superconducting filaments, has been
described in Ref. 1.

In the wrap-around technique, the super-
conducting core is passed through a continuous
electroplating process prior to applying the
stabilizer. The latter is prepared from an
OFHC copper strip by first slitting and
rolling the strip and finally by punching
helium access holes. On a roll-forming line,
the stabilizer is wrapped around the core as
it proceeds through a series of rolls, and the
combination is then sized by being passed
through a Turk's-head. The completed con-
ductor then passes through the soldering fur-
nace, a quenching system, and a cleaning
process before being wound onto the supply
drum. Wrap-around fabrication is described
in detail elsewhere in these Proceedings.'2'

Each coil is made up of a series of pan-
cake coils. The insulation between pancakes
and turns is similar to that used on the Base-
ball II magnet: sheets of perforated epoxy-
impregnated fiberglass. Because of the large
dimensions of the coils, this insulation is
in sections and is made up of two layers of
0.08-mm-thick, overlapped pieces. Evenly
spaced, 1.14-mm-thick, epoxy-impregnated
fiberglass buttons placed between conductors
allow the helium to reach all four sides of
the conductor. A machine has been specially
developed for punching these buttons and for
attaching them at equal spaces along a flat
Dacron* tape. Produced in this way, the
buttons can be wound from a separate spool in
parallel with the conductor. The buttons are
grooved to take the Dacron tape, which is then
held in position by a fast-setting glue. This
bond has been tested at 77 K; however, even
if it should fail in service, the button will
remain trapped in position by the tape.

Measurements of Heat Transfer from Short
Lengths of Dummy Conductor

In the conceptual design stage, we decided
that the operating current, safety margin, and
(therefore) overall current density would be
determined from results obtained on a test
coil wound with prototype conductor and
insulation. We used the method outlined by
Maddock et al.(3) t o obtain a preliminary
cryostatic stability limit. However, because
of the differing orientations of the cooling
channels and the external surfaces, and
because of the orientation of the conductor
itself in the magnet, it is difficult to
estimate the heat-transfer characteristics of
the proposed conductor. Thus, even though the
design current will be determined from the

Reference to a company or product name does
not imply approval or recommendation of the
product by the University of California or the
U.S. Energy Research and Development Adminis-
tration to the exclusion of others that may be
suitable.

Stabilizing Cu S.C.
core

Assembled
conductor

Fig. 2. Wrap-around technique for fabricating
Nb-Ti conductor.
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test coil data, we thought it worthwhile to

use preliminary samples of dummy conductor to

investigate the heat-transfer characteristics

of the conductor. IE, in the future, we can

use results from similar hea'.-transfer tests

for the reliable prediction of coil stability,

we could save considerable f.ime and expense,

particularly where a large ttst coil would

otherwise be required.

Because there was not y-t л production

line, short lengths (26.7 cm) of conductor

wire hand-made for these tests. The conductor

was made entirely of OFHC copper; we simulated

the "normal" state of the conductor by ener-

gising a 0.25-mm-diam Manganin wire that was

inserted through the center of the copper

core. Both ends of the conductor were ther-

mally insulated from the helium. To measure

any temperature gradients, thermocouples were

indium-soldered at points along the length of

the conductor. Figure 3 shows a summary of

the results with the conductor mounted in the

vertical position and then at 10" to the

horizontal. The temperatures in Fig. 3 were

measured at the center of the conductor; tem-

peratures at the ends were <0.2 К lower.

These results indicate little dependence on

conductor orientation and some hysteresis

betwaen nucleate and film boiling.

To simulate more closely the thermal

environment in a coil, a bundle of nine con-

ductors was then made up. Thermocouples were

mounted on the central conductor in the

bundle, and two series of tests were carried

out with the axis of the bundle horizontal.

The series differed in that in one, only the

central conductor was energized, and in the

other, all nine were energized. It is inter-

esting to note from the results in Fig. 3

that in both series of tests on conductor

bundles the heat-transfer curve is continuous

and is the same for increasing and decreasing

heat fluxes.

In Fig. 4, calculated heat-generation

curves for the MFTF conductor have been super-

imposed upon the heat-transfer curves from

Fig. 3. The critical temperature at 7.5 T was

take- as 5.7 K, and the temperature of the

liqu—i helium was assumed to be 4.5 К — the

heat-transfer tests on the bundle were taken

at a pressure equivalent to approximately

4.4 K.

Because of the hand-made nature of the

samples, these tests are only preliminary; we

intend to conduct further similar tests using

production conductor and production insula-

tion. We shall also investigate the effect

of having only two or three adjacent conduc-

tors normal instead of all nine, since the

latter is a very severe case.

Joints in the Conductor

The total length of conductor required for

each MFTF coil is about 21 km. However,

because only about 600 m of superconducting

core can be manufactured in one piece with

existing equipment, lengths of conductor must

be joined. Furthermore, each coil is made up
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Fig. 3. Heat- t rans fer data on preliminary
samples of wrap-around conductor. Conductor
length = 26.7„cm; external conductor surface
area = 134 cm ; t o t a l conductor surface
area = 292 cm . The labeled points are
boi l ing fluxes with values (in W/cm ) de-
pending as follows on the cooling surfaces
included in the c a l c u l a t i o n :

Peak nucleate Minimum film
(A) (C) (B) (D)

External surface
only 0.66 0.60 0.47 0.4

Cooling surfaces
of channels
included 0.30 0.28 0.22 0.19
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Fig. 4. Heat-generation and cooling data for
the bundle of nine wrap-around conductors.
Assumed bath temperature = 4.5 К; Т at
7.5 T = 5.7 K. Calculated heat-generation
curves are given for the following currents:
(a) 4 kA, (b) 5 kA, (c) 6 kA, and (d) 6.5
kA. Cooling curves are given for (e) a l l
conductors energized, and (f) one conductor
energized.
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of a number of pancake coils that must be
joined in series after they have been wound.
Half of these joints are on the inside of the
winding and half cm the uutside.

Wo nave investigated a number of joining
techniques, including soft soldering, ultra-
KOTili: joining, cxplosivi? bonding, diffusion
we'ding, ;md cold weldi'jg. For the conductor
in question, tl.6 best and most reliable tech-
niques are explosive bonding and cold welding.
The explosive-bond method gives the lowest
resistance,CJ but has two drawbacks: the
necessary safety precautions make it difficult
to чье during the winding process, and i t is
difficult, to make the joints on the outside
of the pancake coils close enough to the
winding. In cold welding, on the other hand,
the machine head containing the pressure dies
that maki; cite joint can be brought close to
tlu> winding. A butt joint is made with five
rimsecutive applications of pressure, short-
en ing each conductor about 6 mm each time,
and the surplus material is extruded radi-
.ílly eutwards in the vicinity of the joint
as shown in Fig. 5(a). After the excess
:r.;!ttjr i .il barf been removed, the joint is as
4|niwn in Fig. Tub). The Nb-Ti filaments are
nt'i iivlded together, ay can be seen from the
partially etched joint in Fig. 5(c). Litt le
skiiJ is required to make very reproducible
joints because d i r t , grease, and oxides are

al l automatically removed from the joint
region in the first stage of making the
joint. Thus, cold-welding «ith a butt joint
on .; commercially available machine seems most
likely to meet a l l the requirements.

Typically, the ultimate strength of the
parent material is about 550 MPa (80,000 psi)
at 300 К and rises to 860 MPa (125,000 psi)
at 4 K. Vie have not completed mechanical
tests on the cold-чеЫ joints, but preliminary
results at 300 К indicate a strength clos? to
that of the conductor. Although data are not
yet available at 4 K, an increase of about 50%
is expected if the joint behaves as cold-
Korked copper. Joints made in the core, which
is subsequently subjected to the wrap-around
soldering process described above, become
partially annealedi with a resultant loss of
strength to approximately 390 MPa (57,000 psi)
at 300 K.

Figure 6 shows the resistance of the cold-
weld joints at various values of field
strength. Two sets of results apply to joints
in core from one manufacturer and the third
to core from another manufacturer. The stabi-
lizer has a resistance of about 7.5 x 10
ft/cm, which will reduce the resistance of the
joint s t i l l further.

The above remarks apply to the supercon-
ducting core only. Joints made during the
winding process will also require the stabi-
lizer to be joined. Two possible alternatives
are being considered for this. The first is
to remove the stabil izer from the two ends to
be joined and re-solder i t back into place
after joining the core. The second alterna-
tive is to cold weld the conductor complete
with stabilizer. This latter method would be
much quicker and easier, but considerable
development work is s t i l l required to deter-
mine how satisfactory such a joint would be.

Test Coil

A test coil is being built using approxi-
mately 2 km of prototype MFTF conductor. This

1-ig. 5. A cold-weld joint in Ml-'TF super-
conducting core, showing the joint (a)
unfinished, (b) trimmed to size, and (c)
etched with n i t r ic acid.
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coil will be used to study cryostatic stabil-
ity, the propagation and recovery of normal
regions initiated with heaters so that the
operating current of the final mirror machine
can be fixed, and diagnostic techniques such
as strain measurement that will ultimately be
used in the MFTF magnets. The bore of this
coil is 1 m, .which is consistent with the
minimum bend radius on the MFTF magnets; the
outside diameter is about 1.7 m. The winding
consists of 18 pancake coils with 24 turns per
pancake. The maximum self-field of the coil
is expected to be about 4 T.

By assembling this coil between two other
coils, we propose to boost the maximum field
to about 6.7 T. These other two coils have
a dual purposa: they are also the first of
four coils built to provide an 8-T, 1-m-diam
background field, inside of which multifila-
mentary №>3Sn test coils will be operated '
up to total fields of about 12 7. The back-
ground-field coils are layer wound with G.7S-
mra-thick, epoxy-impregnated fiberglass slats
varying in width from 19 to 25 mm as the coil
diameter increases. Insulation between turns
is 0.013-mm-thick, 0.25-mm-wide Mylar wound
on edge. Approximately 50% of the wide face
of the conductor is available for cryostatic
cooling, giving a heat transfer of 0.3 W/cm2
at the design current of 1100 A. Specifica-
tions for the conductor for the background-
field coil are included in Table 1.

To gain experience and data on which to
base the final conductor, we supplied pre-
liminary specifications for the MFTF super-
conducting core (see Table 1) and ordered a
billet of finished conductor from each of
several manufacturers. The manufacturers
were permitted to choose the ratio of copper
to superconductor because this left them free
to use their own judgment and experience to
meet the specification in the most economical
way; the stability of the final conductor is
relatively insensitive to the amount of copper
in the core since most of the coppar required
for stabilizing is added later. Critical-
current measurements (using a sensitivity

Table 1. Specifications for conductor for
background-field coils and
preliminary specifications for
MFTF core (both are monolithic).

Background
Specification coils MFTF core

Dimensions (mm) 2.5 x 10 6.5 x 6.5

Ratio of Cu to
superconductor 4.33/1 Not specified

8

Critical current
at 7.5 T, 4.2 К
(kA) 2.4 (actual) 11

Twist pitch (cm) 10 to 15 10

Filament
diameter (mm) 0.1408

Number of
filaments 300

<0.254

Not specified
3

\eft to judgement of manufacturers.

Field - T
Fig. 7. Critical currents of nominal MFTF

superconducting cores made by three
different manufacturers.

criterion of lO"
1
''' fi'cm) for samples taken

from three manufacturers are shown in Fig. 7.
These lengths of superconductor will have
stabilizer added to them and will then be used
for winding the test coil.

Conclusion

This paper has presented a summary of the
progress of the development work directed
towards obtaining the data required to design
and build the superconducting coils for MFTF.
The methods for fabricating the conductor and
joining lengths of the conductor are almost
finalized, and the building of the test coil
and associated equipment are now well under way.
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Summary

This paper describes the design and the engineering development of the toroidal field coil

system of the large JAERI tokamak device JT-60. The major part of the system is 18 water-cooled

coils made of copper alloy. They are characterized by their large size and relatively high oper-

ating temperatures in the conductors and operating stresses in the structural materials, The

design studies are made on the mechanical, electrical design and the field distribution analysis

of the TF coil system. Engineering development is first made on the selection of the conductor

and insulator materials. Further trial fabrication and tests were made on key fabrication tech-

niques. In order to provide experimental confirmation of these design, three types of tests

were .performed; the cooling test, destruction test and fatigue test. Finally a full scale pan-

cake coil was manufactured to establish fabrication technique.

1. Introduction

JT-бО is a large tokamak device aiming at producing and confining hydrogen and deuterium

plasmas with temperatures in a multi-keV range and confinment times comparable to a second. Its

toroidal field (TF) coils should have a capability of producing a magnetomotive force of 67.5

MAT corresponding to a magnetic field intensity of 1(5 KG at a major radius of 3 n for a duration

of 5 sec.

In the conceptual design study of JT-бО of 1973-k and the preliminary design study of 197
1
*-

5 major problem areas in the TF coil design were identified. They included: (l) Fabrication

procedures of large bore coils which are wedge-shaped at the center support side to reduce the

aspect ratio, (2) High stresses in the conductors produced by large electromagnetic forces, (3)

Comparatively high temperatures in the conductors reached during the long current pulse.

The research and development (the R & D)

of TF coils was planned to establish design and

fabrication procedure of these coils and carried

out in the period from October 1975 to February

1977.

2.1 General Description

The TF coil system consists of 18 coil

blocks with an inner diameter of 3-88 m and an

outer diameter of 5.6U m. The coil blocks

shown Ii» 7ig. 1 equally spaced at a major radius

of 3.32 m maintain the field ripple to less than

0.3 % in the plasma region. This arrangement

of the coil blocks provides access to the vacuum

vessel required for neutral beam injection,

diagnostic and vacuum pumping. The coils will

operate in a pulsed mode in which the current

is ramped up to the desired flat top value of

52 kA, held for 5 seconds at the value and then

gradually decreased. Detailed specifications

for the TF coil system are listed in Table 1. Fig. 1 TF Coil Block

Each coil block is composed of two 36-turn pan-

cake windings which are connected in series and

enclosed in a common metallic outer case. Each
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Table 1 TF Coil Specification

Number of coil
;oi l current
Total turn
Coil najor radius
Coil inside radius
Coil outside radius
Field at plasna center
Maximum field in coil
IJR
1/2 LI3

Equivalent square wave pulse length
Total energy consumption per pulse
Coil inductance L
Coil resistance R
Coil time constant I/R
Maxbum current density
Forcuig voltage
Flat top voltage

IB
52.1 KA

1296 turn
3.32 m
1.94 m
2.B6 m

45 KG
98 KG
390 №
2.85 GJ
3B sec
8.66 GJ
2.1 H
84 mil
25 sec
26.8 S/таг
7.5 KV
4.4 KV

turn of the winding has two parallel water

cooling circuits. Thickness of turn as seen

in r"i
:
j. 2 is de^ernúned to make the tempera-

ture distribution as uniforra as possible in

z'r.c wedge-shaped section of the coil block.

Each 7.1ЛТ. Í2 nade of T.VO kinds of copper

:.;<•.crisis ; One for the high stress region

near the center support and the other for

the low stress region away from the center

support. They are connected by brazing at

the top and the bottom of the coil block to

n:ake a full turn. Each tMrn is provided

with 1 mm thick F-stage layer insulation.

The pancake winding is also wrapped with 10

an F-stage ground insulation. The TF coils

are supported by the upper and the lower

base structures against the torque due to

interaction of the poloidal field and the

coil current. Return winding is located in

such a way to lessen the error field pro-

duced by the block-to-block connecting

leads.

2.2 Design Description

£.2.1 Mcsnctic Fieli Analysis

Three different computer codes were

used in order to estimate field distribution,

field ripple and error field. The maximum

field of 98 KG occurs at the innermost conductor in the horizontal symmetry plane. The ripple

and the error field are expected to be less than 0.3 % and 30 G in the plasma region, respectively.

The -rror field is produced by the leads and the return winding and also by the error in the

manufacture and the positioning. A tolerance of manufacturing and positioning should be r. -

strained within a few millimeters.

2.2.g Stress Analysis

Magnetic force pi\ iuced by the toroidal and poloidal fields consists of centripetal force

of 100,000 tons, hoop force of 210,000 tons and torque of 26,000 ton-m. The stresses in the

•oils have been analysed by the finite element method taking into account the above forces and

thermal expansion. The maximum stress intensity of 22 kg/mm2 and 38 kg/mm2 are observed in the

conductor and the support structure at the wedge-shaped section of coils.

2.S.3 Thermal Analysis

A two dimensional code is used to calculate the temperature distribution. The maximum

temperature rise of the conductor is up to 70°C in the wedge-shaped cross section. The maximum

temperature difference: between two adjacent turns is less than 5°C. So thermal stress remains

quite small.

3. Research and Development

3.1 Development of Material

3.1.1 Conductor Material

Several types of Ag-Cu alloy containing 0 w/o—1.0 w/o silver were investigated as the con-

30 30

Fig. 2 Wedge-shaped Cross Section
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ductor materials. The use of silver as a strengthening

agent in copper is well known. However little infor-

mation was available regarding the effect of silver

addition to copper in the range of 1.0 w/o and the

effect of cold-working on the mechanical, electrical

and other relevant properties of the alloys. The

mechanical and electrical properties of the Ag-Cu

alloys are found to vary with the amount of silver

and the cold-working ratio.

The-cold-working increases the yield strength,

tensile strength, hardness and resistivity and. de-

creases the elongation. The effect of cold-working

ón strength and ductility is shown in Pig. 3. Electri-

cal resistance increases with the amounts of silver

in the alloys.

From the above resultsj two kinds of alloys are selected as the conductor materials. One

is 0.2 w/o Ag-OFC (Oxygen Free Copper) with ko % cold-working ratio and the other is OFC with

20 % cold-working ratio. The properties of these alloy? are summarized in Table 2.

Table 2 Properties of Conductor Materials

1
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3.1.2 Insulation Materials

Although the operating voltage of the TP coils is nominally less than 7.5 KV", the insulators

are required to have high compressive and tensile strengths. Main objective of this development

was to select the most suitable insulator materials.

Based on the tests using insulator materials, small size composite specimens of insulator

and conductor and medium size composite specimens, the insulation systems are developed for the

TF coils. The layer insulation 1 mm thick

comprises a base insulator of a polyamid sheet •

and two non-voven glass fibers placed on each

side of the sheet, which are pre-pregnated with

epoxy resin. The ground insolation 10 mm

thick is composed of a main insulation layer of

mica and a protection layer of glass fiber,

vhich are also pre-pregnated with the epoxy

resin. These insulations have a very high

quality. One of the test results is shown in

Pig. U.

Ltd
1 1«10* 1«10

5

NUMBER OF CYCLE N

ыо
6

Pig.
1
* Voltage Endurance Characteristics

of Ground Insulation
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3.2 development of Fabrication Technique

5.3.1 Development of Manufacture Process for the Conductor

In general, manufacture process of the conductor comprises melting, hot-rolling and cold-

roiling which are well known technology. However it is difficult to manufacture by the craven

technology a large conductor about 350 ran wide, ho mm thick and 10 m long as required with TF

veil of JT-cQ. The manufacture process of the conductor has been established in this develop-

3.2.2 Development of Joining Technique for Conductors

High frequency induction brazing method vas selected for connection of the conductors taking

into consideration the conductor size, mechanical strength at the joint, reliability and so on.

The heating vor-: coil, fixture

design, joint shape design, brazing

alloy, induction equipnent and brazing

schedule have been established after

the examination of various tests of

many samples. Test results of the

specimens brazed by the established

technique are shown in Table 3.

3.2.3 Fabrication of Coils

This development work was under-

taken for the primary purpose of es-

tablishing an applicable fabrication

process of the TF coils. At first, two types of

coil were made to demonstrate whether it is

feasible to fabricate a large size coil by the

newly developed techniques. And then a mock-up

pancake coil was manufactured.

The fabrication procedure of the coil con-

sists of seven basic steps. Each step is rough-

ly shown in Fig. 5. The specifications for

these coils are listed in Table h.

Table 3 Characteristics of

Test specimen

Tensile
strength

Yield strength
(0.2 » offset)

Elongation

Electrical
conductivity

kg/mn

'<

1 IMS

Creep strength Jig/inn
(Tine to rupture hr)

R.T.
150 С

R.T.
150 С

R.T.
150 С

R.T.
150 С

H.T.

iso с

Brazec

20
16

3
3

40
36

i zone

2
4

7
25

1
7

97.9
65.7

12Í95)
8(91)

Brazed Conductor
Heat affected zone
ore

Red. 20 t)

21.4

4 . 1

El.O

99.65

—

0.2 w/o tg-aec
(Ffcd. 40 %)

21.4

4 . 3

60.3

100.2

—

Coil Block C3Í1 Support

Brazing, layer insulation
Cooling tube soldering

k. Coil Test

The main objective of the coil test is to

demonstrate the structural integrity and elec-

trical strength of thf TF coils. The test 5 г

also intended to verify the calculation codes.

1 Conductor Maiding!

I Coil Block Machining!
I

| Ground Insulationl

lAssefrblingl

TOroidal Field Coil

Fig.5 Fabrication Procedure of TF Coil

Table k Model Coil

Type of coil

Shape
Turns
Inner diameter nn
Outer dianeter тип
Conductor width* •"*

A 1/5 scale
coil

circular
3D

777
nil

59

Specification
A three turn

coil

circular
3

5244
5560
270

Л mock-up umakc
roil

СП СЛ1Л1

18ВП
5560

270

• normal sec t ion



U.I Cooling Test,

A two dimensional code has Ъееп developed to calculate the temperature distribution in !.•••..•

cooling water as a function of time. A conductor 1/2.5 in size is shaped into the same p'rofil-,-

as a turn of the actual TF coil. The temperatures of the conductor and the coolinc water viere

measured in detail. In all cases tested, a close agreement between the observed nnd calculated

values is obtained.

k.2 Destruction Test

A destruction test was performed to confirm the mechanical integrity using the three turn

coil. The hoop stress was produced by oil jacks placed equally inside the coil. Stresses in

the coil were measured with strain gauges attached to the surface of the conductor. The insula-

tion test under the simulated load shows that the layer and ground insulators withstood the

required voltages of 22 V and lU KV, 'respectively. The ground insulator showed a crack under

three times as high as the designed. However no yield of the conductors was observed.

b.3 Fatigue Test

A'fatigue test was carried out using the 1/3 scale coil to confirm the lifetime of the TF coil.

The test equipment is designed to apply a nonsymmetric pressure simulating the electromagnetic

forces to the coil. The coil was cyclically loaded up to 28,000 cycles under stresses higher

than the designed. The stresses in the coil were measured б times during the test. Figure б

shows the test results. No significant difference is observed in the values measured through

the fatigue test and the measured stresses approximately agree with the calculated ones. Both

layer and ground insulations withstood required voltage of 22 V and li KV DC, respectively,

after the fatigue test.

k.h Mock-up Pancake Coil Test

The coil shown in Fig. 7 is too large to produce the stresses as high as the designed. About

50 % load test was performed. The stresses measured at the load agree well with the calculation

values. The electrical resistance and inductance measured, and the insulation test results

confirm the calculation values and guarantee the insulation strength, respectively.

Fig.6 Stresses measured during Fatigue Test Fig.7 Mock-up Pancake Coil

We would like to acknowledge the continuous encouragement of Drs. S.Mori and Y.Iso. We would
also liice to thank Drs. M.Yoshikawa and T.Iijima for many helpful suggestions and stimulating
discussions.
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THE POLOIDAL FIELD COILS FOR ЛТ-бО

M. Ohkubo, Т. Ando, И. Miki», К. Kawasaki, S. Hiahio, M. Ohta

Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute

and

M. Ishimura, H. Takano

Tokyo Shibaura Electric Co. Ltd.

This paper describes the design and the engineering development of the poloidal field coils

of JT-60. Design, fabrication techniques and performance of PF coils were studied. After a

miibsr of tests on samples of materials and key components, small and full scale models of PF

coils were fabricated to develop the fabrication technique and to verify the validity of the

•iesign. Testing of the models indicates that the developed techniques are applicable for the

manufacture of the poloidal field coils of JT-60.

X . Int reduction

The Poloidal Field coils (PF coils) are composed of ohmic heating coils (OH coils), vertical

fieia coils (V coils), quadrupole field coils (Q coils), horizontal field coils (H coils) and

magnetic limiter coils (M coils). The first four coils are located in the space between the

vacuum vessel and the toroidal field coils and the last inside the vacuum vessel. As a conse-

quence, the PF coils have to be assembled in a very small space. The in-place assembling re-

quires at least one demountable mechanical joint per turn, which poses the major design problem

of the ?F coils. Additional design requirements are imposed on the M coils which are placed

inside the vacuum vessel. The research and development (R & D) was carried out to overcome these

problems and to establish design and fabrication procedures of these coils.

2. Design of PF Coils

2.X C-eperal Description

Each Г? coil is composed of man/ coil blocks connected in series as shown in Fig. 1. This coil

block arrangement not only provides access to the vacuum vessel for many ports but also satisfies

the required field condition. Each coil block comprises several turns wrapped with a layer of

about 5 mm thick mica-epoxy F-stage insulation. Each turn of the coil is to be provided with at

PLACE FOR POUTS PUCE FOR PORTS

OH COILS; F1-H3

V COILS ; VI- V9

П COILS ; Tl-05

fi COILS ; Щ-К5

'1 COILS ; SUB-fljMN-M

Fig. 1 Arrangement of PF Coils

* On loan from Tokyo Shibaura Electric Co. Ltd.
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least one mechanical joint suited for assembling in a very narrow space. The insulation system

is designed to withstand the maximum voltage of C5 kV. The coil conductors are cooled Ъу water

flowing through pipes soldered in the groove at one edge of the conductors. The PF coils outside

t'ae vacuum vessel are supported Ъу eighteen stainless steel support structures placed between the

toroidal field coil blocks.

The M coils shown in Pig. 2 are encased in non-magnetic steel eases, which are fixed to the

thick ring of the vacuum vessel. The case is heated

nearly up to about 500°C during the baking operation

and the hot wall discharge operation. In order to

reduce the thermal stress due to the differences of

thermal expansion between the case and the coil, a

sliding device with roller bearings and disk springs

is attached, and a thermal insulator is provided to

protect the coil against the heat transferred from the

vacuum vessel. The inside of the case is kept at

atmospheric pressure. The PF coil specifications

are listed in Table 1.

Fig. 2 M Coil Structure

Table 1 PF Coil Specification

2.2 Design Analysis

A considerable effort has been made to establish

the reliable and accurate design procedures of the

PF coils. Most of them are based on computer analy-

sis.

2.2.1 Thermal and Hydraulic Analysis

The maximum temperature rises at the

mecahnical joint part and the other

normal part are 1Л'С and 28°C, res-

pectively. No significant problems on

the PF coils are expected under the

above temperature. The pressure drop

for each cooling path is designed to

be no шогз than 5 kg/cm
2
. The cooling

water velocity is less than 3 m/sec

with a cooling pipe diameter of 13-17

2.2.2 Stress Analysis

It is necessary in the mechanical

stress evaluation to take account of

various factors such as electromagnetic

forces, mechanical stresses due to the

thermal expansion and so on. The maximum electromagnetic hoop force is about 20 ton/m per block

and is loaded on the innermost coil block near a torus axis at the breakdown stage of the dis-

charge. The hoop stresses in the coil at the normal part are in the range of 3-U kg/mm
2
. How-

ever the concentrated stress of about 25 kg/mm
2
 is observed in the mechanical joint part. The

conductor of PF coil using 0.2 w/o Ag-Cu alloy cold-rolled withstands these stresses. The maxi-

mum stress in the support structure is about 12 kg/mm .

2.2.3 Error Field Analysis

It is one of the most important aspects in the PF coil design to minimize the magnetic error

fields. The maximum stray field in the arrangement of the coil blocks shown in Fig. 1 is 80 G in

Type of PF coils

Anpere turns

Total turns

Max. current

I
2
R

1/2 Ы
2

Time const.

Max. current
density

Equivalent square
lave pulse length

Ground voltage

Turn to turn
voltage

MAT

kA

MW

MJ

sec

A/imi
2

sec

kV

kV

OH

±5.5

60

91.7

29.3

35.3

2.4

18.9

7.3

<30

<1.S

V

±1.8

64

57.3

37.5

18.7

8.8

27.5

5.8

<25

•cl.5

Q

i0.5

40

21.7

1.7

0.1

0.4

16.4

6.8

<10

«1.5

H

±0

12

25

8

1

0

20

7

<5

«1

13

8

1

3

0

0

H

±0.75

16

94.4

22.6

4.1

0.4

27.7

5.6

<5

«1.5
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the plasma region. The error field due to the lead and return winding is less than 20 G.

3. Research and Development

3.1 МесЬяптпяЛ Joint

CONNECTING P I E C E Q )

CONNECTING PIECEffl

CONNECTING PIECE(3)

Fig. 3 Schematic drawing of PF Coil

Joint Structure

Table 2 Test Results of Mechanical Joint

In order to establish the mechanical joint

design, about thirty types of joint models were

made and various mechanical and electrical tests

were performed. As the results of these investi-

gations the joint shown in Fig. 3 was chosen as

the most suitable. The conductor is connected

with three pieces and tightly bolted to get suf-

ficient contact pressure. The contact surfaces

are silver-plated to reduce and stabilize the

contact resistance. Test results of the joint

are listed in Table 2. A temperature rise test

was performed undar a current density and current

duration equivalent to the actual condition.

3.2 Development of Insulation

Establishment of the insulation

technique for OH coils is one of the

most difficult problem. A mica-epoxy

insulation is adopted as the most suit-

able for the normal part of the conductor.

Both vacuum-pressure impregnation system

and resin-rich insulation system were

studied, of which the latter is

chosen on the basis of a number of eval-

uation tests. In the mechanical joint

part, some difficulty was expected at

the beginning of the R & D because of

the very small space available for joint

assembly on site. A unique insulation system was developed. A series of insulation tests shows

that this insulation system withstands the required test voltage of AC 38 kV (r.m.s) satisfacto-

rily. The insulation system is 'basically established.

3.3 Development of Assembling Technique

The assembling procedure of the mechanical joint must be conducted inside a very narrow

space of 600 mm in width. In order to confirm the accessibility of the area, a wooden frame

model of a full scale was manufactured. By making use of the frame model the assembling and

insulation application of a full scale joint model were performed. Insulation tests were carried

out after a series of treatments. A total working time of about 3 hr was required to complete

the whole procedure of assembling one joint.

3.*t Development of Fabrication Techniques

A 0.2 w/o Ag-Cu alloy conductor with a cross section of 190 mm * 38 mm was formed into the

required shape in the edge wise way, using a bending device which has three horizontal type

rollers. A series of investigations shows that the each turn can be manufactured within the

accuracy of ±2 mm in radial direction and ±0.5 mm in flatness, respectively. After the bending

procedure the conductor was grooved for the cooling pipe. The mechanical joints were welded si

both ends of the conductor. A half-turn conductor after fabrication is shown in Fig. 1».

Tensile
strength

Fatigue
strength

Contact
resistivity

Temperature
rise

о = 12.7 kg/mo2

cycles to failure
N = 3,800 at о = 7.4 kg/nm2

N = 54,000 at о = 5.1 kg/ran*
N > 200,000 at a •- 3.4 kg/to2

0.1-0.13 ii!l

22.0 °C

normal
operation
condition

a = 3-4 kg/W
N = 50,000
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3.5 Experiment of PF Model Coil

Some small and full scale coils were made in

order to establish the fabrication techniques and to

carry out a series of experiments for verification of the

results of stress and thermal analysis. The specifica-

tions for the fabricated coils are listed in Table 3.

3.5.1 1/2 Scale Coil

Temperature rise test

In order to obtain information on the temperature

rise of the PF coils, cooling test was performed under

various test conditions. The test results shown in

Fig. 5 with a water velocity of U m/s and a pulse

interval of 5 min simulating the actual conditions

show that the maximum temperature rise in the conductors

is up to 1ц°С after 7 shots in the mechanical joint

parts (measured points: 11, 16, 19) and 28°C after 3-U

shots in the normal parts (measured points: 3, 6, 12).

Fatigue test

Fatigue test was carried out to confirm the life-

time of the PF coils under the conditions corresponding

to the actual. The results of electrical resistance

measurement, insulation voltage test and cooling test

show no deterioration after repetition of loading up to

50,000 cycles. This coil was broken out under the load

l»0 * higher than the actual load after the fatigue test.

3-5.2 Full Scale Coil

The coil was also cyclically loaded Ъ/ oil jacks

up to 50,000 cycles under the same condition as the

actual. The measurement results of strain during the

fatigue test' is shown in Fig. 6. Ho sign of failure

is observed through 50,000 cycles of loading.

• Fig. k A Half-turn Conductor

interval •* 5 mim
velocity : 4nVi

&3-i=i И=!1

0 S

Operation cycle

Fig. 5 Temperature Rise vs

Operation Cycle

Table ;

Type of coil

Size(model/real)

Turns

Dimension of
conductor n m

Diameter run

! Model Coil Specification

1/2 scale
c o i l *

1/2

circular

1

is**™*1

1440

full scale
coil •

1/1

circular

2

38*х 190w

2840

straight
c o i l "

1/1

stx&ixjfrt

4

Зб^х 140w

1400
long

90* section
co i l**

1Л

circular

4

36** 140W

4163.8
90* section

* simulating OH coilfF13)
**sijiulating M coi l (sub-M)
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3-5-3 Straight Coil

The straight coil was fatiricated to

examine the performance of the sliding

device shown in Fig. 2. Keeping the sur-

face of the case at 500°C and applying a

vertical force of 10 tons on the conductors

of the coil, which corresponds to the

magnetic force on the M coil under the

operating condition, the conductors were

loaded in hox'izontal direction and began

to slide at a load of 80 kg. This indi-

cates that the sliding device works well

under the actual operating conditions.

3.5.U 90° Section Coil

This coil was made to establish the

fabrication technique and to examine the performance of the thermal insulator. The coil is

composed of h turns of insulated conductor with cooling pipe, a sliding device, thermal insula-

tors and a vacuum-tight case as shown in Fig. J. The results of temperature measurement with

a water velocity of 3 m/s are shown in Fig. 8 together with the calculation results. The ther-

mal insulator reduces the heat from the case so well that the temperatures of the electrical

insulation and conductor are lower enough than 150°C,the maximum allowable temperature for them.

Fig. 6 Strain Change under Fatigue Test

0 100 ZOO 100

Fig. 7 Fabrication of M Coil Fig. 8 Temperature Distribution of M Coil

We would like to acknowledge the continuous encouragement of Drs. S.Mori and Y.Iso. We

would also like to thank Drs. M.Yoshikawa and T.Iijima for many helpful suggestions and stimu-

lating discussions.
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Design, Calculation and Testing of the ASDEX Ohmic Heating Coils

G.Klement, H.Freis, H.Wedler

Max-Planck-Institut f. Plasmaphysik, 8046 Garching', Federal Republic of Germany

The ASDEX ohmic heating transformer consists of 24 separate coils with a total

of 100 turns with diameters up to 5 m. Despite the high operating voltage

(20 kV) all of the OH-coils are provided with detachable joints- and can be

divided into two half-coils (180° sections) for installation purposes. The

concept ensuing these properties is discussed in detail.

Introduction

ASDEX is a Tokamak which incorporates an axisymmetric divertor. Its purpose is

tu produce high temperature plasmas (Te: 4 keV) .A cross-sectional view of

the experiment is shown in Fig.1 (picture of a wooden model). In order to ob-

tain a good coupling with the plasma all 24

OH-coils are placed between the vacuum vessel

and the 16 toroidal field coils. For in-

stallation purposes they are assembled from

two 18Q°-sections. The short distance between

OH-coils and the plasma (35 cm) results in a

high coupling of 47 % without any use of iron.

3.8 MJ can be stored within the OH-system.

The maximal current of 30 kA yields a flux

swing of 2.54 Vs which according to current

estimates will suff-ice to induce a plasma

current of 500 kA(2).

Fig.1: Model of ASDEX showing magnetic field

coils and vacuum vessel

Technical Concept

Because of the r variation of the toroidal field a very compact coil con-

struction with the smallest possible torus radius is required in order to ob-

tain the largest possible useful volume with high magnetic flux density. Four

separate coil systems with 3.2 MA windings and operating voltages up to 20 kV

have to be accomodated within the small space between the vacuum vessel and the

toroidal field coils (distance: 17 cm). The splitting up of the,coils calls

for joints which must take up the: entire centrifugal forces and guarantee good

electrical contact at an insulation level of 20 kV. These requirements have

to be accomplished without allowing the joints to occupy more space than the

coil cross-section itself. Their positioning inside the toroidal field coils
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Fig.2: OH-coils during test in-

stallation

pecially typical for this coil concept,

fs usual.

actually at the maximum of the

toroidal field (60 kG) results in

high forces (200 kp/cm) .. requiring

complicated support structures,

wherever theiE is a deviation from

axial symmetry, such as at the

coil leads and crossovers.

Fig.2 shows three OH-coils during

test assembly prior to their in-

stallation into the experiment,

which can be seen in the background.

The two joint positions (a,b),

each with 4 Berylco bands aside,

connections for cooling water (C),

and coil crossovers (d) are es-

as the coils are not spirally wound

Figure 3 was taken in July during installation

of the OH-coils. This is an exceedingly subtle

process, as close fits at the contact positions

are necessary. Therefore, each coil was pre-

mounted in order to align the coils to achieve

optimal fitting at the contacts. The vertical

forces (up to 32 tons/coil) are taken up by

crossbars bolted to the 16 toroidal field coils

with fitting bolts. To reduce the mechanical

stresses, these crossbars are additionally

supported against each other on the outside by

means of vertical beams (f) . The 9 inside coils on

top exert a force of 120 tons against the 9

coils underneath. The crossbars only support

the vertical forces. The coils are free to

expand radially. When the OH current is

switched on, the toroidal field coils are

tilted in toroidal direction by 1 mm. When the

current is switched off in 30 ms, accelerations

of up to 4 g arise. Since the OH-coils also \

take part in this motion, they are clamped

together at 4 positions (e) by aluminium beams which are fitted toroidally

into the toroidal field coils and are allowed to slide radially. The coil

crossover is located at position e,too. The compensating conductor which is

positioned 5 cm behind the crossover reduces the field distortion

caused by the coil leads to<25 G in the region of the plasma. The forces of

2OO kp/crc exerted on the crossovers due to interaction with the toroidal field

are also taken up by the aluminium beams (e) .

Fig.3: Installation of the

OH-coils.



Construction and Insulation of the Coils

The coils, made at BBC in Mannheim in cooperation with the IPP, consist of

1 - 6 turns with a copper cross-section of 945 mm (see Fig.4). A 1 mm layer

of glass fibre insulation is wrapped around each turn. To allow for tolerances

a 1 mm air gap has been provided and filled with insulating mats. The coil in-

sulation consists of 5 mm thick glass fibre-mica tape. The coil halves are

impregnated in vacuum and cured at 120° C* '. Coil insulation characteristics

are:

Operating'voltage:

Testvoltage:

Inter-turn voltage:

Inter-turn voltage (test):

Compression strength:

Tensile strength

Shear strength between copper and insulation:

20 kV peak

40 kV peak, 50 Hz, 1 min

200 V

2 kV peak, 50 Hz, 1 min

>20 kp/mm
2

>19 kp/mm
2

> 0.5 kp/mm
2

SE-CUF2S
potentiating anductMty

semiconducting ,
layer \. *

An important consideration

for the insulation is pro-

tection against glow dis-

charges. The end of a coil

half is depicted on the

right of Fig.4. The sur-

face of the insulation in

the undistorted region of

the coil is covered with a

conductivity layer (dashed

area in Fig.4), which is

connected at one point to

the experiment earth. For

a distance of 11 cm from

the coil ends a semicon-

ducting layer is put on to

ensure even voltage distribution (E = const. =1.8 kV/cm). The insulation

coating used for the joints is similarly protected against glow discharges.

protection against
glow discharges

Fig.4: Coil construction and protection

against glow discharges

Coil Joint

A tension of up to 2 tons/turn, superimposed to the vertical forces of 23

kp/cm, arises at the joints as resultant of the centrifugal forces. From a

series of proposals, a toothed joint was developed (Fig.5). Sixteen teeth

make contact, so that, given an ideal fit and a symmetrical load distribution

stresses of 12 kp/mm arise at the troughs between the teeth. Four Berylco

bands press the contact bridge with 400 kp/band into the coil ends. A slender

tooth shape (Л"45 ) was chosen so that manufacturing tolerances up to 20 ji

could be'compensated by deformation of the teeth. A symmetrical load distribu-

tion and a reduction of the banding stresses are achieved by tilting the set

of teeth. A 10 u thick silver coating provides further improvement. The total

2 7 о

contact surface is 1520 mm , of this 610 mm (50 A/mm ) are pressed together
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berylcobands ^-cooling duct

Fig.5: Toothed coil joint

Coil Test

Fig. 6: Demonstration of the fitting

accuracy of the joints

by the centrifugal

forces (3 kp/mm ). To

keep stress concentration

effects as small as poss-

ible, a radius of.5 mm

was used between the

teeth. For a tightening

moment of .8 mkp, contact

resistance was 3 u-Li/turn

(i = 1000 A) which centri-

fugal force reduced to

2 upturn (i = 30 kA) .

Before production started the

coil-test-joints were examined

with -a microscope at a magni-

fication of 40 for gaps between

the teeth. At .5 mkp three teeth

showed gaps up to 20 u, which

disappeared except for one tooth

with a 10 u gap at.8 mkp. As a

safety measure all the contacts

are colour coated for test as-

sembly. Figure 6 shows the con-

tacts with the coating. The

thickness of the coating is about

5 u which implies that at those

contact surfaces which are not

welded (20 %) the gap has to be

at least 5 u.

The contacts were also mechanically tested. A tension test was carried out

with 500 000 cycles at 1.5 times the nominal load, after which the contacts

were torn apart in a crash test at 5 times the nominal load (1O tons). A

test contact was also electrically tested at 30 kA (1000 cycles). No welding

spots have been observed.

The finished coils are tested at 40 kV peak,50 Hz for 1 minute. The measure-

ment of the coil resistance and tgo = f(U) complete this test programme. A

water pressure test with 50 bars was carried out and the water flow was

measured. *

Field and Force Calculations

Figure 7 depicts the magnetic field lines of the described OH-coil system. The

field lines were calculated and .plotted with the aid of the computer programme

HEDO 2 whose theoretical basis is presented in . By the special arrange-
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юо

ment of the OH-coils it could

be achieved that the field lines

do not cross the plasma cclumn.

Fig.7: Magnetic field lines

for the OH-transformer

flfcm]

To avoid disturbing the plasma discharge, the stray field due to the OH-current

must not exceed 10 G in the plasma region. The simplest way to check this re-

quirement is by meanэ of a niveau line plot. Niveau lines are here lines on

which the magnetic flux density IB
/T5
 «_. I = B

u
, h = 1 (1) n takes a discrete

value B^ • Owing to the axial symmetry of the OH-coil system it suffices to

show the niveau lines in a meridional plane. The calculation and graphical re-

presentation of the niveau lines was performed by the above mentioned programme

HEDO 2 (Fig.8). It is clear from this plot, that the flux density is nowhere

greater than 10 G, so the required condition is met.

Fig.8: Magnetic niveau lines of the OH transformer
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It is also useful to calculate the

stray field outside the experiment

where diagnostic equipmen; sensitive

to external fields is placed. This is

best shown by a vector diagram, from

which both field strength and field

direction can be read (Fig.9).

Pig.9: Vector diagram of the stray

field outside the OH-system

Precise analysis of the forces acting on the individual turns under various

operating conditions was required for the design of the OH-coils. This was

carried out using the programme HEDO 2. The resulting forces on each coil are

shown in Fig.10.

13

100 150 200 250 R[cm]

Fig.10: Magnetic forces per cm circumference of the OH-coils

OH-coils: 1-12

Toroidal field coil: 13
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THE DESIG.i OF THE TOROIDAL FIELD COILS
FOR THE JOINT EUROPEAN TORUS (JET)

R Pflhlchen ( IPP) , M Huguet (CEA), J Booth (UKAEA)
JET Design Group

Culham Labora tory , England

SUMMARY

An introduction indicates briefly the major objective of the JET apparatus and
tne function of one of its major components, the toroidal magnet.

At first tne design req. irernents for tne toroidal magnet, which are ultimately
imposed by the envisaged plasma parameters are listed. Then, it is outlined how
these requirements coupled with a fundamental design principle of JET - that is
to employ conventional technical solutions wherever possible - entail a series
of technical solutions. These solutions fix in particular the layout of the
toroidal coil assembly as a whole. A second chapter gives a complete descrip-
tion of tne toroidal coils together with a discussion of characteristic design
details.

INTRODUCTION

The main objective of JET is to obtain a plasma, where the plasma parameters'
are close to those of a thermonuclear reactor. The design of the apparatus is
based on the ToKamak concept. In a Tokárnak system, the function of "the set of
Toroidal Field coils CTF coils) is to produce the principal component of the
magnetic field which confines the plasma ring.

1. CHOICE OF TECHNICAL SOLUTIONS AND DESIGN PARAMETERS

Tne basic design requirements, which were used as starting point for the
detailed design of tne toroidal magnet, are summarised 'n Table 1. These basic
parameters were derived by means of an optimization philosophy, which is out-
lined in the JET design report^11.

Table 1: DESIGN BASIS

REQUIREMENTS FOR ULTIMATE PERFORMANCE

Magnetic field on plasma centre line

Flat top time

Maximum field ripple in plasma area

Major radius of plasma ring

Aspect ratio of plasma ring

Elongation of plasma cross .section

Maximum access space (radial direction) between
•T? coils

Lif tisift - at i.-r-i.- r.̂ rformar.c-e (Bo = ?.8T)
at ultimate performance

h--r.~r.i tion rate

First of all, a decision was made in favour of tne most conventional type of
t-roidal magnet, that is a set of water cooled copper coils.

The required magnetic field strength at the centerline of the plasma ring -
namely approximately 3.4 Tesla along a circular line of about 6 m diameter -
determines the total number of ampere turns. The smaller the number of turns
per coil, tne stronger the coil is mechanically. Also, the space factor is
improved, or in other words, there are less layers of insulating material
embodied in tne coil. In addition, the voltage at the coil terminals is
decreasing v.ith the number of turns and consequently all electrical stresses.

However, it must be possible to generate and transfer the current per copper
conductor in an economic way. The design compromise cnosen in JET is a multi-
turn coil witn a total of '-Í turns and a rather moderate magnitude of the

Bo

FTT

e
Ro

Ro/ a

b/a

3.4 Tesla

10 sec

3.5%

2.96 meters

~ 2.4

~ 1.7

0.57 meter

75000 pulse=
2 5000 pulse--

1 pulse per
10 minutes
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electric current of 66.4 kA per conductor.

3y balancing tne need for a minimum acces: gap between tne outerr.
tne toroidal coils on one nand against tne n~ec! fr.r a la-- field 'r
otner nand a number of 32 coilr- v;a= islerted.

After tnese basic options discussed up to now, the tecnr.ical со пг.
imposed by tnree characteristic design features of JET arc- inai ̂ .
tnree characteristic design features are:

- tne extremely tight aspect;
- the long pulse duration;
- and tne elongated plasma cross section.

A flow chart may point out the technical consequence-:

Long pulse duration

FTT = 10 sec

2 || cooling channels
per conductor

+
cooling during pulse

Tight aspect ratio

R
0
/a = 2.4

Radial thickness of
winding small and
40% reduction of
winding at straight
part

no steel case or
other reinforcement

Lateral loads along
tne straight portion
restrained at tne
nose only.

A key between turns
is used to prevent
lateral displace-
ments of the turns.

Elongated pl =
cross section

b/a = 1.7

D shaped co i l |
reduction of bending
moments e s sent ia l

DESCRIPTION OF ТЧЕ МЛГ-:.Т.Г

The t o r o i d a l macnet i s an assembly of Yi i o í - n t i c a i J D Í I Í . •• .-••'•= t!.-: \\\з\-
c o i l s a r e e q u a l l y scac=d along the c i r c u l a r -ri'ior axi.f - •' '. .•'• Jbl :-.: " *ir"1 т
Fig 1 i s a photograph of a model of JET ana it.oi':-itr- t:\ ' . : a1. .-:.r. r: -.:.
c o i l s i n tne machine. Fig 1 al.-c r e v e a l с t n s t the c o i l í i t f Í—FLA-.-C*
t n i z viay, the shear s t r e s s e s ana t end ing s t r . - : . ?.••, ..-nicii arc :au?ec cy *-i
t o r o i a a l f i e l d l oaa , a r e minimised. A c t u a l l y , the TF c e i l i s only aopirr;
a c o n s t a n t t ens ion c o i l because oi tne f i n i t e thic.'rnesc of t\\~ •;! t.c.i'-. -:< -•
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Fig 1; JET Apparatus

.?.! Design Details of a Single Coil

Eacn coil consists of two pancakes with 12 turns per pancake. All turns of a
coil are electrically connected in series. With the exception of the outermost
turns, the copper conductors have got two parallel cooling channels, which are
symmetrically located in the conductor cross section.

Fig 2 gives all tne major dimensions of a single TF coil. This figure shows
also the cross section of the coil winding at the curved portion and the
straight portion.
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J

Fia 2: A JET Toroidal Coil

In ordeT to make it possible to accommodate the coils in the toroidal assembly,
the axial thickness along the straight .part and the neighboured zones of the
winding has to be reduced by machining the copper bars. The results of thermal
stress computations by mean's of Finite Element (FE) codes (see I4', chapter
IV.2.2.5, page 313) pointed out, that the symmetric location of the cooling
channels in tne copper conductors is essential in order to avoid any .warping of
the pancakes. Consequently by means of a joggling operation, the symmetrical
arrangement of the water channels is preserved in the reduced section of each
turn. This operation has to be performed at both transition zones between the
curved and straight parts of the windings. It consists of two bending opera-
tions around the narrow edge of the conductors.

During operation of the machine the interaction of the poloidal field with the
toroidal coil current produces a load acting in the lateral direction. These
Lorentz forces do not result in a laterally directed total force, but tend to
tip over the toroidal coils about the horizontal axis. A laterally unsupported
straight portion of the coil would result in a considerable S-shaped lateral
deflection and high shear stresses between the pancakes due to the poloidal
magnetic load {see the FE computation in (4), chapter-IV.2.2.4, in particular
Figs IV-12 and IV-14). In order to avoid this, the.circular shaped noses of
the coils are resting in grooves of a steel cylinder, the' so called Inner
Cylinder, of the mechanical structure Csee C4}f chapter IV.4.4.2). During
operation the centering forces (toroidal field load) are. pressing these noses
into the grooves. In this way the lateral magnetic loads.are transmitted from
the coil to the mechanical structure'5). Along the-curved portion the coils are
restrained against the poloidal load by distance piece's in between the coils.
These pieces are attached to the outer shell of the structures.

/
The following two tables give typical values of the magnetic loads- involved and
their consequences»
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ll-.y.-ETZ" FORCES .-.'.

TABLE 2

Ш STRESSES INDITED EY THE TOTAL TGROlbAL FIELD ITSELF

Centering force par coil (ton)

Separating force per coil
' • 2 y. noop force 1 (ton!

! r.aaial compression ilaximurn .,. , 2,
?tresr at Аг-ега-̂ е '•'-S/mm

! Inner support

Tensile stress in copper conductor
maximum at reduced section , j - *
ir.aximum at full section " u : 4 / m m '

fa-ic
Coersri-.n

5 3.4 -:A, turn

1Í16

G73

2.15
1.65

6
5

".-.ear stress (kg/mm') ' 0.25
i

Ult imate
Operat ion

С 6.4 KA/turn

1880

1040

3. 33
-:.5&

о
7.5

0.35

TABLE 3

MAGNETIC TORQUE AND STRESSES
II-IDUCED BY THE POLOIDAL FIELD LOAD FOR THE MOST SEVERE CASE

Torque per TF coil about norizontal axis

Реак lateral force per unit length of coil
circumference

Typical snear stresses in:
interturn insulation
interpancakfr insulation •»

beaiin-j- pressure against lateral supports

D-shaped plasma
4.8 MA, disrupted

0.62 :•: 10 m.Kg

70 kg/mm

0.5 kg/mm^
0.5 kg/mm2

S kg/mm"

Fig 3 is a photograpn of a model wnicn is made with samples that are cut off the
original copper conductors. The model has no outer ground insulation and the
tnickness of the interpancalce insulation is far too small (correct value: 6 mm).
But it gives a clear picture of tne different conductor cross sections employed.
The cnamfered corners, in other words, the special sections for the innermost
and outermost turns increase the access to the vacuum vessel of the machine.
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Fig 3

Photograph of a Cross Section at the non machined portion of the coil

The retangle between the circular cooling channels indicates the position of the
interlocking keys between the turns. This key is a characteristic feature of
the JET TJF coils. It will be made from insulating material and has the task of
preventing any lateral displacement of the turns against each other in case the
bond strength of the interturn insulation to the copper should fail.

А Ц the cooling channels per coil are.connected in parallel with water flowing
in the same direction. Thus, the shear stresses due to different thermal
expansion will be negligible. A finite difference computer code was written
for the computation of the time dependant temperature distribution. The
temperature pattern across the width and length of a typical turn of the coil is
shown in C

4
'. Because of the long flat time required, the adiabatic temperature

rise in the copper during the current pulse is not tolerable. A major part of
the energy dissipated in the copper conductors is removed by a high flow rate of
water during the current pulse and a few seconds after the .pulse. This is
another characteristic design feature of the TF coils for JET.

The parameters and technical details of a single coil are all summarized in the
following Table 4.,



Table 4: PARAMETERS OF A SINGLE TF COIL

(figures for ultimate performance in brackets)

Magnetic field strength at the coil center
Current per turn
Number of turns (electrically in series)

0.43 Tesla
53.4 (66.4) kA
24

Total weight (copper + insula t ion)
Vertical opening of coi l bore
Horizontal opening of coi l bore
Radial thickness of winding overal l
Axial thickness of winding overal l
Total height
Total width

13 tons
4.94 meters
3.11 meters
0.37 meter
0.34 meter
5.68 meters
3.86 meters

Conductor material (hollow conductor)

Maximum croos section of one turn
Minimum cross section of one turn
Maximum current density
Minimum current density

Maximum specif ic r e s i s t i v e loss
Inductance
Resistance

Resistive losses
Stored energy

Half hard copper with
0.1% Ag 2

an 0 = 20 •* 25 kg/mm

4147 mm̂
2448 mm2

 ?

2.2 (2.7) кА/спц
.1.4 (1.7) kA/cm

2

9.5 (14.2) W/cm
3

4.4 mH
1.9 mil

after pulse 2.1 mil
5.5 mw
6.3 mJ

Cooling medium

Number of parallel cooling channels (2 per turn)
Flow rate during pulse
Pressure drop
Maximum temperature of copperi water inlet temp. 20 C)

deionized water
46
37 1/sec
2.5 atm

720 С

Peak voltage between turns
between, pancakes
to ground

12 V
288 V
4.6 kV

Insulation material
thickness between turns
thickness between pancakes
outer ground insulation

pure epoxy/glass
2 mm
6 mm
7 mm

2.2 Aspects and Parameters of the Toroidal Coil System

The 32 individual TF coils, which make up the toroidal magnet, will be electric-
ally connected alternately in series, thus forming two groups of 16 coils each.
One group has the water and electrical terminals above the horizontal midplane
of the assembly, the other group has the terminals below the midplane. The two
.groups of coils are connected in series and their midpoint is connected to earth.
In this way the symmetry of the toroidal field will be preserved if there is a
disruption of the coil's electrical connect-'ons, thus avoiding huge lateral
magnetic forces in the coil assembly.

As already mentioned, the water cooling system is also operated in a pulsed
mode. The water pumps are driven by two speed motors, thus providing a high
flow rate for a period, which is approximately twice as long as the current
pulse. In addition, a mixing tank effectively averages the cooling load over
the duty cycle, thus reducing the heat exchanger capacity reguired to about
1/10 of the peak load (details, see<

4 )
).

The following Table 5 lists the parameters of the toroidal coil system.
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Table 5: PARAMETERS OF THE TOROIDAL COIL SYSTEM

(ultimate performance in brackets)

Number of coils

Total number of ampere turns

Magnetic field strength on plasma centre line

Flat top time

Maximum field ripple in plasma area

Major radius of TF coil system

Coil system aspect ratio

Total inductance

Total resistance - before pulse

- after pulse

Resistive losses (average)

Energy dissipated per pulse

Energy stored in magnetic field

32

41 (51) MA

2.8 (3.45) Tesla

20 (10) sec

3.5%

3.05 metes

1.96

0.66 H '

61 mil

67 mft

180 (280) MW

5.4 GJ

0.94 (1.45? GJ

Alternate coils are connected in series,-thus forming two groups of 16 coils
each.
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SUMMARY

The main problems encountered in the manufacture of the JET toroidal field
coils arise from the shape and physical size of the coils and the large con-
ductor cross section required. Following a description of the coils and their
main design features, an outline is given of the JET design organisation and its
contract system. The stages in the manufacture of the copper conductors are
described followed by a discussion of the,winding method developed to overcome
the spring back problem in winding D-shaped coils and the equipment and tools
required. The sequence of operations includes the preparation and machining of
the conductors, the brazing technique, the insulation system and the final .
impregnation and curing in the mould. Before finalising the design and manu- -p
facturing procedures, a number of tests were carried out on the brazed joints
and insulation system. These tests are reviewed and their results discussed.

INTRODUCTION

The Joint European Torus is a joint programme of the European "ommunity to build
a major plasma physics experiment based on the Tokamak concept. One of the
objectives of JET is to study plasma behaviour under conditions approaching
those required for a thermonuclear reactor.

The arguments leading to the choice of the main JET parameters have been
described elsewhere 11) and the design of the coils is described in another
paper ' 2 J.

The toroidal field system comprises 32 D-shaped coils designed to produce a
field of 3.45 Tesla at 2.9 m radius with a maximum current of 66.4 kA. The
coils are water cooled and operate with a maximum pulse length of 20 sec which
may be extended to 30 sec with the current reduced to 53.4 kA.

DESCRIPTION OF THE COIL

The shape, dimensions and cross sections of the coil are shown in Fig 1.

Each coil has 24 turns of mean length 14.5 m arranged in 2 pancakes of 12 turns
each, the two pancakes being connected in the region of the external electrical
connection point. The width of each conductor is reduced over about 40% of its
length in order to reduce the width of the coil over the straight portion to
permit the close stacking of 32 coils round the central column. It will be
seen that the reduction in .width varies with the individual turns in order to
produce a tapered cross section over the straight portion of the coil.

Each turn is made from a single length of copper to form one water cooling
circuit and is brazed to a water connection block, itself brazed to the previous
turn. The water connection blocks are similar in cross section to the con-
ductors and are drilled to provide sideways access' to the water channels of the
two turns which they connect;. All the connection blocks are positioned on the
same part of the coil periphery at a point where the separation distance
between coils permits access to the external water connection. This point on
the coil also ensures that the only brazed joints in the conductors are made in
a region where the full cross-section of the conductors is available to
minimise the stress on the joint. The interpancake connection also occurs in
this region and connects the inner turns of the 2 pancakes as well as providing
water connections.

A feature of the conductors used in this coil is the provision of a keyway on
the flat sides to receive an epoxy-glass key which is part of the interturn
insulation. This feature permits the coil to resist the large lateral loads on
the conductors due to interaction with the poloidal field even though in some
regions of the coil it is possible to support only the outer turns. Thus the
key resists the interturn lateral shear stress without relying on the bond
between interturn insulation and the copper. The conductors are shown in Fig 2.
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Fig 1 Outline of tne Coil Fig 2 Copper Conductor Cross Section

The insulation requirements were determined by the actual operating conditions
whi ch are:

Maximum turn to turn voltage 12 V/turn
Maximum voltage between pancakes 281 V
Maximum supply voltage 9 kV

As the centre point of tne coil system is earthed, the maximum voltage between
any conductor and earth should not exceed 4.5 kV and could only rise to 9 kV in
the event of a fault involving loss -if earth continuity.

The insulation is a vacuum impregnated epoxy resin—glass system throughout with
a thickness of 2 mm between turns, 6 mm between pancakes and 7 mm outer ground
wrap. The possibility of the outer ground wrap including mica tape is being
examined subject to a satisfactory shear strength being achieved.

THE ORGANISATION OF THE DESIGN AND MANUFACTURE

Responsibility for the design and manufacture of the toroidal coils rests with a
small group within the JET Design Team which is also responsible for the mechan-
ical structure of the machine, the remote handling and assembly equipment and
the cooling system of the whole experiment.

It is the normal procedure in the JET project to seek collaboration with indus-
trial companies at an early stage in the design of the large components.' In the
case of the toroidal coils, manufacturing feasibility study contracts were
placed with 3 companies with previous experience in the manufacture of large
coils. Tnese contracts which were completed in 3-4 months were useful in com-
pleting the design and in drawing up the tender specifications.

In April 19 76 a contract was placed with the Brown Boveri Company at Mannheim,
with the following stages:

1. Preparation of final drawings and design of the tools and the carrying out
of tests on brazed joints and insulation systems.

2. Manufacture of the tools, completion of winding tests and the manufacture
and testing of a prototype coil.

3. The manufacture of the set of 32 coils.

4.. The supply of spare coils.

To date, only stages 1 and 2 have been released.
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THE MAIIUFACTURE OF THE COPPER CONDUCTORS

In the early days of the coil design, extensive enquires among copper manufac-
turers in Europe, USA and Japan were discouraging and the possibility of obtain-
ing a conductor of 4000 mm2 cross section with 2 cooling channels in useful
lengths appeared remote. However, in 19 75 two companies indicated that they
were prepared to attempt the production of the required' section and contracts í
were placed with both companies to cover the cost'of tools and initial samples.
However, the samples from one company proved difficult to braze owing to
drawing lubricant being trapped in a joint connecting the two water channels.
As a result, trie contract with the other company, Kabelmetal of Osnabruck was -
extended to cover the supply of the copper for the prototype coil. In addition,
. Kabelmetal were able to extend their large drawbench and supply the conductor in
15 m lengths which is sufficient for one complete turn of the coil and thus
eliminated one brazed joint per turn.

Briefly, the conductor manufacture commences with the extrusion of a profile
with about twice the final cross sectional area with the correct shape and
containing the two water channels. This involves the use of a 5,000 tonne
extrusion press starting with a 1,000 kg billet. After extrusion the conductor
is reduced to its correct size by cold drawing in 10-12 stages with inter-^
mediate annealing. The final hardness is controlled by the amount of cold:

reduction after the last annealing operation.

THE MANUFACTURE OF THE COIL

One of the main problems in the manufacture of D-shaped coils in hard copper is
that of springback. If the winding taices place on a form block of the required
shape then the small radii at the top and bottom of the coil tend to increase
when the coil is removed from the winding table and the straight portion,
hitherto unstressed, assumes a convex shape. The method used by BBC to circum-
vent this problem is to wind the coil under tension on a former which is not
made to the final shape of the coil but is so formed that the coil takes up the
correct shape on removal from the winding table. Though it is possible to
calculate approximately the correct shape of the form block, in practice it is
necessary to conduct winding tests and slightly modify the block in order to
achieve the required shape to acceptable tolerances. Usually, two or three
trials are necessary to establish the correct shape. This technique was first
developed for the production of the ASDEX coils at BBC Oerlikon works. The
winding block is shown in Fig 3.

The tension under which the conductor is wound is made equal to the maximum
tension that will be experienced by the conductor during operation at full
field. This ensures that there will be no further yielding of the copper and
consequently deformation of the equilibrium-shape when-the coil is in service.

The general arrangement of the winding equipment is shown in Fig 4. The conduc-
tor is fed along a bench aligned tangentially to the winding table. The bench
is pivoted at the end farthest from the table and can transverse sideways
through a small angle to allow for the varying radius for the D-shaped form
block.

Arranged along the bench, starting from the pivoted end are the brazing fixture,
a device for stretching the brazed joint, the hydraulic brake and finally, a
sandblasting cabinet.

The winding procedure commences by brazing the inner turn to the pancake connec-
tion which is then fixed in position on the winding block, the conductor being
arranged along the bench. As winding takes place a new length of conductor and
water connection block is brazed to the free end of the previous conductor as it
passes through the brazing fixture. The brazing procedure starts with clamping
the free ends of the conductor in the fixture, machining the ends, cleaning ana
closing the fixture to trap the silfos brazing foil. Medium frequency induction
heating is used and the temperature monitored with an infra red radiation pyrometer.

When the brazed joint has been allowed to cool it is stretched in a hydraulically
operated device to restore some of the hardness in the annealed zone, after
which it is leak tested. The conductor then passes through the hydraulic brake
which grips the conductor against the winding torque of the table. The brake is
fitted with a load monitoring device which controls the tension at a preset
value. Finally, the conductor is cleaned and roughened by passing through a
sandblasting cabinet before passing to the winding table.
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Fig 3 Tné Winging Table and Form Block Fig 4 -Winding Equipment

The interturn insulation, which includes the key, is guided in position on the
outside of the previously wound turn just before the point where the next turn
touches.

DEVELOPMENT WORK AND TESTS

Insulation Tests

A straight beam, 1.5 m long, was made up from 24 conductors with interturn and
interpancake insulation simil£r to a section of the coil. The insulation was
vacuum impregnated with the resin system selected for the actual coils. The
beam was simply supported and loaded dynamically with a central load of 116 t
for 10,000 cycles. This corresponds to a. maximum shear stress in the interturn
insulation of 8 N/mm^. No plastic deformation was observed.

The beam was later cut into sections to confirm the quality of the impregnation
and absence of cracks in the resin. Small sections of the beam, consisting of
3 conductors bonded together, were used for shear tests both transversely and
parallel to the key.

Parallel to the key

Transverse Strength

Static

Dynamic

Brazinq

> 100 N/mm

> 50 H/mm"

Tests

the

of

(10

shear strength is:

and

the Key

A

cycles)

20

11

N/mm

N/mm

at

at

20°

100°

С

С

Many test sampler; have been prepared using a straight butt joint and Silfos
brazing alloy (5% P, 15% Ag) using medium frequency induction heating power of
40 kW. After some initial scatter, subsequently traced to unsatisfactory
cleaning techniques, consistent tensile test results are now being obtained.
A fractured test piece is shown in Fig 5.

Static rupture tests •?• 200 N/mm

Dynamic tests 150 N/mm
2
 for 2.5 x 10

5
 cycles
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Fig 5: Brazed Joint after Testing

During the investigation to understand tne eaFly inconsistent results, it was
found that variations in the heating power and. the use of sleeves in tne water *
channels had no noticeable effect. Because of cfte importance of 'tne strength
of the brazed joints for the JET coil design, investigations have been carried
out to explore suitable non-destructive testing techniques in order to control
the quality of the joints during manufacture. .Ultra-sonic testing is complicated,
in this case, by spurious echoes from the water channels and keyways. The most
promising solution appears to be x-ray photography in the plane of the brazing
material in this way variations of density of the order of 1% are detectable.

Joggling Tests

The lateral displacement, or joggling of the conductor at points of cnange of
width, has presented few problems despite the size of the conductor cross
section arid the hardness of the copper. The tool used is shown in Fig 6 and
a joggled conductor in Fig 7.

Fig 6:' The Joggling Tool Fig 7; Conductor after Joggling
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PRESENT STATUS

At the present time - mid August - the binding equipment has been set up (see
Fig 3) and winding tests are about to commence.

Tne 5 copper sections required for the coil have been produced С see Fig 2) and
one set of bars for a complete coil have betn joggled and machined.

The mould for the vacuum impregnation is neari4g completion as is the vacuum
vessel.

In the absence of unforeseen problems, it is hoped to produce a prototype coil
early in 1978.

REFERENCES'

(1) The J E T Project - Design Proposal, EUR 5516e, Luxembourg, 1975.

' .The Design of the Toroidal Field Coils for JET, Booth, Huguet and Pohlchen

(This conference).
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SUMMARY

The conceptual design of a supercon-
ducting poloidal magnet system for a 100
MW Tokamak experimental power reactor
is presented.

The poloidal coils are wound into
pancakes with NbTi superconducting cable
encased in 10 mm x 25 mm rectangular
stainless steel pipe having helium vent
holes with equal intervale on the top and
bottom. With this cable structure, both
cryogenic stability of the magnet and
mechanical strength of the cable against
large electro-magnetic force are secured
in the limited space requirement.

The maximum transport current of
250 kA at the maximum magnetic field of
8. 12T is attained by connecting in parallel
the above cables with the current capacity
of 5680 A. The helium bubbles generated
in one burning cycle of the reactor are
taken away from the superconducting pan-
cakes with the forced flow of liquid helium
with the average velocity of 2 mm/sec.
The forced cooling system with three
liquid helium reservoirs is proposed in
this design.

INTRODUCTION

It is generally accepted that both
toroidal and poloidal magnets of a full
scale Tokamak fusion power reactor will
be superconducting because of the large
power requirement of normal water
cooled copper magnets.

As for experimental power reactors.

however, the necessity of poloidal super-
conducting magnets is not required so
urgently as for toroidal superconducting
magnets because of far less consumption of
the power in the poloidal magnets. As an
example, if a 100MW experimental power
reactor were to be built with water cooled
copper coils, about 1000MW of power
would be consumed in the toroidal field coils
as compared to about 100 MW for the
poloidal field coils.

The power of the order of 100MW
will be the tolerable limit for most of the
institutes where fusion reactors are being
developed because they can easily save this
amount of power by making only the toroidal
field coils superconducting.

The superconducting poloidal magnets,
however, should be applied in the step of
experimental power reactors before going
directly to full scale demonstration power
reactors in order to investigate the unex-
pected interactions between the poloidal
coils and other elements. Therefore, the
conceptual design of the superconducting
poloidal field coils for the experimental
power reactor is described in this paper.

CHARACTERISTICS OF PDLOIDAL COILS

The cut away view of the poloidal
field coils of the Japan Atomic Energy
Research Institute experimental power
reactor is shown in Fig. 1. The supercon-
ducting poloidal field coils are made up of
two kinds, ohmic heating coils and vertical
field coils. The maximum ampere-turns
required are 60 MAT for the ohmic heating
coils and 8 MAT for the vertical field coils.
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Fig. 1 Cut away view of the superconduct-
ing poloidal field coils.
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Fig. 2 Operation cycle of the poloidal
field coils.

which makes possible the use of NbTi at
close proximity of its critical value.

One operation cycle of the reactor
consists of six phases as shown in Fig, 2,
The magnetic field of the poloidal coils thus
changes more rapidly than in the demon-
stration power reactor'1).

The parameters that play the deci-
sive role on the design are the maximum
magnetic field on the superconducting wire,
the induced voltage in the coils and the
mechanical stress working on them.

The design, therefore, is carried out

first by choosing an appropriate value for
the induced voltage in the coils and then
other parameters are calculated.

When some of the parameters are
thought tb be unappropriate, the same pro-
cedure is repeated until the whole system is
reasonable and consistent.

The characteristics of the supercon-
ducting poloidal coils thus determined are
shown in Table 1.

Table 1 Characteristics of the supercon-
ducting poloidal coils.

Ohmic Heat- Vertical field
ing Coils

22

60

240

250

0.07

2.18

8. 12

48

I Z

14.8

NbTi

Coils

12

8

160

100

0. 11

0.55

< 8. 12

16

117

13.0

NbTi

Number of Coils
Ampere Turns

(MAT)
Total Number of
Turns
Operation Current

(kA)
Self Inductance

(H)
Stored Energy

(GJ)
Peak Field

(Tesla)
Peak Induced
Voltage (kV)
Weight of Coil

(Ton)
Average Current
Density in Coils

(A/mm2)
Superconductor

SUPERCONDUCTING CABLE

The most serious problem in large
superconducting magnets is supporting way
of large electromagnetic force working on
the conductor. So is the case in this design
because very limitted space is allotted to
the superconducting poloid coils located in
the central column of the reactor.

Special consideration is paid on the
design of the superconducting cable in order
not to impose the tensile stress on the su-
perconductor. The cable structure shown
in Fig. 3 was thus chosen.

Two stranded superconducting wires
are encased in 10mm x 25 mm rectangular
stainless steel pipe having liquid helium
vent holes with equal intervals on the top
and bottom. Between the stranded wires
and between the wire and the stainless steel
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Fig.3 Superconducting cable

pipe, metal sps.rers with a number of warts
on them are inserted, which secures the
sufficient cooling for the superconducting
wires.

The superconducting stranded wire
is composed of 42 superconducting basic
composites by stranding and shaping them
into rectangular shape.

The basic composite is then composed
of 10 pm diameter 2033 NbTi filaments sur-
rounded by cupro-nickel and the whole em-
bedded in copper matrix. The supercon-
ducting cable has the current carrying ca-
pacity of 5 680 A at the magnetic field of
8. 12 Tesla and cryogenically stabilized.

The electromagnetic force working
on the superconducting wires is transmit-
ted to the stainless steel pipe because the
superconducting stranded wires are fit in
the pipe so that they may stretch to some
degree in the circumferential direction.
With this cable structure, both cryogenic
stability and mechanical strength against
large electromagnetic force are secured
in the limitted space.

PQLOIDAL COILS

The poloidal coils are composed of 22
ohmic heating coils and 12 vertical field
coils. There are slight differences in char-
acteristics and in structure between the
ohmic heating coils and the vertical field
coils or between coils in the central column
and those located surrounding the toroidal
field coils. Design work, however, is car-
ried out in the same way because each coil
encounters the same engineering problems.
We will describe the design of the ohmic
heating coils in the central column because

' these coils are required to satisfy severer
design requirements than the rest of the
coiln.

The number of turns of the 'ohmic
heating coils is chosen 240 from the restric-
tion of electrical insulation, that is the in-
duced voltage in the coils.

The current carrying capacity should
be 250 kAT, which is attained by the special
connection of the superconducting cable.
A single ohmic heating coil, as an example,
is composed of four double pancakes. A
double pancake is composed of l l x 12 turns
of the superconducting cable, of which 11 is
the number of the cable electrically con-
nected in parallel and 12 is the number of
turns. As the four pancakes are connected
in parallel, 4 x 1 1 = 44 superconducting
cables are to be connected in parallel re-
sulting in the total current carrying capaci-
ty of 44x5680A = 250kA.

The maximum stress in the cable wili
appear in the ohmic heating coil located at
the center of the cantral column. The finite
element method applied to this coil shows
that the maximum stresses in the cable are
43. 6 kg/mm for the stainless steel pipe and
4. 37 kg/ram^ for the superconducting
stranded wire.

The structure of the ohmic heating
coils is shown in Fig. 4. The adjacent
pancakes are separated by the spacer plates
so that the helium bubbles genei -.ted in each
pancake may not flow into other pancakes.

LOSSES

The losses in the superconducting
poloidal magnet system occurring in each
reactor operation phase are graphically
shown in Fig. 5.

The loss that appears in phase I is
orders of larger than those in other phases
due to eddy current losses produced in the
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Fig. 4 Structure of the ohtnic heating coil.
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Fig. 5 Losses in the superconducting
poloidal magnet.

Superconducting cablo and other support
members by the rapidly changing magnetic
field.

Eddy current losses produced in the
liquid helium cryostat are not included be-
cause the application of nonmetalic cryo-
stats such as made of FRP are the only
possible means for the realization of the
superconducting poloidal magnet system.
We adopt the glass fiber reinforced plastic

cryostat with the prospective possibility for
its development.

Other losses in Fig. 5 are grouped
into thermal radiation and conduction losses
in the cryostat, loss through current leads,
nuclear heating loss and so on. These loss-
es are estimated in the same way as what
was carried out in the design of the full scale
demonstration power reactor. (*) .

COOLING SYSTEM

The superconducting poloidal coils are
cooled by liquid helium forced flow with the
velocity of 2 mm/sec. The helium bubbles
generated in each burning cycle of the reac-
tor are taken away from the superconduct-
ing pancakes within one burning cycle and
do not stay in the cooling channels.

Since reliable liquid helium circulation
pumps have not been developed yet, the
forced cooling system with three liquid he-
lium tanks of 7000 i each is proposed as
shown in Fig. 6.

The liquid helium flowing out of one of
the tanks (for example No. 1 tank) goes into
one of other two tanks (for example No. 2
tank) after cooling the coils. When liquid
helium in No. 1 tank decreases below initial-
ly set level, the outlet valve of No. 3 tank is
opened and liquid helium is supplied from
both No. 1 and No. 3 tanks at the same time
until No. 1 becomes empty. When No. 1
tank becomes empty, then. No. 1 tank

HELJUM Ü0UEFER

TOROIDAL COIL

VACUUM VESSEL

Fig. 6 Cooling system of poloidal magnet.
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receives the liquid helium from other two
tanks. While the cooling of the coils is go-
ing on, liquid helium is constantly supplied
from the refrigerator to the tank which is
required to be refilled. The liquid helium
may thus be continuously supplied to the
superconducting coils by periodically
switching these three tanks.

CONCLUSION

A new cable structure is proposed
in this design as a means to satisfy both
cryogenic stability and mechanical strength
under severe design requirement given to
the poloidal coils. It is highly desirable
that a variety of small and large super-
conducting pulsed coils using the cable
designed here are tested before directly
applying to the poloidal coils.

Though a forced cooling system with
three liquid helium tanks is proposed here,
a system with a liquid helium circulation
pump may be more desirable and its de-
velopment is urgently waited. The develop-
ment of nonmetaiic cryostats is also an
another urgent task.

REFERENCES
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A B S T R A C T

The THOR Machine is an iion cored Токашак having a major radius of 0.52m and a minor
radius of 0.17m giving an aspect ratio of 3:1. It has a low ripple toroidal field of IT and
an iron core giving 0.24Vs. The maximum plasma current is expected to be in the region of
80 x 10

3
A. The maximum toroidal field ripple on axis is of the order of 0.01% and 2.5Z at

the plasma edge.

The equilibrium of the plasma is achieved by means of a D.C. vertical field and a lem
thick copper shell. The D.C. field is cancelled during the rise time of the plasma current
by means of pulsed reverse vertical field windings placed between the copper shell and the
vacuum vessel. The design of this field system represents a compromise between obtaining
adequate field penetration through the relatively thin vacuum vessel and maintaining the
mechanical strength necessary to withstand the transient magnetic forces.

Energy for the toroidal field system is supplied by a ISkV 600kJ capacitor bank and for
the ohmic heating and reverse vertical fields by 5kV 25kJ and 50kJ banks respectively. The
problems encountered in the design, development and manufacture of these field systems are
discussed.

I. IHTRODBCTIOH

The experimental plastpa physics device THOR.is. an.iron cored tokának built as a
collaborative project with Laboratorio их Fisica del Plasma del CNR, Milann, Italy.

A general view of the load assembly is shown in Figure 1.

Primary winding

O M C healing core

BeswwSng

FIGURE 1: THOR Load Assembly
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The aims of the experimental program include the control and study of the transition
from the normal quasi-resistive tokamak regime to the low density slide-away condition.

The main parameters on which a run-away discharge depends are the initial pre-ionisation
conditions, the impurity level and the uniformity of the local magnetic field.

In this respect THOR has the following charact«ristics:-

(i) Toroidal field ripple of 0.012. on axis and 2.5% on the plasma edge,

(ii) Low impurity level expected because of large minor radius.

(iii) Control of initial plasma parameters by means of efficient radio-frequency
pre-ionisation systems.

This paper describes some of the technological problems encountered in building and
commissioning the magnetic field systems of THOR.

2. TOROIDAL FIELD SYSTEM

The toroidal field of IT is generated by 24 nine-turn water cooled hollow conductor
coils offset radially 3.5cm. Each winding encapsulation is keyed and bonded to a split light
alloy case. There is adequate strength in the winding itself to contain the hoop stress, but
the radial forces and torque are transmitted by the case to the support structure.

The mounting surfaces of each coil case are machined to suit its individual magnetic
axis so that the complete assembly of 24 coils may be accurately aligned.

FIGURE 2: Toroidal Field Coil
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A completed coil is shown in Figure 2, Its' overall dimensions are as follows:-

Inner diaa.ter of windings - 55cm

Outer diameter of windings - 65cm :

Thickness of windings - 5.5cm

Case *** 74cm2

The coil current rises to a peak of 13 x 103A in 7 x 10 3s, and has a decay time constant
of 130 x 10"3s.

Each coil is subjected to the following forces:-

Radial ^ 7,5 tonne

Hoop Stress t 260 kG.cra"2

Torque * 1.5 x 103Nm

3. VERTICAL FIELD SYSTEM

The system comprises two separate coil arrangements:-

(i) A forward D.C. vertical field,

(ii) A reverse pulsed vertical field.

The forward,vertical field is necessary for plasma equilibrium. However, during the rise
time of the plasma current, the forward field has to be cancelled to enable a plasma to be
established.

This is achieved by generating a reverse vertical field, the decay time of which matches
the rise time of the plasma current.

FIGURE 3; Forward Vertical Field Coil
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(i) Forward D.C. Field; This field of up to 2.4 x 10 2T is produced by four large
water cooled coils arranged to form a double Helmholz pair configuration. The
toroidal assembly may then be parted without the complication of a large number
of demountable heavy current water cooled joints. The dimensions are as follows:-

Inner ring di 4meter - 54cm

Outer ring diameter - 154cm

Conductor matrix - h = 6.75cm
t = 4.5cm

No of turns per coil - 24

The maximum ampere turns per coil is 32 x 103 and the perturbation due to the
radial elements is 10%. Power for the Is. flat top pulse duty is provided by a
200кЫ motor generator set.

Some difficulty «as experienced in winding these coils due to the extremely tight

bend radii required in the fold-back regions. Deformation of the copper

occurred, with resultant breakdown of the glass tape insulation. This was

eliminated by a combination of improved winding techniques and increased bend

radii. A completed coil is shown in Figure 3.

(ii) Reverse Vertical Field: A field of 2 x 10~
2
T on the plasma centre line is produced

by four single turn coils, located between the copper shell and vacuum vessel. A

coil current of approximately 40 x 10
3
A produces an inward force on the vacuum

vessel of approximately 1600kG per metre run of coil conductor, as a direct result

of field trapping between the copper shell and the coil.

The amount of space available for the coil, insulation and mechanical support is

extremely limited, a result of the small aspect ratio of the machine. Figure 4

shows the position of the coils with respect to the copper shell and vacuum

vessel.

Insulation

Reverse Bv
conductor

Insulation

Vacuum vessel

R 189

FIGURE 4: Reverse Vertical Field Conductor Arrangement

Conflicting electrical and mechanical requirements gave rise to a number of problems

when designing the system. For example, for adequate field penetration of the vacuum vessel

a thin walled vessel was desirable. However because of the inward forces produced, a vessel

wall thickness of less than 5mm could not be tolei-.'ed.

Other problems which also needed to be considered were the possibility of resonance in

the vacuum vessel and the imposed vibrational mode coinciding with the natural collapse mode

of the vessel due to exrernal pressure.
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Tests on field penetration were carried out on a full sized octanal copper shell/vacuum

vessel model. It was found that in practice the combination of vacuum vessel and copper shell

attenuated the reverse vertical field by a factor of 6 to 7, whereas the computed figure was

of the order of 9 to 10. V: Is was probably due in part to inadequacies of the program rather

than end effects of the model, as field measurements made with the complete assembly,

approximated closely to the results obtained from the model.

The reverse vertical field coils are insulated by self-adhesive polythene tape half-

lapped and double wrapped up to an effective thickness of 0.25mm. On assembly around the

vacuum vessel further polythene insulation was placed between the wrapped conductors and

the vessel to a thickness of lmm.

This method of insulation was adopted after difficulties had been encountered with a hot

dipped polythene process.

4. OHMIC HEATING SYSTEM

Power for the ohmic heating system is provided by a 25kJ 'start' capacitor bank and a

lOkJ active clamp bank. These fire into the discharge via a 0.24Vs pulse transformer, having

a tight single layer 24 turn strip winding distributed over the centre limb in four groups of

eight turns each. The windings are split in this way so that the centre section of the limb

is left clear to allow space for the split stainless steel tube, which withstands the radially

inward forces generated by the toroidal coils.

The winding is insulated by self-adhesive polythene tape 0.13mm thick, half-lapped onto

the resin based multi-layered varnish insulated copper. Bias windings capable of producing

2kA turns for a working swing of ^ЗТ are wound on the outer limbs of the transformer.

The top limb of the transformer is removable, the air g«ps being approximately 0.5шт each.
The estimated rise time of the plasma current is 1.5 to 2 x 10~

3
s. The active clamp facility

is variable in terms of both С and V and is intended to give a 10% constant current plateau
for approximately 20 x 10

 3
s .

A view of the pulse transformer is shown in Figure 5.

FIGIJRF 5: View of Pulse Transformer Under Test
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5. " COPPER SHELL

The copper shell is intended to assist the plasma equilibrium during the initial 5ms. or
so of the discharge and thereafter to reduce 'the growth of high frequency instabilities.

The shell is fabricated from high conductivity copper with a wall thickness of lcm. It
consists of eight demountable sections bolted together with ports to correspond with the
porting arrangements of the vacuum vessel. The minor internal diameter of the assembly is
42.6cm. Insulation rings are incorporated in one set of horizontal joints with air gaps'at
all four vertical joints.

E».h octant was produced by hand forging hot copper sheet 20mm thick around cast iron
male and female dies. They were then machined all over to size required.

Some difficulty was experienced during machining due to excessive movement of the basic
shell. This was overcome by improving the machining fixtures,

6. CONCLUSIONS

The machine was assembled and commissioned at Culham Laboratory, and after successful
acceptance tests, it was stripped down and shipped to Laboratorio di Fisica del Plasma del CNR
Milan, for whom it was built as a collaborative project. It was re-assembled in Milan during
July 1977.
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DEVELOPMENT OF SPHEPICAb MPbTIPObE ELECTROMAOWBTS

FOR THERMONUCLEAR RESEARCH

K-Czaus and M.Sadowski

Institute of Nuclear Research,

05-400 Otwock-Swierk, Poland

Summary; Technological problems connected with design and construction of the

SM electromagnets are discussed. Magnetic field strength, electromagnet power,

current rise-time, and electrodynamic forces are considered. Also presented are

characteristics of t>>e SM system enabling generation of pulsed magnetic fields

up to 10 T at the olasma surface.

1. Introduction

The concept of plasma confinement with high-order spherical multipole /SM/

fields was developed about ten years ago' . It was demonstrated that the SM mag-

netic fields, which may be realized by using a number of magnetic dipoles di-

rected radially and symmetrically around a plasma volume, constitute true minl-

mum-B traps and possess interesting features from the point of view of plasma

confinement^
1
; The preliminary experiments, performed with the SM system con-

sisted of 32 small electromagnets* \ have demonstrated the usefulness of the SM

configurations as plasma magnetic traps . The concept of radial arrangement

of magnetic dipoles was also exploited in large cylindrical machines composed

of several hundred permanent magnets" , and used for basic studies of quies-

cent plasmas. The application of permanent magnets imposes, however, a serious

limitation upon an available value of magnetic field. Hence, In multi-dipole

machines used for thermonuclear research, it is necessary to substitute the mag-

netic dlpolee by appropriate electromagnets. This paper presents some technolo-

gical problems connected with design and construction of the SM electromagnets.

2. Magnetic field topology

A high-order SM magnetic trap may be formed by a set of H coils spaced sym-

metrically around a spherical chamber. The axes of those coils should be direc-

ted radially"~^\ The number, placement, and polarity of the SM coile, determine

a resultant magnetic configuration.

2.1. Choice of the field configuration

In view of the required spherical symmetry, the design of SM traps must be

based on regular polyhedrons circumscribed on a sphere . Although It is poesi-

e s of SM a.ctro
mJS
™, E««BV« «.ляпе™* r̂ on ble to design numerous variants of

SM traps, particular attention should

be paid to the high-order systems,

. Magnetic field lines since those have no linear particle

lose gaps^
1
"^! An example of the high

-order SM trap based on the icosahe-

Plasma

dron configuration, Is shown in Fig.1.

This configuration has been the basis

Oirection of current flow Spherical vacuum chamber for the design of V£rlOU8 ехрвг1швП-

Fig.1. Pictorial diagram of the SM trap *al facilitlee at the Institute of

based on the icosahedron /32 coils/. nuclear Research, Swlerk, Poland.



2.2. Magnetic field strength calculations

In order to determine the magnetic field distribution in an SM trap, it is

necessary to calculate the components of magnetic field from each coil separate-

ly, and to aid them vectorially. Ualng the well known relations for thick coils,

such calculations are very cumbersome , but they have been performed for

some special cases .

To determine the magnetic field strength at the points where the magnetic di-

poles /the coile/ lie close to the experimental chamber's wall, one can use a

general formula for a single thick coil • In order to calculate the field

strength at the point cuspa of a given SM system, it Is however necessary to

take into account at least the four nearest coils. One can then use the expan-

sion of the components H and H into power series , zonal harmonics or the

elliptic integrals* I Such computations have been performed for the high-order

SM systems based on the icosahedron configuration^ % and those have demonstra-

ted the existence of an effective confinement region within the traps considered.

3. Construction of Sit facilities

Por experimental Investigation of plasma containment within the .SM magnetic

traps, two special facilities Kaktus I and Kaktus II have been designed and con-

structed at the High-Temperature Plaema Physics Department of IHR.

3.1. Construction of the Kaktus I machine(2)

The SM magnetic field of the Kaktus I facility was generated by 32 small elec-

tromagnets placed symmetrically on the surface of a spherical stainless steel

chamber of 23 cm l.d. Each 50 mm o.d.,

10 mm l.d., electromagnet consisted of

4 pancake coile. Each coil contained

30 turno of 7x0.5 mm copper tape insu-

lated with a glass-fibre tape c:? 0.1 mm

thickness. All the electromagnets were

supported by an external stainless steel

casing that could be cooled with liquid

nitrogen. To investigate different mag-

netic configurations, the Kaktus I faci-

lity was also equipped with two 10 cm

i.d., 36 cm o.d., side coils producing. ^ ^ aeMT&1 7 l e w o f t h e

fields up to 2.5 T. A photo of the feel- e q u i p p e d w i t h 2 additional side coils.

11ty, taken during investigation of po-

larization phenomena in plasma injected by a coaxial gun,'is shown in Fig.2.The

detailed description of the construction of that device has been presented else-
<239)

3.2. Construction of the Kaktus II machine

In the KeJctus II machine use was made of the similar 23 cm i.d. spherical

chamber, but it has been equipped with a new oil-less vacuum system and a modi-

fied SM electromagnet enabling generation of higher fields. This electromagnet

consists of 32 coile placed identically as in the Kaktus I facility. Each coil

50 mm o.d., 40 mm long, contains 4 pancake coila connected in series and embod-

ied In en epoxy resin. Each pancake coil contains 16 turns of 6x1 mm hard-copper

tape insulated with a glass tape and an epoxy resin. All the coils of the SM
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Plg.3. Raktue II experimental cham-

ber with the SM electromagnet.

4. EnergetioB of 3M facilitiea

electromagnet described are supported by

an external structure consisted of several

thick rings made of the glass Textolite.

A photograph of the Kaktus II experimental

facility, that was taken during its preli-

minary investigation , is presented in

Fig.3. Because of a short-time duty of the

device, as required for investigation of

laeai—produced plasmas within the SH field,

in the Kaktus II facility there is no spe-

cial cooling system. Рог the studies men-

tioned above, ae shown in Plg.3, the SM

coils are operated without any external

guards.

The power required to run the SM electromagnets is determined by the dlmen-

sions of the coils, an assumed magnetic field, and an operation regime .

4.1. Power consumption

For a continuous operation of the SM electromagnet the power consumption can

be expressed by
 2

1
P

m
 = 2 X 10' /1/

where H is the number of coils, В is the magnetic field in teslas, f»
T
 is the re-

sistivity of copper in ohm-meters at a temperature T, 1-f is the stacking factor

for the coll, and r-, r
2
, and 21 are the dimensions of the coil in meters.

When short current pulses are applied, the beat removal from the SM colls can

be practically neglected. For such a pulsed operation, the admissible power in-

put is determined by the thermal capacity of the electromagnet and given by the

equation
0.24 / P

m
(t) dt = N m . /

 e
 .<») dT

'cd 'cd* /2/

where m
a
 Is the mass of copper in the coil, and c

Q d
 is the specific heat.

When higher power is supplied, the Joule's effect can lead to excessive tem-

perature rise. Technical requirements of reliable operation compel therefore the

choice of operating temperature on the basis of a compromise between economic

and technical factors. For the SM electromagnets described above, the maximum

admissible temperature has been chosen to be 500 K.

To reduce power consumption and to achieve higher fields with a given power

supply, the coils can be cooled before their operation. In the Kaktus I machine

the SM electromagnet was precooled with liquid nitrogen . Applying up to 150 kW

in 1-second pulses, the maximum magnetic field reached then the value of 3 T.

The Káktus II machine has so far been operated without precooling.

4.2. Supply system for Kaktua I

Energy for excitation of the electromagnets of the Kaktus I facility was sup-
plied by 4 motor-generator sets. The total output of the generators was 450 kW
in one-second pulses. One third of that power was supplied to the SH electromag-
net, and the rest was consumed by 2 additional coils placed on the opposite sides
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of the device. The peak current in the Kaktus I electromagnet amounted to 830 A,

and the maximum magnetic field reached 3 T.

4.3. Supply system for Kaktua II

SM Electromagnet

s re ai izou oy ах- j — • 1 •—if—*-£-£=;—i—*==—a

charging voltage. f l 1 J W O 1 Q _
described can be T T 7 0 J О ff"»

, i ,„ _...ч. _ U o Condenser bonk Crowbar system •. =•Condenser bank

1000 jut/10 kV

LJ-i

Crowbar system

ol BY 200/12 diodes

Plü
Ö T 03

) oscilloscopes

The SM electromagnet of the Kaktus II facility is supplied by two 1000 ,uf,

10 kV, condenser banks. Energy

controlling is realized by al-

tering their

The two banks

operated simultaneously with a

small jitter time. To generate

unipolar current pulses, use

Is made of special crowbar sets

of high-current diodes. The e-

lectrlcal scheme of the system

described is shown in Fig.4.

This system enables generation

of currents up to 10 kA in mill-

to oscilloscopes

Condenser bonk Crowbar system

ol BY 200/12 dudes

S u p p l y s y B t e m o f t h e K a k t u s T I d a v i c e -

second pulaes. The magnetic field reaches then the value of 16 T inside the co-

ils, and 6.6 T at the experimental chamber's wall.

A typical oscillogram of the current- and field-wave-

form is presented in Fig. 5. The described supply sys-

tem, when the condenser bank capacity is doubled,

makes also possible the generation of 15 kA current

pulses and the maximum magnetic field of the order

of 10.T at the surface of plasma produced inside the

considered SM trap.
Fig.5. Typical current-

-trace; t.b. 0.4 ms/div.

5. Pulsed operation of SM facilities

To generate the highest magnetic fields, the SM electromagnets have to be

run in short-time pulses. Such a mode of operation implies some requirements

upon the electromegnetlc time constant and electrodynamic forces .

5.1. Electromagnetic time constant

The time constant L/R for a set of coils of the SM electromagnet can be ex-

pressed by 7 r| / r, \ rP - r1 . .
* . 4.2 x « Г * - * (i • 2 - 1 ) - 2 — 1 ( 1 - f ) /3/

7
 r| / r, \ r

P
 - r

1
 . .

«Г* - * (i • 2-1)-2—1(1 -f)

where all the symbols correspond to the notations used in Eq./I/. It means that

in the first approximation the time constant L/R is determined by the linear di-

mensions of the windings only, and is quite independent of the manner in which

the coils are wound. Since the time constant may be modified by altering the

coil size, a compromise between the optimum sizes of coils and allowable space

should be found. It has in f&ct been done for the Kaktus II machine, that pos-

sesses the following paraméterei H
c o i l

16 mű, Ь
е о 1 1

33/JH,
coíl-c o i l е о 1 1

 / coí

0.6 Q, btQt= 0.85 mH /including self- and mutual-Inductance/, tb t Q t

5.2. Eleotrodynamio forces
tot

2.0 me, 1Ц
о1
.

1.4 ив'.

With pulsed operation of the SM electromagnets, particular attention should

be paid to mechanical stresses. Sach coll, under the Influence of Its own magne-

tic field, tends to expand radially and to be compressed in the axial direction,
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and interacts with the others*
 >7
'. To determine the elec-trodynamic forces in a

complex SM system, the most general method Is to use the energy principle thro-

ugh the equation 3
W

F_ = -r- /4/

where x denotes the considered coordinate, i's are the currents, and L and M

are the self- and mutual-inductance, reepectiv'ely. Thib method, however, requi-

res very cumbersome computations. In the first approximation, one can consider

only a single coil and neglect the others, since their interaction is smaller

by at least one order of magnitude. Such computations performed for the faci-

lities described have shown that peak value of the magnetic field Inside the
To)

colls cannot exceed 3 T in the Kafctus I electromagnet , and 22 T in the Kaktus

II device. To check the validity of those computations, an experimental test

of all the coils has been performed. A few coils have also been put to the des-

tructive testing. The results of tho-

se tests, as shown in Fig.6, demon-

strated that the.most destructive

agents are the radial forces. Hence,

to generate the fielde above 8.0 T

in the Kaktus II facility, it is ne-

cessary for each coil to use an ex-

ternal strengthening in the form of

stainless steel tubing» Below 6.6 T

these colls may be run many times

Pig.6. A single coll of the Kaktus II;

A - after many runs with 10 kA pulsas,

В - after destructive testing /ÍS kA/.
without any additional guards, as

shown in Figs 3 and 6.

6. Conclusions

The SM electromagnets described have been successfully used in a series of

plasma experiments. The Kaktus I facility was usad for experiments with gun-

-produced plasmas"' , those demonstrated that such plasmas can be partly con-

fined within the SM trap for a time relatively longer than in a standard spin-

dle cusped trap.The Kaktus II machine is presently used for investigation of

laser-produced plasma containment within the SM trap, and it demonstrates the

possibility of a reduction of the particle leakage aperture' "4 It can, there-

fore, be stated that the SM electromagnets turned out to be new and unique tools

for thermonuclear research. '
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MECHANICAL OESIGN OF THE IMKK POLOIDAL FIELD COIBS OF THE

JET TOKAMAK

A. Bond (EUR-UKAEA) , J.R. Last (EUR-UKAEA)

JET Design Team

Culham Laboratory, Abingdon, Oxfordshire, England

1. Summary

The poloidal field, coils and iron core form the primary windings of the JET
Tokárnak transformer and also control the snape and position of the plasma.(1,2)
Tne coils consist of inner coils encircling the central core of the macnine,
wnich carry mainly magnetising current, and outer coils, surrounding the plasma,
which carry mainly position control currents. Tne inner coils also have to
provide mechanical support against tne inward forces of the toroidal coil
system.

The paper describes the inner coils and their conditions of operation, and
discusses material properties (copper and insulation) and stress calculations.

2. Description of Coils

The complete inner coil winding consists of 8 identical coils, mounted
one above tne other in the centre of the machine (Fig. 1) . In addition to
supporting their own electromagnetic forces, they provide support against the
inward force acting on the toroidal coils in the radial direction and the
weight and magnetic force of the transformer core in the vertical direction.

1 I

4 Coif
\ 4

Plasma I
Si

r
L

channels

Ф 1 4 0 1

\ S t e « U •.
4 support \

Ф216О_

EiBCtnml connection
N

5 9

Fig.l Poloidal Coils and
Transformer Core

Fig.2 cross section and detail
of inner coil
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Each coil consists of an 8 layer, 9 turn, water cooled copper winding
(Fig. 2). Kach turn is wound in a flat circular arc and the transition to the
next turn in tne layer is made in a relatively short distance by a formed double
benü. transition between layers is made at the ena of tne coil by similar
double bends in the conductor. The space taken cy all these transitions means
that 1 complete r.urn is lost and tne coil has 71 turns. Tne general coil
parameters are given below.

Coil Parameters

Conductor cross section (c.s. mm x mm) 54 x 39.5
Cooling hole diameter mm 15
wean diameter of coil mm 1815
Number of turns/coil 71
vJeignt of copper/coil, tonnes 7.1
Total weight/coil, tonnes 10.7
Weight of 8 coils, tonnes 86
Maximum conductor current KA . 4O
Current density in copper A/mm 20.4
effective pulse length for heating calculations sees 20
Adiabatic temperature rise/pulse °C 46
Actual temperature rise °C 42
Coolant velocity m/s 3.62
Coolant pressure bars 6
Maximum voltage to earth kV 20
Maximum voltage/turn V 282

tíectrical connections to the inner-most and outer-most layers are made
at tne upper end of tne coils and cooling connections are made at Both ends.
Thus the flow path for the cooling fluid consists 'of 9 series turns with в
paths in parallel.

Tne conductor will be extruded copper, which will be available in 6 to 17
metre lengths, depending on the supplier, and will be joined, by öutt brazing
during windiny, to make tne total length per coil of 410 metres.

Tne insulation of the coil has to have good electrical and mechanical
properties (working values up to 284 volts/turn, 2O kV to earth, 4Kg/nrni'i

compressive strengtn, 0.5 Kg/mm^ shear and tensile bond strengtn). Epoxy
impregnated glass fiure although goou mechanically, is not sufficiently reliable
electrically at these voltages. The preferred interturn insulation is therefore
glass fibre tape interleaved witn Kapton tape, wrapped on the conductor. The
interlayer and yround insulation will also incorporate Kapton and glass fibre
tape and the whole coil will be vacuum impregnated with epoxy resin.

To help support the radially inward pressure due to the toroidal coils
tne poloidal coils are mounted on steel rings. Tnese rings are split in one
place to prevent eddy currents encircling the core. The insulation in tne split
is epoxy glass, and each coil is shrunk onto its support ring after it is
complete (i.e. wound, impregnated, cured and machined on the inside diameter
to achieve an accurate surface). The interference is necessary to reduce the
compressive stress in the copper when the toroidal coil pressure is applied.

The Ö coils are located relative, to each other radially by spigots on the
steel rings and azimuthally by tne connection protrusions on the coils. They
are held together, when in the machine, by their own weight and that of the
transformer core above. Vertical loads are taken through the coil stack on. the
end faces of tne coils. For tnis reason even contact between the end faces is
essential. Tnis will be acnieved either by accurate machining of a filled
epoxy layer on tne coil end faces or by filling tne gaps during assembly with
filled epoxy in annular plastic Dags.

The coils are connected by links to busbars in the annular space between
the centre column and the support rings.' By altering the links various series/
parallel combinations can be achieved.

3.U Mechanical strengtn of the coil

The inner poloidal coils are subject to:

a) forces due to tne poloidal magnetic iield, which cause tensile hoop
stresses and axial compressive strec-aes.



Ы axiál compression due to magnetic forces acting on the iron transformer
core, wnich have to be transmitted through the coils;

c) tne external radial inwaru pressure due to the toroidal coils, which
cause compressive hoop stresses (This pressure only acts on the 6 coils
nearest to the horizontal centre plane of the machine. The two end
coils nave no external radial pressure)»

d) temperature rises due to the currents flowing in them,which cause
various stresses;

e) surface shear forces due to relative axial movement between the
toroidal ana poloidal coils, due to different rates and times of
thermal and mechanical expansion;

f) surface shear forces due to tangential movement of the toroidal coils
and fluted column, when twisted by poloidal fields;

g) internal pressure due to interference fit on steel support rings.

This section first gives the mechanical properties of the materials to be
usea in the coil anu then discusses the stresses which arise.

3.1 Materials

3.1.1 copper - A S it is intended to wind the coil by relatively
conventional techniques, a limit is placed on the degree of prior cold work to
which the copper may be subjected as increased strength makes winding difficult.
The general condition of the copper is specified as "half hard" and it is
assumed to nave the following properties:

UTS 25 - 31 Kg/mm2

ü.2% ргоол stress 2 0 - 2 9 Kg/mm
2

tilongation at fracture 14%

Fatigue strength 16 Kg/mm
2
 for 100,000 cycles

To improve the room temperature creep properties of the copper it will
incorporate U.1% silver. This will also help to reduce the width of the
region softened by joint brazing (which v/ill be made using Sil-Fos shim) to
about 60 mm on either side of the joint. Since the region is small,.this will
not reduce the bulk static strength of the coil significantly. Under static
load plastic deformation will occur resulting in cold working of the material
up to the imposed working stress. However, for dynamic loading the fatigue
strength of annealed copper (i.2 Kg/mm

2
) must be assumed for the joint. During

manufacture all brazed joints will be stressed beyond their working stress to
produce the necessary deformation prior to insulating the conductor.

The available data indicate that Goodman's Law should be applicable to
copper for predicting fatigue strengths of unnotched specimens with a non-zero
mean stress. For notched specimens a stress concentration factor can be
applied. This is adversely affected by rough or oxidised surface, coarse
grain size, drawing defects, residual tensile surface stresses and immersion
in some media and is taken as 2.67 giving a safe fatigue alternating stress for
Í0-3 cycles of:

°m 2
o a = 6(1 - ̂ |) Kg/пшГ (I)

wnere o
w
 is the mean stress.

To avoid static failure of the copper the following condition is also
applied:

l°
a
i
 +
 l°

m
| < 14 Kg/mm

2
 (2)

An alternative approach via fracture mechanics enables the size of
tolerable defects in critically stressed areas to be determined. On this basis,
cracks and snarp scores in the copper shoulu be limiteu to below 0.2mm in depth.
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3.1.2 Insulation System - The coil bonding system will consist of glass
fibre tape and Kapton polyimide film in an epoxy resin matrix. The conductors
will be wrapped with the glass tape, interleaved with Kapton tape and subs-
equently vacuum impregnated with the resin. The epoxy resin will be equivalent
to the CIBA combination employing MY 75О and HY 906 (MNA) hardener. Suitable
accelerators and flexibilisers will be employed to achieve good impregnation of
the coil section. To ensure good adhesion to the copper, its surface will be
treated with a suitable primer (such as CIBA DZ80, a nylon phenolic) after
degreesing and grit blasting. Tests made under a JET contract with UKAEA
Harwell indicate the following mechanical strengths for epoxy glass insulation
samples.

Properties of insulation in Kg/mm laminate resin only

Tensile strength in warp direction

.
 w e f t

Compressive strength

Snear sirengtn

Flexural elastic modulus (£) in warp direction
.. .. w e f t

" " normal

" Shear modulus (G)

Shear tests on copper/insulation/copper sandwich samples indicate a shear
strength of--3.5 Kg/mm2 (c/f 6.7 Kg/mm2 above) which is reduced to -2.8 Kg/mm^
when Kapton is interleaved with the glass tape and 2.3 Kg/mm2 when complete
layers of Kapton are inserted. It is estimated that the acceptable fatigue
stress level would be about 30% of the static values but tests will be made to
confirm this.

Tests to determine the bona strength to copper made under JET contracts
with Alsthorn Atlantique, (France), Brown Boveri (Switzerland) and GEC (England)
indicate that the shear strength at the oond to cleaned and grit blasted copper
is ~г.Ъ Kg/mm . If the copper surface is primed with CIBA DZ80 or treated by !
the CIBA cbanol process, failure takes place in the insulation matrix so the
surface bond strength cannot be measured but is certainly greater than
3.5 Kg/mm*. DZ8O priming will therefore be used to minimise problems with the
bond со copper.

Tests made to determine the creep behaviour of reinforced epoxy .resins
indicate that the.total strain is given approximately by the expression •

e = e
o
(l+(|)

n
) . (3) j

i

where e
Q
 = elastic strain, т = 6.76 x 1O

5
 and n = О.1151. i

The stress required to produce failure after 10
5
 hours, by creep is pronably !

about 50% of tne short term simple strength. i
3.1.3 Steel for support ring - The following mechanical and electrical j

properties are required: !
i

Notched fatigue endurance limit > 21 Kg/mm
2
 j

Modulus of elasticity > 21,000 Kg/mm j
Saturation flux density > 1.8 Tesla !
Electrical Resistivity > 60 цП cm

Tnese properties can be met by a ferritic or martensitic stainless steel.

3.1.4 Elastomer for outer surface of coil - For the interface oetween ,
poloidal coils and fluted column a material is required wnict. will allow :
relative vertical ana azimuthal movements to take place without imposing large j
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scear stresses on tne coil, and wnicn will withstand the radial compressive
stress.

Calculations indicate that this duty can best be fulfilled by a rubeer
layer 5mm thick on the outer cylindrical surface of the coil. The rubber would
need to have a snear modulus of 0.1 Kg/mm (corresponding roughly to 60 IRHD)
and would be moulded onto the coil as the final stage of manufacture.
Preliminary cyclic compression tests have been made at FOM, Jutphaas, on
neoprene, nylon reinforced neoprene, polyurethane and silicone rubbers.
Results so far indicate that polyurethane has the best mechanical properties
but further tests and investigation of manufacturing methods will be needed.

3.2 Radial Variation of Stress

In view of the large number of independent factors, which affect the coil,
it is advantageous to make a complete analysis of a simplified model of the
coil. All the factors referred to in section 3.0 are axisymmetric and most nave
only a small variation in the vertical direction. We can therefore make a
1-dimensional analysis of the radial variation of stress and express the stress
and deflection as a linear combination of the independent variables (external
pressure, poloidal field pressure, etc).

The analysis is made by considering the layers of copper, the layers of
epoxy and the steel ring as a series of concentric cylinders, subject to
internal and external pressure, magnetic body forces and temperatures. The
layers are coupled by the continuity of deflection and radial stress at the
interfaces, giving a set of simultaneous linear equations. Solutions of these
equations allows the hoop and radial stresses in the assembly to be calculated.
The calculations show that the modulus of elasticity of the insulation does not
nave much effect on the stresses, although values are somewhat higher for hard
insulation.

Tne maximum axial force to be transmitted tnrough the coils appears in tne
median plane of the machine, and is 3500 tonnes. This maximum force gives an
axial compressive stress on the surface of the copper and in the insulation of
2.0 Kg/mm2.

To find the combined effect of radial, hoop and axial stresses the maximum
shear strain energy criterion is used. This defines an effective stress as:

oiisse " <<°r-ffZ
)2 + <ffz-a8)2 + ^ e - ° r

) 2 ) / 2 (4)

This formula has been applied to the stresses calculated above, first modifying
them to take account of the reduced cross-sections due to the cooling hole.

The results of these calculations show that, due to the applied forces
(3.0 a) to g)) occurring at different times, the copper in the coil goes through
3 cycles for each machine pulse. Thus the required fatigue life is 3 x 10s

cycles with a mean stress of .7 Kg/rem2 and an alternating stress of 5.30 Kg/mm2.
This compares with an acceptable stress of 5(.5 Kg/mm

2 from equation (1) so that
the copper is working at its fatigue limit. There are further local stress
concentrations due to interturn and interlayer joggles and cooling pipe and
electrical connections. These are discussed in the next section.

3.3 Additional Stresses due to Coil Structural features

The coil is to be produced by winding flat turns and bending the
conductor to the position of the adjacent turn by means of a double bend or
"joggle". When the coll', is loaded, bending moments induced in this region
will cause stresses above the mean value for the coil to occur. Calculations
show that the average hoop stress could be raised by about 50% at the inside
bend radii. As this increases the stress range outside the acceptable fatigue
limits the joggle design will be fatigue tested and replaced by special brazed
in sections if necessary.

The coding pipe connections to the winding are made by trans ferse holes
through the conductor to meet the main cooling passage. These holes pass
through the conductor in the axial direction and raise the hoop stress in the
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copper. The stress concentrations are reduced by thickening the conductor
locally, with a gradual change in section to reduce stress raising due to
discontinuities. The result is a 67% increase in stress at the cooling pipe
connections. To achieve good fatigue resistance it,is proposed to manufacture
the connection as a separate piece with s high degree of cold deformation,
and then braze it into the coil.

There are similar problems at the .electrical connections due to the cooling
holes and also because the winding terminates there. The winding hoop stresses
therefore have to be supported by the connections and transmitted back to the
body of the coil by shear in the insulation and by tension and compression in
the steel ring connection slot.

3.4 Thermal Stresses

The effect of temperature rise in the coil on the radial and hoop stresses
was.described in the previous section. The coil also expands axially causing
shear stresses in the insulation between coil and steel ring. This shear
stress is limited by coating the steel/insulation interface with a low friction
material. The maximum radial pressure at the interface is about. 3.5 Kg/mm2 so
the shear should be limited to -0.3 Kg/mm2 if the coefficient of friction is
-0.1.

Thermal gradients within the coil, due to the cooling fluid entering at
one end, also give shear stresses of the order O.7 Kg/mm2 if no special
precautions to minimise gradients are taken. This stress can be limited by
controlling the inlet temperature of the cooling fluid and thus limiting the
temperature difference across the coil to 15 - 20°C.

3.3 Conclusions regarding strength of coil

Stress analysis of the coil is difficult due to the three dimensional
nature of the problem and the highly inhomogeneous structure it presents. A
method has been adopted of analysing a rather simple model of the coil and
superimposing further stresses due to the structural configuration.

The result of this analysis s<igests that the stress levels in the coil
are high and close the calculated & \1 fatigue strengths for a life of 10 5

machine pulses. In practice, this should allow a sufficient safety factor,
since only a limited proportion of pulses will be at maximum power. However,
extensive testing of materials, design features and prototype coils must
be undertaken before being committed to final production.

References
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SUMMARY

Magnet coils are major elements in fusion experimental devices. They are

subject to intense and varying stresses during operation. Therefore improved

winding techniques and insulation systems as well as extended knowledge of the

mechanical properties of the latter are required.

Glass fabric, vacuum impregnated with epoxy resin, are insulation mate-

rials with excellent behaviour under mechanical stress. In addition to glass,

films of organic materials such as Kapton can ameliorate the dielectric pro-

perties of this insulation.

As the limits of admissible stresses are dictated by the bond strength

between copper and insulation, a large number of samples with different sur-

face treatments and insulation compositions were tested in order to obtain a

wider knowledge of mechanical properties including long term behaviour. Results

of beam bending test samples, which correspond closest to the stresses arising

in large coils are presented.

Winding techniques are discussed with special attention being paid to

wedge shaped parts of toroidal field coils, non-circular (D-shaped) toroidal

field coils and poloidal field coils.

INTRODUCTION

The larger fusion experimental devices become, the higher the thermal and

mechanical stresses in the magnet coils are. It is therefore essential to im-

prove on knowledge of the mechanical properties of existing insulation systems

and to find new insulation systems with better behaviour.

The operating conditions of the magnet coils demand high fatigue strength

in the insulation materials to counteract alternating shear-, compression- and

thermal stresses.

It is also necessary to incorporate the new insulation technique in the

coil manufacturing process, and to improve existing winding and insulation

techniques in order to fulfil the requirements of compact design and tight

geometrical tolerances.
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VACUUM-IMPREGNATED INSULATION SYSTEMS

Previously smaller experimental magnet coils were often insulated with

B-stage materials. However, shear strength values of this system are limited

and not adequate to the requirements for high performance coils.

Hence for recent projects - e.g. the ASDEX toroidal field coils Cl] and

the JET toroidal coils - preference has been given to vacuum-impregnated in-

sulation.

The Epoxy resin system Orlitherm 0H67, which is a composition of Bisphe-

nol A (F-type) epoxy resin, MNA hardener and according to application an

accelerator is an excellent resin for impregnation. Low-viscosity and rela-

tively low-reactivity at 90 С allow long time impregnation of thick and

densely packed insulation at this temperature.

The reinforcement of the resin is mainly made with Silan sized dry glass-

fabric of high mechanical strength. Such an insulation system has excellent

mechanical properties and also high resistance against radioactive irradi-

ation. In table 1 some characteristics for pure and reinforced resin, are

listed.

TABLE 1: Properties of magnet coil insulation system Orlitherm 0H67

Properties

Mechanical

Flexural strength at 23°C (VSM 77103)

Shear strength insulation to copper
(see fig. 1 and 3)

Physical

Density

E-modulus at 20-130°C (VSM 77111)

Thermal

Maximum operating temperature

Martens temperature (DIN 53458)

Dielectrical

Puncture strength at 50 Hz, 23°C (VSM 77107)

Dielectric constant at 50 Hz (VDE 0303)

Irradiation resistance

Decrease to 50% of flexural strength and
E-modulus according to CERN-LAB. (see fig.4)

Unity

N/mm

N/mm

g/cm
„. -2
n/ mm

°C

°C

kV/mm

rad

Pure resin

80-120

1,20-1,25

3.1О
3

130

110

20

1.10
9

Glass
reinforced
insulation

UOO

up to 50

.1,8-2,0

1-2.10
4

155

25-30

4,5-5,0

up to 10
1 0
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Nevertheless, high dielectric strength requirement (>10 kV) can not

always be fulfilled by pure glass-fabric reinforcement. Micro-cracks, which

may grow under alternating load could become dielectrical weak points. A mixed

insulation of glass-fabric and an elastic plastic film, such as Kapton, could

solve this problem. The low-viscosity epoxy system Orlitherm OH67 guarantees

easy penetration and an excellent bond between plastic film and glass-fabrics.

In spite of the high dielectric strength of plastic films, their use is limited

due to the relatively low corona starting voltage.

Widely used insulation systems with combinations of glass-fabric and mica

have very good dielectrical properties but do not always meet the mechanical

requirements for fusion magnet coils.

The build-up of a coil insulation is not only determined by the operatio-

nal conditions of the coil but also includes the requirements of coil fabrica-

tion. For instance additional B-stage glass-fabric between turns may protect

the dry glass-fabric insulation against damage due to conductor movement

during winding operation.

The impregnation of insulated coils is carried out, after pre-drying,

under vacuum with a subsequent pressure phase. This is followed by applying

uniform mechanical pressure to the insulation in a rigid mould. The resin is

finally polymerisized.

The effacts of conductor surface treatment.

In spite of high mechanical properties of vacuum-impregnated and glass-

fabric reinforced coil insulation, the strength of a coil is strongly affected

by the adherence of the insulation to the conductor surface С 2] .

Oxide on conductor surfaces must be removed by sandblasting or chemical

treatment. Additional application of primers or chemical surface treatment

prevent further oxidation and improve the bond between insulation and conduc-

tor. The effects of such treatments were tested on a large number of different

samples.

Shear strength. The simplest test to be made is a lap shear test according to

DIN 53281. This test is not very representative for the actual conditions in

a coil, but shows qualitatively th~ effects of different conductor treatments.

Fig. 1 shows clearly that the shear strength is increased by appr. 50% after

the copper surface has been treated chemically or with a primer. Chemical

treatment was best carried out with Ebonol whereas Ciba DZ80 produced the best

results as a primer.

Tensile bond strength. Fig. 2 shows the results obtained from a tensile bond

test. Whereas the samples treated with a primer still have a significant in-

creased tensil bond strength, the chemically treated samples show a decrease,

when- compared with samples that had been simply sandblasted.
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Shear strength between insulation and Copper

ai room temperature. Orlitrterm OH 67

Lap shear test sample OIN 532B1

copper 2 «25mm

-C

gloss-fabric tape insulation

N/mm
T

to--

dispersion

»-• I—I '

Tensile Bond strength of insulation against copper

at room temperature. Orlitherm ОН 67

Test sample F 1

1
copper

V/
/\

IF „
1 *

insulation

N/mrrf
T

60-

ад..

20-•

dispersion

Sample No.

1

2

3

Copper surface treatment

sand blasted

sand blasted - Primer

chemical treatment

Figure 1

Sample

1

2

3

No. Copper surface treatment

sand blasted

sand blasted • Primer

chemical treatment

Insulation

glass-fabric

glass-fabric

glass-fabric

tape

tape

tape

Figure 2

Shear compression strength. The test,

which best assimilates the real condi-

tions arising in large magnet coils,

is probably the beam bending test.

Fig. 3 shows the results of such tests

for different surface treatments and

different insulation compositions. To

sum up, it may be stated that with the

exception of curve 4 the deflection of

the test samples follows the deflection

of a plain copper sample of same di-

mensions (dotted line) up to 50 N/mm
Z
.

'It will also be noted that the samples

with primer treatment brake at higher

values than the sandblasted ones.

Curve 4 shows the behaviour of Mica in-

sulation, whereas in curve 3 an insu-

lation system is depicted with incor-

porated Kapton, which has very good

mechanical properties.

Shear-compression strength between insulation and

capper at roam temperature and 70*C.

Orlitherm ОН Б7

sample

•aulata

Vacuum impregnated

copper

«P

Sample No.

1

2

3

Í

S

Copper surface treatment

plan copper reference sample

sand blasted

sand Ыш ted < Primer

sand blasted • Primer

sand blasted • Primer

cfmrical treatment

Insulation

-

glass-fabric tape

glass-fabric tape

glass-fabric tepe • Kaplon

glass-fabric (ape » Mica

gloss -fobric tope

Figure Э
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Fatigue limit of shear compression strength. With regard to the pulsed

operation of magnet coils in fusion experimental devices the knowledge of the

fatigue limit at high stress is of great importance.

A number of samples, as shown in fig. 3, type 1, has been mechanically

cycled. The samples showed no destruction after 2.10 cycles at a shear cosi-

2 -

pression stress of 60 N/mm . - - - • - - -

Radiation resistance. Samples of Orlitherm OH67 resin reinforced with glass-

fabrics resp. glass-fabric and Kapton were irradiated and consequently the

flexural strength and the modulus of elasticity were determined as a function

of irradiation dose. The results of the tests (fig. 4), which have been

carried out by CERN ; ГЗЗ i~show no:significantlinfluence of irradiation up to

a doseof 5Í1O9 rad.

ORLITHERM INSULATION OH 67

N/mni I 6 RtMiral Strength in Function of Rodioactivt

kradiation

-fabric tape

N/rnrrv

2dQ00'

lflttM

Modulus of Elasticity in Function of Radioactive

Irradiation

Glass-fabric tape
and Kapton

Glass-fabric tape

Figure t

COIL WINDING TECHNIQUE

For the fabrication of large compact coils within the required tolerances,

a winding technique based on high traction in the conductor is essential. The

build-up of such equipment is shown in fig. 5. It incorporates, in order of

preparation, a conductor storage space, a brazing jig, a hydraulic brake, a

sandblasting chamber, an automatic conductor wrapping device and finally the

Brazing-*

FigurtS
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winding table with the mandrel. From the manifold problems of coil winding we

shall select three main topics, which seem to us specially significant.

D-sndped coils. During manufacture of the ASDEX toroidal field coils it

turned cut that a number of full scale test windings and gradual adaption of

the coil mandrel are necessary in order to achieve the specified D-shape

within the defined tolerances. Fig. 6 shows one of the ASDEX coils during

winding operation. It can clearly be seen that the turns are overbent in the

straight part, in such a way that after removal of the mandrel the coils relax

, into their correct form. -

Figure 6

Wedge-shaped part of toroidal field coils. A main problem of a toroidal field

coil is the wedge-shaped part which permits the coils to be assembled to a

close torus. The traditional technique is to machine the coil after a first

impregnation, deburr the windings, repair the turn-to-turn insulation and fi-

nally, after application of the outer ground insulation, impregnate the coil

a second time.

In case of the' ASDEX toroidal field coils the wedge-shaped part was

achieved by using premachined conductor pieces in the straight part of the

three outermost windings. The advantages of this method are obvious. There

is no risk of damage to the interturn insulation, as the outerground insulation

is well anchored on the conductor insulation (fig. 7) and there is only one

impregnation process needed.
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In case of circular toroidal field coils this method can also be adapted

as follows: A conductor .bundle is bent to a circular shape with the final coil

radius, then pre-machined as shown in fig. 8. After machining the conductors

are deburred. During the winding process they are brazed in their correct po-

sition.

Milling Cutler

Figtma

Poloical field coils. Fig. 9 shows a proposal for the JET inner poloidal field

coil. The coil is wound in axial direction in order to prevent too high tempe-

rature differences I- jtween two conductor layers. The turn-to-turn changeovers

have to be pre-bent by a hydraulic device during winding process.

The vacuum impregnated coil has a glass-Kapton insulation for better di-

electric strength and is under prestress due to a shrink fit on a steel

ring [4] .
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JET Pbloidal Coil No.1

Figure 9

CONCLUSIONS

The improvement of the bond between insulation and copper due to conductor

surface treatment is significant. The application of primers especially look

very attractive. Chemically built oxide films require complicated treatment of

the conductor. Their use may be restricted to smaller coils. Further investi-

gations have to be made into primers, e.g. long term aging and irradiation

tests.

We would like to stress that the above results were obtained on relatively

small test samples. They cannot be transmitted directly to admissible operating

conditions in coils without a certain safety margin.
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•Summáit/

For -energy storage and transfer into an inductive load, many circuits with
different storage and transfer elements are possible on principle. These cir-
cuits have been compared using the pulsed power demand in fusion as typical
example. For estimated reference values of a tokamak and a theta-pinch reactor
basic design data for each circuit and the required components have been cal-
culated. It turned out that electric "machines are most advanced to meet the
requirements as storage elements or transfer capacitance. Inductive energy
storage with superconducting coils is not so near at hand but suitable as a
back up solution.

1. Introduction

The requirements for energy storage and transfer are raised in connection with
large pulsed loads. Such loads are present especially in fusion devices in
case of pulsable magnetic fields, but also in other experimental research areas
and some industrial applications. Energy storage and transfer is also of inte-
rest for load leveling in the grid. But due to the huge size of the interlinked
grid systems, single units have to store energies as large as 1012 4- io13 Ws.
The problems related to such systems are-far away from any other application
and will therefore not be discussed in this paper.

The pulsed power demand in fusion experiments with magnetic confinement and
later reactors represents the most serious problem area due to the forseeable
demand and the complicated inductive load characteristic. It will therefore be
used as a reference basis to discuss the subject "energy transfer'.1

2. Constraints for energy transfer in fusion

There exist two fusion reactor concepts where energy storage and transfer is
essentially required, these are the "theta-pinch" and the "tokainak reactor".
The technical requirements e.g. in pulse rise time, flat top time, cycle time
and transfer energy per module are very different in both reactor concepts,
therefore it can be shown that different transfer systems and circuits to meet
these specific constraints will probably be necessary.

2.1 operation of compression coils in theta-pinch reactors. Fig. 1a shows the
principle operational cycle of the compression field coils for a theta-pinch
reactor(1). After the initial implosion heating (by separate coils driven by
a small capacitor battery), the plasma is compressed adiabatically and finally
ingited by an increase of the compression field within about 30 ms (т ). The
plasma burning state is expected to continue for about 0,1 s (т_). Thereby
plasma expansion should result in direct recovery of a part of the fusion
energy by the compression coils. After cessation of the burn, plasma cooling
takes placq followed by flushing and refueling, resulting in a total cycle

'This work is based on a contract between the GfK-Karlsruhe and the iPP-Gar-
ching concerning the cooperation in the field of superconductivity, it was
supported by Euratom.

new adress: Technische Universitat Graz
Institut fur elektromagn. Energieumwandlung
8010 Graz, Kopernikusgasse 24
Austria
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Fig. I: Operational cycles for two fusion reactors.
(I: coil current, Ü: supply voltage, P; instantaneous power delivered
by the supply system, W: energy to be stored in the supply system)
a) Theta-pinch reactor (т -30 ins, т

в
~70 ms,
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»
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~

1 s
»
 T

t~
3 s
'

•- curves under consideration of direct energy conversion due to
plasma expansion.

b) Tokárnak reactor (T Z=1T1OS, 100s<Tb<n.1000s, Ta=10s, т =^3Os).

time of about 3 - 10 s. The inductive energj .^—sded per cycle will be about
100 - 200 MJ/m length of the plasma column (about 60 GJ totally for a reactor).

The inductance of the compression coils should be small (-10~ Hy/m) to reach
the peak field within the short time т

с
. Therefore powering systems with very

high currents (10
6
 - 10? A ) , but relative small voltages are required.

2.2 operation of pololdal field colls in tokamaks. Strongest effort is pre-
sently spent worldwide on the tokamak fusion reactor concept. Beside the d.c.
operated large toroidal field coils different further coils are necessary for
poloidal fields. At least some of them have to be pulsed operated, so the trans-
former coils to create the flux change for induction of the plasma current and
some vertical field coils for plasma stabilization and plasma shaping.

Fig. 1b shows the time history for an operation cycle of the poloidal field
coils. Unfortunately the absolute values of the different time steps т (especial-
ly T

Z
 and т

ь
) are presently still uncertain within one order of magnitude which

of course has large influence on the required instantaneous powers and voltages.
In Table 1 is indicated which absolute values are expected for future tokamaks.
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Table 1: Pulsed energy demand for poloidal windings of different tokamak desicjns
(P

w
: wall loading, R: torus radius, a: plasma radius, Wtr

!
 magnetic

energy stored in the transformer, Ut
r
: transformer voltage for charg-

g Ptr
!
 apparent power of transformer windings,

of vertical field windings).
apparent power

Power reactors:
(5000 MWfcb)
general calcula-
tions from(5)

owimK Il-design

OWMAK Ill-design

EPR(ANL-design)(2)

EPR(ORNL-design)

Post-JET . .
( t e n t a t i v e ) K '

[MW/m2]
Pw

1,2

1,16

1,91

0,2

0,1

-

И
R

-\-15

13

8,1

6,25

6,75

4 , 1

И
a

<\»5

5 , 0

2,7

2,1

2,25

1,5

[GJ]
W t r

7*36 .

10,4incl.
pol.

8,9coils

1,2

2,3

0 , 2

[kv]
u t r

30-150
(I=105A,
T =10 s)

Z

48(TZ=2S)

69(xz=2s)

[GVA]
P t r

3-15

0,95

0,9

1,9

3,5

[GVA]
P v

1,1-12

. 0,4

0,18
flux conserved

no design yet

-Already for experiments envisaged for the next decade (EPR, Post-JET), a big
amount of energy has to be cycled between the poloidal windings and their power
supplies. In dependence on the rise timer also the peak instantaneous power
P is in the order of GVA's.

For reason of power balance at least for the reactor the poloidal windings have
to be superconducting. It seems difficult to construct superconducting coils
for terminal voltages of more than 100 kV, therefore circuits of up to 100 kA
have to be envisaged for one feeding circuit.

2.3 Energy transfer efficiency in respect to reactor economy. An analysis of
the energy balance in different systems shows that the efficiency of the energy
transfer between pulsed windings and their power supply has a significant in-
fluence on the over-all efficiency of the fusion power plant(

6
). Especially the

theta-pinch reactor exhibits a high sensitivity to the efficiency of the energy
transfer system, values of about 95 % would be required. This means a very
difficult constraint to the design of a suitable transfer system.

2.4 Possible Storage- and Transfer Systems. Without any reference to feasibility
one can define a large amount of storage and transfer systems. Some of these
suggestions drop out because of their impractibility. The more realistic propo-
sals have to be considered on a common base, which we choose to be the idealized
oscillating electric circuit.

On this base the systems to be discussed may all be called a capacitor. If the
storage itself behaves as a capacitor no further connection systems are neces-
sary, otherwise the transfer system needed, must convert the storage performance
in a capacitor like behaviour. One special case have to be mentioned separately,
the energy supply from the grid.

We shall use in this paper for all design examples of storage and transfer units
following data

for tokamak magnet systems:

10 s, P = 1,5'"
ft9

W 1.10
10
 Ws, T VA

for the Theta-Pinch system (one modul -about
200 moduls required in one reactor):

W = 10
8
 Ws,T 0,03 s, P = 5-1О

8
 VA

(x-transfer time) as a reference basis in accordance to the data discussed in
Fig. 1.
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3. Capacitors and equivalent storage elements

3.1 capacitors. The energy storage in capacitors is mainly restricted by the
small energy density. The overall energy demand for both reference reactors is
approximately 1010 Ws, thus an optimistic estimation leads to a capacitor-volu-
me of about 1o5 m3, which must be doubled or even more increased to take into
consideration switching arrays and wiring. In Table 2 some basic calculations
are given. Thereby values of 2,5-105 Ws/nr for paper-capacitors in the tokárnak
case and 1,25-1O5 Ws/nr for synthetic sheet capacitors in the theta pinch case
have been used.

Table 2: Basic data for the two reference reactors on energy storage with
capacitors

Reference

Reactor type

total
capacitor volume

averaged overall L
size incl. H
switches etc. В

storage capacity

at

voltage
current

system ringing
frequency

Tokamak

>4.1O
4
 m

3

70 m
35 ra
35 m

6 F

1-
5
 v

1 A

-lo-V

Theta Pinch

(one modul)

>8.1O
2
 m

3

30 m
11 m
11 m

1O mF

10
5
 V

10
5
 A

ioV
1

б Q

Power capacitors in the grid have at present a life time of 10 -1O load
cycles which can at least for the theta-pinch result in a life time problem
too, in respect to the reactor life time.

The direct storage losses would be small so the efficiency mainly would be dic-
tated by the economic sizing of the wiring and switches. But the sketches in
Fig. 2 and 3 demonstrate the unacceptable ooor ratio of capacitor to reactor
volume.

3.2 capacitor equivalent storage elements. The analogy of rotating and linear
electric machinery with capacitors is well known.

Fig. 4 shows graphically the correlation of magnetic energy, time constant and
apparent power. The arrays indicated give a first impression of possibilities
owing to electric machinery. The estimate rating of machines for the reference
reactors including additional inertia storage is shown in Table 3 and 4. Systems
which rotate and which move linear are presented. In Table 5 and 6 the specific
rating data from todays and near future machinery is listed.

Comparing Table 3 and 5 concerning rotating machinery, two cases look pro-
mising (8). For Tokamak-magnets synchronous machines of ultimate rating coupled
with fly wheels are very advantageous and near at handÍ11'12) f o r Theta-Pinch-
magnets special homopolar machines seems to be best suited but have to be
developed first. Further improvement will be possible when superconductivity is
applied to electric machinery and new materiais can be used in fly wheel con-
struction.

In the case of linear systems (Table 4 and 6) the linear wheel-track system
powered with rotating machinery seems to be attractive for Tokamak-reactors.
Also MHD systems can probably reach the tokamak requirements but their state of
development and their efficiency is poor compared with the more conventional
wheel-track system. For a Theta-pinch reactor only the wheel-track system with
more compact rotating machinery seems to be possible.
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2; Size comparison between a theta-pinch
reactor module and a capacitor battery
suitable as its pulsed power supply.

\

3; Size comparison between a takarnak reactor
and a capacitor battery suitable as its
pulsed power supply.

3.3 Energy supply from the grid

The huge amount, of inertial
energy stored in the ромзг ge-
rators of the public grid leads
to-the assumption that the grid
may be used for energy supply
of reactor magnet systems.

In Fig. 5 the rise of installed
electric power during the last
years and the calculated values
for the next decades in the FRG
are shown'

7
'. The "mean-power"

indicated is a calculated value
averaging the produced electric
energy during the year 1975 to
a base load. The ratio of mean
to installed power has been
adopted also for the prognostic
values. For comparison the
power level of one reference
reactor (5 GW

fcn
) is indicated.

The major component of the
system has to be a semiconduc-
tor power converter. Data cha-
racterising the present state
of the art are shown in Table 7.

Studies on pulsed power supplies
dealing with comparable small
power pulses of 100 to 200 MW
show that already this power
level gives considerable distur-
bances»

1 3
' in the grid.

These problems have been stu-
died carefully within the JET-

desinn too for the exis-
ting H.V. networks at the
suggested JET-sites<15).
Identified major problems
have been

- the temporary generator
deceleration due to the
pulse load has to be li-
mited for reasons of
forces on the turbine-
generator system

- necessity for reactive
power compensation to
prevent a voltage drop

- possibility for "pollu-
tion" of the network with
harmonic currents produ-
ced by the converter sy-
stem.

So it may be possible to
supply first experimental
reactors from the grid, but
an increasing number of in-
dustrial power plants of
this type will disturbe se-
verely grid frequency and
grid voltage. The additio-
nal problems raised by grid
operation control prohibit
this kind of supply.
Backing systems for the
grid lead otherwise to sto-
rage systems already men-
tioned .

35 m
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Table 3: Calculated Power and magnetic shear stress values for different struc-
tural materials of rotating machinery to be applied to the reference
reactors(S). (A: armature sheet current density, B: flux density in the
active part of the windings; assumption: the machine has to store the
total transfer energy).

reactor

P [VA]

3)
A-B

Ы
heavy s tructure

light s tructure

В = 1 T
(heavy structure)

В = 3 T
(heavy structure)

Tokamak

1.5-1О9

< 104

1 0 4

1 0 4

ЗЛО3

Theta-pinch

0,5-109

3-1О6

3,3-10 6

3-1О6

1.10 6

1) heavy structure: p = 8-1О3 kg/m3 ° 0 2

 = 1O9N/m2

2) l ight s tructure: P = 2-1О2 kg/m3 a o ' 2 = 0,5-109 N/ro2

3) assumption: 1/D = 8

Table 4: Calculated base data for linear electromagnetic propulsion and storage
systems (т....linear thrust)

Reference

Reactor type

l inear

wheel track

system

MHD-converter

basic assumptions

usable cross

section: 2 x 3 m

mass density:
7,5-103 kg/m2,
velocity: 8O m/s

working medium: Na

average veloci ty :
600 m/s

Tokainak Theta-pinch

Constraints to the machinery

1: 200 m

p x : 7,9-1O6 W/m

т: 5-1О4 N/m2

Volume: 57 m

p: 2,8-1O7 W/m3

2 m

2,6-1O9 W/m

1,6-1O7 N/m2

0,6 m3

9-1О9 W/m3

Table 5: Power and linear current density for normal and advanced rotating elec-
tric machinery

machine
type

p "wj

к №
-m'

U [V]

I [A]

heteropolar (d.c.)
present(B=1T)

< 2-1О7

< 105

< 3-1О3

< 104

future(B=3T)

no estima-
tions carried
out yet

harooolar
present(B=1T)

<107

-. 5-1О5

< 500

< 106

future(B=3T)

1 0 1 0

(9)

< 2-1О6

•' 2 - 1 О 3

< 1 0 7

s\TiChronous
p r e s e n t ( B = 1 T )

£ 1 ,5-1O 9

< 3 - 1 0 ?

1 ЗО-.1О3

«; 1 0 5

future(B=3T)

< 7-1О 9

(10)

< 1 0 6

•_ 100-103

'_ 105
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Table 6: Power density p and magnetic shear stress т of present linear propul*
sioh systems.

propulsion system

T [H/m2]

P [W/m3]

rotating machinery

1O 7 - 5«1O 8

.

1O 7 - Ю 8

l inear motor

5-1С3 - 5-1О4

(2 m active width
assumed)

104 - 105

MHD

1 0 8

Table 7: Some data on semiconductor power converters
(14)

component:'

Semiconductor, rectifier diode (incl. cooling
Cin and wiring)

Semiconductor valve converter

Converter+awitch plant+converter transformer

spec, electr.
power [w/m3]

3-1О8

2-1О7

sao4

Voltage [V]

S-103

5-1О5

- 5.1О5

Current [*J

3-1О3

104

104

Ш
> mean power (cola)

150

о peak installed power
—knpuls power (or ore 5 6W*_

fusion reactor

Fig. 4; Correlation between magnetic
energy W , discharge time т # .
and apparent power demand.

4. Inductive energy storage and trans-
fer systems

The advantage of high energy density in
an inductive storage unit is in case of
an inductive load (as present in fusion
application) balanced by the necessity
for complicated transfer circuits to
yield transfer efficiencies as high as

power in the PRG with time(7).
 neoeB

°ary. •
The simpelst transfer circuit, consis-
ting of the storage coil, a power switch

and the load, has in case of an inductive load an energy transfer efficiency of
at most 25%. To Increase this far above the 25 % limit the circuit must include
reactive elements in form of either a capacitor or a mutual.inductance. Thus all
transfer circuits suggested and investigated can be classified into three cate-
gories .

- transfer with a parallel capacitor (or an electric jhachine as
analogous capacitance like discussed in chapter 3),'

- transfer with mutually coupled rotating inductances,
- stepwise transfer with electronically switched small capacitors.

1970 75 00 85 90 SB 2t%0
year

5: Increase of Installed electric
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In most cases switches are required to
initiate the transfer process. These
switches should be superconducting in
ideal case but in certain cases also
HVDC vacuum interrupters are possible.
For the whole circuit the electrical
constraints for the components are most
strinyent during the' commutations (high cur-
rent variation velocity, inraulse voltage).

Mathematical approaches to analyse gene-
rally such transfer-circuits in the dif-
ferent periods have been treated else-
where И 6 ) , based on the principle cir-
cuit diagram Fig. 6. It could be shown

Fig. 6_: Principle circuit diagram of an that in some cases (e.g. linear rise of
inductive energy storage system the resistance with time even analytic
connected to an inductive load, solutions can be found. In any case the

transfer process can be subdivided into
three characteristic periods.

- Initiation of the transfer by triggering of the switch in the storage system.
This period can be described as the commutation of a constant current from
a switch into an inductance (load plus inductance of intermediate components).
The capacitor can be considered as short circuited, taking.over the current in
the initial period of the discharge and diminishing the initial voltage.

- Actual transfer in accordance to the ideal conditions of a L-C-L-oscillator.

- Crow bar activation, described as the commutation of a constant current from
a normal resistor to a parallel switch.

4.1 Transfer with a parallel capacitor. The design has to consider the above
mentioned constraints during the commutation and the fact that during the trans-
fer the capacitor has to carry half of the total energy. Therefore in principle

the same limitations are valid
as discussed in chapter 3, that
means that probably only elec-
tric machines can act as capaci-
tors. Only for relativ small
transfer systems like scheduled
in the Scyllac Fusion Test Reac-
tor Design with 381 kj-modules,
usual capacitor batteries seem
to be feasible*

17
'.

4.2 Transfer with mutually cou-
pled rotating inductances. The
first transfer system of this
kind has been suggested by
Smith and Lewin(18). Its prin-
ciples are sketched in Fig. 7.
Storage coil L

s
 and load coil

it -w,

Inductive energy transfer by mutually
coupled coils in accordance to Smith
and Lewin(18).

g
 s

Lj, are magnetically coupled with
a rotating coil L^ in such a
manner that the magnetic field
energy does not change with the
angle of rotation. While the
coupling coefficient between L

g

and L L has to be kept zero, the
coefficients k

SIi
betw3en Is and Ц and кц,,

between L^ and L2 changes during
rotation of L-|. The system ope-
rates in analogy to a two-phase
synchronous machine with induc-
tive load. The electrical analy-
sis of the circuit has been trea-
ted elsewhere(18,19). д

3 o a
n be

seen from Pig. 7 at constant an-
gular frequency, current, voltage
and povrer in Li, and Ls change
harmonically. This is of course
not suitable for the transfer
cycles in fusion application.
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For that purpose the angular frequency has to be changed in accordance to the
required cycle by mechanical propulsion to get the suitable current shape into
the load. For this purpose mechanical power is needed.

For the design the limits in material strength, the magnetic coupling and the
losses in superconducting and norrr.alconductxng components has to be taken into
account in accordance to design principles for electric machines. The results on
basic lay out data, calculated for the two reference reactors are shown in
Table 8.

Table 8: Basic lay out data for a transfer system in accordance to Fig.
two reference fusion reactors.

7 for

Volume of total Transfer System

Max. possible volume of one module

Required amount of modules

Propulsion power per module

Ratio of stored energy to required load energy

Total efficiency related to the load energy

Approximate size of one module:
rotor diameter
active rotor length
inductance L](ij=lO A)
inertial energy at required rotational speed

Tokainak

< 10
4
m

3

50-100 m
3

^ 200

^ 200 kW

> 1.7

< 0.95

3,5 m
7 m
60 mHy
10

s
 Ws

Theta-pinch

only modules are interesting

10 - 2O m
3

1

> 1 GW

> 1.7

< 0.95

2 m
2,5 ш
10 mH
Ю

8
 Ws

In case of the tokárnak, the large required energy calls for modular design be-
cause slow rotating drums are limited to about 100 m^ (T/500 tonns) . Otherwise
it seems not feasible to install about 200 systems in parallel, operated well
synchronized to supply one load system of a reactor. In case of the theta-pinch
the required propulsion power for pulse shaping of the load current seems far
above acceptable values. Thus the system seems not promising for both reactor
types, in fact it has been suggested first for the supply of synchrotron magnets
with harmonic oscillation of an energy less than in fusion in the time period of
seconds, there the systems would have much better chances.

A switchless transfer by variable coupled inductances has been suggested by
S.L. Wipf(20). it is sketched in Fig. 8. If L-j and L 2 are fully coupled during
the charging of L s, L 2 is only in unstable equilibrium when it can rotate.
Starting with a small impact, L 2 can fulfill rotational oscillations while a
part of the total energy (equivalent to the energy stored in Lg) can be trans-
fered to Lj, and back. It is possible to calculate the currents in the different
coils as a function of time or of the coupling angle a between L-j and L2, as
sketched in Fig. 8 for the case L-j = Lg/2 = Ь

2
, L

L
 = Lg. As it can be seen,

there exists a nonlinear relation between t and a, which otherwise depend in can-
plicated manner on the inertial momentum of L

2
, thus also the currents.

In Table 9 some basic lay out data for the two reference cases are listed. It
can be seen that the weight and the volume of the rotating part L

2
 in case of the

tokamak would be unacceptable high. This is due to the fact th^it the time period
for the oscillation of L

2
, which is roughly given by T = 8/ $JJ' (в..inertial mo-

mentum, W
M
..stored energy in L,), has to be equal to the transfer time (10 s in

case of the tokamak), thus yielding a very big inertial momentum 0 to be provided
by the mentioned huge weigth and volume. The system is therefore only suitable
for the design of a theta-pinch energy transfer unit. Even in that case the size
of the rotating coil L

2
 is similar to that of a big turbogenerator, but with the

additional constraint of a high voltage level.

The capability of electric machines as storage and transfer elements has been
discussed in chapter 3. Due to their advanced development state in comparison to
the above discussed system which is practically not developed yet, it seems rea-
listic not to overemphasize the chances of such a system.



Table 9: Basic lay out data for a trans-
fer system in accordance to
Fig. 8 for two reference fusion
reactors.

rotating coil L2:
volume
weight
diameter D
(for l/D-8)

Inductances(for

w l o ° t ó )

L S = L L
LrL2

Voltage during
transfer

Ac l o s s e s in s . c .
c o i l s L, and L-
( i f l o s s e s <S
4-102 W/m3 can be"
achieved)

Tokamak

>10m

i o 6 t

design not
useful

Theta-pinch

^ 3 m3

46 t

0,8 m

0,08 Ky

0,04 Ну

M50 kV

^ 1 kW

i

4.3 Transfer by electronically switched
small capacitors. In an effort to reduce
the energy rating of the intermediate
storage element, switching of a small
capacitor repeatly between the storage
and the load coil has been proposed
first in(21).Developments at the Univ.
of Wisconsinf

22
' and our laboratory(23)

performances.

9: Flying capacitor energy transEer.red.

Fig. 8: Inductive energy transfer by
mutually coupled coils in accordance
to Wipft2O) ."

have resulted in systems with improved

Fig. 9 shows the simpler circuit investiga-
ted in Karlsruhe, initially switch S

1
 is

opened and thyristor T, fired, so L
g

charges С to the voltage V , whereupon
T

1
 is fired, so that the storage coil

becomes short circuited again. Now Т., is
reversebiased and С discharge into L

L

until the voltage V
L
 swings slightly

negative (V.), allowing T, to fire again
on forward Bais and to reset T... The
cycle is repeated until L

g
 is discharged.

Due to the symmetry of the circuit the
energy can also be transfered back from
L, to L

s
 in same manner. The total trans-

fer time T is given by

(Т=Л£. (4/N-1) (in case of LS=LL=L)

where N is the number of transfer steps.

In Table 10 basic design data of such a
system to be used in the reference toka-
mak are shown.

As it can be seen from these data the
^nergineering realisation depend mainly
on the small acceptable inductance Lc
and the high current rise velocities,
which are partially above the present
state of art of commutation elements.

It is obvious that such a system cannot
be applied to theta pinch coils due to
the extremly short transfer times requi-
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Table 10; Some basic lay out data for a flying capacitor transfer circuit

appli- J to the reference tokamak (V
m
 = 10

5
 V, L =3,13 Ну, I = 80 kA) ,

Transfer steps N

Flying capacitor:
C
 Щ 3-

Volume [m J

яах. acceptable

inductance L
r
 of the I^-C-Tj circuit г -i

Max. current rise velocity for a switch firing time

t = 5-Ю"
2
 s (mech. swtich)

t
g
 = 1O~

4
 s (s.c. switch) [A/S]

Max. acceptable current rise velocity for present thyristors

[A/
S
]

Required current rise velocity in the circuit Tj-C-Тз L̂ /sJ

io
4

2.1О"
4

10

1,3-Ю"
6

25O0

s-io"
4

40

5-Ю-
6

250

8-Ю"
3

400

5.1О-
5

l.e.iojj
8.1О

8

2-1О
8

5.1О
9
 (future)

5-1O
9 1,3.10

9
1,3.1О

8

The Wisconsin-proposal is a multiphase system based on the same principle. It
contains m capacitors and 4 m thyristor units, where m, the number of phases
must be odd. The design principles are basicly the same as discussed above for
the simpler system, with the possible advantage to increase the number of trans-
fer steps at a still low frequency of the transfer circuit, thus reducing the

'C*
problems of current rise velocity and the inductance L

(

A comparison of these transfer systems with others and an ideal one has been
tried earlier by Ramshaw and Dick(24). The advantages in application for toka-
maks could be shown.

4.4 state of the art in experiments. Superconducting coils as power pulse genera-
tors are presently under investigation in different laboratories studying trans-
fer principles. In the LASL s.c. energy storage magnets of different design up
to more than 300 kJ have been tested to yield the basis for the design of a pa-
rallel capacitor transfer unit for a theta pinch reactor supply"' '. Initiating
of the transfer is provided by HV-vacuum interrupters.

Together with the Univ. of Texas (Austin) and Westinghouse, the LASL is also
studying the design of suitable homopolar machines as inertial energy supply or
a "capacitor" like discussed in chapter 3. Model machines with MJ-rating and
very fast discharge (ms-range) are under tests in Austin(25,26) .

Interesting investigations have also been reported from the Efremov-Institute
in Leningrad(27). superconducting energy storage coils up to 230 kJ have been
investigated and superconducting power switches for 25 MW (10 kV) with high
power density have been developed!

Earlier work on superconducting storage coils up to 600 kJ and switches has also
been reported from Marcoussis-Institute(28).

In Karlsruhe we have developed and investigated carefully a 200 kJ superconduc-
tin power pulse generator commutated by a s.c. power switch. With a switching
time of about 15 us many power pulses (200) up to 30 MW and up to 47 kV and a
discharge time of 10 ms have been reached so far(29,30).

6. Conclusions

Based on the basic design data for the reference cases it turns out that
- conventional capacitor batteries can probably only be used as transfer elements

in case of a stepwise switched capacitor transfer fos takarnak pcíilg,
- electric machines, especially synchronous generators are megt advanced to meet

all requirements as storage element or transfer capacitor,
- superconducting coils as storage elements seem «till to be possible in circuits
with a capacitive intermediate storage element (electric machine, "flying"capa-
citor) ,

- other sophisticated storage and transfer systams will have only limited chances
due to the design constraints and their poor development status in comparison
to above mentioned systems.
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THE U.S. SCMS DIPOLE MAGNET SYSTEM

FOR THE BYPASS LOOP OF THE U-25 МНР FACILITY*

S. T. Wang, R. C. Niemann, R. h. Kustom, R. Smelser,

F. P. Catania, L. R. Turner, E. W. Johanson, E. F. Kraft,

S. H. Kim, Л. D. Gonczy, H. F. Ludwig, K. F. Mataya,

W. J. Pelczarski, W. E. LaFave, and F. J. Lawrentz

Argonne National Laboratory

Argonne, Illinois 60439 U.S.A.

The United States Superconducting Magnet System (U.S. SCMS) is part of the U.S./U.S.S.R.

cooperative agreement on magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) information exchange. As part of the pro-

gram, the Argonne National Laboratory Superconducting Magnet Group has designed, constructed

and tested a superconducting dipole magnet and its supporting systems. The system consists of

the. superconducting magnet, a helium refrigerator/liquefier installation, a helium gas recovery

system and the control equipment necessary to operate the magnet and its associated cryogenic

equipment.

The magnet system has been designed (1-3) and built by Argonne National Laboratory. The

entire magnet system was successfully tested to full design field in May 1977. It was then

safely delivered to Moscow in June 1977, and the cooldown and the energization of the magnet

system is expected in early September 1977.

1.1 - The Magnet Design Review

The geometry of the magnet and the on-axis field intensity are shown in Figure 1. The sig-

nificant magnet characteristics are listed in Table I.

The linear tapered field is achieved by having four different lengths of coils with proper

spacings between them. The magnet consists of twenty-three concentric layers with the short

coils closer to the bore tube. This arrangement minimizes the high field conductor requirements

and simplifies the conductor splices.

The selected coil configuration is a circular saddle shape. Each layer consists of two

separate coil halves. The central portion of each coil half is the coil form which is made of

slotted micarta sheet of 0.9375 cm in thickness.

The conductor is cryostable with an overall Cu/NbTi ratio of approximately 15:1. It has a

cross section of 0.2 cm by 1.0 cm and is a soldered assembly of a rectangular superconducting

composite strip fit into a rectangular channel of 0.2 cm by 1.0 cm OFHC stabilizer.

The turn-to-turn insulation consists of three layers of mylar tapes with an overall thick-

ness approximately equal to 0.025 cm. The width of the tapes is 1.025 cm. The narrow faces of
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FIGURE 1 - U.S. SCMS FIELD PROFILE COIL CONFIGURATIONS
AND CRYOSTAT CROSS SECTION v s . LONGITUDINAL LENGTH.

*Work supported by the U.S. Energy Research and Development Admin i s t ra t ion
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the conductor vili be bare. Fifty percent of the conductor narrow faces will be exposed to
liquid helium. The recovery heat flux is 0.7 W/cm

2
 for 900 A operational current at 6 T peak

field. This high-heat flux design «as based in part on the belief that heat flux through inter-
turn heat conduction and conduction along conductor vill contribute a substantial amount of add-
itional recovery heat flux.

The magnetic forces on the longitudinal straight conductor elements have both radial compo-
nents and azimuthal components, the net radial force is outward and is equal to 10.5 x 10 M/n
in the peak field cross section. The radial magnetic pressure is accumulative and reaches a max-
imum value of 130 kg/cm

2
 at the eigth layer. The hoop tension in the bands transmit the radially

outvard magnetic force in the vinding region to a radially invard force in the region of the
micarta coil form. This radially inward force, transmitted through the successive coil forms, is
ultimately supported by the bore tube. The calculated peak stress of the bore tube is approxi-
mately 4710 kg/cm

2
 and the deformation of bore tube is approximately 2.5 mm.

The azimuthal force components on the straight conductor elements pull the conductors to-
wards the median plane. The circumferential magnetic pressure is also cumulative and has a
maximum value of approximately 270 kg/cur at the medium plane of the peak field cross section.

The magnet forces on the saddle crossovers of coil ends have radial components and the. hoop
force components. The net radial force is outward, and these forces are contained by the banding
similarly to the radial outward force on the straight conductor elements. Because of the tapered
field distribution, the hoop forces on the two coil ends of each layer-are not balanced. Thus,
in the first four layers of coils, a net force of approximate 6.5 x 10 Nt on these windings is
toward the exit field end of the magnet system. These forces are supported by a cradle-shaped
micarta filler at the coil ends, which in turn are transmitted to the machined steps in the bore
tube. For the fifth and sixth layer coils, the unbalanced coil end force in nearly zero. All of
the remaining layers have a larger force on the inlet end. The net unbalanced force of about
6.5 x 10

s
 Nt on these windings is toward the inlet field end. At the coil ends of each of those

layers, cradle-shaped micarta fillers are used to transmit these forces to a thick-end flange in
the high field end. The flange forms part of the telium vessel and receives additional support
from the flange at the low-field end of the magnet through the outer helium vessel wall as shown
in Fig. 1.

2. - Coil Fabrication

The coil fabrication required the .development of a servo-mechanized winding system, an ul-
trasonic welding system for conductor splicing, a tape insulation applicator, and a tension head.

2.1 - Tape Applicator and Tension Head

The conductor, spooled on a wooden spool with a typical length of 2000 m, is first passed
through a Scotchbrite abrasive pad to brush off the solder chips, copper burrs, or other for-
eign substances before entering the tension head. The conductor is then insulated by a tape
applicator. The tape applicator applies two layers of tapes on one Bide of the conductor and
one layer on the other.

2.2 - Ultrasonic Welding Joints

Except for coils in layer nos. 1 through 6 in which superconductors used are of the high-

TABLE I. И S- SCHS HACKET ClIAKACTEKISIICS

On-Axia Field (Tapered)

Field Uniformity In Given Cro«« Section
Ripple Along the Field Taper
Effective Magnetic Length
Kara Bore (Tapered)

Operational Currant
Inductance
Stored Energy
Conductor Current Denaity
Steady State Recovery Heat Flu»
Average Currant Danalty
Minding Bore
Minding Build
Winding Overall Length
Ho. of Layara
Ampere-Turnc
Aapare-Hatera
Peak rleld

Conductor Length

Conductor Weight
Total Cold Weight
Tetal Magnet Weight

Inlet at 4 T. Peak at 5 T.
3.2 T

lie Оп-Aicls Kleld
thi: 0n-Axis Field

e i s 0.6 m Uiar-oter,
>rt i s O.fi n Dian.tf-r

± 2.5Z ol
2.56
Inlet not
Outlet D<
892 A
84.5 II
34^2 HI ,
4460 A/en
0.7 tfW
2822 A/cm'
0.M ш Radius
0.364 a
3.759 a (Longest)
1 3 fi
6.Э x Ы
S2 к Ю6

6.0 T on tile 6.5 T Grade,
3.5 T on the 4.5 T Grade
29800 я for 6.5 T Grade.
28040 • for 4.5 T Grade
~ 10,000 kg
25,832 kg
36.818 kg

FIOTHE 2 - WINDING MACHINE.

SADDLE COIL. AND HDLB-POWN FIXTURES.
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grade only, the balance of the coils use both high-field and low-field grade conductors. The
joints between the two conductor grades are made by a unique ultrasonic welding process.*

2.3 - Winding Machine

To provide for efficient and accurate construction of the coils, a servomechanized winding
system was developed as shown in Fig. 2. The mechanism consists of a turn table which is
supported by a horizontal coil winding drum. As the table rotates about its vertical axis, the
cylinder is made to revolve about its horizontal axis with a rocking motion. These two motions
are coupled by an electronic servo-network.

During the winding of the coil saddle crossovers, hold-down fixtures are needed. Fig. 2
shows the winding machine and hold-down fixtures for a saddle coil.

Because the conductor is rectangular, for each 23 turns wound, a 9 copper wedge is used
to correct the conductor orientation in radial direction. The wedge is annealed copper and is
insulated with mylar tape. It was found that the correction wedge is needed not only in the
straight section but also in the saddle coil end regions.

3. - Coil Assembly

3.1 - Banding Machine

To assemble the coils onto the bore tube, a coil banding machine was developed. The band-
ing used is annealed 304 or 310 stainless steel. The banding is spooled on a steel bobbin.
The bobbin is engaged to a clutch assembly. The clutch assembly is mounted on a platform which
is supported by an overhead frame.

3.2 - Coil Structures

The layer-to-layer coil structures for both the straight coil region and the coil end re-
gion are illustrated in Eig. 3. Ic the straight section, the banding is sandwiched between two
G-10 channels. The strip surfaces facing the conductor edge are covered with teflon tape so
that their frictional coafficients will be small. In the end region, the G-10 strips are re-
placed with G-10 blankets as clearly seen in Fig. 3. Fifty percent of the blanket surface is
slotted to provide the cooling channel on the coil end regions. This is necessary because the
conductors in the coil end are nearly parallel to the spiral banding. The stainless steel
banding is insulated with mylar tape and is completely isolated from both the bore tube and the
conductor.

3.3 - Coil Compression and Spiral Banding

As the c o i l s of a layer are l i f t e d to the bore tube, the c o i l s are precompressed by a
number of heavy-duty clamps (HDC) . A number of parting jacks are used to perform azimuthal
compression. Then 9.375 mm thick micarta
strips of proper width are cut to f i t into the
spacings between the venting s t r i p s . The final
compression i s done by the s ta in l e s s s tee l
banding. The banding tension used i s about
750 kg, i . e . , the yie ld s tress of the stainless
s t ee l banding. Both 304 and 310 s ta in less
s tee l are used. Fig. 4 shows a finished layer
after banding i s completed.

END TURN

REGION DETAIL

1.07 MM. THK.
G-10 BLANKET

STRAIGHT COIL

REGION DETAIL

0.05 MM. THK.
TEFLON TAPE.

3.4 - Outer Banding

It was feared that tension in the outer
layer bands would tend to rel ax the tension in
the inner bands during the coil assembly.
Therefore, it is possible that bands might be
broken one by one starting from bands in the
outer layers. For this reason, the twenty-
third layer coils banding was replaced with an
outer 28.6 mm thick banding of 304 stainless
steel. It was calculated that the 28.6 mm
thick outer bandings alone would be capable of
taking care of the total outward forces.

4. - The Magnet Cryostat

The significant cryostat parameters are
listed in Table III. The cryostat ás schema-
tically shown in Fig. 1, is of conventional
design utilizing multilayer superinsulation
and a liquid nitrogen radiation shield.

SUPERCONDUCTOR

(гмм. > ioмм.)

ЛАС

l
COND

SUPERCONDUCTOR

MYLAR TAPE
(COMPLETE WRAP)

SCALE IN MM.

BANDING-304 OR 310 SST.

(3.56 MM.x 9.5 MM.)

SPIRAL WOUND WITH

Z5.4 MM. PITCH

FIGURE 3 - LAYER-TO-LAYER Cull STRUCTURES.
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The cold bore tube and end flanges are 316 SST. The bore tube'vas machined from a solid

billet- the 6.4 cm end flanges are velded to the bore tube with a full penetration weld. The

thickness of bore at peak field cross section is 6.7 cm.

The radiation shield is fabricated of 0.2 cm 304 SST with 0.96 cm O.D. copper tube soldered

to it to provide the liquid nitrogen cooling passage. Nitrogen circulation, is by convection

from a centrally located nitrogen reservoir. Stainless steel was used as the shield material to

eliminate the possibility of shield collapse during a rapid discharge of the magnet due to eddy

currents in the shield reacting with .the magnetic field. The liquid nitrogen lines were spaced

so that a temperature gradient of not more than 3 К will occur in the shield. The shield is

suspended from the outer vacuum jacket by four fiberglass - epoxy links at each end. To guard

against possible contact with the helium shell due to misalignment or distortion of the shield,

G-ll bumpers were attached on a 2 foot grid to the outer cylinder and bore tube shells.

The vacuum jacket and external support structure are fabricates of 304 SST. A large box

section ring girder at each end is used to transfer the support load to external legs.

The aluminized mylar and glass layer insulation was put on in a continuous wrap by rotating

the entire assembly. An overlap at each end was folded in to insulate the helium shell ends.

The liquid nitrogen shield was fabricated in five pieces; two for the outer shield, two

for the ends, and a conical piece for the magnet bore. The outer shield was assembled around

the insulated helium shell with temporary supports; then insulated with 50 layers of multilayer

insulation.

The insulating vacuum jacket, like the inner shell, was fabricated in components and were

assembled around the magnet. When the outer part of the vacuum jacket was assembled including

the external Support stands, the magnet support: load was transferred from the assembly fixture

to the four upper tension supports. The assembly fixture was then removed, the magnet centered

in relation to the outer shell and all six supports pretensioned. Magnet bore nitrogen shield,

the nitrogen end shields, and the final components of the vacuum jacket; i.e., the warm bore

and the vacuum jacket ends were then installed to complete the assembly. The cold mass is

supported at each end by three epoxy - fiberglass tension supports. These are positioned so

that there is minimal change in tension between the warm and cold states.

5. - Magnet Protection ,

To rapidly discharge the magnet energy whenever an energy dump is warranted, a 0.12 П dump

resistor is provided. The resistor center tap is grounded. Upon dumping at full field, the

voltage from magnet terminals to ground is 59 V. The insulation strength for the coils is de-

signed for 1000 V. The time constant of discharge is about 12 minutes. The resistor is con-

structed of stainless steel and immersed in a water bath made of a G-10 plastic tank. There is

enough water to absorb the total 34 MJ energy without raising the water temperature to its boil-

ing point.

6. - Performance Tests

6.1 - Cryostat Cooldown and Heat Leak

The cooldown process is accomplished in

three phases; between 300 К and 100 K, the re-

frigeration is supplied by liquid nitrogen cool-

ing the helium being circulated by the refriger-

ation system. Between 100 К and 15 К the helium

being circulated is cooled by operating the two

expansion engines in parallel, with their exhaust

going directly to the magnet. Between 15. К and

Halarlal 1U I.I.
Ualabt 1U11 »|
Llavla Iiwalary I W Iliara
Па» toaaa 4.1 «ailp
Dailn r f a i w n i * . * aa/ca* t,

1.0 ki/ra1 ai
1.0 ta/ra» г

1.3 Wca.J Iniatn
1.0 aalo 1 t>[.n
1.1 .,/.-> ...l

FIGURE 4 - А СОПРЕЕТЕ BANDING LAYER
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4.2 К, liquid helium is introduced directly into Che bottom of the cryostat thru the fill and

withdrawal line.

The cooldovm rate is restrained by the high thermal stresses at the bore tube-flange veld.

This is because cold gas is introduced outside the coil winding and the low mass of the helium

shell, relative to the magnet and bore tube allows a big temperature differences to be develop-

ed between them. The allowable temperature difference is initially 25° К and is increased as

the temperature of the bore tube decreases. The cooldown time, as shown by Fig. 5, was 21 days

between 300 К and 15 K. Very little trouble was encountered.

Operation of the system indicates a total heat transfer to the helium of 5.5 watts. This

value rises rapidly if the helium level is allowed to rise into the cryostat neck. Liquid

nitrogen consumption is about 1 liter/hour.

6.2 - Magnet Energization and Field Mappings

To check out the energy dump system, the magnet was energized at incremental steps of

current. The magnet energy was dumped at the end of each charging step. The magnet was

finally charged to full field without any problem.

' The field within the MHD warm bore was measured with a search coil and an integrator with

known calibration constants and RC time constant. The magnet current was kept at 112 A through-

out the field measurement. The field was also measured with a hall probe. Fig.' 7 shows the

field measurement data along the MHD channel at various radial positions.

The fringing field was mapped with a hall probe at 112 A magnet current. .
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Absti'act
Design criteria are established for finite radius rectangular superconducting coils as

designed for magnetically levitated trains» Two approaches ars followed. A simple stress
Analysis of a finite radius rectangular coil is presented which compares the stress level in "the
coil with an equivalent circular coil , for which anisotropy can be included. The limiting radius
for a particular stress level can hence be chosen.

Using the impedance modelling technique establishes the degradation of l i f t to drag ratio
and dependence of lateral stiffness on the variation of corner radius for the Warwick Maglev
Geometry.

1. Introduction
iae use of superconducting magnets for both the levitation and linear motor propulsion of

high speed trains is being considered by different groups in several countries* . The majorit}'
of designs are based on rectangular or square coils, which will be wound as racetrack coils -
i . e . with semicircular end windings. This arrangement relieves the manufacturing and operational
difficulties associated with sharp corners, of winding migration and stress concentration. How-
ever, for the coordinated maglev system combining levitation, guidance and propulsion being
studied at the University of Warwick, the magnetic forces are generated by al l four sides of a
magnet in a longitudinal array of magnets on the vehicle. Any deviation from a rectangular
magnet results in a degradation of the required magnetic forces.

Proposed maglev systems tend, to choose long thin levitation magnets to produce enhanced l i ft
(2)

to drag ratios. For example the Canadian Reference Design comprises eight 1.0 m 1 0.3 m levi-
tation magnets, for a 30 tonne vehicle. The propulsion magnets' size is determined by thrust
requirements, passenger density and hardware costs, but generally a wavelength in the range 1-3
meters seems reasonable . The vehicle width naturally constrains the space left for a propul-
sion magnet array, after levitation magnets are sized. For a full racetrack end - wound propul-
sion coi l , linear motor active length is reduced by about half a wavelength, compared to a
rectangular coil . If a transverse flux or dual-motor configuration is adopted, then four
sets of machine magnet endwindings have to be accommodated in the vehicle width.

In this paper a simplified method for stressing finite radius rectangular coils, based on
comparison with a circular solenoid equivalent i s presented, and model measurements illustrate
the effects of transition from a square to a circular geometry on l i f t to drag ratio and guidance
stiffness for the Warwick flat track maglev system.
2. Stress Analysis

2.2 Simplified Analysis
For a coil structure with a finite corner radius i t can be assumed that the most critical

stress levels will be reached at the corners. In plaoe of the exact solution that waa possible
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with circular coils, several approximate solutions can Ъе formulated ana . «?fereneed to a circular

coil stress level.

IT. particular the analysis- is based on ч. magnfixic pressure соп-р-ц-гзол с:" rí-íaisiusr and
square V-lbaa vitn a circular xhisk walleri tube. When a. circular coil -.з an-Oyseii, an exact

3 3 luxi or. approaches that derived by ъ. tsp!;et jc pressure чрр-сх".̂ .-*; j">r. •;:' "i"-" см.' t\u д) га small

compared to ixs ilamoter . This condition is usually mer Ь;,- пар lev coil^, nrwre x'uu strenírth
is of the order of 500 kAT for the- rnoto?1 magnets, and size is of xhe order -я' 0.5-3 m x 1-3 m.

2*2.1 Circular Coil

The case of a eiroular ooil of mean radius a, winding wiith a and magnetic pressure Pm

produces hoop stress 0"e , radial stress <Tr and shear stress <Tg given by:

(2)

These values are fcr the insiiie face of xhe wouni section, «here the shear stress is a

maximum.

2*2*2 Magnetic Pressure

The magnetic pressure, P , ie taken as identical to the coil energy density,

ч „ - _1_ Вг J/»5, or !l/ro2 (4)

where Б is the coil flux density.

Naturally the coil flux density is modified for the загсе авреге turns as the corner radius

is changes. The central field normalised ty the factor Mol is plotted in Figure 1 for the

transition from a square coil to a circular coi l . The values ranpe from i? for a circular coil

to /*2 for a square coi l . Although the value of flux density to be used in equation Í4) should
be thai of the inner face of the coil, the central field valu-? from Figure 1 is a reasonacle
guide to the exact value.

2*3 Rectangular Frame or Tube under uniform Outward Pressure
Figure 2atb shows the simple portal frare or square eé(geti tube of meansirte 2a and L'Va.

йоагк' '' gives values of the corner moment

• - k •(2a)2 ^
where W is the uniform loading, related, to the internal pressure p by

H - dP
B
 (6)

where d is the depth of the finite section.

For the case of a square coil, If • 1 and eqtu. (3) геаисев to

И • wa* (7)
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The maximum stress is at the inner edge, so

(8)

2,4 Rectangular Tube with Radiused Corners under Uniform Outward Pressure

Figure 2c,d shows a radiused corner tube, again under pressure P . The maximum bending

moment occurs at the corner and is given by

И = Cw (2-Jfa)
2
 (9)

where С is shown in Figure 3, the values obtained from Reference 12, for У в 1.

The fibre stress is given as before, by

«i = * I " 2 4 а2 С Pm (Ю)
T o 2

Note that if ^ » 0 (square coil) С - -rs and equation(lO)reverts to equation (8).

The stress given by equation(lO)needs further modification to take into account the devia-

tion of the neutral axis from the centroidal axis.

The actual stress at the innermost fibre is given by

"& • equation 10)

where kt = 1 + | p [j±-£. + 1

and so _

с ] n (13)
ZT

As in section 2.2.1,

<ГТ - -Рш (14)

<rs - «fr- <r r • (15)

2

Using equations(I3)and(15\ the radius for a particular wound section (implying с and d) can

be found where the stress level equals that of an equivalent circular coil of the sane section.

The circular equivalent coil can then be analysed using exact solutions and including anisotropy.

3«1 Teohnique

The magnetic forces generated by a maglev vehicle can be analysed using the impedance model-

ling technique . Previous tiorir has suggested that at high epeeds the l i f t and drag forces

of a square coil are identical to those obtained from a circular coi l . This applied to an in-

finite sheet conductor and to assess the influence of a split track a series of coils were wound

with different corner radii (Figure 4) .

The two parameters of interest are the l i ft to drag (L/D) ratio, which is a measure of the

power requirement, and the guidance stiffness Y ' , which defines the stabil ity. The guidance

stiffness Y ' ie given by
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V = ъ YA> у
2 tnga

where 2а is the coil width, T is the lateral restoring force, у is the lateral displacement,

mg is the vehicle weight ( i . e . the l i f t force at the equilibrium position).

3.2 Results

Using a single coil over a split track, the L/D ratio and Y ' have Ъееп measured for a
j

range of track conductor spacings. The results are shown in Figures 5 and 6. The data has Ъееп

scaled to give the forces on a 1.6 ro long coil, moving at 135 m/s, with a clearance of 0.24 m

over an aluminium track 10 mm thick. Each conductor is assumed to Ъе 0.75 и «ide. The results

have Ъееп normalised to the square coil value obtained when the coil overlaps each conductor by

40 mm full scale (— (a - a') = 0.33). In this position two coils in tandem and of opposite

polarity generate a l/D ratio of 25, and have a guidance stiffness Y" of 6.4, which is sufficient

to give a lateral oscillation frequency of 1 Hz* .

It i s apparent that the optimum coil-track geometry occurs at different track spacings for

each shape. The L/D ratio as a function of corner radius i s plotted in Figure 7 for two values

of guidance stiffness, corresponding to lateral oscillation frequencies of 1 Hz and 1.4 Hz. In

both cases the circular coil shows a. reduction in l i f t to drag ratio of 27$ when compared with

the square coi l .

3.3 Effect on Power Requirement

If a magnet array of circular coils is used instead of square coils, the magnet drag power

is increased Ъу 37$ • However the dominating drag force for maglev vehicles arises from aero-

dynamic effects. For example a vehicle moving at 135 m / s has to overcome an aerodynamic drag

force of approximately 3 tonnes^ ' ' (C /= 0.3, 9m frontal area). For a 30 tonne vehicle the

magnetic drag force is 1.2 tonnes i f the suspension magnets are square coils (L/D - 2 5 ) . The

total power requirement in changing from square to circular coils is therefore increased Ъу only

1O£.

Conversely, if the track thickness is incre=,sed Ъу 3*$ then the circular coil requires thp

same power input as the square coi l . In compariso.. with other track designs , the Warwick

design would s t i l l Ъе the most economical in terms of guideway aluminium costs.

4. Conclusions

The two main areas of interest in determining the choice of magnet endwinding shape for

cryogenic maglev are

1) Magnitude of self forces in coils

2) Effects on electrodynamic system performance

A simple mathod has Ъееп presented to enable first estimates to Ъе made on stress levels in

rectangular coils with corner radii. Comparison with circular coils under the same magnetic

pressure establishes the allowable size of comer radius.

The effect on the l i f t to drag ratio and guidance stiffness as corner radjus changes is

quant i f i ed for the proposed Warwick geometry.

The paper presents only the first steps in an analysis of a system. Further work is neces-

sary in detail for each component of the system before full specification can be achieved.
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Figure 6 Guidance Stiffness

Figure 7 LID at constant guidance
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DISCUSSION

C.P. Parsch : What is the expected levitation weight and the
lift force of the described magnets?

, R.G. Rhodes : The lift force is equal to the vehicle weight

' /150 kg/ at a coil centre - track clearance of 100 nun.

P. Komarek : Which are the major advantages of your levita-

; tion system in comparison to that investigated elsewhere, e.g.
•' in Japan and in FRG?

R.G. Rhodes : The main advantages are : i - the conceptual
' ' simplicity, possibly leading to cheaper and more reliable mag-

i nets, ii - the track aluminium requirements are 1/2 to 1/3

those of other systems.
t
i P. Komarek : What are the limits in guidance force?
t
I R.G. Rhodes : The track can be designed to give guidance For-
j ces equal to the vehicle weight.

i В. Ingram : Had they considered the use of Finite Element Me—
Í thods of determining the bending stresses in the coils in the
'" presence of side supports?

; R.G. Rhodes : No, as the stress levels in our small coils are
5 not large enough to require accurate analysis.
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PftSSENGER CARRYING VEHICLES AND BEARINGS USING CONTROLLED D.C. ELECTROMAGNETS FOR SUSPENSION

B.V. Jayawant and P.K. Sinha

School of Applied Sciences (Inter-University Institute of Engineering Central).University of
Sussex, U.K.

1 Introduction

A number of proposals (Ellison(U) for levitating passenger carrying vehicles has been made in
the past besides the air-cushion principle. This includes (i) the use of induced eddy currents
when there is relative motion between a magnet with respect to a conducting surface» these are
cryogenic to obtain large enough field strengths (ii) the use of permanent magnets in repulsion
(iii) the use of travelling magnetic fields and eddy current repulsion generated by a.c. windings
at mains frequency (iv) the use of force of attraction between magnetised bodies by incorporating
tuned L.C.R. circuits and (v) d.c. controlled electromagnets employing active servo-control. For
a variety of reasons only methods (ii) and (vl are applicable to the low speed application.
Method (v) is being investigated in Germany and Japan for the high speed application also.

A vehicle weighing 1000 Kg. using controlled d.c. electromagnets, capable of carrying four pass-
engers and operating on a 30m track has been developed in the Applied Sciences Laboratories of
the University of Sussex (Fig.1). This is still one of the very few vehicles utilising any el-
ectromagnetic method of suspension in operation today. The development, besides thB control
problems (Jayawant et al (2)), has Ьвеп concerned with magnets, magnet geometries, magnetic tran-
sducers and associated power amplifiers. Some of these developments are, of course, immedi-
ately applicable to frictionless (instrument) bearings, if they have not actually originated
from the bearing application, but are bBlieved to have a wider potential beyond the field of
magnetic suspension.

2. Salient Aspects of the 5ussex Vehicle

The salient features in terms of the applications of magnetic materials are the magnets and mag-
netic transducers. The reasoning behind the magnetic transducers is best explained in the con-
text of the nature of magnetic suspension using the force of attraction between magnetised bod-
ies. It is well Known that stable suspension cannot be obtained using electromagnets or perm-
anent magnets in attraction without active servo control of the current in the electromagnets
•r some demagnetising ampere turns on permanent magnets. The force-distance characteristics
are basically unstable. In the simplest case the position of the object to be suspended is sen-
sed by an optical transducer (Fig.2a) and this sensing signal utilised with cascade compensation
to control the output of a d.c. amplifier. Whilst the method of sensing and compensation are
adequate for single magnet instrument type suspension in a clean environment, neither are satis-
factory for a multi-magnet system such as a vehicle. Here vastly superior margins of stability
are required to overcame the problem of mutual interaction and also much more robust transduc-
ers with greater immunity to noise, shock vibrations etc. must be used. Magnetic transducers
appear to Ьв ideally suited for these requirements.

2.1 Use of magnetic transducers '
In this application these are. very conveniently, devices which measure flux densities in the
gap and utilise Hall plates, magnetic diodes or magnet resistors. Inductive proximity trans-
ducers in a Maxwell Bridge configuration can also be used but as compared to the Hall plate
transducers the output is not entirely ripple free and therefore lead compensation may intro-
duce undesirable noise. Secondly, the Hall plate transducer will be much less susceptible to
extraneous (electrical) noise, even though inductive proximity transducers can be shielded very
effectively. The last problem with the inducíive proximity transducer which, however, appears
Insuperable is that there-Is over-compensation in the response of these transducers when there
is a step in the railsi what is" more, this overcompensation is worse at larger airgaps. There
is, however, a much more subtle reason for the use of Hall plates in the suspension systems
developed at Sussex. This is explained in the following section.

t

2.1.1 Flux loop or force transducers. The force of attraction in this method of suspension

is В /u
Q
 x pole area of magnet and the force decreases rapidly as the airgap increases (Fig.

2b). With this kind of force-distance characteristics one is dealing with a basically unstable
system. If. however, the gap flux density is measured and used in a feedback loop to control
thB magnet current in such a way that over a fairly wide range of gaps the gap flux density
remains constant, this will make thB suspension schems conditionally stable. The use of this
flux loop to control gap flux density and to obtain constant force has resulted in a dramatic
improvement in the stability of all magnetic suspension systems developed by the author and his
colleagues.
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2.1.2 Position and velocity transducers. The principle of measuring the gap flux density

and controlling it with an independent loop has Ьввп extended in the 1-ton vehicle to measure-

ment of position and velocity. The position transducer consists of a pennanent magnet with a

Hall plate mounted on one of its pole faces. The gap flux density in this case is inversely

proportional to the gap but again with the circuit shown in Fig.3 the output can be linearised

over the required operating range. In this circuit a fraction,о of the output of the amplifier

A
2
 is fed bacK to itG positive input terminal. If the total resistance Df the Hall plate cir-

cuit including the external resistance is R, it is fairly easy to deduce from the figure that

(1)

i.e.

especially at small gaps where В is almost proportional to 1/x. Choice of the ratio

maintains linear output over a wide operating range.

A further advantage of this position transducer is that a direct measurement of velocity can

be obtained by winding a coil on the limbs of the magnet. The voltage induced in this coil whsn-

every there is displacement of the position transducer

V- - (4-- - NA§= - НЛЙ_ А - Я & £ (21
dt dt dt x v

Thus for given x the output is directly proportional to velocity.

Since position velocity and force [acceleration) are thus measured independently, each one can
be fed back with its independent loop and the partial state feedback configuration used on the
1-ton vehicle is shown in Fig.4.

In instrument type applications» however, it is not possible to use separate position and veloc-
ity transducers. The arrangement adopted here is shown in Fig.5. The Hall plate being now in'
the feedback path of the operational amplifier and acting as a divider. There is in addition a
signal proportional to the magnet current I. fed to the same amplifier and the output of the
transducer circuit is now proportional to I/B or to the airgap. This transducer (Jayawant et al
[3D has been very successfully incorporated in an anemometer.

2.2 Magnets
The second aspect of the Sussex suspension research of relevance to magnetic materials lies in
the area of magnets, particularly the computational aspects of unusual geometries, as well as
effects of eddy currents arising from the movement of magnets relative to unlaminated track. As
a result of an extensive investigation an E or U configuration moving in the direction of either
N-S-N Car S-N-S) and N-S polarities has been found to result in a 40% loss of lift at speeds as
low as 10 m/s. This loss of lift, due to eddy current reaction, is a function of the flux den-
sity in the rail and speed, and is accentuated by being subjected to a highsr frequency of flux
pulsations also as compared to the E or U configuration moving in a direction at right, angles to
the above. Apart from the questionable feasibility of laminating the track, it is necessary to
have adequate cross section to keep the flux density even within saturation limits.

The magnets for the 1-ton vehicle are U-shaped, 10G cm long, 10 cm wide. At a nominal gap of
10 mm a current of 35A produces a gap flux density of 0.5T and a lift of 250 Kg (overload 410 Kg).
The windings are 1Э0 turns of anodised aluminium with _ ,

Q
-4 insulation giving a space

factor of over 0.95. The voltage drop across the magnets at 20°C is 20 volts and special trans-

istor Class D amplifiers with a 3:1 voltage forcing capability and controlled by one master DS-

cillator have been designed to drive the magnets. This results in the total current drawn from

the supply being only slightly greater than the current of any one magnet. Detailed design

studies of thBse and various other magnets have been carried out using threB principal tech-

niques, (i) Conformal mapping, (ii)finite difference method with successive overrelaxation

(Edwards (4)) and (iii) finite element method (Rafiejad (5)). The objectives of this investiga-

tion are not simply to compute the lift capability but to manipulate the design so as to obtain

more appropriate control characteristics also.

One outcome of the study enunciated above is a design shown in Fig.6 called an I magnet. With

the E or U magnets regardless of their direction of travel, route changing or switching cannot

be achieved without duplicating the magnets and their drive amplifiers [Krauss Plaffei (6)).



Even then it involves turning on and off appropriate pairs of magnBt-amplifiers. For the urban

type application it simply is not, in the opinion of the authors.liKely to be an acceptable

solution. The I-magnet geometry enables either one side or the other [or both] of the magnet to

provide the lift and the only penalty is the weight of the surplus limbs. A i ton vehicle with

I magnets has been in operation for some time and entirely contactless route-switching has been

achieved (Fig.6). It is believed to be the first to do so with any kind of suspension technique.

The power requirement for controlled electromagnets is very low - about 1 КЫ per ton. It is on

the other hand unlikely that the propulsion requirement will be less than 5 Ш per ton for vehi-

cles operating at about 30 m.p.h. It does not, therefore, seem necessary to resort to control-

led permanent magnets. A preliminary investigation has shown that a magnet built up from

Ferroba 3 would weigh 30 Kg and support 250 Kg at 4 mm gap. If materials like Cerium/mischmetal/

Cobalt are available (at comparable prices) however there is a prospect of something like 50%

saving on weight of the magnet for similar lift capabilities (1 ton magnets).

3 Urban Transport Vehicles

The experience of the authors and their team indicates that the use of controlled d.c. electro-

magnets can lead to an exceptionally reliable system not the least due to the configuration of

magnets which enables the vehicles to be switched in a contactless manner. In addition, if these

vehicles are small and light a system operation at a high frequency during peak hours and on a

light, flexible and inexpensive track is now technically feasible.

The experience and data gathered by the authors and their team will be useful when the time

comes to evaluate alternative technologies for both high speed and low speed public transport

systems. Тпв investigation itself, as has been pointed out, is of wider application than trans-

port systems. '

The authors acknowledge a substantial research grant from the Wolfson Foundation which has en-

abled a vBry capable team to be assembled. They also wish to acknowledge' current support from

the Science Research Council.

The credit for the work 'described in this paper is due in no small measure to Dr.Wheeler.

Messrs. Uhorlow, Willshelr, Aylwin» Aptaker and Epps. Messrs.Fry and Hodkinson (Brentford

Electric) and Plr. Willis
:
 (Tesla Engineering) have also rendered invaluable assistance to the

project.
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2.1. an and velocity transducers. The principle of measuring the gap flux density

and control th an independent loop has been extended in the 1-ton vehicle to measure-

ment of position ocity. The position transducer consists of a permanent magnet with a

Hall plate mounted о f its pole faces. The gap flux density in this case is inversely

proportional to the ga in with the circuit shown in Fig.3 the output can be linearised

over the required operatin . In this circuit a fraction,a of the output of the amplifier

A
z
 is fed back to its positi terminal. If the total resistance of the Hall plate cir-

cuit including the external res R, it is fairly easy to deduce from the figure that

"
V
ref

i.e.

C
2

" C„x

' especially at small gaps where В is almost proportional to 1/x. Choice . __ . tio C^/C

i maintains linear output over a wide operating range. "V,

[ A further advantage of this position transducer is that a direct measurement of velo

} be obtained by winding a coil on the limbs of the magnet. The voltage induced in this ecu.

j every there is displacement of the position transducer

V = - N J ! ^ - N A Í L= - NftSL £ ) . NA£iÍ2. (2)
dt dt dt x z.dt

Thus for given x the output is directly proportional to velocity.

Since position velocity and force (acceleration) are thus measured independently, each one can
be fed back with its independent loop and the partial state feedback configuration used on the
1-ton vehicle is shown in Fig.4.

In instrument type applications, however, it is not possible to use separate position and veloc-
ity transducers. The arrangement adopted here is shown in Fig.5. The Hall plate being now in'
the feedback path of the operational amplifier and acting as a divider. There is in addition a
signal proportional to the magnet current I, fed to" bhe same amplifier and the output of the
transducer circuit is now proportional to I/B or to the airgap. This transducer CJayawant et al
(3)) has been very successfully incorporated in an anemometer.

2.2 Magnets
The second aspect of the Sussex suspension research of relevance to magnetic materials
the area of magnets, particularly the computational aspects of unusual geometries, as
effects of eddy currents arising from the movement of magnets relative to unlamln . As
a result of an extensive Investigation an E or U configuration moving in the f either
N-S-N (or S-N-S) and N-S polarities has been found to result in a 40% loss speads as
low as 10 m/s. This loss of lift, due to eddy current reaction, is a fu ptf the flux den-
sity in the rail and speed, and is accentuated by being subjected to ' ' frequency of flux
pulsations also as compared to the E or U configuration moving in on at right, angles to
the above, flpart from the questionable feasibility of lamlnat ck, it is necessary to
have adequate cross section to keep the flux density even turation limits.

The magnets for the 1-ton vehicle ere U-shaped, 100 0 cm wide. At a nominal gap of
10 mm a current of 35A produces a gap flux densi and a lift of 250 Kg (overload 413 Kg).
The windings are 190 turns of anodised alumin c .„-4 insulation giving a space

5 X ID cm
factor of over 0.95. The voltage drop a magnets at 20°C is 20 volts and special trans-
istor Class D amplifiers with a 3:1 v rcing capability and controlled by one master os-
cillator have been designed to dri gnets. This results in the total current drawn from
the supply being only slightl an the current of any one magnet. Detailed design
studies of these and variou agnets have been carried out using three principal tech-
niques, (i) Conformal m Dfinite difference method with successive overrelaxation
(Edwards (4)) and (ii element method (Rafiejad (5)). The objectives of this investiga-
tion are not simp ute the lift capability but to manipulate the design so as to obtain
more appropriat characteristics also.

Qne outc у he study enunciated above is a design shown in Fig.6 called an I magnet. With

the •.£jfn!ágnBt5 regardless of their direction of travel, route changing or switching cannot
—•• - •' without duplicating the magnets and their drive amplifiers (Krauss Haffei (6)).
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type application i t simply is not, in the opinion of the authors, l ikely to be
solution. The I-magnet geometry enables either one side or the other [or bqj|e^^thB magnet to
provide the l i f t and the only penalty is the weight of the surplus И т Ь з ^ и ^ ; ton vehicle with
I magnets has been in operation for some time and entirely contactlBsaÉjI^te-switching has been
achieved (Fig.6). I t is believed to be the f i r s t to do so with a i j^pPaof suspension technique.

The power requirement for controlled electromagnets is MsryJ/gv- about 1 kW per tan. I t is on
the other hand unlikely that the propulsion requirementuiHrtae less than 5kW per ton for vehi-
cles operating at about 30 m.p.h. I t does not, thera*(Wy! seem necessary to resort to control-
led permanent magnets. A preliminary investigat3jrf|Kl'shewn that a magnet bui l t up from
Ferroba 3 would weigh 30 Kg and support 250 К^ЙИргпт gap. I f materials l ike Cariunv'mischmetal/
Cobalt are available (at comparable prices i^(|P7er there is a prospect of something like 5Q%
saving on weight of the magnet for simi^§j|^?t capabilities (1 ton magnets].

3 Urban Transport Vehicles

The experience of the aut Jbf thBir team indicates that thB use of controlled d.c. electro-
magnets can lead to an onally reliable system not ths lsast due to the configuration of
magnets which enable ehicles to be switched in a contactless manner. In addition, i f these
vehicles are sm ight a system operation at a high frequency during peak hours and on a
l ight, f lexib nexpensive track is now technically feasible.

The ex and data gathered by the authors and their team w i l l be useful when the time
со valuate alternative, technologies f o r both high speed and low speed public transport

. The investigation i t s e l f , as has been painted out, i s of wider application than trans-
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Figure 5. I/B transducer using Hall ;jlate

Figure 6. Jton vehicle with I shaped magnets
on its track and switch.
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EXPERIENCE WITH SPPBRCONDUCTIHG MAGNETS FOR LEVITATING

THE 1 7 TONS TEST CARRIER BET AT 150 km/h

C.Albrecht, Siemens Research Laboratories, Erlangen, FRG

p. - Summary

Within the frame-work of the West

German magnetic levitation project a

17 t test carrier is in operation to

study physical forces and technical

operation of components for the repul-

sive system. Results from recent force

measurements are summarized. Design and

behaviour df the superconducting lift ~

magnets is reviewed together with ex-

periences from the cryogenic supply

systems. Further activities concern

practical investigation of linear syn-

chronous motor systems in the active

track version.

1. - Introduction: State of project

Wide range studies and development

work on magnetic levitation and pro-

pulsion have been done In Western

Germany since 1969 under the sponsor-

ship of the Federal Government. Investi-

gation of both, attractive and repul-

sive forces led to different types of

test vehicles, tracks, set-ups and

revenue vehicle proposals which have
(4 2)

been reviewed recently
 ч
 • '.

Repulsive or electrodynamic levita-

tion systems EDS together with linear

induction motors LIM and linear syn-

chronous motors LSM (aktive track ver-

sion) are being developed by the

Project Group Magnetic Levitation,

which combines the efforts of the in-

dustrial companies ASG-Telefunken;

Brown, Boveri & Cie and Siemens AG in

this field.

Main >vaults of this work so far in
general:
- demonstration and Investigation of

levitating a LIM driven, 17 tons test
carrier on a circular track up to

150 km/h at 100 mm maximum air gap
(fig 1).
demonstration of the applicability and
potential of superconducting magnets
and of cryogenic supplies in mobile .
systems under realistic conditions,

development of computer programs for
the calculation of the quasi-static
behaviour of EDS vehicles over Al
sheet tracks of finite width, as wall
as over discrete loops,

analysis of dynamic ride and ride
comfort, proof of a practical primary
damping system under realistic con-
ditions,

complete description of a tracked
high speed system Incorporating levi-
tated passenger carrying vehicles,
rolling trains for goods, tracks,
supply and control systems, cost and
traffic analysis, environment and
development aspects,

experimental proof of LSM qualities
by means of a 6 m diameter rotating
drum set-up with a stationary super-
conducting magnet and by means of a
stationary test-rig with a large
superconducting two-pole magnet above
a realistic track element.

Klin 1: Till EillII» Tid Ciniir EET, •listiidflimlcllly U.il.lH
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On the background of these activi-

ties the superconducting lift magnets

of the Brlangen Test Carrier EET are

reviewed here: their design, test re-

sults and operational behaviour as

well as experiences with the cryogenic

supply systems.

2. - Requirements and Design

The circular test track is 280 m In

diameter. Its cross-section is banked

at 45° in order to govern the centrifu-

gal forces, which lead to a load corres-

ponding to 20 m/s
2
 at 200 km/h. Four

magnets interact with two rows of alu-

minium plates fixed on the surface of

the track (see fig 1) as to produce

lift. Originally, four additional gui-

ding magnets had been envisaged to in-

teract with two rows of corresponding

aluminium plates, installed at the

Inner faces of the open track. As can

be seen from the traces on the alumi-

nium plates, they alowltaneously act as

road buds (at low speed) for supporting

and guiding wheels, aircraft tyres in

this case.

From these conditions result the
main requirements for the magnets

- operation in supply groups with the

1 suspension ribbon
2 support column

3 i.c, winding
4 Helium conduct

5 Helium chamber, shield I
ft thermal shield и
7 switch chamber
S vacuum venal

2 : E E T m l | " l l ; d l l i '"' м о | | п«. «M«»»I '

ducimi. lortH l ie . coolid Nil miinil ol Iki EET

A standard lay-out was chosen for

the different tasks (lift; right and

left guide). Cooling is accomplished by

forced flow of one phase LHe through

^ T I i H *
8
! ? * different levelsthe winding. Two different shields are

and in different orientations (3)

within two adjustable magnet platfonns
cooled Ъ

7 two phase and gaseous He re-
- continuous test runs wanted for about spectively. No Ш

2
 is used.

one hour without connexion to statio-
nary supplies Table 1: ввт magnet- data- about 490.000 ampere turns necessary CONDUCTOR (VAC)
in reliable persistent mode for each Cross-section

* (
ction

Crit.current (3.5T)
- internal forces to oe supported per Cu: NbTl
magnet in all three axes of space twist length
ranging from 10 кЯ (lateral) and15kH filaments
(drag) to 60 kH (lift)

- low weight, low thermal loss, reliable
long term vacuum.

total mass
lift force
Rat.current (3.4T)
ampere-turns
stored energy
mass at £ 5 К

shown In fig.2. Fig 3 represents a com» winding cross-sect,'
winding '
cryostat

The essentials of our d#sign «re

plete magnet and table 1 gives the

design data. cryostat body height 0.24 m

NbTi 50; Cu
2.45mm x 1.4mm
1000 A (4.2 K)
5:1
50 mm

300 x 50yum
540 kg
60 kN
500 A (5 K)
515 kA
120 kVs
200 kg
83mm x 76mm
1.0m x 0.3m
1.4m x O.bm
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8 magnets of this type have been fa- With respect to these realistic con-

bricated. As main experience we note, ditions, the coincidence of measured and

that routine tests of components at calculated results of figures k and 5 is

early stages of fabrication save a lot good. Specific drag lo^s values ranging

of trouble, i.e. leak tests and indi- from k,0 to 5,2 W/N have been found for

vidual function tests of switches, АО km/h at 50 mm air gap and 150 km/hat

current leads etc. 150 mm gap respectively (fixed height).

3. - Operating Results

The test carrier has been put into

operation without magnets in late 1973«

In October 1975, magnet operation was

accomplished in rolling mode. Since the

first successfull levitation of the EET

in March 1976 about 10 test series have

been carried out and the EET covered an

overall distance of 10.200 km, with

energized magnets over 1.100 km and a

cumulated stretch of way in levitated

mode of 200 km. Longest time of conti-

nuous "magnetic flight" was 18 minutes

at 90 to 1^0 km/h.

From parallel revenue vehicle studies

it became clear in this period, that

LSM active track schemes offer a better

solution for propulsion than LIM units

^ ' as the one driving the EET. Levi-

tation tests in Erlangen were limited

to electrodynamic lift and were not ex-

tended to el aerodynamic guide, in fa-

vour of a nev LSM test program (see below).

3.1 - Blectrodvnamlc forces

Figulf <•; EET tnigntt lilt ta tce l : tneiiuiimtM ind cilculatiot

аптодв width D< winding />... = 300mm
theoielici'leviutioflheight ; *20flmm
»" g»p li = tOOmm
width nt trick plate h} = 500mm
thicknen nt tiMk pUte </ = 20mm

The investigation of expansion

joints of circular track aluminium

plates (20mm thick) confirmed the Cana-

dian model experiments ^' widely.Fig 6

3.1.1 - The quasi-static lift, drag
 s h w g a£. m example fop a ?Q ы / ъ т

and lateral forces are obtained from
 t h a t t h e o r i g l n a l 3 0 % d e c r e a

s e of the

signals produced in strain gage pick-ups
 i m f o r o e m a y b e c o m p e n s a t e d o r

 even

on each of the six external support legs
 o v e r c O

mpensated by an appropriate type

per magnet (see fig 2). These sensors ^
 l a y

_
Q u t Q£ tfae .Qia^

proved as reliable devices In spite of
rough mechanical adjusting, dynamic Purther "suits and their interpre-
load and magnetic stray field (max. tatlon to t h e l i S h t of E D S Pbyeiee shall
С 5 T). Analog and digital data pro-

 b e
 S

i v e n e
l s

e
*

h e
« - -

 р
Ш

а
1 results:Our

cessing combines tte signals of the understanding as presented in EDS theory

four lift magnets and takes into aocount
for
 ********

 K
 > and finite *" width

the interference by centrifugal load, »«tlon plates is correct. The theory

longitudinal acceleration and misad-
 o f

 P
l a t e s v i t h таг

У^6 cross-sectioii
t

«justment. S^ps and holes remains to be developed.
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© Hiltont |урш if |oMi

normil lluihla Ingl lM" ovtrltppM* undwbiit

ЦМНЯпм tatfh ol uiaMild Al. 20mm tklck

k N ,

asm 175m

: .1 !MA. «mm itr »rp. 70ta/h

wn I : Lift l«fM virlitlu it tilth ibti upMiiM Joiati (EET nwuroninti)

duced to 0,7 m/s
2
 by passive damping

(ehorted damping coll) and to 0,1m/s
2

by active damping,

- effectiveness of passive damping was
limited to a small range of speed
around 90 km/h, in contrary to active
damping,

- calculation of dynamic damping forces
on the basis of quasi-static EDS
characteristics for a superconducting
lift magnet In persistent mode with a
copper damping coil underneath is
correct,

- about 8 percent of the "superconduc-
ting ampere- turns" were sufficient
for the normal conducting damping coU.

3.1.2 - Primary damping studies made,

necessary some hardware modifications:

- copper damping coils were mounted
underneath two of the EET magnets,

- the hydraulic system for moving one
BSE magnet platform from upper
(passive) to lower (active; position
had to be replaced by a low friction
mechanical suspension system, giving
two degrees of freedom to the plat-
fora: lift and roll.

A special power supply together with

analog and digital control device has

been developed and tested with a com-

plete BET magnet platform above a

copper mirror-coil assembly (fig 7).

3.2 - Supply system

The features of the supply system for

the magnets, especially the cryogenic

facilities have been described earlier
(3, 8) Fig 8 recalls the arrangement.

CDNTHOL CABIN

_J8№I not4t unk. LHt pump:

* ID rifiigmtar VH BO

pumpt
Htdutiibulian
LNjpuaialing

WORKING PLATFORM

•: EET upplv lyitim h i iiipircmidiictmi lilt mi| i tm

Here, the main operational results

are of Interest. - Normal cooldown time

for one platform (about 800 kg cold

mass alltogether) is25 h for circula-

ting GHe through a LN2 heat-exchanger

from 300 E down to 170 K, plus 10 h

direct cooling to 4,5 К and falling

As results from recent primary dam- with LHe. Steady state cooling power

ping measurements with one EET magnet of one on-board-cryosystem is 40 W.

Platform (2,6 tons) levitated with two
 A f t w a

 ^ ^
 Q f

 ^ „
 u t

degrees of freedom up to 140 km/h along
n o r m a l l y a b o u t o n e h o u r m i n l i n u n f o r

the real track with some artificial
 c o u p l l n g t o t h e

 stationary supplies,

stabilizing the circuits, refilling

the tanks and decoupling.
- resonance occurred at about 2 Hz and
lead to maximum vertical acceleration
peaks of 2 m/s

2
, which could be re-

disturbances (ramps, gaps) we give a

first summary:
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The complete supply system is under 3.3.2 - behaviour. Once

good control: a public demonstration of the magnets have passed the stationary

the SBT levitated could be started and

carried out punctually on 4 Nov. 1976.

3.3 - Magnet behaviour

3.3.1 - Cryogenic behaviour. In the

best examples,magnets are in operation

since 20 months, i.e. 620 hours cold

and 110 hours energized, submitted to

19 thermal cycles. They work in any

orientation including upside down

(иррэг magnet in guide position for

an asymmetry measurement, results see

test, which involves the ge-

neration of 40 kH static plus 10 MJ

(2 Hz) dynamic load, they withstand the

rough employment on the test carrier.

Ho critical internal resonance has

been observed, no aging of supports,

switches or seals been found. One turn

around the track represents about 150

mechanical cycles of nearly half the

nominal lift load due to the track

joints. Peak shocks of more than 5 g

due to temporary defects in LIM-poai-
fig 5). Fig 9 shows one of the SBT mag- tion control circuits have been obser-

nets in vertical position, applied as

a pole magnet in a LSM experiment.

l.»ua«knl<<llbeETIinuilttM>>>4«>

With magnets stationary, 7 to 10 W

per unit thermal losses have been

proved. Different orientation, vehicle

vibration and centrifugal forces do

not Influence the losses essentially.

But misadjustment of the cryogenic

ved on the magnet platform with no

disturbance for the fully energized

magnets.

3.3.5 - Blectrlcal and magnetic be-

haviour. The two magnets of one plat-

form are energized one after tha other,

each of them within 5 minutes. 530 A

maximum current has been reached in

stationary tests before quenching the

winding. The 450 A maximum current

necessary for levitating the EBT pro-

vide a welcome safety margin. - Per-

sistent mode operation has been exten-

ded to 48 hours showing an average

field decay of 0,7 Síoper hour. The
current transfer back to a power supply
after persistent mode operation is
routine now.

In the rough on-board tests, quenching
was unavoidable from many reasons. A
quench at 450 A is characterized by 8

supply system as well as magnetic fi.ld tQ 1Q b__ overpreseure ^ the HelluB
variations'the thermal stability of a _____ _ „..,_ .___stability
magnet and may even cause a quench.
Single platform levitation runs, as
for the damping investigations, with
about 50 % current level and aluminium
screens below the magnets, exceeded 90
minutes, before refilling became
necessary, whereas levitation of the
complete SBT by unscreened magnets was

chamber, a field decay time constant of
about 4s, appr. 40 kN acting on a ther-
mal shield (if unalotted) and a tempe-
rature rise to 40 К within 120 s. After
20 quenches in average (per unit)

without further damage, the BET magnets

may be considered now as "quench proof *

Near magnets employed for guide or

limited to about 20 minutes. fWfect)
 l i f t

'
 f i e l d w l a t l o n s

 °°
om И а 1 п 1

У
 d u e
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to (a) normal or lateral vehicle oa- This latter unit, "MBLOT", is shown in

dilations close to the natural EDS fig 10. Weighing 3,1 tons, it is de-

frequency of 1,5 Hz, counter-acted by signed for 20 kH thrust from two clr-

the primary damping coil, - and (b) due cular windings of 1,2 m diameter with

to disturbance of the eddy-current pro- 1-10 ampere-turns each. MELOT was

pagation along the track plates, espe-

cially by plate joints. - As mentioned

above, screening is vital. Aluminum

plates 10 mm thick, fixed to the warm

bottom of magnet cryostats proved as

simple and effective protection of the

cold components against field varia-

tions and succeeding temperature rise.

successfully energized in April this

year to its rated current stationarily.

Design studies and component develop-

ment for a 5-pole unit (1m pole-pitch)

have been started also.

In late autumn 1977 an official de-

cision la on the schedule whether the

attractive or the repulsive levitation

system development will enjoy priority

in further sponsorship. - The envisaged

The first phase of this project ends 56 km test track Donauried is cut of

4. - Further program

now, as the levitation magnets, cryo-

genic and damping equipment as well as

LIM propulsion, current pick-up system

and a.c. converter together with much

measuring equipment have been investi-

gated and tested successfully. - The

next phase is devoted to the practical

investigation of LSM propulsion.

In these weeks, the conversion of

both the track and the SET, begins for

this purpose: After removing the LIM

reaction rail, an aluminium 3phase

cable will be placed in meanders on the

discussion at the moment.
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6250 KVA SUPERCONDUCTING GENERATOR

H. Fujino, A. Ishihara, K. Ueda M. Iwamoto, O. Ogino, T. Satow,

and Y. Shindo and T. Nomura

Fuji Electric Co., Ltd. Mitsubishi Electric Corporation

Nagasaka, Yokosuka, Kanagawa Amagasaki, Hyogo

. Japan. Japan

A 6250 KVA superconducting generator has been constructed in collaboration

of Mitsubishi Electric and Fuji Electric as the main part of the three years

study program of superconducting generator. The mechanical, thermal and elect-

rical characteristics of the machine were investigated by a series of tests.

On the basis of the success of this program, the next program for development

of a 30 MVA superconducting synchronous condenser has been started by the

authors this June.

1. Introduction

Superconducting generator is one of the most promising applications of

superconductivity. Research and development works on superconducting generator

are being carried on or planned in many countries and several experimental

machines have been constructed and tested already* '' . In Japan, a series

of programs for development of superconducting rotating machine is progressing.

А 67.5О KVA generator has been developed in collaboration of Mitsubishi Electric

and Fuji Electric as the main part of the three years program supported by MITI

(Ministry of International Trade and Industry).

In 1974 the first year of the three years program, main components applic-

able to the 6250 KVA machine were developed and on the basis of the test results

the machine was designed and constructed. Some of the test results of the

components were presented at ICEC 5 in 1976' '. The tests of the 6250 KVA

machine were performed in this year. This paper describes the structure of the

machine and the test results.

This three years program is the first step in the development works for

superconducting rotating machines. As the second step, a five years program

for development of 30 MVA superconducting synchronous condenser was proposed

to MITI by the authors and accepted this June. -

2. General structure of the machine

In the design of superconducting rotating machine, although it is similar

to conventional machine in the outer view, several particular features are to

be taken into account. An outer view and the general structure of the machine

are shown in Fig.l and Fig.2.

The rotor is composed of field windings, torque tube connecting helium

vessel containing the field windings to driving shaft, radiation shield,

vacuum wall, vapor-cooled current leads, helium piping and transfer coupling.
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The stator is composed of the armature coils, the support structure and the

magnetic shield.

Rating

Capacity :

Voltage

Current :

Frequency :

No. of poles

625О

2640

X375

60 Hz

: 2

KVA

V

A

Pig.l 625О KVA superconducting generator

output terminal

helium inlet

/ helium outlet

stator winding

magnetic shield

Fig. 2 General structure of the 6250 KVA superconducting generator

The field coils are wound by the multi-filamentary superconducting wires

and impregnated with epoxy regin. Each of two poles is formed by nine separated

coils which are arranged on the surface of the inner shaft with plastic spacers

between adjacent coils and are fastened by girders and binding wires of stain-

less steel. The torque tube, is to bear the rated torque and the severe trancient

torque in a sudden short-circuit event. On the other hand, the heat leak into

the helium vessel through the torque tube wall- must be minimized. These are

conflicting requirements. It is most effective for minimization of the heat leak

to reduce the wall thickness of the torque tube. However, this is possible

only by means of scree,- \ng the field windings from the severe impact caused

by sudden short-circuit. A so-called double damper structure is adopted in

the rotor. The outermost wall of the rotor serves as a room temperature damper

absorbing the main part of the transient impact and transmitting the severe '
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reaction torque to the driving shaft directly. The radiation shield serves as

a low temperature damper screening the field windings from slow reactions.

These dampers are fabricated by means of explosively sticking copper on stain-

less steel. Moreover, two heat exchangers cooled by the evaporated helium are

mounted on the torque tube at both sides of the helium 'vessel for more

reduction of heat leak.

The vapor-cooled current leads are composed of several copper rods arranged

periphrally in the outermost tube in the helium supply tube, which consists of

three coaxial tubes for the helium separated from each other with vacuum space.

The equivalent cross section of the lead is reduced by means of decreasing the

number of rods in the low temperature region. In the lowest temperature region

of the lead connected to the field windings, the copper rods are replaced by

superconducting wires.

The leakage of helium in the transfer coupling is prevented by means of

ferrofluidic sealing, ir. which the ferrofluid is trapped in the gap between

the rotating wall and the stationary wall by the magnetic force produced by

permanent magnets built in the structure, as shown in Fig.3, and prevent the

gas from passing in the gap. Such a sealing mechanism has the advantages; e.g.

long life and less contamination in the helium as compared with mechanical

seals. In addition to the sealing performance, reduction of heat leak in the

transfer coupling is also the important problem. In our case, this kind of

heat leak has been verified to be within a level of a few watts from

preliminary experiments' '.

helium inlet evacuation port AJX-stationary part

(ATV^h-ferrofluid
^~—''» rotating part

permanent magnet

sealing part

Fig.3 Helium transfer coupling

As for the stator, the conductors are Roebel transposed bars, each of

which is composed of seven copper wires with diameter of 0.9 mm twisted once

every 22 mm. Such a double transposition is necessary to reduce the eddy

current loss in the conductor influenced by the high rotating field produced

by the rotating field windings. For the same purpose, the support structure is

made of non-metalic materials. Conventional iron teethes is unnecessary in the
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stator because of the high field strength over the saturation region of

magnetic materials. Magnetic materials are used only outside of the stator

coils for prevention of leakage of the magnetic flux. The stator windings are

cooled by transformer oil, which serves the function of electrical insulator,

too.

3. Cooling of the rotor

The liquid helium is supplied from a helium container and, if necessary,

can be subcooled in a heat exchanger immersed in a saturated liquid helium at

a lower temperature on the way to the rotor. The liquid helium supplied into

the rotor through the transfer coupling flows in the innermost tube in the

helium suply tube and is intorduced to the helium vessel. A part of the helium

is exhausted after cooling the current leads and the main part of the helium

is exhausted after removing the heat at the heat exchangers.

in the cooling down stage, the rotor was rotated at the speed of 600 rpm

to prevent asymmetric temperature distribution in the inner structure and

liquid nitrogen of 100 litres was consumed for 6.5 hours in addition to liquid

helium of 90 litres for 2.2 hours. The cooling down process was monitored by

measuring the resistance of the field winding and the helium temperature in the

helium vessel.

In the steady cooling state, the data show the higher temperature of the

helium at the entrance of the helium vessel than at the exit. This curious

phenominon is probably due to the more heat leak at the entrance region than

at the exit. Although the helium in the helium vessel apart from the center

axis is to be compressed by the centrifugal force and the temperature is to be

rised*
4
', the observed temperatures do not show the compression effect, as

shown in Fig.4. Heat conduction and/or heat capacity of the field windings

have probably something to do with this contradiction. Fig.5 shows the relation

5 . 0 -

Cl
У1
3
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и
и

I
01

4.6

4.4

4 2
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Д; exit

8

- ©

_L
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о
д
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0 1 2 3

rotation speed (rpm)

Fig.4 Helium temperature

vs rotation speed

4
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'of helium vessel

A.at the exit
of helium vessel

in the helium
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-О—Q-cP-
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4

_L
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helium flow rate (1/hr)

Fig.5 Helium temperature

vs flow rate
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between the helium temperature and the helium supply rate. At the lower flow

rates than 30 1/hr, the helium temperature at the entrance of the helium vessel

is high and unstable, although the temperature do not show any remakable change

at the flow rates over 30 1/hr. The reason is considered that the heat leak

increases owing to the temperature rise of the heat exchangers on the excita-

tion side caused by the shortage of the helium flow.

4. Excitation of the field windings and electrical performance of the machine

All excited operations were performed at the flow rate from 40 1/hr to

60 1/hr, although the field windings could be excited at 30 1/hr. The maximum

excitation current in the tests is 785 A up to now and this current produce

the'maximum field of 3.76 T at the inner edge of the field coil in the center

cross section.

The machine constants were determined by the open-circuit tests, the

short-circuit tests and the sudden short-circuit tests. The non-load voltage

was observed to do not show any saturation due to existence of the magnetic

shield. The measured reactance are as follows: The synchronous reactance is

40 %, the transient reactance 23 % and the subtransient reactance 15 %.

5. Future program

The three years program described here is the first step for development

of superconducting rotating machine. The next five years program containing

construction of a 30 MVA superconducting synchronous condenser with a closed

cycle refrigeration system was started by the authors with the support from

MITI this June. The main schedule is shown in Fig.6.

3O MVA machine

Nb3Sn field coll

Rotor components

Refrigeration system

1977 1978

planning ,- design

1979 19 8O 1981

ma nu f acturlnq test

development

development

development test

Fig.6 Program for a 3O MVA superconducting synchronous condenser
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DISCUSSION

P. Komarek : In which respect do you thing is your design
/e.g. cooling schema and winding technique/ suitable or not
be valable up to rotor diameters as required for big power
generators?

H. Fu.iino : For example, as for compression effect due to
centrifugal force in the rotor, we are intending to use НЬзВп
wire for the field windings with aim to relax harmfull effects
due to temperature rise caussed by larger centrifugal force -
- in the next program for 30 MVA synchronous condenser.

D.H. Kullmann : Did you observe any change in quench current
due to rotation?

H. Fu.iino : We did not observe any clear relation, because the
number of times of excitation is not so large up to now.

T. Bratol.iic : Did you perform any sudden short-circuit tests
and at which voltage?

H. Fu.iino ; 3 phase short-circuit at 50 V, corresponding to
about 2 # per unit.
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IHVgSTIGATIOH OF SÜPKHCOTOCTCTORS FOR LABGB TOBBOGEBEHATOHS

D. Kullmann, L.Intichax

Siemens AG, Bea.Lab., D-8520 Erlangen, PEG

0. - SPHMABY sufficient accuracy with known theories,
which axe baaed on experiments with pulsed

The power loaaea and oritioal currents of superconducting magnets, provided that the
HbTi mul«filamentary conductors have been critioal magnetic flux change rate of the
maaauxed at T - 4,2 & for current and aagne- conduotova is not exoeedad ™ ) . Thus a
tie field conditions as expected ia large tolerable excitation rate can be calculated
turbogenerators in the ease of a sadden from the superconductor's point of view. In
short eirouit. The conductor вашр1ее have contrast to the 1st case, the sudden short
diameters of 0.6 and 1.5 ma or have a rec- circuit conditions apply specifically to
tengular shape with equivalent diameters of
6 to 8 mm and differ in matrix material,
twist pitoh and number of filaments. Three
teat devices have been used with sample
direct ourrents up to 250 A, 2500 A and
40 000 A, superimposing simultaneously a

50 Hz alternating current on the direct
ourrent and a 50 Ez alternating field on
a large direct field.

Apart from the highest ourrent and field
amplitudes the degradation of the critioal
currents was rather small, thus indicating
stable temperatures. The losses were
strongly dependant on the direct current
when it exceeded about half its critical

value, it lower values, in all but one case, ?««•?« *«»

generators and cannot be related to earlier
superoonduoting magnet applications. In this
case the superconductors are exposed in
addition to their nominal ? ceding to alter-
nating magnetic fields, especially at 50 Hz
but also at higher frequencies which also
oau-16 alternating currents. Depending on the
machine design, the field amplitudes may
amount to some 10 mT and the AC ourrent
amplitudes to 1 to 2 ?t related to the nomi-
nal DC ourrent. Although improved theoreti-
cal approaches have been developed in the
last years describing the different lose
mechanisms \*J«(4), they do not consider all
major loss influencing parameters, as for

the measured loaaea and theoretical values
agreed to within a factor two.

Experimental results are presented and ex-
plained by theory.

1. - итаовдетюн

The development of large turbogenerators
with superconducting field windings promi-
ses increased efficiency and specific out-
put ovex conventional machines and has
received greet attention from the electri-
cal power generating industry for todays
generator ratings, but even more for higher
rating. V

1
/. A. a basic of present machine

design studies, HbTi multifilamentary con-
ductors are generally used with matrix to
superconductor ratio* of 2 or leas, which
give allowance at 4*2 К for nominal conduc-
tor current densities of some 100 A/mm

2
 and

maximum flux denaitiea of about 5 to 7 T in

loading. As may be seen by comparison with
experimental results, the calculated losses
differ in certain cases by some 100 $.

To get useful design parameters and a better
fundamental understanding of the special
loss effects oeouring under sudden short
circuit conditions an experimental program
has been started within the KW/Siemens de-
velopment work on superconducting genera-
tors™^). This paper gives an outline on
this program, the experimental set-up and
our results gained so far with HbTi conduc-
tors.

subjected to hysteresis and eddy ourrent
losses if -their ourrent or flux density ia
ohangad, as it occurs under transients or
faults. To prevent their critioal tempera-
ture being exceeded, the actual power loss
in the superconductors and its influence on
their current carrying capability must be
known accurately and taken into account in
the overall machine design, including the
cooling system. In particular this is true
for the most unfavourable conditions, which
are oaused by 1) high magnetic flux change
rates corresponding to excitation require-
ments and 2) armature reactions in the case
of a sudden short circuit. Concerning the
1st ease the losses oan be treated with

The conductors already being tested ox which
will be tested in the nearfuture have matrix
to superconductor ratios of 1.7 to 2 with a
Cu-or CuHi-Cu-matrix and differ in size,
number of filaments and twist pitch. Corre-
sponding to their size we distinguish
between small circular conductors with dia-
meters of 0.4 to 0.6 mm or 1.5 mm aad model
machine conductors of monolithic or oabled
type with rectangular shape and equivalent
diameters of 6 to 8 mm. The small conduc-
tora with diameters of about 1.5 mm are al-
ready adequately sized for use as an elemen-
tary conductor of a fully transposed cable.
To measure the critioal ourrent denaitiea
and losses under simulated, sudden short
circuit conditions as well as under sepa-
rate AC ourrent aad AC field loadings,
three test devices have been built. Their
maximum DC- and AC field and also the maxi-
mum DC- and AC-ouxrant densities axe of
similar magnitude but the direot and alter-
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nating currents differ corresponding to the
sample sizes (Table 1)

Tibl i 1 : Nominal data ol apparatus 1 to 3

App. No. 1 2

power supply to ample

AC I

/

Boc

«AC

/DC

/AC

used for con-
ductorsO

2S-5O-1DO

7.5

20

250

SO

0.4 .„0.6

90

8

40

2 SOP

240

1.5

50

6

20

40000

300

equivalent
8

Hi

T

mT

A

A

mm LHemlet heeler

Loaaea are always measured by ealorimetric
aethoda. Figure 1 shows a achematio of the
teat device used for the smallest oondue-
tors, with which most of the measurements
were taken. The apparatus used for conduc-
tors with 1.5 mm ia тегу similar to that in
figure 1, but the teat device for model ma-
chine conductors allowing for aasple DC
ourrenta up to 40 000 A ia quite different
and ia ahown below.

5 . - MKASnUSmiFS OR SM1LT. СОЯПТТСМЛЯ

Figure 2 shows the losses sensed by alterna-
ting current. If Jyc is smaller than about
50 % of its critical value Jot the loaaea
are practically independent of Jwj. In this
ease they correlate far differenVvaluea of
f J *

Fiauri I : Ciloiineter schematic ol ten device 1

0.1 T

f» JAC •»*
losaea given

P/T- •,V

2
 *

 w l t h
 byatereaia

1С

400 600 800
currant density / D C e

1000 A/mm2

Fiiute 2: Alttrnatine c.rrenl losses ol VACRYLUXeH01 NbTi-nmltililemcniery
eonduetot,*- 0.1mm, i ? . - 10mm. (CnCuNi|/NbTi = 1.7.
2S00 filaments at 4.2 К and SO Hi

not only if JJC is dose to J
c
,

for JDC/J
0
> 0.5. Л similar ob-

However the measured loaaea exceeded the
calculated ones according to (1) by about
100 £. Furthermore the losaea increase rapid-
ly with
but el
aervation.haa been reported reoently in li-
terature '6/.
The loaaes oaused by alternating field are
aimilarily influenced by a Joe as can be
seen in figure 3» In the region not depen-
ding on JDC ve find a correlation within 7
with respect to the sum of eddy current
losses V£)

s
Í4

"ДС

(5)

I I I I
i

D C
 = 7.1T 5.35T 3.6T 1.85T0.1T

t* m

• » « 0.008
алот 0.016

I
200

current density / D (

1000 A/mm2

and hysteresis losses in the conductor's
satnrated region 13J

16

3 : Altaraatini field losses of VACRVFLUX* 5001 NbTi mallililementeiy
caniactgi, Ф - 0.6mm, i j , • 10mm, 1С» • CoNil/NbTi • 1.7
2601) lilamente at 4.2 К and SOHi

P/V
z i r / | \b2ir / 5c 2 J c

(4)
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The measured losses were 64 % and 38 56 re-
spectively below the calculated ones, figure
4 shows the loss dependence on Jjc of the
same oonductor when twisted and not twisted,
when it ie simultaneously exposed to an AC-
field and an AC-current. The resulting los-
•es are equal to or at most 1.2 times larger
than the sum of the losses caused by alter-
nating field alone and by alternating cur-
rent alone. Ve also obtained similar results
with other small conductors. Ve assume that
the slight increase of resultant losses was
caused by a temperature rise due to the
higher lose level, because it was always
acoompagnied by a distinct decrease in J

c
.

As can be seen further from figure 4» the
losses of the untwisted conductor are con-
aiderably lower than that of the twisted
one. This result is not surprising keeping
in mind that an untwisted conductor cannot
carry any eddy currents in its interior.

To clarify the mechanism that increases the
AC field losses with JJC, we have calculated
the hysteresis losses in a slab carrying
direct current similarly to w )
model

3

J
e
l1.

"AC

400 EDO
current density Уга:-

1000 A/mm-"

FijuiE 4: Alternating fiald and current louel of VACRVFIUX* 5001 NbTi.
multifilementary conductor!, Ф = 0.6mm. (Co + CuNil/NbTi « 1.7,
2500 fiiamanti ;•. 4.2K and SOHz

using Bean's

(5)

(6)

Figure 5 shows a comparison between function
(5), using

(7)

current defnHy /D c -

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Figure S: Alternating field l o n n of VACRYFIUX* 5««1 HOT мгШЫмиаигу

conductor!. <>• 0.4ЛЛ1, Ci/NbTi = 1.Т. 1701 Cifanaatt at 4.2К and

H,

30

m 3

20 -

for a circular wire, and values measured on
an untwisted conductor which should behave
as a single thick filament. The correspon-
dence is thought to be good considering a
theory that was derived from a slab. The
twisted wire behaves very similarly having
just the eddy current losses (2) superim-
posed, a result which was already illustra-
ted in figure 4.

When the diameter increases, the hysteresis
losses (5) for JJJC^JB become smaller, JB
moves closer to J

o
 and the increase of los-

ses for JDC>-JB oeoomes more marked. This is
all confirmed by our measurements with a
1.5 mm conductor (figure 6). The loss be-
haviour of this oonductor is in good aocor-
danoe with the measurements shown in figures
2, 3 and 4. In particular the increase of
AC current losses with JJJC begins approxima-

tely at J-nn/Jn - 0,65 as predicted by (™) Figura 6: Alternating fiald and alternating current lottai of a VAHCVFLUV"
and below thia value the functional depen-

 5 M I HbTl
 «'«'«•••«a'y »«<«««".•-i-s—.i»'»»

dence on Вдо, JJ^J
 a n d
 ^Dc according to (1)

I
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40
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0
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0

I

I

m»

I

I I
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0
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and (2) was id.thin 2 36, the eddy current
losses being exactly as calculated but the
hystereeie losses being about 500 <f> higher
than in our calculation.

In our analyeis we found no significant con-
tribution' by hysteresis losses in the AC
field oase nor of eddy current losses in the
conductor interior caused by AC current as
indicated by (8) which is an interpretation
of a formula of Can; 13),

This is not surprising because the losses so
calculated are by two orders of magnitude
smaller than the measured ones. But as these
loeses are proportional to Bf4 (H0/L2* re-
maining wachanged) they should be dominant
in large machine conductors.

to Hi-flov.tneMr al 300 К

c c | dipol magnBls
AC I

hall prafai

pick-up coil I

Figura 7: Schematic of appautui for measuring alternalinj field and
currant loins in high currant superconductors

current in DC trarBf ornistor

óment in AC tramformator

-Ш-

MMr-
sampte current

HEASTmEMEHTS OH LARGE COHDUCTORS

Figure 7 shows the principal set-up of our
apparatus for teste with large conductors.
We use straight samples of about 1 m length
whioh are part of a oloeed superconducting
loop, in which DC ourrents up to 40 000 A
and AC currents up to 300 A are induced by
the method as illustrated in figure 8. After
being discharged the primary winding of the
DC transformer is loaded again in the rever-
se direction with a controlled ramp rate
corresponding to the time constant of the
closed loop to keep ( О ц с constant .Measure-
ment of ( I

8
) D C

 a n d
 UeliC

 i s c a r r i e d o u t

with Hall probes and pick-up coils. Besides
the DC dipole magnet the AC dipole magnet is timer—i

a l B O S u p e r c o n d u c t i n g . F i g u r e 9 ShOWS a fotO-Figure 8: Schematic of the umnle current generállal
graph of the test facility. Because it has
been completed very recently, only some pre-
liminary results gained with our first .
sample, a monolithic conduotor according to
figure 10, can be presented. In figure 11
the measured critical current density of
this conductor.- is compcxed with the corres-
ponding data of the conduotor of figure 6.
The large conduotor has a considerably lower
current density. This degradation may be a
consequence of the speoifio manufacturing
process, characterized by cold working and
heat treating as well as of self-field in-
stabilities I е

). Further experiments with
improved cold working,various heat treat-
ments and different matrix structure are
planned to get more information on the cru-
cial parameters. With regard to AC current
loadings no degradation of ОС ourrent was
observed for the large conduotor indicating
its favorable thermal behaviour. Furthermore
our very first AC current loss measurements
indicate that there are hysteresis losses (1)
but no eddy current losses corresponding
to (8). The losses-caused by an AC field
seem to be essentially higher compared to
the loss level shown in figure 3, but this
result is the subject of further investiga-
tions.

--1МЛ-4

sample chamber:
diameter 25mm
length 400mm
Í D C < 6 T
0дс <0.02T

data of DC-dipol magnet
maximum field al the winding 7.ST
overall current density )03A/mm !

stored energy 400 kJ
current 670A
conductor VACRYFLUX 5001

NbTiF 600,3.4mm-1.4mm

Figure 3:
Apparatus for loss measurements
on targe superconductors

Fully transposed cables are generally regar-
ded as an alternative to monolithic conduo-

tor e. They have come disadvantages with
respect to mechanical and thermal properties,
there are also more problems in making the
electrical connections but they are advan-
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tageous with regard to current density and
small twist lengths. Presumably the AC loseea
axe also smaller. Figure 12 shows a model of
a fully transposed cable. Its current carry-
ing capability and AC behaviour should al-
most correspond with the behaviour of its
elementary conductor as shown in figures 6
and 11. provided that the cable is not sol-
dered (97.

5. COSCLPSIOH

The measurements of losses especially those
at 50 Hz in small NbTi-multifilamentaxy con-
ductors have shown that their functional de-
pendence on AC field and current amplitudes
agrees very well with known eddy current and
hysteresis loss equations if it is supposed
that there is no JJMJ influence, but that nu-
merical results predicted by theory still
differ considerably from maasured results in
some cases. The loss increase with J

D C
 was

experimentally found to start between 0,5 to
0,65 JDC/J

C
 for AC-field and current loading

and a suggestion has been presented to ex- '
plain the JDC dependence of AC field losses
on the basis of Bean's model. Eddy current
losses caused by АО current have not be found.
If it it) supposed that the results on small
conductors are representative also for large
conductors and neglecting heat transfer con-
ditions the AC losses caused by a sudden
short circuit should be governable in large
turbogenerators by the cooling system. This
statement has still to be examined fox large
ooaduotors taking into account the real heat
transfer conditions of the specific turbo-
generator design.
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Summary
Referring to the superconducting turbogenerators, the paper gives some solutions for op-

timizing the power required for the refrigeration of the thermal distance pieces, of the cur-
rent leads of the superconducting winding and of the rotor screening system. The value of this
power, calculated using the equations obtained, is compared with that of the absolute minimum
power obtained from thermodynamic optimization considerations. As an example, results obtained
by applying these procedures to a design of a 1300 MVA superconducting generator, are given.

1. - Introduction

The need to maintain low temperatures in some rotor regions of a superconducting alterna_
tor involves the consumption of mechanical power to extract from these zones the heat fluxes
transmitted from outside or due to internal dissipation effects. Careful optimization of the
design to minimize this power is important not so much fo^ the improvement in the overall ele£
trical efficiency as for the resulting simplification in the refrigeration circuit and cryoge-
nerator. The results are a saving in the cost of the unit and increased reliability of the ma-
chine.

The thermal fluxes which give rise to the consumption of mechanical power for refrigera_
tion are the following:
1) heat flux generated in the superconducting winding;
2) heat flux conducted through the mecharfical connection, called "thermal distance pieces",

between the rotor region at cryogenic temperature and the region at ambient temperature;
3) heat flux exchanged by radiation between surfaces at different temperature;
4) heat flux transmitted through the current leads or the superconducting winding;
5) heat flux produced by the flow of the liquid helium within the rotor;
6) heat flux generated in the screening system and in the low temperature structure of the ro-

tor due to the effect of variation of the magnetic field acting on the rotor.
To optimize the refrigeration power consumption, a careful study and accurate design of

the following three components of the generator must be carried out: a) thermal distance pieces,
b) current leads of the superconducting winding, c) rotor screening system.

With the usual assumption that the thermal loads during transient conditions can be com-
pensated for by exploiting the thermal inertia of the rotor system, the thermal load during st£
ady state running is the main consideration when designing a refrigeration system.

This paper gives some technical feasible solutions for optimizing the power required for
refrigeration corresponding to the three components listed above. The value of the power consu-
med for the refrigeration of these components, calculated using the equations obtained, is com-
pared with that of the absolute minimum power, obtained from thermodynamic optimization conside
rations. The calculations refer to a preliminary design

for a two pole alternator with "double rotor screen" and output approximately 1300 MVA
(fig. I) and permit the most critical components for the overall thermal efficiency of the sy-
stem to be picked out.
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R,-355 mm Ri-575mai /a ~ 3900 mm
Ri" 360 mm
Ry= 370 mm Hr-9SOmm U M i t00mm
Rf» JSOmm R,-1550 mm Í»™ ISO mm
R,-310 mm Л ч -30mm

Fiff.l - Trattaverae and longitudinal cross section of a superconducting turbogenerator with a double
rotor shields

0) rotor mandrel, supporting the field win- 6)
ding at 4.2 К and its structure, 7)

1) 3) vacuum compartments,
2) low temperature inner rotating shield, 8)
4) outer rotating shield at ambient temp., 9)
5) c>P between the rotor and the stator, 10)

stator at ambient temperature,
region between the stator and the outer
magnetic shield,
outer magnetic shield,
region outside the generator,
thermal distance piece.

2. - Rotor screen system

The rotor screen system has the basic function of screening the superconducting winding

from the asynchronous magnetic field due to unbalanced or fault armature currents, and from

thermal radiation flux toward the low temperature zones* and also of damping the mechanical

oscillations of the rotor"'.

The "double screen system", consisting essentially of two conducting cylinders, an exte£
nal cylinder at ambient temperature and an internal cylinder at cryogenic temperature (fig. 1),
produces good results, both for the functions listed above and as far as the power required for
refrigeration is concerned^2'3'4'5). In some cases the external screen has a bimetallic struc-
ture, with the inner part in stainless steel to ensure the necessary strength and the outer
thinner part in a material whose electrical conductivity and thickness are chosen mainly on the
basis of the time constant'5^. The refrigeration power required for the screen system is given
by the sum of two terms P - and P

 и
» the first relating to the thermal radiation flux and the

second linked to tiie power dissipated in the low temperature rotor components due to asynchro-

nous magnetic fields.

Tn the case of a double screen it results' ':

q2-»0 ÍTT7T + ^q4-»2 " q2-*0 (1)

where the coefficient of performance of the refrigeration cycle can be calculated using the fo]_

lowing relation given by Bejan and Smith' ' and found statist ical ly for T^ = 300 K:

0.427
(2)
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The heat fluxes q
4
_

2
 and q

 2
_

0
, exchanged by radiation between cylinders 2 and 0 of

fig. 1, are functions of T
?
 which in turn depends on thermal flux (q

4
_>

2
 - q ^ g ) extracted from

screen 2. The refrigeration power P
m I I

, corresponding to the powers per unit length P
2
 and P

Q

dissipated respectively in the screen 2 and in rotor body 0, can be found from the equation

mil
(3)

(5.7)
Reference is made to the literature for the calculation of P

2
 and P

Q

V
 '

 ;
. Since

the second term of equation (3) can usually be neglected' '.

The mechanical, physical and geometrical characteristics of the screen system have consi_

darable importance as far as the screening of the superconductor, the refrigeration power, the

specific power and the dynamic stability of the machine are concerned. The choice of the mate-

rials of the screen elements and their thickness and working temperatures are therefore of сод

siderable interest. Following a previous work published by the authors and referring to bimetal_

lie outer screen^
5
', this paper examines the thermal and electromagnetic behaviour of a "double

shield" system, with external screen made of a single material, as a function of the parameters

mentioned above. Compared to the previous case, this system has the advantage of being simpler

and more compact.

• The electromagnetic behaviour is examined by considering the attenuation coefficient С

of the asynchronous magnetic fields.This is the ratio between the first harmonic values of the

field at a given point in the presence and in absence respectively of the screen system. Where

not otherwise specified, the following diagrams refer to preliminary design dimensions of the

machine shown in fig. 1 and show the influence of the material, thickness, radius and temperatu.

re of screens 2 and 4 on the attenuation coefficient С and on the powers P
2
 and ?

mll
. The values

•л

09

OB

05

04

03

02

0.1

0

10*

Fig* 2 — Diagrams ehqwing the attenuation fac-

tor С «• a function of tb« electrical conduct!,

vity a
2
 and the thickness Д

2

 o f t h e
 shield (гУ

int he case of shield (4) made of stainless ste
1( a, - 1.38 io6

2

(4) mad

ű»)-
1
, 120 mm).

[ForAj = 10 mm, the va lues o f Ro< Rj •••.
t h f fi 1 Д %Ю Rare the sane of f ig. 1;

R| vary, while R2, Rj . . „
ce Rj-R0 are the ааие of figure l ] .

per Д 2 %Ю mm, Ro and
Rg and the differen-

1 i? vf. ЙГ
Fig. 3 — Diagrams showing the power losses P_
as a function of the electrical conductivity
0 and the thickness Д. of the shield (2), in
tne case of shell (4) made of stai less steel
(C 4= 1.38 10° (flm)-1, Д д = 120 mm). [For
others details, see fig.2J.
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(5.7)

of C are calculated at the inner surface of screen 2. The re.„Its shown by the curves are cal-

culated for chree-phase negative sequence armature currents equal to 10% of the nominal current
9

and corresponding to a current density of 0.182 A/mm ; they can nevertheless be extended to any
value of these currents as the coefficient С varies directly with the current and the power P?

varies with the square of the current. The power losses also refer to the f i r s t harmonic compo-
nent of the induced current.

The graphs in f i g . 2 and 3 show the values of С and P2 as a function of the electrical condu-
ctivity o 2 and the thickness 4 2 of the screen 2. I t can be seen that, in the case of an outer
screen made only of steel, the attenuation coefficient has appreciable values only for (I2>10

' Table I

Values of the electrical conductivityotflm)"1 of some alloys and metals as a function of T (K).

Temperature (К)

Inconel X

Acciaio AISI 303

Acciaio AISI 321

Al 2024

Al 7039

Cu OFHC

30

0.826-106

1.031-106

1.887-106

0.57-108

0.5-108 '

2.07-109

50

0.826-106

1.031-106

1.818-106

0.55-108

0.44-108

1.08-109

100

0.82-106

1.027-106

1.72-106

0.43-10 8

0.36-10 8

3.12-10 8

200

0.81-106

1.005-106

1.48-106

0.286-108

0.25-108

1 .ОТО8

300

0.79-Ю 6

1.0-106

1.33-106

0.222 -108

0.192-108

0.55-10 8

100 150 200 250 300

Fig» 4 - Diagrams showing the ratios Vmr/(Z.(cnlL
v e a), Pmii/g (curves b1 ( b2 , b3) andiP,,,! +
+ Pmll'/é (curves Сц C2, С3) as a function
of the temperature T2 of the shell (2) in the
case of shield (4) made o£ stainless steel
( 6 fi1( O4

[C
thi

1.38
(4)
(fim)" Д , = 1ZO mm).

[Curves b3 and b 2 : shie ld (2) in Al 2024 of
thickness Д 2 = 5 and 30 mm respect ive ly ! cur;
vc b, : sh ie ld (2) in Cu OFHC of thickness Д 2 =
•= 10 mm; surface emiss i v i t i e s = O.OS; Тл == 350
Kj TD = 4.2 K; C, = a + bij Ci = a + b-j C3 ~

= a + b,l . .

(fim)"
1
. From table I, therefore, it can be seen

that the stainless steel cannijt be used effecti-

vely for the inner screen. On the other hand, go_

od results as far as the attenuation and power

dissipation are concerned can be obtained with

Al 2024 and Cu OFHC maintained at cryogenic tern

peratures. The most suitable value of the working

temperature and thus of the conductivity of the

inner screen can be found immediately from the

graphs in fig. 4 which show, for these metals,

the refrigeration powers P
m
j and P

m
jj as a fun-

ction of the temperature T
2
 of screen 2; the cur

ves show that the lowest values of the total re-

frigeration power of the screen system can be ob̂

tained at temperatures around 80 * 100 K.

For a given inner screen, a higher attenua-

tion and a lower value of the power P
2
 can be ob̂

tained by using materials for the outer screen

whose electrical conductivity is higher than that

of the steel (e. g. Al 2024). Fig. 5 shows the

values of С as a function of the conductivity^

of the outer screen for various values of the

thickness Лр for the case of an inner screen of

Al 2024 or Cu OFHC. The curvesin fig. 6 give the

values of the power P
2
 for these two cases; the

corresponding powers P ., can be obtained by mul_
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1Í 101 10*

Fig. 5 - Diagrams showing the attenuation fac-
tor С as a function of the electr ical conduct!,
vity <»4 of the shield (4) ( Д^ •=• 120 mm) for
more thickness Д 2 of the shield (2).

[Curve 1 shield (2) in Cu OFHC (T2

— 100 K)j curve ' : shield (2) in Al
2024 (T2H5 100 K). When Д 2 varies, the radii
Rl, R2 Rg change as indicated in fig.z]
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tiplying the values of P
2
 by factor of 4.57.

The use of materials with a higher electrical conductivity than steel for the outer sere

en is not always equally satisfactory when it comes to considering the damping of the mechanical

oscillations and the electromagnetic stresses due to faults.

The influence of the dimensions and hence of the power of the machine on the electroma-

gnetic and thermal behaviour of the screen is brought out in figs. 7 and 8, where the values of

С and P
2
 are given for variations of the radius R

1
 of the machine and of the thickness 4

4
 of

the outer screen of + 30% and + 20% respectively compared to the values in fig. 1. The radius

R
1
 was changed maintaing the same radial distance between the various parts of the alternator

as in fig. 1. The thickness of the other rotating and stationary parts also are the same as be

fore. On the other hand the changes in the thickness Л
4
 were obtained solely by Increasing the

value of the radius R
3
 for Л. * 96 mm and reducing the distance (R

g
 - R

4
) for ^ = 144 mm,

while the other parameters remain unchanged.

Figs. 7 and 8 also give useful informations for the case when screen 2 is made of Al 2024

since the variations of С and P», as R, and Д. vary, are of the same order as those for the ca_

se of a copper inner screen. The corresponding values of Р
г а
ц can be found immediately from

fig. 8 by multiplying the values of P
2
 by 4.B7.

3. Thermal distance pieces

The power P ... required to extract from the low temperature zones the thermal flux tran_

smitted by conduction from the outside through the mechanical supports, also called "thermal dî

stance pieces" {fig. 1), can be reduced in the first place by a suitable choice of the size and

material of tfie thermal distance pteces to produce a combination of mechanical strength and

high thermal resistance. AISI 304 stainless steel turns out to be one of the most suitable mate

Hals' ', while the choice of the dimensions depends on the mechanical requirements concerning

the torque to be transmitted and the stiffness. The mechanical power Р _
ш
 can, however, be redu_

ced even further by suitable refrigeration of the thermal distance pieces as shown in fig. 9.

The problem.of determining the optimum di-

stribution of the heat extraction along the sup_

port, studied by other Authors I ' with some 11.

mitations, can be resolved with completely gene,

ral conditions. Let e be any function of the

temperature. Then:
T,

"mill dT

Integrating by parts:

Fie. 9 - Schematic diagram showing the thermal
energy balance of a theraal distance piece.

VE(T
L
)

* f q d(

1/6(T
H
)

Since e(T)-*-ooas T — T
H

'mill T
H

Applying the methods of variationai calculus to equation (4) and bearing in mind that the
function q is subject to the following boundary condition derived from the heat conduction equa.
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tion:

г _

'H

the function q which reduces the refrigeration power consumption to a minimum can be found. In

terms of dimensionless variables, we find that:

f
ÍTV^ » W + J « К dT+ (5)

and the corresponding minimum power is:

P
JŰI!_* I - i _ ! _ T/I-T "C JT X íg)

To put in practice the proposed methods of thennodynamic optimization, one or more stream

(which exchange heat with the supports), cooled by one or more cryogenic refrigerators, can be

used; the number of these streams necessary to approach the optimum distribution of the heat

flux depends on equation (5). It is чегу interesting to find out if the use of a single streams

provides a good approximation of the optimum solution. As an example, the case of an AISI 304

stainless steel support (of constant cross section) with end temperature of 300 and 4.2 К was

considered. Expression (2) is assumed to be valid forC.

The expression k(T) considered for AISI 304 is the following (unit [w/cm K] ):

к = 2.3026 exp [ £ ai (logT)1] with
1 J
[ £ ai (logT)1]
11=0 J

aQ = -7.21907251-1O'
Z a1 = -1.68978650-10 a2 = 4.1131082710 a3 = -5.04340624-10

a. = 3.62261593-10 aK = -1.51453279-10 ac = 3.38735751 a, = -3.12243013-10"1

MO}MO}
Using this equation, the experimental curve of k(T), given in reference * ', can be appro^

ximated to within less than 1%.

In the case in question, the refrigeration power consumption turns out to be the sum of

two terms which give the power necessary to cool, respectively, the low temperature region and

the gas stream. In dimensionless.terms, the result is:

• • /r «*
The value of q£, for a given value of the other variables, is a function of m+; the opti-

mum value of m + is thus that which reduces P * m to a minimum. Since q* = k
+ (dT+/dx+)x+=Q, the

relation between q* and m+ can be found by solving the system of differential equations (8)

which exposes the thsrmal balance in a section dx of the support. The integration limits are

x+=0 and x+=l and the boundary conditions are T+(0) = 4.2/300 and T+(l) = 1.

dT+

a+(T+-e+)

(8)
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Thus the value of

of m and of

, which these assumptions, also depends on atFig.lOshowsihow the values

vary as a function of Ct
+
 in the case of refrigeration by means of a gas

stream with constant с , optimized with respect

10°

ló1

/

10 1Df Ю1 ' 10* 1С? »

to m (P*in) is
 a
 monotonic decreasing fun-

ction of a
+
 and as Ot-»oo tends to an asymptotic

value. It will be seen that it is necessary to

adopt constructive solutions which involve an

high value of ct
+
 to reduce the refrigeration

power consumption. Since the general dimensions

of the support are dictated by consideration of

mechanical strength, it is necessary to increa-

se the exchange surface between the metal and

the cooling gas.

It should be noted that the proposed model

assumes that the temperature drop due to radial

heat conduction in the torque tube can be igno-

rated although this term cannot be neglected a

priori because of the thickness and thermal coji

düctivity characteristics of the thermal distance pieces. It is possible, however, to take into

account the thermal conduction resistance in the torque tube by using an equivalent Ct+ (i. e.

Gg). I" fac* ignoring end effects at the ends of the torque tube and the curvature of the tube

wall, and considering that the cooling affects only one surface (the inner or outer surface),

the temperature distribution in the wall thickness can be assumed to be parabolic. In this case,

the temperature difference between the two surfaces can be attributed to a surface thermal resĵ

stance, in series with that referring to metal-gas convective exchange, with a value 1/c- g jj .

while the thermal conduction resistance due to the metal is assumed be zero. With these simpli-

fications, the coefficiento£ can be found by combining the two thermal resistance in series,

Fig. 10 - Diagrams showing the optimum values
of m+ and of the related power P * m as a fun-
ction of 0Г,

i.e. p i z /(l/a +410/2 k) s kkH.
P* e. with theThe values of ( P Í J T T L given in fig. 10 should be compared with (P*in)t»

minimum given by thermodynamic optimization in equation (6).

Table II shows these values calculated with reference both to a real с and to a Carnot e

For comparison, the corresponding values of calculated for Cc*-*oo , and of P,

calculated without cooling along the support, are given.

Table II

mill'

PmIII ( 6 C a r n o t )

5.20

(P|JÍII)t ( fas per(2))

19.16

(''mniJg*'0*-'00)

26.60

P*jjj(no- refrigeration)

419.64

The following conclusions can be drawn from a comparison of the data in table II and fig.
10:

a) the hypothesis of reversible refrigeration cycles is unacceptab le;

b) a single stream cooling the support can be considered a satisfactory approximation to the O£

timum solution as far as the power saving compared to when there is no refrigeration is con-

cerned.
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4. - Current leads

Many methods have dealt with the problem of the size of the supply conductors for electri-

cal circuits at cryogenic temperature and their thermodynamic optimization by use of heat extra

ctions.

Carbonell et al.' ' have examined the problem assuming ideal refrigeration cycles (Car-

not); the procedure adopted can, however, easily be generalized to take account of the real ef_

ficiency of the cycles. The following expression for the minimum power required for refrigera-

tion, referred to unit current carried by the conductor, can thus be obtained:

dT (9)

This minimum power is attained for a distribution of the thermal conduction flux given by

the following function of the temperature:

The optimum dimensions can be found by applying the fundamental conduction law to this

expression for q*:

f4
i/S = ~ dT (10)

; q
T
L

While the case of the support.where the optimum dimensions given by thermal considera-

tions would lead to values of the ratio i/S tending to infinity, an optimum value of the ratio

Я/S due to the need to reconcile simplicity, electrical and thermal requirements, can be found

in the case of the conductors. As far as the choice of material is concerned, equation (9),

taking into account (10), shows that it is convenient to choose a conductor with the lowest poŝ

sible value of the product k g . In practice the best results are obtained with high purity co£
per which implies low values of the residual resistance (?«' '.

Once again in the case of the conductors, it is worthwhile considering whether refrigera-
tion with a single gas stream provides a good approximation to the optimum thermodynamic solu-
tion. The system of equations governing the phenomenon, expressed in the most appropriate way
to simplify the determination of the optimum dimensional ratio Л/S, is the following:

1
ni)

k в Idg _ , yk в
""3T~ ~ А с q

The optimum value of л/Scanbe found by applying the thermal conduction law to the fun-

ction q(T) obtained by integrating (11) with the boundary condition q(300) = 0 (
1 3
) ; the other

boundary condition is 9(4.2) = 0 since the cold end of the conductor is assumed to be immersed

in liquid helium and to be in equilibrium with it; the surface he.it exchange coefficient betwe

en the liquid helium and the surface of the metal is, in fact, very nigh compared to that for

solid-gas exchange.

The system of equations (11) has been solved numerically by Köhler et al.' ' for various
metals, such as brass and various types of copper. The authors cited drew the following concl£
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sions:

a) the purer the copper is, the better it is compared to brass;

b) electrolytic copper, with the values of a usually achieved, allows a good approximation to

the limiting case of ideal thermal exchange between gas and metal (у-юо).

This final conclusion is even more valid when it is considered that the system of condu-

ctors, bound only by optimum value of the ratio i/S, permits a considerable degree of design

flexibility as far as the requirements for thermal exchange are concerned. Furthermore, the ra_

dial temperature drop can be ignorated in any case, given the high thermal conductivity of co£
per.

Table III compares the values of the power СЦду)^ 1
»
 tne

 P
o w e r

 CJJiivV
1 referrin9 to

the case of refrigeration carried out using a single stream, of optimum heat capacity rate, in

equilibrium with the conductor, and the power P
mI
y/I referring to the case of optimum dimensions

without refrigeration^
5
^. The calculations were carried out by using expression (2) for the

function e(T), and the material examined were copper of varying purity, characterized by the va_

lue of @ Q . The corresponding ratiosia/S are given as well.

(ficm)

1.0 10"6

1.5-10"8

1.0-10"9

thermodynamic optimum

CmlvV1

(W/A)

1.51

1.39

1.20

U/S

(A/cm)

48.8-103

391 -103

2016-103

Table I I I

single gas stream optimum refr.

("mlvV1

(W/A)

1.76

1.64

1.43

U/S

(A/cm)

50.5-10 3

538 - 1 0 3

2227-103

m c p

(mW/AK)

0.30

0.275

0.237

no r e f r i g e r a t i o n

PmIV

(W/A)

28.61

27.50

27.36

U/S

(A/cm)

21-MO3

60.5-103

105.5-103

5. - Numerical example

With reference to a 1300 MVA alternator with the general dimensions shown in fig. 1,

the diagrams in fig.4 and tables II and III permit the calculation of the

mechanical power required to cool the elements considered above in the case of a steel outer

screen and a copper OFHC or A1 2024 inner screen maintained at 100 К (Table IV).

Table IV

p ml + p m l l ( k

Cu OFHC

^2= S * 10 ПЯ1

A1 2024

Af 30 mm

Al 2024

^ 2 = 5 яга

W)

3.7

6.0

9.7

( P m I I I ; g (m>

AISI 304 } 61.0

( P * I V ) g ( k

I = 10000 A

Electrolytic copper
NBS Tech. Note 365

eo= 1.5-10'8 (Ocm)

Я/S = 54 (cm" 1 )

Electrolytic copper

eo= 1.0-10"9 (ocm)

Я/S = 223 (cm )

w)

32.8

28.6
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The values of ( Р т щ ) *
 a n d

 (
P
ml1flg

 w e r e obtai
"

ecl Ь
У assuminga-»oo. R>r the case of the

supports, this assumption is justified since it can be considered possible to arrive at valuer

of a
+
 which involve a power consumption close to that in the asymptotic case by a suitable

extension of the exchange surface; in this case in fact с =1000 W/m K.

The assumption is even more valid in the case of the conductors for the reasons mentio_

ned previously.

The values obtained show that by means of a suitable design of the screen system and

the choice of suitable working temperatures for the elements of the system, the main loads on

the rotor regions at low temperature during steady state running are due essentially to the

thermal distance pieces and to the electrical connections between the superconducting winding

and the excitation power supply.

It should be also noted that the total refrigeration power consumption can be consider^

bly influenced by the friction losses due to the circulation of the coolant which, however, are

difficult to determine at present state of research.

Nomenclature

с

с
с р

к
к+

г.
m

attenuation factor of the

magnetic f i e l d

equivalent radial thermal

specif ic heat at constant

excitat ion current

thermal conductivity

k/kH

length

mass flow rate

asynchronous

conductance

pressure

a

a+

У
л

в

e

m
+

P
m c

p
 i/S k

H

power losses in the shield per unit

length

power for refrigeration

P
m *

/ k
H
 T
H
 S

heat transfer surface per uni t length

heat f lux

radius

cross section

absolute temperature

T/T
H

axial coordinate

x/i

е
+

convection heat transfer coefficient

between gas and metallic surface

d p t /S L

ap s/r

thickness of the screening shells and

of thermal distance pieces

coefficient of performance (COP)

temperature difference between surfu

ce and gas

e/e
H

6Q residual r e s i s t i v i t y

0=1/Q electr ical conductivity

Superscripts

* optimized value

Subscripts

0,1.-10 part of the machine indicated in fig 1

I...IV number indicating the powers of refri_

geration

ambient temperature

single gas stream refr igerat ion

low temperature
thermodynamically optimized
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Negative Sequence and Eddy Current Losses in

the Rotor of a Superconducting Turbogenerator

T. Bratoljic

Brown Boveri, Baden Switzerland.

The rotor of a superconducting turbogenerator is provided with a combined dam-
per and screen which among other functions must serve to protect the rotor win-
ding from exposure to alternating fields. In steady-state operation such fields
arise from unsymmetrical loading of the stator phases and from harmonics in the
stator flux. This paper describes a simple and accurate method for calculating
the penetration of fields and accompanying losses in rotors of arbitrarily com-
plex composition. The method is based on using the rotor wave admittance to de-
rive the rotor reaction on the applied primary field. Some calculated results
of field and loss distribution are given for various rotor designs of future
large superconducting generators.

1. Introduction

The fact that the good performance of existing high-field superconductors is
available only under d.c. - conditions, has led to the now generally accepted
form for large superconducting turbogenerators (*»

2
) which involves a supercon-

ducting d.c. - rotor winding with a more or less' conventional copper a . c - win-
ding on the stator. To avoid excessive eddy current losses due to the high mag-
netic field, the armature winding must be supported by a non-magnetic and elec-
trically non-conducting structure. The surroundings of the machine should be
protected from the high field by a magnetic shield built in the form of a lami-
nated iron cylinder surrounding the armature winding.

Between the armature and tlu? field windings a system of damper and screening
cylinders is arranged. This is mostly at room temperature, and has to serve se-
veral purposes. It must provide thermal, electrical and mechanical shielding of
the superconducting field winding against influences arising in the stator.
Good thermal insulation, including radiation shielding, is a continuous requi-
rement. This is provided by surrounding the cold inner rotor with a vacuum
space, incorporating a low-temperature radiation shield, and by supporting the
inner rotor at both ends by helium-gas cooled hollow shaft extensions. The
electrical screening must attenuate all non-synchronous magnetic fields produ-
ced by stator current, both under steady-state and transient conditions. Espe-
cially in the latter case, e.g. after a severe system disturbance such as a
short circuit, large currents induced in the rotor give rise to large mechani-
cal forces, which must be kept away from the s.с-winding and therefore taken
by the damper. The design of the damper should provide sufficient electro-
mechanical damping of rotor swings whilst not significantly delaying penetra-
tion through the screen of rotor flux changes needed for control purposes. It
seems impossible to fulfil all these complex and partially conflicting require-
ments with a simple damper winding or a single hollow cylinder. It is necessary
to provide a rather complex screening system consisting of several concentric
hollow cylinders of various materials having different thicknesses, temperatu-
res and electrical conductivities. The metallic parts of the field winding sup-
port structure also participate in carrying the induced eddy currents and should
therefore be considered as a part of the screening system.

This paper is concerned with the electromagnetics involved in the screening
problems in the steady-state. Here we are interested in calculating the pene-



tration, into the rotor, of electromagnetic fields set up by the stator current.
Such calculations are required by the need to establish that the magnitude of
the a.c.-field which penetrates to the superconducting winding is below a pres-
cribed limit, and in order to dimension the cooling for the rotor eddy current
losses. In steady-state operation, a.c.-fields in the rotor can originate from
stator winding space harmonics or unsymmetrical stator loading. The latter has
the fundamental distribution round the rotor, relative to which it rotates at
twice supply frequency. All harmonics of odd-numbered order are present, except
for the 3rd and multiples of 3. The 5th and 7th are of most significance and
these induce rotor currents at six times supply frequency. Increasing harmonic
order brings correspondingly higher frequencies but also, normally, a fast re-
duction of amplitude.

The problem of field penetration into the rotor of a superconducting generator
has already appeared in the literature(3-6). The first studies(3,4) treated the
general problem of penetration of transients while the others(5»6) were limited
to studies of screening, with very simple arrangements and at times very much
simplified methods of analysis.
The present paper provides a method of more accurately determining the distri-
bution of an a.c.-field and the attendant losses within the rotor. The method
consists of applying the concept of wave-admittance(

2
»

3
> in a recurrence rela-

tionship, which renders it simple and convenient to apply even to. very complex
rotors. After describing the basic method in section 2, section 3 investigates
the practical calculation of wave admittance. In section 4 some calculated re-
sults are given for some realistic design versions of a large generator.

2. Method of Solution

The solution is based on nearly exact determination of the electromagnetic field
due to the stator current and eddy currents in the rotor. The only significant
simplification of the real situation is the treatment of the field in two dimen-
sions, which is justified by the high length to diameter ratio of the rotor. As
our primary interest is in effects arising in the rotor, we choose a rotating
co-ordinate system. The absence of significant non-linearities permits the use
of the superposition principle so that the field fundamental and harmonic com-
ponents of order v, as defined by Fourier analysis, may be considered indivi-
dually.

It would be possible to find the resultant rotor current and field for the.v -th
harmonic by integrating the complete system of Maxwell differential equations
describing all regions of the machine. However, this method leads to very un-
wieldy expressions even with relatively simple rotor configurations (e.g. only
one conducting cylinder in the rotor(5)) and becomes extremely complicated for
more complex rotors. The reason lies in the fact that the reaction effect of
eddy currents is contained implicitly in the resultant field. Here we present an
alternative general method which rationalises and greatly simplifies this type
of calculation. It is based on superimposing the reaction field of the rotor
eddy currents on the primary field which is produced by the stator and is very
easily calculated. The ensuing addition of rotor reaction is also, as we shall
see, relatively simple.

We now consider the v-th order field harmonic on the rotor surface (r=R). A two-
dimensional treatment with axial stator current, gives an electric field which
is also purely axial whilst the magnetic field has both radial and tangential
components. All the fields alternate at supply frequency ы„ and are sinusoidally
distributed round the circumference of a symmetrical rotor with wave lengths
which rotate relative to the rotor at angular velocity 6>v/V. using complex re-
presentation, the resultant electric field at the rotor outer radius may be
written:

With subscripts о for the primary field and R for the rotor reaction field the
total electric and tangential-magnetic field phasors are respectively:

E
t
 = E

O
 + E

R
 H

*
t
 "

 H
->O

 + H
#R

 ( 2 )

The ratios of the corresponding electric and magnetic field contributions, so
defined, are given by the following constants:
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E Wave impedance of the rotor with respect to the resul-
-í = z tant field (including eddy current reaction).
H-ft

Í Q = zo Wave impedance of the rotor space in the absence of
HT£O eddy currents (e.g. with all electrically conducting

material removed).
E
—- = -z Wave impedance of the region external to the rotor with
^ R a respect to the rotor reaction field.

In place of the wave impedances we may introduce their reciprocals, preferably
in normalised form, i.e. the normalised wave admittances, defined by:

: where Go = 1 (for the rotor space without eddy currents).
: After inserting these wave impedances or admittances in equation 2 the desired
: resultant field may be found as follows

* p - p z a ° - F a (41
; Et " Eo z z + z " о G +G

 l
 •

;
 о а а

Í

f Z +Z G + 1

Thus the resultant field Et or H^t is found from the primary field (Eo or H^o
respectively) by multiplying by a constant conversion factor. The parameters of
the stator winding which is the source of the fields, and its current magnitude
are only used in calculating the primary fields. The conversion constants con-
tain only the normalised wave admittances G of the rotor and Ga of the space
external to the rotor, and these are derived in the following section.

From the resulting field the total real and reacrive power flows into the rotor
per unit surface area can be calculated using the Poynting vector. These may
also be expressed directly in terms of the primary field using the admittances
G and Ga.

G + 1
P + jQ = -f E. H1 „ * _ 1

t aSt ~ 2
a
G +Ga

* *
E H, G (6)
О л>О

3. The wave admittance G

To determine the wave admittance G we must investigate the internal structure
and field distribution inside the rotor. The rotor of a superconducting turbo-
generator can be represented by a set of concentric cylindrical regions (fig.l)
of various thickness and electrical conductivity -A, the latter being zero in
some regions. We assume that in the k-th region (numbered outwards from the cen-
tre) Ъ-^ФО. Maxwell's equations then lead to the Bessel differential equation
for the electric field phasor in this region.

which has the solution
E
 = C

k
 7

V
 ( ̂  ) + D

k
 Jf ( ? ) (8)

7
V
(^ ) and 3i

y
(̂ > ) are respectively Bessel and Hankel functions of the first kind

and V-th order, with the complex argument о = j • ̂  jbjuo^k-
 В
У differentiating

equation 8 we obtain the tangential component of the magnetic field strength Н
л

(9)

- i i -*

The defining expression for the normalised wave admittances Gk-i on the inner
'*•=•""'- '* and Gk on the outer (r=rk) radii of the k-th region leads to:
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« п = \lL.h2i±M±] a =

"-1 Lv c a + W k
Eliminating the constants C^ and Dfc gives the relationship between G

k - 1
 and

•* - [&£tl;B i
and that between the corresponding field strengths E k_^ and E k or

 H
1 ) k _ 1

If the k-th region is non-conducting (Vfc = 0) then equati.cn 7 simplifies to the
Euler differential equation with the solution

E = Ckr
V - Dkr-" H^ = j - j L - p . ^ - Dkr"

y) (13)

Similarly to above we obtain . _ v

G k - 1 + V rk " rk-l
G k= 1 + Gk_^

 V =
 r 2V + r 2V .

* a rk + rk-l

2 r^ r.V, E ^Gk-lEk-l

E . k k ^ v
 k H^_ x =

 k l k l (15)
(rk + r M > (1+Gk-lv> 3"»^o rk-l

The expressions (11) and (14) provide recurrence formulae which allow us to find
the total wave admittance by successively adding individual rotor regions out-
wards from the centre. The normalised wave admittance Gj of the inner region is

G, = 1 when tf, = 0 or G.. = (•f=f)̂  when X, ?0 (16)

This follows from equations 8, 9 and 13 when the symmetry condition "E=O when
r=0" is applied.
The wave admittance of the space outside the rotor has still to be found. A la-
minated iron core is provided on the stator to shield the generator magnetic
field. As its permeability is relatively high and the losses very low, we take
the tangential magnetic field component at the inner iron radius to be zero.
The equation 13 with CfcRif = DkRfv applies between iron and rotor, so that at
the rotor radius R we have:

»-R2V

(17)

With the now known wave admittances G and Ga the resultant field on the rotor
surface is immediately available, as given in section 2. If one is interested
in internal rotor fields then it is necessary firstly to determine the field
values at all region boundaries successively from the outermost inwards, using
the recurrence relations 12 and 15. The total apparent power through each boun-
dary may then be found by integration of the Poynting vector and the dissipation
in a region from the difference therein at the two boundaries:

If the exact field or loss distribution inside the k-th region is required then
it is only necessary to use equations 8, 9 or 13 to determine the constants C^
and Djj from the field boundary values at its inner and outer radii and hence the
field values at any desired radius.

4. Results

The described calculation method was programmed for the computer and applied to
several design versions (see table 1) of large superconducting generators at
present being studied. The results are given in figs. 2 to 7.
For the inverse field we must consider rotor anisotropy (the asymmetry between
direct and quadrature axes due to the rotor winding). This can be accounted for
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by resolving the rotating stator current sheet into two alternating current
sheets rotating with the rotor and centered on the d and q-axes. A separate
field calculation is made for each field component using a high electrical con-
ductivity for the rotor winding region in the d-axis calculation, corresponding
to the long winding time constant . The two results are then added not forget-
ting the space and time displacement of 90° between the two primary current
sheets. The resultant field is now elliptic rather than a symmetrical rotating
field, i.e. the loci of field phasors around the circumference are elliptic.
Such ellipses are shown in fig. 2 for the radial and tangential components of
flux density В

г
з and В^з at the outer radius of the field winding region. The

quadrature axis corresponds to -01=90.

Fig. 3 shows the amplitudes of the two magnetic fields and of the electric field
over the angular co-ordinate -J-. The curves correspond to various radii as in
fig. 1. It is clear that the effects of rotor anisotropy are more pronounced
for radii nearer to the winding region. At the rotor surface (r=rio) the distri-
bution is practically uniform. Fig. 4 gives curves of the distribution of power
flow. The effect of anisotropy is also clearly visible here. Relative variations
in power flow become reduced with increasing distance from the winding region.
Remarkably however their absolute value remains unchanged even at the rotor sur-
face. Another interesting phenomenon is the reversal of power flow S3 for i? bet-
ween IOOO and 150».

Fig. 5 gives the frequency dependence of the screening ratio for the magnetic
field, again at the outer field winding region boundary. The screening ratio is
the ratio of the maximum value of a field component (according to figs 2 and 3
this occurs near t o ^ = 90° for both components) to the primary field. The full
curves apply to the design version В (see table) and the broken ones to the ver-
sion О with an equivalent conductivity for the outer rotor which gives the same
time constant and low frequency response (and therefore the same damping of
electromechanical swings) as version B. The screening is now significantly bet-
ter at frequencies above 20 Hz. A curve is also shown which would apply for a
simplified single coil representation of screening (without skin effect), as
has been used for approximate calculations(6). At 100 Hz this gives screening
about an order of magnitude poorer.

Fig. 6 shows the effect of stator winding pitch on the total stray losses (sum
of all harmonics) and the total inverse field lqsses (version A ) . It is notice-
able that the exact calculation shows that the attainable minimum in stray los-
ses is considerably higher than with calculations which neglect the radial win-
ding thickness. This simplification has little or no effect on the inverse field
losses.

Fig. 7 shows the dependence of losses on the conductivity of the outer region
(k=10) in version С The broken line curve corresponds to the approximation

(19)

for the rotor wave admittance, which becomes exact at higher frequencies. This
provides a very accurate approximation for calculating the harmonic losses ZP

y

(error in our example < 5 % ) . This error however approaches 10 % for the inver-
se field losses.
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Table 1 Magnetic field at r = Г3 and total rotor losses
for3n negative sequence current, harmonic and sum of
eddy-current losses for four design versions

Fig. 1 Mathematical model of a
superconducting generator rotor

Design version

conductivity J
in regiqn к = ^ 9

inverse-field r

and loss for BÉ_3 jmTj

2 " P2 [w/n$
harmonic ^ - p I j ,. 3
losses ^- » l ' J

sum of eddy- p Г., Z
current losses r I ' >

А В С D

1,2 25 25 7

1.2 v 1.2 1.2 7

1,2 1,2 25 7

0t043 0.003 0,000 0,001

1,13 0,086 0,009 0,027

3017 650 649 1265

1923 505 505 895

4940 1155 1154 2160

Fig. 2 Loci of magnetic field
phasors with 1?-coordinate as
parameter; design version A

Fig. 3 Magnetic and electric
field amplitudes at various
radii; design version A

If 1
Fig. 5 Magnetic f ield screening
ratios for two designs and f o r
a single coil screen model

A-
or

s —

л ^4 я
Fig. 4 Distribution of
power flow at various
radii; design version A

M
Fig. 6 Harmonic and inverse-
field losses versus stator
winding pitch; design version A

Fig. 7 Harmonic and in-
verse-field losses vs. con-
ductivity of region (k=10)
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1st. Elettrotecnica 1st. Elettrotecnica

1. - Summary

The actual trend of increasing the power of a single unit over 1.000 MVA makes
the use of sc alternators more and more convenient in respect of the traditional
ones. The lower cost of exciting Ampere-turns brings to the elimination of the
stator iron circuit in the sc machine. Moreover the superconductive field winding
needs a rotating dewar. In addition to that, the sc winding protection from
asynchronous magnetic fields requires one or more cylindrical conductor shields
used also as thermal screen and dumper winding. .,

Nowadays only units of few MVA, have been manufactured while in different
countries units of 1,000 MVA and over are still under study. Therefore, because
of the different morphology between the sc machines and traditional alternators,
it is very useful to produce a mathematical model simulating the sc generator in
different working conditions.

The purpose of this study is just to develop the eauations describing the elec-
tromagnetic behaviour both in a steady-state and in transient conditions.
The mathematical model is obtained from tha Poisson-like equation solved with
reference to the studied machine. The relations obtained by the Authors allow to
calculate the mechanical stresses on the shield and thermal load of the Ke-liguefier.
All the equation are solved without using Bessel functions, fractionizing the
shield thickness into "M" parts each of them with lenght of Д.
This calculation method is more intuitive and especially suitable for mathemat-
ical computation techniques. The achievable accuracy depends only on the number
of fractionized elements.

2. - Generalities

A superconducting alternator (Fig.1) has a morphology remarkably different
from that of a traditional-type unit: ia fact, the reduced cost of ampere-turns
leads to the elimination of the iron circuit; conversely, the presence of the
superconductor forming the field winding necessarily reouires -a rotating dewat
Moreover, the necessity of protecting the superconducting"field winding from ma
gnetic fields at any rate variable, even of a very low value, calls for the pres
ence of one or more cylindrical conductor shields, having, among the other things, also
the function of a thermal screen. So far, experimental units have been realized
with a power up to some tens of MVA, while units of a power exceeding 1,000 IWA
are being studied in various countries. In view of the special importance of
cylindrical screens in these types of machine and owing to the particularly sim
pie geometry, it seems convenient to realize a mathematical model which, taking
account of the screens, may simulate the machine behaviour in different working
conditions; the purpose of this paper is just the development of equations for
the study of electromagnetic behaviour in steady, state and in transient condi-
tions. The mathematical model is obtained by making reference to the Poisson-like
equation solved for the geometry of fig.1, as shown in the bibliography C) (

z
)

3. - Symbols and notations

N
 • Number of turns of a phase of the armature winding

к Order of spatial harmonic
R
out*in external and inner radius, respectively, of the armature win

ding
r

o u
t

r
i

n
 external and inner radius of the screen

r
o

U t
'

r
J

n
 external and inner radius of the ampereturns

0 representative number of the ampere-turns
M representative number of the armature windings
1 <_ m <_ M-1 index numer of the general cylindrical element (cylindrical
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rings) into which the screen i s assumed to be divided
s =r . (nv)-r. (m) thickness of the general cylindrical rinqs
m out in coefficient öf Fourier?s development in series of the armature

OjjOt) ' current .density of the k-nth spatial harmonic
q > . phase of the K-nth spatial harmonic of Fourier's development,

in respect of a general reference axis fixed with the armatu-
2 r a

<(i(k,i)=k(i-1)y ff where i i s an integer index number
a (k) coefficient of Fourier's development in series of excitation

current density of the k-nth spatial harmonic for a iturboaiternator
with 1 pole pair

i|i. phase of the k-nth s p a t i a l harmonic of Four ier ' s development
in series in respect of a general reference axis fixed with
the armature

a,S' angular variables in a reference system fixed with the arma- '
ture and rotor, respectively

JM . current dens i ty of the winding of the i -n th armature phase
- 4 ' 1 U= 1, 2 , 3)

IM . current dens i ty in the winding of the . i - n t h armature phase
M > 1 (i= 1, 2, 3)

I . current of the m-nth cylindrical rings, relative to the k-nth
'* harmonic

J» ' current density of the potential vector excitation
A potential vector

G (M) - я я — number of turns by unit of armature area

2
G(m)= я -—я reciprocal of the half-area of m-nth cylindrical rings

F(P,c,k) coefficient of influence expressing, for the geometry of
fig.1, the multiplicative coefficient of the current density
of active element с te obt=5r>. tbe ciaxinsiüi tp^tial vil"? of
the intensity of the magnetic field generated by it on the
circumference of radius P, relative to the k-nth harmonic.

*M Rout - - W 2

PM rout ( m ) - r

p resistivity of the m-nth screen cylindrical rings

I cosaI Icosa

|cosa sina|; |C(a) > = ; |C*(a) > = ; < R(I ,. Л I ;

l-sinal 'sina m,I.fm,k,q

|С (I
 t
) > = |

I m
'

k
'

f
|

m,K |- I
m,k,q

real and reactive components of I .
m, к

time variable and Laplace's operator
rotor's angular velocity

matrix determinating the clockwise rotation of an angle of
the coordinates of a point P

matrix determinating the anticlockwise rotation of an angle •
of the coordinates of a point P

The reference system used is a reference system in cylindrical coordinates-,
with axis z coincident with the axis of the machine's shaft and the pole axis is
fixed with the armature or with the rotor according to the cases, as specified
from time to time. The measurement unit system chosen is the tf.K.S.A. system.

Vk,f
t , p
Ü)

|T(B) =

M
JT(B) =

1

m,k,q

jCosB-
!sin

icosB

•-sine

•sine

cos В

sinB

cos В
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4. - Potent ia l vector calculat ion
2 — —

The equations shown hereundcv: were obtained from equation :V A = —JM : J suit
able integrated, for the geometry of fig.1(M (

2
) (

3
) (")in the following hypo-

theses: a) machine very long in respect of ciiameter (*) to reduce the problem to
two dimensions, b) firmature windings evenly distributed along the circular crown
of the armature, attributing an angle of 2/3 тт(**) to each phase, e) Each arma-
ture winding is interested by a J current density, directed according to ;ixis
z, evenly distributed throughout the armature cross-section (•••) . d) The exci-
tation winding is assumed to be evenly distributed under an angle of 2 x 2/3it,
and is run through by a mean current density which is constant along the radius,
e) The screening system, fixed with the rotor, consisting of one or more coaxial
screens, is divided into M-1cylindrical elements, with a thickness not necess-
arily equal, indicated hereunder by the name of "cylindrical rings": each cylin-
drical ring, in the case of the presence of magnetic fields at any variable in
respect of it, is run through by a current density which is independent from
the radial variable. In the hypotheses set forth, and with a reference system in
cylindrical coordinates integral with the armature, the current density in the ar
mature, phases, developed in its Fourier's azimuthal harmonics in series, is
given by: «• ,

J
M i
( t ) = I

M i
( t ) G(M) I a

M
(k) < R U

k
) | • |T(k(i-1) jTr)||C(k4)> (1)

M f i ( t ) = I M # i ( t ) G(M) I aM(k) < R U k ) | • |T(k(i-1) j
k = 1

I
k = 1

for i = 1, 2, 3
The potential vectors associated to the current distributions shown in sys-

tem (1), oresent the following expression: »

V i ^ = Vi
( t ) G ( M )

J, V
k )
-

- F(P,M,k) < R(cp ) ||T(k(i-1) • fn)||C(k 9)>
K J

 for i = 1, 2, 3

With a field winding of the type shown in fig. (1), and with the previously men-
tioned hypotheses, the k-nth harmonic of Fourier's development in series of the
excitation current density, in a reference system fixed with rotor, is:

J
o
(t,k) = J

o
(t)a

Q
(k) < R(i|i

k
}| |C(k b')> (2)

The potential vector associated to such current density distribution, is:

A
Q
(t,k) = J

o
(t)a

Q
(k) F(P,O,k) < RU,

k
)||C(k Э')> (3

1
)

Owing to the presence of magnetic fields variable in respect of rotor, the
screening system, fixed with it, will be Interested by currents at any varia-
ble both in time and with the radial variable. The screen having heen divided into
M-1 cylindrical rings with a thickness equal to a fraction of the magnetic field' s
penetration depth, no account was taken, for each cylindrical ring, of the varia
bility with radius; therefore, the analytical expression of the current density
of the та-nth cylindrical rings and atthe k-nth harmonic, will be:

J (t,k) = G (m) < R(i . ) | |C(k Э
1
) > where m = 1,2,.,., M-1

П1 III f Л

The relative potential vector is: A (t,k) = G(m)F(P,m,k) < R(I ,)||C(k V ) .

m in / л

5. - Working equations in the time variable field

The electrical field in a general point P taken on the mean armature circum
ference, computed for the k-nth harmonic, will be:

 a a

' V t k ) ft3
l
Jt I

 X
M,i

( t )
 • G(M)ot

M
(k)F(P

Mf
M,k) <

(*) This hypothesis is tantamount to considering negligible the ends effect for
the purpose of the computation of the magnetic field inside the machine.

(»•) All cases of shortened-pitch windings are not considered here.

T h e c u r r e n
t density thus defined turns out to be different from that which

really interests the windings, with no prejudice to the amper-turns equiv-
alence.
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M-1 .

+ I G(m) F(P
M
,m,k).^ [< R(I

m
,,J | |т<к ш t)||c(ka) >] +

m=1

+ <»
o
(k)F(P

M f 0 j k
) ^'[J

o
(t) < R(i|.

k
) ||T(k u t)||c(k Sr) >]}

In the simplificative assumptions of constant excitation, and in the hypothesis
that the inducing field wave is perfectly sinusoidal in shape (•) an hypothesis
valid in a superconducting machine where the distance between armature and In-
ductor is by far higher than that of.a conventional machine - expression (4) may
be simplified in the addends relative to excitation. The d.d.p. induced in the
single machine phases, by machine lenght unit, have the following expressions:

V
i

( t ) =
 f T"

 N
 2 C

a
M

( k )
 * К(Ф

к
)||Т(Ф(кД))|»|С(к 9) > EM(t,k,ö)]d в

°
 k = 1

 where i = 1,2,3

Expressions (5), once integrated, become

s i(k)

•|C(I.

(k) cosk(i-1)|<?r

2 Эcosk (1-3)3-11 •gr

- ,.)>] + Jo S, •

3t

M,

vr<
3 (t)

t) + s 1

m=1 2

4 <И(»,-*(1Д))

(k) cosk(i-2)|or Jr- IM

(k,m) ^

I

<«< V
-ф(кД)|

where

r 2 ( t ) +

I • |T(küit) |

i =-" 1.2,3

where: S., (k) = -ЗЫ a^(k) G(M) F(P
M
,M,k); S

2
(k,m) - -3N a

M
(k) G(m) F(P

M
,m,k);

S
3
 = - 3N o

M
(1) a

o
(1) F(P

M
,0,1)

electric field in the .m-Mxfclu cyJ,lji>drt.cel iings of. Ahe. k^nth^hflrmojilc in а
reference system fixed with rotor, in the.same hypotheses as shown in the pre-
vious paragraph, is linked with M + 2 potential vectors through the following
matricái expression:

^ f i I (t)G(M)a
м
(k)•F(P•,M,k)•<R(ф

k
)|•|т(k(i-1)|1г|•|T(J(mt)| +

M-1 '
 i = 1

 ( 6 )

+ I G(m)F(P«,m,k) < R(I_
 k
)|]

m=1
 m

'
K

where P" indicates the point of the mean circumference of the m-nth cylindrical
rings to which equation (6) refers. . . . .

Both equations (5) and type-(6) M-1 equations represent the mathematical mod
el simulating the dynamic behaviour of the superconducting alternator in the sim
plificative hypotheses mentioned above.

6. - Mathematical turboalternator model in the Laplaea's variable field

To consider dynamic behaviours, however variable with time,-it is convenient
to shift from the written equations in the 't

1
 field to those written in the va

riable 'p'.

System (5) and type-(6) equations allow to obtain the values of the complex
impedances of the three armature phases. In fact, if we write the equation sys-
tem of the working of the machine on one single z-impedence load, indicating by
R the internal resistance of the general armature winding, we have the following
relations:

Mii
 I ^ Q l f l p

 M/1
 E

со Ц-1 •»
. + I S'(k)cos[k(3-i) • fir]p I

M
 3 + Г I S,{k,m)»{f exp[j(4>

k
-«(k,i))>

k=1
 J M

'
4
 m=i k=1

 i
 *

 K

(*) This hypothesis is explained by the fact that for a bipole, the greater is
the order of the order-k harmonics, the fastest is the rate at which they
decrease with distance.
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sen [Ki, -
 V i
 + ф(1,1)]> : (7)

with i= 1f2
f
3 written in the assumption that at the instant t = o

f
 all time func-

tions are equal to zero.
By transforming expression -(6) by means of the Laplace's operator, we ob-

tain the following matricái relation valid in a reference system fixed with the
rotor: -(8)- P<3(m) '\l fc f(p)s I v „(p)| = - G(M)a (k) F(P*,M,k) .p/2 •

111 III щ Л- f t Ш f Iv | у Г1

3
•t l | е х р Н ( ф к - ф ( к , 1 ) ) ] 1 м > 1 ( р - з к ш ) + е х р [ ] ( ф к - ф ( к Д ) ) ] 1 м д ( р + j k w ) ;

[ ^ ( ф к - ф ( к , 1 ) ) ] 1 м д { р - j k a i ) - j е

M-1

All relations of the type (8) are M-1, namely, are equal in number to that of
the cylindrical rings.

Equations (7) may be written in a matricái form, as follows: -(9)-

[M1 (p) | - |IMÍP) | = 4̂  f {|М
2
(р)|'|1

к
,£(Р^кш)1 + |M

3
(p)|-|l

k/f
(P+JkiD)|-j|M

2
(p)|-

Il
k/(
_(P-Jkui)| + j|M3(p)|llk^(p+jkü))|} + |J0(p)l

By substituting in expression (9) the matrices representing the currents in
phase and in quadrature of the single cylindrical rings for those obtained. from
relation (8), modified through a variable substitution, the following expression
is obtained: - (10)-:

|iM(p)| =1 ^{|Д BL|-|t.te-ajku)| + |AB
2
|.|3i.(p«Jk»)|J+W, (p)f

1
|-|J

o
(p)l

fc=i

Relations (10) supply the alternator's working equations, viewed from the arma
ture's angle.

The expressions of the matrices indicated in relations (9) and (10) are shown
in the bibliography (

2
).

Observations

The mathematical model identified by.the matricái relation (10) is rather
complicated for a solution in its more general form. In fact, for determining;the
solution it would be necessary to identify the linear operator, which, when ap-
plied to the three vectors |l„(p) | , |l„(p + 2 j k u ) | , |l„(p-2 j к ш) | would allow
to reduce the armature currents to one single'variable p.

The problem would be greatly simplified, and sufficiently satisfactory data
might be obtained on the dynamic behaviour of the machine, if the following sim-
plifications are made:

a) choice of a reference system whereby ч>. = тг/2 or Ф
к
 = 0

b) limitation of the number of cylindrical rings
c) by suitably arranging the armature windings in such a way that the spatial of

the armature wave form is reduced to a- very small value.

This mathematical model is general and provides the relations required for
studying any electromagnetic problem connected with the.superconducting alterna-
tors; it allows, among the other things, to make a very accurate numerical
evalutation of self and mutual inductances, of the armature windings and of the
field winding screen.
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SHIELD X

Fig.1 - Cross-section, not in scale, of a superconducting
alternator
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SUMMARY

The design of the magnetic circuit and the superconducting coil of a 10-MJ homopolar ma-

chine is presented. The machine is of the two-rotor drum type releasing its kinetic energy

•within 30 ms into an inductive load. The rotors' surface speed is 277 m/s. The machine is a

model of a 1.3-GJ homopolar whose magnetic-circuit conceptual design is also described.

The stator of the machines includes highly saturated iron to enhance flux concentration in

the rotor and to reduce flux leakage. The flux intercepting the rotor for a given excitation

mmf is maximized Ъу variation of the rectangular coil cross-section's linear proportions and

the linear dimensions of the discretely placed iron and air portions in the stator.

The superconducting coils are' designed to Ъе transiently cryostable at an average current

density of !t0 А/'шт^, which means the coil can recover from a localized quench. They are placed

in three chambers filled with liquid helium. All are installed within the outer flux return

iron vhich also serves as the vacuum vessel.

1. - Introduction

All approaches to fusion involve internal pulsed energy systems. The amount of pulped

energy in some cases'is so large as to affect significantly the energy balance in a reactor.

Some of the salient requirements of these systems are recovery of the energy at high efficiency,

short energy transfer time, and low cost. In many cases, homopolar machines are best suited to

these requirements. The energy is stored kinetically in the rotor and the machine acts like a

capacitive circuit element in oscillating that energy between the machine and the load.

The energy of a theta-pinch reactor must be cycled with approximately 95? efficiency. A

system using 1.3-GJ machines costing approximately 0.9Ф per joule has been advanced and a de-

tailed analysis of the thermal, mechanical, and electrical systems reported.(1,2) Based on

that conceptual design, the engineering design of a 10-MJ scale model of the 1.3-GJ machine was

undertaken*

The 10-MJ model machine was designed with two rotors instead of the eight rotors of the

1.3-GJ machine, and the rotors were scaled linearly by one-third. The stator of the model was

not scaled linearly from the 1.3-GJ machine because the 10-MJ model is designed to use cryo-

stable HbTi exciter coils, whereas the superconducting exciter coils of the full sized machine

were conceptually designed with NDoSn coils. The major characteristics of the two machines arc

listed in Table I, and a cross-section of the 10-MJ machine is shown in Fig. 1.

The major areas of analysis supporting the engineering design of the 10-MJ machine are the

magnetic field analysis and the superconducting coil design described in this paper. Rotor

dynamics, rotor misalignment analyses, and brush development are yet to be described elsewhere.

2. - Design of the Magnetic Circuit

The magnetic circuit of the stator includes an outer steel shell for mechanical support

and reducing the leakage flux external to the machine. Additional flux carrying steel members

are provided to enhance the flux linkage with the active part of the rotors.

In optimizing the stator configuration and dimensions defined in Fig. 2, the following two
questions were studied in detail:

•Work performed under the auspices of the U.S. Energy Research and Development Administration

and the Electric Power Research Institute.
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TABLE I

Homopolar Machine Design Characteristics

Stored energy

Number of rotors

Rotor scale (linear dimensions)

Rotor surface speed \ at maximum speed, i.e.

Rotor angular frequency/ at full rotational energy

Superconductor

Overall coil current density within the He vessel

Average radial flux density

Peak flux density

Number of brush rows "

Brush current density

Discharge time

Pulse interval

Peak output current

Peak output voltage

Energy conversion loss (30 ms)

Energy storage loss (10 s)

Auxiliary energy requirements (10 s)

Total 10 s - loss including conversion as

fraction of stored energy

Basic dimensions

overall O.D.

total length

rotor diameter •

single rotor length

Full Size

" 1.3 GJ
8
1

/277 m/s
\256 rad/s
Nb-aSn

ll(0 A/mm
2

3.0 T

8.0 T

11
15.5 A/mm

2

30 ms

10 s

12.3 MA

11 kV

It2.3 MJ

3.7 MJ
It.5 MJ

3-9?

7.00 m

23.00 m

2.17 m

2.03 m

Scale Model

10 MJ

2

1/3
277 m/s

768 rad/s

NbTi •

1*0 А/шт
2

2,3 T
6.3 T
It
15.5 A/mm

2

30 ms
10 s
1.5 MA
720 V

0.53 MJ

0.1*2 MJ

0.32 MJ

13%

2.29 m

2.79 m
0.72 m

0.70 m

The vertical separators are included in the coil area.

FIELD COILS
IRON SHIELD

TERMINALS

FIELD COIL
SUPPORT

RETURN
CONDUCTOR

INNER FLUX
RETURN STEEL

Fig. 1. Cross-section of the 10-MJ homopolar machine.
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the correlation between linkage flux

and the thickness dimension (a) of the

inner magnetic shield; and

"the correlation between linkage flux

and the coil height dimension (h) of

the exciter winding.

. The first question was studied for

the high current density tn^Sn coil of the , -

1.3-CJ machine only, because the inner

shield was omitted in the 10-MJ model ma-

chine .

2.1 - Linkage Flux vs. Inner Shield Thickness

The part of the excitation flux linking

the active part of the rotor, ф
0
, varies by

a few,percent, as seen plotted in Fig. 3 as

a function of the inner shield cross-section

A = ir(a2 "+ 2 aR) > where a is the inner

shield thickness and В its inside radius.- -

The reference set (Ф
о r e f )

 Aj.
ef
) in Fig. 3

corresponds to a 250 "

I OF 6 IDENTICAL
CENTER SECTIONS OF THE-

8 ROTOR-MACHINE

о r e f )

250 mm."

The effect of the inner shield's thick-

ness on the leakage flux is even less pro-

nounced in the case of the 10-MJ machine. Fig. 2.

This is a consequence of the comparatively

large coil cross-section due to scaling

considerations and transiently cryostable

MbTi construction. For this reason and to

facilitate the coil support design, the inner shield was omitted in the 10-MJ machine, except

for the annulus of steel between adjacent coils which was retained as seen in the flux plot for

thelO-MJ machine shown in 'Pig. k..

Dimensions sketch of the cylindrical

computer model for optimizing the in-.

ner flux return thickness dimension

(a) of the 1.3-GJ homopolar.

О
"6-

£

Fig. 3. Linkage flux vs. inner flux return cross-sectional area; 1.3-GJ homopolar

Ф- = linkage flux,
r e f = reference value

A = cross-sectional area, A = reference value
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SUPERCONDUCTING
COILS

TOTAL MAGNETIC FIELD ENERGY - 19.38 MJ
USEFUL FLUX TO GENERATE VOLTAGE =

35.7% OF TOTAL FLUX
VOLTAGE GENERATED, I of 2 ROTORS • 729.4 V
VOLTAGE DIFFERENCE, MAXIMUM AMONG BRUSHES

AT POSITION A. . .30.5 V
AT POSITION B. . . 1.1V

(ASSUMING COLLECTOR RADIUS 34.5cm)
(ASSUMING THE COLLECTORS TO EXTEND FROM

ZjtoZgABOVEMIDPLANE)

POSITIONA.

POSITION B.

2.0cm 12.8cm

zx • 61.3 cm z 2 = 72.1 cm

TOTAL CURRENT I N THIS PROBLEM SPACE =
7.246- 4.660=*2.586 (MA)

Fig. k. 1О-МГ honopolar machine, flux plot generated Ъу а
finite element (Poisson's equation) program with
boundaries of the problem space indicated by the
frame. The left boundary is the machine axis.

20 40 60 80

< j > [A/mm J
Fig. 5. Total flux vs. coil current density of 10-MJ homopolar.

(Taken from Eef. 3.)

T t o t = tota l flux
Фо = part of t o t a l flux linked with rotor and useful for voltage

generation
<i> = overall average current density in exciter coils.
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2.2 - Leakase Flux vs. Radial Coil Height

The total excitation flux, (j>
tot
 = Ф

о
 + Ф1

е
акаее'

 w a s
 determined for a range of possible

radial coil height, h, values in the general geometry of the 10-MJ machine. The ratio 0
t o t

 | ф
0

is plotted in Fig. 5 over the overall average coil current density <j>. The plot shows that

the leakage flux, Ф1
е а
>

а е е
> which is not linked with the active part of the rotors, is appreci-

able even for the configurations with relatively large current density. The active part of the

rotors in this definition is determined by -the part of the excitation flux intersecting the

rotors between the current collectors of each associated collector pair.

It may be pointed out there is a cost incentive associated with choosing a high current

density coil, partly because the coil weight increases as h + 2R^h where R^ is the coil's in-

side radius. The resulting gain in flux linkage is modest as revealed in Fig. 5. The choice

was <j> = 1*0 A/mm made on the basis of cryostability considerations.

2.3 - Magnetic Field of the 10-MJ Machine

The flux plot of the exciter field shown in Fig. к is for the final machine configuration

and dimensions. There are three flux density relative maxima of 6.28 arid 6.37 T as marked. The

positions of the two rotors are sketched in the plot and the locations of the reference points

of the current collectors are indicated. The current collectors extend over approximately

17 cm of axial distance near each end of the rotors. This results in the voltage differences

among parallel brushes given in the legend of Fig. k. These voltage differences are being

partly compensated by transposing the rotor-to-rotor series connections of the parallel brushes.

The individual brushes are located on excitation flux surfaces as a supplementary measure to

limit the circulating currents.

Part of the space existing between rotors and coils in Fig. 1* is used for the current re-

turn conductor which is coaxial with the rotors; v. Fig. 1.

The net current contributing no flux interacting with the spinning rotors is indicated in

Fig. h as 2-586 MA. It is a result of the criteria imposed upon^the design of all three coils,

namely, that a) each of the average current densities be 1*0 A/mm-; and h) the flux density maxi-

ma be the same, approximately 6.3 T. These criteria were used because they lead to a maximum

useful flux although necessitating different coil cross-sections.

3. - Superconducting Coil Design' '

Each of the three coils seen in Fig. 1* is enclosed in one chamber of a three-chamber helium

vessel. The outer ferro-magnetic flux return shall serves as vacuum enclosure for the helium

vessel. The chambers are subdivided to reduce the compressive load on the conductor.

The coils are cooled by using a natural circulation two-phase helium system. Cooling

channels are wound into the coils. Liquid helium is admitted at the bottom of the coils, and

boil-off helium is removed at the top of the coils. The tangential struts shown in Fig. 6 are

to suspend the helium chambers and provide an optimum spring constant to prevent excitation of

vibrating modes. The design parameters for the superconducting coil design of the 10-MJ machine

are listed in Table II.

Fig. 6. Mechanical suspension system of the excitation coils and

helium vessels of the 10-MJ homopolar machine.
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TABLE II

Design Parameters for the Superconducting Coil

Ther""O Parameters

Overall current density ' ^0 A/mm
Superconductor design current density 600 A/mm
Design point on load l ine Sl%
He volume/total volume , 0.21
Structure volume incl . insulation/total volume O.ll*
Cu-NbTi volume ratio 7-7 „
Surface heat flux, 60% wetted 0.3 W/слГ

• Time to vaporize 7555 of the locally stored He - 0.31 s .
; . assuming no vapor or heat diffusion
. Minimum channel size for motion 0.57 mm

Bubble size at breakaway . 0.1 mm
i Large bubble velocity 1.3 cm/s
Г . Small bubble velocity 23 em/s
? Heat loss, total 11 W

Mechanical ParqTneters *

!.' Cold structure weight 9-5 t
{, Radial spring constant 0.88 GH/m
f ' Axial spring constant 1.75 GH/m
£ Radial natural angular frequency 2б2 rad/s
j ! Axial natural angular frequency 372 rad/s
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DISCUSSION

H. Brechna : The terminal voltage of the homopolar machine i s
given 11 kV. How do you achieve th i s?

P.M. Weldon s I t i s achieved with the following choice of ma-
chine parameters: The average radia l magnetic f i e l d i s 3 T,
there are в s e r i e s connected rotors, and the s ingle rotor length
i s 2.03 m. Rotor surface speed i s 277 m/s.
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D.H. Kullmann : Have you measured the losses of your brushes as
a function of the magnetic field crossing the brushes? How do
the losses depend on the magnetic field?

P.M. Weldon : Extensive calculations of the losses have been
done and summaries appear in the cited reports on the machine
design. Measurements will be done when the machine is built.

N.A. Chernoplekov : The brush current deneity is very high /10
times more than best known/. What will be the life time of such
brush?

P

P.M. Weldon : Current densities of 15 A/mm are required by the
machine. These in fact have been obtained, but at lower rubbing
velocities than the 277 m/s required by this machine. A substan-
tial brush testing program is being carried out by the Univer-
sity of Texas and the Westinghouse Research Lab. to measure brush
life at these velocities and current densities. Results of the
tests will be reported in the EPRJ report on the model machine.
A summary of presently know brush capabilities is given in the
EPRJ report on the full scale machine.
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ABSTRACT

A superconducting energy storage c o i l designed to operate at 10 kA and to store 300 Ы is

described. Test'results for energy storage up to 0.54 MJ with pulsed energy transfer periods

from 1 to 2.4 ms are given. Loss measurements are presented. A prototype pulsed 400-kO coi l

module for driving the adiabatic plasma compression f i e l d of a large theta-pinch fusion device

is presented.

INTRODUCTION

Experimental fusion devices have to date been able to extract energy d i r e c t l y from the

power l ine or from capacitive energy storage banks. The economic production of fusion power

will involve up to thousands of megajoules of pulsed energy. Experiments planned f o r the next

generation of U.S. tokamaks such as a Prototype Experimental Power Reactor (PEPR) or TNS will

require pulsed energy of the order of hundreds of megajoules. Clearly such amounts of energy to

be delivered in two seconds or less cannot be obtained from expensive capacitor banks and must

be delivered from either rotating machinery or from inductive energy storage. For the situat ion

in which the energy is stored for a relatively long time compared with the energy transfer period,

the energy transfer period is short, or energy recovery back into the storage system is necessary,

highly eff ic ient and nondissipative systems are required. For an inductive energy storage system,

superconducting coils offer a technological solution to the requirement.

High-£ theta-pinch systems, l iners, Z-pinches, lasers, and pulsed electron beam machines

al l require fast energy delivery systems. Tokamaks have a less demanding energy transfer re-

quirement; however, the ohmic-heating coils alone of larger systems - TNS, PEPR, and EPR - w i n

transfer in times of 1 to 2 s and store for periods of 10 to 60 s, 100's to 1000's MJ of energy.

Prototype superconducting energy storage coils have been successfully developed for a

theta-pinch system. A toroidal Reference Theta-Pinch Reactor would require about 60 GJ de-

livered in 30 ms,* ' and the linear theta-pinch fusion/fission hybrid reactor needs about 25 GO

in 2 ms.1 ' r. modular coil system was engineered for the now cancelled theta-pinch Scyllac Fu-

sion Test Reactor (SFTR) design^3' which called for 1280, 381-kJ modular superconducting energy

storage coils to drive the 5.5-T adiabatic plasma compression f ield requiring 450 MO with a

*Work performed under the auspices of the U.S.. Energy Research and Development Administration.

••Present address Lawrence Livermore Laboratory.

tPresent address Intermagnetics General Corporation.
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0.7-ms rise time and less than 0.3% energy loss in the superconducting coils. This study and

other considerations led to the adoption of the efficient METS resonant L-C-L, capacitive

transfer circuit.

MAGNETIC ENERGY TRANSFER AMD STORAGE (METS) CIRCUIT

The basic SFTR-METS circuit is shown in Fig. 1. Initially a current is established in the

superconducting storage coil, L , through the closed switch, S.. when s is opened, the current

flows through S, into the transfer capacitor, C, and then into the adiabatic compression coil,

L . If S is then closed the energy trapped in the S -L loop provides the plasma burn cycle

with a 250-ms decay time.

For reasonable arbitrary limits for peak

current and voltage of 25 kA and 60 kV, the

stored energy in one coil is abot - 400 kJ. As

a consequence 1280 coils are needed to deliver

450 MJ to the plasma coil. The coils are to be

charged in series and discharged in parallel.

This is accomplished as shown in Fig. 2,

where all but one of the 1280 replications of

the module shown in Fig. 1 are now in the empty

box. The new components in Fig. 2 are three

switches (S , S , and S ) and the power supply,

V. There are 128 S
4
 switches, 1280 of S

g

and Sg, and one power supply. The coils are

subdivided, ten to a dewar, with one S
4
 switch

between each dewar set. A charge-discharge cycle

proceeds as follows: S,, S , and S, are opened;
X 2 6

S
4
 and s

5
 are closed. ' he voltage, V, generates

an increasing current thi.jgh all of the series-

F i 9
"
 2
" Interconnection of METS module.

connected storage coils. When the desired current is reached, the discharge cycle proceeds as

follows: all of the switches are closed,- then all the S switches are opened,- then all of

the S
5
 switches are opened and all of the S

g
 switches are closed. Closing S provides an alter-

nate path for the current flowing through each storage coil. Opening the S switches interrupts

the charging loop and forces the current through the alternate path provided. The S
c
 switches

can be opened and the S
g
 switches closed without difficulty because the modules of Fig. 1 have

no current flowing between them. Ŝ ^ is opened by closing S, to provide a counterpulse from a

small back charge on С to initiate the transfer into the separate load coils.

SUPERCONDUCTING ШЕКЗУ STORAGE COILS

Before completion of the SFTR study, specifications were formulated for coils to be made

by industry. These were similar to those for a 300-kJ coil design underway at the Los Alamos

Scientific Laboratory (LASL) except the charge rate and loss requirements were more restrictive.

These parameters are listed in Table I. The LASL coil used a monolithic, copper matrix, HbTi

superconductor manufactured by Magnetics Corporation of America (MCA). The central region of

conductor was void of NbTi filaments. The alloy was 45% Ti by weight. The conductor, depending

upon its orientation in a transverse dipole field, tested at 9 to 12 kA in a short sample cur-

rent experiment.
(4)
 .

The conductor is fiber glass tape wrapped and wound under tension onto a G10 epoxy-fiber

glass cylindrical form. The conductor is epoxy potted in Emerson-Cuming 2850FT with the wet

epoxy layup work and coil winding done by Everson Electric Company. This fabrication scheme



LASL

4.87

0.0896

244
73.0

28.7
0.508

122.5

1

1.82

self-supporting

6:1
-

32.2

2640
0.13

1
none

1.016

0.508

Westinghouse

6.05

0.165

302

79.1

25.5

4.74

159.5

4

2.13

toothed coil form

2.5:1

0.813

18

529

1.42

72

Roebel transposition

1.68

0.84
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limits contact with the S,He bath, and only the outside conductor edge is effective for heat

transfer through several layers of epoxy impregnated fiber glass.

Table I. Parameters of 300-k.; Energy Storage Coils

Parameter

Inductance (mH)

Resistance at 20°С (Й)

Stored energy at 10 kA (kJ)

Length (cm)

Mean radius (cm)

Winding thickness (cm)

Number of turns

Number of layers

Central field at 10 kA (T)

Conductor support method

Matrix ratio (Cu:NbTi)

Wire diameter (mm)

Filament diameter (ym)

Number of filaments per wire

Wire twist pitch (cm'
1
)

Number of active wires in cable

Type of transposition

Cable width (cm)

Cable thickness (cm)

The coil tested successfully to 12.5 kA and 386 kJ of energy stored. It was pulse tested

at 10 kA and 35 kV and with transfer times as short as 1 ms in a synthetic L-C-L circuit simi-

lar to that of Fig. 1. No test was run beyond 12.5 kA because of the stress level design limi-

tations.

The 300-kJ coil/ designed and fabricated by Westinghouse Electric Corp., was made with

a copper matrix, NbTi superconducting cable. The wire was manufactured by MCA and is Westing-

house Omega insulated. The cable has twelve sub-bundles of six active strands wrapped around a

seventh strand. The sub-bundles are wrapped around a Kapton* insulated stainless steel strap.

The seventh strand in each bundle was intended for a sensing element of a quench detection cir-

cuit-but was not used. The wire specification required 280 A [2(10)
b
 A/cm

2
] short sample criti-

cal current at 2.5 T and 10"
l a
 ohm-cm and tested at +21% to -6% of this value.

(4)
The limiting transport current as measured is given in Fig. 3. The data scatter arises

from two different one-shot flux pumps used for the tests and the different orientations of the

cable in the applied field. The coil was operated at about 60% along the load line at 10 kA and

00% at 13.4 kA. The cable was conservatively designed as a result of last minute changes in

obtaining the superconducting wire. The peak operating conditions were limited by the mechani-

cal design criteria.

The coil is a four-layer solenoid with the cable wrapped under tension in close fitting

helical grooves onto cylindrical concentric epoxy-fiber glass forms. Each winding layer is

overwrapped with fiber glass, B-stage epoxy-fiber glass, and Kapton. Forty kilovolts standoff

is provided by the ends of the coil forms and overwrap extended beyond the conductor windings.

The winding is highly ventilated with vertical slots in each coil form. The coil, as the

fourth winding layer is being completed, is shown in Fig. 4.

The coil was operated with pulsed energy transfer at the 300-kJ level for 50 cycles. The

energy transfer time was 2.4 IDS. The coil was then charged to 13.4 kA and 2.99 T for a stored

energy of 0.54 MJ. This energy was pulsed transferred from the coil. Transfer voltages were

near 40 kV. A fast transfer at reduced energy with a 1-ms time reached 58 kV. The fastest

*duPont trademark.
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ramp rate used ijuring the tests was 1 кд/s. This was limited by the test facility and not

the coil performance.

3 4
MAGNETIC FIELD (T)

Fig. 3. Limiting transport current of

the 300-kJ Westinghouse coil

conductor with all 84 strands.

Fig. 4. 300-kJ Westinghouse coil

during fabrication.

LOSS MEASUREMENTS

Loss measurements were made on the coils by Lindsay and Weldon'
6
' using a calorimetric

method which collects helium boiloff and an electrical method first proposed by Wilson.'
7
'

The former method uses a thin Mylar* shroud to surround the coil to collect the boiloff

gas into a conical receiver above the shroud and to exclude boiloff gas generated by non-coil

components. ,e gas level is measured by a liquid helium level sensor, and the vapor tempera-

ture is sensed with a germanium thermometer. The system was calibrated by pulsing a known

amount of energy from a capacitor energy store into a bronze dummy coil located in the shroud.

The electrical method plots the co'l current against the tine integrated voltage across the

coil. For the case in which the initial and final currents in the coil are zero, the area in-

side the closed curve is proportional to the energy losses in the coil. The inductive voltage

across the coil is subtracted from the total voltage by a conditioned signal from a pickup coil

coupled to the coil being tested. The pickup coil is placed around the outside of the dewar.

The 300-kJ coil loss measurements are plotted in Fig. 5. The two lower curves give the

hysteresis losses and the upper curves the dynamic fast, 2.4-ms discharge losses, which include

those from all effects. The calorimetric method does not work well for determining the hystere-

sis losses as the background boiloff interferes during slow field sweeping of the coil. The

open symbols denote the fast pulse calorimetric loss measurements taken on the Westinghouse coil

and the solid symbols the electrical method data for both coils. Ho calorimetric measurements

were made on the IASL coil since the shroud did not fit onto it. The agreement of the two

methods is good. At 10 kA the fast discharge losses were 1% of the stored energy for both coils.

For the Westinghouse coil, it was not possible to obtain the intended CuMi-Cu matrix superconduc-

tor on a timely basis, and a copper matrix wire was substituted with the theoretically predict-

able loss of 1%.

*duFont trademark.
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б в

CURRENT (M)

Fig. 5. Hysteresis (lower) and fast discharge

(upper) loss data for 300-kJ super-

conducting energy storage coils.

Tests were run on the Westinghouse coil

with a 1-ms discharge tine. The losses are not

appreciably different from those for the 2.4-ШЕ

tests. At 2.4 ms and for shorter times the sHii

depth is only a fraction of the wire diameter;

hence
f
 when the coil is discharged, the magnetic

energy within the conductor is trapped and dis-

sipated and is nearly constant.

Short sample hysteresis and fast discharge

loss data are plotted in Fig. 6 for the West-

inghouse conductor. The fast discharge data

were measured with the astatically wound pick-

up coil method by Wollan.
( > 9 )

 These data were

integrated over the volune of the winding for

comparison with the measured coil losses and

are shown in Fig. 7. The broken lines give

the integrated losses from the short sample'

data and the solid lines give the measured

losses. The agreement is adequate for the hys-

teresis loss; however, the disparity for the

fast discharge loss is large. This may arise

from eddy currents generated in high field

Fig.

S Ю IS

PEAK MAGNETIC FIELD ( М Я

Short sanple hysteresis (lower)

and 1.45-ms decay constant ex-

ponential fast discharge (upper)

loss data for Westinghouse,

300-kJ coil conductor.

4 Б а ю

CURRENT (M)

Fig. 7. Comparison of short sample loss

data (broken lines) integrated

over the coil winding volume with

measured coil losses (solid lines)

for the Westinghouse 300-kJ coil:

hysteresis - lower curves, fast

discharge - upper curves.
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regions of the coil and completed in low field regions with higher driving voltages creating

increased total energy losses. For this situation a simple integration of the fast discharge

short sample loss data over the winding volume may not be appropriate.

400-kJ PROTOTYPE SUPERCONDUCTING STORAGE COIL

The development of the 300-kJ coils reported here represent the first phase of the METS

coil program. These coils have contributed significantly to the technology of inductive pulse

energy storage. The optimization studies and conceptual designs have indicated that higher

current in the superconducting cable, somewhat higher energy storage, and a shorter discharge

period are desired. For this reason a final prototype coil is being made and should be avail-

able for testing in mid-1978. The detailed engineering design is not complete. The parameters

are listed in Table II.

Table II. Parameters for 400-Ы Energy Storage Coil

Inductance (mH) 1.28
Stored energy at 25 kA (kJ) 400 ± 12
Length (cm) ^ 71
Diameter, maximum (cm) 67.470
Number of layers odd, 3 preferred
Central field at 25 kA(T) 2.2 to 2.5
Matrix Cu-CuNi
Superconductor NbTi
Current (kA) 25
Current, fault mode 0.1 s duration (kA) 35
Voltage across coil (kV) 60
Operating point of superconductor > 2/3 along load line
Discharge period (s) 0.0007. to 1.0
Charge period (s) . 30 to 300
Holding time (s) 30 to > 300
Cycle time (s) 300 to 900
Energy losses full charge-discharge cycle (%) < 0.3
Pool immersion cooled, vertical axis
Performance specifications at 4.5 К 8,Не
No degradation from thermal cycling
No degradation from accidental normalcy
No shorts between wires in superconducting cable
Structure design to withstand axial loads for a coil

centrally located in a ten coil solenoid

CONCLUSION

Energy transfer from superconducting storage coils has bean successfully demonstrated at

currents up to 13.4 kA and fields up to 2.99 T with maximum energy stored up to 0.54 MJ. Trans-

fer times were as short as 1.0 ms with peak voltages of 58 kV observed. The current, voltage,

and energy probably represent the highest attained in any pulsed superconducting energy storage

coil tests. Energy losses were 1% and can be reduced by using mixed matrix superconductors.
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DISCUSSION

N.A. Chernoplekov : Does your c o i l remain superconducting a f ter
discharging and at what ve loc i ty?

P.M. Weldon : The Westinghouse c o i l remains superconducting
with a current swing of +12.2 kA to -12.2 fcA at a rate of 1.1 T/s,
at l e a s t . I t may i n fact do bet ter but t h i s i s the l i m i t of our
test facility at present.
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17ТАЫ MODEL SUPERCONDUCTING ENERGY STORAGE OOIIfi.

V.B.Zenkevitch, V.V.Andrianov, I.A.Kiryenin, V.A.Tovma
Institute of High Temperatures, U.S.S.R. Academy of Sciences (IVTAH)»

Korovinskoye Shosse, Moscow, 1-412, U.S.S.R.

Results are disclosed of experimental studies of model superconductive
inductive energy storages (SPIN) at IVTAN. Structural peculiarit ies of their
windings are described. The main distinguishing feature is that the windings
are made multisectional, with the sections connected in paral le l . I t i s
shown that such .an arrangement makes for the use of conductors of relatively
small cross-section in a winding with nigh t o t a l current, which serves to .
improve the winding s tab i l i ty and re l iabi l i ty in the case of transit ion to
the normal s tate, as well as to considerably reduce discharge losses.

The obtained results , namely, stored energy of over 10 J in a single
winding with a current in excess of 10 A, and a discharge voltage of over
60 kV, are clearly indicative of the possibility of developing larger devices.

1. - Introduction
The development of energy storages is essential to numerous spheres of

science and technology (1,2). The problems involved in the development of
SPIN windings are largely similar to those related to the windings of large
superconducting magnets. However, a number of characteristic feature's is ob-
served. One of such specific problems is that of ensuring high (10 to 10^ A)
values of current flowing through the winding even at relatively low values
of stored energy. The impossibility, in a great number of cases, of using
fully stabilized conductors, as well as limitations on the level of losses
in the charge-discharge cycle and the need for high electric strength of the
insulation, add considerable difficulty to the problem of developing such
conductors (3,4).

For a number of years, studies have been conducted at the Institute of
High Temperatures of the U.S.S.R. Academy of Sciences into the physico-tech-
nical problems related to the development of SPIH including experiments with
models (5|6). The emphasis was made on the lattex experiments, for it was
only through these experimental studies that the scientific and technical
problems facing the designers of SPIN could be realized in their entirety•

2. - Winding Design. General Principles.
2.1. - Winding Arrangement.

As noted above, one of the major specific difficulties in the develop-
ment of SPIN is due to the need for ensuring high values of current through
the winding even at low values of stored energy. It is difficalt to utilize
fully stabilized conductors in the windings of SPIN operating in the fast
discharge mode and SPIN designed to supply large accelerators of charged
particles, due to large internal heat release occurring upon the current
rise and, especially so, in the course of discharge. The situation is aggra-
vated by the need for high-voltage insulation of the superconductor, this
resulting in a sharp deterioration of the conditions of heat removal from
the latter and low sability of the winding relative to electromagnetic and
mechanical disturbances.

As known that the stability conditions depend greatly upon the conductor
diameter(7) and improve with a reduction of the latter. Another experimental
characteristic of the SPIN winding operation such as pulse losses likewise
depends considerably upon the conductor size. Fig.1 shows the results of
measuring pulse losses at high rates of field variation for two twisted cable
samples analogous in structure and differing by the number of twisted wires,
i.e., by the diameter, by a factor of about 1.5» The measurements were taken
according to the technique described in (6). It is seen that over a wide
range of field variation rates the losses are about proportional to the
square of diameter.

The foregoing is indicative of the importance of the search for a so-
lution that would help avoid or at least lessen the afore-listed difficul-
ties. A possible solution may be offered by the use of windings consisting
of several parallel-connected sections employing a conductor of relatively
low cross-section. Desired values of total current and winding inductance
(that is, of stored energy) are ensured by varing the number of sections,
their size and the gaps between them. While so doing, it is possible to
preset any desired current distribution over the sections, including that
providing for "equiloading" the conductor with current in the sections,
taking into account the field dependence of the critical current.

Such systems feature a number of other advantages, in particular,
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increased reliability in the case of transition to normal state (upon transi-
tion, energy is dissipated uniformly in the winding owing to inductive
redistribution), possibility of retaining partial capacity for operation upon
damage of one of the sections, etc.

Most convenient for manufacturing purposes is a winding consisting of
sections having identical inner and outer diameters,•arranged coaxially and
differing onlv by their lengths.

Presented in Fig.2 are the results of calculating the stored energy in
the winding of a four-section solenoid with the parameters

= R
n
/R

2
 = 1.537 and ' = L/2R

2
 = 1.786

where H, and R
?
 - outer and inner radii of the winding, respectively, and

L - length, of the entire winding. The sections are separeted with gaps having
a thickness of /2R,, = 0.035. The space factors of the sections are ident-
ical. Plotted on the axis of ordinated is the ratio of energy stored in the
sectional winding to energy stored in an equivalent solenoid without gaps be-
tween sections with the series connection of sections (or with the equivalen-
ce of currents in them upon parallel connection). Plotted on the axis of ab-
scissae is the parameter (Î -Lg)'/'(L/j+Lg) where L^ and Lg are section lengths.

Curve 1 was calculated in the assumption that thetotal current of the
system remained unchanged upon a variation of the ratio of section lengths.
Curve " was obtained by applying the condition of "equiloading" of the con-
ductor, that is, B*j = const.

Both curves can be seen to have a maximum which is sufficiently pointed
in curve 2, the value of energy in the optimum case exceeding the energy of
equivalent solenoid only by 2.5%. This is due to a great relative length of
the calculated system version and, consequently, adequately high field
uniformity over the length.

2.2. - Conductor. Winding; Structure.
Used as conductor in model SPIN were twisted cables of composite and copper
wires. Some of such cable designs are described in Ref.(6).

Composite (Cu+ilbTi) wires contain six superconducting filaments 80
in dia. HbTi space factor - 30%; wire diameter - 0.3 mm.

Two basic cable structures were used, namely, a 19-wire one (18 composi-
te wires and one central wire, also 0.3 ш in dia. .copper) and 49-wire one
(42 composite wires and 7 copper wires) twisted to a 7x7 pattern, each
7-conductor strand comprising six composite wires and one central copper wire.

The cable was impregnated with an indium-based high-resistance alloy
having an electric resistivity of 2.10 Ohm.cm at T = 4.2 K.

Insulation was provided by a tape of Teflon-like material with subse-
quent winding of Lavsan filament, or Lavsan filament alone.

Presented in Fig.1 above are the results of measuring pulse losses in
samples of the afore-described cable structures.

The conductor was wound onto a textolite frame. Each winding layer was
additionally insulated with a Teflon film layer and spaced with axlally
arranged textolite spacers 0.5-1 mm thick and 5-10 mm wide. Thus, the winding
was pierced with narrow channels communicating with radial passages milled
in partitions between the sections and in other frameelements which, in turn,
have outlet to the cryostat space. Liquid helium contained in the channels
serves an enthalpy stabilizer of the winding. The provision of the radial
passages and relatively small lengths of sections provide for adequate venti-
lation of the winding and efficient removal of helium boiled-off in the
course of the current rise and discharge.

In the course of winding, the conductor turns were glued to each other
with a thin layer of epoxy to preclude the possibility of mechanical dis-
placamen*.

r£r>\s winding structure has been used at IVTAH for quite some time (cf=,
Refs.(^,9)) and showed good efficiency, it being possible in most cases to
attain critical currents of short conductor samples.

3. - Description of Models. Experimental^Results.
The development of model SFIfJ at IVTAK in recent years was based on the

afore-described structural principles.
Presented in Table 1 are parameters of two models, namely, SPHT-1 desig-

ned for an energy level of hundreds of kiloJoules, and SPIH-2 designed for an
energy level of over 1 MegaJoule.

Sections of the SPIN-1 winding were wound with the 19-conductor cable
described above. The cable was insulated with wound Lavsan filament having a
radial thickness of 0.15 шт. Geometric dimensions of SPIH-1 correspond to
the parameters of the winding the calculation of whose energy is presented in
Fig.2'. The section length ratio was selected such as to ensure the equality



of currents in sections. The structure of the winding and current leads was
designed foi

1
 an operating voltage at the terminals of over 60 kV.

Table 1

SPDI-1 " •• .-SPHJ-2;

Inner diameter of the winding, mm 280 530

Outer diameter of the winding, mm 380 650

Total height of the winding, mm 530 1»130

„Number of sections _-•--. - ^ -
 1 2

Size of gaps between sections, mm - 10 10

length of sections . - .-._... „ . L» =1^:5135 Ь,

T T

 0
= en

, = 78

Inductance, H %-----; . - : ^ 0.225 0.0275 ' _.
:

SPHI-1 tests revealed a good agreement of tha experimental and rated -..
parameters. - ------

The critical current was 1,573 A at the maximum induction of the winding
magnetic field of about 4 T, which practically coincided with the current in
a short cable sample. This current value corresponds to the stored energy
value of 275 kJ.

The SPHT-1 discharge to a high-voltage active load was effected with the
aid of a vacuum switch, with the arc being quenched by a reverse polarity
current pulse from a bank of capacitors. The maximum current value in the
winding upon discharge was 1,400 A, corresponding to the stored energy of
220 kJ. The discharge was effected with a time constant of 5 msec. The maximum
value of the voltage generated upon discharge at the winding ends was 62 kV,
with the maximum generated power of 85 MW.

Internal losses in the winding, calculated from measurements of cable
samples (cf., 3?ig.1), amounted to ca. 0.4% of stored energy.

The 12-section winding of SPIN-2 was wound with the 49-conductor cable
described above. Inasmuch as interturn voltages upon discharge in the SPIN-2
winding „are substantially higher than in the SPIN-1 winding, the cable vas
insulated by a multiply wound Teflon tape having an overall radial thickness
of ca. 0.2 mm and by Lavsan filament.

According to calculation results, the maximum value of stored energy in
the 3BIN-2-winding-corresponds Jto__the__lengths__of _ sections cited _1л_ТаЬ1е_ 1.
Fig.3 shows the experimetall measured distribution of currents, i_, üTsecti-
ons (in dinensionless from - relative to the average value of current, i-,r)
and the current "loading" parameter of the cable superconductor, -
В .i /(3.i) . - •
n n

Fig.4 Ш a photographic picture of the SPIN-2 winding.
In the course of preliminary testing SPHi-2, without transition to normal

state, g current of 10,500 A was attained, corresponding to stored energy of
1.55*10 J» The maximum field of the winding was,3»5 T. The discharge was
effected at the maximum current value of 10 kA with a time constant of 5.5msec
The maximum voltage at the winding ends was 50 kV, and the maximum power
of the discharge - 500 Ш1.

The value of internal losses in the discharge, found from sample measu-
rements as in the case of SPIIT-1, amounted to 0.5-0.6% of stored energy.
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DISCUSSION

C.H. Roaner : Have you measured discharge losses at the 10,500 A
level and what are these losses?

V.V. Andrianov : Losses have been calculated from experimental
data for short samples of the cable In equivalent conditions -
- field, current, time of discharge etc. The level of leases -
- 0.5 to 0.6 # of stored energy.

R. Köfler : What is the construction of the high current - high
voltage leads which achieved the reported discharge voltage of
50 kV and more?

V.V. Andrianov : The construction of leads is сошлоп enough. .
The details of the design will be published in the nearest fu-

ture.

D. Kabát : Did you optimalize the coil shape to decrease the
quantity of the superconductor?

V.V. Andrianov : The solenoid geometry itself was not optima-
lized. The current distribution in sections was optimalized ha-
ving in view maximum energy achievment.
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RECENT PROGRESS IN THE APPLICATION OF HIGH FIELD MAGNETS

C. H. Rosner, R. L. Rhodenizer, W. D. Markiewicz, P. S. Swartz

Intermagnetics General Corporation
P. O. Box 566

Guilderland, New York 12084

Superconducting magnet technology is emerging as an area of importance in a
number o'i energy intensive and energy conservation projects. Several high
field ma.gnet systems that have recently been designed and are in the
construction-planning stage, will be discussed. These systems represent
examples of what may lie ahead in the successful utilization of superconduct-
ing magnets for laboratory, high energy physics and fusion experiments, MHD
generators and superconducting machinery applications.

Introduction

Several large sized experimental high field superconductive magnet systems
containing energy storage levels in the 500-1000 Mj range, are now in the
design and pre-construction phases, and will be placed into operation during
the next three to five years. These projects are being undertaken to demon-
strate conclusively that the technology utilizing superconductors has finally
advanced to a point where the energy saving potential inherent in supercon-
ductivity is available for incorporation xnto the design of large scale
devices for industrial and other commercial uses.

It may be surprising that such demonstration projects should still be deemed
necessary when during the past decade a number of 3-5 m diameter bubble
chamber magnets(2) have been constructed and are operating successfully, the
largest one having a diameter of 4.7 m and a maximum stored energy of 800 Mj.

There is very little question that the success of those projects bas
encouraged the designers of today's large sized magnet to undertake the con-
struction of much more ambitious devices. Yet there are major differences
between these earlier large diameter magnets ana those being designed for
construction during the next three to five years. The differences lie
principally in the magnetic field design limits to which today's magnets are
being projected. The bubble chamber magnets are operating in the 2-3 T range
while today's large diameter magnets are being designed to operate in the
8-12 T range. Laboratory sized magnets are being designed, constructed and
readily achieve or well exceed this field level. But the enormous thermal,
mechanical and electromagnetic stresses encountered in very large diameter
high field magnets makes it problematical whether the technology needed for'
the planned scale-up to a size required for experimental fusion reactor size
can be achieved in a reasonable period of time without a comprehensive magnet
development program. In this paper we will discuss the implications of these
differences in light of several magnets recently constructed, that can be
considered to represent today's state-of-the-art in superconductive magnet
technology.

Laboratory Magnets

Superconducting magnets are now widely accepted in most physical research
laboratories around the world as reliable and less expensive replacements for
high-field iron-core copper wound magnets.

In this category one can point to a series of standard magnets providing
fields from 2 T to almost 20 T having diameters of 100 cm at lower fields
down to a few cm clear bore at the highest field levels. It is estimated
that upwards of one thousand such magnets are already in use, primarily
aiding in physics research or materials studies exploring the effects of high
magnetic fields on the electronic structure, behaviour, or composition of
both organic and inorganic matter. Some of these magnet systems also serve
as models for electrical equipment and devices that will be scaled to larger
sizes in the foreseeable future. A few noteworthy examples of such magnets
are shown in Figs. 1-4.
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The magnet system depicted in Fig..1 is typical of general purpose NfcuSn high
field magnets generating fields in the 10-12 T range and having bore diameters
of 2-10 cm, often also providing for optical access at either helium tempera-
tures or room temperatures. The modular pancake winding construction approach
shown in ?ig. 2 has proven itself to be versatile and reliable to the extent
that even 15 T field levels can be attained quite readily. A most recent
version of such a magnet is shown in Fig. 3 where a field of 15.1 T is avail-
able at room temperature in a 64 mm diameter short so-called "foot dewar".
The magnet has a cold bore inner diameter of 86nui and a central field homogen-
eity of 10"

4
 in a 1 ел spherical diameter volume.

By utilizing a hybrid Nb,Sn-V
3
Ga design combination a further extension to

field levels of 17.5 T was made possible.
1
 ' The outer Nb,Sn section of such

a magnet is shown in Fig. 4. As discussed elsewhere, it appears quite reason-
able to assume that such hybrids will allow the attainment of 20 T in the
foreseeable future. ")

In-order to keep the size, capital and operating costs to as low a level as
possible, these magnets are designed to operate at the highest possible
current density consistent with reliable and reproducible operation. A
present day achievement boundary relating stored energy to maximum field gen-
erated, encompassing a range of typical magnets of this type is shown in
Fig. 5. The technological challenges remaining in this size range and
category of superconductive magnets will, in the next three to five years,
evolve around such improvements as faster field ramp capability, more exacting
field homogeneity, lower a-c losses, higher maximum field levels by reaching
and perhaps exceeding the 20 T field level in all-superconducting magnets,
or exceeding the 30 T mark set recently in hybrid copper-superconductive
magnet combinations.'

5
) These'improvements will come gradually and be paced

by the introduction of reliable multifilamentary Nb,Sn and V^Ga conductors.
Greater ease of operation will become possible through the incorporation of
closed cycle refrigerator systems provided favorable economic and funding
considerations exist.

Very few, if any, additional significant technological obstacles remain that
would prevent more widespread application of high field laboratory magnet
systems into such areas as chemical, electrical or metallurgical environ-
ments including biological R&D.

High Energy Physics

We are at the threshhold of an era in high energy physics where the use of
superconductive magnets will dominate and guide the development of new high
energy physics experiments. A number of successful magnet systems in the
4-6 T range that can be pulsed*

6
) repetitively within intervals of a few

seconds are providing convincing evidence that the large electric power
requirements of conventional cyclotrons and synchrotrons can be avoided by
designing or converting these systems for the exclusive use of superconducting
magnets. Furthermore, the possibility of attaining higher field strengths
with superconductive magnets that are not limited by power, copper or iron
saturation characteristics, has led to new conceptual design approaches to
particle beam bending, focussing and .'"SJyzing magnets. While there are at
present no plans to build higher field rabble chamber magnets, the energy
doubler/saver project at Fermilabi'' and the Isabelle project at Brookhaven
National Laboratory (?) represent examples of the numerical scale to which
superconductive magnet technology is moving. At Fermilab the first dozen 6 m
long magnets have been constructed in accordance with a plan that requires
almost 1000 magnets to be built in the next few years. Completion of the
energy doubler/saver project is targeted for 1980, whereupon the Fermilab
accelerator will reach a level of 1000 GeV acceleration energy, requiring
almost no additional electric power from the existing power grid now
supplying the 500 GeV system.

Similarly, the BNL Isabelle project has now reached the stage where the
successful operation of several magnets, one of which is shown in Fig. 6,
will result in the construction of several hundred similar magnets.

The outstanding performance of these magnets is made possible by the avail-
ability of sophisticated superconductor cables and braids, examples of which
are shown in Figs. 7 and 8. The challenges in this category of magnet system
are in the area of reproducibility of state-of-the-art material and device
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characteristics on a rather large volume basis and at reasonable cos^s.
The outlook is good that the goals envisioned for these projects will be
achieved.

Electrical Machinery

The large-scale application of superconductors to the area of electrical
machinery has so far been elusive. Constraints imposed by the essentially
d-c nature of superconductors has required the adoption of design concepts
that have presented difficult technical challenges. Studies show that
resultant economic advantages occur primarily at very large sizes and at
power ratings in the 20-200 MVA range.

<э
' While such projects are being .

pursued vigorously both in the USA and elsewhere, it is more likely that
specialized applications involving superconductive motors and generators will
become the' proving ground for a variety of electrical equipment and devices.
Of specific interest at present are model studies of homopolar machinery
targeted for ship propulsion experiments.*

10
' Following the completion of a

400.horsepower (hp) unit, a set of 3000 hp electric motors is being construct-
ed. *

i i
' The б Т superconductive magnet set for such a system is shown in

Fig. 9, while the complete cryomagnetic subsystem portion, including power
supplies and controls is shown in Fig. 10. Sea trials of these systems may
take place as early as 1979, after which scale-up to 40,000 hp systems and
larger is contemplated. The lighter weight, smaller volume and increased
power density attainable with superconductive machines should provide new
options for ship propulsion designers.

МНР Power Generation

The first large-sized superconductive magnet ever built was targeted for use
with an MHD channel.<

12
) After a decade of relatively modest development

activity in this area, superconducting magnets are being pursued anew on a
more vigorous scale as critical and necessary elements for incorporation into
large-sized MHD experiments. The near term effort is concentrated upon a
superconductive magnet system to be incorporated during the early 1980's into
a MHD Component Development and Integration Facility (CDIF) at Butte, MT.I

13
)

There appears to be no significant advantage to the possibility of extending
operating fields for MHD magnets beyond the 5-6 T range hence there appears
to be no major technological barriers to the construction of even larger-
sized magnets. A recent important milestone was passed when a large bore MHD
magnet was delivered to the USSR for incorporation into the 0-25 MHD experi-
mental bypass loop.*

14
'

This particular MHD magnet demonstrated the possibility of operáting at much
higher steady-state recovery heat fluxes than had heretofore been thought
possible for cryostable magnets. The reported 0.8 W/cm2 recovery heat flux
level contrasts with a more usual 0.4 W/cm2 level to which most cryostable
magnets have been designed. Thus, from an engineering point of view, the
further development of these large dipole magnets for MHD-channel applications
will benefit from the present efforts to achieve a better understanding of
heat transfer and stability considerations. This in turn could yield impor-
tant advantages in current density and lower weight - hence lower cost -
allowing perhaps more realistic resolutions of the very serious large winding
structural support problems.

Magnets for Fusion Experiments

Conceptual studies of toroidal configuration field magnets for Tokárnak type
experimental fusion power reactorsti5' (EPR) have now been extended to a
design effort that will lead to the construction of several sizeable super-
conductive coils as part of the Oak Ridge-led large coil project (LCP).<16>

Of the several dewar topologies and concepts analyzed as part of the EPR
study, namely a continuous vacuum system, a hybrid and a modularized vacuum
system, the hybrid approach seemed to us to be the most attractive. Design
details of relevant coil segments operating at 8 T and 12 T respectively are
shown in Table I. As was the case with the UWMAC series of studies,<17'
future iterative design analysis will probably lead to identification of a
number of problem areas that need to be addressed before magnets of the EPR
size can be placed into operation at power stations, probably around the
turn of the century.
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SALIENT FEATURES OF _GE/IGC
CONCEPTUAL DESIGN FOR EPR

MAXIMUM FIELD - Tesla

OVERALL HEIGHT - m

BORE DIMENSIONS - m

CROSS SECTION AT TOP - П»
2

MAJOR RADIUS - m

NUMBER OF TURNS PER COIL

MAXIMUM CONDUCTOR CURRENT

AMPERE TURNS

SUPERCONDUCTOR

STABILIZER

Cu/S.C. RATIO

CONDUCTOR CROSS SECTION -

AVERAGE CONDUCTOR ,
CURRENT DENSITY - A/cm

MAXIMUM
STRESS

COOLING MODS

STORED ENERGY - Mj/coil

WEIGHT - kg

8

1-I8

Horiz. 7.5
Vert. 11.25

0.55

7.25

762

- kA 10

7.62 x 10
6

NbTi

Copper

11 to 1

on
2
 "v-2.0

5 x 10
4

at 5K - 8 T

241 NM/m
2

(35,000 psi)

Pool boiling He

1200

5.21 x 10
6

12

•>-16

Horiz. 6.8
Vert. 10.2

0.62

7.44

850

15

12.75 x 10
6

NbjSn

Copper braid
in Cu Tubes

9 to 1

1-5.55

2.7 x 10
4

at 6.5K - 12 T

414 MN/m
2

(60,000 psi)

Forced flow
Supercritical He

2700

8.18 x Í06

Table 1

In the meantime, the more modest, but still formidable challenges, of
the LCP project will provide a much needed engineering milestone of the
state-of-the art in large sized superconductive magnet -technology.
Consistent with existing reliability, size and timing constraints for
the LCP program, we have selected an Nb-Ti 8 T pool-boiling design
approach that utilizes a cryostatically stable superconductor in an oval
winding shape as one that has the highest probability to allow us to
surmount scale-up problems.

A conductor designed to carry 10,000 Amps at 8 T is now being developed.
A rectangular winding concept based upon pancake wound modules leads to
a low cost approach that remains scalable to larger size if so needed in
the future.

The oval coil configuration provides for an overall approximate coil
height of 5.3 m and 3.6 m width. In order to maintain an acceptable
loss level, the conductor will most likely be a cable configuration with
its elements cabled around a steel reinforcement core. A conductor
cross-section of such an approach is shown in Fig. 11. While it would
be very desirable from a design and safety margin point of view to be
able to utilize Nb3Sn conductors at this 8 T field level already, the
lower .limiting strain characteristic of Nb3Sn when compared with Nb-Ti
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i.e. 0.2 percent vs above 2 percent for Nb-Ti, it is our opinion that the
lack of necessary experience and level of confidence does not yet permit such
a step for Tokamak type magnet configurations. A more attractive near-term
project in which the use of Nb-jSn conductors appears more likely to yield ,,„>
successful results at higher than 8 T fields, is the Tandem Reactor Machine
concept shown in Fig. 12.

In this regard, the Lawrence Livermore Laboratory has made significant pro-
gress in their magnetic fusion energy program based upon the mirror confine-
ment concept. The 2X11B experiment has achieved a tenfold improvement in
confinement conditions. The next step planned within the foreseeable future
will involve construction of a tandem MX machine with superconductive magnets
on the order of 8 m in height.

In conclusion, it appears that after almost 20 years of developing high field
superconductive magnets with bore diameters of .01 to 0.1 m generating 5-15 T,
we have entered a period of scale-up where similar high fields will be
generated in bores of 1 to 10 m. It is important that we recognize the
magnitude of the challenges involved in the areas of superconductivity and
cryogenics and proceed on a course of action that will lead to successful
demonstration of fusion power feasibility.
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Fig.2 Construction of modular pancake winding utilizing

Nb,Sn fape to generate fields up to 16.5 Tesla.

*

Pig.3 15.1 T magnet having 6.4cm bore room temperature

accese in " foot dowar " construction mode.
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Pig.4''" 17.5 Т hybrid Nb^Sn - V3Ga magnet.

Fig.9 6T Nb-Ti s p l i t - c o i l set for 3000 Hp homopolar

motor.
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Pig. 1С Two cryoir.agnetic clewar and control syste~e fir

300G Hp mctor.

Note : Figures 5, 6, 7, S, 11, 12 have not been delivered to

the publishers



HEPOLSIVE SUSEEHSIQH WITH SÜEEBCOHDUCTIHG MA.GHETS - THE liBTBQD OF CALCULATION

V.li. Eochetkov

Leningrad Railway Engineers Institute

Moscovsky,9, Leningrad

The new method for calculation of the magnetic suspension is suggested. The
method may be applied for analysis and elaboration of high-speed transporta-
tion. The basis of the method is the system of integral equation for the elec-
tric and the magnetic vectors. An example of the calculation procedure is pre-
sented.

The problem of high-speed ground transport elaboration with magnetic sus-
pension (in the most perspective version that is electrodynamic suspension
based on superconducting magnets) has to be solved at the first stage by means
of careful considerations of various suspension schemes and comparison their
advantages and drawbacks. The general method for calculating of the levitation
parameters - lift, drag and transverse (guidance) forces, - is suggested in
this report.

The method having been advanced is available for evaluating of levitation
and guidance forces for various suspension types* The difference between the
method being suggested and the well known calculation proceduresC »2) is first
of all the formulation of the problem by means of an integral equation system

but not a differential equation of elliptic type with partial derivatives. The
advantage of such approach shows up in disappearance of the difficulties
connected with the boundary conditions, and the levitation parameters may be
calculated owing to that reason for an arbitrary magnet system and arbitrary
guideway cross section.

Let a conducting guideway with any type of cross section is a generalized
cylinder of infinite length spreading along the x-axis. The magnet suspension
system is supposed to move with the velocity v on the x direction. The Max-
wellian equations for electric vector E and magnetic vector В have the form
(provided the displacement currents are neglected)

rot 1 = - -IT- 1

" I (I)
rotS = ya

0
J, J=6E Г

Denotations j, д
0 |
 б in these Eqs correspond to current density,

vacuum permeability and conductivity (the last term equals to zero out of the

guideway).

Let us consider a locally flat plot of the guideway boundary with an exter-

nal normal e*
z
 along z-coordinate, moreover the boundary of the guideway is be-

lieved to coinside to z=0. As we have d«/dz=-*8(z), where 5(z) is the Dyrac's

delta-function, the equation div (б2)=0 leads to div E=8(z)B
z
 . The physical

meaning of that condition is the occurence of a surface charge density provid-

ed existing of the nonzero normal component of E.

If the vicinity of the boundary is excluded, we can obtain from Maxwell's

equations
(2)

with й being zero out of the guideway.
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The derivative 9/9t can be replaced by - vB/Эх, and instead of (2) we have

the equations _̂  —

ЭЛ д ^ = ~№^Ш Co")

The boundary conditions can be-found from Maxwell's equations-. Let the lower

subscripts e, i correspond to limit values"in the conducting region ( i ) and in

the outer region (e), whereas the^upper superscripts t , n correspond to tangent

'and normal components of vectors. Now the boundary conditions have the form

/Э с N _ г Ь С \ Э СП f n\
* = E* ; , - E* = 0, - B*

B i = B e; С S>± " С

0»

S), = [ , rot B. ] (5)

The calculations of levitation parameters may be based on consideration

either electric vector or magnetic vector. Let us accept the first opportunity.

To decrease the number of values, i t is convenient to accomplish the Pourier . "

transformation of Eq. (3) along the x-coordinate. This procedure yields

Э2 ? .

a 7 S + X =f ( 6 )

where 5 i s the Fourier transform of

=-^ je l S" E(x,y,z)cbc (7)

The vector f can be found from Eq. (6) and the boundary conditions (4) in

a way of well known diffraction theory methods (*).

Let the conducting guideway has a cross section (the projection on the y,

z-plane) with an arbitrary form s^. The boundary of s^ is denoted by X. The

source on the (y.z)-plane being the projection of magnet system wires on that

plane is supposed to be surrounded with a contour 1. Let s is a region being

external with reference to the contours L and 1 (see Fig.1) . At last let us

introduce the different denota-

tions for % in accordance with a

point P on the (y,8)-plane being

either inside the region SXin

is denote d as S •) or

inside the region Se (here ? is

denoted as

Elg.1

where ^

Б ) .

As i t is shown below (see

Appendix), the vectors S ̂  and 5

satisfy the system of Predholm in-

tegral equations of the second

kinds

( 8 )

(9)



S
There are following notations in Eqs (8), (9)! P , Q. - two points on the

(У|
2
)- plane, Q. belongs to S

i
-region; G(P,GL) - the Green function being equal

to K
0
(lS|-R

Pa
)
 w i t n

 the distance Rp
<tt
 between the points P and Q. , K

o
 is a

McDonald function of zero index; n - the external (with respect to S^region)

normal unit vector; 3G/8n - the partial derivative along n, S
0
(P) - the

Fourier transform of the source.

The system of Eqs (8) is equivalent to the differential equation (6) and

the boundary conditions (4). The Eqs (8) have a similar form but it is necessa-

ry to take into account the difference between the integrals along the contour

Ь if the point P is approaching to the contour either inside or outside of S^-

region. As the function 9G/9n has a singularity of I/H type like it is in

the well known double layer theory (*), the integrals along Ь in Eqs (9) differ

by the value of residue, in other words by (E
e
,S) n.

The systems of Eqs (8) can be solved by an iteration method.. The idea of that

method may be shown in the most explicit manner by means of consideration of

an integral equation having the arbitrary form

(10)

(11)

with some integral operator s and parameter. X. .
The Eq. (10) can be rewrited in the following form:

X 8 £

Now if an initial approximation is set in the right hanfl of this equation, the
next approximation can Ъэ obtained from the Eq.(il). The formula (11) sets up

therefore some nonlinear iteration process for calculation of С It would be

noted that usual successive approximation method based on consequent evaluat-

ing of S from Eq.(10) in the form of a power series in X (so called Neumann

series) is invalid in electrodynamic levitation problems, since the value

|X| = S/Uoöv/2jr is rather large in our case and it comes out of the conver-
gence circle of the series. Now the method will be illustrated for a ractagular
current coil moving above a guideway in the form of a rectangular slab with the
width w and the thickness h. The current coil is supposed to have the dimension
2b x 2a, to be set on the height h above the guide-дау, and to be displaced
aside on the distance S with respect to the guideway axis (see Pig.2).
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With the Fourier transform of the rectangular current coil being considered,

it can be found the x- and y-components for the source t
Q
 in Eqs (8):

-Sln (Bs) [Ко ClslУ(у+а-8Ь(г-ЬЯ - Ko(lSlV(y-a-6)M2-h)* Я (12)

a+ 3-S a-9+8

sin(6s)[ (Кв(ыП*+(г-ЬЯ&* jK,(lsiyt»+(z-h)ll)ft ] (13)

The value 5 now may be obtained from Eqs (8) by means of the iteration pro-

cedure being described above. Taking into account the equality 3/9t = -v

and Eq. (1), the Fourier transform of the magnetic vector £ may be represented

, 1 3 ,

In that formula vectors e*x, t , e are the unit vectors along the corres-
ponding coordinate axes. The force-vector, acting on the coil the current I,
equals to ^ <*> .

F - I J[d£, JeuS S(s,y,z)ds]
Ь -«о

with integration along the contour of the coil L. It is essential that the cal-

culating of F* is connected with subtraction of the source field from the field

S. In our term it corresponds to subtraction of the source term c^ from the

field f having been found on the basis of the integral equation system (8).

For a rectangular current coil we get

•о а

F„ = 2il \ sln(os)ds \ b,Cs,y,z)dy (14)

(15)

C16)

os -»

There axe calculations of F
z
 and F having been accomplished with the help

of Eqs (12) -(16), (8) - (9). The following values of parameters were adopted

for the definition (the figures are given in meters): a = I, b = 2, T = 0.02,

h = 0.2. The guidance width w and the displacement 8 were supposed to be va-

riable .

In Fig.3 is represented the lift force F
z
 as a function of the guideway

width w under the zero displacement 8 . On the horizontal axis is plotted the

ratio of the guideway width w to the contour width 2a, whereas the vertical

axis shows the ratio of the lift force F
z
 to the value F* being the lift force

under the condition of infinitely wide guideway (w-^ oo ).

It is notable, that if w/2o>1.6, the lift force value F^ is in a good

accordance with the correspond ing value calculated by just another methods

i
2
b

The dependence of the ratio ЕуЛ?™ on the displacement В is represented
in Fig.4. Here on horizontal axis is plotted the ratio S/o .It is clear
from essence of the method that it can be used to calculate the levitation
parameters (the lift, drag and guidance forces) not only for a guideway with
rectangular cross section but for profiled guideway structures of arbitrary
forms.
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0,8

Fig . 5

from
I n conclusion tbe author would l ike t o say t h a t he benefited discussions

with some col laborators of the Ioffe Physics-Technical I n s t i t u t e on computer

programs t o calculate the l e v i t a t i o n parameters.

АКШГО1Х

The differential equation (6) is given in a vector form. We shall consider

for the simplfication a scalar version of Eq.(6), in other words we shall treat

any component of Z apart from the others. In accordance with that approach the

symbol E will denote any arbitrary component of ?.

Let us use the Green formula С )

It fc 9n 9n '

There are following notations are adopted» A is two-dimentional Laplase

operator; E and G are arbitrary analytic functions in S-region; 1^ are the

set of contours bounding the S-region; Э/Эп is the external (with respect to

S) normal derivative.

bet the function G is a singular solution of Eq.(6) for ö = О. Such a so-

lution is the well known McDonald function of zero index:

QCP.a) к 0 Cisi-R) (A.2)

The points P and Q in Eq. (A.2) are arbitrary points en the (y,z)-plane ; H
is the distance between them. As the function G is a Green function for the
problem having been formulated, i t has two arguments like an ordinary Green
function.

Let P and G are in the S^region (see Fig.1). Furthemore the point P is
supposed to be surrounded by a circle Г of an arbitrary small radius. The re-
gion Si without that small area is denoted by S? . The integration being accom-
plished over Q and coordinates of P being parameters, let us apply the Green
function (A.1) for the S^regions

jf.. Г/г 9G.„ 5 i i ) d t
9n 3n (A.5)
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She differentiation in Ш. and & is supposed to be carried out with, res-

pect to coordinates of Q, coordinates of P being constant. The equation (7)

ana the analogous equation for G (with. 6 = 0 ) may be combined in the following

forms

E A Q - G U E = l/u
o
evs E(Q)-SCP,Q) (A.4)

Аз the limit Q-»P corresponds to 3S/3n» </E, we can get from Eqs (A.J) and

(A.4) by.infinitely diminishing of the circle radius

Si
How let P is inside S

i
 and Q is inside S

e <
 The Green formula, being; applied

to B
=
-region, yields (Strictly speaking the application of the Green formula

for S -region is -ralid provided surrounding of that region by the circle of an

infinitely large radius. But if H-»oo , G(P,Q) has an exponential decrease,

so the circle of infinitely large radius шау be cancelled):

Then let P is in 3 and Q is in S-. the following equation can be found for

this cases

о = Us J$
Si

At last, if P and Q are inside S
e
, the Green formula gives

о = U s J$G(p,a)E(tt)ds- JCE-gg-- вЦ-)« CA.7)
S *

It is necessary to note that the directions of the normal n in Eqs (A.5) -

(A.8) are chosen to be external with respect to the region for which the Green

formula is applicable. So for example the derivatives ЭБ/Эп in Bqs (A.5)

and (A.6) have equal magnitude but opposite signs.

By adding Eqs (A.5) and (A.6), we get

J J J ( f ) . - (E§)
e
-

Si U (A.9)

The normal n is suggested- to be external with respect to Э
±
. The limit

values are marked by means of the subscripts i and e with accordance to inter-

nal and external limiting as it regards of S^region.

Then we can find by adding Eqs (A.7) and (A.8)

23TE(P) = i\s J5 J J
r
 §

s
i Ь (А.10)

{{
The normal n in Sq. (A. 10) is also external with reference to S^region.

The equations (A.9) and (A.10) have similar form, but it would be not forgotten

that P is in S
±
 for (A.9) whereas P is in S for (A.10).

bet us simplify the obtained equations. First of all we shall consider the

integrals over the contour 1 in Bqs (A.9) and (A.10). In the region being
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external with respect to contour 1, i.e. in S^ and S
g
, the whole field E is a

sum of induced field E
i a i
 and a source field E

Q
. The source field E

Q
 satisfies

the equation E - S T L s 0 and therefore in the region S^ and S
e
 we have

f-Q|^)dt. CA.11)

with the external normal n for the S -region.

So the integral over the contour 1 in Eq. (A.9) may be rewrited in the form

U.12)

with the external normal for the S^-region.

Inside the region being bounded by the contour 1 we have AS-j^a -
 S
^ind

=
 °*

On that reason the application of the Green formula brings about vanishing the

last integral in Eq.(A.12). Hence we have the following equivalent form for

the Eq. (A.9)»

23IE(P) - iXs JjG(P,Q)E(U)dS + ЬЕ
0
(Р) -

 (д

The Sq. (A.10) may be reunited in the similar kind. The further simplifica-

tion of these equations is to be executed by using the boundary conditions.

Taking into account the conditions (4) we can find the following form for the

integral over the contour L in Sq. (A.13):

with E
n
 being normal component of the vector E

e
. By introducing a milt vector

e" along the external (with respect to S.,) normal and reconstructing the vector

records of the equations we can get from Eqs (A.9) and (A.10) after reducing

them tc the form (A.13)

where i.CP)-»(P)
+
|.(P),

We have used the following definitions f = f
 ±
 if P belongs to S

±
 and 1 a %

otherwise. The system of integral equations (A.15) is just the same we wanted

to find. As the kernel G(P,Q) is symmetric, it is provable that the system

(A. 15) has a single solution.
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3. 0.0. Kellogg. Foundations of Potential Theory. Springer-Terlag OHG, Berlin,

1929.
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100 kJ SUPERCONDUCTING СОД, ENERGY STORAGE

И. Masuda, Т. Shintomi, И. Matsumoto, H. Sato and A. Kabe
National Laboratory for High Energy Physics
Oho-machi, Tsukuba-gun, Ibaraki-ken, 300-32, Japan

The new idea for superconducting coil energy storage «as introduced on its circuit. It was
an omission of a superconductive switch by replacement to thyristors. The idea was tested on
model of 100 kJ superconducting coil energy storage. The experimental result was compared with
theoretical calculation. The investigation has been extended to a real scale of system for
stabilization of the network. It has been revealed that the efficiency better than 90 % could
be obtained for 1,000 MWh superconducting coil energy storage.

1. Introduction

A number of types of the superconducting coil energy storage which is the storage of energy
by using the superconducting coil have been proposed. Particularly for the SuperconductiüS Coil
Energy Storage (ST.ES) on a purpose of peak shaving in an electric power line, the detail inves-
tigations have been given by Wisconsin' ' and Los Alamos'2^ Groups.

The present experiment is to investigate the mechanism of giving and reception of energy of
100 kJ between the commercial network and the superconducting storage coil. The conventional
principle of the SCES is that the rectified current by the thyristor converter flows into the
superconducting coil until reaching to the maximum rating of the coil. At the moment the coil
is isolated from the converter and the coil current is switched in turn to a closed circuit
which is newly formed by using another switch associated with the coil. If the resistance of
the closed circuit can be sufficiently low to allow the permanent current, the current flowing
is remained with a great time constant as long as 1017 seconds. Supposing the daily peak shav-
ing in an utility line, the storage time might be approximately 2 to 8 hours. When the network
requires the energy from the SCES, the closed circuit is broken. The converter is connected
again to the superconducting coil and the converter is operated at the inversion mode to extract
the energy from the coil.

One of the difficulties associated with the above system is the switch to form the closed
circuit. As already mentioned the resistance of the switch must be extremely low and that is
why the superconductive materials should be applied to the part of the switch. The realistic
superconductive switch must carry several- to hundred-thousand amperes and also be able to
stand for a frequent switching such as 103/year for peak shaving or more frequent for the pur-
pose like an accelerator.

The idea that is omission of the superconductive switch is proposed. The natural concern
to the proposed system is whether the thyristor can be replaced to the superconductive switch
or not and if possible how design the system to maintain the long time energy storage.

The present experiment was done by using 100 KJ SCES and was carried out to check the fea-
sibility of such idea.

2. Model of SCES

The conventional circuit of the SCES is shovn in Fig.l(A). The newly designed SCES is
shown In Figrl(B) or (C). The distinctive difference of the new system from the conventional

(А) (В) (С)

SCR

Fig.l The circuits for the superconducting coil energy storage,
one. (B) and (C) are for the presently proposed ones.

(A)
u.—.J

is for conventional
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one ia the use of thyristor instead of the superconductive switch. It is used as the converter
bridge or bypass to hold the current at the period of energy holding. The estimation of loss
and efficiency will be discussed in detail in another paperS

3
' In this paper only the result of

the estimated efficiency is given as,

- CXT(|R + |R

where a = 2/L
П = efficiency of SCES
L = inductance of coil

R{ = resistance of transformer
R„

n
 = resistance of secondary winding of transformer

(1)

to
R
n

resistance of lead wires and others
number of thyristors connected in series .

UV = forward voltage drop of thyristor
E

s t
 = stored energy
T = process time

The efficiency П increases with decreasing the time T. This comes from the situation that
the loss is less decreasing than the necessary converter voltage with increasing T. If the loss
would be extremely low, the efficiency should approach to 100 %. Therefore it is necessary to
reduce the resistance of the converter and the forward voltage drop of the thyristor. This
problem is also the point to success the presently proposed system because the present system
has equipped nothing than the thyristor as mentioned already.

The model of the SCES of 100 KJ was constructed to test the new method. The circuit of the
experiment is shown in Fig,2. The SCES is composed of a superconducting coil, thyristor con-
verters, a low pass filter, a protecting resistor and measurement instruments.

lAPPSil
The superconducting coil was wound in a ' '

solenoid cype on э rainless steel bobbin. Its
inductance is 0.22 L. The superconductive wire
is fully stabilized at the critical current of
1,160 A at 5 T in a short sample and the copper
.ratio is 4.16. The critical current of the coil
is about 920 A and the maximum flux density on
the coil is 5.8 T at that current. The training
of the coil by agitating the coil current was
done about 15 times and then the current went
near the critical point. The picture of the coil
is shown in Fig.3.

L-®

Fig. 2
The thyristor converters are со: = i • two

bridges connected in three-phase, Graetz con-
figuration. Two transformers are so connected in
Y-Д and А-Д as to construct twelve-phase rectification. The
converters can generate any output voltages by controlling
the phase of the gate pulse. Two gate pulse controllers
(APPSj and APPS2) are connected to each converter and then
two converters can generate independently each output vol-
tage. This implies the possibility of operation mode of
converter—inverterÍ *'

As already mentioned, to maintain the longer time
constant of the circuit the thyristor of the converter must
have the large forward current and also the minimum forward
voltage drop. Type of 1000 PA of International Rectifier
was chosen. The forward voltage drop is 1.24 V at 1,000 A.
On the other hand the no-load output voltage of the con-
verter is 88 V which means the capacity of extracting the
full stored energy by time of 2.5 seconds with inverter
operation. The picture in Fig.4 shows the thyristor con-
verters. The converters generate large ripple voltage which
is attenuated with DC filter. The low pass ripple filter
of roll-off frequency of 25 Hz and attenuation coefficient
of 6 db/oct was employed. The specification of the test
system are written in Table 1.

3. Measurement

APPS2I
The experimental circuit for 100 kJ
superconducting coil every storage.

The purpose of the experiment is to check the proposed

Fig.3 The picture of the coil for
100 kJ superconducting coil
energy storage.
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Table 1 The specifics . >ns of 100 kJ superconducting coll energy storage

Transformer P. -ry Voltage

St.*. iary Voltage

Secondary Current

Number

Thyrlstor Average Forward Current

Forward Drop

Converter No-Load Output Voltage

Max. Current

Phase

Dimension of Coll

Inner Diameter

Outer Diameter

Length

Number of Turns

Inductance

Dimension of Wire 2.4

Diameter of Filament

Number of Filaments

Composition of Filament

Cu/SC Ratio

Twisted Pitch
Critical Current

210
32.6

820
2

1,000

1.24

88
3,000

12

0.2
0.25

0.2
1284

0.22

x 1.53

55.6

271

V
V
A rms

A
V at 1,000 A

V
A

Ф

m
ш
m

H
mm
V

Nb-Ti-Zr

4.16

29.1

1,160

mm
A at 5 T

ideas to be practical in an actual SCES. As mentioned already, the thyristor has inevitable
loss that comes from the forward voltage drop in carrying the current. In a conventional sys-
tem, the superconducting current flows in a closed circuit which is formed by the superconduct-
ive switch in the circuit. This has been already shown in Fig.l(A). The .so-called permanent
current flows to store the magnetic energy inside the superconductive coil.

u ,Cl
On the contrary, the present circuit

equipps the thyristor in it which bears the

superconducting current flow. It is natural

concern that the losses caused by thyristor,

transformer winding and the lead wires maile

from normal conductor play an important roll

and this might degrate the time constant of

the circuit in such a way that the SCES has no

longer the storing properties.

- One of the measurements of the experiment

was stressed on obtaining the efficiency of

the SCES by measuring the power, current and

voltage. The other measurement was done on

monitoring the thyristor converter and the

superconducting coil. The measuring points

are shown in Fig.2 with the tested circuit.

To obtain the various operational patterns,

the input signal to the AFPS (Automatic Pulse

Phase Shifter) for the thyristor was fed from

the versatile function generator. The cycle

time of the operation cycles, the stored energy, the maximum current and the ramp

superconudcting current were controlled by the function generator.

The additional trial of the experiment is on operation of the thyristor bridges as con-

verter-inverter mode. This is the particular operation of the thyristor bridges at the holding

period. At that period, the converter must supply the slight voltage against to the thyristor

loss, therefore it will be operated at nearly zero output voltage and at the maximum output

current. The operation condition Is worst and the power factor will be nearly 0 %. To overcome

the difficulties, the converter is divided into two parts. Two are operated independently in

converter and inverter modes respectively. The outputs of two bridges are mutually compensated

and their output voltage can be nearly zero with the good power factor. This idea was also

tested and the measurement was carried out in the present experiment.

4. Results

One of the typical results of measurement is shown in Fig.5. In this figure, the active

power (P), the output voltage of the converter (V) and the current of the superconducting coil

Fig.4 The picture of the thyristor
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Table 2 The experimental results of 100 kJ superconducting coll energy storage

E
s t
= 26 Ы

Discharging
time

Cycle time

Efficiency
discharge

Efficiency
cycle

E
st
= 52 kJ

(sec)

(sec)

for

(%)

for

(%)

2.4

7.9

68

62

2.7

8.2

71

62

3.5

9.0

74

62

4.4

9.9

69

54

5.7

11.2

61

46

7.0

12.5

58

41

7.8

13.3

52

36

8.5

14.0

47

33

9.4

14.9

44

30

Discharging 3.6
time (sec)

Cycle time (sec) 9.1

Efficiency for 72
discharge (%)

4.3 5.8 7.0 7.2

9.8 11.3 12.5 12.7

77 71 67 66

8.6 10.8 12.4

14.1' 16.3 17.9

65 50 37

Efficiency for
cycle (%)

58 58 50 46 45 41 31 . 23

E
s t
= 67 Ы

Discharging 1.96 2.44 3.45 4.76 6.5
time (sec)

Cycle tims (sec) 17.46 17.94 18.95 20.26 22.0

Efficiency for 58 65 72 62 43
discharge (%)

Efficiency for
cycle (%)

23 24 25 18 14

8.3 9.6

23.8 25.1

35 21

11 7

(I) are given. As the constant vol-
tage is supplied to the superconducting
coil from the start, so the ramp rate
of the coil current is constant. When
the current has reached to the desired
level, the supplied voltage should be
decreased down to the level required
by ths converter and lead losses. At
that time it is desirable that the
thyristor bridges are operated by the
converter-inverter mode as described
already.

At discharging period, the thy-
ristor bridges have been operated by
the Inversion mode. The polarity of
current is the same but the polarity
of voltage is changed. The power is
negative which means the extraction of
power from the storage system. The
efficiency has been estimated from the
figure by integrating the input power

Fig. 5 The typical result of the measurement at the
stored energy of 52 kJ.

and output power which are shown as hatched and crosshatched areas respectively. The obtained
efficiency for whole cycle and for only discharging cycle are summarized in Table 2. In order
to discuss the efficiency of the SCES, the former efficiency had to be considered but the lat-
ter one was examined here. The efficiency at discharging cycle is as follows,

"dis Est

where E
e x t

 and E
s t
 are the extracted energy from the SCES and the stored energy respectively.

The results are shewn in Fig.6. It shows that the efficiencies have broad peaks at the dis-
charging time at 2 or 3 seconds. Except the shorter time, the efficiencies decrease linearly
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against to the discharging time. The
feature can be explained as follows: the
efficiency in Eq.(l) can be modified as,

1.0

'dis
•fcr-) T (2)

where the notations are the same as in
Eq.(D except R Q . The notation Ro means
the sum of the resistances of the trans-
former and the lead wires.

The first term in the blacket is the
system constant and the second term includes
the meaning to get the better efficiency for
larger stored energy. The calculation was
done with parameters as that n = 2, V = 1
and a = 10, and estimation of the resistances
of the converter and the lead wires is as
follows;

.5

10

11 ^
9.5

13.4 m
12 m

at E
s t

a t E
st

26 KJ
52 KJ

DISCHARGING TIME
Sec

Fig. 6 The experimental resutls of the efficiencies
for the various stored energies.

Two values of R Q agreed fairly good. For
67 KJ experimental run which used two con-
verters in series, the equation for effieciency is obtained by using the value R

t
 which is

estimated with the above R
Q
 and the resistance of the lead wires, 7 mQ,

П,l d i s
 = 1 - (0.075 ̂  0.081) T (3)

where n = 4, Ду = 1 and a = 10.
In this case too, the fairly good agreement was obtained between the experiment and the calcula-
tion. The calculation might be the important tool to investigate the extended scale of the SCES.

For the shorter discharging time than 2 or 3 seconds, AC losses play an important roll.
This is shown in Fig.6. The AC losses are caused by two main components. One is the loss by
the current induced in the stainless-steel bobbin and the other is the loss by the superconduct-
ing coil itself. The former is larger in an order than the latter. Then the total loss should
be in proportion to the square of the current slope. By adoption of the functional curve of T~*

to the experimental results, S, can be
expected to be 1.6 ̂  2.0 as shown in Fig.7.
Taking consideration of the AC effect, the
equation of efficiency can be written as

0.1

10 Sec

LIT

26 KJ Idis = 1 - CT - ВТ,-í

0.1
5 2KJ

0.1

Fig.7

The curves by using 8. = 2 are shown in
Fig.6.

5. Discussion and Conclusion

The purpose of the present experiment
was to check the possibility of the idea
which meant the omission of the supercon-
ducting switch in the SCES. Only use of
the thyristor which is for the converter or
for the bypass has been proved to be prac-
tical instead of the superconducting switch.
The natural concern, that such thyristor
has greater loss than the superconductive
switch and has no longer the storing pro-
perties, has been erased. It has also been
made clear that the point to get the good
efficiency was to use a larger converter
sufficiently exceeding the thyristor vol-
tage drop. The condition is easily ful-
filled by a larger stored energy that is

over than 1O10 joules. As only the peak shaving in a power network is concerned for an applica-
tion of the SCES, the scale of the stored energy might be bigger than 10 1 2 joules. The operat-
ing period is such as 2 *v» 8 hours and longer than the time at which the AC losses in the con-
ductor play an important roll. Two pioneer groups, Wisconsin and Los Alamos, have softly

67 KJ

The experimental and calculated results of
only AC losses for the various stored
energies.
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researched on this subject. They estimated exactly the losses generated inside a cryostat, that
are about 5 ̂  6 ! of the stored energy'1' Another Investigation by Irie^5' has shown that they
were approximately 1 %. These losses must be taken account in estimating the efficiency of the
SCES. However, the thyristor converter loss might be the major loss in the. present system.
Even so, the overall efficiency might be over than 90 % for the stored energy larger than 1010

joules.

For the other application of the SCES to such as an accelerator and a fusion reactor where
the AC losses might be the major problems, the special consideration should be paid on decreas-
ing the eddy current loss that would be done by the shielding coil proposed by Boom(6) or the
specifically designed superconductor that is one of the important problems of pioneers of the
superconducting field.

The reasons that the SCES is an alternative to the hydro pumped system is its low effi-
ciency such as 65 % and also its current difficulties to get the projecting building sitei7' As
already mentioned, the technical difficulty to realize the actual size of the SCES for peak
shaving might be the cryogenic problems rather than the circuit problems. To realize the size
of 10l° joules, it might be waited until 1981 ̂ 2 providing the constant speed of developing the
superconducting coil. As frequently discussed in this paper, the thyristor converter, the
bypass method, and the associate control device have been already established in the technology
of DC transmission and the frequency converter.
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DISCUSSION

J. R. Last : What is the purpose of your propsed 3 MJ energy

store?

M. Masuda : For experiment to realize large scale.
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ELECTRODYNAMIC FORCES IN A CRYOMOTOR WITH

A SUPERCONDUCTING FIELD WINDING

V.G.Danko, V . I . M i l y k h

Ministry of Electrotechnical Industry

prospefct Kalinina 19, 121908 Moscow

A maximum extent of usage of a smooth-core armature motor can be achieved

with the help of a superconducting field winding /SCFW/ cooled by liquid or ga-

seous helium.

A general diagram of such a cryomotor (pole pitch) is shown in Fig.l. A new

a

Fig.l - Calculation diagram

and complicated task to create a reliable and efficient heat insulation of the
SCFW emerged in the course of its development. The design of cryostats serving
this purpose will be to a considerable extent defined by the value and nature of
electrodynamic forces /EDF/ acting on the SCFW. Therefore, in spite of the fact
that the use of the SCFW in electric machines allows principally to eliminate
a ferromagnetic circuit, its role the being limited only to screen the stray flu-
xes, it may become expedient to preserve it, including the main pole core, in or-
der to decrease EDF in the SCFW and also to form a flux in the active zone. One
may have eliminated a compensating winding of traditional destination as deforma-
tion of the field caused by the reaction of the armature is negligible in the
cryomotor with smooth-core armature. Nevertheless, as the analysis of the acting
EDF shows, the compensating winding obtains another sense and the expediency of
its usage should be determined additionally. At the first stage the EDF acting
on the SCFW are analysed without taking the compensating winding into considera-
tion.
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The analysis is based on the maximum value of induction at the mean radius

of the armature winding 1,55 - 1,6 T.

The EDF calculation was based on the magnetic field solution using finite

difference method. Nonlinear!ty of magnetic properties of steels was considered

because the induction at some segments of the magnetic circuit reached up to

2,5 T.

In the course of calculation some assumptions usual for such problems were
made (l) : 1/ the magnetic field depends on only two spatial coordinates, i.e.
a machine of infinite length is considered; 2/ ferromagnetic materials are iso-
tropic and magnetic curves are identical; 3/ current in the windings is distribu-
ted uniformly across the whole cross-section; k/ all the borders of the current-
carrying-, ferromagnetic and aerial regions coincide with the adopted network li-
ne system; 5/ a stationary regime allowing to neglect the induced eddy currents
is considered.

As some current regions are present, it is expedient in the course of solu-
tion to use the vectorial magnetic potential the distribution of which is descri-
bed by a non-linear differential equation its form in polar coordinates being

or г r \br ) r dcj> ( dg>I « . / v
where К and J-components of the vectorial potential and current density along
the axis coinciding with the motor shaft axis,)) =1/^ - x'eciprocal value to the mag-
netic permeability. *

From the motor symmetry requirement under idling conditions the calculation
is sufficient to be performed ,for a half of the pole pitch (sector a in Fig.l).
Thereat the flux lines must be perpendicular to the symmetry axis AB

/2/

the pole axis EF may be considered as a flux line and the lines BF and AK as its
prolongations if the induction outside the motor circuits is neglected

Under loading conditions the calculation is made for a complete pole pitch,
the borders of the field being unchanged

while the distribution of the vectorial potential along AB is identical to DC
but with the opposite sign

The solution is achieved by iterative method taking into consideration boun-
dary conditions /2-5/ while the conditions at the transfer steel-air are met
automatically in the system obtained. A was recalculated by Liebmann's method (2)
To accelerate convergence linear extrapolation was made, i.e. after calculation
of each line a simultaneous extrapolation of A was realized in all its nodes.
The extrapolation index was changing in the course of solution from 1.3 to 1.1.

After ten iterations a recalculation of V in the network cells belonging to
ferromagnetic regions was made (V ~ iteration, or "large iteration").

Then A was corrected at all the nodes using a relation snowing the feasibi-
lity of the complete current law in its integral form

^ " J J/
1
*"/ Г " " " ' /6/

s t
The iteration process was considered as completed and the problem as solved

within the framework of adopted assumptions with a high degree of accuracy if
the maximum and mean values ofOT did not exceed 0.1.10 and 0.5.10"^ respecti-
vely, maximum and mean values of cTV' were less than 0.02 and 0.005 and all the
values of С were close to 1 with an accuracy of 0.001. This is confirmed by the
fact that when continuing the calculation more precise definition of the calcula-
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ted values could not be more than 1 <jí.

Knowing the distribution of A in the network nodes one can easily define
the EDF components acting upon the current-loaded cell as related to the unit
length of the winding for a cell with current density Ji

Г fi, R. ) ' /
7
/

g
 М

 -A*A,-A.) .
For a current-loaded region consisting of n cells

where {ft- angular coordinate of i-th cell centre; % - coordinate of the axis to
which resultant forces are reduced (in the given case it is the main pole axis).

The object of study was a cryomotor with calculated armature power of
10000 kW at rated linear load of 90000 A/m. Its rated torque was 1200 kN.m. Dia-
meter of the armature was 2.5 m, flywheel moment - circa 1000 kN.m ; the number
of pole pairs was five.

Upon the polar pitch a network consisting of 1144 nodes was superposed. The
error of the network was evaluated by doubling the number of nodes. Thereat the
calculated values were defined more precisely by no more than 3 ?6.

The cryomotor parameters were analysed under idling and loading conditions
to define the nature and magnitude of acting EDF, as well as possible ways to
effect them. Because of bevelled symmetry in relation to the main pole under id-
ling conditions only the components of EDF acting on a SCFW side in sector a (see
Fig.l)^.

a
and^'

/
,

a
were determined. Under loading conditions tUis symmetry is dis-

turbed tmd forces of different magnitude and direction are actii^
1
 on different

aides of the SCFW coil: therefore the components of EDF Fag
ana
 F /.acting on

a SCFW side in sector 0 are also considered.

First of all the efficiency of core of the main pole or its part was given
a principal evaluation. To do so we shall consider the accompanying changes of
EDF under idling conditions beginning with a coreléss structure with only one po-
le shoe added (h^ being its height in Fig.l) acting as a shaping insert and then
turning to the whole core. Numbers of versions are given as they are enumerated
in the text, values of EDF are given on the unit length, MF is magnetizing force
of the SCFW per pole. Here and further on the SCFW voluaje in the compared ver-
sions and some geometrical sizes undergo changes caused by specific elements of
each design.

Table 1

Parameter :

:

MF

F9a
F

Unit :

kA

kN/m

kN/m

1

400

310

106

Versions

: 2 :

400

350

91

3

1О1

6,5

21

On a par with an evident fact that the version with the main pole core is
preferable because of the magnitude of EDF, it also has the best shape of field
in active zone and induction in the SCFW zone - a defining factor for critical
parameters of a superconductor - is 3-4 times smaller as compared with other ver-
sions. Therefore further we shall consider only the cryomotor with the main pole
core.

As seen from the calculation, the winding of commutating poles located bet-
ween the main poles exercises a substantial force action on the SCFW which is
shown by comparison of versions with and without commutating poles (Fig.2).
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As shown below the EDF caused by
the SCFW own field may be reduced to ze-
ro and those induced by the armature
reaction may be increased. That is why
elimination of the EDF caused by commu-
tating poles has a crucial meaning.

Besides, in order to create a suf-
ficient commutating field in the commu-
tation zone and to provide a complete
compensation of the armature reaction MF
a substantial MF of the additional poles
winding is necessary and it is difficult
to place it in the interpolar space.

Therefore, it is expedient to dis-
cuss a possibility to place the commuta-
ting poles in the armature winding end
zone and to instal] a ferromagnetic in-
sert for the protection of the commuta-
tion zone from the exciting field in the
interpolar space (shown by dotted line
in Fig.l). Its influence upon EDF is ne-
gligible (see Fig.2).

The latter version is considered
re as the main one to analyse the degree
of influence of different parameters on
EDF.

The change in EDF may be well ob-
served in a diagram of EDF acting onű
and S sides of the SCFW coil.

At rising excitation the EDF vec-
tors being applied to the SCFW sides at
point 0 (Fig.3) follow paths 0-1-2-3-4.

- 0

Fig.2 - Illustration of the effect of
filling the interpolar space by the
EDF value in the SCFW: 1 - with a coin-
mutating pole; 2 - without a commuta-
ting pole; 3 - with a ferromagnetic
insert; idling rated load

Fig.3 - EDP diagram in the SCFW
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The intervals correspond to the growth of excitation by 0.25 as compared with the
rated values at points 4 where the SCFW is attracted to the frame.

Unilateral ioads on the SCFW under idling conditions may be avoided by for-
ming a non-magnetLc clearance between the frame and the pole core though the
SCFW MF is then increasing (from the condition of preservation of the armature-
-inflowing flux). Depending on the size of this clearance the EDF vectors will
move along the dotted paths and at points 4' their sum will be zero. Thereat the
relative clearance is 0.67 where • fi

О - non-magnetic clearance in the active zone; 0
r
 - clearance over the main

pole, and the SCFU MF is increased by 45 #. For this version the increase in ex-
citation (0-l'-2'-3'-4') is also calculated.

Paths of the EDF change corresponding to the change of the armature load we-
re calculated for opposite directions of the armature current with the cryomotor
reversibility also considered: point 5 and 6 - rated load, 7 and 8 - 2,5 - fold
overload in armature current (dashed figures correspond to the same loads but re-
fer to the version with a second clearance). The advantage achieved in the ver-
sion with a second clearance under idling conditions is declining when the range
of load change grows: this clearance having in fact no effect upon the armature
winding-induced fluy caused an increasis in the SCFW magnetizing force. The consi-
dered value of this clearance is expedient in case when the armature reaction is
compensated by a compensating winding; when the latter is absent the clearance
may be made smaller if dangerous directions of force action upon the SCFW, range
of their change and maximum value of obtained EDF are considered.

The discussed method enables us to completely reduce to zero the EDF radial
components under idling conditions while the tangential components may be effec-
tively acted upon by changing of the SCFW coil width — fe and also be reduced to
zero (Fig.4). At the same time displace-
ment of the coil in relation to the core
causes a unilateral attraction which may
be considered with the help of the same
curves given in Fig.4.

The pole width can be varied if the
clearance between the core and the SCFW
coil sides remains constant. The calcu-
lation for this case is based on cons-
tant SCFW MF. As seen from Fig. 5» the in- Jf\
fluence of this parameter upon EDF is not * "
so strong as that of the rest. If we no-
te that in the discussed range of {.chan-
ge the magnitude of useful flux is chan-
ging by about 15 $ the pole core should
be taken wider and the SCFW unloaded by
changing the preceding parameters.

In cases when the influence of the
armature reaction upon the SCFW must be
eliminated it is possible to use a com-
pensating winding connected to the arma-
ture winding circuit and generating
a field which counteracts with the arma-
ture reaction but, as noted above, this
problem needs a special study.

So the analysis make has shown that
the main pole core not only prevents the
SCFW from force actions but also gives
a possibility of a directed influence
upon EDF in the SCFW and from this point
of view the pole core is expedient to be _
remained in a DC cryomotor at the discus-
sed level of induction in active zone.

0

\

Pig.4 - Change of the EDF components
depending upon the relative width of
coil: =0; =0.67
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0,572 0,623 OjSV,
Pig. 5 — Curves of EDF change depending
upon the change in the pole core width:

=0; =0.67
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A STUDY IS THE CRYOTITKBOGE^RATOR ROTOR

COOLTNG SYSTEM
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part

The problem of development of a reliable and efficient cryoturbogenerator is
closely connected vith the solution of the problem of efficiently cryostating the
rotary superconductingfield winding. After a long discussion the following fun-
damentals were adopted''

г
'
3
'* : - a build-up rotor with a hollow cylindrical p

in the middle to accomodate a superconducting field winding;

- the field winding is heat-insulated by vacuum,
the ends of the winding being closed with vacuum chambers, where a radiation
thermal screen is arranged between an electromagnetic screen and an interai car-
rier cylinder (Fig.l).

/\

Pig.l - General view of the rotor and its thermal calculation diagram:
(l - heat-insulating cylinder, 2 - end parts, 3 - field winding,
k - vacuum plug, 5 - thermal screen, 6 - outlet channel for
evaporated refrigerant)

Fitness of such an arrangement of the cryoturbogenerator rotor is confirmed
by experiments on models and prototypes

31
*'^ but the results of heat-exchange and

hydrodynamics studies in rotating cryostats - both structural and calculative -
- cannot yet be considered as sufficient for optimum designing.

First of all it should be noted that substantially different methods of coo-
ling the superconducting field winding. They may be conditionally described as
volumetric cooling when the superconducting winding is placed into liquid helium
poured inside the rotating cryostat (Fig.2a) and circulation cooling when helium
in a one-or two-phase state flows along channels inside the superconducting win-
ding connected into a single hydraulic circuit with an inlet to and an outlet
from the rotor (Fig.2b).

The circulation method of cooling has as a distinctive feature an increase
in helium temperature in the radial feed channels due to the adiabatic flow and
the need to take steps to lower it. Besides, there is an inevitable contradiction
between the need to increase the cooling surface of the superconducting winding,
i.e. to provide multiple parallel axial channels, and the desire to avoid paral-
leling of Ihe riow because under two-phase flow the hydraulic equilibrium at se-
parate branches can easily be destroyed which may lead to udesirable consequences
(local overheating, unbalance, etc.).
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Fig.2 -Methods of cooling the superconducting field winding:
a/ volumetric method of cooling
b/ circulation method of cooling

The performed comparative analysis shows that volumetric cooling is prefe-
rable for the cryoturbogenerator rotor because of large geometric size of the
superconducting winding. Moreover, it gives some additional important advantages:

- good contact between the superconducting winding and the liquid helium;

- possibility of a long-time operation when the feed of liquid helium is
stopped, aa well as in transiet conditions.

Let us thoroughly consider the volumetric method of cooling because it is
very promising for use in the cryoturbogenerator rotors being lees studied than
the circulation method. Thereat let us single out two independent problems:

- heat insulation of the zone of the superconducting field winding;

- feed of liquid helium to the rotating cryostat and discharge of gaseous
helium.

Thermal calculation of the temperature field gives a temperature distribu-
tion over the length of the thermal screens and over the length of the internal
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carrier cylinder including the power elements which transmit the torque. The cal-
culated diagram of the rotor cryostat is presented in Fig.l. Knowing the tempera-
ture distribution obtained one can choose the place for connecting thermal
screens with gaseous helium-cooled power elements and also calculate the heat
inflow to the inside of the cryostat.

The temperature distribution over the length of the thermal screen gives

a solution for differential equation

at boundary conditions

/2/

Taking into consideration that the interval of working temperatures of the
thermal screen is limited (50-200 K) the solution of equation /1/ can be substan-
tially simplified if we take the mean value of the coefficient of thermal conduc-
tivity An in the given temperature range and the linear dependence of the radia-
tion-induced heat inflow on Ттз for calculation. With these assumptions and boun-
dary conditions /2/ the termál screen temperature is written down as follows:

/3/

fi'
^TÍ _ coefficient of thermal conductivity

En — reduced degree of blackness

fn — reduced accomodation coefficient

7^ - temperature of the rotor external casing

Í- - temperature of the power element at the place of
connection to the thermal screen

P - residual pressure in the vacuum space (mm Hg)

Г
Т
э - half length of the thermal screen

"rt - thickness of the thermal screen wall

As the temperature ¥ at the thermal screen outlet is expedient to be held
in the range of 60-80 K, ane must know the temperature distribution over the
length of the power element so that it would provide correct choice where to con-
nect the thermal screen. The calculation of the temperature field over the length
of the outlet gaseous helium-cooled power element means a solution of the system
of differential equations

~ "4 /V

/5/
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at boundary conditions

where I* _ &Ж2) О О О

d - heat transfer coefficient

Cr - thermal capacity of helium

fflr - mass consumption of helium

An approximate solution of the system of equations /h/, /5/ at boundary con-
ditions /6/ can be obtained by approximation of the function to be found by the
polynom

6
.

Thereat even the first approximation

r
.

T f

gives a temperature distribution over the length of the power element which is
in good agreement with experimental data (Fig.3).

The calculation of the heat flow through the vacuum space from the thermal
screens to the internal carrier cylinder should be accomplished as a usual calcu-
lation of radiant heat exchange and thermal conductivity of residual gases bet-
ween two cylinders

7
. Thereat one must proceed from the obtained temperature dis-

tribution /3/ over the length of the thermal screen.

Heat inflow for each bar of the outcoming helium-cooled current supply may
be calculated proceeding from the optimum current supply conditions, i.e. assu-
ming 1 - 1.5 V per 1000 A*.

Heat inflow along the power elements under the steady-state conditions can
be determined according to the Fourier's law

using the obtained temperature distribution /7/. But for this it is necessary to
know the temperatures of the gaseous helium and the wall at the inlet to the po-
wer element with an accuracy up to tenths of a degree which makes the calcula-
tion extremely complicated without a substantial increase in its accuracy over
the rest of the length of the power element. Therefore the following way of defi-
ning the heat inflow along the power elements is preferable.

As most of the heat incoming to the power elements is taken off with gaseous
helium coming out of the rotor internal space via the slots between the internal
carrier cylinder and the walls of the heat-insulating plugs a node of cooling
described by the following equations is established by itself (Fig.4):

/9/

i?/«4'*
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Fig.3 - Temperature distribution over the length

of the force bridge
(l - experimental, 2 - calculated)

where
£ - specific heat of vaporization for helium

Л,,/? - coefficients of thermal conductivity

ulcr- mean temperature drop from the slot wall to the gaseous helium

Ков - degree of ribbing

In equation /iO/CrprfT^blf. which enables us to omit£"*- From the total heat
inflow to the power element. Then after a combined solution of equations /9/ and
/10/ we obtain the value of relative change of the temperature drop rate over the
length of the power element as
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Fig.i - Diagram of an approximate calculation
of heat inflows into the cryostai

at
- Tj

/12-

Being able to consider the change in the temperature drop rate over ih<-
length of the power clement as even and using the obtained dependence '12- v
get . _. 7- •

,,

dxh

/

.'Ik/

Г-r
Jiaving substituted /13/ and /14/ into /9/, /10/, /11/ we obtain the condi-

tion for providing efficient cooling of the power element

•*/

/15/</ ^ 4
and the formula for calculation of liquid helium consumption under steady—state
conditions

_
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v- is the density of liquid helium.

If heat exchange in the slot and on the surface of the rotor is intense
enough we may consider that

Then we get for grade X18H9T steel (for any other material we can obtain a simi-
lar solution):

>/ 67Ű ' »**'
/17/

liters per hour /18/

The calculated value of coef f icient /!•, -Ik5 was tested experimentally en
a special model plant /k/. The study resulted iwAj =110 + 120. Besides, when ana-
lysing optimization conditions for the cryoturbogenerator rotor cryostat a theo-
retical value of coefficient >?i =170 was obtained /8/. Therefore, the coefficient
/li =145 in equation /18/ is quite satisfactorily close to the mean value obtained
from the results of experimental and theoretical studies and may be used in pra-
ctical calculations. The condition /17/ must be necessarily kept to as it goes
without saying.

The consumption of liquid helium under different modes of operation is ba-

sed on the above-discussed thermal pattern. The following main modes of operation

may be singled out:

- overcooling

- sudden short—circuiting

- non-symmetry of phases.

Overcooling an increased consumption of liquid helium is necessary which
consists of the consumption under the steady-state conditions and the consumption
defined by internal enthalpy, the temperature drop being 15 - 20 К per hour.

Sudden short-circuiting is characterized by current surge in the supercon-
ducting field winding, as well as by penetrations of a part of the electromagne-
tic energy absorbed by the rotor to the inside of the cryostat. The level of this
additional heat liberation may be calculated in advance and, the conditions of
sudden short-circuiting being very short in time, the necessary thermal condi-
tions of the superconducting field winding may be preserved only when a suffi-
cient reserve of liquid heliurf. is present inside the rotor cryostat.

Finally, during non-symmetry of phases a current with a reversed sequence
is generated which causes additional heat liberation inside the rotor cryostat
because of partial penetration of the electromagnetic energy. The value of heat
liberation can be calculated depending on the level of screening. This heat libe-
ration is to be added to the heat inflow to the rotor cryostat caused by heat
transfer from the outside, and the consumption of liquid helium should be increa-
sed accordingly.

The effect of rotation upon the consumption of liquid helium can be revealed
when considering the thermodynamics of helium during its movement from the rotor
inlet in the direction of the largest diameter inside the cryostat.

A distinctive feature of the volumetric method of cryoturbogenerator rotor
cooling is a possibility to feed liquid helium isothermally to the periphery of
the rotor with a consequent adiabatic expansion. Thereat the drawn-in work is:

техн.

AГ Г
> /19/
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where

/?
7
 - the largest internal radius of the rotor cryostat

Re — the initial radius of the radial feeding channel

(in most cases it may be neglected) consumed for boiling of liquid helium. The
sign of minus means that the work is drawn in; this sign may be omitted in the
following discussion.

The percentage of evaporated helium will be equal to the ratio of drawn-in
work /19/ to the heat of vaporization of liquid helium at the temperature corre-
sponding to the pressure on the helium bath surface:

Without special design measures to decrease the evaporation of helium (such
measures are principally possible) an increase in the consumption of liquid he-
lium to maintain a low temperature in the rotor cryostat should be taken into
consideration by use of the speed coefficient

Л
С0 /Г}' /21/

i
 Г

where "*• - mass consumption of liquid helium obtained as a result of thermal cal-
culation without rotation being considered.

may be calculated using the relation /20/:

/22/

The values of K
u
 calculated with the use of /22/ are given in Table 1.

Table 1

Speed of rotation,
rpm

^ Г m 0.9 1.2 1.3 1.8 0Л 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2

Speed coefficient, ^ ^ ^ ^ 1 а д 1 ? 5 ^ ^ ^ 1 5 J 2 1 1 4 Q

In accordance with /21/ the real consumption of liquid helium through the
rotor under consideration with volumetric cooling will be

Experimental test of the rotation effect upon evaporation of liquid heliua
took place during the study of a 200 kW model of cryoturbogenerator /k/. The in-
ternal diameter of the cryostat was 0.21 m. At the speed of rotation =30OO rpm
the consumption of liquid helium was rising within 5 $ which is in a qualitative
conformity with the above theoretical evaluations. But in order to obtain strict
quantitative dependencies for the change in liquid helium consumption during ro-
tation a rotary mock-up of the rotor cryostat with an internal diameter 0.6 • was
made (Fig.5). The research on this mock—up will enable us to improve the main
structural units of the rotor, especially the unit for feeding liquid beliun into
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Fig.5 - General view of a full-scale cryoturbogenerator
rotor mock-up

the rotating cryostat.

The unit for feeding liquid helium into the rotating crrostat is still the
least developed unit in almost all its elements. The most difficult problems are
connected with the development of a reliable wear-proof sealing of the rotary-
shaft and with the decrease of liquid helium loss caused by its entrainment by
the outcoming gas flow. The latter phenomenon takes place both during the initial
feed of liquid helium into the rotating cryostat and during the following perio-
dical replenishments. Liquid helium should flow in such a way that no conditions
for its spraying and take-off by the outcoming gaseous helium blows would arise
because this may substantially increase its useless consumption.

Conclusions. A structural design of a cryoturbogenerator rotor beat insula-
tion was developed and studies to some extent theoretically and experimentally.
Nevertheless, a number of problems connected with the cryoturbogenerator rotor
cooling such as, for instance, the behaviour of helium into the rotating cryo-
stat, implementation of liquid helium feed into the rotating cryostat, hydrody-
namics and heat-exchange in the gas duct in the field of centrifugal forces still
need a most profound study.
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PROBLEM Of HIGH СШШЫГР ДРПТ Д Т О SUPKRCOBTWCTDIQ

FIELD WDTOIIS OP BLBCTRICAL MA-CHUBS

Glebov I.A., AntonoT Tu.Ph., Shakhtarin T.I.

Ministry for Slectrical Engineering Industries

USSR

Summarj

Main reaulta of investigations

concerning superconducting supply sour-

cea and optimised current lead* for ro-

tating and stationary field winding,

superconducting winding material and

joints between them teata are conside-

red. Technical data and calculated para-

métere of fire experimental models of

topological generátora, optimised cur-

rent leads and results of their experi-

mental inTeatigationa are giT«n. The

mock-up conatruction of topological ge-

nerator with superconducting load si-

mulating the operation of a coamutator-

lesfl superconducting synchronous machi-

ne are described. Calculation parame-

ter* of topologioal generator which

would provide the dynamic stability of

2000 Vfk superconducting turbo-genera-

tor are given. Paramétere of current

leads optimised thermod&aaaically and

according to «••*"*—" heat on the cold

end are coopered. Traotical reooaaenda-

tiona on technology of separate parts

of topologioal generators and ourrent

leads are also proposed here. Pigs. -5,

Tables - 1, References - 4.

Free of daaage exploitation of su-

perconducting electrical machines for

industrial utilisation depends on well

deaigned current supply systea of super-

conducting field windings. Ягов the point

of view of accepted stabilisation condi-

tion securing, Inductance deoreaee and

technology improvement, the superconduc-

ting field windings are made of composite

superconducting winding materials with

current-carrying capacity of about se-

veral kiloamperes in operating mag-

netic fields. Three aethode of exci-

tation of superoonduoting electrical

machines with current of several ki-

loaaperes can be proposed: a) froa

outer d.c. sources via resistive cur-

rant lead systea into low temperature

region, b) froa inner superconducting

supply sources located in low teape-

rature region and c) two first ae-

thods combined.

2. - Outer Current Input

Current leads utilised in cryo-

genic electrical machinery can be op-

timised both according to the mini-

mum energy consumption concerned the

compensation of heat flowing from

ourrent lead into the general circuit

of coolant circulation aad to the mi-

nimum heat flow on the oold sad of

the current lead. The optimisation

method depends on cooliag systea of

the superconducting electrical ma-

chine. The first method of optimisa-

tion is called "theraodynaaio".

The theraodynaaic optimisation

ia aade in a simple way by assumption

that the current lead is cooled with

the help of infinite set of individu-

al refrigerators*
1
*. Using the varia-

tion method of indefinite Lagrsngian

multipliers and taking as a generali-

sed coordinate the heat flow we get

the expressions for optimal distribu-

tion of heat flows 0^ along the

current lead length

aad optimal integral ratio Й

current lead leagth to its cross

section squarea being

of
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where: T
x
, T

perature in longitudinal coordinate I,

on the warm and cold ends;/<
x
,y0) . co-

efficient of thermal conductivity and

speoifio electrical resistance of cur-

rent lead material; L - current in the

current lead; Л - indefinite Lagrang±-

an multiplier. It should be noted that

the expression (1) for heat flow q
Q
 on

warm end of current lead coincide with

the expression obtained in *
1
* for me-

tals according to Widemann-Pran» lew.

Pig. 1 and 2 show the corresponding

diagram dependences computed according

to formulae (1) aad (2). Pure copper

with PIT) and K(T) taken from diagrams t V&/~~L^S ^ *O

in^
2
' is chosen aa material for current

lead.

Let us consider the features of

current leads optimized by different

methode. The heat flow q
0
 optimal from fie, Í. Optimal distribution of heat

the point of themodynaalcs is tlows <fx along the thermodynamlc opti-

mised current lead with current

less than the I . 1000 A. baft scale and solid 1 1 M S

adiabatic current lead has, and at cur- correspond to real cycle, right scale

rent i - 1 kA is 0.53 * (per one cur- «ad dashed lines - to Camot cycle,

rent lead) against 0.64 W ^ } for the

current lead optimised aooording to mi- of comparable current leads would dif-

niffium heat flow on the cold end. The fer by 2.5 times. The length of «he

heat flow q 0 of thermodynamically opti- thermodynamically optimised current

mised current lead without current is lead at given energy consumption for

about 0.001 W. Therefore, it is not ad- its cooling can't be practically chan-

visable to make current leads removable, ged due to cross section decrease ef

The additional coolant supply is maces- current lead in direction of its cold

sary for distribution of heat flows во- end. The cooling of thermodynamioally

cording to (1) except helium evaporated optimised current lead at 1 kA currant

on the cold end of current lead. So, is needed 58 V energy consumption, I.e.

it is practically impossible to make

tfaermodynamieally optimised autonomous

current lead. Thermodynamically optiml-

sad current lesd is many times longer

than the current lead optimised aooor-

ding to minimum heat on the cold end.

Thus, at admissible ourrent density of

5.5 times lass than the cooling of

current lead optimised by other method.

Taking into account the real «pa-

rating cycle of refrigerators with

power factors oorreepomdiag to power

factor «peotrom of real refrigerator

installations with different coolaata, l u e n t density of installations with different coolaata

20 A/an and current of 1 kA the length In the range of temperature (4-300) К
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energised with TPG. was designed.
b) Useful poiser Py as a function of To obtain the proper welding of

(Tig. 3) has two extreme. Maximum the foil to the bundles of supereonduo-
V is proportional to f and Ф

&
 ting filaments in the wires, oáblos

in second power. In practice, according and rectangular conductors, the opti-
to stability requirements / * i+iOHz . шиш thickness of foil was within the
As a result, the limit value of TPG

power can be arised, in general, due
range of 15/* a - 50/ a, and the
number of superconducting filaments,

to increasing of magnetic flux density for example, of 60 - 80 tf m diameter
in air gap of. the machine and cross-
section of TPO superconducting araatu-
re winding. TPO limit power grows with
increasing of smperoondecting load la-
dttotanoe (i.e. store eleotroaagnetic

per one welded joint, consisted 15 -
40. Prom the point of view of techno-
logy it is very difficult to seoure
the araatare winding plates and to
provide their close tightening to the

energy). So, there are no prinoipal li- inner surface of the armature core.
mitations on TPO design for any power. With this purpose la model I 1 the

narrow rings made of duralumin are
need, in the model Ш 2 - teflon rings
as well as the stainlesssteel rings
cut at right angle. Having proper ela-
sticity and being an isolator, the
teflon rings showed good results an-
der operation. In model 1 4 the arma-
ture core has a joint along the cy-
linder generating line. It slapllfies

0 JOO KRiif *5ffO 20OD V assembly of the saperooadmoting araa-
W g . 3* Depeadeace of eapaoity p and ture winding which is bandaged oa the
power faotor 1f of superconducting "to- hollow oylinder made of stainless
pologioal generator from revolution steel of 1 am thickness,
number • * } . * _ . When designing TPQ the selection

P ~ P / Pffjgx ' of material for superconducting arma-
c) TPO power faotor ̂ y without eddy ture winding is very essential. la
current losses (Tig. 3) at aeTlmna nee- Ideal case It weald be desirable to
fal power of TPO is 0.5. Bddy current nee material with critical current

losses in TPG armature winding decrea-
se with inbrease^of longitudinal araa-
ture reaction, therefore, the real po-
wer factor is maximum in the design
part concerning TPO power inorease.
There are no prinoipal limitations oa
TPQ design with power factor close to
1.

*or experimental prevement of
theoretioal results and calculation
methods several TPO models were manu-
factured, technical data are given In
the table. The more technological 170
of cylinder type, driven meohanioally

dependence on magaetie flax density
broken' steeply, with medium pinaiag
and high saeoiflo resistance la the
aoraal state. Dae to hysteresis oo-
oarlng during aagaetiaation of TPO
magaevio oircuit, the difference be-
tween e.a.f• valaee was approximate-
ly 1QJC at direct end reverse direo-
tloms of current flow la the field
winding. Phenomenon of residual exci-
tation was observed when la the ab-
Boaoe of current was "residual"
e.a.f.

It is of a great Interest to
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Table

Some Technical Data of fPG

m

1.

2.

5.
I.

5.
6.

7.

8.

9.
10.

Parameters

Outer diameter of arma-

ture core

Diameter of armature

bore

Armature length

Cross-section of pole

shoe

Pole numbers

Armature winding turn

number

•umber of parallel

conductors of arma-

ture winding

material of armature

winding

e.m.f.

Loading current

Size

am
дуд

mm

mm
2

-

-

-

1

60

56

50

25 x 10

4

1

1

- Viobiun

mV

A

70

6

15

Model

2

10*

9S

86

46 x 20

4

12

1

numbers

3

122

111

100

•5 x 11

4

1

12

of TSQ

4

185

167

250

90 x 15

*;6

5

10

t foil thickness (/* и)

15

50

150

25
12

1650

25

100

2000

5

79
-

80

3
8

105

ITiobiu*

wire di-

ameter

(mm)

0.16

16

1750

inrestigate the TPO operation etabili- of TPG automatic power supply systems

ty ae a function of loading current for superconducting load with large

(Pig. 4 ) . With increasing of loading store electromagnetic energy.

current the square of diagram inner M g . 5 shows the photo of TPG mo-

ca-rity decreases, mainly due to unsta- del I 5 which can be used for eaergi-

bilities at high excitation currents. «ing the superconducting rotating load.

According to unload characteristics in Inductor winding of the model • 5 con-

the region of stable operation of mo- sists of three-phase stationary nonsu-

dels the -ralue of the armature winding perconducting winding sad two stationa-

inductance was assessed. It turned out ry superconducting magnetising coils

to be on the lerel of tenth fractions installed in bearing shields. The ar-

of fi H. As it follows from the develo- mature core is fitted oa th* shaft, ro-

ped theory, inTestigating the short tating in bearings. One end of the

samples with high current-carrying oa- shaft is driren mechanically, the se-

pacity, at such Talues of the armature cond is connected with tb* superoon-

windiog inductance the TPG loading cha-ductlng rotating load ria the flange,

racteristics is not rigid. And on the The model » 5 can operate also in «tea-

other hand, it simplifies derelopnent dy state. The experimental data obtai-



ned on this model may be used in deal- maybe mounted. Parameters of TPG will

gning commutatorlees superconducting be as following: outside diameter of

synchronous machines for power enginee- the armature core - 0.7 m, armature co-

ring. re length - 0.55 m, magnetic flux den-

sity - 0.5 T, e.m.f. - 9 kV, loading

current - 10 kA, efficiency - О.94-. In

principle with the help of such topolo-

gical generator the dynamic stability

of turbo-generator can be provided due

to current forcing in turbo-generator

superconducting field winding during

1 e.

». - Conclusion

The investigations carried out

show that superconducting power sources

are effective to provide the required

"г^р-т. вжв^^аМоц conditions for large super-

Fig. 4. Steady-state condition dia* conducting electrical machines and can

gram of superconducting topological be used to test the superconducting

generator model В 3 at various excita-winding materials. írom the point of
tion currents (load current is OA). view of increasing superconducting ma-

shine total efficiency, the most promi-
sing are the thermodynamically optimi-
zed current leads. In the next 10-15
years the excitation scheme of super-
conducting machines may turned out to
be the most advantageous where the cur-
rent leads optimized according to heat
minimum on the cold end are used as
well ae superconducting power eouroee,
for example, topological generators.

Pig. 5. The photo of TPG model H 5.

Topological generator ie very att
ractive for using as an independent
commutatorless exciter or eubexciter
for superconducting synchronous machi-
nes. To provide for steady-state ope-
ration conditions of 2000 MVA turbo-ge-
nerator having superconducting field
winding with stored electromagnetic
energy of approximately 25 MJ, an exci-
ter, for example, TPG with 5 V voltage
and 1-2 kA current will be required.
Assessments show that on the shaft of
2000 MW superconducting generator TPG
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If the density of cooltnt is

Summary oonatant,

An analysis of vapour-liquid flow AŰ -
 /J
-~P(

in rotating radial passages of a rotor 2

has been made. It is shown that етеп a The increment of helium pressure in

snail proportion of vapour before the radial passages* with pressure-

inlet to the radial passages will end-temperature dependence of density

cause flow pulsations and increase the taken into account, was determined by

temperature of helium employed as numerical integration отег portions

coolant of a large-diameter rotor la which density may be considered as

winding. Relations have been obtained constant* The process of compression

for helium temperature and pressure is assumed to be adiabatic and isen-

variation lengthwise of the rotating thropic* The results of calculation

radial passage* Results of thermal for liquid and rapour at various

test on experimental turbogenerator pressures of helium at the rotor axis

with a superconducting rotor winding are presented in P, T (r) coordinates

hare been analysed* in Pig* 1, 2*

It will be remembered that the

Rotation of helium in the rotor temperature rise in helium due to the

cooling system brings about changes in effect of centrifugal forces is deter-

its state as distinct from the stats mined by its thermodynamic properties

of helium in stationary cryostats* Tor and does not depend on its flow rate,

example, the centrifugal forces which The isenthropic nature of liquid he-

lead to compression of helium oause lium compression in a centrifugal

its temperature to rise with the rotor force field has been confirmed by

diameter arid rotational speed. Because experiments on large-scale discharge-

of the low heat capacity of helium less models ' . Earlier considerations

this effect is significant етеп in the relate to a one-phase flow of helium

liquid phaoe, which may result in in the radial passages of a rotor. In

deterioration of the characteristics actual fact, helium flowing in radial

of the superconducting windings of passages to the rotor winding will be

rotors subjeot to large centrifugal in a two-phase stats*

forces* let us now attempt an approximate

Consider the effect of centrifugal analysis of the processes which take

forces on the stats of helium in the place in the two-phase helium flow in

radial passages of the rotor* Helium the radial rotor passages. Let us first

is fad from the rotor axis of rotation consider in brief the behaviour of

towards the winding* The rise of adiabatic vapour-liquid flow in statio-

preesure due to the compression of nary passages. The most common patterns

coolant in the radial passage of the of vapour-liquid flow are the following

rotor is as arranged in euooession according to
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increasing vapour content: bubbly liquid flow moving in a rotary radial
flow, plug flow, disperaed-annular channel. Heat transfer by conduction
flow, and emersion flow. At bubbly a l o n g t h e paSeage waiia and through
flow bubblea of vapour are distributedhelium ig assumed not to exist. The
in a continuous liquid phase. At low pressure of liquid and vapour in two-
pressures the zone of bubbly flow is phase flow corresponds to saturation
very small end as vapour content pressure for a plane liquid-vapour
increases it, is eoon succeeded by interface. Pressure losses by friction
plug flow, in which volumes of liquid and acceleration of flow ere negli-
and vapour go in alternation along gible as compared with the pressure
the passages. The plug flow is not increment due to centrifugal compree-
realized at high pressures. sion. This assumption holds for low

As vapour content increases, the mass flow velocities and high eentri-
plug flow (or bubbly flow, in case of fugal loads. Coriolie forces have no

plug flow degeneration) is succeeded effect on the flow structure. This

by disperaed-annular flow, in which last assumption was forced by the

the liquid flows along the walls and
the vapour in mid-sections of the
passage, finally, the increase in
vapour content increases the relative
velocity of vapour so greatly that

absence of corresponding experimental
data.

Compression of vapour-liquid mix-
ture in bubbly flow in the radial
passage under the effect of centrifu-

the film of liquid looses its stabili- gal forces is determined by the
ty completely and is carried by vapour variation of pressure in the continu-

ous liquid phase. The vapour in
bubbles is under the surrounding
liquid pressure. In the case of rever-
sible adiabatic compression this
process is isenthropic. The vapour
content of the flow decreases as the
saturated liquid curve is approached.
Then the vapour is completely
condensed, with subsequent compression
of homogeneous liquid in the passage.

While the dispersed-annular flow
pattern is realized in a stationary
passage, this flow will develop in a
very peculiar way in a rotating radial
passage. The increase of pressure in
the continuous liquid film on the
walls is characterized by large
gradients corresponding to the liquid
phase density. Vapour pressure in the
middle of the passage is much lower

away from the passage walls. A dis-
persed or emersion flow results, in
which drops of liquid are distributed
in a continuous vapour phase.

The operating region of the helium
cooling superconducting windings is
that of high and supercritical
pressure. Indeed, the relative helium
pressure (p/?op) equal to the
operáting-to-critical pressure ratio
is about 0.45 for atmospheric pressure
which corresponds to about 100 atmos-
pheres for water.

It should be expected that plug
flow cannot exist in helium at atmos-
pheric or higher pressures. When
P/Pcr - 0.45 a bubbly flow of water

changes to dispersed-annular flow at
vapour mass content x not exceeding
2056. That is why we hold that the
interface between bubbly and dispersed- than pressure in the liquid film
annular flows in helium is not in because of the low density of the
excess of 2056 vapour content. vapour.

The following assumptions are made Under such conditions a liquid file
in the analysis of adiabatic vapour- of higher pressure cannot coexist with



a vapour core of lower pressure. The

liquid film must lose stability and

break up, so that it will be a conti-

nuous medium of vapour with liquid

drops distributed therein that will

determine pressure in the passage»

Hence, a dispersed-annular flow of two

phase mixture is not likely to exist

in rotating passages with a radial

direction of flow. This flow pattern

must inevitably turn into an emersion

flow in which pressure is determined

by the compression of saturated

vapour.

The calculations of the variations

of helium parameters due to isenthro-

pic compression of a two-phase stream

in radial passages were carried out

by numerical intergration. For bubbly

flow, in which pressure is determined

by the compression of saturated liquid,

the change of its state is assumed

along the saturated liquid curve. For

emulsion flow, where pressure depends

on the compression of saturated

liquid, the state cbssge is assumed

along the saturated vapour curve» The

results of pressure and temperature

variation calculations for helium in

radial passages are shown in Fig» 1,2.

1 - liquid flows P
o

0;

2 - 5 -

6 -

4.2 K, Q

bubbly flow: P
Q

T
o
 - 4.2 К

2 - X Q - S * , 3 - X Q

4 - X
0
 - 20*, 5 - X

emersion flow:

1 bar.

10*,

4.2 K,
o
 Q

7 - vapour flow: P
Q

T
o
 « 4.2 K, XQ

8 - liquid flow: ?
0

T
o
 « 4.2 K,

9 - liquid flow: P
Q
 - б bars,

T
o
 - 4.2 К

P
Q
 • 1 bar,

- 44%.

• 1 bar,

m 100*,

- 3 bare»

50" '' '№" 'ISO ' a)g.m/S

z.m
100 150 CÜZ,m/S

Fig. 1. Helium pressure variation
lengthwise of radial passage rotating
at 3000 r.p.m»

Inlet parameters:

Fig. 2. Helium temperature variation
lengthwise of radial passage rotating
at 3000 r.p.ia.

All explanations to symbols are
the ваше ев for Fig.1»

It is to be observed that for emersion

flow, with XQ - 44*, helium is in the

critical state at the radial distance

of 0.34 m. Beyond the critical point

a compression of homogeneous medium

of supercritical pressure occurs. For

bubbly flow relationa are given for

XQ - 5 - 20* and hypothetic relation

with XQ « 44* (critical isenthrope),

although this flow pattern appears

not to be realized at во high a

vapour content.
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The presence of even a email bubbly flow at a certain radial

quantity of vapour in liquid helium has distance, and further to a purely

a notable effect on the temperature

increase due to centrifugal compres-

sion. Measurement of vapour content

in helium in the inlet to the radial

passages of the rotor and, consequent-

ly, supervised regulation of the same

are impracticable. Therefore, in order

to be on the safer side, supercooled

liquid helium should be supplied to

the rotor inlet, so that helium

pressure in the entire conduit to the

radial passages is higher than satura-

tion pressure for the given temperatu-

re.

Still another aspect of the flow

of vapour-liquid mixture in the radial

passages should be given attention to*

Consider the cool-down of a running

rotor* During the gradual cool-down,

vapour-liquid mixture is fed to the

inlet of the radial passages* The

helium moves in an emersion flow and

its state in the inlet varies along

the isobar P
Q
 ж

vapour oontent.

1 bar with decreasing

Centrifugal oompreeei-

liquid flow. Pressure in the flow

rises sharply ajt this stage, since

compression is determined by the

liquid phase, the density of which

higher than that of vapour. Л liqui

plug is thus formed, which moves at

velocity much higher, because of thi

high centrifugal accelerations, thai

the velocity of emersion flow in the

inlet portion of the radial passage.

This leads to a fall of pressure lit

the radial passage inlet» The inlet

vapour content increases, and vapour

density - which determines compres-

sion in emersion flow - decreases,

that is why the region of liquid

plug formation is shifted towards the

exit from the passage until the plug

is out of the radial passage. Thea

emersion flow is restored and ao Is

inlet pressure but with a somewhat

lower vapour content, since the rotor

cool-down is in progress. This revolts

in recurrence of emersion flow chang-

ing the bubbly flow, but the region

on causes the liquid drops to evaporate of liquid plug formation extend*

with subsequent compression in a

monophase vapour flow*

Reduction in vapour content at the

inlet causes propagation of two-phase

emersion flow along the passage. When

inlet vapour oontent is about 44%,

helium compression occurs near the

approaching the passage inlet.

Then a more pronounced fluctuation

of helium flow rate and pressure

occurs in the passage, aad the oyole

is repeated. A pulsating flow ensues,

similar to plug flow, with change* in

all helium flow parameter* growing in

isentbrope passing through the critical amplitude* If rotor cool-down is

point* further reduction in inlet

vapour content results in vapour

content reduction along the passage,

and near the saturated liquid curve

there will be so much liquid in the

mixture ( x — • 0 ) that the emersion

flow pattern is destroyed: separate

drops of liquid merge occupying the

larger portion of the passage cross

section, while vapour bubbles are dis-

tributed in the liquid*

Thus the emersion flow changes to

carried on with a pulsating flow of

two-phase mixture in the radial pas-

sages, reduction in inlet vapour

content will be attended with a stag*

where the emersion flow pattern will

change to bubbly flow. At this stage

pulsation* of flow must cease. Thus,

in cooling down the running rotor

with helium the inlet pressure of

which is nearly equal to atmospheric

pressure the pulsating pattern* of

two-phase mixture flow in the radial
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passages appear to be in the region of
44 to 15 - 20Í inlet vapour content.

It should be noted that the above-
considered picture of two-phase helium
flow in the radial passages of a rotor
is based on the assumption that no se-
paration of liquid due to centrifugal
forces exists. However, the liquid in
bubbly flow at low relative velocity
may fall to entrain the bubbles down-
stream, since buoyancy is directed

meters, either during cool-down or
during normal operation. Such pulsat-
ions are undesirable, and provision
should be nade to preclude their
occurrence, for example by cooling
down the rotor when running it at
slow speed, feeding supercooled
liquid helium into the inlet, increas-
ing the rate of vapour-liquid Mixture
flow in the radial passages, provid-
ing special arrangements for extract-

towards the rotational axis. Consequent *яв тароиг from the entrance to the

ly, the vapour will accumulate close

to the radial passage inlet, where

vapour content vill increase until

the supply of liquid to the passage

is discontinued. Then the vapour will

break through to the radial passage,

and vapour-liquid mixture will be fed

radial passages.

One possible design of a cryo-

turbogenerator in which liquid helium

is not made to rotate on a large

diameter, thus avoiding compressional

heating, features an incM-ectly-cool-

ed superconducting winding. Por the

to the inlet again. Thus the cycle will purpose of an experimental cheek of

be repeated. The process of successive

movement of liquid and vapour plugs

in the r»dial passage is similar to

that previously described and is

attended with violent fluctuations of

all flow parameters»

From approximate calculations it

follows that if with inlet vapour

content about 20$ a liquid phase velo-

city is ensured which is 4 - 5 times

as high as the helium bubble rate of

rise at atmospheric pressure and nor-

mal gravitation, the vapour bubbles

will be entrained in the liquid along

the rotating radial passage and no

vapour block will occur in the passage

inlet.

The above evaluations of the

possibility of existence of various

patterns of vapour-liquid nixtvre flow

in the rotating passages of a rotor

are but tentative and call for verifi-

cation by scale-model experiments.

However, it may be stated on the basis

of the above analysis that any types

of two-phase helium flow in the radial

passages leading to the rotor winding

the feasibility of an indirectly-cool-

ed rotor, an experimental 2 MT two-

pole cryoturboalternator was designed,

constructed and tested.

Located centrally in the copper

frame of the winding was a small-dia-

meter cavity, down the walls of which

liquid helium spread in an annular

film. As helium vapourixed it carried

away the heat due to conduction and

cooled the winding» Helium vapour

flowed through radial passages to the

thermal distance piece cooling system,

and then was discharged on a large

diameter from two sides of the cryo-

stat into the gap between rotor and

stator. Rotational speeds used in the

experiments ranged up to 3000 r.p.m.

Helium consumption rates were

significantly in excess of the calcu-

lated values required to maintain

winding temperature 5 - 6 K. The

temperature of gas discharged from

the rotor was much lower than room

temperature, so that the refrigerating

capacity of helium was not fully

utilized. Special experiments showed

will cause pulsations of all flow para- that the major amount of heat input
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by conduction occured between helium

supply flask and central cavity.

Vapour content in the cryostat

chamber at « y t " » consumption was

about 42$ by mass and 85% by volume.

Apparently, in a rotor cavity of 70 пав

in diameter the small centrifugal

loads (100 - 300 g) did not ensure

complete separation of helium drops

onto the frame surface. Л considerable

proportion of helium drops was carried

out of the central cavity into the

radial passages, cooling the thermal

distance pieces superfluously*

Calculations show that thickness of

the film of liquid helium on the

chamber «all did not exceed 0.3 - 0.5mm

at a pressure close to the atmospheric,

which corresponds to not more than

0.1 litre of liquid. Therefore even

very small fluctuations of heat input

might lead to a partial or even

complete drying of the wall, variation

of the head developed by the rotor and

pressure in the supply conduit* Apparent

ly, that explains the persistent

variations in consumption rate, which

necessitated frequent changes of

pressure in the supply flask. Depending

on the rate of consumption of helium,

pressure in the flask varied about the

average values from 0.05 to 0*2 bar

above the atmospheric.

Thee, the results of tests on an

experimental generator have confirmed

the necessity of talcing all possible

measures to minimize heat inputs in the

helium supply conduit and the vapour

content of helium in the rotor cavity

even where a liquid bath is incorporat-

ed in the cooling system. In these

conditions it is particularly important

that complete separation of liquid to

the helium bath should be ensured*

The analysis performed indicates

some ways of reducing the temperature

of superconducting windings in high-

power rotors and the direction for

studying helium flow and cooling

systems on large-scale rotating

models* 4
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Topic 3

MAGNETS FOR OTHER INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS
(MINERAL SEPARATORS, DEPURATION OF WATER etc . )





HEW TRENDS IN THE TECHNIQUE FOR THE MAGNETIC
SEPARATION AND CLEASING OF GHAHULAR MOTTOES

IT. Ts. Andres

Technion - Isrs,el Institute of Technology,
Haifa 32000, Israel

Total Magnetic Extraction of Solid Particles

After having been overshadowed for more than
50 years by the froth flotation process as the
most widely used method of mineral processing,
electromagnetic methods of ore dressing have
recently Ъесоте widely recognized as an impor-
tant technological tool of great potential. In
this review one of these techniques, the
magnetic separation method, is discussed and
the present state of research in this field is.
reviewed.

Magnetic separation of solid particles arose
as a method of beneficiation of ores by the
separation of ferromagnetic minerals from
diamagnetic ores and has Ъееп used recently to
achieve two technological aims: to concentrate
magnetic minerals prior to their metallurgical
treatment and to clean raw materials mostly
diamagnetic from magnetic, particularly iron-
bearing, compositions. A peculiarity of the
recent highly intensive stage in the progress
of magnetic separation of solid particles is
the participation of distinguished scientific
centres, big industrial companies and univer-
Bities like the Francis Bitter National Magnetic
Laboratory, NASA, General Electric Co.,
Imperial College of Science and Technology,
university of Minnesota, F. Krupp Industrie
und Stahlbau and others collaborating

1
 in

developing this technical area. Some experts,
experienced in the uqe of magnetic fields in
different applications have been interested in
magnetic separation as an important field of
applied magnetism. In the meantime experience
in designing- modern magnetic systems for
accelerators of elementary particles, MHD
generators and plasma physics research is
beginning to be available and to Ъе used in
technological research on the separation of
mixtures of solid particles in a magnetic field.
For the magnetic beneficiation of ore, high
intensities Bitter solenoid magnete, superconduc-
ting magnets and ^ ffr energy permanent magnets
are being used. Such distinguished experts in
magnetism as Bean, Iuborsky, Kolm, Watson,
Friedlaender and others axe working on the solu-
tion of certain theoretical and practical prob-
lems. The recent period of research on magnetic
separation resembles the rapid progress in
understanding the phenomena of froth flotation
during the decade before the Second World Wax,
when many experts in physical chemistry were
attracted by the new industrial applications of
surface chemistry. The increased activity that
has occurred in the area of magnetic separa-
tion during the last seven or eight years will
hopefully lead to the realisation of the great
potentialities of this method of ore dressing'
and the achievement of significant technological
results. There axe important reasons why increa-
sing use of magnetic separation in the techno-
logy of mineral beneficiation can be expected.
The magnetic susceptibility of minerals, as

distinct from the electrical state of the
surface of mineral particles, which is so
important for their flotation and electrical
separation capacity, is a volumetric parame-
ter of matter which ie determined by the
internal orbits in the atone and does not
depend on the state of the surface. The
magnetic susceptibility of minerals is the
analogue of density, but, unlike the latter
varies widely. If, whereas the density of
minerals lies in the range of 1.5 to
22.57 gm.cm -5, their magnetic suscepti-
bility lies in a range of 10-7 to
10-1 emu.gm.-

1
0e-1. For instance, for minerals

which belong to the series of amphiboles and
pvroxenes the magnetic susceptibility ranges
between 10-6 and 10-4 emu.gm.-1Oe-1 V ) . in
important element in revealing the full
potentialities of this method must necessarily
be the fundamental investigation of the
relation between the geocbemical and crystal
paraneters of minerals and their magnetic
susceptibility over a wide range of tempera-
ture and magnetic fields.

Methods of separation in a magnetic field
permit the production of sufficient magnetic
forces to overcome forces of friction by
weakly paramagnetic particles of micron and,
even, submicron dimensions. Positive results
have been obtained in the magnetic recovery
of fine particles of CuO, TiO

2
 and №

2
0 , with

magnetic susceptibilities of the order of
10-5 emu.0».-1Oe-

1
 1

2
Л В и majority oS

research in the area of new techniques of
magnetic separation have been devoted to
achieving high-value magnetic forces of
translation with the aim of totally separating
small particles with positive magnetisation
from diaaagnetic ones; This technological
problem is being solved by the design of
different separating devices using a high-
intensity magnetic field and/or a high-
gradient magnetic field. This dominating
technological tendency responds in some cases
to real industrial requirements, but, it is
not the only technological key to -the magnetic
separation of solid particles. Язе alterna-
tive direction, quite imperceptible against
the background of general efforts in total
magnetic recovery, is magnetic multifrac-
tionation of multicomponents aixtuxes by
using- special magnetic media. In this case,
the technological aim is the separation of
mixtures of solid particles of minerals and
synthetic materials into fractions according
to their density, electroconductivity and
magnetic susceptibility. This technological
problem is being solved by introducing into a
magnetic field magnetic liquids (suspensions
of certain iron oxides and solutions of
certain paramagnetic salts) and electrolytes,
magnetized by an electric current, permitting
the simultaneous separation of the multi-
component mixtures into two or more fractions
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to 'heir densit

:-?]••'. ?!•:•: Г i-Cf. гг.-tic Separgr.iori

Zn -.r-.c-tlcs. ir.vestiíaricns of sametic sepa-
гьтлгт. I;.- tíeveicpinír high intensity fields,
ü.-..v'..lir.,r Efficiently high magnetic forces of
"rsu.sia'isr. to be achieved without using special
-=•. r.xes Ьиг by increasing and distortini- the
i. isr.fi с i'ioiá are noving in two distinct
a;:'ior:;:si the use of permanent and the use of
£u-.?rior.iucting magnets,

A:*hciier, зггпе'io systems with permanent
-•s-'.sts. ss :"ar as their magnetic field strength
- - concerned, are not only 'jmable to compete
v:.:.'. _'..: ercor.duoTing magnets, but even with
er-.-ventjorial filectroraagnets, research into the
u5« oi r:e\. nigh-Etrenrth permanent nagnets in
i-.c- ьгс-г'. с; Earnetic separation using such

-.?_-*nstr- i.i pursuing the sane aiffi, namely, to
:• crc-sse

 T
,he magnetic field strength. Permanent

ziirneis лапе frcrn rare earth-cobalt alloys are
rixidly raining technological significance.
Sir.oe ~h» application of sintered SmCoj in the
s:'.r.'i5 ::- the range of commercially available
;:егь-:&-.-ё-.-,

+
 magnets, different coiapor.ents like

3*ri".n-rieh fixtures of lar.tanidcs, copper and
ctners have ceen introduced into practice. Ъу
ar.r.eali:ig alloys in the composition range
Sn-o-i ц -co 3mCojCu

2

 a t
 tenperature about 675°K,

the :'г.г.;:лрл! intrinsic coercivity nay reach
26 kOe

1
-^'. 2are earth-cobalt magnets HEC05 which

vere called 'Несоша
1
, including also Sm, Ce, La,

lid. Pr ana Gd, are produced on an industrial
scale in SwitzerlandW. E. Laurilia and
T. Sfeinander 15) designed and tested a roll
aagnetic separator with a diameter and length
of the roll of 100 x 25 сш with 'Recoma

1
 magnets

for the beneficiation of haematite ores of
Kalmberget in the range of 0.5 - 3-0 t per hour.

It is very probable that for a certain class
of minerals including the haematite-ilmenite
series, separators with permanent magnets are
likely to be more profitable than those with
electromagnetic systems.

'Jhe other direction in these distinct research
efforts of increasing the translation force on
aagnetized particles is the investigation of
the use of solenoid and linear superconducting
magnets. Regarding the application of super-
conducting magnets there are certain proposals,
some of which have been achieved in the experi-
mental stage.

Ife'ssa and Boom(9) proposed to use a super-
conducting straight wire for a deflecting type
of magnetic separator in which the particles are
deflected towards the conductor. According to
these authors a 100 kG straight wire magnet
could provide a field gradient of the order of
10 - 15 kG«cm~^, which will correspond to magne-
tic forces on haematite of the order of 20 - 30
times gravity.

These authors proposed two different designs
for separators with straight-wire superconduc-
ting magnets: a channel separator and a centri-
fugal one. Because of the high cost of construc-

ting superconducting nagnets, the investiga-
tions of these separation schemes were carried
out or. aodels. The straight-wire version was
tested with a vedge-shaped jiagnetic field,
while the centrifdgal version was tested vith
a pure centrifugal installation at zero
applied nagnetic field. In this research the
importance of hydrodynamio conditions, which
play a significant role in each separator of
the deflecting type was noticed. The proposed
design provides a reasonable basis for further
efforts in constructing a deflecting separator
with superconducting nagnets, when super-
conducting wire of 100 kG becomes technically
available.

At Imperial College (London) investigations
on constructing and using magnetic separators
vith superconducting magnets have besn far
advanced by Cohen and Good w ) . Here consider-
able experience in designing, constructing
and the technological art has been accumula-
ted. In this work the problems of obtaining
a suitable magnetic field in a space severely
restricted by limitations introduced by a
cryostat occupying the area between the
source of magnetic force and the material to
be separated are being solved in different
ways. The other problem is the reasonable
use of a particular magnetic field which is
generated by solenoids without an iron core.
As a first approach these authors proposed \°)
and tested separators with a quadripole
nagnetic system of four axisymmetrical sole-
noids and with four solenoids bent along the
surface of a cylinder, with a maximum magnetic
field of 14 - 16 M e behind the cryostat. In
the deflecting type of separator constructed
in the form of curl of a helix with a square
section of 10 cm^, a processing rate of up to
5 t per hour has been achieved. In the tests
adequate removal of pyrite from Pennsylvanián
coals was obtained and a relationship between
the grade and recovery in the separation of
a mixture of weakly magnetic chromite and
quartz was found together with other technolo-
gical data about the separation of iron and
manganese ores.

High Gradient Magnetic Separation

Research in the area of constructing magne-
tic separators in which an increase in the
translation force is obtained mainly by an
increase in the magnetic field gradient is
developing on the principle of producing a
sudden drop in the magnetic induction between
saturated ferromagnetic collectors and the
relatively low surrounding magnetic field in
air or water. In order to reinforce this
effect and to obtain a maximum value of fiel-d
gradient (e.g. the maximum drop in field in
the minimum distance) the linear dimensions of
the ferromagnetic bodies are reduced to a
technologically reasonable minimum.

Because the area of high magnetic force is
commensurable with the dimensions of ferro-
magnetic matrixes with regard to magnetic
capture, technologically optimal relationship
exists between the linear dimensions and the
magnetic susceptibility of trapped particles



on the one hand and magnetization and linear

dimensions of the matrix on the other. For the

capture of particles the traditional technolo-

gical mode of direct precipitation on the matrix

surface which was used for roll separators for

a long- time, is applied in the new technique.

This principle distinction between roll

separators and separators of the deflecting type

creates in the matrix version a cyclic or

periodic technological separation process.

A theory of the capture of paramagnetic

particles in a magnetic field on matrixes was

developed on the basis of electrostatic collec-

tion of particles in the model of Zebel(9) in

the works of Bean(
10
), Watson(H), Luborsky and

BrummondO2J and are being successfully con-

tinued in the works of Briss, Gerber and

Parker(]3), Cowen, Friedlaender and

Jaluria(i4), framings05), Stekly and Miner-

vini(17). In theoretical models the involved

forces, the details that form the build up of

particles and the optimal relationship between

the velocity of particle flow and the magnetic

drift of particles for the up-stream and down-

stream side of the wire are discussed. Photo-

graphs, of the build up process were presented

in I14) the geometrical shapes of matrixes

used in the separation are very different. One

of the earliest designs of magnetic separations

incorporating ferromagnetic matrixes (of wedge

shaped pole pieces of soft iron) and working in

a continuous carousel cycle, was the separator

constructed by Porsgren, which was patented

about 1897 and manufactured by F. Krupp

Grusonwerk Co. The separator is described in

the tsxt book by Louis 0 7 ) , which is still

quite an interesting literature source. To

Prantzv
19
) belongs the original design of a

magnetic filter composed of screens of iron

ribbons, which was patented by him in 1937.

Jones\
1
9) was one of the pioneers in designing

and building separators with a working box

filled with a matrix in the form of grooved

steel plates obviously close to the idea of

itorsgren's matrixes. In many magnetic separa-

tors working with matrixes, steel balls are

used(20). Bapid Magnetic Idmited(2i) used as

a matrix, an array of magnetic stainless steel

"wedge-wire" bars. ЗЪеге are other shapes of

matrixes as well.

Obviously, the highest value of magnetic

field gradient, which was achieved in matrix

type.magnetic separators, was obtained by

Kolmv
22
/. Using a matrix in the form of

filamentary packings, gradients in the range of

1.0 kG per micron were achieved.

Common Effect of High Intensity and High

Gradient in Magnetic Separation

In cases where, in a magnetic field, a

ferromagnetic matrix exists on which the

collection of particles is carried out, the

force of magnetic translation is determined

not only by the strength of the external magnetic

field and its curvature, but, more importantly,

by the gradient of magnetization of matrixes.

According to Lawer and Hopstock(
2
3) the magne-

tic force of translation towards the matrix is

proportional to the product of the sum of the

external magnetic field and the magnetiza-

tion of the matrix and the gradient of this

sum. However, the gradient depends only on

the magnetization of the matrix. When the

matrix is magnetized to saturation, increasing

the external field does not increase the

gradient. The magnetic force will also con-

tinue to increase after saturation of the

matrix but with magnetisation of the particles

in proportion to the first power rather than

the square of the field. In the case of

magnetic separation of ferromagnetic (as well

as ferri and antiferroaagnetic particles) the

increase of magnetic force сеавев when satur-

ation is achieved.

Since the power consumption goes up at
least as rapidly as the square of the magnetic
field, only a superconducting magnet seems
reasonable for separation of paramagnetic
particles in an external magnetic field excee-
ding a strength of 20 kG. It should be
noticed, that industrial brightening of
kaolin clays is still based on the use of
ironclad copper-coil magnet systems. SALA
are providing separators with an output
0.5 - 5.0 мЗ per hour of feed suspension.
The weight of magnet is about 40 t and the
input power is about 400 kW.

The research by Wateon and Bocking(
2
4) was

devoted to exploring the work of the super-

conducting magnetic filter (a container

which is filled with ferromagnetic stainless

steel wool as a matrix) in magnetic fields

of solenoids of 11.7 to 50 kG for recovering

the paramagnetic particles of mica and

kaolin including the iron atone.

As a result of their precise investigation

it was found that at magnetic fields greater

than 20 kG the extraction of fine iron-

bearing particles from viscous slurry,

depends on the relationship between magnetic

field strength and the entrance velocity of

the slurry to the filter.

Designs of Industrial High Intensity and

Gradient Magnetic Separators

The traditional design of roll (and induced
roll) separators does not permit the embodi-
ment of new types of magnetic fields which
are now being introduced into the technolo-
gical practice. (Only separators with the new
permanent magnets are still continuing the
design tradition of roll separators for the
recovery of magnetite).

Although the carousel type separator Kith
matrixes has a prototype which was produced
on an industrial scale as early as the nine-
teenth century, nevertheless their shape owes
more to the synchrocyclotrons of the '50'a
than to their direct, but more distant
ancestor. The carousel type aatrix separa-
tors are intended to transfora the originally
periodic process into « cyclic continuous
high productive one. Ihere are two varieties
of magnetic systems which are used for
matrix separators! aagoets with an iron core
and the solenoid magnetic system. The
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former usually creates a uniform magnetic field
which is directed along the radii of the carousel.
Such separators include, for exanple, the four-
роЗе Carpco vet magnetic separator(2TJ or the
high productive two-tier Jones type separator of
the Humboldt Division of Klockner-Humboldt
Deutz A.G. (

2
5).

The other types of magnetic system being used
for matrix separators are solenoid magnets
without iron yoke or with a very small one in
which the matrix is used as a core. Hie first
type of separator includes the double solenoid
Krupp Sol Separator(2^), with a magnetic field
directed along the circuit of the carousel. A
solenoid type separator partially using steel
was built by MarstenC

2
?). Now SALA have

produced carousel magnetic separators with a
magnetic system, based on their iron-clad
solenoid. In this separator the steel wool
used as a matrix and magnetic field is directed
perpendicular to the t>lan of the separator's
roundabout. In his method of developing the
instrument for magnetocosmic investigations
KolmV

28
) proposed the magnetic separator with

a filamentary matrix of ferromagnetic material
in the form of an iron-clad solenoid which was
brought up to carousel construction by the
Magnetic Corporation of America(29).

Separators which are using the internal
volume of superconducting solenoids with matrix
filling in recent times have been working in
a periodic semicontinuous cycle(24). To slcplify
the cleaning of the matrix collectors and
avoiding difficulties due to the magnetism of
both collector and ferromagnetic contaminant,
present in materials to be filtered, leading
to a loss in efficiency and ultimately to the
blocking of the matrix, and also for the
separation cycle to approximate more closely to
the continuous process, Riley and Watson(30)
proposed the use of a paramagnetic matrix
instead of a ferromagnetic one. To organize the
continuous process with superconducting
solenoids Stekly(3i) proposed a system and
special cycle of work with simultaneous use
of three reciprocating blocks of matrix.

attention of Magnetic Separation into New

Technological Areas

The new area of use of a magnetic field in
removing paramagnetic components is magnetic
filtration which is included in chemical
technology or the technology of burning solid
fuel. An example of the first case are the
researches of Maxwell, Kelland and Akoto(52)
and of Oder(32). In the last work in the
installation, four batch type magnetic filters
were used, each magnet having a volume of 3-1 вЗ
filled with stainless steel wool, energized by
a 20 kG magnetic field. Pulverized coal, dis-
solved at 440°C and a pressure of 127 atm was
filtered in a magnetic field to remove ash and
sulphur. The substitution of electrostatic
precipitation of airbourne dust of fly ash from
coal-fired power plants by the magnetic filtra-
tion of air flow with solid iron bearing parti-
cles was proposed and provisionally investigated
by luborsky(2) in General Electric Corporate
Research and Development on the basis of work by

Watt and Thorne(33) on the physical and chem-
ical properties of coal ashes. There are in-
dications on the potentiality of magnetic
filtration of dust flow from steel-making and
uranium oxide production, but the process of
dry magnetic filtration is strongly limited
by electrostatic agglomeration of particles
obstructing the separation. Such, toiefly,
is the technique of total extraction of
magnetic particles by magnetic separation.
In the U.S.A., there have been some experi-
mental attempts to develon magnetic filtra-
tion technique to be used for virae recovery
in magnetite recycling of water effluent with
the introduction into waxer of fine
magnetite particles. ' This type of mag-
netic filtration does not seem to be very
promising.

Magnetic Multifraotionation of Mineral Mix-
tures According to the Magnetic Suscepti-
bility, Density and Conductivity

Although at first sight the development of
technology seems to be a simple successive
adaptation of suitable scientific findings,
in reality this adaptation operates in a
very selective way as a particular response
to the internal, long-term tendencies which
exist in this technological area. Тле
division of a multicomponent rock's aggre-
gates into their monomineral fractions by
separating the granular mixture in a single
operation process, independent of the number
of fractions included and the size of
particles, is carried out according to the
physical properties of a mineral's and
material's substances and obviously has a
promising technological future in ore
dressing and metals recovery technology.
Already, not only in mineralogical analysis,
but also in industrial plants treating poly-
metallic ores and mixtures of solid wastes,
there is a real need for the simultaneous
separation of these mixtures into their
components. The rapid enlargement of the
assortment of useful minerals reinforces
the need for such a process. The introduc-
tion into the magnetic field of special
liquids, in which hydrostatic contribution
of the electromagnetic origin is exerted in
addition to the gravitation hydrostatic
pressure, enables technologists to organize
suitable physical conditions for such simul-
taneous multifractionation. In these cases
division occurs in a non-uniform magnetic
field on the basis of complex parameters,
depending on the electromagnetic properties
and density of mineral substances. The
multifractionation may be carried out by
magnetohydrostatic(34j and magnetohydrody—
namic(35? techniques. In the first case the
separation is carried out by the introduc-
tion of magnetic liquids (solutions of
paramagnetic salts and superparamagnetic
suspensions)(36), and in the second case in
a magnetic field when both uniform or non-
uniform electrolytes with electrical current
are used(37).

The efficiency of these processes does not
depend very much on the ratio of the dimen--



sions of the separated particles because the
separating medium is a liquid, the density and
electromagnetic parameters of which are chosen
so that in corresponding electrical and/or mag-
netic fields the coordinates of the equili-
brium state of the particles would Ъе deter-
mined only by the parameters of ths minerals'
substances. Both of these processes are
capable not only of separating particles in
the working space of a separator, hut of .
keeping the separated products on different
levels inside that space. The resolving
power of these processes is already high enough
and surpasses the resolving power of such an
effective process as dry separation in an
isodynamic magnetic divider Ъу Frantz. It
should be recalled that we owe to Frantz,
particularly the idea of the precise separation
of mineral particles according to their magnetic
susceptibility and his separators are in fact
working in every mineralogical and mineral
processing laboratory of the world.

Magietohydrostatic Separation

If into a non-uniform magnetic field with a
gradient directed along the vertical axis and
coinciding (in its direction) with the gravi-
tation force, a paramagnetic liquid with
density dj and magnetic susceptibility ki (or
a superparamagnetic suspension with saturation
magnetization I ,) is introduced, then on unit
volume of a solid particle with dp, k_ and Ir-
respectively immersed in the liquid, xhere will
act the total impulsive force

e + K^-kpJgrad H
2
 (1)

= grad B
2
- (5)

= («
p
-a

1
)

In the case when particles of ferromagnetic type
are immersed in a superparamagnetic suspension
in a non-uniform magnetic field up to saturation,
the impulsive force will be

f< = (d
p
-d

1
)g -r (I

s l
-I

s p
) grad H (2)

where g is the acceleration due to gravity.
For cases when the magnetic susceptibility of
the mineral particles is low and may be neg-
lected, the impulsing force depends only on the
difference between the density of the particles
and liquids and the magnetic susceptibility of
the latter. Then the separation occurs accor-
ding to the density of the particles only and
the impulsive forces will become

f = (dp-d^g + 4 ^ gradH
2
 (3)

and when using a superpaxamagnetic saturated
suspension

f' = (d
p
-dj)g + I

s l
 grad H (4)

and for the ferromagnetic case by the para-
meter

л = grad H (б)

The choice of the pole pieces' profile (or
of the parameters of the solenoid type magnet)
for each mixture is determined by the nature
of the distribution of the P— parameter for
a mixture of components. The optimal separa-
ting field corresponds certainly to the equi-
distant distribution of the separated mono-
mineral fractions. Although attempts to
develop a general calculation scheme for the
optimal iron pole pieces' profile of a steel
electromagnet for every mixtures have not
been successful, there are already certain
particular solutions corresponding to the
separation of certain types of granular
mixtures(39). In Figure 1 a number of tech-

-Y

As in a non-uniform magnetic field the distribu-
tion of grad Я may be achieved by a suitable
choice of the geometric shape of the pole piecee,
and the impulsive force, acting on the particles
to be separated, may be distributed in the
separator's volume ia a technologically optimal
way according to the properties of the particle's
mixture^ Then for each kind of particle the
equilibrium level (along the vertical axis) will
correspond to the gradient of magnetic field
which is determined by the parameter:

Figure 1.

nologically interesting profiles are shown.
For separation into two fractions the optimal
profile is an isodynaiaic one (see Figure 1-1),
the geometric equivalent of which was pro-
posed by Frantz(3

8
). The simplest profile of

the pole pieces is a wedge-shape profile
(see Figure 1-B), which provides a distribu-
tion of the ft — parameter along the wedge
bisector proportional, to 1/уЗ and for the
p• - parameter proportional to 1/У

2
- (Here

у is the vertical coordinate of the bisector).
Because of the rapidly decreasing force «a one
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moves away from the top of the wedge angle, this
"type of field is convenient for the separation
of mixtures, including certain heavy as well as
certain light components.

For the separation of a mixture of components

with an insignificant difference between their
/>- parameters, the most convenient magnetic

field is one which provides a linear distribution
of grad Н2. The geometric equivalent of this
field is a hyperbolic profile of the pole pieces
(see Figure 1-C)(40). p

o
i

e
 pieces of 1-D shape

provide a magnetic field with small variations
of strength and of the p- parameter over the
vertical axis and corresponds to the precise
separation of similar minerals. There are
certain other particular fields. When choosing
the shape of the pole pieces one has to take
into account that in the boundary areas of
each of the above-mentioned fields the value of
grad E

2
 deviates from the calculated distribu-

tion because of dissipation of magnetic energy.
The distances between particles in these areas
decrease.

Depending on technological conditions the
above described elements can be arranged into
different pole pieces of the open type, of the
system with a third neutral pole, and of cave-
shaped pole pieces, as shown in Figure 1. In
the latter case the pole pieces may be composed
of similar elements and with different axisyme-
trical pairs in the increasing grad H

2
 part and

in the decreasing- grad H
2
 part. The relation-

ship between the heights of these parts may be
very different. The cave shaped pole pieces
are used for the separation of mixture, inclu-
ding particles with a density higher, as well
as lower, than that of the liquid. Depending
on the compositions of the mineral nurture,
different types of magnetic media are used. In
the case of the separation of paramagnetic and/
or diamagnetic particles solutions of salts of
iron and of rare element groups of metals with
paramagnetic atoms are usually used. Graphs
of magnetic susceptibility versus density!?

6
)

are shown in Figure 2. The magnetic suscepti-

10 M 12 13 14 15 16 17

Density, g cm-3

Figure 2.

biiity of salts in waterless and hydrated
states (and also in solutions) is rather
well represented by a certain critical
temperature in the Curie-Weiss formula:
к = С/(Т + Д ), where Curie's law is
generalized by introducing the constant Д
into the denominator. Obviously, the
temperature Д , which is ascribed by
Heisenberg to exchange forces between para-
magnetic atoms, varies in different sub-
stances with the concentration of salt in
solution and depends on the temperature
range. The value ofД may be positive as
well as negative. It increases with increa-
sing concentration, and more so at low
temperature than at high temperature. Accor-
ding to Van 7leck(41) for salts of Fe and
Mh in the temperature range from 65 to
135°K the value of A- lies within the limits
of +25 20°K and, particularly, for
manganese chloride it is 0. For a solution
of salts at <"v 30CPK their magnetic suscep-
tibility for technical evaluation may
obviously be calculated without taking into
account theA -correction. Unfortunately,
the calculation possibilities for determining
the saturation magnetization for supeimag-
netic suspensions are as yet very limited.
For the separation of mixtures containing
antiferromagnetic minerals which are more
strongly magnetized than paramagnetic
solutions submicron magnetite suspensions
may be used. As was shown by Popplewell's
investigations with magnetite particles of
3 - 1 0 nanometer sizeW2), these media at
room temperature are stable and show super-
paramagnetic behaviour. A typical magneti-
zation curve of this type of medium is
taken from the above reference work of
Popplevell (see Figure 3). Super-paramag-
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netic systems of this kind, are saturated in a
magnetic field of the order of 100 - 250 Gs.
For the separation of multicomponents mixtures
of paramagnetic, diamagnetic and antiferromag-
netic minerals bilayer liquids with superpara-
magnetic particles in an organic medium on
the low level and paramagnetic water solution
on the top level may be used. Such systems do
not mix with each other and may work as a unit
medium (see Figure 4)-

Figure 4.

The magnetohydrostatic separation of a four-
component mixture of minerals in a water solu-
tion of HO(UOJ)J.5H20 in a wedge-type magnetic
field is shown in the photograph (see Figure 5)

The gradient of the magnetic field coincides
with the direction of the gravitational force.
In the photograph the minerals, from top to
bottom, are quartz (d=2.65), barite (d=4.52),
pyrite (d=5.i) and galena (d=7-5 gm.cm-3). In
a paramagnetic solution the multifractionation
of multioomponent mixtures with substances, "
the density of which is lower than the density
of all the known real liquids, may be carried
out. This kind of separation includes the
separation of organic (and, in particular,
plastic) materials. In Figure 6 the separation

Figure 5.

Figure 6.

of a six-component mixture of plastics is shown.
In the combined biwedge magnetic field the
separation of plastic particles both lighter
and heavier than the medium was obtained. In
a weak solution of № J ( N 0 J )

2
 in water with a

density of 1.03 gm.cm~3 particles with densities
of 0.78 - 0.90 gm.cm~3 (in the low wedge) and
particles with densities 1.09 u 1.12 gm.cnr

2

(in the upper wedge) was separated. MHS sepa-
ration of different kinds of minerals and
materials was carried out in separators of
different designs, some of which are described
in(43).

In these separators, separation of granular
mixtures was obtained by transporting a granu-
lar material over a magnetic field by a flow
of magnetic liquid or by.gliding particles by
gravity along their equilibrium level in
immovable liquids inside inclined the channel
of a separator. In (44) the. design of an MHS
separator in which movement «of separation .
products is achieved by the magnetic force of
the magnetic field which was described as
having a gradient not only in a vertical direc-
tion but also in a horizontal one, is discussed..
TOT units with high output, separators with
liquid flow may be recommended.
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An investigation of the possibilities of
permanent magnets for MHS separation of incine-
rator residue in a separator with a forced flow
magnetite superparamagnetic suspension has been
carried out by Reimers et al(45, 46). Taking
into account the achievements in preparing the
permanent magnets, this idea may lead to
technically interesting results. The most
wide-scale experiments on MHS separation have
been carried out by NASA with the installation
of a system with an output of 1 t per hour. In
the special separator with three scraper conve-
yors in a wedge shape magnetic field, the sep-
aration of chips of heavy metallic scrap inclu-
ding zinc alloys, brass, copper, stainless
steel and also aluminium and other metals was
tested(47). More rapid development of MHS
separation may be expected in the near future
with the increasing need for precise multi-
fractionation of raw materials of natural, as
well as artificial, origin.

Maj?netohydrodynamic Separation

This process of magnetic separation is based
on the use of the Lorentz force in electrolytes
with an electrical current. Leenov and Kolin(48)
calculated the electromagnetic force acting
from the liquid on a sphere and on endless
cylinders differently orientated in the vectoral
plane including an electric current of density j
and a magnetic field H. According to them the
total expulsion force, acting on unit volume of
the particles with diameter d and electric
conductivity £ may be expressed as :

f = (d_-a,)e- 3/2j ! ? ' J- (?)

For the optimal location of particles in the
space of the MHD separator the distribution
of the current density j and magnetic field H
may be determined by the parameter:

*<= (S)

For cases and expression

(7) may be written respectively as

-4/3(dp - d^g

> = JH = §(dp - • (9)

• (10)

tice, the provision of electric current in
pulsed form to obtain different kinds of
jigging stroke is not limited by the inertia
of the liquid and may be obtained very simply.
In the MHS separation case jigging is limi-
ted to a very slow decreasing impulse because
of the large inertia of the magnetic yoke.

The disadvantage of the MHD method comes
from the need to make special arrangements
to prevent vorticity of the electrolyte which
has its origin in the vortex nature of the
electromagnetic force(43). The large scale
vortexes, which arise at the entrances and at
the exits of the separator channels may be
avoided but the vortexes which appear on the
surface of the solid particles are unavoidable
and they reduce the size ratio of the parti-
cles which may be simultaneously separated
with acceptable efficiency. As a separating
liquid, all kinds of dissociated solutions
(of salts, of alkalies and of acids) and also
melted salts or metals are used. In the
field of MHD separation of ore experience on
a laboratory as well as on an industrial
scale has been obtained. Industrial scale
experiments have been advanced further now in
the TTSSE for the separation of potassium(49)
and tin(5°) ores. In Japan(51) the Lorentz
force in ion level separation has been used to
separate the uranium isotopes ionized by a
laser beam.
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ABSTRACT

It is known that magnetic filters separate

suspended micronsized particles from a fluid

passing through them. This effect is pro-

posed to be used for filtration of water as

treatment of sewage.

To study and calculate the performence of

magnetic filters, Iwasakis1 equations have

been modified to be applicable t 0 filters

proposed by Kolm and coworkers. The mathe-

matical model matches the transport effect

and the deposition ability of magnetic fil-

ters. The theoretical investigation has shown,

that the transportation and deposition of

the particles are functions of several dimen-

sionless parameters such as Reynold number,

ratio of particle to col lector diameters and

a parameter depending on magnetization of

particles and collector, fields and geome-

tries.

LIST OF SYMBOLS

Bo = Induction of external magnetic field

in Tesla

c0 = concentration of suspension in
Number of Particle

Unit Volume

dc = diameter of cylindrical collector

dn = diameter of particle

g = gravitational constant

Mc = saturation magnetization of collector

t = filtration time

v0 = filtration velocyty

6 = volume fraction per particle

u = fluid viscosity

rr = collector radius

INTROCUCTION

It has been shown that the high magnetic

gradient devices are uniquely matched to the

task of separating fine particles' '. A

very simple but effective method to achieve

high magnetic fieldgradients is to place a

filamentary ferromagnetic material in a homo-

geneous background field* '. With this method

one can arrange a ferromagnetic matrix to

form a filter. The matrix consists of fila-

mentary layers such as nickel-iron wires. The

whole matrix will be magnetised by an uniform

dipole field.

In this paper we shall consider every single

filament in the matrix as a filter collector,

and the whole matrix as a filter bed. After

being magnetised, the collectors provide

trapping sites on which magnetically sus-

ceptible particles can be captured.

Most suspensions in natural water systems are

non-magnetic. Therefore the suspended partic-

les must be attached to some magnetic seeding

material, to make this 'particle-seed' a mag-

net i sable unit before the suspension passes

through the filter. For this purpose a flo-

cullant such as FeCl3 will be added with see-

ding material to the suspension system. The

suspended particles will be destabilised by

Fe (III) i o n s ^ and form a flocuiated unit

with the seeding material.
cylindrical collector

- 7 "

spherical particl»
Fig. 1: Single collector system,

Z-axis = collector axis



Generally the removal of the suspended partic-

les within a filter bed is considered as in-

volving at least two separate and distinct

steos '*'
D
': a transport step and an attach-

ment step. In the theory of water filtration

these two steps are described respectively

with two dimensionless coefficients for each

single collector' ': a contact efficiency n

and an attachment efficiency a, which are de-

fined as:

fe n
o

in which: f
e
 = frequency of effective colli-

sion between particles and collectors; fo =

frequency of geometrically possible colli-

sions; n
e
 = number of effective attachment,

n
0
 = number of effective collisions.

For the purpose of comparing the performance

of a magnetic filter with conventional ones,

we shall first calculate л and a for a single

collector in a magnetic filter. We assumed

for all calculations that each particle is

a sphere with a diameter dp and with a volu-

metric magnetisation Mp.

THE CONTACT EFFICIENCY

For a cylindrical collector with its axis per-

pendicular to the flow direction and the back-

groundfield as shown in Fig. 1, the frequency

f
0
 obviously is:

f
o = Vo

c
o

d
c (P

e r u n i t
 leiQt" collector)

Analog to f
0
 we now write f

e
 as:

f
e
 = v

o
c

o
d

e

Where d
e
 is defined as a maximal collision

diameter. For those particles which have an

initial position y-j greater than d
e
/Z, no col-

lision between particle and collector will be

observed. With this definition the contact

efficiency can be written as:

for a single collector in magnetic filter.

THE KINETICS OF PARTICLE TRANSPORTATION

If we neglect the effects of particle diffusion

and sedimentation, just consider the hydrodyna-

mic and magnetic forces in the system of Fig. 1,

we can write the kinetic equation for a single

particle as follows' ':

ш
р
(г-гф2) = F

m r
 + F

d r

Where mp is the mass of particle, F
m
 is the

magnetic force and Fj is the drag force. For

a very small sphere the magnetic force can be

approximated as:

. 4n, 3 .
(3)

mr

with: В = (B§ + j£j} + cos 2<t)

in which Mc is the saturation magnetisation of

the collector.

If a paramagnetic seeding material such as

Fe?03 is to be used, MD in eq. (3) will be
(8).field dependent

"p"w- B {4a)

where Dm is the demagnetisation factor and is

1/3 for a sphere, X is the susceptibility of

the seed material, 6 is the volume fraction of

seed material per particle. If we use a ferro-

magnetic seed, Fe3Ű4 for example, then eq. (4a)

is valid only when the seed material is not yet

magneticly saturated. Once the magnetic seed

reaches its saturation, Mp depends no longer

on the external field and remains constant. The

magnetic force will then depend on field gra-

dient only, so that no advantage in employing

high field will be achieved. In this paper

Fe3Ü4 is supposed to be used. It reaches its sa-

turation mangetisation of about 0.045 Tesla with

B
o
 * 0.15 T V in this case the particle magne-

tisation will be:

M
p
 = 0.045-В (4b)
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The drag force Fj depends on the relative velo-

city of the particle rsp. to the flow. Hence

the magnetic force acts on the particle and

brings it to change its direction of movement.

The velocity of the particle will then be dif-

ferent from the flow velocity. We apply a ge-

neral expression * ' for the drag and rewrite"

it in vector as:

(5)

is

with v,r = if " J£p» ip = (?". H )

and. AD = J d(-
in which v_r is the relative velocity, p

the absolute velocity of particle, x.f 1S

flow velocity. According to Oseett ', the

drag coefficient Cn is:

with Rep ^

For the flow velocity v.f we applied Lamb's
velocity profile* ' . Through computer
simulation of eq. (2) we obtained trajectories
of the particle. For each case of simulation
the maximal collision radius yim has been de-
termined.
в„

Fig. 2: Trajectories of particle and the max.

collision radius y-j^.

.«rl-nT2

dc

Bo
dP

= 100

= 0.5

= 3 |JJ

ym,

T ,

ч ,

vo

"c
Mp

= 5

= 1

= 0

Liter-s

.2 T

.015 T

and drag forces, which is defined as a trans-

port force ratio:

C
M
 =

 H
cVp

и 9d
c
u

o
yv

o

(7)

In Fig. 3 tin, is shown in function of Сц, with

Re
c
 as parameter. In the range of CM < 10,

where the particles are small (dp-£ I^m) or

weakly magnetic, a lower Reynold number leads

to larger %. This means th3t either v0 or dc

should be kept small in order to obtain bet-

ter results of magnetic interception. In the

range of larger Сц, most particles are rela-

tively large (dp £ 3ym). In this range the

trajectories of particles are not so sensitive

to the hydrodynamical conditions, but depend

mostly on the force ratio.

ÍÖ 20 30 *O
DimtnsionteM parwntter d

Fig. 3: Contact efficiency of a single col-
lector in magnetic f i l t e r

THE TRANSPORT MODEL OF FRIEDLANDER

The computed results show, that the contact

efficiency of magnetic interception depends on

two system paramters. One parameter is the

Reynold number of the collector Rec, which is a

key parameter in determining the flow pattern.

The second parameter is a ratio of magnetic

Friedlander1 ' has developed a transport mo-
del for aerosol filtration and has success-
fully correlated data of fibrous filter with
his theory. This model has also been applied
to water filtration by many investigators
( 5,76) an(j has been proygj .,-„ gogjj agreement

with experimental results' s. It has been

postulated that the particles will be trans-

ported to the collectors by different mecha-

nisms such as diffusion, direct interception

sedimentation. The contact effidiency is gi-

ven as:

no = T)D + Л1 + ns (8)
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with I I = 6Npe"2 / / 3 Rec

n'6

n, = 3Rec

v2(dp/dc)
v2(

(diffusion/

(direct intercep-
tion)

- "p
 -
ач-'р~кг/

s 18yv
0
 (sedimentation)

where Re
c
 = Reynold number of collector

Np
e
 = Peclet number

We have calculated no and гщ for a single

collector with the same flow parameters. As

shown in Fig. 4, the improvement of contact

efficiency by magnetic interception in the

range of 0.2 um < d
p
 < 100 pm is remarkable.

Fig. 4: Compare of n's

THE ATTACHMENT

As Ives * 'described, there are three prin-

cipal factors which affect particle attach-

ment:

a) Molecular (London-van der Uaals) forces

lead to attraction between particles and

collector. They are of extremely short

range (< 50 nm).

b) The surface electrical double layers of par-

ticle and collector can lead to attraction

or repulsion, depending on the signs of the

surface electrical potentials. The pH-va-

lue of the water system is a master parame-

ter to affect the electrical double layers

^
1 S

) . In sewage effluents, however, the

range of this interaction will only be.of

the order of 10 nm, in which the molecular

attractive forces dominate.

c) The bridging effect of hydrolysis products

of ferric (or Al) salts, which can form

links between particle and collector.

Additional to these three effects, a magnetic

filter provides magnetic attractive force to

capture particles. Eq. (3) indicates that the

magnetic force will reach its maximum on the

surface of the collector. Thus every particle

being transported by the magnetic force to

the collector surface must also be attached

on it by the same force. In other words, the

attachment efficiency of a clean collector

(not yet accumulated by any particle) should

be: (%, ='1

THE MODEL OF ATTACHMENT

To study the attachment process we apply a mo-

del similar to the one suggested by Luborsky

and Drummond^
 3
'. However, we have applied the

method of Pohlhausen ' ' to calculate the

boundary layer thickness and the velocity dist-

ribution of the flow. We assumed the deposi-

tion of particles en the collector surface

building up in layers as shown in Fig. 5.

Fig. 5: Model for calculating particles accu-

mulation on collector.
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The boundary layer thickness 6 around a cylin-

der can bf; expressed as:

6 =

where r^ = r
c
 + ndp so that:

Re
ic

 =

The velocity distribution of the flow in boun-

dary layer will be written as:

u « f(Y)-2v
o
sin<|>

with f(Y) = 1-(1-Y)
3
(1+ Y- f Y)

Y = g^ < I» and Л = Formparameter

For the region -45° < ф < 45° on the front side

of the cylinder, we used an averaged value for

6* and Л:

6* = 2,74, Л = 6,75

Thus vicous force F
s
 will now be:

The magnetic force

the critical locations, where F
s
 = F ^

is shown in eq. (3). For

we have:

/гцДЗ = BgMpM
\rcj g.dc.

(9)

The maximal attachment radius r
m
 can be sol-

ved as a function of Ф and is shown in Fig. 6.

For simplicity we take the average of r
m
 and

consider the accumulation of particles at the

front side of the collector as circular layers.

With the averaged value of r
m
 we define a dimen-

sionless maximal attachment radius'a'as fol-

lows:

a = Л (10)

so that the maximal volume of attached particles

atthe front side will be:

V
P
1 =тр(а2-1). (11)

where V
c
 is the collector volume.

Fig. 6: The maximal attachment radius

As the model itself suggests, the maximal

attachment radius'a'should depend on the

force ratio F^/Fg. This leads to the same

conclusion as for the contact efficieny:

The dependency of'a'upon the dimensionless

parameter Сц. However, we found out that a

depends not only on Сц, but a product of

CMx(d
c
/dp). Now we defined another parameter

for the attachment model as:

С
д attachment force ratio (12)

The maximal attachment radius in function of

attachment force ratio is shown in Fig. 7.

20t

1 Ю ЮО Ю
Oimcnsionltss parameter C*

Fig. 7: The dimensionless maximal attachment

radius a

(20)
Because of the separation of boundary layer

on the down stream edge of the co??ector, we

cannot apply the same model to calculate the

build-up of particle deposition on this side.

A new model to calculate the particle build-up

in this region is now in preparation.

THE FILTRATION MODEL

Ives
v
 'used two equations suggested by Jwasaki

to describe water filtration:

e
P

0 (13)
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in which С = volumetric concentration of sus-

pension entering a unit volume of

filter

L = depth of filter bed

a - o(t,L): volume of deposit per

unit volume of filter

£p = bulk factor of deposit
and the filter coefficient x should be:

a* (»)

where e 0 » packing factor of the filter bed
dc = diameter of single collector
iV, = contact efficiency i for s1ngle

0^ = attachment efficiency) collector

The specific deposit a has certainly a maximum
value 0u(must be not greater than eo).In a mag-
netic filter, the value of ou depends on the
capacity of particle attachment on every single
collector. If we only consider the attachment on
the front edge of a collector, we can correlate
ац and a as follows: Assume that there are N

collectors in a filter bed and the collectors

distribution over the whole bed is homogeneous,

so that:

N = £{£& with VB*Volume of filtervc bed

The total volume of deposit in the filter is
V p = o.VB = NVp1

where Vpi is given as eq. (11). By comparing
Vp and Vp-| we obtain:

°u *Тр fa
2
"

1
) O

5
)

for a homogeneous filter bed. As the particles

accumulation on the collector grows up. the flow

pattern around the collector and consequently

contact efficiency л will change. This means the

filter coefficient A can not be constant, while

the filter works. We assume that A decreases

linearly with the deposit volume, so that:

This represents a saturation condition of the

filter. Using eq. (13) and eq. (16), the fil-

ter performance can be simulated without much

difficulty.

THE MAGNETIC FILTER SVSTEM

It has been shown that using ferromagnetic

seeding material one can apply a low field

(0,2-0,5 T) to magnetise a magnetic filter.

Such a filter provides sufficient contact effi-

ciency and reliable attachment efficiency even

for suspensions with 1 \m diameter. With an

open coil system one has also the advantage to

measure the water quality on both the inlet

and outlet directly. Although such filters

could be relative rapidly saturated, but they

could also be cleaned easily. A systtm of

magnetic filter, which allows a contih'ious

operation, is shown schematically in Fig. 8.

Wist*

Fig. 8: A magnetic filter system for continuous

operation

when a reaches the value of Оц, the coefficient

A becomes zero. From eq. (13) we can see:

|£ = 0 , if A - 0.

finally: |2 = 0

CONCLUSION

With the modified Iwasakis' equations it is
possible to calculate the filtration efficien-
cy of a magnetic filter. It is found that the
filter coefficient depends on several dimension-
less system parameters. Such dimensioniess pa-
rameters provide a possibility in analyzing
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magnetic filters, and should be very useful

for filter design to achieve optimal filtra-

tion results.
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This paper describes a high, intensity magnetic
separator which uses a low magnetic field.
The separation is accomplished by draining
slurry from a canister containing a ferro-
magnetic wire wool in a low applied magnetic
field. A theoretical description of the
process is given in which it is shown that
the performance of the separator depends on
Т

ц
/Т

т
 where T_ is the time taken to drain the

canister and T is a characteristic magnetic
time for which an expression is given.

2. Introduction

The purpose of this paper is to investigate .

the possibility of performing high-intensity

magnetic separation at low magnetic field

while maintaining high capacity and to exauine

a way that this can be done in practice.

A theory of high-intensity magnetic separation
has been presented previously . This theory
investigated the interaction and capture of
paramagnetic particles as tfiey are carried by
a fluid in the neighbourhood of fine ferro-
magnetic wires magnetized by a uniform magnetic
field.applied in the space containing the wires.
It «as found by an analysis of the equations
of motion of a paramagnetic particle in
interaction with a magnetized ferromagnetic
wire that, provided the value of M /2u H « 1
«here M is the saturation magimtifation°cf
the wire of radius а, В is the applied '
magnetic field and p « 4тг х 10 henry/meter,
then the capture cross-section of the wire,
for the particle, depended almost completely
on the ratio V /V

Q
. V is the 'magnetic

velocity' of tfie system and V is the velocity
of the fluid which carries the particle. The
magnetic velocity V is given by

(1)

where X i» the susceptibility of the particle
of radius & and n is the viscosity of the fluid.
It can be shown that the behaviour of a
separator composed of magnetized ferromagnetic
wires is described hjothe above analysis, when
operating with clay . A more quantitative
agreement is.possible for a veil characterized
model system than for the poorly defined
distribution of particles in a clay slurry.

The extraction of material by the separator
depends on value of V /V and the volume of
material fed to the filter, when M /2u H is
snail. The production rate of sucS a machine

is roughly proportional to V , but as the
extraction of material is roughly proport-
ional to 1/V

Q
 , then for a given machine

operating at a particular value of V , the
beneficiation decreases as the velocity V
increases. In order to achieve a certain
beneficiation then, V /V must be set to a
certain value, say V /V °* a. In order to
increase the product?on°rate for a given
machine, V must be increased and if this is
to be done°without lowering the beneficiation,
then V must be increased so that V - ctV .
One way that this can be done is to use tne
high field that superconductors provide to
increase V . This leads to potential reductions
in the cos? of processing material, as
described previously, especially when the
tonnages are high .

In this work a completely different situation
is analysed where the ferromagnetic wire is
allowed to move substantially with the fluid.
The fluid moves slowly downward past the wire
with a relative velocity V

Q
 but the fluid has

a very much higher forward velocity V
p
 -

identical to that of the wire. Under these
Conditions the extraction and the beneficiation
are determined by the ratio V /V_, but the
production rate is determinedDy V_ which can
be made large. The wire must stay in the field
for a time T

D
 necessary for vertical draining

through the matrix at the velocity V_ in order
to retain the captured material; consequently
as. the forward velocity is V , the total length
of the system must be at least L * V I , Once
out'of the"field the wires can easily be washed
before being returned to the field. V. can be
made fairly small so that in order to make V /V^
* a only a small value of V » aV

Q
 and this can

he considerably smaller than aVp.

This relaxed requirement of a large value for
V means, that a low value of applied field H
can be used; however, at low field it is no
longer supposed that the value of M reaches
the full value at saturation, so in the rest of
the paper M will refer to the actual magnet-
ization of the wire.

In Section 3 the theory of this process is
presented. Detailed analysis of the low field
capture and retention of particles reveals
that there are other advantages to operating
the system with a value of M

s
/2ii

o
H

o
 л. 1.

Section 4 contains the description of a
magnetic separator, using the principle*
outlined above. Estimates are made of the
production rate that can bejexpected and
various improvements in the#magnet and
canister design, vhich reduce the cost/tonne,
are examined.

3. Theory of High-Intensity Magnetic Separation

3.1. Basic Interaction A theory of capture
of paramagnetic-particles has been
developed ' • • based on the interaction
between a paramagnetic particle carried'by a
fluid past a ferromagnetic wire magnetized
by a uniform applied magnetic•field. This
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configuration is shown in Fig

Fig . •. Basic Separator. Configuration

Fig. 2. Surfaces of Captured Magnetic .
Material. For M /2B

Q
 < 1, two models

of captured material have beeg used
Cil Cylindrical Cross-Section (ii)
Elliptical Cross-Section'.

 2
For M /2B

> 1, stable surfaces are r - -(H /2B )
sec 26. Curves shown M /2B - 8.5
(extreme upper and extreme lower) and
M

e
/2B

o
 - 4.25

The two cases with a • 0, and о » 90 can

be referred to as the longitudinal and the

transverse cases respectively . A third

configuration also occurs when the applied

field is perpendicular to the axis of the

wire but with the flow parallel tg the wire.

This can be called the axial case * .

Ihe components of magnetic force on the
particle are assumed to act at the centre
of the particle and are given by F , in the
radial direct.'on, and 3., in-the.6 direction,
as discussed previously^ * ' . z

&
 and 6

are the co-ordinates shown in Fig. 2.

cos 28/r
 3
)

-(6irnS)V sin 28/r

C2)

(3)

where r - r/a. Examination of Equation

(2) shows that for angles в > ф the radial

force is repulsive. It is therefore assumed

that the stable surface of captured magnetic

material passes through the cylinder at this

angle ф, as shown in Fig. 2, where ф is

given by

ф - tan"
1
((I (M

g
/2u

o
H

o
))/

(4)

The particle Reynolds number R (« V
Q
pa/n )

<0.1 and for these values of R the drag on
the particle due to the fluid Is F_ -
6irnftV where V is the relative velocity
between the fluid and particle and p is the
fluid density

The equations of motion are of the form

adr /dt » V f + F /6irnR
a o r

adS/dt - V g + F
e
/6irnR

о в

(5)

(6)

where the functions f and g describe the flow,
being determined from the shape of the wire.
Equations (5) and (6) are integrated.nunerically
using methods described previously ' * ' .

The capture cross-section 2R
c
a/unit length of the

wire is shown in Fig. 1, where R is called the
capture radius. The particles afe started far
away from the wire, where the velocity of the
fluid is uniform and those particle orbits which
cut the wire surface between ± > are supposed to
result in particle capture, in this way the capture
radius has.been calculated. This was done
previously for small values of M /2B with
a- 7f/2, but are shown hers in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. The Capture Radius R
c
 vs V

m
/V

o

If the wire is saturated with a magnetization

M then as the wire has a demagnetizing factor

of { then 0< M /2B $ 1 provided there is no

hysteresis .

If the wires show hysteresis then larger values
of M/2B are possible and the capture radius
R his been calculated here up to H /2B - 8.5.'
Trie results are shown in Fig. 3. An examination
of Equation (4) reveals that if И /2В % 1 then
the captured magnetic material caS be retained
on the wire over the total surface; which is
another factor increasing R with increasing
M_/2B at constant V /V . The value of
M /2B - 8.5 corresponds* to using a material
with R - 1.7 Tesla, which is typical of the
ferromagnetic stainless steels, and a value of
В - .1 Tesla <lkG). In practice the value of
M° cust be determined/experimentally..
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The magnetic term which contains M /2м Н

is independent of the angle around the°axis

of the wire, as shown in Equation (2),

therefore as M /2u II increased, the capture

cross-section no longer depends as strongly

on the angle a between the applied field H

and the fluid V .
о

An examination of the projected separator

performance in the axial case by Biras,

Gerber abd Parker, which is given in

Equation (11) in their paper , shows that a

considerable improvement in performance can

be expected when V /V is held constant and

M /2u H is increased? This orientation will

not be discussed explicitly any further in

this paper as it does not lead to qualitatively

different conclusions than for the transverse

orientation.

As the captured material builds up, the flow

around the wire changes and consequently the

capture cross-section also changes. As the

shape that the captured material takes up is

not known, the approach has been to guess a

shape. This has been done by Luborsky and

Druranond who used cylindrical surfaces coaxial

with the axis of the wire, surfaces denoted

(i) in Fig. 2. Luborsky and Drunmond found

that the capture cross-section decreased as

the volume of captured material increased. The

capture condition used was that the particle

orbit should cross the front of the curved

surfaces (i) in Fig. 2. Collisions with the

straight sections of the surfaces (i) were

not considered and Watson has suggested that

this condition is inadequate as particles

can be recaptured on the straight portions

of the surfaces (i) in Fig. 2. Further it

was shown , using surfaces of elliptical

section (surfaces labelled (ii) in Fig. 2),

the capture cross-section did not decrease

with the volume of the ellipse; tgis was

confirmed by Stekly and Minervini . It aleo

appeared that if V /V were small enough, the

capture cross-section°could increase above,

the bare wire value. More recently Watson

has attempted to calculate the build up and

its change in shape by following the process

with a step-wise iteration procedure. Again

it is found that the capture cross-section

does not fall as the particles build-up, but

part of the volume becomes unstable, that is

unstable shear planes are formed with a

consequent loss of captured material down

unstable shear planes.

Although there is disagreement about the
explanation of the experimentally observed
drop in the performance of a separator, л»
the captured material builds up, the models
suggest that the capture radius R is of the
form F (V /V ,M /2B ) F.(v.a). Here F, is a
linear function of V /V near V_/V_

constant M
a
/2B

o>
 and'r^is

volume of captured material v. Using this
form for a capture radius R , namely that
К о (V /V ) F,(v, a), it has been possible
to calculate tfie performance of an experimental

the experimental results suggest that if the
amount of material procexsed is small, then R
remains near to the bare wire value. In the

 c

analysis below, therefore, it will be assumed
that the capture cross-section is linear in
V /V

Q
, at constant H /2B , and that it always

takes the bare wire value, independent of the
volume of captured material.

Whatever the actual shape of the captured

material in the presence of a fluid flow at

values of M /2B < 1, it is clear that when

M/2B > 1 the Sire can be completely covered.

In fact the surfaces within which material can

be held are given by

± (-( 26) (7)

which are shown in Fig. 2 for M /2B
Q
 - 4.25,and

8.5. From the work on clay done previously ' ,

the maximum amount of material that could be

held appeared to depend only on V /V when M /2B

<.6. Equation (7) indicates that when the

value of M /2B > 1, there should be a large

contribution to the volume depending on M
g
/2B

Q
.

This improves the approximation that the capture

radius R is constant, independent of volume of

material captured, for large M /2B relative to

low values of M /2B , when V /v is constant,
so mo

3.2. Separator Performance The canister
containing ferromagnetic wool matrix is shown
in Fig. 4. The matrix of depth h -h is full

Fig. A. Cross-Section

through the Canister.

The Matrix occupied SZ

of the Space Between the

Grids
MATRIX

V /V - l] for

a function of the

of slurry to be treated. The height h above

this slurry contain* a liquid whose roYe i* to

displace the slurry from the matrix >o that

only the captured material remain* when the

canister leaves the field.

For simplicity it i* supposed that the slurry
has the same density p as the liquid above it.
If a tap is then opened in the tube A the slurry
will then drain from the canister such that the
linear velocity of the fluid, supposed of unit
area, i», if the velocity is proportional to
the square root of the height of the «lurry.

separator ás it filled. The models and V(t) - - 2K2t (8)
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where tne height of Che slurry and liquid
is h at time t » 0 the constant К is
determined by the opening of the tap. The
time taken T

Q
 for the slurry to drain from

the matrix is

(/h
o
 - (9)

and the average draining velocity is V

V » -(h - h )/T (10)

If the concentration of particles/per unit
volume is" R(x,t) and N(x,t) is the number
of captured particles/unit volume at
position x at time t, then it can be shown
that

is^l.^Rc^ivct)!
Зиа

(ID

where F is the volume fraction occupied by
the ferromagnetic wool matrix.

Also

3N(x,t)/3t -3RCx,t)/3t (12)

In the discussion above it was shown that R
can be written as

A
c -

 c
V

V ( t
> (13)

where С is a parameter which depends on

A /2B . Using Equations (11), (12) arid (13)

and teen integrating gives

In (R/R ) - -t/T

where 1 - 3ua/4FCV
m
, which can be called the

'characteristic magnetic time'.

The fraction of particles which escape from
the canister/unit area f is given by

f - R(t) dt/(h
Q
 - h )

;
o

Evaluating this expression gives

f - /(1^ - K
2
2)(l - exp(2)) +

(15)

(16)

(17)

(18)

The function f is plotted versus 2 in Fig. 5
for h « 2h , so that K. » 1.172 and K, -
0.343?

 w l L

K
2
 exp (-!

where 2 • T_/T .
и ш

к
х
 - 2e/(e + i)

K
2
 - 2( g - l)(/(g + 1)

where 3

Fig. 5. Fraction Extracted 1-f vs Tj,/T„(-2)

As high intensity magnetic separation has only
been applied to clays on a commercial scale, as
yet, it is appropriate to make some remarks about
the treatment of clay by this method. In a clay
slurry there is a range of particles size R and
a range of susceptibility x which, for a given
draining time T_, corresponds to a range of the
value of ifj A clay slurry can be represented by
a distribution function N(2) thus the fraction
of particles which escape is given by f

T

f(2) N(2) d2 (19)

As yet the function N(2) is unknown so that Equation
(19) has not been evaluated.

the normal type of magnetic extraction on English
ays. , the typical limit for the extraction of

In
clays.'
particles" iraEout In e.s.r. ánda magnetic
susceptibility/unit volume of 10 (SI). Now
assuming that the matrix filling factor is 53, the wire
radius i( about 70u with a saturation magnetization
of 1.7 Tesla and with с 1..5, the value of the
characteristic magnetic time is T^ "•!) seconds.
However in practice because M does not reach the
full saturation value T will be greater than this

m
value.

The other comments that should be made are first
that if the concentration of lattice Fe is less
than ̂  0.32, then the net susceptibility is zero
as the paramagnetic susceptibility is balanced by
the lattice diamagnetic susceptibility and second,
at the particle sizes less than lu e.s.r.
Brownian motion affects the particles and no
allowance has been made for the loss of captured
particles due to this cause.

4. Proposed Magnetic Separator Design and
Performance*

Some of the features that are desirable in a
magnetic separator and which lead to low a
cost/processed unit are

1. Continuous operation which usually leads to
a high duty cycle.

2. Low power requirements.

3. Low capital cost.

*Patent applied for Brit Appln. No. 17567/76
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4. High production rate with high beneficiation.

5. Adequate time to clean the matrix.

6. Simple construction.

A number of magnetic separator devices can be
conceived in which the matrix moves substan-
tially with the slurry and allows the applied
magnetic field to be lowered. The device
considered here, however, consists of a
continuous chain of containers moving, perhaps
on rails, through a region of magnetic field,
during which time the slurry is allowed to
drain from the container. Each container,
which is short compared with the total length
in whicn the magnetic field is applied,
contains two sections, a lower section packed
with ferromagnetic stainless steel wool, an
upper section, containing water used to
displace the slurry from the matrix not held
magnetically. A cross-section through the
canister perpendicular to the direction of
motion is shown in Fig. 6.

WATER

Fig. 6. Canister Cross-Section
The magnetic field of 0.2 Tesla is supplied by
either an electromagnet, which will require
low power as the field is low or permanent
magnets of ferrite which require no power.
The lay-out of a suitable magnet configuration
is shown in Fig. 7.

Fig. 7. Magnet Configuration

The overall layout of the separation system
is shown in Fig. 8. In operation the

Fig. 8. Moving Matrix Magnetic Separation

canisters, moving vith constant velocity,

are first filled with slurry and the water
is. added on top prior to the canister
entering the magnetic field. As the canister
enters the magnetic field draining commences.
The draining rate and the velocity V are
adjusted so that a particular product
beneficiation can bfi reached in the time taken
to completely drain the canister of the slurry
and water, which must be done in the magnetic
field. When the canister leaves the magnetic
field the material formerly held magnetically
can be easily washed out.

The production rate of the system is given by
P

P - W(l-F)wh V (20)

where W is the weight of siurry.ui.it volume
1 - F is the fraction escaping, wh is the
cross-sectional area of the magnet shown in
Fig. 13 and V£ is the foreward velocity.
V, is chosen for a given magnet length L, a
draining time T , which determines the product
beneficiation, and a ratio of slurry to water
volume 6, so that

SL/TD(6 + 1) (21)

The design leads to continuous operation as the
canister can be returned to the start leaving
ample washing time. The duty cycle is
5/(1 + S) that is the fraction of the time
spent in the magnet in which, product is being
processed. This is at least O.S and may be
as high or even higher than 0.75; this is a
point for more detailed study.

The power requirements are low as the magnetic
field is low and the task may be accomplished
using ferrite magnets. Another important
improvement is the use of two channels, as
shown in Fig. 9, this leads .to, for example in
the case of ferrite, two channels requiring a
maximum of only 50Z more ferrite and may be
considerably lees than 50%, This technique
will also lead to economy in the case of
electromagnets. As we have seen the production
rate can be high because of the large area
over which slow draining takes place and the
beneficiation is high because the relative
velocity between the slurry and the matrix is
small. Also the fact that the matrix is not
fully saturated is off-set by the large
contribution to the capture of particles
produced by a short range attractive tent
which increases as the magnetic field is
reduced.

Production rate can now be calculated for
typical slurries of about .lgm/cm. If
T - SO sec then with h
«ith f - 0.1 and with S

42cm and W - 15cm
1 then the

production rate is 0.24 tonne/hr/metre of
magnet channel. With T • 8 sec and with
f • .08 then the production rate is 1.6
tonne/hr/metre.
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Fig. 9. Magnetic Configuration of a Two

Channel Machine. If two

channels are used then twice

the magnetic volume can be

produced «ith considerably less

than twice the ferrite material.

Considerable economics can also

be made with a two channel

electromagnet construction
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Magneto-hydro-dynamic calculation in aluminium ingot formation confined by a ma_

gnetic field.Numerical approach.

M. Caciotta (Istituto Elettrotecnico-Roma)

Summary

The M.H.D. problem analysis for aluminium ingot formation is carried out.It is

presented a method in two distinct steps to achieve the solution of the problem:

first the ingot shape as the magnetic field function;second the liquid-solid se_

paration surface calculation.The B1INGOT code is available if request.

springed
water

aluminium casting

solidification
surface

1.-Introduction

The industrial plants normally produce aluminium ingot by .asting the metal from

crucibles in which is made the melted alumina electrolysis through a stainless

steel ring internally cooled by water also springed on the aluminium casting,

(see Fig.1)

The ingot so obtained has wrikly surface.

The present tendency is to replace the S.

S. ring by the constraint of a magnetic

field at acoustical frequency,that confi_

nes the melted aluminium avoiding contact,

always cooling the casting by a water-spo_

ut.(see Fig.2).The ingót in both the sy_

stems rests upon a movable platform that

sets its growth.(see Figs.1 and 2)

2.-Forces Analysis'

The external forces acting on the liquid

metal are:the gravity,the internal pres_

sure and the constraint raised from the

a.c. magnetic field;the internal one is

aluminium.casting

solidification
V surface

wrikly
surface

solid
metal

S.S. ring
cooled by
water

movable platform

Fig.1:The ingot normal production
scheme

the viscosity.To obtain an efficient

containement,the magnetic force must

have a little penetration depth in•

the melted aluminium,to produce a suf_

ficient pressure and balance the in_

springed
water

magnetic a.c
• field

ternal one,the gravity and the viscosi_ w i n d i n g s

ty effects.If the penetration lenghtA

is small compared with the superficial

curvature radius,one can calculate

the electromagnetic pressure p.,as movable platform
1 Fig.2:The ingot production by magnetic

in the plane indefinite case,applying confinement scheme

the Maxwell equations.p.is given by
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в*
p
i - тпг

 е х р (
--тт"

} (1)

where В is the superficial а.с. magnetic induction,n is the lenght measured ii<x:o

the liquid metal ortogonally to the surface.The A value is related to the fre_

quency by the relation:

(2)where a is the aluminium electrical conductivity,f is the magnetic field fre_

quency and /x is the magnetic permeability.

3.-Problem Analysis

One determines the corrispondence between the liquid zone superficial shape and

the magnetic induction distribution.To every surface will correspond a velocity

and pressure distribution and an ingot solidification surface.The equations that

mind the melted aluminium behaviour are the Hydrodynamic and thermal conductivi

ty ones.The hydrodynamic Navier-Stokes equation is:

e [-Ц- + (7v) v] — VP + ? + 4Av (3)
where Q is the aluminium density.In the stationary case and in the absence .of

internal friction,the upper equation becomes:

6 (v V ) v" = - V P + f
r
 U)

where ? is comprehensive of the gravity force and the electromagnetic pressure:

?= S? + pjf (5)

The continuity equation being,the liquid aluminium incompressible,becomes:

CVv* )= о ' (6)

The equations (k),(5)and(6) do not completely describe the problem because the

melted aluminium becomes solid and the solidification surface influences the

liquid part behaviour.The temperature evolution law is:

»
с
р~Н--

в о
р^

Т
 +V(*-VT>

 +
- ^ V

+
 -f- (7)

If one considers,always in the stationary case,negligible the Joule effect and

absent the internal friction effect,the above,considering the thermal conduc_

tivity x isotropic and ingot growth very slow ( few cm/sec ),becomes:

AT = 0 (8)

The Laplace equation that minds the temperature behaviour is valid untill on

the solidification surface in which the temperature becomes the solidification

one.

4.-The hydrodynamic problem

The resolution procedure pointed out by the work is to separate the problem in

two parts:

-the hydrodynamic problem

-the thermal problem

One has firstly take into account the hydrodynamic part that is more complicated.

Its resolution is separable in three steps :

-the Navier-Stokes and continuity equations

-the basic lattice choise with rules that are the simplest
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-the boundary conditions

ЬЛ-The Navier-Stokes and continuity equations traslation at the finite elements

Th<? Navier-Stokes and continuity equations,taking into account the ingot symme_

try,are three scalar equations that are referred to an ortonormal spherical sy_

stem definible in each point of the liquid zone (see Fig.3).

г
2

T—
or

6 V -i ÍP

~oT~J J^- - p.cos/»

6 p
+ V 6 z

J « — -eg cos a + p^in 0

ortonormal
spherical
system

R

luminium casting

.solidification
surface

Fig.3:Three-dimensional ingot formation view.
A generic»1 ortonormal spherical system
is shown.

(Дг^ S|p>
±
 -eg|sinq>

i
 - pjco

where S is the matrix

and i indicates the generic

1
0

0
0

- 1
1

0
0

0 .
-1 .

0 .
0 .

. . 0

. . 0

. . 1

. . 0

Ü
0

- 1
0

lattice row and i+1

.(9)

(10)

(11J

where a and jj are

shown in Fig.3 and г is the

vertical curvature radius.

The finite difference tra_

slation,upon a given lat_

tice,is obtained using a

formalism that indicates

between the symbols | >

an n rows vector and <K )

a diagonal matrix with the

values into the branches on

the diagonal:

the upper one.It is possible

from the (12),(13) and ( H ) to calculate the vectorsip)
i+1
»

lv

r
>- ,

 a n d
 <

v
 )

±
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from the known values of the i-row

(17)

4.2.- The lattice determination

The lattice is constructed by simple rules in such a manner that ensures the

ortonormality in each point of the liquid zone.Its determination is obtained row

by row,during the hydrodynamic equation solution.The superior lattice row cal_

culation is strongly related with the boundary conditions:the superficial lat_

tice inclination due to the magnetic field is linearly distribuited along the

row .The lattice is determined by pla_

cing right angles as shown in Fig.к and

calculating the nodal points from sur_

face.

4.3.-The boundary Conditions

The superficial inclination is calcula_

ted by projecting the equations (15) and

(17) on the surface in the i-row.Since

the superficial velocity is tangent to

the surface,the Г given by

(18)

inclination

due to /

magnetic f

(i+1)row

(calculated)

rights

angles

distribuited

inclination

calculated

points

i row

(known)

Fig.4:Lattice construction scheme.

(Not in scale)

a r c t g
)
sup.

z i+1

is the superficial inclination shown in

Fig.4 .

5.-The thermal problem and the iteration

The hydrodynamic problem resolution is not obtainable•if it is unknown the soli_

dification surface and the pressure distribution.If one gives tentatively these

data,a velocities and pressure sets can be evaluated at the casting input.To put

in accord the casting data with the evaluated ones,one thinks to determinate the

influence coefficients,to change the tentative data,that one calculates by re_

peating the evaluation many times,changing from time to time only one of the ten

tative data.Applying the thermal equation to the evaluated lattice one determ^_

nes the true solidification surface and using this as the hydrodynamic problem

data,one repeats the procedure to converge to the global problem solution.

6.-Preliminary Results



Fig.S:Calculated lattice.

(In scale)

time to test the whole procedure.
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The В1INGOT code that resolver the hydrodynamic

problem is now under test with a tentative soli

dification surface,but it is already able to

determine the lattice conformation and the ma_

gnetic field,given a superficial curvature ra_

dius,over a thin thickness.The superficial

thickning is useful to consider the magnetic

field effects that is abaut 600 gauss larg-з.

In Fig.5 it is shown,in scale,a lattice calcu_

lated by the program.

7.-Conclutions

The present work has the purpose to determine

the magnetic field for the aluminium constraint

and,from this,the design of the windings for

its production.One thinks that for the solution

of the M.H.D. problem there are necessary more
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MAGNETIC SEPARATION IN QUADRUPOLE FIELDS

P.A. Reeve
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The potential application of quadrupole magnets for the filtration or separation of ferro-,

para-, and diamagnetic materials is discussed. The theory is developed in several forms and

used to show-where the method might be applied. Some examples are developed in detail.

1. Introduction

A magnetic particle in a magnet with a field gradient experiences a force along the gradient.

For ferromagnetic and paramagnetic materials this force is towards the increasing field direc-

tion, and for diamagnetic materials it is towards the decreasing field direction. The force

strength is proportional to the magnetic susceptibility of the materials. By using this force,

materials of different susceptibilities can be separated from each other. In most magnets the

gradient is small and therefore, except for ferromagnetic materials, the force on the materials

is too weak to be of practical interest. Several methods have been developed which give higher

field gradients. Л recent one involves filling the aperture of a dipole magnet with iron fibres.

These fibres cause large local field gradients to be set up, so that magnetic particles become

trapped on the fibres. A disadvantage of this technique is that the iron fibres impede flow and

also have to be periodically back-flushed to clean them.

Quadrupole magnets are a very efficient way of producing fairly large apertures of magnetic

field with moderately strong gradients. Although the gradient in quadrupole magnets is weaker

than between iron fibres, this disadvantage is compensated by having unimpeded flow and no

back-flushing.

In this paper the theory of the motion of magnetic particles in a magnetic fluid is developed

and used to show where this technique may be applicable.

2. Theory of a Magnetic Particle in a Stationary Magnetic Fluid and a Magnetic Ouadr'jpole Field

Consider a magnetic particle of radius r in a stationary fluid and a quadrupole field (fig. 1).

Let the magnetic susceptibility of the particle be xz
 a n d

 that of the fluid X\. If a magnetic

field H with a gradient exists in the fluid, the particle will expedience a force, given in

the one-dimensional form (x-component) by z (gaussian units)

ЭН ЭН ЭН
{ V (

X2
-
Xl
) JH

X
 ̂  • H

y
 jj- • H

z
 yij (1)

where V is the volume of the particle. The force F„ will cause the particle to move; this

movement will be resisted by viscous forces in the fluid.

If the viscosity, of the fluid n is greater than the product of the velocity of the particle

^Y and its radius r, then the viscous force on the particle is given to a good approximation

by Stokes
1
 Law:

F
v '

 6тг r n
 3 T •

 (2)

Also if the density of the particle o
2
 differs from that of the fluid 01, there will exist a

nett buoyancy force, given by

F
g
 - gV (o,-o

2
) (3)

where g is the appropriate gravitational acceleration.
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Fig. 1 Magnetic Particle in Quadrupole Field

Assume that the magnet is infinitely long; then no z components of field exist.

/. H - 0

Э x
Also, if the particle is at a distance x

0
 along the x axis, then

ЭН
H
x - ° " T7

1
 3 H

v

Therefore Eq. (1) can be rewritten as F
M
 « j V (x

2
- Xi) H TJ-J .

Let the gradient of the field be G.

.'. G

3
 v

and H
y
 - Gx .

Now Eq. (1) can be further modified to the form

F
H
 = | x V (X2-X1) G2 (h)

The nett force accelerating the particle can be found by summing Eqs. (2), (3) and (A) to give

m — - у x V (x
2
-Xi)G

2
 - 6* r n — + gV (oj-o

2
)

where m is the mass of the particle.

After some re-arranging, this can be written in the form

d x
 u

 dx
 u

 u M
— + Ki 3 Y - K

2
x - K

3
 - 0 .

where the viscosity term

The magnetic force term

and the gravitational term

(X
2
-Xi)

— — — —
2 o

2

1

K
3
- g ( - -

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)
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Equation (5) is a second order differential equation and, ignoring the K3 term,it has a solution

of the form Г К t l f 1
x - expj- -Í-J|A exp j(K^Kz)

h\ + В expj- -|(К|-ЙК2)
%|| (?)

where A and В are constants, determined by the starting conditions.

Assuming that t * 0, x » xg and g^. = 0 , Eq. (9) can be written in the forms

2 / í d í f f í H í ^ + K ] explkiK^K)4-^} + [(Kf+lfKa^-Ki] ехр[-|Г(К?+11К2)Чкд]]) (10)
Z J

x° 2(Kf+(K2)

J j r p ф ^ ^ ^ ^ з з - expr-íríKf+ltK^Kj]]] (II)and . dxgt,_Jj2_

If the gravitational term K3 is included, the above solutions will have additional terms (the

particular integral solution) given by, for Eq. (10),

and, for Eq. (II),

Equations (10) and (11) have several forms which are dependent upon the relative values of K;

and K2 and therefore on the viscosity n and the relative susceptibilities X2 and Xj.

(a) Xz > Xl and ^ К
2
 > K
i If the particle is more paramagnetic than the fluid, or if the

fluid is diamagnetic (e.g., water), then K2 is positive, and Eos. (10) and (11) have real solu-

tions; i.e., the particle will move continuously away from the axis. This form of solution is

the one most suitable for magnetic separation.

(b) Kj » hK
2
 If the fluid is very viscous or the particle very small, the viscous forces

will prevent it from moving. This solution is obviously not of practical interest.

(c) Xi > X2 If the fluid is more paramagnetic that the particle, the particle will move

towards the axis. If Kj - ЦК^, the motion will be critically damped. If, however, UK
2
 > Kj,

the particle will execute damped harmonic motion about the axis. Eq. (10) can now be written as

f 2Kf+i»K
2
1

3

• exp
2

where Ф is an arbitrary phase angle.

(14)

As t -*• => the particle will eventually finish on the magnetic axis. This has been used as a

method of finding the magnetic axis of a quadrupoie magnet.

A common method of separating particles from a fluid is the gravitational settling tank or the

centrifuge. Because of the widespread use of the gravitational method it is useful to use it

as a reference with which to compare other methods, such as magnetic separation.

The terminal velocity of a particle moving under the earth's gravitational field in a viscous

fluid is given by

* »
2
° 2 9 < » - 0

 К з

v (15)
3
 18л Ki

For a particle moving under a magnetic force in a viscous fluid, there is no terminal velocity

but, assuming the time t is relatively long, i.e. t » IL-ll Ц.—üli , then Eq. (11) becomes

v /x0 KjK2 Г . I
Now dividing Eq. (16) by Eq. (15), — ; r expШщ+Ц^)^-^]!

v K3(Kf+bK2)^ Lz J
(17)
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Eq. (17) in effect gives the equivalent "q's" of the magnetic method.

The solution of the one-dimensional equation of motion of a magnetic particle in a moving

magnetic fluid and a magnetic ouadrupole field can be found as follows. Assume that the fluid

is flowing along the z axis with streamline flow at a constant velocity и and that the

fluid is carrying the particle with it.

Then using -r- « 37-3— Eq. (5) can be re-written in the time-independent form
Ot at QZ 1, v и

dz
2
 u iz u

2
 u

2

the complementary function (i.e. K3 • 0) solution of which has the form

x - A expjijj-KuKf+ilKzJ^-K]]] + В ехр Sr ^

The constants A and В can be found as before from the starting conditions, and the solution

becomes

([(uKl+'tK
2
)

3s
+Ki]exp[|

:r
t(uK?+l!K

2
)

35
-Ki]]

As before, the type of solution will depend upon the relative magnitudes of uKi and 4K
2
.

3. Simple Test of Theory Using a Non-Magnetic Ball in a Paramagnetic Liquid

As a simple test of the theory, some measurements were made on the motion of an almost non-

magnetic bail (acetyle copolymer) in a paramagnetic liquid (manganese chloride). When a

magnetic field is applied', the ball moves towards the axis of the magnet and executes damped

harmonic motion. Measurements were made of the periods of the oscillations and their relative

magnitudes. These were then compared to theoretical calculations. The theory of the motion is

given by Eq. (I
1
)). Assuming that the ball starts at t«0, at some point x

0
 from the axis, then

the time to the first maxima (or half wavelength time, t^, ) can be found from

Subsequent maxima will occur at approximately integral multiples of this time. When the

oscillation is at a maximum, the cosine is plus or minus unity.

x
m
 |2K?+*K

2
|

%

•ехр
Kit»

(21)

Measurements were done on a ball of radius 0.635 cm (r) and density 1.5, which was the same as

that of the liquid. The liquid and ball were contained in a calibrated glass cylinder which had

optical flats at each end. The cylinder was supported between the poles of a quadrupole magnet

so that the axis of the cylinder coincided with the axis of the magnet. The motion of the ball

was measured by looking through one of the optical flats. Measurements of the tine between

maxima and their amplitudes were made as a function of time and field gradient strength. Esti-

mates of the viscosity of the liquid and its magnetic susceptibility were made by parameter

fitting with some of the data (xj » 42 x Ю "
6
, л - .25).

The half wavelength times calculated from Eq. (20) as a function of gradient are compared with

measurements in Table 1. For all measurements the errors are approximately 10%. The measured

results were averaged over the first two or three half cycles. It can be seen that there is

quite good agreement with the theory.

Table 1. Half Periods of Ball Oscillations as Functions of Gradient

gradient (G/cm) 758 685 5Э2 Ш

t
A / z
(secs) theory 1.17 1.32 1.56 2.6

t
x/2
 measured 1.05 1.37 !.$5 2.35
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In Table 2 the amplitudes of the first three half periods of the ball are compared, for a fixed

field gradient.

Table 2. Maximum Amplitudes of Ball Oscillations for Gradient of 758 G/cm

time (sees) 0 1.05 2.1 3.15

xm/x0 (theory) 1 -.38 ' .14 -.05

xm/xo (measured) 1 -.33 .14 -.09

In Table 3 the amplitudes of the first maxima are compared as a function of gradient. Again

the agreement is quite good.

Table 3. Maximum Amplitudes of First Oscillations as Function of Gradient

gradient (G/cm) 758 685 592 408

xm/x0 (theory) -.38 -.3 -.24 -.OP

xm/x0 (measured) -.33 -.33 -.24 -.06

The results above indicate that the theory is a good approximation under the conditions of the

measurements, i.e. moderate viscosity and large diameter particles.

4. Potential Applications of Quadrupole Field Separation

Generally the most economic and simplest method of separating particles from each other is to

use the gravitational force. For the magnetic method to be superior to the gravitational one,

the quantity K2 (Eq. 6) must be bigger than K3 (En. 8); also it should preferably be larger

than K-Í (Eq. 6).

Most inorganic materials are paramagnetic and have densities much larger than that of water.

Some inorganic materials are ferromagnetic. Most organic materials are weakly diamagnetic and

have densities close to that of water. In the following it is assumed that the particles are

suspended in water and for the water, л • .01 c.g.s., xj = -13 * lO'^c.g.s., and 01 = 1.0.

Also a gradient of 1 kG/cm is assumed; this can readily be achieved in a large bore iron

quadrupole magnet. In Table 4 the ratio of K2/K3 is tabulated for three different types of

materials as a function of density. Also in the table is the radius of the particle when

K2 = K]. Where Stokes
1
 Law is net valid, some measured values for Kj were used.

Table 4. K2/K3 and Minimum r
2
 for Various Material Types

Density
a 2

10.0

5.0

2.0

1.1

r 2 ( f o r K2=

Ferromagnetic
x 2 - 1.0

57

127

510

5100

K l ) ЗхЮ-"

Paramaqnetic
x2 = 10"3

.06

.13,

.52

5-2

10-2

Non-Magnetic
x 2 = 0

.0007

.0017

.007

.07

.2
(cm)

It can be seen from Table 4 that, for ferromagnetic materials, the magnetic method is always

much stronger than the gravitational one, even for high density materials. Particles as small

as a few microns should be easily separated. For paramagnetic materials the magnetic method

is only superior when the density is near unity. Also the minimum particle radius of 100 mic-

rons is quite large. For non-magnetic particles (i.e. organic) the magnetic method is always

much weaker than gravity, even with densities close to unity. The minimum radius of 2 mm is

also very large.

These results suggest that the quadrupole magnet technique may have applications connected with

mining and processing ferrous and some non-ferrous materials, but is of no use for applications

Involving organic material (i.e. sewage treatment). However there is a way of improving the
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effectiveness for non-magnetic particles: this is to seed the suspended particles with very

fine (r < \0'
u
 cm) iron particles. If it can be arranged that at least one iron particle ad-

heres to each particle of suspended matter, then the magnetic gradient will act upon the com-

bined particles as if they were ferro-magnetic. However, for this method to be economic, some

way must be found of dispersing very fine iron particles evenly throughout the non-magnetic

particles and to get them to adhere to the non-magnetic particles with a bond strength greater

than the magnetic forces.

Another way of improving the effectiveness of the magnetic method would be to use superconduct-

ing magnets; then the gradient G could be increased by up to a factor of ten. As can be seen

from Eq. (7) this would increase the ratio of K
2
/K

3
 (Table 4) by a factor of 100. This would

make the magnetic method more effective than gravitation for all of the paramagnetic-type cases

in Table U and for the near-unity density non-magnetic materials and cases (i.e., most organic

materials). Also the minimum radii would all be reduced bv a factor of ten.

One method of extracting oil from tar sands produces a waste black slurry which consists of

approximately 80% water and 20% fine clay particles and some bitumen. The clay particles are

very small (̂ 10 microns) and they have densities of about 2. The gravitational term K
3
 (Eq. 8)

is about 500 but the viscosity term Kj (Eq. 6) is • 2 « 10
1
*; therefore the clay particles can

never be separated from the water by gravitational settling. For environmental reasons, some

method has to be found to separate the clay from the water. If this could be done, the clay

could be used as fill in the holes from which the tar sands were dug. An attempt was made to

see if the clay could be extracted magnetically using a conventional iron magnet with a gradient

of 700 G/cm. The magnetic susceptibility of the clay is unknown but assuming it Is about 10~
3

then the K
2
 (Eq. 7) is 124. As this is even weaker than the gravitational term K

3
 it is obvious

magnetic separation with untreated clay will not work. To enhance the magnetic term, small iron

particles ('ьЮ microns) were added to samples of the clay slurry. The K
2
 term was then in-

creased to about 10
5
; i.e. much larger than either K

3
 or K. When the quadrupole field was first

applied to the iron-treated slurry, a rapid radial flow occurred. Presumably this flow was made

up of the larger clay particles and some non-adhered iron particles moving outward. Following

the initial flow a much slower flow took place, which for early examples resulted after approx-

imately 10 minutes with a clear hole appearing in the centre of the sample. Subsequent analysis

of these earlier samples indicated that some partial separation had occurred. However the pro-

cess would not have been econ^:: because the amount of iron needed was about 10% of the weight

of the slurry. On later samples from another tar sand field, it was not possible to repeat the

partial success achieved earlier, even when coagulating agents were used. The reason for the

unsuccessful results was thought to be due to a lack of adhesion between the clay and Iron

particles.

5. Conclusions

Conventional iron quadrupole magnets may have applications as high-flow low-cost filtration

devices in the ferrous and non-ferrous mining and processing industries. If a method can be

found of sticking very small iron particles to other particles, the use of conventional quadru-

pole magrats could be extended to most inorganic and organic materials; I.e., most industrial

and domestic effluent. Also by using superconducting magnets even without iron seeding, It

should be possible to extend the use of the method to most inorganic materials and the near-

unity organic materials; I.e., again this covers most Industrial and domestic effluent.

The author would like to thank Dr. H. Hocking for his cooperation with the work on the tar sand

slurry and the AECL for some financial support.
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DISCUSSION

A. Schickel : I think the differential enuation is valid for sin-

gle grains. Did you compare the teoretical solution with experi-

mental results ?

Р.Д. Reeve : The single ^article theory is valid if the volume

density is low. If the volume density is very very hiph the vis-

cosity increases and the method becomes lese effective. Eone ex-

perimental measurements are discussed in the paper.

K.P. Jú'rwet : The system you propose is living from deflection

of particles. You probably will observe lots of particles stic-

king to the bore tube, i.e. noh - continuous operation and lot

rr.errnetics and nonmasrnetics will stick together as there is no

help fron hydrodvnaisic effect like Vr. food's system has.

P.-fi. Peeve : To minimize this effect the fluid flow, field etc.

must be carefully matched. If the susceptibility of the flow is

greater than for the particles it would f>o towards the axis and

therefore would not Etick to the walls.
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HIGH FIELD MAGNETS
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Summary

The present state of high magnetic field generation is reviewed.

1« General Remarks

In this short review, magnets for solid state research will be discussed.

The solenoids used for this purpose are of relatively small size, have simple

construction but are intended to generate as high field as possible under given

conditions. The laboratory coils have cylindrical symmetry, with bore diameter

of 0.5 to 5 cm. Though the measured samples have usually linear dimensions of

some millimeters, additional space is needed for cryostat and support structure.

Usually we distinguish between the steady fields and the pulsed ones.

Talcing into account only the time of the field duration we can state that there

exists a continuous transition from pulsed to steady fields. In respect to the

magnet construction, coils for steady fields must be cooled enough in order to

ensure the constant temperature, whereas those for pulsed fields need not. In

principle the steady field magnets could work as pulsed ones, but not vice

versa.

Prom the point of view of the users, steady fields and those of long

duration are preferrad. The reasons are:

a) heating of conducting samples by eddy currents, and

b) relaxation times of physical processes under investigation, which at low

temperatures may extend to seconds or minutes.

3y the first reason high stability of steady field is required, being

typically of the order of 10 - 10~' or better.

In pulsed fields, the shorter the pulse time, the smaller is the list of

physical properties which can be measured with sufficient precision.

By the generalization of the 3iot-Savart law, following formulas dexerai-

ning the field intensity in the centri'of the solenoid have been derived:

H = 3, a
1
 X F(oC,p) (1)

generally valid, and

H = G(oC,(i) V W W § a 7 (2)
(?abry relation) useful for steady fields in the resistive solenoids. In these

formulas j
1
 denotes the maximum current density, a., ist the bore radius, W - the

electrical power, у is the electrical resistivity of the conductor and "K is

the fraction of the coil occupied by the conductor. F(<C,pO and G(cC,fi,) are the

coefficients depending on reduced outer radius Л and the coil half-length (i ,

normaliaed against the inner radius. Besides that, these coefficients depend on

the current distribution j (r) in the coil.

Simple calculations show that in order to get field intensities about 10 T,

current densities of the order 10^ A/cm should be applied with the heat dissi-
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pátion of some megawatts in resistive coils at room temperature от some tpns of

kilowatts at low temperature.

borentz forces must be taken into account in fields above 20 T. Kost dan-

gerous are the azimuthal stresses induced in the windings

б
о
~ г jCr) B(r) , (3)

which can exceed the yield stress or even the ultimate strength of the material

in sufficiently high fields.

Because of relatively good metal to coolant heat transfer coefficient

amounting up to 2 kW/cm
2
 in water or some W/cm

2
 in cryogenic liquids, the coo-

ling problems in the steady field magnets are of secondary importance in com-

parison to mechanical stresses. The heating is of primary importance in coils

for megagauss fields, because it is generated nearly adiabatic there.

2. Steady fields.

2.1. Superconducting solenoids.

The most economical way of producing relatively high field is now to employ

superconducting magnets. A superconductor to be used in the construction of

high field coils should meet following requirements:

1. Critical field must be sufficiently high (higher then the desired field in

the magnet center}.

2. Critical current at a given field should be high enough.

3. The material-must be obtained in the form of a wire or tape with sufficient

mechanical strength.

Materials now successfully used for high field magnet fabrication are

Nb,Sn and V,Ga with critical fields about 21 T, the latter being more convenient

in fields above 16 T due to higher critical current.

In the last year Intermagaetics General Corp. succeeded in building for

Japan a 17.5 T magnet with 3.7 bore diameter. It consists of two coils, the

inner one made of 7,Ga and the outer of Nb*Sn tape. The rise time of the field

is about 1 hour. The feasibility of similar construction for 20 T was discus-

sed CO.
With existing materials higher fields can not

be obtained. Many efforts are made to produce other

materials suitable for higher field generation.

Most perspective seem to be these listed beside.

Though higher critical fields ip to 50 T have been

found for some molybdenum chalcogenides, they

exhibit too low critical currents now.

In comparison to high power solenoids discus-

sed below, the superconducting magnets are distin-

guished by their lower operating cost, consisting mainly of the cost of evapo-

rating helium. During the nearly one year work of our 15 T superconducting

magnet we have found that its overall operational cost is about 3 times lower

than that of a comparable 15 T Bitter coil. Taking into account that the field

in the latter can be changed much faster, the economy for a given experiment

may be smaller. Superconducting magnets are therefore more economical at measu-

Material

m>
3
ja

NbjGa

SbjGe

HbjAlGe

H
c 2
 at 4 E

W
29.5

33.5

37

41
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-asr*

Pig. 1.

Fields

tories.

Steady fields
development.

rements requiring stable fields over long titie

(e.g. in heat capacity measurements).

Recapitulating we see that with existing

superconductors magnets for fields up to

17.5 1 are commercially produced, and perhaps

the level of 20 T will be seen reached. It is

difficult to say how long shovild we wait for

the next step in the field enhancement. We may

only hope that the present trend amounting to

about 7 T per 10 years will be kept (see fig.1).

2.2. Water cooled magnets

These magnets, presenting the oldest

method of generation of high steady fields,

still teep their preponderance in the field

intensity over the superconducting ones.

Although they demand high power supply and

large cooling facilities, still new high field

centers are organized, the older ones being

modernized and equipped with higher powers.

above 15 T are generated by water cooled magnets in following labora-
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With power of 10 MW fields above 23 Ш hardly can be obtained using -water

cooled solenoids alone. Por generation of higher fields the power increase

faster than the square of the field intensity (see (2)) is required, because of

the stresses resulting from borentz forces (equation (3))« To keep the stresses

below the yield strength of materials of windings, it is necessary:

- to apply materials with higher mechanical strength; unfortunately they have

higher electrical resistivity,

- to divide the coil into mechanically separated subcoils (polyhelix) so that

the stresses do not superimpose ^ *, and
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- to distribute the current density j(r) so that the stresses do not exceed

dangerous limit^*^* ', but such a distribution is not optimum with respect

to the power consumption.

All these factors make the power

rise drastically with field intensi-

ty v*-'J £see j*̂ g# 2}. So the high power

solenoids are limited in field strength

by power and economical factors rather

then by physical ones.

An example of a 30 T magnet which

in principle could work in the steady

conditions, but which really does not

because of power limitations, is the

magnet in Canberra. It consists ot two

coils, the outer one performed as

Bitter coil whereas the inner one pre-

senting polyhelix system involving 11

subcoils v•'.

Summarizing, it is evident that

by now the maximum steady field produ-

ced in water cooled magnets amounts

to 23 T. There is one magnet operating

up to 30 T in long pulse mode. Mecha-

nical strength and cooling capabilities

do not exclude higher fields to be rea-

ched, but this requires drastic incre-

ase of electric power. With power level

of 15-20 MW possibly installed in some

Pig.

- Í ' so ' *T—
В СП

2. Power against field dependence

for water cooled magnets with

bore diameter 5»5 сяЛ *.

Curve A - Bitter ,Cu coils,

W « B
2
. Curve В - strength limi-

ted Zr-Cu coils. • - existing

magnets, + predicted by other

authors *••*•'.

laboratories, fields up to 27-30 T could be reached if they would.be competitive

in economy with superconducting or hybrid systems»

2.3.- Hybrid systems

A hybrid magnet consists essentially of a superconducting coil of suffi-

ciently large bore, with a resistive water or cryogenic cooled coil placed

inside. Superconductive coil saves large amount of electric energy, a»d with

moderate power fields about 8 T higher than those obtainable with resistive

coil alone can be generated. By now five such systems are in operation or under

testing.
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In the hybrid system built in MIT one hope to reach the total field of

30 I.

It is frequently emphasized that in superconductors the highest current

densities can be obtained. This is really true fpr the superconducting core in

zero magnetic field. Because of both the large amount of stabilizing material

and the reinforcing structure, the average current density in high field super-

conducting solenoids is comparable to that in resistive coils. In the coils

listed above it amounts to 0.5 - 1*10 A/cm and 1 - 2.5 • 10 A/cm , respecti-

vely. '

Therefore hybrid systems offer the most economic way of obtaining steady

fields by now up to 25 T, and of 30 T or. more in the nearest future. It must

be noted however that the increase in field intensity of the superconducting

part from 8 to 12 I is accompanied by the rise in cost of materials by about

one order of magnitude I"'.

Further increase of fields in hybrid systems will depend on the appli-

cation of superconducting materials other than Hb-Ti.

2.4. Cryogenic coils

After a period of interest in the fifties, coils of this type have lost

their significance in favour of superconducting solenoids. By lowering the

temperature of the solenoid, its electrical resistivity diminishes by three

orders of magnitude, resulting in corresponding economy in electrical power

(see relation (1)).

If the developed heat is absorbed by evaporating cooling agent, the liquid

consumption is very high, being of the order of tens to hundreds 1/min using

liquid neon or helium respectively. In the case of application of a refrige-

rator, this one should be able to remove some tens of kilowatts at low tempe-

rature, but such big units are not in common use. So the cryogenic coils are

only used for short operation times.

Though the power necessary to supply a coil itself is relatively low, the

total power required for energizing both the coil and the refrigerator is only

in some cases lower than the power consumed by the water cooled solenoid. For

instance, the gain in power i.e. ratio of power needed for a water cooled

copper coil to that for an aluminium coil working at about 10 К does not ex-

ceed 20 (
10
Э.

Cryogenic coils may perhaps have some advantage but only in hybrid systems

or in magnets for long pulses.

3. Pulsed fields

3.1. Long pulses

Because of the lack of magnets for steady fields abov~ 25 T the pulsed

fields, especially that with long pulse time, are applied. In the last few

years three systems with pulse duration of about 1 s or more have been built.

Their main characteristics are listed below.
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Laboratory

university of Amsterdam" ̂

Techn. Univ., Toulouse
 ч £'

Australian National üniv.^

Maximum
field
T

40
40
30

Bore
dia.
cm

2.0
2.5
5.0

Pulse
length
s

1
1
13

Power or
energy

6 MW
1.2 MJ

30 Mi

Cooling
agent

1. neon
1. nitrogen
water

Though these coils belong to one class in respect to the field duration,
they differ much in cooling and in field vs. time dependence.

The solenoid of the Australian University mentioned previously was in
reality designed for steady state operation. The field after passing the peak
value decreases slightly, falling abruptly at the pulse end.

In two others,cooling with cryogenic liquids is provided in order to dimi-
nish the coil resistance and hence the heat dissipation, and to make the pulse
longer. There are no cooling channels in the winding and all the heat developed
is absorbed by the heat capacity of the coil, raising its temperature by about
100 degrees or more.

The solenoid in Toulouse presents a typical pulsed system, energised by a
large condenser bank.

The system elaborated in Amsterdam is best suited for solid state research,
because for instance the field after passing the peak can be stepwise decreased,
with step duration of 50 ms and stability of 10~ , the time being long enough
for the eddy currents decay. The field on time dependence is controlled by a
digital processor. Repetition time amounts to about 1 hour. The coil is made of
hard copper reinforced by steel cylinders placed inside and outside the windings

Fields exceeding 40 T in long pulse mode could be obtained, the limiting
factor is again the power consumption as in the case of steady field resistive
solenoids.

3.2. Short pulses.

Pulses of duration shorter than 1 s are produced now mainly by the dis-
charge of capacitor bank through the coil. The energy of condensers U converts
partially into the magnetic energy L^/2 and partially into heat:

г2/„
 +
 PjD RI

2
 dt

where I and J^ denote current intensity at a moment t and at a peak value res-

pectively, L and E are the inductivity and resistivity of the circuit. To get

higher fields (H~l) high energy pulses and coils with low resistivity should

be applied, this latter being especially important for long pulses. So the coils

for millisecond duration are usually cooled with cryogenic liquids, whereas

those for microseconds are without cooling.

The magnetic energy density in a field of 100 T (megagauss region) amounts
to about 4 kJ/cm

5
, so the condenser'banks with energies of tens to thousands

kilojoules are used.

On the way to highest fields, difficulties arising from borentz forces and

Joule heating must be overcome. In order to avoid or to diminish the deformation
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of the coil when approaching the yield stress, coil reinforcements, adjusting

the current density distribution and shortening the pulse duration are applied.

Small plastic deformations of windings are eventually allowed, which diminish

the coil life time.

In the megagauss region, the nearly adiabatic heating in a thin layer of

a skin depth causes the material begin to melt and to flow out of the coil

center. This presents the "ultimate limit of field generation in coils of this

type.

Because higher fields are obtained only in short pulse mode, the inducti-

vity L of the circuit and of the coil itself must be as low as possible. Prac-

tically three types of coils are used: multiturn, helical and single turn ones.

Their range of application is illustrated in fig. 3.

An example of a multiturn coil in which

a field up to 100 T has been reached was re-

ported by Date et а 1 Л
1 5
' . The current density

in the coil was varying along the radius as to

ensure the constant stress,,

A multicoil system for generation of re-

peatable pulses up to 90 1 in a manner allowing

the electrical resistivity of semimetals to be

investigated was described by Brandt et a l . .

Repeatable pulses with single turn coil

up to 130 T have been obtained in Grenoble' -4

After 10 pulses the inner bore of the coil was

increased by 10 %, accompanied by 7 % field

reduction.

It should be noted that because of the

complicated processes of thermal, mechanical

and electromagnetic nature, the problem of

sr-i-

Fig. 3.

field generation in the range above 100 T is

not completely solved" '.

Pulsed fields obtained

in various types of

coils. Solid line indi-

cates the present level

of steady fields.

3.3. Magnetic flux compression.

bet us suppose that a metallic cylinder ("liner") is placed in a longitu-

dinal magnetic field H . If under concentric action of an explosive material

the cylinder cross-section diminishes, the magnetic flux will be "frozen in" due

to induced current and the field intensity will rise in invers proportion to the

decreasing tube cross-section. Fields up to 2500 T obtained by this way have

been reported. Because of thö destruction of the sample and the short pulse time

of some microseconds, this method is of relatively limited application, mainly

for magnetooptic studies of solids.

Field compression technique has been developed in atomic centres because

of its significance for plasma research. During the last years laboratories for

solid state investigation in such fields have been organized (for example ONES

Grenoble, Tohoku University and Institute for Solid State Physics, Tokyo,). Some

investigations of dielectrics and semiconductors have been performed in fields

up to 500 T.

The field level in this method is limited by the efficiency of existing
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explosives l1^' and probably by instabilities of the liner surface^'.

4. Conclusions.

Most spectacular progress in high field generation during last years is ob-

served in the steady field region, due to the achievements in superconducting

magnet construction. Fields of about 30 T generated in hybrid systems should

be expected in the nearest future. Pulsed fields of long duration up to 40 T,

suitable for a wide variety of experiments have been applied. In the short

pulse region fields above 100 T begin to be more frequently applied for solid

state investigations. The absolute records of field intensity remain unchanged

for nearly 20 years.
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BIOMAGNETISM: A HEVIEW*
S. J. St. Lorant

Stanford Linear Accelerator Center
Stanford University, Stanford, California 94305 USA

Abstract
In this survey we concentrate on certain authenticated biological effects of static and low frequency

magnetic fields, and present the potential hazards associated with human exposure.

1. - Introduction

Many applications of current and future technology implicitly require that living organisms be exposed
to enhanced magnetic fields over significant time intervals. Thus static fields of considerable magnitude
and extent are envisioned for magnetohydrodynamic and thermonuclear electric power production and lo-
calized magnetic fields are used in certain medical applications, while magnetically levitated high speed
ground transportation will expose the traveler to appreciable fields for extended periods of time. More
and more manufacturing processes employ dynamic magnetic fields for shaping, handling, and transport
of materials, and of course high frequency fields are encountered in telecommunications. Exposure to
elevated magnetic fields is a new experience for the terrestrial biosphere, particularly for the human
body, which has evolved in a geomagnetic environment that by and large has not exceeded 100 microtesla
during the last 80 million years. Prolonged exposure to a magnetic environment that is much different is
likely to lead to some physiological reaction. The degree to which the organism responds will most likely
be dictated by the nature of the change in background flux and by the source causing it. A projected me-
dium-sized thermonuclear power reactor has a magnetic signature that extends over, many kilometers:
how will it affect bird migration and navigation and, even more important, how will the plant operators
respond to a combined environment of radiation and magnetic fields? And what new social problems will
be catalyzed by the additional physiological stresses as the organism proceeds to adapt to the new condi-
tions?

Many questions of this nature have been asked and much experimental evidence and speculation have
been accumulated. Experiments contradict one another as frequently as they agree in their inferences.
In searching for a systematic trend, we have collected an extensive bibliography and examined published
experiments judged by others to be of particular significance. Our conclusions should come as no sur-
prise: biomagnetism while generously documented is still very imperfectly understood. In this paper, we
propose to review those effects where the reaction of the biological systems to static and slowly varying
magnetic fields is particularly well defined, and to speculate both on the association of magnetic field in-
duced phenomena to the understanding of physiological processes and on the possible deleterious effects
these phenomena may have on the biological system.

2. - Historical fieview

Man's curiosity into the action of magnetic and electric forces on the human body dates back almost to
prehistoric times: we have found references dating back to 2000 B.C. alluding to observations of unusual
consequences of exposing the human body to the action of a magnetic field produced by a lodestone. In
fact, much of the work dealing with the effects of magnetic fields on organisms, tissues, denizens of the
animal kingdom, and on humans has an unreal aspect to it. Practice of quack medicine, human prejudice
and beliefs, and sheer ignorance have resulted in a vast collection of semiscientific and mythological lit-
erature on the subject. Even in recent times this work has often been surrounded by an aura of mysticism,
In 1888 Herrmann1 published the results of his very systematic biomagnetic experiments from which he
concluded that no magnetophysiologic effects could be obtained. Herrmann's paper is the archetype for
much subsequent literature on the subject of biomaguetics: (he biological aspects of the experiments are
presented with meticulous care, while the physical parameters, such as the magnetic field intensity, ate
ignored completely. As if to compensate for thie lack of information, Herrmann indulges in an amusing
diatribe condemning "the irresponsible charlatans who use hypnosis and magnetism as the universal pan-
acea for mankind's ills." Peterson and Kennelly2 in 1892 followed in Herrmann's footsteps in that their
experiments designed to detect the physiological action of magnetic fields also produced negative results.
In 1S93 d'Arsonval,3 working with alternating magnetic fields, discovered magnetophosphenes - luminous
sensations seen in the eyes when the head is interposed between the poles of the electromagnet. Next,
Drinker and Thomson4 became interested in the effects of magnetic fields on neural physiology while in-
vestigating chronic manganese poisoning of workers in the zinc industry. Apparently the workmen blamed
their ailments on the constant exposure to the relatively strong magnetic fields produced by the ore sep-
arators. Drinker and Thomson undertook a series of carefully planned experiments from which they con-
cluded that there was no evidence for physiological effects that could be ascribed to the magnetic fields.

In 1930 Ssawostin reported experiments which seemed to show a stimulation in the growth rate of
plants in fields of 20 to 210 mT. Leusden,6 Jennison,' and Kimball8 examined the effect of magnetic
fields on the growth and morphology of bacteria and yeasts. Negative results were obtained in fields up to
1. IT. m 1940 Lenzi9 reported temporary inhibition in the growth rate of implanted tumors in fields of
150 mT. Investigations into the animal response to magnetic fields in excess of 10T were begun by
Beischer in 1964.10

•Supported by the Energy Research and Development Administration.
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Earlier Jonnard11 reviewed prior work on neuromuscular contraction, and he concluded that certain
effects may have been observed thirty years earlier but incorrectly interpreted. Galvanomagnetie effects
on the nervous system were studied by Libermanl2 and Becker. 13

The interest in biomagnetics has grown tremendously in the past two decades: symposia and confer-
ences have proliferated," and monographic surveys of the field have appeared.15»!°»* ' Even with this
considerable amount of scientific interest there remains much controversy over the actual extent of the
impact magnetic fields have on the biosphere. This diversity of opinion is very apparent in the rather
large differences between the East European and Western World safety standards for exposure to a mag-
netic field, and in the appreciation of the biological mechanisms which underlie its effects. Presman's
monograph13 is an excellent representative example of the East European approach to the subject. He de-
votes much space to a discussion of the cumulative effects of repeated exposures to magnetic fields even
at very low field intensities. Presman postulates that, in the course of evolution, organisms have come
to rely on magnetic (and electric) fields to convey, in conjunction with the sensory, nervous, and endo-
crine systems, information to the organism as a whole as to its state of coordination and integral behav-
ior. Therefore, even very weak magnetic fields would tend to disturb this process down to the cellular
and possibly even to a lower level, which could result in disordering of the information transfer process
to some degree.

Current Western opinion inclines towards synergysm: abrupt changes in specific biological functions
are often due to local phase transitions, which can be reinforced (or weakened) by the presence of exter-
nally applied disturbances. For example, the effect of forces which are capable of molecular reorienta-
tion should be observable most easily around transition temperatures. Furthermore, the superimposed
effect of two or more external stimuli, such as a magnetic field and radiation, is reported as being capa-
ble of inducing in its totality effects which are more disruptive for the organism than when either stimulus
is applied separately.

Each point of view is of course supported by a considerable amount of indirect experimental evidence
and to this day the opinions remain resolutely diverse.

3. - Classification of Biomagnetie Effects

A survey of the hundreds of experiments performed in the last 20 years, in which countless thousands
of mice, plants, insects, lower organisms, primates, and even men were subjected to magnetic fields of
varying degrees, shows that magnetic fields do indeed provoke a response from file biological system,
even though it may not be a very spectacular one. The diversity and number of experiments notwithstand-
ing, the observed biological effects readily fall into four classes according to the mechanism or reaction
which produces them.

In the first class we find effects which seem to originate in some kind of sensory apparatus through
which me organism can detect magnetic fields of the order of the geomagnetic field. The organ is of
course not a compass needle, but some exceedingly sensitive current detector. To this class we assign
the navigation mechanisms of some migrating birds, * э the magnetic directional sensing of insects, 2 0 the
orientation of planaria, 1 and possibly dowsing phenomena.

The second class encompasses physiological stress effects which result from the many physical pro-
cesses which must occur in an organism subjected to a magnetic field. These processes include (a) in-
ductive effects in alternating fields, (b) semiconductor effects in neurcnal functions, (c) physical rear-
rangement of paramagnetic and diamagnetic substances in homogeneous and gradient fields, (d) diffusion
effects across membranes, (e) rate changes in hormonal secretion, (f) transient free radical interactions
with the field, (g) distortion of bond angles via paramagnetic molecules, thereby affecting the fit between
enzyme and substrate, and (h) changes in rotational polarization of molecules with specific reactive sites.

The cumulative physical consequences will tend to disturb the normal functioning of the organism:
they represent a kind of stress to which the organism has to adapt and to which it will res|xrad with some
form of countermeasures. This stress effect may take time to develop, perhaps only after days or weeks
of exposure to the field. Moreover, frequent changes in position of the test organism with respect to the
direction or gradient of the external field would presumably tend to reduce the cumulative contributions
from the individual physical processes so that the overall effect of the magnetic field would decrease.
This class of effects includes growth retardation,23 hematologic changes,24 morphological changes,25
and delayed wound healing.

Many of the fundamental biochemical processes in living systems are directly connected with the '
transfer of electrons and protons. In 1963 Löwdin27 drew attention to the fact that quantum mechanical
proton tunneling in the hydrogen bonds between the complementary nucleotide bases in the DNA molecule
is possible, with far-reaching biological implications. Theoretically, therefore, the tunneling probability
should be affected by a magnetic field, thereby leading to alterations in the genetic code.

The third class therefore encompasses all possible mutagenic effects of magnetic fields. The evi-
dence for these is rather mixed28-30 s o that the question of possible genetic effects is still wide open.

Magnetic effects which appear only in the presence of other physical parameters such as ionizing ra-
diation, temperature, oxygen tension, etc., belong to the fourth class. As we have noted earlier, an or-
ganism rendered metastable by means other than a magnetic field will be susceptible to phase transitions
triggered by the application of a magnetic field. This may explain why so many studies of enzyme-
substrate reactions, cell membranes, and biological liquid crystals subjected to magnetic fields have
produced such inconclusive results. Away from a transition phase it may simply take much greater fields
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or forces to cause structural rearrangements that lead to functional changes.

4. - Slowly Varying Magnetic Fields

In 1836 Sevigny defined "phosphene" to be any luminous sensation caused by pressure on the eyeball.
Later the term was extended to include the electrically induced.phenomenon which at a certain period was
much in vogue as a parlor game: a group of people would join hands in a circle and receive a shock from
a high voltage electrostatic generator. Flashes of light could be seen even with the eyes closed at the
moment of making and breaking the circuit. Volta and later Purkine gave detailed accounts of these elec-
trophosphenes. It remained for d'Arsonval3»31 to demonstrate that a varying magnetic field is equally
capable of producing vimial effects.

Magnetic phosphenes in the human eye are observed as diffuse luminous flashes when the temporal
areas of the head are exposed to pulsed dc or alternating magnetic fields. The flashes are seen when the
frequency of the magnetic field lies between 10 and 100 Hz and its intensity is 20 to 100 mT. The inten-
sity of the magnetophosphene attains a maximum between 20 and 30 Hz, at which point the flicker sensa-
tion seems to be synchronized with the field.

пл

In 1902 Mailer observed that the illumination in the experimental room was important for the visi-
.bility of the flashes: the brighter the room the more noticeable the magnetophosphenes became. How-
ever, like Peterson and Kennelly before him, he was unable to demonstrate the flicker with interrupted
direct current fields, presumably because the time constant of his equipment was too long. B e e r , 3 3 ap-
parently unaware of d'Arsonval's discovery, extended Miller's work. He observed a correlation between
the strength of the colorless flashes and the duration of the exposure to the magnetic field. He also no-
ticed that movement of the eyes seemed to enhance the intensity of the flicker sensation. Beer questioned
the then prevailing theory that the optic nerve was stimulated as he was unsuccessful in stimulating other
nerves in the body to produce the same or similar effects.

Frankenhauser offered two possible explanations for the effect. One invoked induced currents of
very short duration, which, following the tortuous conductive paths in the organism, would produce local
heating. The second hypothesis required that the paramagnetic and diamagnetic constituents of the cellu-
lar components in the eye be forced to vibrate in accordance with the applied magnetic field.

In the first two decades of this century, magnetophosphenes were extensively studied, even rediscov-
ered. 35 Danilewski36 mentions the negative correlation between the estimated flicker rate and the known
frequency of stimulation. He also noted that the orientation of the applied magnetic field is important;
fainter phosphenes are obtained when the axis of the optic nerve is parallel to the flux lines. Martin-Frei-
burg, Зт searching for possible applications of magnetism to medicine, suggested that magnetic fields may
have catalytic qualities, while Dunlap postulated that the magnetic field may stimulate that portion of
the visual mechanism which is not affected by visible light. Magnusson and Stevens3 9 determined the re-
lation between the intensity of the phosphenes and the frequency of the alternating field, and they discov-
ered that the effect is always more intense in the temporal regions of the retina. They also found that
with constant stimuli the phosphenes would decrease in brightness.

Barlow, Kohn, and Walsh concluded that phosphenes produced by either magnetic or electric meth-
ods are colorless, maximal in the periphery of the visual field, temporarily abolished by pressure on the

eyeball, subject to fatigue, induced by frequencies up to 90
Hz, and prolonged by eye movement. The phosphenes differ
in that closure of the eyes raises the threshold for electric
but not for magnetic stimulation. Figure 1 compares elec-
trical and magnetic phosphenes for several values of stimulus
strength: the fatigue effect is present at all intensities, but it
becomes much more apparent as the duration of the phosphene
effect increases. Barlow et al. believe that the locus of ex-
citation is retinal; otherwise, they claim, the effect of local-
ized magnetic stimuli, pressure on the eyeball, and move-
ments of the eyeball could not so profoundly influence the
phosphene.

The inherent similarity between electrically and magnet-
ically produced phosphenes led Valentinuzzi41 to formulate a
theory of electrophysiological stimulation wherein the retina
is stimulated by induced currents. However, Liberman42

suggests that the emf produced is too small to account for the
effect: a field of 2T oscillating at 30 Hz normal to a loop
10 цт in diameter will induce an emf of only about 10"° V.
Even if all the retinal cells were coupled, an amplification of
only about 106 would be achieved. Liberman therefore pro-
posed that the phosphene was produced by the Hall effect or
some photomagnetic effect upon a light-activated electron
transfer system in the retina. This theory seems rather in-
complete as phosphenes may be observed in the complete ab-
sence of external light. 4 3

The other mechanism for phosphene formation which has
been advanced is that of direct retinal stimulation. The basis
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for this proposal is the extreme sensitivity of the retina. In the spectral range extending from 400 nm
down to 0. l nm, the retina has a thousandfold lower threshold than other neurological elements. An en-
ergy input of only about 1 eV per molecule is sufficient to trigger the important cis-trans isomeric trans-
formation of retinene. ** Oster, *• in reviewing his work on pressure-induced phosphenes and that of
Seidel et al. , 4 3 concluded that as the flickering does not wander with the gaze the phenomenon may arise
deeper than at the retina. Indeed, Brindley and Lewin46 have induced phosphenes in noncongenitally blind
people via direct electrode stimulation of the visual cortex.

5. - Macromolecular Orientation Effects

In rare instances it is possible to observe directly the action of a magnetic field on a macromolecular
system. The magnetic moments of certain molecular aggregates can be lined up in specific arrays and
an external magnetic field will then produce striking orientation effects. For example, the sickle cell
hemoglobin molecules are stacked along the long axis of the sickled erythrocyte. As the hemoglobin
molecule in this instance is a truncated tetrahedron, the heme plates will lie parallel to the long axis of
the sickled erythrocyte, so that the magnetic vector of each of the hemes is perpendicular to that axis.
In an applied magnetic field the sickled erythrocytes will then orient themselves perpendicular to the lines
of force. Figure 2, due to Мигауаищ,47 illus-
trates this behavior in a rather striking man-
ner. The magnetic field in this experiment
was provided by a permanent magnet with a
flux density of 350 mT in a 3 cm gap between
4 cm diameter pole pieces.

It is interesting to note that some time
prior to Murayama's experiments Neurath48

analyzed a simple model appropriate to normal
erythrocytes and he concluded that neither
translational nor rotational alignment of the
cells was possible without recourse to mag-
netic fields of at least 30T. Neurath thereupon
devised an experiment49 involving cellular
components which are relatively large in vol-
ume and have appreciably larger paramagnetic
susceptibilities than the rest of the tissue.
Ferritin, a protein complex of iron, containing
as much as 20% by weight of the metal, is rel-
atively paramagnetic and it plays an important
function in plants and animals. Neurath's ex-
periment was designed to detect the existence
of large aggregates of ferritin in a suitable or-
ganism and to'observe the motion of these fer-
ritin particles in a high?;' inhomogeneous magnetic
effect which, was clearly due to the magnetic field,
the hypothesis of bulk ferritin transport.

6. - Very Weak and Null Magnetic Fields

The normal geomagnetic field at the earth's surface is approximately 50 цТ but it varies somewhat
with geographic location. The earth's magnetic activity - that is, changes in the geomagnetic field with
time - also varies in a rather systematic, cyclical manner: an approximately eleven-year cycle asso-
ciated with the appearance of sunspots, a diurnal variation, the circadian rhythm, and, finally, short
period disturbances and random fluctuations or micropulsations whose origin is tied to solar activity. In
spite of this short term "noisy" magnetic environment, life on earth has developed in a weak but remark-
ably uniform geomagnetic field. Even though the physiological significance of this magnetic field is open
to conjecture, it is reasonable to assume that in the process of evolution the developing organisms must
have become adapted to the magnetic background and may even have come to rely on the electromagnetic
fields to obtain information about the changes in the environment and other processes important to evolu-
tion. It is interesting to note here that experimentation which progresses from simple discrete orga-
nisms through assemblies of greater hierarchical complexity to more complicated forms of life has
yielded very unconvincing results. On the contrary, complex living organisms appear to be much more
sensitive to variations in low level magnetic fields; the sensitivity climaxes in man.

This rather surprising conclusion assumes a new dimension when we consider some of its implica-
tions: extraterrestrial excursions in the form of space travel remove man from the geomagnetic field.
Astronauts in the environment of the Spacelab will be exposed for extended periods to fields considerably
below those on the earth's surface. What will they experience and how will their bodies react to the sud-
den disappearance of what would appear to be a vital component in the physiological makeup of man?

Similar questions must be asked for situations where man is required to spend long periods of time in
a magnetic field environment that slightly exceeds the geomagnetic background, m the not too distant fu-
ture, thermonuclear reactors will spread their fringe magnetic fields over relatively large areas, thus
possibly exposing an appreciable fraction of the population to magnetic fields of 200 to 1000 цТ.

Fig. 2—Sickled erythrocytes oriented perpendicular
to a magnetic field. The magnetic flux is
directed downwards.

field (83.5 T/m). Although he was able to detect an
Neurath concluded that his results did not substantiate



Many studies have been made of various organisms in magnetically quiet (to 10~ T) and in magnet-
ically enhanced (to 120 mT) environments, and a number of effects have been reported, particularly by
Conley.&0 Ordnance workers who spent most of their working hours for several years in the magnetically
quiet environment in degaussing coils did not reveal any ill effects.51 On the other hand, several studies
have indicated a possible correlation between various health problems and either geographic variations in
the geomagnetic field52 or. ie-dependent fluctuations in the local magnetic field. a2"5* Unfortunately it i s
not quite clear whether these correlations truly reflect a cause and effect relationship.

Two closely related and well-monitored studies • have been made in which male volunteers were
kept in magnetic fields not exceeding 50 nT for extended periods of time. The subjects all remained in
good health and felt no ill effects. A wide variety of physiological and psychological tests were carried
out to determine the effects of the magnetic field deprivation. With one exception, all tests yielded neg-
ative results. A significant change in the scotopic critical flicker-fusion threshold was detected. This
threshold is the frequency at which a flickering light cannot be visually distinguished from a steady one.
As Fig. 3 shows, this threshold frequency tended to diminish gradually during the deprivation period and
then recover rapidly to baseline levels in the post-exposure period.

10
TIME (days)

Fig. 3—Flicker fusion threshold change during exposure of a human subject to a 50 mT
magnetic field (a) in a Helmholtz coil system; (b) in a magnetically shielded room.

The course of this possible decrease in visual acuity and its relation to the low magnetic field re-
mains to be established. The changes are too subtle to be considered harmful, but they do indicate that
removal of the geomagnetic field has a biological effect which could cause more severe effects during pro-
longed deprivation.

7. - Strong Magnetic Fields

There is considerable evidence that man can tolerate exposures to high magnetic fields for consider-
able periods without apparent ill effects. In 1962 Beischer51 solicited comments from a number of nuclear
physics laboratories on the experiences of their personnel who in the course of their work were accidental-
ly exposed to magnetic fields up to 2T. From the results of his survey, Beischer concluded that beyond
mild taste sensations and tooth pain associated with metal fillings at the time of exposure no other effects
ascribable to the magnetic field were observed either during or after the exposure. He stated further that
2T can be tolerated by man without sensation in part or total body exposure for short periods of time, and
that there seems to be no effect due to cumulative exposures to fields of 0.5T for a total of three days per
year per man.

, rodents, and low animal forms have been exposed experimentally in reasonably uniform
magnetic fields up to 12T. Beischer10 maintained mice for one hour in a uniform field of 12T and in an
inhomogeneous field of 4.5T with a gradient of 70 T/m without observing any changes in either the growth
rate or hemogram for a period of eight months after exposure. More detailed experiments were carried

- out with squirrel monkeys at similar field strengths. Some changes in the electrocardiograms (ECG)ÜJ

and electroencepholograms (EEG)59 of these monkeys were seen, but it is not clear whether these changes
were due solely to the magnetic field. Kholodov60 has also reported changes in the EEG of rabbits in
fields of 80 mT.

Experimental results obtained with very high magnetic fields, often for a very short duration, and
with the larger mammals cannot readily be extrapolated to the environment of a scientific or industrial
installation. Moreover, the fixation of the animal or of body parts in the field certainly does not simulate
the magnetic exposure of a plant operator. Inconsistent findings in similar experiments conducted by dif-
ferent investigators have made it virtually impossible to establish definite effects of high magnetic fields,
particularly on eubmammalian systems. Finally, the information so vital for a critical assessment of .
magnetic field effects, namely the strength gradient and directional characteristics of the fields used in
experiments, is often omitted in the biomagnetic literature.



lii spite of these difficulties, and even though our present knowledge seems inconclusive, limits on
human exposure to static magnetic fields must be set. A set of safety guidelines was recommended by the
Director of the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center (SLAC) in 1970; these are summarized in Table I. No
integrated dose limits were proposed. The guidelines also strongly urged that exposures above 2T for
arms and legs, and above 0.2T for the whole body or head, be avoided altogether. These recommenda-
tions, which have found their way into the safety codes of many laboratories in the West, reflect the re-
sults of a survey of biomagnetic literature to 1970. As no significant developments in the field have taken
place since that time, the standards have remained unchanged.

TABLE I TABLE П

SAFETY STANDARDS FOR MAGNETIC FIELDS
RECOMMENDED BY THE

STANFORD LINEAR ACCELERATOR CENTER

SAFETY STANDARDS FOR MAGNETIC FIELDS

RECOMMENDED BY А. И. VYALOV

,

WHOLE 30DY OR HEAD

ARI'.S AND HANDS

EXTENDED PERIODS
(HOURS)

20 MT
200 MT

SHORT PERIODS
(MINUTES)

200 MT
2 T

WHOLE BODY

HANDS

FIELD

30 HT

70 MT

GRADIENT

50-200 MT/M

100-200 MT/H

The Soviet literature on biomagnetic phenomena has been reviewed by Novitskii, Gordon, Presman,
and Kholodov.°2 These authors reported on a study by Vyalov on 1500 workers who were occupationally
exposed to magnetic fields. A number of general symptoms were reported, as a result of which Vyalov
recommended the safety standards listed in Table II. While these standards are of similar magnitude to
the SLAC standards for long-term exposures, they differ in that Vyalov restricts hand exposures to a
much lower value.

Beyond the observation of magnetophosphenes, so little is known about the biological effects of low
frequency magnetic fields that meaningful exposure standards cannot be set at this time.

8. - Some Biomagnetic Speculations

One of the most striking manifestations in biomagnetics is the sensitivity of various organisms to a
very weak magnetic field, or even to the lack thereof. As we mentioned earlier, it is well established for
many species other than man: amoebae,61 flies,62,63 bees,6* beetles,6 5 snails, 6 6 > 6 7 and birds. 6 8

Several mechanisms for biological magnetoreception which have been proposed appear to be rather ill-
adapted for, if not quantitatively incapable of, operating at levels of high sensitivity. The Hall effect has
been invoked quite often as a possible explanation: unfortunately fields in excess of 100 mT are required
even in common semiconductors to yield potential differences of the order of a few millivolts. Magneto-
resistance is another phenomenon which requires inordinately large magnetic fields, from 0.1 to IT, to
produce 2 to 3 percent changes in the electron mobilities in ordinary semiconductors. Magnetic effects
on the energy levels in organic compounds have been studied quite extensively, and again fields between
0.1 and IT seem to be required to produce measurable effects.69»7" Many organic molecules have an
anisotropic magnetic susceptibility and hence experience a torque when placed in a magnetic field. As I
have mentioned before, the eye is the organ seemingly most sensitive to magnetic fields, yet fields of 0.5
to IT are required to induce measurable rotations of the retinal rods. 71-73 plant chloroplasts require
similar fields to make them rotate.

It would appear that this high sensitivity to small magnetic fields mast be due in some way to solid
state biological processes which involve both the solids and the solutions making up the biological system.
There is considerable evidence for semiconduction and for solid-liquid interferential electron conduction
in the biological system. 75> 7 6 i 7 7 Let us therefore extend this electron conduction process to include
electron tunneling between two microregions in a cell with very specific properties: we require that at
physiological temperatures these regions exhibit enhanced electrical conductivity with long range or-
der. 78,79 Organic superconductivity is not a new idea: Pauling80 and London8! have proposed that elec-
tron currents around unsaturated organic compounds may be considered superconductive. Litt le 8 2 " 8 3 has
used the BCS theory of superconductivity to propose that long chain organic polymers with polarizable
side chains should display this phenomenon at or near room temperatures, 3h his view DNA is just the
sort of biological molecule in which superconductivity might be found. Ginzburg84»85»86 has postulated
that high temperature superconduction may be expected in a sandwich consisting of a thin conductive film
or filament adjacent to a dielectric layer. Others87 have theorized that electron pairing is in principle
possible for two electrons in separate conductive films by interaction across thin dielectric layers.

Suppose now that some of the microregions in the cell are organized into an array in which the super-
conductive portions form a series of sufficiently localized "weak links" (Josephson junctions)88 in a gen-
eralized superconducting circuit. The "weak links" can take on any number of forms: a short constric-
tion in the cross section of a superconducting microregion, a point of contact between two such regions,
even two superconducting regions separated by a thin insulating dielectric layer. All weak links share a
common property: they are exceedingly sensitive to magnetic fields. Thus we arrive at a mechanism
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which can impart to a biological system great sensitivity to magnetic fields. With this hypothesis we can
also make a number of qualitative predictions: (1) a well-defined temperature effect can be expected; (2)
the effect of the magnetic field is the same irrespective of the field polarity - in contradistinction to the
Hall effect; (3) very small changes in the magnetic field are capable of producing relatively large changes
in the Jcsephson current even in the presence of moderately large constant magnetic fields.8**

What is the architecture of this microregion in the living organism? We do not know, but we can e s -
timate its size by its reaction to an applied magnetic field because the size of the Josephson junction or
loop determines its sensitivity. The region might be as small as a benzene ring or a single unaaturated
lipid chain, or it might be as large as an array of molecules in the section of a membrane. The depen-
dence of the maximum supercurrent through a simple Joeepheon junction resembles that of a "single slit"
Fratmhofer diffraction pattern in optics. At each nodal point the magnetic flux threading the junction is
an integral multiple of the flux quantum (2.07 к 10" 1 5 Wb). Therefore a single period fluctuation in the
Josephson current can be induced by a single quantum: an organism exposed to a field of 100 fiT would
thus experience a aupercurrent equivalent to a current loop approximately 2.5 pm in radius. For com-
parison, a mitochondrion is an ovoid approximately 3 fim long and 1 цт in diameter.

The sensitivity of a weak link is Increased considerably when two such junctions appear In parallel:
the "fringe" Interval in the interference pattern then can be measured to about one thousandth of a fringe,
which corresponds to a detection of magnetic flux with a sensitivity approaching 10" 1 9 Wb. As there is no
reason why the organism cannot do equally well, the detection of 100 pT by the organism would require
weak links only 56 nm In diameter, which Is well within molecular dimensions. Bear in mind that a DNA
chain in even the simplest bacterium can have a total length approaching 4 cm!

9. - Conclusions

to spite of the considerable amount of experimental work which has been done in the field of biomag-
netics, our understanding of the effect which magnetic fields have on an organism and in particular on the
human body remains rudimentary. We can deduce from past experience that by and large the magnetic
effects are fully reversible once the organism is permitted to return to its original environment. N6 ex-
perimental evidenoe exists which would indicate a cumulative effect caused by repeated exposures without
adequate recovery times between exposures. Answers to these questions can come only from carefully
conducted experiments which not only olosely simulate such exposures and look for physiological, psycho-
logical, and pathologic changes, but also recognize that man is an exceedingly complex mechanism and
that the cause and effect relationship due to the magnetic field may be completely masked by unrelated but
competing processes.
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Sunmary

A magnetic spectrograph for study of very

heavy ion induced reactions is under construe-.

tion at GSI. A new approach to the optimiza-

tion philosophy of heavy ion spectrographs led

to a modular instrument consisting of one 45

bending magnet, two quadrupoles in front of

the dipole and one behind it (QQDQ). Second

order optimization is provided by two separa-

tely powered sextupolei. Important features

are a variable dispersion and a broad range

for kinematical corrections. The magnet para-

meters are given and first measurements on a

sextupole with large reactangular aperture are

reported.

1. Introduction

Whenever the outmost precision for the

spectroscopy of light charged particles is re-

quired magnetic spectrographs are needed^ • '

However the spectroscopy of very heavy ions in-

troduces some new aspects (many different

charge states, good mass resolution, low cross

sections i.e. large solid angle, high back-

ground suppression etc.) and one has to discuss

the specification of such an instrument anew.

Especially the tremendous progress of particle

detectors play a decisive role in the optimi-

zation of such spectrographs. He shall see that

the discussionresults in a redefinition of the

design criteria for heavy ion spectrographs.

Beside the physical reasons the financial point

is to be considered too. The upscaling of the

existing concepts (e.g. the high resolution

spectrographs Q3D) requires a high investment

for features which might not be used later on.

In this contribution we report on the de-

sign features of a spectrograph presently under

construction for the heavy ion accelerator

UNILAC. The guiding idea on one side wa> the

philosophy used for high energy magnetic par-

ticle spectrometers as are separated function

magnets and simple technical realisation with

standard magnets . On the other hand the

experiences with the Berkeley heavy ion spec-

trograph have influenced Che concept. In

the first part the spectrograph design is dis-

cussed. The second part deals with the magnets

in particular with measurements on a large sex-

tupole with rectangular aperture.

2. Spectrometer Design

2.1. Design considerations

At the UNILAC in Darmstadt heavy ion beams

from Carbon to Uranium with specific energies

up to 10 HeV/u are available. The reaction pro-

ducts which are produced with such beams are

characterized by four quantities: the nuclear

mass number A, the nuclear charge Z, the kine-

tic energy T and the atomic charge state C-

Without discussing the details we state that

existing particle detectors or their coinci-

dence arrangements like surface barrier defec-

tors or multicoincidence setups with large area

gas detectors cannot deliver an energy resolu-

tion of better than ДТ/Т - 3-IO~ and a mass

resolution of AA/A « 2*10 for heavy ions.

Therefore a magnetic spectrograph represents

the only possibility to measure these quanti-

ties with highest accuracy (UT/T « 10...10

and ДА/A > 4-10~
3
). A clear disadvantage is

that it can serve for few of the many reaction

channels in a restricted energy range at a tiae

only.

The following relations are usej to deduce
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T and A:

focal plane position x -B-p -fA'T /i; (0

flight time through the instrument t~tA/T (2)

A principle limitation of energy resolu-

tion is given by target straggling and to some

extent by target inbomogenities so that we can
-4

restrict to ДТ/Т í 3-10 .A further stringent

The atomic charge state £ can be extracted from design property is the necessity for kinemati-

an energy measurement with limited resolution cal corrections due to finite solid angle. The

of about 1 Z (e.g. with an ionisation chamber)'. variation of the momentum of the reaction pro-

The measurement of the differential energy loss ducts with reaction angle is usually expressed

delivers the nuclear charge number Z. Heavy ion by the quantity к given through

detectors which give the position (accuracy

= 1 ram), the arrival time (accuracy "1 ns), the

differential energy loss (resolution "I ?) and'

the total energy (resolution »1 2) have been

(3)

with reference momentum p being a function of
(5 6)

developed in recent years * and are already all particles masses involved in the reaction,

in use. However the use of such detectors in the kinetic energy, exothermic energy Q and scat-

focal plane of a spectrograph imposes some re- tering angle ty. Some simple kihematical cal-

quirements in return on the focal plane itself, culations show that a range of 0 ^|k|- 1.5 is

i) The particles have to impinge perpendi-

cularity to the detector,

ii) The length is limited to about 50 cm.

iii) A shift of the detector system for e.g.

kinematic corrections should be avoided.

required in the case of very heavy ions with

high Q-values.

Summarizing these arguments the spectro-

meter has the following requirements dictated

by the physics applications:

a) integration of detector system and spectro-

meter for the determination of particles

identity

b) kinematical correction properties within

a broad range

A further crucial point in specifying a heavy

ion spectrograph is the start time detector. It

is well known that the momentum resolution

is the better the more different the path

length for particles starting with different

angles in the dispersive plane is. Thus a large c) variable dispersion in order to provide

solid angle gives large flight time differences either high momentum resolution or large

which lower the mass resolution. A new concept energy, acceptance,

is the use of a position sensitive start detec-

tor in the entrance of the spectrograph allowing 2.2. Ion optical layout

larger solid angles. Those detectors are just 2.2.1. First order optimization

Using the notation of ref. 7 we express

the first order image width in the focal plane

R
ll*o*

R
l

R
.6

S
o

coming into operation, if one has decided for

this solution it is obvious that the spectro-

graph does not need higher order corrections,

which can be applied by the use of the on line

computer which is required anyhow. This concept

of a "software corrected spectrometer" is well

known from other fields of particle physics

(e.g. ref. 8) and reduces the costs for big

spectrographs decisively. In our case we have

provided both options. Limiting the solid angle one gets an additional contribution from the

to about I msr one can use the time structure kinematics б
ь
 » k-0 leading to
КО

of th; UNILAC beam. By use of a position sensi-

with x
o
, S

o
, 6

Q
 being the spot size, maximum

divergence and aonentum deviation at the target

position and R the transfer matrix of the spec-

trometer. When the kinematical parameter к f О

tive start detector we aim to get 3 msr

without spoiling the momentum resolution.

№]2
R
16

S
o
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Figure 1. Schematic view of the spectrometer with characteristic data.

Making the coefficient of 0 zero in the de-

tection plane through

and therefore the respective contribution

to the mass resolution R,

R,
2

(6)
' 2Í" (11)

the momentum resolving power is given as

Rp-fe-2^-R^ <7>
The solution is given in (7) in the notation

of the characteristic trajectories, wheie

sx = Rj2 is the sine-like function, с r
 « R.,

the cosine-like function and h(t) the curva-

ture function of the central trajectoiy

p

which is equivalent to

R12

(T)h(x)dT - (8)

R
5. '

 R
52>

For the path length difference of the particle

trajectories in the spectrograph one obtains

z « R 5 1 - V ( R 5 2 + k R 5 6 ) 0 o + R 5 6 ' 6 o

As one possible criterion for the optimiza-

tion we take the product of R and R,.. Neg-

lecting the term x "R,j| in eq. (10), i
Q

assumed to be small and using the relation

hl
"52

1+kR-
(12)

which follows from eq. (6), (7) and (9), one

obtains

R
tot

R
p

R
t "

R
S2

(R
52
+kR

56
)(l

+
kR

51
)

We see that for к » 0 (no recoil correction)

this product is independent of.specific spec-

trometer imaging but only dependent on the

system length 1 . Therefore one can increase

R on the account of R,. only. Since one re-

3 2

quires R = 2.5 • 10 and R, г 2 • 10 and
10 and R

A
 = 2

taking into account that R gives the domi-

nant contribution to the mass resolution R,
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a combined resolving power R,

is desired.

tot
10

2.2.2. The GSI spectrograph

In consideration of the arguments given and

particularity in trying to minimize the fi-

nancial investments we have decided for the

followii % compromise . Figure I shows the

spectrograph layout. It consists of a 45

bending magnet. Two quadrupoles Ql, Q2 are

used for the focusing according to eq. (6)

in horizontal and point to point imaging in

vertical direction. This way of kinematical

corrections does not change the dispersion of

the spectrograph (i.e. momentum calibration)

and works for а к range of -1.5 - к - 1.5.

With a large aperture quadrupole the disper-

sion can be changed between 1.5 cm/% and

6 cm/Z. This feature was provided to reduce

the disadvantages of the short focal plane

length (50 cm) and allows an energy accep-

tance between ±302 and Í8Z. It further gives

the possibility to adapt to different experi-

mental situations like broad range low back-

ground measurement or high resolution. The

system length is 7.5 m and for Rt » 6 • 10

we can use a phase space of x 0 » 3 m mr of

the react-'on products. Hhen a position sensi-

tive stfrt detector is used S
oma

crease to 15 mr delivering with

tive stfrt detector is used S will in-
omax

ф - 50
omax

3 msr. Fig. 2 depictsa solid angle ft

z/m

Figure 2. Characteristic trajectories in the

spectrometer as function of longitudinal co-

ordinate z. Horizontal coordinate is drawn up-

ward, vertical coordinate downward.

the characteristic trajectories for к « 0 and

indicated parameters. In fig. 3 the coeffi-

cients Rj j and (R50 * ̂ st)
 a r e

 Pl°
t t e <

'

against the kinematic parameter k. For the

zero crossing of R.. the momentum resolution

is only limited by higher order contributions.

The zero crossing of (R59
 +
 ^"56^ *

s e
1

u
i

v a
~

lent to the case that the faster (or slower)

particles have to travel the same time along

the longer (or shorter) path as the reference

particel does on the reference path 1 . The

sign of к is given by the deflection direc-

tion of the spectrograph with respect to the

beam. Therefore one can choose for к ^ 0 for

optimum R or R» by turning the spectrograph

to one or the other side of- .the beam.

-2 1 0 1 2

kinemaiical parameter к

Figure 3. Magnification R., and parameter

Re* * (R57
 +
 kRcg) as a function of kinemati-

cal parameter k. Bunch length is given through

Rl52 7.5 m.

2.2.3. Second order correction

The horizontal aperture B
m a x

 is limited to

_ 15 mr and is ouch larger in vertical direction.

Therefore T.-. and T
144

are the dominant con-

tributions which are optimized by means of the

small sectupole SEX 1. The big sextupole SEX 2

minimizes the coefficient Tjjg in order to pro-

duce a perpendicular focal plane with respect

to the reference trajectory. The contributions
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from Tj jg and T
J 2 2

 a r e n o t
 negligable in all

cases but do not seriously affect the design

aim for R . Fig. 4 shows the 2. order resolu-

tion for various target spot sizes as a func-

tion of the horizontal aperture angle for

к - 0.

R
1 6

> k )

fp/p Ю'

30

20

10

•

«0

'о

\

- 0.05cm

= 0.1cm

5

/

x„=005cm II
y„=í01cm Я

7
\ y0 =iO.)5cm

\» = i 50mr

Í0 15 80/mr

0 1 2 3 íí/msr

Figure 4. Momentum resolution in second or-

der for various target spot sizes (k - 0).

For cases of special interest e.g. small

energy acceptance and snail solid angle when

only a part of the focal plane is used both

sextupoles can be used to optimize aberra-

tions generally. The 2. order calculations

have been performed using the well known

codes TRANSPORT(9) and TURTLE(I2>.-Higher

order calculations using the MIT-RAY-TRACING-

Code
(13)

did not deliver important contribu-

tions for the resolution requirements here.

2.3. baam matching

The matching of the beam to the spectrometer

has been investigated by several authors in

recent years (e.g. I), 13)). When R is the

transfer matrix of the spectrometer, S the

matrix of the beam handling system and T in-

cludes the target geometry the coordinate in

the focal plane is given by

+VR16

The index zero indicates the coordinates at

the beam handling system entrance and @ 2 is

the horizontal aperture of the spectrograph

and 52 the relative momentum loss in the re-

action. С is a momentum matching factor

O5)

The coefficient of £>2 is zeroed by the kine-

matical correction (section 2.2.2.). The

UNILAC delivers beams with an energy spread

of UE/E * 4 • IO~ when the debuncher system

is used. Therefore only the coefficient of 0
(13)

is important and no "complete matching

has been enforced. This coefficient is elimi-

nated by "kinematical defocusing" at the tar-

get1 . The focus has to be moved by

R 6 кД1

for this purpose. In our case for к values up

to 1.5 Д1 is some meters and momentum resol-

ving powers up to 1500 for the largest k-va-

lues are obtained.

The calculation of the beam matching has

been done again by means of TRANSPORT. We have

used a similar target transformation as in

ref. 13). The total transformation can be

given by

x - RT
2
(T,Sx

0
 + iff) - M,x

o
 + Mjft (17)

where the matrices T, and T, are given by

t 0 0 0 0 0\
0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 1 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0..

i I O O O 1 0 /
\0-k О 0 О С'

о о о о i о
\0+k 0 0 0 1.
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and W is a random additional vector repre-

senting the scattering and momentum loss in

the reaction. Taking advantage of the two

parallel usable transfer matrices of the

TRANSPORT code the optimization of the spec-

trometer and the beam handling system is

easily accomplished.

3. The magnets

3.1. Magnet design

In order to obtain the required flexibi-

lity to reduce the costs as much as possible

and to simplify the set up and tuning we have

used standard beam handling magnets. The three

quadrupoles are on loan from DESY. The dipole

magnet and the sextupoles were newly con-

structed. All magnets have straight pole

edges and are supplied with mirror plates

which seem to be important because of the

narrow distances and otherwise overlapping

fringing fields.

The dipole magnet with bending radius

of 2 m and bending angle 45 is of window

frame type. It has a pole gap of 130 mm and

gap width of 310 mm. Maximum field is 1.6 T

and the maximum power loss in the coils is

250 kH.

The whole system is mounted on a turntable

which can be rotated by ±135° against beam

line axis. The vacuum system with three cryo-

genic pumps will provide a pressure in the

magnets of less than 10 torr in spite of

thin detector windows. Charge exchange during

the long flight path in the magnets would

disturb the ion optical features of the in-

strument. Total weight is about 40 to and

total power consumption is 650 kW.

3.2. The large aperture sextupole magnet

The two sextupole magnets of the spec-

trometer are used for correction of second

order effects. The small sextupole at the

entrance side with a circular aperture of

100 mm is of standard design, whereas the

sextupole behind the analyzing dipole magnet

had to be designed for an aperture of
о

118 • 300 mm . It was decided to construct

/in

a sextupole with elliptic aperture
4
 .

Assuming a vertex ratio of a./b > 2.62

(a - 157.2 mm, b - 60 mm) the ratio of the

pole tip fields is B^Bjj - 6.86 and the ratio

of the ampere turns for the coils (N'D /

(NI)
b
 - 18. In order to produce the sextupole

field distribution the pole contour must be

designed according to

2 3 3
3yx • у + a for the large pole

3yx
2
 » y

3
 - b

3
 for the small pole

A technical scheme of the magnet is given in

figure 5. The pole length is 260 mm, the to-

tal length including mirror plates, each

20 mm thick, is 480 mm.

Figure 5. Cross section through large sextu-

pole. In the lower half the.limits of the

coils are indicated.

The current for the large pole is given by

(N-I)
a
 » a-B

a
/(3y

Q
) assuming that the perme-

ability is ii • • for the magnet iron. Field

calculations using the TRIM/POISSON code
(15
*

were performed in order to optimize the pole

shape. It was found that for a pole tip field

of B
a
 - 0.8 T the maximum flux density inside

the irons is 1.7 T; when designing the magnet

it was assumed that the maximum field inside

the yoke might increase by about 10 X due to

the fringing fields of the very short magnet.

Measurements on the sextupole magnet

showed two surprising effects:

(a) The magnetic flux as measured by electro-

nic integration of the voltage induced into
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a v;ire loop around Che prle base and the

yoke is not 10 7. but 60 % higher than the

calculated value. Due to the steel saturation

the maximum pole tip fields are therefore re-

duced to .64 T at the design value of

33000 A turns.

(b) At high currents the ratio of the pole

tip fields deviates from the design value of

B

a
/

B
b = 6.86 to values as small as 5.0 when

driving the coils of the large and snail

poles in series by the same power supply. The

field measured along the magnetic axis reaches

values of 200 Gauft.

The large contribution of the stray

fields to the magnetic flux is not yet fully

understood. The reduction in rhe maximum sex-

tupole strength is partly compensated by the

increase of the effective length (300 mm,

iigure 6). Therefore the spectrometer can

still he operated at maximum dipole field.

GSI PJ-7J-0U6C

hexapole strength along
magnet axis

30 cm

magnet
cemer

pole
edge

i-igure 6. Sextupole strength along magnet

axis and effective field boundary.

Saturation of the poles is also the reason

for the second effect; at-high currents only

the large poles run into saturation while the

magnetic flux in the small poles due to the

lower tip fields is still small.

In order to compensate for the satura-

tion effects we drive now the coils of the

large and the small poles by two independent

power supplies. By suitable adjustment of the

currents it is possible to get zero field on

the axis and approximately the theoretical

field ratio В
а
/В

ъ
 » 6.86

20000
Power supply .of small poles , '
adjusted toget central- '

697 I

бв7 г

г

10000 20000 30000
excitation of large poles/ A

Figure 7. Excitation function and ratio of

tip fields of large and small poles versus

current.

Adjusting the currents in that way results

in a fairly good sextupole field distribution.

Figure 8 shows the results for the maximum

current (N-I)
a
 - 33000 A. For lower excitation

currents the sextupole has approximately

the same quality.

10

S 0.5

1

к * к magnet center
1 • ' srrayfeld.p*edoe
• • • strcyfield, 5cm from pole edges
л «a stroyheld, 10cm from poleedges

(otthemirror plates)

- parabolic fitfoi-6sxfcro»*6

NI=33000A

-15 -W -5 0 5 Ю
horizontal position/cm

Figure 8. Field distribution in the central

horizontal plane at various positions along

the axis.
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DISCUSSION

A. G. Brent.ie : I did not get your point about the balance

between momentum and mass resolution. Is it possible to comment

on this?

D. Sohiill : Рог the formulas I have to refer to the written text

of the paper which I had to shorten in the oral presentation.

But I should comment to the formulas that one cannot have both

good momentum resolution and no differences in the path lengths

to get good time resolution respectively mass resolution and in

addition a large solid angle since they are indirect or direct

proportional to the path length differences and cancel out. This

holds correctly only for no kinematical correction.
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"PERFORMANCE OF THE QMG/2, A NEW SPECTROGRAPH FOR NUCLEAR RESEARCH

A.fi. Drentje

Kernfysisch Versneller Instituut, University of Groningen

Groningen, The Netherlands

The QIIG/2 magnetic spectrograph is operational since early 1977. Initial tests with 47 MeV

a-particles gave a best overall energy resolution of 11 keV, corresponding with an intrinsic

spectrograph noeentun resolution of at вах. I x 10 .A detector system with two 2-diraen-

sional detectors and a scintillator is about operational. Detailed ion-optical measurements

have not been performed. The action of the snake is demonstrated in a simple experiment .

Introduction

The QMG/2 magnetic spectrograph, designed to use in conjunction with the 160 q /A AVF

cyclotron at the KVI, became operational beginning of 1977. The configuration is quadrupole-

multipole-dipole-multipole-dipole-dipole (see fig. 1); moreover the exit boundary of the

second dipole (D2) and the entrance boundary of D3 are equipped with flexible devices (called

"snakes") which can be used to correct deviations from a straight focal plane. Measurements
2 3}

in the fringing field of 03 have been reported earlier ' ; the results verify that the

effective field boundaries (EFB) of a magnet can easily be adjusted with the snake

Tests

4)

Initial tests have been performed using 47 MeV a-particles elastically scattered from a

thin Au foil, with the spectrograph at a reaction angle of 16°. A solid state position

sensitive detector (Ortec, 47 x 6} mm, 2 mm thick} was mounted on a small carriage which

could be moved along the focal plane. The quadrupole field of the second multipole (M2Q)

was used to obtain a first order image on the detector. This is necessary in case kinematic

effects in the nuclear reaction occur; for a change &k » +0.1 of the kinematic factor

к " (l/p)|dp/de| the focal plane position would shift towards the spectrograph by approx.

60 cm which has to be corrected by defocussing of M2Q. With the other correction magnets

OMS/t Sp»clfQ«roph,

Fig. I. Layout of the magnetic spectrograph.
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Fig. 2. The QMG/2 spectrograph. The following components can be seen (from left to right):

beam-line, sliding-seal scattering chamber, quadrupole magnet, multipole magnet Ml,

first dipole Dl (with a small telescope positioned on the entrance optical axis),

multipole magnet H2, and dipole magnet D2. The third magnet D3 and the detector

chamber are located behind D2.

at the prescribed settings it turned out to be fairly easy to obtain an overall position

resolution of 1.7 mm (see fig. 3). The best value is 1.3 mm FWHM, found in a measurement in

the lou momentum half of the focal plane. This value is the width of a peak obtained by

summing S spectra of a vertical scan; we observed an image height of max. 20 cm. A decomposi-

tion of the observed line width into its various contributions (see table 1) shows that the

intrinsic spectrograph resolution in these cases does not exceed a value of 1.1 mm which

corresponds to a momentum resolution Др/р-1 х 10 .

Detectors

The ion optical tests have been performed in parallel with tests of the position sensitive

detector system which has to span the 110 cm focal plane. In order to obtain a very flexible

facility we have chosen for a setup which gives not only the detected particle position, but

also incident angle, АБ and E, time of flight, vertical position and angle . This was real-

ized by having two position sensitive detectors, one in the focal plane and one 10 cm behind,

followed by a plastic scintillator. We used a proportional counter with a low resistive wire,

Table I. Contributions to line width (mm) in the focal plane

Observed
Energy spread of incident beam ( < 2 j
Energy straggling in target .,
Image width due to finite beam spot
Spectrograph aberrations
Intrinsic detector resolution
Position in focal plane fi-(p-p )/p

a)

,t

10

/z

-
4
)

(Др/р).

typical
see fig.

1.3
1.0

<0.2
0.7
0
0.4

centre (<5«0)

t

3

1.7
1.0

<0.2
0.7
1.1
0.4

best case

1.3

<0.2
<0.7
<0.7
0.4
S—3*

The momentum dispersion is 113
The cyclotron beam spot ( 1 x 2 mm) overlapped just partially with the Au spot of 1 mm on
the formvar backing.
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Efoctie McaVtrmg of 47 MeV
on thin Au target at V* 16*

[lH
_Г

Ik
FWHMS l.3mfti ~ J T

o-porlicles

j A'9msr

1 overall ДЕ/ES 2.9x10

position along local plane

Fig. 3. Spectra obtained with a solid state position sensitive detector at the centre of the

focal plane, showing the influence of ion optical aberrations when the solid angle

is opened.

and measured the position via the ratio of charges collected left and right. To be sure that

all particles will be collected in the relatively large vertical extension of the focal

plane (3-6 cm) we combined the proportional counter with a vertical drift chamber, where the

drift time can be used to measure the vertical coordinate. At present this detector setup is

undergoing tests in the spectrograph and is about operational.

Snakes

The measurements in the fringing field of dipole magnet D3, where a pair of snakes is

installed, have shown that a small change of the EFB shape can be obtained by an adjustment

of the snake in a ratio of approximately 1 : 5. However, it is important to check the action

of the snakes with particles at the focal plane position, because the aim is to obtain a

straight focai plane. We have done one simple test. Three particle "rays" were prepared in the

median plane with 8«44 mr("right"), e«O("central"), 9—44 mr("left"), respectively. The fields

were set such that these particles passed the entrance of dipole magnet D3 (with snake) at the

high momentum side, and approximately 10 cm apart, which is a distance equal to the spacing

of the snake adjustment screws. The position of the three rays was measured with the solid

state detector in the focal plane, and the snake in the design position (position I). Next,

the snake was shifted by 5 mm at the high momentum side (position II) but left in its place at

the centre and low momentum side. We observe that the right side ray moves to the right, the

left ray moves to the left, while the central ray stays in position, see fig. 4. Another shift

of the snake across roughly the same distances to position III gives the same result (table 2).

What can be learned? First of all it has to be remarked that the snake was not displaced

according to the receipt described in ref. 2, 3, because only shifts towards the magnet were

done. It is obvious that the magnetic potential of the snake comes closer to that of the pole

piece, so that the EFB as a whole will move out. Thus the shift of the left ray to the left can

be understood. The quantitative amount of the shifts cannot be compared so well with the cal-

culated value because of the above mentioned reason. However, the action of the snakes is to

our opinion nicely demonstrated if one considers the relative shifts of the rays in the focal

plane (2,7 mm) obtained with a 10 mm displacement of the snake at one end.
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ЮО

—odjMt Krtwt

Fig. 4. Measurement of the effect of snake adjustment on the ray position ist the focal plane

(not to scale).

Table 2. Effect of snake displacement.

left central right ray

в—Alt
- 1

- 0
4

.2

.6

0
0

<0
6

.1

.1

+44
1.
0.
8

5
7

mr
ma
mm
nm

total shift in focal plane
corresponding shift of D3-EFB (calculated)
snake displacement at ray position

Conclusions

The measurements of the properties of the spectrograph up to now have given results which

are in close agreement with the design. A full evaluation of the ion optical properties of the

instrument, however, will still have to await more extensive ray tracing tests, which are

planned for the near future.
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DISCUSSION

D. George : Could you please explain how the snake is physically

fixed to the magnet?

A. G. Drent.1e » The snakes consist of 50x50 mm packages of 100

transformer steel strips, approx, 1m long. They are mounted

above and below the median plane, between the coils, with no

magnetic connection between the pole piece and snake.

S. J. St.Lorant : You have described the effect of the pole

piece snakes. How do you adjust them mechanically to achieve

the necessary deformation?

Л. G. Drent^e : Adjustments can be done "by hand", using adjust-

ment screws, which are mounted 10 cm apart. It is possible to

change the snake at one position some 5 mm while leaving it in

place at the other positions.
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INFLUENCE OF POLE PIECE GEOMETRY AND MICTOIHHOMOGENEITIES IN THEIR MATÉRIÁI

ON THE CONFIGURATION OF THE MAGNETIC FIELD IN AIR GAP

M. В в u e г and В. К г é 1
Technica l U n i v e r s i t y of Brno, Facu l ty of E l e c t r i c a l Eng ineer ing

0. C h r a m o s t e
Institute of Scientific Instruments of the Czechoslovak Academy

of Sciences, Brno

The nonuniformity of the pole piece materiel structure causing unsyn-

metrical field distribution in the air gap can be found by measuring the

ultrasound attenuation in the magnetic flux direction in the pole pieces

before their final machining. This selection of the most suitable pole piece

pairs is used in manufacturing laboratory magnets.

Homogeneity of magnetic fields in the air gap of laboratory magnets is

an important factor for many experiments in physics. Solving this problem

for high levels of magnetic induction and the air gaps about 30 mm length,

we have searched the theoretical assumptions for obtaining necessary homo-

geneity by means of MAGNET and TRIM programs which allow the solution of

two dimensional models of magnetic circuits with respect to the nonlineer

characteristic of materials.

Especially the influence of changes of the pole piece diameter/air gap

length ratio for various induction in the air gap and influence of adjuste-

inent of pole piece geometry (tapered and exponencial pole pieces, pole

pieces with concave cavity etc.) have been examined.

The computation gave a good review especially on the mechanism of air

field configuration changes. But certain discrepancy which has been found

for some realized pole pieces cannot be explained as a difference between

the two dimensional solution and the three dimensional reality.

Not only the same geometry of the pole piece pair but also the cor-

responding magnetic properties in the whole volume is the necessary assump-

tion for obtaining a very homogenous field. If the material permeability of

both pole pieces is not the same, the fluxllnes leave pole pieces under

different angles. It causes unsymmetricel flux distribution with respect to

the air gap symmetry plane. This phenomenon has a greater influence 8t small

permeability values, i.e. at high fields (above 2,1 Tesla in iron).

Presumption of conformity of physical properties of the soft magnetic

materials is not usually fulfilled for casted and forged ingots. Chemical

and especially crystalic structure is not uniformly spreaded over the whole

volume of the ingot and it also causes inhomogeneities of magnetic properties

of the ingot.
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Therefore a nondestructive method has been searched which would enable

already at the beginning of the machining the selection of pole pieces with

the same magnetic properties» Measurement of the ultrasound attenuation in '

the direction of the magnetic flux in the pole piece proved to be the most

suitable method because there is a mutual connection between the ultra-

sound attenuation, material structure and its magnetic properties.

In this way the selection of the most suitable pairs of pole pieces

securing the required parameters of magnetic field in air gap is made

possible* In practice this procedure is used in manufacturing magnets for

met spectrometers.

Aclmowlegements
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DISCUSSION

A. G. A. M. Armstrong : How does the relative Permeability de-

pend on the attenuation of the ultrasonic pulses? What is the

relative permeability for the attenuations shown in the slide?

M. Bauer : Dependence of ц on the attenuation: smaller att. -*r

smaller u_ —» smaller grain siae in the material. Like all

nondestructive methods, this method, too, is a comparing method.

We seek similar materials pole-pieces, with the same structure

and so, with the same permeability. The absolute value is not

important here. In the measurement on the figure, B
Q
 (flux den-

sity in the centre) was 2,55 T. ]fc was about 10 to 15.

S, J. St.Lorant : How thick a piece of material can you analyze?

M. Bauer : For the frequency 4- MHz and pure iron about 100 mm.

For alloys Fe-Co about 100 mm, but at 2 MHz.

P. A. Reeve : How good was the homogeneity achieved?

M. Bauer : The relative difference of flux density was smaller

than 10~
6
 in the distance about 6 mm from the axis.
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THE SUPERCONDUCTING MEDICAL
FACILITY AT SIN

J. Zellweger, G. Vécsey, Л. Horváth

N, Swiss Institute for Nuclear Research
CH-W34 Villigen

Switzerland

Abstract

A supsrcanducting тт-meson
spectrometer designed for 220 MeV/c
maximum momentum is under construc-
tion at SIN. The Stanford type double
torus design was adapted for a primary
proton beam'.^The asynmetric dispersion-
free system of 1 stBrad solid angle
acceptance will concentrate a design
flux of about 2.10

9
 тг/sec on the

malignant tissue to be irradiated.

The magnet is indirectly cooled
by forced flow of supercritical
Helium, a method which has been
successfully used in our supercon-
ducting muon channels (2,3),

Introduction

The application Df 7Г mesons-.for
well localized deposition of high LET
dose in deeply sited tumours was pro-
posed some 15 years ago (4), Physical
characteristics and some of the radio-
biological aspects of pion irradiation
have been studied over the last decade
at limited intensities, i'loderjte to
high intensity pion beams are gradually
becoming available as "meson factories"
(such as LAMPF/USA, TRIUMF/Canada,
SIN/Switzerland) start to operate
their accelerators up to the designed
values (last 3 years).

After the commissioning of the
600 MeV proton beam at SIN in
December 1974, basic radiobiological
experiments and preclinical dosimetric
studies, were started. These activities,
representing the first stage of our
biomedical program, will soon be
limited by the still relatively low
7i intensity. Presently available dose
rates are of the order of rads per
minute in about 100 ccm volume, a level
more or less common to all the meson
factories mentioned above. Clearly,
the needs of therapists are 1 to 2
orders of magnitude higher, and as
extrapolations in radiobiology are
nearly impossible (because of the dose
rate dependence of tissue damage), a

need for a more effective pion channel
became .evident even for preclinical
studies.

Encouraged by the progress of
clinical work at LAMPF and supported
by a stimulated European interest
(Germany, Netherlands, Great Britain)
SIN decided in fall 1975 to prepare
for the second stage of the medical
orog:am, which should lead up to
systematic clinical tests of pion
therapy.

A superconducting double wheel
spectrometer of the Stanford SPIPG-
type (̂ J promised to guarantee the
highest pion per proton ratio, i.e.
the highest pion dose x volume per
primary current.

Its unique radial multiport £r:o-
metry results in an enhancement of the
already favorable intrinsic advantages
of the pion absorption depth-dose
distribution. The 3 dimensional
matching of the irradiated region to
the needs of the therapists can be
achieved with minimum dose to the sur-
rounding normal tissue. Elaborate
computational therapy planning programs
to achieve this are in preparation.
Building and technical supply
installations for housing the 5 m
diameter "Applicator" including refriger-
ation system should be completed by
spring 78.

The pion applicator

The applicator (Fig. 1) essen-
tially consists of two toroidal magnets
on a common axis defined by the primary
proton beam. The toroidal field is gene-
rated by superconducting pancakes
(60 coils per torus), subdividing the
pion flux into 60 individual beams of
common central momentum. The momentum
width and intensity of each beam is con-
trolled individually by a variable slit
in the dispersion plane. The magnets are.
suspended in a commo/h vacuum chamber;
optical alignment can be established in
the cold state. Forward neutrons and
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Fig. 1 cross sectional view of the biomedical applicator indicating details of the vacuum
chamber: pancake coils of both torusmagnots, alignment systpm, iron bl'ick scruini;
as neutron and proton shield, beam dump, movnabln slits and th<' nsti^nt. bank.
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protons are shielded by a large
cylindrical steel block (140 t) inside
the chamber. Thermal radiation shields
at 9D°K cover the inner walls and a
proton collimator should protect the
entrance coils from radiation damage
and excessive nuclear radiation
heating. The pion beams leave the
vacuum through 60 aluminium windows
and enter the patient after crossing
a monitor chamber assembly. The
position of the patient, the pion
momentum (i.e. magnet current) and
the slit positions are controlled by
a microprocessor according to a
therapy plan prepared on an off line
computer.

Beam optics

Beam trajectories are shown in
a cross sectional view (Fig. 2). The
primary proton beam hits the target
in position A and is stopped in the
beam dump after the target. Picns
leaving the target on the central
trajectory at an angle of 60o pass
the first slit (p-shield) and enter
the first torus (magnet 1) at B. After
С they are practically parallel to
the z-axis. At D they pass the
moveable slits and enter the second
magnet at C . Leaving B', perpendicular
to Lhe z-axis they pass the last slit
including the window of the vacuum
chamber and hit A' on the z-axis
(the center of the tumor).

The asymmetric arrangement with
magnets rotating the beam vector of
the central ray from 60° to 0° and
0.O to -90° is different from the
Stanford design, which is symmetrical
with angles of 75° to 0° and 0° to-75°.
This geometry was chosen mainly for the
fallowing two reasons:

a) pion production cross sections are

higher at 60° for protons '
5
'

b) a perpendicular beam is more adapted
cu treatment per slice, since
information of presently available
CAT-scanners is delivered per sues,
i.e. it is especially fitted to

• therapy.

The requirements on the optical
design are listed below:

- solid angle acceptance 1 sterad
- approximately 1:1 optical imaging
- dispersion-free system
- maximal transmission (ir-decay!)
- production angle 60°, irradiation

angle perpendicular to --axis.

Boundary conditions were defined by
the required shielding length and the
f.ize of the patient tank allowing
for adequate s jnning movements in 3
dimensions.

After defining the main dimen-
sions by first order calculations '•°

a
'

the optimal resign was accomplished
by the use of elaborate computer beam
optic programs. Final parameters were
decided after full agreement between
two independent evaluation methods. In
addition to the standard matrix
calculations TRANSPORT/TURTLE

 ( 6 )
 a

ray tracing program '7' was developed
at SIN, which integrates the path of
charged particles on a step-by-step
basis.

First order matrix calculation
•Fixed the beam parameter assuming
perpendicular entrance and exits at the
polefaces of the magnets: В, С, C ,
B', and the "curvature x radius"-
constant per magnet.

A second order calculation intro-
duced curvature at the pole faces
vhich improved the focussing effects.
Due to fringe field azimuthal de-
flection the pole faces had to be
rotated by a small angle, which was an
important step towards reduction of
jvurall losses. The angles and radii
are listed in table 1 (see Fig. 2).
Thp final design satisfied all the
initial requirements of the system;
the accepted naximum momentum band
being 7.3 %.

Forces and torque on
the pancake coil

Toroids with their typical
magnetic field tend to collapse in
order to achieve a lower energy state.
With high fields the centripetal force
increases. In addition, the single
coils, being part of the torus, start
to rotate once they are out of the
symmetrical balance. This torque is
not negligible and is important for
the overall mechanical stability of the
torus magnet.

Numerical values derived from a
computer program, which calculates the
exact B-field of single coils in a
toroidal arrangement f^)

 а г в
 listed in

table 4.

The mirror force of the iron
shield was found to be less than 1kp
per coil.
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X.

MAGNET 1
MAGNET 2

QS

Fig. 2 Pion trajectories from a point source at A calculated for
constant momentum. The final coil shapes with curvature
and tilt at В, С. С , В' are shown.

Fig. 3 pancake coil design of magnet 1

1) coil frame
2) contour of the frame
3) center line of the winding
4), 5), 6), support rings
7) central ray
B) beam envelope
9) heat shield

Fig. 4 cross sectional
view of super-
conductor
winding

1) coil frame
2) vacuum

impregnated
epoxy cast

3) Nb-Ti-copper
winding

4) copper
cooling tube

5) cap
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The coils were designed to
counteract these forces arid are there-
fore made out of vetresit 300 - пз-
inforced epoxy(Fig. 3). In addition
they are rigidly attached to 3 support
rings, which prevent the coils from
collapsing or rotating.

Magnetic and Electrical
properties

All important magnet data are
listed in table 3.

The superconducting cable of
Nb-Ti-coppfir (table 2) is designed for
100Q A. A higher current capacity
seemed appropriate for less inductance
and to avoid high voltage in case of
a quench. The refrigerator losses
howpver increase too, which necessitates
a compromise.

Pion therapy of tumors requires
я slow dppth scan of pions. Therefore
the current must be varied too, and
A.C.-losses which subsequently arise
i.iust be minimized. Although the
frequency is relatively low, losses
are not negligible (see table 5).

In the case of a quench a large
fraction of the stored energy must he
removed within seconds to protect the
superconductor from permanent damage.
Because of the high voltage peak (4kV)
the cable must be insulated with
capton.

The cable is wound onto the coil
fraros as indicated in figure 4. Two
горряг cooling tubes insulated by
glass cloth are responsible for the
cooling of the entire coil. A cap which
is riveted to the frame prevents the
energized winding from moving. The
whole structure is vacuum impregnated.

Cooling, control and
protection

The cooling circuit is connected
to a multipurpose He-refrigerator with
high .pressure output. The principles
successfully used in the SIN muon
channels are also applied to the bio-
medical applicator **'. Important data
are listed in table 5.

Each torus is a separate load for
the refrigerator, and oach is divided
into twelve smaller loops (i.e. in
groups of 5 coils each).

All cooling modes of the
applicator are controlled by an auto-

matic system, which provides the
required safety, alarm and interlock
conditions. In the steady state the
applicator being uptimally controlled,
additional liquefaction at the
refrigerator.is possible.

Important working modes are
listed below (see fig. 5):

- in a first cool down phase 4 groups
consisting of 3 small loops are
connected in parallel and cooled
simultaneously. The gas flow is con-
trolled by the level sensor in the
refrigerator. The gas returns warm.

- As the temperature drops the gas at
approximately 30°K is returned cold
to th<« last heat exchanger (HX 6).
'his permits a higher gas flow. In
addition all coils are connected
simultaneously in series 6y
pneumatically driven cold valves.

- As the He-level rises in the cryostat
bath, control is switched over to the
cryostat He-level sensor, which re-
gulates the flow to the steady state
values.

The magnet is automatically
decoupled from the refrigerator and
deenergized when a quench occurs, in
urder to protect the second magent from
an induced quench.

Quench detection is based on
voltage difference sensing, comparing
2 identical coil groups, and continu-
ously monitors the magnets when
energized. Each coil group is monitored
bv two detectors.

1
'

(2)

( 3 )

t 5
'

f 7 )
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Fig. 5 schematic diagram of the cooling circuit indicating
the refrigerator (compressor, expansion turbines and
beat exchangers) with the cryogenic load of one
torusmagnet, the cryostat and the heat shields. The
torus (60 coils) is divided into 12 loops of 5 coils
each as shown.
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TABLE 1 TABLE 2

point
in Fig. 2

В

С

С

В
1

pole face
rotation
angle
(degrees)

+ 1.6

+ 1.6

+ 1.5

+ 1.3

field
boundary
curvature:1/p

|m-1|

- 0.4

- 0.4

- 0.55

- 0.55

Wire

Wire

and .Scan data

copper area A = 4
С U

NbTi-area A-,... = 0.

A
cu

 t 0 A
NbTi

 r a t i 0 =

filamentdiameter =

Cable: dimension =

Scan data: Scan frequency =

B-field scan

A.C.-loss

mm

5 mm

6:1

30 pm

3x1.5 mm

0.032 Hz

530 G/sec

10 W

TABLE 3

MAGNET DATA

operating temperature range • 4.

PION Impuls :

COIL DATA

maximal B-field
on winding

currant

turns

Ampere turns

enclosed flux
per turn

average length/

turn

MAGNET DATA

magnetic energy

Inductance

B-field x radius

total turns

total length

220 MeV/c

MAGNET 1

2

963

150

144480

3 T

2 A

AT

0.707 Vsec

2

3

Б.

1 .

9000

25000

6 m

Ю

Б Н

73 Tm

m

2° T 5.2°

MAGN
C
T 2

2

919

126

115820

0.99

3

3

a
1

7560

26460

К

.4

.2

T

A

M

Vsec

.5

.5

.1

.4

m

MJ

H

Tm

m
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TARI

Magnet 1

Magnet 2

centripetal
force

kp

2600

3800

Torque:
Rotation-
axis parallel

to z-axis

kpm per 1°

600

720

Torques
Rotat iun -
axis
perpendicular

to z-axis

kpm per 1°

600

1600

magnetic

pressure on
winding per
unit length

kp/cm

115

92

The following assumption was made: 59 of 60 pancake coils are fixed
in position, while one coil was shifted or rotated around a given
axis (the attachement axis).

Т А : i

Cooling Parameters

Refrigerator output: cooling power: 500in' at 4.5°K

pressure 1

pressure 2

Cooling conditions for

the applicator: max.temp.

pressure drop

Magnet data (calculated losses in

Magnet 1

Magnet 2

Suspension

5

in

T ra n s -
fer-
line

10

20

radi-
ation
loss

40

50

: 16 ata at 90°K

: 10 ata at 4.5°K

: 5.2
D
K

: 7 at

Watts)

Y-

heat

40

A.C.-
loss

10

10

Total

loss

105

85

1000 A
current
leads

0.2 g/s

0.2 g/s
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DISCUSSION

P. A. Beeve : What are the momentum acceptance and maximum pion
energies?
J. Zellweper : momentum acceptance; p = 220 MeV/c

pion energy: E í 120 MeV .
A. G. Drent.ie : I have a question concerning the first order
design. I understand that you bend the pions over 60° and then
over 90°. You spend quite some money for those magnets. Isn't
it cheaper to turn the patient? How is the cross-section for
pion production at forward angles?
J. Zellweger : 1) pion production cross-section is higher at 60°
than at 90°. Also, the target is outside the chamber, which was
believed to be an advantage.

2) beam optics calculation were done extensively
with matrix-programs and integration of path by a step by step
basis.
S. J. St.Lorant : The primary beam strikes the target on the
same axis as the patient is introduced. What precautions do you
envision to ensure that the patient does not receive excessive
exposure to strong radiation?
J. Zellweger : Precautions: - close the variable slits (0.5 s)

- close the beam shutters (2 systems)
• and transporting the patient out-

side the patient tank
- deenergize the magnets.

A. Otter : What is the cost of the facility?
J. Zellweger : The budget is unknown to me!
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GENERAL REGULARITIES IM THE PHYSIOLOGICAL REGENERATION OP TISSUES
OF 1CA1EKALS EXPOSED TO MAGNETIC FIELDS OF HIGH AND SUH3RHIGH STRENGTH

A.D.Strzhizhovslcy, G.V.Galaktionova. O.P.Anashlcin,
P.A.Cheremnykh

I n s t i t u t e of Biomedical Problems, USSR Ministry of Heal th , Moscow,
USSR

Summary. Short-term exposure of mice t o strong magnetic f i e l d s r e s u l t s i n a
reversible inhibition of mitotic activity. The effect of the exposure in-
creases with magnetic intensity; it appears to be higher for vertical field
as compared with that of horizontal field» During prolonged exposures inhi-
bition of mitotic activity may be replaced with i t s stimulation. Simulta-
neously tissue resistance to a changed environment increases. The frequency
of chromosomal aberrations in tissues examined did not increase as a result
of the exposure to the used magnetic fields» Changes in the cell population
were small and disappeared rapidly after the exposure»

* * *
The present communication gives a brief summary of results of studying the
mitotic index, frequency of chromosome aberrations and the cell count in the
corneal epithelium and bone marrow of mice exposed to a constant magnetic
field (CMF) of 1.0-39*4 IcOe for 0.5 hour to 15 days and infralow frequency
magnetic field (IFUF) of 3-127 icOe for I hour. Kore detailed data on the / ,
experimental procedures and results obtained have been published elsewhere.4 •
Our experiments demonstrated high resistance of mammals to strong magnetic
fields. Although motor activity of experimental mice was lower than that of
the controls, none of them died while being in the active zone of the ele-
ctromagnet or immediately7 after removal out of i t . Some of the animals which
were exposed to CMF of 39*4 kOe for 3 hours and to an IFHF of 127 IcOe for
I hour were kept under observation for 35 days. All of them remained alive
and looked normal.

Fig. I gives the results of measuring the mitotic index of the corneal epi-
thelium immediately after the exposure to the horizontal CMF of 39.4 kOe was
terminated. The mitotic index decreased during an exposure for no more than
3 hours, toe level of the effect being increased with the time of the exposu-
re only within the f irst hour. Between 1 and 3 hours of the exposure the
slope of the curve declined significantly and then, although the exposure
was continued, the mitotic index began to increase and reached 156.8+16.6%
of the norm by the 8th hour. It can be assumed that three hours i s tSe
critical time after which compensatory stimulation of the mitotic activity
starts to predominate over the inhibitory effect of the CMF and the process
of adaptation to the CÍCF becomes overt. Even after a 24 hour exposure to a
CKF of the above intensity the mitotic index does not decrease*

EXPOSURE TO CONSTANT FIELD 0F39MKOE

t ' 4 ' 6 8 0
HOURS Ш MAGHET

CONSTANT FIELD 0F33Jl КОЕ
CORNEAL У

2 0 W
/«TBVS/ТУ ÍKOí)

Fig. 1. Response-exposure time
dependence for horizontal
C1IF.

Fig. 2. Response-intensity dependence
for horizontal CHF.
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Fig. 2 illustrates the results of studying the relationship between mitotic
activity of the coxneal epithelium and the field intensity during an expo-
sure to the horizontal CJJF of varying duration. It can be seen that during
a 3 hour exposure-the effect-intensity dependence may be approximated by the
straight line whose slope corresponds to the decrease of the mitotic index
by 1.4% with an increase in the intensity by I IcOe. The effect-intensity
dependence has a different pattern during a 8 hour exposure. With an increase
in the intensity from 9.9 to 39*4 IcOe the mitotic index grows by 2% per I
kOe. However, during an exposure to a CHF of less than 10 IcOe the mitotic
activity does not augment.

EXPOSURE TO CONSTWT FIELD OF -I КОЕ

Us
JÉ.SO

Z 3 Ч^ 5

DAYS ш T

EXPOSURE TO CONSTAKT FIELD OF 1H0E
COR№L PmEUUtt

I ffTiMY5 EXPOSURE.j

1-DAY fVPOSt/RE

в á ' ' • -те" ' ' Л
HOWS Af TER EXPOSURE

Fig. 3* Response-exposure time
dependence for vertical CKF.

Fig. 4* Recovery processes after
exposure to vertical CMP.

Another experimental series was carried out to clarify the relationship
between the effect and direction of the magnetic field. Fig. 3 illustrates
the results of measuring the mitotic index of the corneal epithelium imme-
diately after the termination of the exposure to the vertical field of I IcOe
of varying duration. In similarity to the horizontal CHF, the inhibition
degree of mitotic activity grew most significantly during the first hours of
the exposure, whereas at later time the biomagnetic effect was modified due
to involvement of additional defense systems of adaptive origin. With an
increase in the field intensity the rate of reactions grew and the time
within which nitotic activity reached minimum shortened. The relationship
between the effect and the intensity and the time of exposure was identical
for CKF of-different direction; however, the biological effectiveness of the
vertical field proved much greater than that of the horizontal as calculated
per I IcOe.

In the light of physical concepts of dependence of magnetic forces on the
field direction, on the one hand, and on the magnetic moments or currents
direction, on the other, this difference in the biological effectiveness of
vertical and horizontal СШГ is something that should be expected. The corneal
epithelium consists of several layers of cel ls which are well oriented in
space. The strongest biocurxents and blood flows go mainly along the animal
body in the longitudinal direction. Therefore, with respect to the direct and
indirect effects of the ClflF on the body the direction of the externally
applied CMF i s very important.

Fig. 4 gives the results of studying the recovery of mitotic activity of the
corneal epithelium after the termination of I- and 15-day exposure to a ver-
tical СИР of I IcOe. It is clear that with an increase of the exposure time
the CMF effect on the mitotic activity changes ( i . e . i t s inhibition is sub-
stituted for activation). This change is followed by a stabilization of the
biomagnetic effect. This fact spealcs in favour of inhomogeneity of mechanisms
of CUP biological action. It appears that in addition to the labile direct
effect a prolonged exposure brings about a stable secondary effect acting via
compensatory changes in cel l metabolism.

It can be expected that stimulation of mitotic activity dur±i£ a prolonged
exposure to а СКВ leads to activation of regenerative processes and increase
of tissue resistance to environmental changes. In fact, a prolonged exposure
to a CHF of I IcOe stimulates mitotic activity of the corneal efiithelim and
simultaneously increases i t s resistance to ionizing radiation»4* . It is
interesting to note that short-term exposures to CHF of the above and even
higher intensities do not show a modifying effect.
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Fig. 5* Some responses of bone marrow to various exposures of horizontal CMP.
Qrdi&ate, mitotic index in J6 of control* Abscisaa, tin after exposu-
re in hours, a) 39.4 kCe for 0.5 hour, b) 39*4 kCe for 1 hour,
c) 9.9 IcO» for 3 hours, d) 39.4 IcOe for 3 hours.

In order to examine tissue specificity in these biomagnetlc reactions, another
series of experiments «as carried out in which responses of bone marrow cells
to the horizontal CMP were determined and compared with similar responses of
the corneal epithelium. Some of the results obtained are presented in Fig. 5»
In contrast to the corneal epithelium, mitotic activity of bone marrow in-
creased during short-term and decreased during long-term exposures to CKF. Mo
significant signs of bone marrow adaptation to a CUT were observed in connec-
tion with either combination of physical parameters of the field and time of
exposure. It seems very likely that these dissimilarities are associated with
quantitative differences. It is probable that with a larger range of physical
parameters and tine of exposure a reaction of stimulation of mitotic activity
of the corneal epithelium at lower intensity CMP or signs of adaptation of
bone marrow to proloaged exposures will be found.

It is also important to mention differences in the dynamics and the rate of
mitotic activity recovery. At every exposure to CMP the recovery in corneal
epithelium began immediately after removal of the experimental animals out
of the active zone of the electromagnet. In bone marrow during prolonged
exposures to strong enough fields the level of inhibition of the mitotic acti-
vity continued to grow within several hours after the termination of the expo-
sure. The rate of recovery of mitotic activity in bone marrow was significant-
ly lower than in the corneal epithelium.

At the final experimental stage reactions of the corneal epithelium and bone
marrow to IFMF with a period of 30 sec were investigated. Prom the qualitati-
ve point of view they did not differ from the corresponding responses to CMP
however, the biological effectiveness of the IFMF was significantly higher
than that of CMP. Figs. 6 and 7 illustrates the results of these investiga-
tions. It is obvious that the mitotic activity of the coraeal epithelium was
inhibited during the exposure and "began to recover immediately after its
termination* No inhibition of the mitotic activity of bone marrow was demon-
strated after termination of the exposure. Later the mitotic index of bone
marrow diminished at first and then began to recover, reaching the normal
value at a- far later stage than that of the corneal epithelium.
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Changes in the mitotic activity of corneal epithelium occurring as a result
of short-term exposures to 1FMF and CMF can be attributed to the arrest of
cells at late stages of mitotic cycle (G2-stage) and their synchronous entry
into mitoses after termination of the arrest. This effect is not specific
only for exposure to magnetic fields, but also can occur after addition of
physiologically active substances, exposure to ionizing radiation and other
environmental changes» G2~arrest i s usually associated with inhibition of
biosynthesis of specific "mitotic" protein due to injury of RNA translation
into protein» It seems very likely that exposure to magnetic fields results
in some molecular deformations and corresponding inactivation of certain
biologically active structures» Such an inactivation may be attributed to
either direct action on structures mentioned or indirect action of total body
biomagnetic responses» The latent period between a termination of magnetic
exposure and beginning of mitotic activity changes often observed in bone
marrow can be attributed to the cellular arrest at earlier stages of mitotic
cycle and involvement of slow biomagnetic responses of total body»

нш? fWKMK то нгшм лйгдаеу псш от? кое •f-иял fxrare TO /шшм таиаа яао
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Fig. 6. Recovery processes after
exposure to IFMF.

7» Response-intensity dependences
for IFMF.

The study of the response-intensity dependence showed that in the corneal
epithelium the biological effectiveness of IFMF reached maximum in low
intensity fields and diminished drastically with an intensity increase»
The most pronounced alteration in the effectiveness was noted in the range
of 3-8 fcOe, where the mitotic index of the corneal epithelium was approxima-
tely 5OJS of i t s normal value. The mean slope of the effect-intensity depen-
dence curve in fields of up to 3 kOe was 14.3% per I kOe as compared with
0.24& per I fcOe that was typical for the range of 8-127 kOe. In bone marrow
the biological effectiveness did not change considerably depending on the
intensity.

Response-intensity dependence in corneal epithelium indicates that with a
large enough range of intensity the changes of mitotic activity can be attri-
buted to modification of either "magnetoaensitive" or "magnetoresistant" pro-
cesses» The f irst signs of "magnetoresistant1* processes modification can be
observed at about 10 kOe and their essential inhibition at about 100 IcOe.
These values are in a satisfactory agreement with theoretical predictions
for simple physical and chemical phenomena proceeding in either living or
nonliving matter. Essential inhibition of "magnetosensitive" processes was
observed at about 1 kOe. Such a value gives evidence that modification of
"magnetosensitive" processes can be attributed to the deformation of macro-
molecular biological structures with low activation energy and high lability.'
Maximum value of response attributed to modification of "magnetosensitive1*
processes is about 50% of normal level of mitotic activity»

Bone marrow and corneal epithelium cells did not show degenerative changes»
Variations in the cel l count were more distinct ia bone marrow due to a longer
inhibition of the mitotic activity; however, the variations were small (not
more than 20-25%) and readily reversible.



An important index of integrity of genetic structures of tissue cells is
frequency of chromosome aberrations» The frequency of aberrant mitoses in
corneal epithelium and bone marrow cells did not increase as a result of
the exposure to the described magnetic fields. I t should be, however,
indicated that our study in the anaphase recorded only gross chromosome
aberrations Therefore, i t ia unjustified to rule out the possibility of
more delicate genetic effects and related aftereffects of an exposure to
strong magnetic f ields.
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DISJUS3I0N

M. Markov : 1. What is the explanation of the naximura of the

second day (Fie. 1)?

2. What is the difference between CKF and very low

frequency Г-Е
1
?

3. YJhich is the way of receiving С 1С?

A. D. Strzhizhovsky : 1. The time within which mitotic activity

reached minimum depends on magnetic intensity. The second day

minimum corresponds to the intensity of vertical GMF of 1 kOe.

2. The intensity of CMF does not depend

on time. The intensity of IFMF changed with a period of 30 s.

3. The CMF used was generated by a super-

conducting magnet.
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EFFECT OF CONSTANT MAGNETIC FIELDS CF HIGH STRENGTH (1-80 IKE) ON PHTSIOL0GT,

KORPHOLOGT AND GENETIC APPARATUS QF MAMMALIAN CELLS IN VITRO

F.V.Sushfcov, Z.E.Vnufcova, P.A.Cheremnylrh

I n s t i t u t e of Biomedical Problems, USSR Ministry of Health, Moscow,

USSR

Summary» Studies of the growth rate and genet ic parameters of the Chinese
hamster (subline 237) and L c e l l l i n e s exposed to constant magnetic f i e l d s
of -1-80 IcOe have demonstrated the lack of i r revers ib le changes in the indexes
t e s t e d . A combined exposure to gamma-irradiation and a constant magnetic
f i e l d of 1 IcOe does not change the l e v e l of c e l l radiat.ion damage.

# # #
Development of magnetic technology poses before l i f e sc iences the problem of »
poss ib le e f f e c t s of constant magnetic f i e l d s (CM?) on b i o l o g i c a l systems at
d i f ferent developmental l e v e l s . The scope of questions explored by magneto-
biology involves an important problem of CM? e f f e c t s on the fundamental pro-
c e s s e s occurring in c e l l s . Mammalian c e l l and t i s s u e cultures are very s u i t -
able models for the experiments of t h i s kind. The present communication d i s -
cuases the r e s u l t s of studying the e f f e c t of CMFs of 1-80 IcOe on mammalian
c e l l cu l tures .

In our f i r s t experiments we examined several c e l l l i n e s : FL and Wish - human
amnion, MK-2 — primate kidney, SPEV — pig embryo kidney, L — mouse sub-
cutaneous t i s s u e and subline 237 of the Chinese hamster. Later we demon-
strated that responses of these c e l l cu l tures to CM? e f f e c t s were ident ica l
and, therefore, confined our s tud ies t o L and 237 c e l l s which dif fered
s i g n i f i c a n t l y in t h e i r phys io log ica l and genet ic parameters. Ce l l s were
cu l t i vated according to the routine procedure in E a g l e ' s medium and 199
medium containing 1055 ca l f serum and a n t i b i o t i c s . Our experiments were carr i-
ed out in an electromagnet inducing a uniform f i e l d with a strength of 1-4
kOe and in a water cooled solenoid where the CMF strength varied from 10-80
kOe with a gradient of 3 kOe/cm. The temperature of 36+0.5 С which was
optimal for c e l l p ro l i f e rat ion was maintained with the aid of a magnetic
permeable thermochamber. The e f f e c t of short-term (1-12 hours) and long-
term (three s e r i a l passages during 12-15 days) exposures t o a CMF was studied.
In the f i r s t case CMF of 1, 4 , 10, 20, 4 0 , and 80 kOe and in the second CMF
of 1000 oersted were studied, the magnetic f l ux being applied v e r t i c a l l y t o
the monolayer sheet . As contro ls the c e l l cu l tures plated from the same c e l l
suspensions and cu l t ivated under ident ica l condit ions outside the CMF were
used.

The s t a t e of the cultures was assayed with respect to the c e l l survival
(the Puck's method), var iat ions in the density of the c e l l population — dai ly
c e l l count, mi tot ic index — count of at l e a s t 5000 c e l l s , r a t i o of mitot ic
phases and percentage of abnormalities of c e l l d i v i s i o n — count of 500
mitoses and cytogenetic ind ices (the number and pattern of chromosome aberra-
t i o n s , ana lys i s of karyotype and c e l l clone-s). The e f f e c t of a 1 kOe CKF on
the l e v e l and development of the radiat ion e f f e c t was invest igated on c e l l s
exposed t o gamma-irradiation from Cgl37 a t doses of 200 and 400 r. Before
and a f ter i rrad iat ion some cul tures were placed in to a CMF; other cultures
were irradiated while being in the CMF.
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Fig. 1. Dependence of mitotic index of Fig. 2. Dependence of mitotic index of
cel l cultures on duration of Chinese hamster cel ls on CMF
1-4 kOe CMF exposure. intensity (the results of 2 experiments ) .
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Short-term exposures to 1 and 4 kOe CMF produced a significant decrease of
the mltotic index which was moat distinct during an hour exposure. Prolonged
exposures normalized the rate of cel l division (Fig* 1). No significant
difference in the degree of inhibition of mitotic activity was found between
the above doses» However, a simultaneous study of the effect of 10-80 IcOe
CltF demonstrated that with an increase in the strength the decline of the
mitotic index grew (Pig. 2). After a 3 hour exposure to CMF of 10-40 kOe the
a i tot ic index did not differ from the control and after a 6 hour exposure to
a CMF of any strength studied the mitotic index was identical to the control.
Other characteristics of cell cultures, including survival, remained unalter-
ed after a short-term exposure to CMFs of 1 to 80 kOe. The number of colonies
which contained 50 and more cells after 10-day cultivation was essentially
similar in the experiment and in the control. (Fig. 6).

Л DENSITY OF CELL POPULATION

D A Y S ОГ GROWTH
Fig. 3. Dynamics of the density of cell populations

cultivated in 1 kOe CMF.

Prolonged exposures to a 1 kOe CMP, i . e . continuous cell cultivation during
1 to 3 passages with 3 to 12 cell generations in the population, did not
change the rate of cel l proliferation. This was indicated by the values of
the density of cel l population and mitotic index presented in fig. 3,4. The
mitotic r a t e , as follows from the rat io of mitotic phases, remained essen-
t i a l l y unaltered during cel l proliferation in a CM?. The cell cultures grow-
ing in a ClfF did not show a higher number of errors in cell division or
specific forms of mitotic abnormalities; the morphology of the cultures did
not differ from the control (Table 1)•

CMFs of the above strength to which growing cultures and cell suspensions
were exposed for a different period of time did not affect the genetic appara-
tus of ce l l s . The cells that were exposed to a CMF did not differ from the
controls in regard to the number and pattern of chromosome aberration and the
number of chromosomes. The modal class of cells 237 was represented by the
cells containing 16 chromosomes (Fig. 5); an exposure to a CHF did not induce
any changes in the Icaryotype of the modal class (Table 2) . The characterist-
ics of clones on the basis of the number of cel ls in the colony as a cytoge-
netic index / 1 / did not change in a CMP (Table 3) .

cama. . .

Fig.
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4. Dynamics of mitotic index of cel l cultures
growing in 1 kOs CUF.
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Table 1

PBRCBNIAGB OF ABNORMAL MITOSES AND RJL2I0 OF MITOTIC

PHASES IK L AMD 237 CELLS

АЬпогюа- Metapbases/ Pro- +Metapha8ee/
l i t y , % Propbaaea Ana- +te lophasea

L cella
Control

1st passage

3rd passage

237 cells
Control

1st passage

3rd passage

in

in

in

in

7.9+0.92

9.3+0.86

7.4+0.92

8.6+.О.7О

10.1+0.62

8.3+0.65

2.1±0.21

2.3±0.U

2.5±Ü.21

2.3+.О.27

2.0^0.22

1.9+0.20

•

3.3+0.37

3.1±0.35

2.9±0.27

2.1±0.29

2.3±0.27

2.6+0.21

Table 2

CYTOGBHETIC CHARACTERISTICS OF CELLS L AND 2 3 7

L cel ls

'Chrómo-
•ome ab-
errati-
ons, %
(anapha-

se)

Chinese hamster cel ls [percentage öf cella
with, the nnaber of

Chromosome ábeffatiau.j chromosomee
(metaphase)

4-Total Gla-o- Chromo-i
some j 15-17 18 19»36

Control 6.7+0.51 7.1+1.10 60 40 24 71 5

1st passage 1д CMF 7.7+0.86 5.9+0.79 70 30 26 69 5

2nd passage in CNF 6.3+0.42 6.2±0.95 71 29 24 70 6

3rd passage in CMF 7.3+0.88 7.9+Д.21 70 30 26 64 10

6 hr 20 kOe 7.0+0.98 5.3±0.98 60 40

6 to 40 кое 6.6+0.95 7.6+1.12 55 35

6 hr 80 kOe 7.0+0.85 5.1+0.93 61 39

Table 3
DISTRIBUTION OF CKLL CLOHES OH THB BASIS OF TBS
NUMBER OF CSLLS ON THE 10th DAT 07 CULTIVATIOH {%)

ИияЪег of c e l l s to the colony
Variant -1 1 •• 1

up to 4 5-8 9-16 17-49

Control 31.О+.2.О 12.0tl.l6 19.Qtl.52 38.Qt2.17

28.0±2.30 l l .7t l .25 18.3±1.17 42.0±3.19
1st p*assage in
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Table 4

PERCENTAGE OF CHROMOSOME ABERRATIONS IN CELL 237
CTOTUHES BXPLOSED TO IRRADIATION AND CMP

Radiation doaes
Variants of
irradiated
cultures

200 400

Cultivation after irradiation Cultivation after irxádia-
in tion in

Geo CUP Geo CHF

Control

1st passage in

3rd passage in

Irradiation in
CUP

Irradiation in
Geo

12*8+1.33

11.5+0.85

12.5*0.48

12.7+1.24

13.5+1.16

12.3±1.25

13.2±1.13

14.Ptl.15

14.4+1.26

14.0+0.55

20.4tl.02

19.6tl.48

20.6t1.63

28.О+.1.39

26.4t<>.62

2O.9±1.99

21.5+1.23

18.8+1.84

25.7+0.84

23.8+1.20

Table 4 presents data illustrating CHF effect on cell radiosensitivity. It
can be seen that al l the variants of the combined effect of radiation and
CMP did not alter quantitative parameters of tbe radiation effect — percenta-
ge of chromosome aberrations was a function of the radiation dose and did
not depend on the magnetic field effect. Cell survival after irradiation at
a dose of 200 r decreased to 65-40% and at a dose of 400 r to 25-1056 of the
control. A combined exposure to irradiation and CMP did not influence cell
survival (Pig. 6). The experimental findings show that at the level of popu-
lations of "free living cells'* any combination of gamma-irradiation and CMF
does not alter the radiation effect. This cannot rule out the possibility of
a modified radiation injury of an animal due to a combination of two physical
factors described elsewhere /z/• This may be the result of changes occurring
in the regulatory systems of the body under the influence of aCMF.

Ц
4 V vau.

Híш
Pig. 5. Karyotype of Chinese hamster cells

(subline 237}
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OF L CELLS

СМГ.
PASSABEgi 6HOURS

Fig. 6. Survival of L cells exposed to 1-80 kOe C1SF
and under conditions of combined effect of
gamma-irradiation and 1 IcOe CKF.

Our investigations have demonstrated that a long-term exposure to a 1000
oersted CMF and a short-term exposure to 10-80 tOe CMFs do not exert a de-
grading effect on the physiology and structural organization, genetic arran-
gement including, of mammalian cel ls in vitro» In this respect our data are
in agreement with the results yielded by studies of cell proliferation in
tissue cultures exposed to a CKF /3/«
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ANALYSIS OF BIOELECTRIC PROCESSES DJ THE BRAIN DURING AN EXPOSURE

TO A CONSTANT MAGNETIC FIELD

N.P.Smirno-7a, L.D.Klimovslcaya

I n s t i t u t e of Biomedical P r o b l e m s , USSR M i n i s t r y of H e a l t h , Koscow,
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Summary. Changes in the amplitude and shape of somatosensory cerebral evolced
potentials in rats exposed to a constant magnetic field (СИР) were found.
This phenomenon was investigated experimentally. The data obtained suggest
that CMF (500-4000 Oe) provides a situation which facilitates the emergence
and propagation of excitation in neuron ensembles generating a bioelectrical
response to an afferent signal.

# # •
An important stage in the integrative brain function providing an adequate
reaction to changes in the environmental and internal medium of a living
organism is generation of a bioelectric response to an afferent signal.

This procesa undergoes essential changes, when an animal is exposed to a
constant magnetic field (СИГ) of high strength (500-1000 Oersted and over).

In place of biphasic evolc-_

гл
„ innn ed potentials normally re-

BEFORE IN Ő00 OE INiODDOE corded in different brain
structures in response to
the somatic nerve stimu-

, lation, high amplitude
multiphasic potentials are
generated in a CEF. In

" rats changes in the value
— and shape of evolced poten-

tials are of a generalized
pattern and are similar in
the sensoaotor cortex,
hypothalamus, mesencepha-

Fig. 1. Changes of a cerebral u c reticular formation
somatosensory evolced potential and the cerebellar cortex,
in constant magnetic field. The degree with which the

amplitude and the number
of additional waves in the

structure of an evolced potential increase is consistent with the increase of
the strength of the magnetic field in the range of 500-4000 Oersted.

tl}

An experimental analysis of the changes was carried out from different points
of view.

The level of brain excitability in rats was investigated through an assay of
recovery cycles of somatosensory evolced potentials of the cerebral cortex,
hypothalamus and the cerebellar cortex. In order to record evoked activity
during an exposure of an animal to a magnetic field, a strength was selected
which did not induce pronounced changes in the shape of potentials in a given
rat. According to the selected program of paired stimulation, prior to the
CKF exposure the nembutai narcotized rats showed a recovery of the response to
the testing stimulation of the sciatic nerve that began with stimuli applied
at 40-60 msec intervals* Then its amplitude increased gradually and reached
76-89Я of the amplitude of the conditioning potential at the longest interval
tested of 160 msec. During an exposure of the animal to a field of a sub-
threshold strength the response to the testing stimulation recovered more ra-
pidly and completely as compared with the reference data. Accordingly, the
duration of the absolute refractory phase (period of a reactivity) and the
subnormality phase reduced. In the course of recovery supernormality phenomena
occurred, i.e. the amplitude of the testing response in different structures
increased up to 114-142%. Similar changes in the recovery cycles appeared
immediately after an exposure to the 4000 Oersted field. It was of interest
to explore the possibility of enhancing or even provoking the magnetic effect
as a result of a paired stimulation of the sciatic nerve. Before an exposure
to a CEF the testing response of the cerebellar cortex showed a gradual
recovery. In a 500 Oersted CKF an additional oscillation might appear in
response to a paired stimulation of the nerve at an interval of 20 msec.
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As interstimular intervale increas-
ed, the magnetic effect grew and the
pattern of potentials became more
complicated due to the superposition
of additional high voltage oscilla-
tions on the conditioning and teat-
ing responses. Another type of pro-
vocation of the magnetic effect
involved appearance of additional
oscillations in the potential struc-
ture only when a certain interetimu-
lar interval was achieved.

The above changes in the recovery
cycles of evolced potentials - short-
ening of the periods of areactivity
and subnormality and phenomena of
facilitation — give evidence that
brain excitability during an exposu-
re to a CMF increases. Paired sti-
mulation of the nerve contributes
not only to the recovery potential
but also to exaltation of additional
oscillations in the structure of
evolced potentials ("the magnetic
effect").

In order to understand properly
changes in the evolced bioelectric
activity of the brain, it is Import-
ant to clarify the CMF influence on
the intracentral mechanisms respon-
sible for the regulation of the
sensory influx and the excitability
level of afferent systems of the
brain. The integrative activity of
the reticular formation of the brain
stem is essential for these func-
tions. During an exposure to a 4000
Oersted CMP the inhibitory effects

of the aesencephalic reticular formation on the evolced activity of the care-
be liar cortex were reduced. In the norm high frequency stimulation of the
reticular formation induced a significant decrease of the amplitude of the
•voiced potential of the cerebellum and its recovery during the post-stimula-
tion period. During a CM? exposure a decline and disappearanct of the Inhibi-
tory effect and emergence of the facilitating effects of stimulation occurred.

Fig. 3.

140

Provocation of the magnetic
effect on evolced cerebral
activity by paired nerve
stimulation.
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Pig. 4. Effect of midbrain stimulation on cerebellar
evoked potential.

According to the average data, before the exposure an amplitude of an cere-
be liar evoked potential decreased to 44Í during stimulation of the reticular
formation; during a CMF exposure i t fell to 7155 of the init ial value and
after the exposure the stimulation effect returned to the norm.

The CMF effect to the evoked bioelectric activity of the brain was modified
through the change of the functional state of the central nervous system.
Fox this purpose coxazol and strychnin were used. Both agents produce an
analeptic action with the only difference that corazol has no essential
effect on the pattern of the evolced activity whereas strychnin oauses an
increase of the amplitude and a complication of the shape of etolced poten-
t ia l s . In spite of this , use of both agents gave identical results. Injec-
tions of pxeconvulsive doses of both corazol and strychnin to rats resulted
in an elevated effect of CMP on the evoted activity of the cerebral cortex,
hypothalamus, mesencephalic reticular formation and the cerebellar cortex.
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Fig. 5. Effect of analeptics on amplitude changes
of evoked potentials in CKF
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After preinjection of rate with the analeptica the effect of the 500 Oersted
CMF, as aaaeaaed by the degree of an increase of the amplitude of the evoked
potential, was equal to or higher than that of the 1000 Oersted CMF in non-
injected rate. Accordingly, the effect of the 1000 Oersted CKF increased to
that of the 4000 Oersted CMF and the effect of the latter increased two-fold.
After.corazol injections the effect of emergence of multicomponent potentials
during a CUP exposure increased» An enhancement of the CUT effect after
injections of analeptics indicatea an important contribution of the level of
activation of the central nervous system to the response to a CMF.

The data obtained suggest that an exposure to a constant magnetic field pro-
vides a situation which facilitates the emergence and propagation of excita-
tion in neuron eneeKblea generating a bioelectric response to an afferent
signal»
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OIRECT AND INDIHE--T ACTION OK CONSTANT КЛиМЛЧС KtfiLI) ON BIOLOGICAL SUBJECTS

Onta uliout parallel 'investigations of direct and indirect action of constant

magnetic field(CMF) on biological subjects in presented in this paper.The changes in

aome physical-chemical parameters of water a» well au in wicroorjraniemu,plant* and

animals havt bean inventipated.CMK with induction in the ranee of 0-350 mT and tine of

expoaure R-J20 min have been ueed.Vaxinium change» in tlie investigated parameter» were

observed at tiwe of exposure 30 min. and induction 15 тТ.Лс consider one ponsible

mechanlan of «ction of CMF on bion/nf ta be that by means of water.Л new idea

appear*:the «xiatance of original "p ,.(nivtc<i" level* which water ant* bioaystems could

attain under the influence of CMP with determined value* of magnetic induction.

Solving the problem»,connected with studyinr the action of magnetic fields(MF) with

different intensity and creating; method» for defence against MK in different spheres

of science,technics and very day life«including space technics,attain more and «ore

actuality.Recent investigations show that electromagnetic fieldaltMK) influence every

level of organisation of biological subjects.The living organisms represent system

with complicated magnetobiological relationships which in today's level of knowledge

with difficulty could be completely estimated.All organisms are submitted to the

influence of artifitial magnetic fields with higher or lower intensity in comparison

with the geomagnetic background.Magnetic influences are realized on organism,system,

cell and molecular level.

In our opinion especially interesting is the idea of realizing the magnetic

influence by means of water.The reason for that is the high content of water in the

ceils as well as high magnetic susceptibility of fero-contained particules and

free-radicals,which have paramagnetic properties and play an important role in

biological processeH.lt can be supposed that the realization of biological action of

the MF sn cell level is determined mainly by its influence on water,free-radicals and

fero-contained particulars.It is considered that MF ia in a condition to influence the
(9)

structure of water.According to I'iccardi only through water the external power fields
(fí)

are, able to- influence the living organirms.Petz et al also think that water is a

determining element at examining the action of MF on biological systems.The possibility-

that the water structure has a direct relation to the reactive changes in sub-cell
(2)

structure is not excluded.Ismailov suppose that the redistribution of KMF energy in

the tissues is a'result of the rise of oscillation of ions and of the relaxation of

dipol water molecules,contained in the tissue.According to Pirusian et al the-effect

of the magnetic action ie connected with the influence of the field on the water and

electrolytes,taking part in the organism.It is proved that treatment .of water with KMF

leads to a change in the speed of penetration of «rater through' membranes.Klaesun
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considers that it ia possible that weak Ml' influence water structure.

Many investigations on the direct and indirect action of CM" on living organisms

were Bade in biology,while in medicine the emphasis was on the direct action.Opinions

about the action of magnetic treated water differ a lot:some authors consider

magnetic treated water strongly toxic,while others mark the favorable effect of its

usage.

It is necessary to notice the absence of data about parallel investigations of

the action of CMF and magnetic treated water in the accessible literature.tven in

the case» when the role of magnetic influence on water in discussed they present

experiments of direct action of CMF on water,tut discuss the mechanism ofinfluencing

biosystems by means of water.An essential part of the investigations is related to

the direct action of ОН К on biosy stems. The experiments on studying- the influence of

magnetic treated water oh biological structures has an incident character and for

this reason it is difficult to compare them with the results of direct action of CMF

Results and discussion

In our laboratory in the cource of several years are being carried out parallel

investigations of direct and indirect action of the CMF on biological subjects.As

indirect action we understand action of magnetic treated water.Changes in the light

absorption,specific electoconrtuctivity,magnetic susceptibility,Raman spectrum,index

of light refraction,viscosity as well as in the physiological activity of water

have been established .

In the experiments three apparatus were used.The first apparatus is constructed

in such a way that allows it to be used for magnetic treatment of water as well as

for direct action of the biosystems.The second one is intended for treatment of

moving water.In both apparatus electomagnete are used,whivh permits us to change

the fore* of the current and by this - the induction of MF.The third apparatus is,

constructs,-' «rith a per-eenent magnet and this considerably units the range of its

application.The measured value of the magnetic induction in the centre of symmetry

of the interpolar space of this magnet is (3,8+0,1)T,while in the others the value

of the induction nay be ehenged in the range 0-0,65 T.

In our opinion there exist theoretical and experimental reason,permitting us to

assert that the mechanism of magnetic treatment can not be made clear from the

position of the thermodynamics of equilibrium processe*;The existing hypotheses

concentrate their attention mainly on the energetical side of the influence.

As appears to us the most perfect model of water is two-structural model of

Hcrnal and Fowler .According to this model the structure of electron density of

water molecule defines the conditions for forming of ice-like water structure in

which water molecule* are interconnected by means of hydrogen bonds.The exposure of

water to a CMF iti connected with the energy influence of the field on the water and

biostrurtures.fly it the CHF influences the molecules, taking part in the grid

structure as well as the molecule» which occupy the gaps in the grid.Action of CMF

on the water structure is manifested in the increase of the length of hydrogen bonds

and in their peculiar "bending".These local changes are responsible to а

euhstantional degree for the changes observed in the physical-chemical properties

and physiological activity of magnetic treated water.In our opinion the explanation

of the action of CMK on water is best-founded by the view point of intermolecular

interactions of the water molecules.MF influences the hydrogen bonne and as a
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result of the accepted energy their length incredHes.lt is probable that the prolongation

of the hydrogen bonds is accompined with their original bending.ле suppose the existence

of an original resonance mechanism of CMK influence on water '° .Tn this asumption the

main rote is alloted to the consideration that at the influence of CNT with induction of

Г> mT and time of exposure 30 nun in the water system* the conditions for chances in

the microstructure of the grid are created,while other coml ir.Ht ions of induction anc
1

lime of exposure create conditions different from the opium 1.ft is most unlikely that

only this field provokes an effective influence on the water systems.Kor thin reason

wt have supposed the existence of "resonance'
1
 mechanism of magnetic int luence.Later on

this supposition wes developed in the idea that besides the level of influence 45 mT

exist other levels of effective influence at hiphor values of magneic induction.An idea

for exiatance of original "permitted" «tatte arises.The water could be brought on those

states only h" means of influence with determined vulues of the mngncic induct ion.'then

the induction of tho CMF is equal to the induction necessary for the transition,the

system gets to the new stationary state in which it ran stuy a certain period of ll:.ie.

every other energy will bring the system to a state different from the stationary one

and in tliis "unnerniitted" stutr it int on.- iv<-l} IJCIIHJIÍ1 et: energy «lth the envirorment.

!cor this reason the observed effects are weaker and quickly disapear.If this idet*

comet, out to Le true,by its help could he explained some stranfe contradictions in the

';\periiiiental data of different authors:different time of relaxation am1 tht fact tliat

nt some values of the СЫУ the M „. is presented.but at another -it is absent.

<Jn the Ьаяе of received experimental data and theoretical reasoning we draw the

conclusion that CWF with an induction 45 i«T and time of exposure W min in our

conditions leads to the maximum influence on water.Tn the following investigations we

t̂iidy mainly the influence of CM Г with ontim<il values of induction <*nd time of exposure

on the biological systems.

•4' have investigated the changes in the blood of white rats,in the crop and taste

quality of plants,ttome characteristics of Microorganisms and nlants.lt has been proved

that CW influences the speed of protoplasm movement, the mitotic activity und the
i 4 7)

quantity of pigments and organic acids in plants ' .

The study of the changes of UN\,UNA and

nroteins ля well as the number of the stock of

yeasts as a function of the time of exposure,

induction of СУК and postmagnctic time permits

to draw determinate conclusions.Kirst of all

the absence of a brightly expressed dependence

ldr/or>£ A

tfmmj
of M ., from the values of the magnetic

induction makes an impression.i.evertheless

the effects are considerably weaker at Г-4Я ml

romnareil with the effect* it H-4P nT.Tlic
i

cirro'iiKtanre that N '.
f
 does not increase by a

'el mile rfiularity at an iucreasr of the

intensity ol the applied field in very

important.The second peculiarity i« the

presence of an essential difference between

fd<> effect» in the first and the second

vn-iant (direct л ml indirect action).In tl.irth

noattion - a linear chan/re ot the magnetic

о Г left o.s a function of the time of rxnosure

J'iy.1 relative (
'

м

е ! (
'

in i)N*,iíNA,protein in dependence «in

lipie of exposure anO postniKPnetic

t i i"et l £1-51-,a •IHh) t:-45 mT
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lat constant values of the magnetic induction and postmaenetic tiiretis often oteerved.

The time of exposure 10 min is an extremum point in the dependence of the chenfe of

w

e
j-f on the time of exposure.Especially strongly this dependence is mnni tested in tne

varinnt of indirect action at 1!*45 mT. (fin. 1).

The soecific cource of the dependence of the magnetic effect lrom the magnetic

induction and time uf exposure in variant of indirect action rives us reason to alfirnt

that the assumption for the role of water in tlie realisation of magnetic influence on

the biosvstsms is present a)so in microorganisms.The observed in the variant of the

indirect action effects are more outlined and this fives us reason to affirm that the

influence on a suspension ot yeast cell* is more effective.'fhe reason for this- fact we

•ее in the changes of the structure of the suspension under the influence ol a MK.The

chanees are possible on the level of water structure as well as on the level of the

JfrstntJ

Alnm]

fir.2 The sDectrum of Chlorophyll Л and

Chlorophyll P at influence with CMF

Ь-4Г> niT,t-!5 mini З-ечпепт.сгЛ ,2-control )

On fie 2 the absorption spectrum of

chlorophyll A and chlorophyll В at

induction of 45 mT and time of

exposure 5 min. are presented.The

«pectroprame* taken at these

conditions exactly correspond to

the well-known literature d«ta

about the distribution of the

spectrum maximum and the

correlation of their intensities.

Quite interesting is the fact

that at time of exposure 5 and

60 min. the soectrum of the

chlorophyll are more intensive

for the experiment while at t=30 min

a decrease of the total intensity of

the expetiinental spectrum is observer!.

The change of the intensities of the

maximumee are strictly one-way at a definite time of exposure.

Data obtained by studyine the chanred in the absorption spectrum of Tloronhyl 1 b

confirms the idea of the existence of other resonance levels,different Írom tne level

with an induction of 45 mT.It, is rjuite no^sille that in the runse of inductio:. between

0,~5 and 3,í> T exist other resonance levels.

lie have investigated the chances

in the blood cf newlyborn white rats

after direct and indi»reet nacnetic influence.

Tn both variants we studied the Hvnamicel

chanres of the content of leucocytes,

erythrocytes and haemor!cbin and we proved

that the most significant fere differences at the

20th day after the lecinninr of the influence.

The observed fact of rtisunearirr o/ the effect

can he explained with adaptation of the

org-ariSTis to tl.p newly created conditions

and with their arinr when their resafct.int

forces become tetter developed

lie." ih» гпот-11'Р «]'"« cf the

concentration of raicroele-nents in

Mood ч *' rat«
:
l-troup of macnetic

fleli',J-srour nf :4iirretizert water

5-control croup
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The average values of the concent ration of the microelement в in lluod in the Hirer

croupe are presented on fig.3.It etsn he mentioned that in the rroup of the direct action

the concentration of all studied elements is lower than in the ror.trol proup.

The observed external character of the naprictic. effects at studyinc the behaviour of

the nicroortaniams,plants and animalь in MI
1
' permits us to rtrav a conclusion that in the

condition» of the realised by us magnetic influence the field with induction <>l 45 ml

and time of exposure 30 nin has a maximum effect.These values arc in the range of

parameter* in which according to literature data HV cause a ccnhirieraMe liolotical

effect.At sufficiently "strong" influence a transient proceu» originates in bio*yat«ms

which ia connected with a transition to u new Ívvel of functioning rhich hat* a respective

tiae-conntant.Such a transition to a new functioning level can be realized very quickly

anrt can be kept for a lonr period of time.

Our assumption about the existance oX° "rosonance" median ism of Hugnutic influence

on water as well аш tlie supposition tt.at vxept the Jovel of influence 45 inT other

levele of effective influence alao exijit ivith n>ilficicnt reason couJ<: ic rcliited al.<u

to tlsc action of CM)'' on biosystens.Tt is popsii It* thut "permitted" level» wind,

biosyetems could attain under the influence of a C>iV with determined values of iiopnetic

induction exist.Vhen the CMК has an induction equal to the nece*sary one lor

effectuating the transition the «ystem achieves a ".stationarv" stale at which it can

remain a certain period of time.Any other energy will hriri? flip system to a st«te

different from the "stationary" one.Чесанке of tlmt,t.')c svslein intensively exchanges

enerry with the environncnt.The observed effects лго lower timl ,\1 *ho same time they

quickly disupexr at these "non permitted" «fates, ft shoulit tie n-.tetl that the inserted

enericy ia comparatively low and alone it can not causes the observed chances.Probably

marnetic influence should be related to tii- no called ir.ionnation action,according to

which more important is not so much the amount of the inserted energy hut the information

which this energy brings with it.
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ГАС;:: :т

J.E:'nHjti, I.íirschner, L.Lászlóffy

/Laboratory for low temperature Physics
i.oland i'itvcs University, Budapest, Hungary/

and

/Research Institute cr ч;ле .ílectricaj Industry,
Euiapest, Hungary/

rased en our previous experiences 11,2 ] a hi^h
fi "Id and highly homogeneous "superconducting magnet
has been tuilt for investigation of oriented reactions.
The direction of the magnetic field coincides rigoro-
usly v.'ith tlT? axis of the solenoid. Considerable Ьстчо-
CT.eity has been achieved by using of correction coils
pl-ic3d inside of the solenoid fcr reducing the outer
drn-snsions,

A multifilaaient Jlb-Ti wire with 60 cores serves
as the wire of the magnet. A spherical working chamber
crovided with measuring probes has been put in the
srlencid fry e with a diameter h or:, fcr oriented reac-
tions. The Tiaximum value of the magnetic field is
72,?; kCe with a homogeneity of lo~-Vcm at a current cf
ICO Amps.

Our aim was to construct a simple high field and highly

homogeneous magnet for investigation of the behaviour of ori-

ented reactions in a magnetic field. We were interested in the

orientation of the released tr--nslational energy in an аг\ ro-

priate chemical reaction. The required magnetic field was lar-

ger than 50 kOe. Meanwhile, the magnetic field had to be rigorous-

ly in the direction of the axis of the solenoid type magnet.

Highly homogeneous magnetic fields are knewn to be pro-

duced by solenoids which are either long, split or corrected.

Even very long simple solenoid are suitable only fcr low homo-

geneity requirements. Split eclenoids can be used for moderate

homogeneities. Snd-ccrrected solenoids produce magnetic fields

with high homogeneities.

In general the solution of this t~sk is rather complic?ted.

If we use for the determination of the magnetic field the

biot-3,-?vart equation integrated and summarized for all the wind-

ings we have a formula with numerous parameters. The next step

is to minimize the volume of the solenoid according to these

parameters. It can be carried out by a computer taking care of

the technical conditions too. We have chosen a succesive aporox-

inative procedure instead of general solution satisfying at the

time the volume minimization requirement.
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The magnetic field in the centre of a uniform solenoid mag-

net [ 3 ]

H»jAa,F«,O) /1/

where j, A, a, are the current density in the conductor, the

relative active volume-coefficient, inner radius respectively and

where /=a,/a,, (l=b/a, anda2, b are outer r-dius, length of solenoid

respectively. The factor FUC,B) i s a geometrical one. We need

to determine parameters>Cand Hwhen the volume of the magnet is

minimized . The geometry of the solenoid is given by these two

parameters.

The problem of producing highly homogeneous magnetic fields can

really be solved with superconducting solenoid because of the abso-

lute time stability. An appropriate and efficient way for the homo-

genization is the application of correction coils. Using the tech-

nique suggested by Garrett the correction must be placed in a way

that it should cancel one or more of the expansion terms in the

magnetic field expression. The axial component can be written at a

sixth-order solenoid when the first not-cancelled term is of the

sixth-order

H,(O|X)=ja,AFiCln>rWE6(^-)
6t.. J /3/

where is characteristic for the degree of homogeneity. In this

case we get an inside-notch-corrected^ superconducting solenoid.

that can be seer, in Fig.l.

The parameters of sixth-order solenoids with uniform current

densities are tabulated in some places. We have chosen for

planning of the solenoid an interpolating graphical technique

U to achieve sufficient precision. To ensure the highest homo-

geneity an subsequent re-adjustment and compensation are needed

at the desired operating field.

The Montgomery's data were used in the planning our sixth-or-

der inside-notch-corrected magnet. The required homogeneous inside

vclume for the investigation of chemical reactions was a sphere

with a diameter of 40 mm. The superconducting wire was of type

NT-50 with 60 cores in a diameter of 1 mm and an active volume

coefficient of 50 %. The allowed transport current may be approx-
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Fig.l.

imately 100 Amps. In the above mentioned case the parameters of

our solenoids are calculated up to magnetic fields 10 T and

presented in Fig.2.

5 7,5 К

Fig.2.

Apparently, the optimum volume increases extremely together

with the cost of superconducting material. Practical considerati-

ons suggested to build a solenoid with a magnetic field of~75 kOe.
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The cross-section of our solenoid system is shown in Fig.3.

Fig.3.

As it can be seen t>'ie magnet consists of three parts A , В

and С for the practical reasons to decrease the consumption of

liquid helium at low magnetic fields when the outer part A can

be removed. The principal part В of the system contains the

lower correction coil while the upper correction coil С is re-

movable from the inside of 8 . A working chamber W can be

connected to the lower end of the correction coil С by screwing.

The two correction coil parts are placed symmetrically and the

intensity of the magnetic field is not changed by them. Each of

three parts have separate press-contacts with large touching

surfaces with the end parts of the current-lead-in made of lead.

A model for preliminary measurements at room temperature and

at liquid nitrogen temperature was made at first from similar

copper wire to study the circumstances of the preparing procedure

and to investigate the field homogenáty. Having used the experi-

ences got by preparing the model the superconducting solenoid

type magnet system can be made if the arising additional problems

at the superconductors are solved as well. The copper matrix of

the multifilament superconducting wire eliminates high internal
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V'ltages. Against local overheating we applied nrrmal state
short-circuit aluminium foils beetwen the layers besides
tereftalate foils for the electrical insulation. The mechanical
stability is provided by supporting rods when it is required.

The data of the high field and highly honogeneous solenoid
are shown in Table I.

material of the wire

diameter of the wire
number of layers
number of windings
outer diameter
lenght of solenoid
tr-nsport current
magnetic field strength
homogeneity in the working
chamber

Nb-Ti a l loy , multifilament wire with
60 cores ; Type:
1 mm
A:25,
A:365C
A:130,
A: 146,

B:33,
3, B:66S3
, B:120,

B:136,
ICO Amps.
72600 gauss

MT-5C

C:5
, C:54O

C:42
C:129

10~5/cm

Table 1.

The measurements of magnetic field strength and homogeneities after
the post-compensation procedure have been performed with longitu-
dinal and axial Hall-probe. The measured data correspond to the
computer calculated results.
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DESIGN AMD DEVELOPMENT OF A LARGE SUPERCONDUCTING
SOLENOID WITH ALUMINUM STABILIZED SUPERCONDUCTORS*

S. T. Wang, R. P. Smith, S. H. Kim, and J. J. Peerson

Argonne National Laboratory

Argonne, Illinois 60439 U.S.A.

Summary

A proposed PEP spectrometer^ ' requires a thin solenoid 3.0 m In diameter and 3.5 m In
length, vith a central field of 1.5 T and an overall thickness of coil and cryostat less than
2/3 radiation lengths, Xo.

The magnet design features e thin solenoid constructed with an aluminum-stabilized NbTi
superconductor, a high-strength aluminum alloy as the conductor structural member, an aluminum
alloy honeycomb as the cryostat structure, an aluminum alloy nitrogen shield, fiberglass ten-
sion struts as low heat leak supporting members, and a 0.6 m thick box-like Iron shield as a
«ion identifier.

The proposed conductor is a solid cable with multlfilamentary NbTi embedded in a matrix of
aluminum alloy. Proper amounts of high-purity aluminum in the cable provide the cryostatic
stabilization.

Both Alcoa and Airco, Inc. have developed the aluminum-stabilized NbTi conductors. Short
sample tests, current-sharing characteristics, and mechanical properties of conductors from
both companies have been investigated. Using Alcoa cable conductor, a model coil was wound.
The magnet performance will be discussed.

1. - Description of Magnet Design

The important magnet parameters are listed in Table I.' Also tabulated in the table is the
overall coil thickness in radiation lengths.

1.1 - Design of the Coil

It is proposed to use a three-component composite conductor consisting of multifilamentary
NbTi embedded in a mixed matrix of 1100 aluminum alloy and pure aluminum as proposed by Airco
Co.(2). The composite .1 mm x 2.5 mm will be either ultrasonically welded or soldered to a

-Al ALLOY BAND -BORE TUBE STIFFENER

- 6 7 J e m •

{/Х/////////У///1
= _ I - = . LH« — —

S.C, STRAND IN

PURE ALUM. В

ALLOY MOO MATRIXN

- LAYER SEPARATOR

• ALUMINUM STABILIZER

FIGURE 1 -'ALUMINUM STABILIZED CABLE AND COIL STRUCTURE

«Work supported by the U.S. Energy Research and Develop—nt Administration
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pure aluminum stabilizer as shown in Fig. 1. The fully stabilized conductor will be a 3.6 шт х

7.2 ran rectangular conductor. Aluminum is used instead of copper because 1 mm of copper has the

same radiation length as 6.2 am of aluminum. Likewise, high strength aluminum alloy, instead of

stainless steel, is proposed as the structural material for the coil and cryostat.

The conductor is wound on a 10 mm thick bore tube in helical layers. The layers are separ-

ated by 2 ran thick G-10 strips as shown in Fig. 1. The strips are inclined from the horizontal

orientation so that helium gas generated by any local disturbance can be removed. A high-

strength aluminum alloy tape 1.5 mm thick is wound along yith the conductor to help support the

hoop load. The maximum hoop stress is less than 121 MN/га
2
 in the median plane. The alloy tape

and the conductor is wound on the bore tube with an average stress in tension of about 12 MN/m .

To reinforce against buckling, about 6 rings are welded to the bore tube. Each ring is 10 mm

thick and spaced 67.5 cm apart. Radial cooling channels are provided on both faces of these

rings.

The conductor is edge-insulated with 0.15 mm thick mylar tape or fiberglass tape. A resis-

tivity of 6 x 10"
9
 n-cm is used for pure aluminum <> 99,997») at 4.2° K, 0.5% strain and at 1.5T.

This is based on the experimental data shown in Fig. 2. Cryostability can be achieved with 50%

of the broad face being cooled.

Pool boiling is selected because it is simple, inexpensive, reliable, and easy to control.

Pool boiling also provides excellent temperature stability.

TABLE I - MAGNET CHARACTERISTICS

Minding ID

Winding 0D

No. of Turns/Layer

No. of Layers

Total Length of Conductor

Weight of Conductor

Operating Current

Ampere Turns

Current Density in Superconductor

Average Current Density in Conductor

Average Current Density in Winding

Central Field

Peak Field on Conductor

Inductance

Stored Energy

Total Coil Mass (4° K)

Total Magnet Weight

Magnet Thickness:

Inner Vessel

80° К Shield

Coil Bobbin

Coil

He Vessel

80° К Shield

Outer Vessel

Total Thickness

cm At
0.3
0.1
1.0
2.6
0.3
0.1
0.5

160.0 cm

163.5 cm

467

2.38 x 10
4
 m

2.32 x 10
3
 kg

2000 Amperes

4.7 x 10
6
 ,

2.4 x 10
5
 A/an

7750 A/cm
2

3770 A/cm
2

1.5 T (15.0 kG)
1.6 T
13 Henrys
26.7 MJ
3632 kg
4722 kg

,094
.011
.112
,286
.034
Oil
056

а

1.2 - Magnet Forces

The hoop and axial forces on the

coil have been calculated. The total

axial force is 3.4 x 10 N. The com-

pressive stress on the insulation material

is less than 18.4 MN/m at the coil median

plane. The hoop stresses are nearly uni-

form along the coil length. The largest

average hoop stress is 121 MN/m
2
 in the

median plane.

The coil decentering force upon dis-

placement from the symmetry position in-

side the iron yoke is large. For a 1 cm

longitudinal displacement, a force of 17

x 10** N acts on the coil pulling it toward

the iron yoke in the direction of dis-

placement .

1.2 - Design of Cryostat

Fig. 3 shows a cross section of the

magnet cryostat near the end. The helium

cryostat is surrounded by a nitrogen-

cooled shield and then by the main vacuum

vessel. Multiple layers of superinsula-

tion are used in the space between the

4.2° К and 88° К surfaces. A honeycomb

structure of aluminum alloy is designed

for the vacuum vessels. Both the inner

B-Z Ttlsa

AFTER 1000 CYCLIC STRAIN
OF O.I % AND 4 DAYS WARM
UP TO 3 0 0 К

O.I 0.2 o.5 o.e0.3 0.4

STRAIN (%!

FtCH'RE 2 - RESISTIVITY VS. STRAIN OF ALUMINUM

AFTER CYCLIC STRAIN AND ANNEAL-HARPENING.

FIGURE 3 - CRYOSTAT CROSS SECTION

NEAR MAGNET END REGIONS.
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and the outer nitrogen shields are 1.5 mm thick aluminum alley. A set of cooling tubes for the
shields circulates the two-phase nitrogen in a snake-like fashion with cold liquids introduced
•t the bottom and warm gas vented at the top. The outer shield is suspended at several loca-
tions to avoid sagging. The inner shield is supported to the warm bore at several locations by
low-heat leak plastic members.

The external vacuum vessel uses two 2.5 mm thick aluminum alloy sheets bonded to a 4.5 cm
thick aluminum honeycomb sheet. The inner vacuum vessel consists of two 1.5 mm thick aluminum
alloy sheets with a honeycomb sheet of 2.2 cm sandwiched between them. This will provide
enough rigidity to resist sagging under its own weight.

The total refrigeration requirement is about 7 W at 4.2° K.

1.4 - Iron Yoke

The iron yoke is a box-like structure surrounding the magnet. The yoke is designed so
that the top sides, or ends, can be removed to give access to the internal detectors. Both,
end caps have a conical hole cut in them to allow a ± 25° access to the magnetic center. It
turns out that the thickness of iron is determined more by the requirements of muon detection
than by the magnet requirements. The thickness of iron is in the range of 60 to 70 cm. The
total iron weight is about 700 tons.

2. - Development of Aluminum Stabilized Superconductors

Although pure aluminum has lower resistivity then copper at liquid helium temperature,
poor mechanical properties of aluminum are a disadvantage. Another disadvantage is that super-
conducting filaments are coextruded in the matrix of an aluminum alloy such as 1100 in the Airco
conductor or 5056 alloy in the Alcoa conductor.

The development program at Argonne National Laboratory consists of studies of the electri-
cal and mechanical properties of pure aluminum^', the effects of mechanical stresses on the
critical current, the current sharing characteristics of aluminum-stabilized conductors, and
the electrical anJ mechanical properties of soft-solder joints.

2.1 - Aluminum-Stabilized NbTi Cable Studies

About a 350 m length of aluminum-stabilized NbTi cable was fabricated by Alcoa Laborator-
ies. The cable conductor has the following description:

Current:
Size:
Superconductor strand:

Filament Diameter:
1.0 part NbTi
43

Cross sectional ratio of pure hi in cable:
about 30%

2000 A at 2 T The 1.4 parts of copper is a thin sheath
2 mm x 3 mm on the surface of the superconducting compos-
1.7 parts 5056 alloy ite. The copper surface serves as a lubricant
1.4 parts copper, & in the conductor fabrication and as the bonding

medium for soft soldering. In the 2000 A cable
superconducting strands are on the outer circle
and pure aluminum wires are on the inner circle.
Each strand in the cable is pretinnert and sold-
ered together after cabling. The cable is
finally rolled to.form a rectangular conductor
2 mm thick by 3 inn wide.

A 0.6 m long cable conductor wt'-s wound
noninductively and tested under external fields.
The cable vas found to be cryostatically un-
stable with a minimum propagating current equal
to or less than the critical current, Ic, and
that recovery current, Ir, was only about % Ic.
The poor terminal characteristics are either
due to the poor bonding between the stabilizer
and the superconducting strand or due to the
poor thermal and electrical properties of the
5056 matrix.

The cables were used to wind a demonstra-
tion coil with a coil i.d. of 20.3 cm, a coil
o.d. of 23.15 cm, and an axial length of 30.48
cm as shown in Fig. 4. The conductor was in-
sulated with 0.0875 mm thick mylar tape with
approximate 80%'coverage. The coil was heli-
cally wound with a total of five layers. The
layer-to-layer spacing was about 1.56 mm. The
load line is shown in Fig. 5. The magnet has
reached 2.3 T with little training, although it
failed to reach the short sample current.

FIGURE 4 - ALUMINUM-STABILIZED
DEMONSTRATION COIL
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2.2 - Effect» of Stress

A section of the Alcoa 2000 A (at 2 T) cable wan prepared and strained in a push-pull mode
by an Instron machine. One specimen was tested under 2 T. /. sharp reduction of critical current
vas seen as the stress exceeded about 400 MN/m

2
. Another sample was tested at 5 T. A mailer

and smoother reduction in the critical current was seen. These are shown in Fig. 6. Both
samples were broken at 715 MN/m

2
.

Also shown in Fig. 6 is a critical current measurement at 4 T under various strains. The
sample is homemade using an Alcoa single strand superconducting composite soldered together with
five pure aluminum wires. The diameter of the superconducting strand is about 1.2 mm. The
sample broke at 1230 MN/m

2
.

2.3 - Current Sharing Studiea

Conductors from Airco and Alcoa were used ша samples for current sharing studies. The
Airco aluminum-stabilized conductor"' contains 121 NbTi filaments in an 1100 alloy matrix.
The composite is then coaxtruded with pure aluminum tube. The short sample is rated at 310 A
at 5 T and 4.2° K. The wire diameter is 0.9 mm. The superconducting strand of about 0.6 m
long was wound noninductivaly on a 7.5 cm diameter tube and tested in a 5 T external field.
The current sharing characteristics of the superconducting strand itself are shown in Fig. 7(a).
It is seen that 1

ш р
 is slightly greater than I

c
, although I

r
 is lese than I

c
. If the supercon-

ducting strand is stabilised with one pure aluminum wire of 1.2 mm diameter, both I
r
 and l

m p
 are

much greater than I
c
. Th« conductor seems to have excellent stability. This is shown in

Fig. 7(b). Also shown in Fig. 7(c) is the current-sharing characteristics of the superconduct-
ing strand stabilized with three pure-aluminum wires. The conductor is extremely stable and
joule heating in the current sharing mode is very smell. These samples were wound noninductive-
ly and were about 0.6 m long.

For comparisons, a 1.2 mm diameter Alcoa conductor of 0.6 m length was tested under the
same conditions. Fig. 7(d) shows that the Alcoa conductor was unstable and Fig. 7(e) shows the
strange current-sharing terminal characteristics if the superconducting strand is stabilized
with five pure-aluminum wirea of 1.2 mm diameter. Although I- and I ™ *«* "«ch greater than I

c
,

the current sharing in the minimum propagating mode is quite different from that in the recovery
mode. Furthermore, many rapid heatings occur during current sharings in both propagating and
recovery processes. Poor thermal and electrical conductivity of the 5056 alloy and poor bonding
between superconducting composite and pure aluminum was blamed for these instabilities.
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DISCUSSION

3. J. St.Lorant : Fig. 7 shows a peculiar behaviour in the I-V

curves. Could you explain

1) The backward notch displayed by curves a) and d ) .

2) How the conductor was assembled with the 5 aluminium stabili-

zing elements.

1. Turner : 1) The backward notch is caused by increasing resis-

tivity as the conductor heats up, causing a decreasing current.

2) The aluminium wires were wound around the con-

ductor and soldered to it.

M. Renard : Have you measured the radiation length on a full

scale winding?

L. Turner : No, we Lave oalculated it from the radiation length
of aluminium, as shown in Table I.
F. Wittgenstein : What is the overall current density
a) in the coil
b) in the conductor*

L. Turner : In the winding overall, 3770 A/cm
2
; in the conductor,

7750 A/cm^. The low resistivity of aluminium permits a high cur-

rent density
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DESIGN AND OPERATION OF 25.4 AND 30.1 TESLA HYBRID MAGNET SYSTEMS

M. J. Leupold, R. J. Weggel, Y. Iwasa
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Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139 USA

tuns of 3.2 cm bore employ a superconducting

coil which we designed and built under con-

tract to the Catholic University of Nijmegen,

the Netherlands. The system for them em-

ploys a conventional axially-cooled insert

and generates a toral of 25.4 T with only

4.5 MW. Our system incorporates a radially-

t-oolcd Insert to achieve 30.1 T with 9.2 MW.

с.

0. Summary 1. Design Goals and Constraints

Л hybrid solenoid system combining a large The Francis Bitter National Magnet Labora-

superconductlng coil with a compact water- tory agreed to design and build a hybrid sys-

Liuilcd insert is the most efficient way to tem for Nijmegen in order to further super-

Ki'niirate extremely intense continuous magnetic conducting and water-cooled magnet technology.

I ii'lds for scientific research.
1
»

2
 Two sys- Their goal of 25 T would be the world's high-

est truly-continuous magnetic field, and to

achieve it within their power capacity would

require both a very rugged insert and a large-

bore superconducting coil near the limit of

Nb-Ti technology. Furthermore, it was agreed

that we could une their superconducting cull

to test the feasibility of generating 30 T

within the continuous rating of our own 10 MW

power supply. To dissipate our much greater

power within the Nijmegen envelope, our in-

sert would need to be especially daring and

innovative. If possible the outer of its

two coils was to use 33-cm o.d. chemically-

milled copper plates which were in our in-

l^ventory from another radially-cooled magnet.

These plates imply an inner coil o.d. of about

16 cm.

Design of the cryostat assumed that be-

tween uses the magnet temperature would be held

at 20K, the most economical temperature for

the assumed duty cycle of one test day per

week.O) д Phillips "Cryogenerator" will be

used, with a capacity of 50 W at 20 К and 160 W

at 80 К for radiation-shield cooling. The

cryostat will work with a liquifier if one be-

comes available.

Research Concerning Conductor Stability

To evaluate several alternative designs

for the superconducting magnet, model pancake

coils of 10 cm o.d. were operated at fields

up to 9.2 T in our 15-cm bore magnet.''
1
)

First we compared two types of windings:

"edge-cooled", in which only an edge of each

rectangular wire is cooled, and "face-cooled",

in which the turns and pancake layers are

separated by intermittent spacers so that

liquid helium penetrates the entire winding.

The face-cooled pancake supported by far the

higher overall current density: its greater

cooling surface more than compensates for the

lower space factor. Besides, in edge-cooled

pancakes the downward-facing surface is in-

effective due to vapor blanketing.

To learn whether the increased current-

carrying capacity of Nb-Ti at reduced tempera-

tures could be exploited, we tested the model

pancakes at temperatures of 2 К and 2.5 K. It

was extremely difficult to keep the cryostat

pressure low enough to maintain the low temp-

erature during disturbances. Operation was so

touchy that we abandoned any notion of design-

ing for reduced temperature.

Concerning the permissible heat flux dur-

ing an excursion into the resistive mode, model

pancake experiments indicated a value between

0.3 and O.4W/cn)2. However, the tests could

not guarantee that the higher values would

prevail in a coil thousands of times heavier.

*Mipi«>rtfd hv the National Science Foundation
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3. Design of Magnets

3.1 Design of Superconducting Coil

He used the results of our 4-inch pancake

coil tests conservatively in limiting sur-

face heat flux, w , to 0.2W/cm
2
. In order not

to exceed this value, as much surface as prac-

ticable - 75У of all faces - must be exposed

to helium. Even so, a conductor of the 1.084

cm width chosen must be thick (293 cm)and

therefore support only a modest current den-

sity, j - 4720 A/cm
2
 in the conductor, 3510

A/cm
2
 overall. The high magnetoresistance

at 8.5 T is mostly to blame, but the 1-2%

cold work introduced for adequate strength ,_,

also contributes ÍX to the total resistivityR'
Retention of such a current density through-
out an 8.5 T coil of the 56.5 cm length used
would have required an o.d. of 102 cm.
Therefore we graded the conductor. Beyond
a coil diameter of 61 cm the strip is only '
.190 cm thick, increasing the respective
current densities to 7280 A/cm2 and 5080
A/cm2 and decreasing the o.d. to 88 cm.

The design of the superconducting coil
reflects an obsession with wire motion.' In
double-pancake construction special attention
was given to immobilizing the innermost turn
and to supporting the irregular surface
generated by ribbon edges. Consequently,
each double-pancaké coil is fitted at the
i.d. with a cross-over guide machined from
aluminum and coated with teflon. It guides
the conductor along the helical-plus-spiral
transition and supports the axial forces on
the innermost turn. The ribbon-edge pan-
cake faces are separated by insulating strips
of compliant ultra-high-molecular-weight poly-
ethylene. When 1 MPa (• 145 psi) room temp-
erature mechanical clamping is applied to the
completed magnet by means of 20 tie rods,
those irregularities which are too rigid to
be pressed out imbed themselves in the UHMW/PE.
At helium temperature it hardens and thus can
withstand the 10 MPa magnetic compression.
3.2 Design of Water-Cooled Coils

3.2.1 25 Tesla Magnet

The insert destined for Nijmegen
is modeled after the two nested axially-
cooled coils used for over ten years in our
three-coil 23 T system. However, it differs
in several ways. The coils are electrically
in series, not parallel; thus the turns are
thicker and "waste" a smaller fraction in in-
sulation. Axial clamping comes from pre-
tensioned tie rods through the plates them-
selves, rather than from a surrounding barrel.
Lastly, the stresses are higher than any en-
countered before. As tested at FBNML the
inner coil employs Mg-P-Ag-Cu of 90% IACS con-
ductivity and 500 MPa tensile strength, re-
inforced with Be-Cu of 61% conductivity and
700 MPa stress. The outer coil gets by with
full-hard copper only by employing a new
stacking scheme which distributee the slits
in the Bitter plates uniformly around the
magnet, thus minimizing their weakening
effect.
3.2.2 30 Tesla Magnet

Even more than the insert for the
25 T system, the 30 T insert demanded inno-
vation. The unprecedented combination of
stresses and power densities posed a challen-

ging design problem. To withstand the stress
requires, not only the strongest high-conduc-
tivity alloy cr jnmercially available -AI2O3
dispersion strengthened copper of 90% con-
ductivity and 550 MPa tensile strength - but .
also reinforcement with 2000 MFa stainless
steel. To resist the torque between the ends
of each coil, twelve fiberglass-epoxy rods of
0.95 cm diameter fit snugly into matching
scallops at the o.d. of the inner coil and i.d.
of the outer coil.

To maintain coil integrity requires axial
clamping far exceeding that which can be
supplied by a cylindrical housing in tension,
and the radial-coolu.g design does not readily
admit tie rods thru the Bitter plates. In-
stead, therefore, axial clamping is supplied
by annular cylinders of iron which magnetize
during operation and are attracted toward the
midplane with a force of half a million newtons
(105pOunds).

Cooling was even more demanding: getting
4.3 MW into a 3.4-liter coil is no great pro-
blem; getting it out again is another matter!
Cooling passages are only 0.25 mm deep, yet
they constitute 20% of the coil volume at the
i.d. and 12% at the o.d. Many passages in
parallel in each turn enable the coil to sur-
vive occasional occlusion by particles which
elude the strainers in the cooling-water cir-
cuit. Half the total flow enters from each
end of the magnet, via the annulus between the
core tube and the inner-coil i.d. The bore is
.tapered symmetrically about the magnet midplane
in order to keep the velocity constant and the
distribution uniform. Hater enters the outer
coil directly from the inner.
3.3 Cryostat Design

3.3.1 The general arrangement of the
cryostat is a usual one, with the helium con-
tainer surrounded consecutively by a radiation
shield and a vacuum shell, (see Frontispiece).
The bottom plate of the helium pot is re-
inforced and stiffened with ribs to serve as •
one of the coil clamping members. Its outside
wall incorporates the 20 К embossed cooling
passages, which run circumferentially and

contribute to the shell stiffness.

The radiation shield 4I30 is eubossed .

heat-transfer panels. The body is a cylindri-

cal shell joined top and bottom to a pair of
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anchor rings, the assembly becoming the
structural element from which the helium pot
is cable-suspended. All elements are of
stainless steel, both for the sake of strength
and to limit the currents induced by field
changes. The radiation shield system is
matched to the PGH 105 machine; however, it
can also be fed with liquid nitrogen.

Aluminum was used for the outer shell and
the covers of the vacuum container! the core

Each double pancake involved four separate
stages, as there was a joint between high-field
and low-field conductor within the build of
every pancake. A team of four men soon com -
pleted a double pancake every three days, in-
cluding all incidental tasks such as loading
reels, splicing leaders and various coil-
finishing operations.

The magnet was assembled by stacking the
coils on the floor of the helium pot and

tube is of stainless steel. At the top is the around the core tube. After the top clamping
chimney which houses the gas-cooled leads, and plate was added and the. tie rods tightened, the
two liquid helium fill tubes penetrate the joints between pancakes were spliced and se-
top cover. A vacuum valve and a diffusion pump cured. The current feeds were fabricated to
are fastened to the underside of the lower the assembly and the instrumentation vas in-
cover, as is the pillbox, where the high pres- stalled,
sure helium connections for the shield andhel-5. Testing

ium pot coll are made.
Each of the gas-cooled leads is made of

rolled up copper screen mesh, jacketed in a
thin-walled stainless steel tube. At the
lower end is an expandable copper plug which
can engage the mating receptacle.(6) The
leads are each one meter long, with a copper
cross-section for conducting current of 0.7
cm^, and a cooling surface of 114 cm^ per cm
of length. The standing loss is 1 W/kA (each
lead). Under normal operating conditions, all
of the helium which is boiled off exits thru
the leads and can be readily collected. In
the event of a quench or a sudden loss of
vacuum,a pair of burst discs in the chimney
open at 1 atm.

The helium pot contains 300 liters, of
which half is within and around the coil, and

5.1 Instrumentation
The system was thoroughly instrumented to

provide both operating and diagnostic informa-
tion. He monitored:

voltages across individual pancakes
voltages across leads and joints
coil shortening
coil vibration
helium pot pressure
coil current
magnetic field differentials
liquid helium level
radiation shield temperatures
water magnet coil voltages and current -
magnetic field

We maintained a vigil for quench initiation by
continuously sampling each of the 22 pancake-
coil voltages, and feeding them plus a coil-

half above it. A shroud separates the evolved current and a reference signal into a multi-
gas from the inventory liquid to minimize
liquid loss thru the champagne effect.
4. Construction of Superconducting Magnet

We wound a total of 25 double pancakes,
2 of inexpensive copper and 23 of supercon-
ducting ribbon. The test coils allowed us to
accomplish each detail at least once to our
satisfaction. Winding was done on a large
horizontal wheel whose spokes defined the
winding plane. The winding wheel was driven
thru a pneumatic clutch which maintained
tension regardless of the winding velocity.

plexer and thence into a Biomation endless-
belt recorder. After triggering, it retains
a record of the time window surrounding the
triggering. A PDP-11 computer unravels the
multiplexed information.

The complex coil structure made interpre-
tation of measurements difficult. By looking
for simultaneity among electrical, magnetic,
mechanical and thermal signals, spurious sig-
nals were weeded out. On the eight channels
of an oscillograph we recorded current, accel-
erometer, pressure, and search coil signals,
and the voltages across three coil zones.

5.2 Field Profile Measurements
To avoid huge forces between the super-

conductor and the insert, their field centers
must coincide. To ensure this, the axial field
profile of each magnet was measured separately
and the insert magnet repositioned as necessary.
5.3 Cooldown

Cooldown from room temperature takes three
days. First the helium pot Is filled with
liquid nitrogen and the radiation shield cool-
ant flow is started. Next the LN2 is pumped
until the temperature reaches 65 K. Any
liquid nitrogen remaining in the helium pot
is then syphoned out, and the magnet is "dried" .
Finally, the system is filled with liquid hellm.
Progress is monitored via coil resistances. The
accelerometer shows noise accompanying thermal
contraction.

5.4 Testing
To charge the superconductor for the first

tine we proceeded in ten ''equal power" incre-
ments, following each two steps of advance with -
one of retreat.



We looked for evidence of motion, and

compared virgin progress with that previously

covered. Ые observed current, selected coil

voHages, noise as indicated by the accelc-ro-

meter, and cryostat pressure.

As with the superconductor, each water-

cooled insert first was tested by itself,

and charged in roughly equal-power increments

NI "full field" or beyond. Voltages were

measured across each coil and continuously

compared with predictions or previously-meas-

ured values. Inlet and exit water pressures

and total water flow were measured. A differ-

ential thermocouple which measured the bulk

temperature rise of the water provided an

.additional indication of water flow.

When testing the entire system, we ener-

gized the superconductor to partial field

and then energized the insert in steps lead-

ing to full field. Several times we swept

the insert field swiftly to zero to determine

the amount and effects of the current induced

in the superconductor. To see when current

sharing would begin, we drove the power supply

to its limit of 1560A. As a final test, we

deliberately tripped the Nijmegen insert from

full field while the superconductor was at

1425A, suiciding the generators in 0.3 seconds,

b. Results

6.1 Supercor.ducting Perfornőnce

The magnet was well-behaved,partly because

the conductor exceeded specifications. We

were able to charge easily and swiftly to

L500 A (8.5 T) and beyond with no need for

the reverse field outside the water-cooled

insert to reduce the peak field seen by the

superconductor. Current sharing began around

1540 A. Even at 1560 A, the coil was well-

behaved with only modest additional boil-off.

At this current the central field is 8.8 T,

and the peak field 9.6 T.

EVENT # II (SWEEP FROM 630A TO Ю70А )
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Occasionally electrical activity was ob-
served, too, as in (a) and (b) below.
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We also were able to discharge the coil

through its .13 ohm dump resistor with little

adverse effect. Dumping from 1140 A raised

the cryostat helium pressure by about 1/3 atm,

at which point we opened a relief v&lve.

Although we were not equipped to deal with

them quantitatively, signals from the accel-

eroraeter proved to be most informative. Sharp

spikes were recorded as the coil was cooled

or energized into virgin territory (see

figure).

It is not known whether the energy of

these pulses (about one half joule, which was

supplied by the power supply) was dissipated

in the coil or simply energized it further.

Although the cryostat pressure was also being

monitored, its sensitivity was only 5 J. The

voltage pulse in (a) most likely arose from

<_oil motion in the upper coils, as no voltage

was observed in the lower ones. In (b) coil

motion seems to have occurred in the lower

middle section, because the upper voltage

pulse is smaller and opposite in sign.

ArcordiiiK to morf rticiir research ro-

sulis this winding style will tolerate great' r

localized mechanical energy reu-jsss tnan

those we observed here. Tl.at in, it is sjif

to increase tl.o operatina curror.i density in

su'h winding.;.

('.2 V.'aLor-Cri IcJ i'u'.gm-: " ^ i
1
* " ^ ••_"

6.2.1 ~ТГ Tesla Magnet
Not unexpectedly, tl:e unprece-

dented masne-tii furtus were much Ln evident<:-

during operation. At 2/3 current in all coils,

watf" flow through the insert decreased, indi-

cating plate shifting. This we cured by

surrounding the tie rods with insulating tubing

so that they now would become tight-fitting

alignment rods. Upon disassembly to restack

the insert to match the higher-voltage Sijmepen

power supply, however,we discovered the inner

coil plates to be distorted by stress: ílíghtly
conical, like Belleville springs, and with each
slit opened by as much as 1 mm. The test here
at FBNML thus confirmed our suspicion that an
even stronger coil was advisable for Nijmegen;
theirs will use Be-Cu exclusively, there being
power to spare.
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Of the total 25.4 teslas, Che insert genera-

ted 17.0: 8.7 T from the outer and 8.3 T from

the inner coil. The power, heat flux, and tem-

perature rises for the outer coil were 3.05 MW,

350 W/cm
2
, 47 С average, and 67 С peak. The

corresponding figures for the inner coil are

1.42 MW, 820 W/cm
2
, 76 C, and 88 С

6.2.2 30 Tesla Magnet

Our care in design and assembly paid

off handsomely: the magnet worked flawlessly

from the start. Magnetic cJtmping combined

with rugged alignment rods - perhaps even more

than sheer conductor strength - appear*to be

the answer to the severe stress problem. Rad -

ial cooling with water fed from both magnet

ends unquestionably is the preferred choice -

albeit a somewhat expensive one - for a magnet

of this power density. The many short pass-

ages provide considerable cross section for

water flow. The grooves are so shallow that

water velocities are not especially high, but

this has its virtues: the insert is, if

anything, even more quiet hydraulically than

iSijmegen's. The truly great virtue, however,

is this: the cooling surface is so abundant

that, despite a power consumption nearly twice ing it all off

that in the Nijmegen insert, the respective

temperature rises actually are lower than

theirs.

Parameters of the radially-cooled insert

for the 30.1 T hybrid system are tabulated

below.

Whenever the water-cooled magnet was on,

the superconductor usually was operated be-

low 1500 A, 8.5 T, in order not to exceed

this limit even with the increase in curren'

induced by an insert magnet trip-out. For

the 25 T system, the induced superconductor

current is 75 A,and for 30 T, 125 A.

6.4 Helium Consumption

With no helium in the pot and hence

no coolant for the leads, the heat input

inferred from coil temperature rise data

is 20 W. Baffling and radiation shielding

is being added in the chimney to minimize

convection and reduce this heat input.

Standing losses with the leads engaged are

equivalent to 4 W (disengaged, 2 W ) . All oi

these values agree with those predicted in

the design.

The authors are indebted to D. B. Montgomei

and J.E.C. Williams for their wise counsel, tc

D. F. Johnson for his leadership and many

skills and to P. Maruzzi, D. Sliski and A. C.

Watkins for their tireless efforts in bring-

(1) Wood, M. F., Montgomery, D. В., "Combined

Superconducting and Conventional Magnets",

Colloques Internationaux du Centre National

de la Resherche Scientifique, Grenoble, 1966.

Parameters of 30.1 T Hybrid Insert at I - 39 kA <
2
>

 We
f?

el
>

 R
'

 J
-> Montgomery, D. B. "Hybrid

Magnets , Proc. the Fourth International Con-

Outer ference on Magnet Technology, 1972.Inner

JMidplane Ends

Conductor Alloy

Tensile strength (MPa)
:

Conductivity (% IACS) i

Inner radius (cm) |

Outer radius (cm) j

Ends of coil (cm) j

Turns per coil

Thickness of turns (cm)

Insulation (cm)

Thickness of steel (cm)

Conductor (cm)

Passage depth (cm)

Passages per plate

Passages per turn

Flow (computed) t/sec

Velocity at i.r.(m/s)

Velocity at o.r. (m/s)

Pressure drop (atm)

Max. J (kA/cm
2
)

Voltage across coil(V).

Power consumption(MSi)

Max. heat flux (W/cm
2
)

Peak temp, rise (C)

Field contribution(T)

6.3 System Performance

The best way to operate the system is to

charge the superconductor first (which takes

nearly JO minutes), followed by Che water-

cooled magnet. Sweeping the water-cooled

magnet induces current in the superconductor,

and 30 seconds is sometimes required for the

power supply to restore the current to its

set value.

ly Oo-Copper

560
90
2.05 ф
7.74 ]
+4.6

30 '

.306 '

.027

.046

.232

.024

24
72
51

18.9 to

7.6 to

6.8
84
75
2.93
490
53

11.8

540
90
3.21

7.74

+9.6

23
.437

.027

.015

.394

.024

• 2 4

72
42
26.5

9.3
6.8
41
36

1.39
260
28
2.2

! Copper
' 330

100
8.30

16.50

+17.2

65
.528

.025

.030

.472

.038

36
72
91
7.8
3.9
1.2
17
111
4.32

110
38
7.6

(3) Montgomery, D. В., Iwasa, Y. "Concerning

the Reduction of Liquid Helium Consumption in

Superconducting Magnet Operation" Cryogenics,

Aug. 1968.

(4) Iwasa, Y., LeupoUl, M. J., Williams J.E.C

"Stabilization of Large Superconducting

Magnets: Experimental Models, IEEE Trans.

Magnetics, Vol. MAG-13, 20 (1977).

(5) Taylor, M. Т., Woolcock, A., Barber,A.С

"Strengthening of Superconducting Composite

Conductors for Large Magnet Construction",

Cryogenics, Oct. 1968.

(6) Satow, Т., Fukuhara, K., Yamada, Т.,

Iwamoto, M., Shinobu, M., "Removable Current

Leads for Superconducting Magnets", Proc.

of the Fifth International Cryogenic Eng.

Conf. 1974, P 403.
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DISCUSSION

ll, Glinski : What is the time necessary to reach maximum field

in superconducting coil?

H. J» Leupold : About 20 mins. We set tht superoonductor end

sweep with the water magnet»

H, Glinski : Are there any time limits for working at maximum

field?

Km J. Leupold : Only as long as the helium or the operating

shift last. Virtually no limit.

M. Glinski : What kind of insulation you use in inner ceils?

M. J. Leupold : 30 T insert uses glass cloth/silieon laminate,

25 T insert uses Kapton. Both coils in each insert are in series

to the benefit of space factor thru the thicker turns.

H. J. Schneider-Muntau : What is the expected lifetime of the

inner coil(s)?

M. J. Leupold : We expect it to be better than the 10-4 h

shift longevity of our 25 T inner coils.
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RECENT DEVELOPMENTS OF THE BITTER MAGNETS AT THE S.N.C.I.

P. Rub

Service National des Champs Intenses, C.N.R.S., Grenoble

14. Lombardi

Laboratoire de Spectrometrie Physique, Université de Grpnnhlp

H.-J. SchnBider-Muntau

Max-Planck-Institut für Festkörpei'forschung, Hochf eld-Magnet labor Grenoblp

1. Summary

We describe in this paper the Bitter magnets of
the High-Field Magnet Laboratory at Grenoble.
Their utilisation, improved characteristics and
lifetimes are given. An NMR system for
stabilization and calibration of the field
is de-scrihEd.

with a steadily increasing demand for magnet
time, especially for fields above 15 T.
'able 1 shows the hours used at the different
magnet installations. Up to now morp than
15.000 h of magnet time have been used for
scientific experiments.

2. Introduction

The High-Field Magnet Laboratory has now been
running since 1972 with its full power of 10 MW.
. 1J, (77,(3), H)_ O n t h e o c c a s i u r, o f its fifth

anniversary we shall present a short review or.
the usage of the magnets in this time. Then
we shall describe the magnets of our laboratory,
especially the newly designed split coil and
the new stacKs of the 10 MW Magnets. The last
chapter is devoted to the high-homogeneity
magnet and the NMR set-up, which allows the
absolute value of the field and its stability
to bp mpasured.

^. Mumber of Hours of Use

The magnet laboratory finds itself confronted

r'.agnet

positions

year

19 72

1973

1 = >'4

137--.

1&7t

1

253

127

262

132

646

2

150

781

1164

1469

1215

3

0

111

1166

1100

1233

4

0

1D8

1079

521

382

5

0

0

20

394

602

6

0

0

30

205

336

TOTAL

(h)

403

1127

3761

4141

4414

TaDle 1 Number of hours of use of the

different magnet installations

4. Bitter Magnets

The Bitter magnets actually in use are listed
in table 2. Compared with two years ago(4),
considerable progress has been madp, the
magnets n° 1, 2, 3, 5b are new, magnet Я
lias Deen modified. Ail magnets are manufactured

with only two dies, one for the outer coils

of the 10 MW-magnets (n° 5 or 6) and one die

for all the other stacks.

The form of the top and bottom plates, the

tightening torque and the cup springs were re-

examined. The new design assures equal and

constant clamping force across the stack under

all operating conditions. No shiftening of

the insulating foil has been observed sincp

then.

The discs are now silverplated ; ? urn think)

which gives reduced and constant contact

resistance for the whole lifetime of the

magnet.

These and other modifications have increased

the reliability and the lifetime of our magnets

considerably. The average lifetimes are listed

in table 2.

Some of these magnets will now be described in
detail:

4.1. Split-coil magnet

Many experiments at the SNCI require that a

light beam is fed into the cryostat perpendj-

cularly to the magnetic field direction. To

satisfy this demand a split coil was built

with four radial access holes of 4 mm diameter,

which are big enough for a lsserbeam b_;t n" the

other hand reduce the magnetic fieid only by

13% to 13 T. The two coils are held apart by

two bronze plates, each 5 mm thick, which

assure the undisturbed flow of the coolant and

house the 4 tubes (see Figure 1).
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Magnet

1

г

3

4

5int.a

5uxt.

ílnt.b

6int.

fiext.

Dimensions

room
temo
bore

50

44

45/4

50

50

264

160

50

264

2a1

56

45

56

56

56

ЭПП

168

56

300

2e
2

316

316

316

316

?w

615

290

290

615

ml

2t>

176

193

16?
(•10)

157

196

366

24S

19B

364

Magnetic

так.

14.1

16

14

15.3

14.4

6.2

7.3

14.6

6.4

<T)

nom.

13

15.5

13

15

14

Б

7

14

6

Field

tot.

2D

13

20

Homo-

geneity

In

1 cm SVQ

2 . ID"
5

1.5.10"
3

2.5.10"
3

2 . ID'
3

2 . , 0 '
3

1 . 10"
3

1 . 10"
3
'

2 . ID"
3

1 . 1V
3

Power

at nom

field

inwi

3.8

4.2

4.0

4.16

4.5

4.4

4.4

3.t6

4.24

Disc materiel

OFHC

full hard

OFHC

full hard

OFHC
full hard

el. copper

full hard

Cu-Zr

full hard

OFHC

full hard

OFHC

full hard

el. copper

extreme hard

el. copper

full hard

Nominal

density

IA/mm
2
)

390

415

390

430*

360

B3

190

390*

63*

velocity

(m/a)

22

21

21

16

20

16

23

20

16

Cooling

hole

diameter

(mm)

1.6

1.8

1.6

1.B

1.8

2.0

1.6

1.S

г.о

Average
. llf etime

(h)

400

1000

600

600

COO

1400

40*'

1«"

1 8 ? "

Remarks

high homogeneity

•pllt coil

horizontal

inner coil

outer coil

lnnir coll

inner coil

outer col}

calculated under consideration of cooling holes

new stacK. the figure given represents the running time up to now

Table 2 Technical data of the Bitter magnets of SNCI

These stainless steel tubes are fixed to the 4.2. 13 T-160 mm 6 magnet
magnet case and the central tube via

connection pieces of rubber and can there- An increasing part of the activities of our

fore withstand any axial and radial die- laboratory is concerned with testing newly

placements of the stack without damage. developed superconductors and commercially

However they reduce the useful inner diameter available superconducting materials. Particular-

to 45 mm. ly the behaviour of superconducting coils in

external fields up to 13 T at temperatures

between 1.8 К and 4.2 К is of great interest.

A resistive magnet was therefore designed,

which uses the outer coil of the existing

2Q T magnet and a new insert magnet, producing

7 T in a 160 mm room temperature bore with

4.4 MW. The inner stack is made out of 144

discs of 1.6 mm thickness.interleaved with an

insulator of 75 um thickness (Figure 2).

Figure 1 Split-coil magnet Figure 2 13 T-160 mm 6 magnet
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This coil is fixed at the top cover of the

magnet case by a screw-nut system allowing the

axial position of the inner coil to be adjusted

from the outside. The total magnet generates

13 T with 8.8 MW.

Up to now loss measurements on NbTi coils have

been made, using a specially designed cryostat

which works down to 1.6 К at atmospheric press-

ure'
5
'. At a bacKing field of up to 12 T mag-

netic field pulses of 0.6 T and of 200 ros

length were generated by pulsing the two power

supplies of the inner coil of the resistive

magnet.

4.3. 20 T - SO mm e) magnet

Calculations of the tensile stress of the inner

coil of the 20 T magnet give a^
ai
 • 365 N/mm

2
.

For this coil a copper-zirconium alloy was first

chosen with a proof stress of o
Q
 • 410 N/mm

2
.

and a specific, resistance of p • 1.85.10"
8 íím.

Tests which we made in cooperation with Fa.
Langenberg, W.-Germany, showed that normal un-
alloyed electrolytic copper can also be rolled
and cold-hardened in such a way that a proof
stress above 400 N/mm2 is attained.
To gain a Knowledge of the annealing of the
copper, the proof stress as a function of the
exposure to different temperatures was measured
(table Э).

5. Field calibration and stabilisation

In order to obtain high magnetic field stabili-

ty and to measure the field with high accuracy

we built a proton-NMR system, almost identical

to that of R.S. Freund and Т.Д. Oilier'
6
'. The

heart of this system is a magic tee with two

identical probes, one located inside, the

other outside the field. Out of resonance the

magic teB is balanced and transmits only - 40

dB of the input power, at resonance the magic

tee is unbalanced. The resulting signal is

amplified, phase detected by a r.f. mixer and

then registered on a scope or a locK-in. The

two probes are aperiodically damped, and their

frequency response is flat from dc to 500 MHz,

so no tuning or range switching of the probes

is necessary. Another advantage is that the

resonance can be frequency modulated, avoiding

the usual modulation coils tsee Figure 3).

20°

445

457

С

.3

.3

50

432

447

100° С

h j 200

.2J425.
i

.8J443.

h

4

6

120
е

200

334,

397.

С

h

1

6

50

290

292

150° С

h : 200

,8J232.

,9Í224.
:

h

7

7

Table 3 Change in proofstress on annealing

of copper under exposure to high

temperatures. an and a o is the
Bj_ В„

proofstress of copper perpendicular

and parallel to the rolling direct-

ion resp.

This shows that extreme hard electrolytic copper

can be used up to 100° С with only little reduc-

tion in proof stress. Since the stack heats up

only to about 70° C, the inner coil was built of

copper of this quality. It uses only 3.88 MW for

the full field of 20 T, which means a reduction

of 14% In power consumption. The coil does not

show any change in performance after 182 h of

running time, several hours of which at full

field.

4.4. High homogeneity magnet

For MIR measurements a coil was designed which

generates 13 T in a useful diameter of 50 mm

with 3.6 MW and which has a field homogeneity

of 2-1СГ
5
 in 1 cm SVD. The homogeneity was ob-

tained by using discs of three different thick-

nesses (0.72, 0.85 and 1 mm).

Figure -3 The NMR circuit

With this set-up we measured the long-time sta-

bility of the field to be ± 5-10-6 over one day

(integration time 2 s), and the shDrt-time sta-

bility to be ± 10-5 (integration time 100 ms).

The ripple is of about 0.2 Gauss amplitude, al-

most independent of the value of the field and

consists of harmonics of the mains frequency.

In addition there are fluctiations up to ±1

Gauss at frequencies between 0.1 and 1 Hz.

As an interesting feature of our installation

we found that, running two Bitter magnets at

the same time, they influence each other via

the common cooling circuit. Dissipating an

additional 4 MW in the other magnet increases

the cooling water inlet temperature by 7° C,

which induces a magnetic field change of about

10~4-much higher than the spatial homogeneity

of 10-5. we think that the field attenuation is

due to the thermal expansion of the coil which

increases its inner radius and maybe also to

changes of the radial current distribution.

To stabilize the magnetic field we locked it

on the magnetic resonance circuit. In this case

the long-term stability is given by the stabi-

lity of the frequency synthetiser, i.e. a few

10-8/day.
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DISCÜ3SICII

;,. J. iieupold : Hove you attempted to use si lver bearing copper
for the sake of improved tolerance to annealing?
H, J. gichneider-Muntau : According to our measurements extreme -
hard silver-alloyed copper has a poorer conductivity than unal-
loyed copper of the sane strength. In case the annealing beha-
viour of the copper used should show to reduce the lifetime of
the coi l , we shall of course use silver-alloyed copper* Our
stress calculations are based on Montgomery's formula, which we
think i s very conservative, so there i s an additional safety
factor.
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INVESTIGATION OP THE EFFICIENCY FACTOR OF THE BITTER SOLENOIDS

Eazimierz Trojnar

International Laboratory for High Magnetic Fields and Low Temperatures,

53-529 Wroclaw, Próchnika 95, Poland.

The efficiency factor of the Bitter solenoids with axial cooling holes has

been calculated and compared with experimental results. The increasing of the

resistance and the change of the current density distribution caused by cooling

holes have been taken into account in these calculations. The change of the

current distribution has also been included in calculations of the cooling

holes.

Introduction

One of the most important problems arising in designing high power electro-

magnets is the determination of the dependence between magnetic field strength

in the space where the experiments are performed and power consumption necessary

to obtain this field. This dependence can be expressed by the well-known formula

H *

where H denotes the magnetic field strength, W - power, Л - space factor,

J- specific reaistance of the conductor, r
1
 - inner radius of the coil and

G is a geometry (efficiency) factor depending on the shape of the coil and

current density distribution. The dependence of the geometry factor G on coil

shape for a given types of current density distribution is presented i.a. in "K

For the Bitter type coil the dependence of G on the shape of the coil is given

for the current density distribution j«r" . This kind of current density

distribution is valid provided that there are no axial cooling holes in the

coil. The presence of the cooling holes causes both a change of conductor

cross-section along the coil radius, and elongation of the current-flow path.

In this case the current doea not flow along circular lines but along wavy

lines I
2
»'). This leads, apart from the change in the current density distri-

bution, to the increase of electrical resistivity in the winding. Neglecting

these factors leads to erroneous calculations in electromagnets designing which

in certain cases can reach 40 %.

The change of the current density distribution and increase of the electri-

cal resistivity after the cooling holes have been made in the Bitter type coils,

were the subject of the works done in the sixties in the MIT^ 'and Grenoble^'.

Mathematical formulae for the increase of the electrical resistivity calculation

have also been given in ̂ '. Change of the current density distribution caused

by the presence of axial cooling holes in the Bitter type coil was the subject

of investigations at our laboratory in the turn of sixties and seventies.

Current density distribution in the coil has been determined from the magnetic

field distribution measurements. The results of these experiments have been
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published in W . It was established that the current density distribution

could be described with a good accuracy by following formula

where the exponent 9 lies within the range 0 4 í 41, for the commonly used

cooling holes distribution i.e. Ws = const., and for given coil it depends on

the ratio of cooling holes cross-section to the total cross-section of the

winding disks, j (тЛ denotes current density near inner bore of the coil i.e.

for r * т
1
 .

The efficiency factor

The efficiency factor for the current density distribution given by

equation (2) is equal to

G« « G
0
 K-

1/2
y(ce

l(
i^) (3)

G
Q
 denotes the efficiency factor for Bitter type solenoids without cooling

holes, i.e., j«T . K
d
 is the resistivity ratio of a disk with and without

cooling holes. The function f («C.P,$) describes the diminishing of the efficiency

factor due to a change of current density distribution in the coil, and it has

a form

W

cC is the ratio of external r„ to internal r^ radius of the coil, p is the

ratio of half-length b of the coil to its radius r
1
 . The results of numerical

calculation of the expression (4) for some values of the eC and (3 parameters

versus the exponent } are shown in Pig. 1.

As it can be seen, for given values of •? the function <f takes greater

values for wide cpils than for thin ones. In wide coils both the changes of

the current density distribution and enhancement of electrical resistivity

influence the diminishing of the efficiency factor, whereas in thin coils only

the latter plays the mean role.

The exponent 9 , similarly as the resistivity enhancement coefficient E
d
 ,

could be calculated from the ratio of the cooling holes area to the total area

of the winding disk. From simple calculations we get

K.. is the coefficient of the electrical resistivity enhancement near the inner

bore of the coil after the cooling holes had been made. This coefficient can be

calculated from extrapolation of resistivity enhancements Kg , Kj , . . . . ^ in

subsequent winding slices. The method of the calculation of the coefficients K
d

and K
A
 is given in I*'.
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Fig. 1. The dependence of у on 9 for given values of «C and (J .

If the efficiency factor, as given by Lq.(1), is used to calculate the

field strength, then in the formula C )
 o n e

 should take into account

only the axial space factor X .

To check the correctness of the derived formulae (3), the efficiency factor

G has been experimentally determined for nine different Bitter type solenoids

with axial cooling holes. The comparison between the experimental results and

the date obtained by formula (3) is given in Table 1.
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The location of the cooling holes

Knowing the current density distribution it ir. c-aey t~ c-̂l.~-.il-:t-; rr--;Y. 1 --
cation of the cooling holes which gives a constant heat flux alonf. the coil
radius. Starting iron the dependence describing the heat flux in the wináingc
and from the distributions of cooling holes we obtain

д(г) = д(г.,) (-£-) ; (б)

where

or, starting from the total number of the cooling holes in winding

ds , (3)

Where Д(г) is the distance between circles on which the cooling holes are

located, Д(г<) is the distance between inner bore of the coil and the first

circle with cooling holes, n-the number of cooling holes on each particular

circle. In the above calculations this number has beer, kept constant. Current

density near the inner bore of the coil is equal to:

J denotes the current through the coil, 5 - thickness of the v.'inding disks,

d - diameter of the cooling holes. It is possible to calculate the exponent 9

from Eqs (7) and (9), and then the distances Д(г) between the circles frnn

Eq. (6). Sometimes it is more convenient to calculate th^ exponent V iron

Eq. (5).

Conclusions

The dependence of the magnetic fields H on power consumption W calculated

from Eg. (3) gives the results reasonable consistent with experiment. The com-

parison of the calculated and experimental data is given in Table 1. The inte-

gral appearing in the \f function can not be expressed by elementary functions

and therefore for construction purposes it is best to plot <f for given values

of «C and p . The ratio of the efficiency factor [Ш- Л for coils with cooling

holes to that without cooling holes could be presented as a dependence of the

ratio of the cooling holes area to the winding area ^ .

The function у can be calculated by means of the ratio K^/KJ given in ^\

The value of &?/G
0
 calculated from our formulae is smaller than that obtained

in ^' for the same values of of and (&. It follows from introducing the

function <p into the Eq. (3) and from assuming greater value of Kj calculated

as an arithmetical average of the resistance enhancement in each particular

slice. Presentation of the current density distribution in a simple form
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3 (r) <\» r enables also to derive the expression for calculation of the cooling

holes distribution by means of analytical functions.
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METERS

V.L.Vengrinovitch, A.A.Lukhvich,

S. A. Novikov, A. A. Savitsky

Lab.Physical P r o p e r t i e s o f

Metals . The Department o f

P h y s i c s o f Nondestructive

Test ing. Academy o f S c i e n c e s

o f the BSSR. Minsk.

Summary

Influence of the pole tips material

of electromagnets for the high resolution

NMR spectrometers on the magnetic field

distribution in the air gap at saturation

field up to 2,4 ̂ has been experimental-

ly investigated. Pole tips made of iron,

Fe-Co-2V alloy and Hyperco 55 alloy have

configuration of transitional profile

approaching to truncated cones and B-

const. It has been shown that the pole

tips edge parts may be considered as

special regions, forming field distri-

bution in the air gap, their magnetic

properties and configuration of

transitional profile being the .most

important*

It is well known that the need of

increasing of magnetic field in the air

gap of electromagnets is limited by the

spoiling of field homogeneity. In a

number of papers ^ ' this phenomenon

is connected with a local magnetic

saturation of edge parts of the pole

tips. Any data concerning the influence

of this effect on the distribution of

magnetic field depending on the pole tips

magnetic properties are absent.

In this paper we present the results

of experimental study of the influence

of the air gap field intensity and the

pole tips magnetic properties on the

field distribution, the tips edge parts

being discussed as special regions,

forming field distribution. Let's

consider magnetic scattering and field

distribution in the air gap between

pole tipa of configuration approaching

to truncated cones, the transitional

profilé being free of sharp edges. Ihe
experimental data of variation of mean
^-component of magnetic flux and induc
tion in the pole tips cross sections
disposed on various distances from the
pole tips faces, are presented in Fig.
1(a). Data were obtained by means of
milliwebermeter with accuracy 1,5%.
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M.g.1 a) mean Z-conponent of the
magnetic induction and flux variation
along cross sections of the pole tip
at various distances £ from the
pole t ip face. Bguation of the pole
tip transitional profilet
x2-(y-25)2"252 at 0 é x ^ 5 •»
(х+18,35)2+(У-108)^«1102 at x>5 mm;
b) magnetizing carves of the pole
tips materials: 1 - Fe-Co-27 alloy;
2 - Hyperco 35 alloy; 3 - Arako iron.

Presented data correspond to pole
tips, made of soft magnetic materials
of three kindsг íe-Co-2V alloy (*9Я0о,



*9We, 2<?V), Hyperco 55 alloy (35300;
fi4,5«Pei О,5ЖСг) and Armco iron.
Magnetizing curves of these alloys are
ilso shown in Fig.1(b). Analysis of the
results shows small dependence of the
magnetic flux Z-component distribution
in various cross sections of the pole
t ips on the sort of magnetic material,
the magnetic state of saying regions
being the function only of the pole t ips
configuration.

• The results of local measurments of
tht' induction Z-component in the a i r gap
on the distance 1 ш from the pole t ip
face surface are shown in i lg.2(a,b ?c)
for two shapes of la tera l surface.
Me=isunnents have been obtained by
miniature Hall probes with accuracy 3$.
The difference of two Hall voltages
givas the relative field distribution.
\s i t can be seen from the curves of
Fig.2, "splashes" of induction reaching
of the values 0,15 ^ are observed near
of the pole t i p face edges. This
"splashes" take place throughout the

B

from the lateral surface to the face
one. Amplitude and width, of the
"splashes" are determined by the
magnetic saturation induction and the
material permeability at given induction.
Configuration of transitional profile
as well as accuracy of the t ips
machining has the strong influence on
the parameters of the edge "splashes".

The edge "splashes" have influence
on the induction distribution in the
medial plane of the gap (Fig.3 a,b,c).
The measurments of field distribution
in the medial plane of the gap were
carried out by microwebermeter. As one
can see from the curves of 5ig.3 in
our case the edge "splashee" had main
influence on the magnetic field d i s t r i -
bution. These "splashes" have resulted
in concave curves of the field d i s t r i -
bution. The field homogeneity in work ing
volume considerably fa l l s at fields
near-by considerably fa l l s a t fields
near-by induction of magnetic saturation
of the pole t ips material. Comparing

S 4 " 8 {?mn -8 4

Fig.2. Z-domponentof the magnetic induction
variation in the a i r gap versus the distance
from edge of face surface of the t ips having
shape which approaches to truncated cone (a,b)
and shape approximate B-const (c) . Gap width
17 mm." Material of the pole t ips(a.c) Fe-Co-V
alloy; (b) Armco iron.

range of inductions in the gap up to
2,4 2L. . in a l l cases the induction

ffi

peaks coincide with pirts of conversion

Fig.2(a,b) with Fig.3(a,b,c) one can

conclude that the expansion of the

"splash" base has the most strong



influence on the induction distribution
in the gap centre, this expansion of the
"splash" base being caused by Mgaetie

&&:

strong difference of Magnetic
properties of tips «aterial (iron,
Fe-Co alloy) the induction distri-
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Fig'5- Z-component cf the ungnetic induction variation in
the medial plane of the gap as a function of the distance
В from the gap centre for the pole tips of configuration
approaching to truncated cone (а,Ъ,с) in gap 17 mm and
configuration approaching to B-const (d) in gap 30 mm*
Material pf the pole tips (a,d> Fe-Co-V alloy; (b) Bypexeo
35; (c) Axnko iron.

saturation of the more near parte of tips

with the centre of face surface. The least

influence of "splashes" is observed in.the

case of pole tips made of Fe-Co-V alloy.

It is well known that the field distri-

bution in the gap is also connected with

the value of the magnetic flux scattering,

the last being conditioned by the finite

sizes of the tips and dependent on their

form,gap width, magnetic permeability of

material. The field distribution of Fig.3

in the air gap one have to consider as

superposition of two components: natural

induction edge fall and edge "splashes".

That is why the parameters of edge

"splashes" can not simply characterise

the field distribution in the gap centre

region. At the same time in the case of

bution in the gap centre one can

connect with expansion of edge "splash"

base.

So, in order to obtain strong

field of high homogeneity, when using

pole tips, resulting in the concentra-

tion of induction on edges, it is

necessary to have materials of high

magnetic permeability for the pole

tips in the range of working fields.

At the same time increasing of field

homogeneity one can get by decreasing

of edge influence at the expense of

configuration form of the transitional

profile, which eliminates the edge

"splashes" (B»const). The pole tips

of the transitional profile configura-

tion which decreases the induotion
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"splashes" to great extent at the place

of transition from the face surface to

lateral one, give more high field

homogeneity (Pig.3d; Fig.4c).

to truncated cone and B-const. field

distribution in the air gap is

determined by superposition of two

components: natural radial Call of

induction and the edge "splashes" of
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Pig.4. Topography of f i e ld in the central region of the gap
for the pole t i p s of configuration approaching to truncated
cone (a) Fe-Co-V al loy; (b) Hyperco 35 al loy in gap 17 mm;
(c) shape approaching to B-const in gap 30 mm. Ihe distance

between l i n e s of induction 7,02*10'.-6 wb
m?

However, the d i f f i c u l t i e s connected with
machining do not make possible to remove
"splash" completely. But the foxn,when

В const, g ives the poss ib i l i ty to
decrease the "splash" considerably. At
the same time the above edge induction
"splashes" that inevitably arise when
using the pole t i p s of B-increasing type,
one can use as governing factors real iz ing
additional f i e l d correction provided that
i t i s known the ir dependence on material,
pole t i p s font and induction at the given
a i r gap, and working technology of the
pole t i p s garantees the constancy of the
edges "splashes". In spito of the fact
that such a way of providing of necessary
f ie ld homogeneity need detailed investiga-
t ion and carefull technology, i t seems
to be advisible,as i t gives possibil it ies
to govern the magnetic field homogeneity
in designing narrow-range small dimensioned
magnets of high init ial field homogeneity.

Conclusion

We have measured the magnetic field
distribution near-by the pole tip edge and
in the mid-plane of the air gap. In our
case the pole tips have shapes approaching

induction. The above edge induction
"splashes" that inevitably arise when
using the pole tips of B-increasing
type, one can use as governing factors
realizing additional field correction.
In designing of magnets for the high
resolution nffi spectrometers one
should take into account the configura-
tion of the edge parts, shape, ratio
diameter to air gap and magnetic
properties of the pole tips material.
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DEVELOPMENTS IN MAGNETS FOR THE HIGH RESOLUTION RCNP SPECTROGRAPH

H. Ikegami, S. Morinobu, I. Katayama and M. Fujiwara

Research Center for Nuclear Physics, Osaka University

Yamada-Kami, Suita, Osaka, 565 Japan

A Summary is given for the developments of magnets employed in the high

resolution spectrograph now in operation at RCNP. Special care was taken to

obtain high uniformities in the magnetic field distributions. A new method for

constructing, at a reasonable cost, a magnet with a high field uniformity as

well as a good reproducibility is described.

1. - Introduction

In nuclear spectroscopy, there have been continuous demands for-a charged

particle analyser with a higher resolving power and a larger solid angle of

acceptance. The large magnetic spectrograph installed in RCNP has been constructed

to meet part of these demands and has been put in operation since the last fall.

The spectrograph named RAIDEN is of QDDQ type and constitutes of two dipole-

and guadrupole-magnet pairs (Ql, Dl, D2 and Q2) and auxially magnets i.e. two

sextupole magnets AXl, AX2 and a multipole magnet with quadrupole-, sextupole-
(2)

octupole- and decapole-field components • Parameters of RAIDEN has been so

determined as to achieve a first order resolution of Р/ДР = 2х10* for a source

width of 1 mm and a soxid angle of around 10 msr. The first order properties

obtained are summarized in table 1.

Table 1.

Design specifications of the QDDQ spectrograph RAIDEN.

Mean orbit radius 150 cm

Deflection angle 160°

Focal plane length 180 cm

Maximum Bp 2,400 KG cm

Magnification i horizontal
U )
 1.3

vertical 4.0

Momentum dispersion . 2,700 cm

Momentum range 6 %
(2)

Momentum resolution Р/ЛР 20,400

Acceptance angle thorizontal ± 45 mr

vertical ± 70 mr

Solid angle 13 msr
1) - Values are given along the focal line.

2) The source width of 0.1 cm is assumed.

The final arrangement of the total system and perspective view of the system

installed are shown in figs. 1 and 2, respectively.
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2. - Main magnets Dl, D2, Ql and Q2

The principal specifications of the main magnets are tabulated in table 2.

For all the magnets, rather narrow tolerances have been set in machining and

positioning the pole pieces, since errors in the optical geometry may seriously

deteoriolate the performance of the spectrograph. In order to ensure high

uniformities in the magnetic fields, the pole pieces are made from highly pure

forged iron (SUY-2) with a carbon content of less than 0.007 %. The material of

the yokes is fully killed and rolled iron (K-GMQ) with a carbon content of less

than 0.04 %. All the coils are made of copper hollow conductors insulated with

epoxy-impregnated glass tapes and are connected in series to a single power

supply. The magnet D2, Ql and Q2 are also equipped with correction coils for

tht: purpose of balancing the field strengths among the magnets. The computer

programs LINDA and TRIM were extensively used in the present design work.

Fiq. 1. Total arrangement of RAIDEN.



2.1 - Dipole magnets

The yokes are divided into several blocks of iron which are held together by

screws and dowel pins as shown in figs. 2 and .3. The pole pieces are positioned

inside the yokes with special dowel pins of high purity iron (SUY-2). Mylar

spacers of 2 nun in thickness have been inserted between yokes and poles at the

fringe portions in order to keep the pole gaps free from the possible bent of the

yokes due to magnetic forces. The corners of the pole edges are shaped in a

Rogowski's curve, as in the case of the dipoles in the beam line (see fig. 3).

The Rogoweki.'s curve has been approximated by the succession of steps for the

ease of machining. Field clamps are also prepared at the outside of the magnet

to terminate the fringing field distributions and are grounded magnetically to

the yokes (also see aec. 3). The thickness of the pole pieces have been chosen

to be 180 mm so that errors of greater than 20 um may not be caused in the pole

gaps by the atmospheric pressure and the attractive forces between the magnetizec"

poles.

2.2 - Quadrupole magnets

The drawings of the quadrupole magnets Ql and Q2 are presented in figs. 4

(a) and (b), respectively. The former has a relatively narrow aperture with a

large field strength and the latter a wide aperture with a relatively small field

Fig. 2. Perspective view of RAIDEN.
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strength. Cares have been paid to avoid a local mangetic-saturation in iron

(especially in Ql case) and to yield a wide region of constant field gradient

(especially in Q2 case). The pole-yoke configurations in fig. 4 have been

adopted after some "try-and-error" works including numerical calculations of

field distributions for various geometries. The corners of the pole edges are

again shaped in Rogowski's curves.

Decriptions on the sextupole magnets ASXl and ASX2 and the multipole magnets

are presented in the following papers (2)

Table 2.

Specifications of the main magnets in the spectrograph.

Dipole magnets

Magnet gap

Pole width

Deflection angle

main coil
Ampere turn

correction coil

Maximum magnetic field

Thickness of the poles

Flatness of the pole face

Regularity of the magnet gap

Identity of the pole contour

Positional tolerance between the
poles in horizontal direction

Total weight

Quadrupole magnets

Type

Magnet aperture

main coil
Ampere turn

correction coil

Maximum field gradient

Maximum pole tip field

Magnet length

Identity of the pole contour

Regularity of the pole grouping

Total weight

Dl

80 mm

800 mm

60 °

1.1x 105 AT

16 KG

180 nun

± 0.010 mm

± 0.020 mm

± 0.020 mm

< 0.1 mm

26 ton

Ql

Narrow aperture

140 mm in diam.

3.2 x 10" AT/coil

970 AT/coil

1.6 KG/cm

16 KG

400 mm

< 0.1 mm

< 0.1 mm

2.2 ton

D2
80 mm

1,600 mm

100 °

1.1 x 105 AT

2.0 xio3 AT

16 KG

180 mm

± 0.010 mm

± 0.020 mm

± 0.020 mm

< 0.1 mm

131 ton

Q2

Wide aperture

100 mmx 1070 mm

2.9 x10* AT/coil

860 AT/coil

0.13 KG/cm

5.5 KG

800 mm

< 0.1 mm

< 0.1 mm

11 ton
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Fig. 3. Cross-sectional view of the Dl magnet.

Fig. 4 (a) Cross-sectional view of the Ql magnet.

Fig. 4 (b) Cross-sectional view of the Q2 magnet.
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3. - Measurement of magnetic field distribution

The magnetic field distributions have been measured in the 9 regions cf the

spectrograph i.e., the entrance and exit regions of main magnets (Ql, Dl, D2 and

Q2), the regions of sextupole magnets (ASX1 and ASX2) and the region of the

multipole magnet. For the multipole magnet, the field map has been measured for

each field component. The field data have been taken as a function of excitation

current. The measurements were performed with an automated system involving a

PDP11/40 computer and some CAMAC modules. A temperature compensated Hall probe

was used as a detector and the signals of the probe were digitized in a 6-digit

digital voltmeter. The BCD data from the voltmeter were then transferred to the

computer and saved in a disk memory. The probe was driven in two directions in

a horizontal plane by pulse motors controlled by the computer.

The field distribution in the Ql magnet is shown in fig. 5. The quadrupole

field with a satisfactory character is found to be realized over the region of

particle trajectories. By integrating these data along the axial direction, the

effective length of Ql is deduced as shown in fig. 6. It may be seen that the

length is fairly constant in the beam region. The absolute value, however, is

found to be 2.2 cm shorter than the design value. The same kind of data on the

length of the Q2 magnet is also shown in fig. 7. There is a slight variation of

up to 1.3 cm depending on the distance from the magnet axis and the absolute

length is again 2.0 cm longer than the design on the average. The radial variation

of the Q2 length might reduce the curvature of the focal plane of the snectrocjraph.

In the measurement of the dipole fields several configurations of the field

clamp were examined. The configuration shown in fig. 8 has been found to be most

effective in minimizing the tails of the fringing fields and has been adopted in

the clamps at the edges of Dl and D2. The shapes of the fringing field distri-

bution of Dl and D2 are found to be quite stable against the excitation current

except in the region of the tails. Which

may be the result of the pole edge shap-

ings as described in sec. 2. The location

of field boundaries at the entrance and

exit of D2 varies by up to 6 mm with the

excitation current. The field uniformity

of D2 was also measured and found to lie

between 1x 10 and 4 * 10 , in the region

of the excitation currents as normally

used. There has been found small inter-

ferences between the Dl and ASX2 fields.

It, however, does not practically make a

serious problem in the operation of the

spectrograph.

The data for the multipole magnet

and se;;tupole magnets are summarized and

discussed in the following papers2)

Fig. 5. Three dimensional view of the

field distribution in Ql.
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Fig. 8. Fringing field distributions

at the entrance of D2 for

three excitation currents.

All the data are normalized

to unity at the point well

inside the magnet gap.
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LARGE SUPERCONDUCTING DETECTOR MAGNETS WITH ULTRA THIN COILS

FOR USE IN HIGH ENERGY ACCELERATORS AND STORAGE RINGS*

M. .A. Green

Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory

University of California

Berkeley, California

Abstract

This paper describes the development of a new class of large superconducting solenoid

magnets. High energy physics on colliding beam machines sometimes require the use of thin

coil solenoid magnets. The development of these magnets has proceeded with the substitution

of light materials for heavy materials and by increasing the current density in the coils.

The Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory has developed a radical approach to the problem by having

the coil operate at very high current densities. This approach and its implications are '

described in detail.

Introduction

Recent developments in colliding beam physics have prompted the development of thin

superconducting solenoid magnets for use in these experiments. The development of thin

magnets can be traced starting with PLUTO, the first superconducting magnet which was used to

do colliding beam physics. The evolution of thin coil technology can be traced by comparing

PLUTO (which is not a thin superconducting magnet) with three other superconducting magnets

which have been built or are being built for colliding beam experiments. All three of these

magnets are designed to be thin to some degree.

A comparative study of the four magnets illustrates the trend of thin superconducting

coil development over the last two or three years. First, one sees the substitution of lighter

materials for heavier materials in the CERH magnet. Thee one sees the abandonment of cryogenic

stability when the bath cryostat is replaced with the tubular cooling system in the CELLO

magnet. Finally, the conductive bore tube concept is introduced in order to make a radical

improvement in the protection of thin solenoid magnets against burnout. This is the basis of

the TPC magnet design proposed by the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory (LBL).

Over half of this paper will be devoted to the LBL magnet technique. Since the LBL tech-

nique is a radical departure from conventional technique, this paper will present the theory

of the conductive bore tube and discuss the results of experiments on LBL test coils. Three

test coils have been constructed at LBL. Two of these coils, each with a diameter of one meter,

have been fully tested and the results are presented herein. Preliminary tests on the third

test magnet, which has a diameter of two meters, are described. The results of these tests

show the viability of the LBL two-phase tubular cooling system and the conductive bore tube for

diverting the magnetic current from the superconducting coil.

The LBL technique is applicable to magnets in a variety of sizes. The radiation thickness

attainable is a function of diameter and central induction. This relationship is shown in this

paper. In addition, one can apply light superconductors and conductive bore tubes. This can,

in principle, result in a reduction of the radiation thickness of solenoids which have a diam-

eter below a certain value.

The development of thin solenoid technology

The development of thin magnet technology can be traced by comparing four colliding beam

detector solenoids which have been built or are about to be built. The first of these magnets

is PLUTO. This magnet, which makes no effort to be thin, was built in 1971 using the conductor

and stabilization technology used in the large bubble chamber'!). The second magnet, ISR,

built by Morpurgo at CERN in 1976, substituted a cryogenically stabilized aluminum conductor

for the copper conductor normally used'
2
'. The vacuum vessels and cryostat vessels are also

made of aluminum. The third step in this progression is the magnet, proposed for the CELLO

experiment by Saclay and Karlsruhe, using intrinsically stable aluminum conductor which operates

at current densities of 1.4 * 10
8
 Am"

2
(37. The fourth step in the progression is represented

by the magnet proposed for the time projection chamber (TPC) experiment by the Lawrence

Berkeley Laboratory^). This magnet uses superconductor at very high matrix current densities

(about И ) ' Am"
2
). The magnet uses a two-phase tubular cooling system.

The four magnets are compared in Table 1. The PLUTO magnet has the largest central

induction and smallest free volume. The TPC magnet has both the largest free volume and stored

energy. The ISR magnet has the smallest stored energy and it has a central induction of 1.5 T

like the CELLO and TPC magnets. The thickest magnet from a radiation standpoint is
1
the PLUTO

magnet. The thinnest magnet is the TPC magnet.

Work performed under the auspices of U.S. Energy Research and Development Administration.
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Table 1. A comparison of four intersection storage ring detector magnets.

Cryostat inner warm
diameter (m)

Distance between the
iron poles (m)

Central induction (T)

Number of turns

Current per turn (A)

Magnet inductance (H)

Magnet stored energy (J)

Superconductor matrix
current density at i t s
design current (Am"2)

Type of superconductor
matrix

Radiation thickness
(Bad len)

Cooling eystem

Conductive bore tube

Type of stabi l ization

Cold mass (kg)

Type of cryostat
vacuuo vessel

PLOTO
(1972)

1.40

1.15

2.0

1524

1264

5.07

4.05 x 106

4.75 x 107

Copper

~4.0

Bath

No

Cryogenic

Stainless
Steel

ISR
(1976)

1.38

1.80
1.5

1000

2200

1.24
3.0 x i o 6

4.07 xlO7

Aluminum

- 1 . 1 0

Bath

No

Cryogenic

~1.7 xio3

Aluminum

CELLO
(1979)

1.5

3.5

1.5

- 1 4 0 0

- 3 1 0 0

- 1 . 4 6

~7.0 x io6

-1.41 xio 8

Aluminum

- 0 . 5

Tube

No

Adiabatic

- 1 . 4 x i o 3

Hexcel

TPC
(1980)

2.0

3.4

1.5

1950

2100

4.83

10.65 x 106

8.75 x 10 8

Copper

0.38

Tube

Yes

Adiabatic

- 1 . 4 x i o 3

Hexcel

The four magnets shown ln Table 1 show the progression of high energy physics toward
thinner magnets. It is often desirable to do physics outside the magnet. In order to do
this, one must pass large numbers of charged and neutral particles through the magnet over a
large solid angle. Therefore, magnets which are thin from a radiation standpoint are used.
Before proceeding, it is useful to define radiation thickness. One radiation length will
convert about 63Z of high energy gaama rays to charged particle pairs. The number of particles
Г which pasa through an amount of material unchanged Is a function of the original number
of particles Г

о
 and the radiation thickness X given in radiation lengths. To the first order

this relationship is:

Г-Г
о
е
-X

(1)

In general, materials which are thin from a radiation standpoint have low density and low
atomic number. The thickness for one radiation length is given in Table 2 for a selection of
materials W .

PLUTO, which is not a thin superconducting magnet, has a radiation thickness which is
typical for magnets built with bubble chamber technology^

6
'. In general, the following steps

must be taken to reduce a magnet's radiation thickness: (1) Light, low density, low atomic
number materials must be substituted for heavier materials. The materials used for cryoatat
construction are just as important as those used in the magnet itself. (2) The current density
of the coil must be increased.

(a) The substitution of low mass materials. The PLUTO magnet, which is shown in Figure 1,
is used as a comparison for it is not built with thin coll technology. It uses copper based
superconducting coils housed within a stainless steel cryostat. The radiation thickness of
PLUTO is estimated to be about four radiation lengths. The ISR magnet built at CERN, which
is the first low radiation thickness magnet, employs light materials ln both the coil and the
cryostat. The superconductor, which is fabricated by soldering a high current density copper-
based superconductor to an aluminum stabilizer, is substantially thinner from a radiation
standpoint than the PLUTO magnet' '. The ISR magnet cryostat and its vacuum can are fabricated
from aliadnum. This aagnet, shown in Figure 2, is estinated to be about 1.1 radiation lengths
thick.
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Figure 1. PLUTO superconducting detector

magnet at DESY. CBB 778-7379

Figure 2. CERN ISR superconducting detector

magnet. CBB 778-7381

Table 2. The thickness of various materials

which equals one radiation length.

Material

Helium (liquid)

Carbon

Magnesium

Aluminum

Copper

Niobium Titanium (50%Т
х
)

Copper based composite
(Cu to s/c ratio, 1-2)

Aluminum based composite

(Al to s/c ratio, 1-2.5)

Epoxy-dacron

Epoxy-glass

Thickness

7450

~670

145

90

14.5

~18

16.1-15.5

30-42

~360

• -180

The proposed CELLO and TPC magnets go a step further toward lighter construction. Both

use a tubular cooling system, discussed in the next section, which will reduce the helium

vessel thickness. The outer vacuum vessels proposed for the CELLO and TFC magnets involve

the use of composite or hexcel type materials. Large cryogenic vacuum vessels must resist

buckling due to pressure forces. Hexcel,which is a honeycomb structure, will provide the

thickness needed to resist buckling without adding material. As a result, the expected

crypstat vacuum vessel thickness for these magnets is expected to t al 0.06-0.1 radiation

lengths. The use of light vacuum vessel material is especially important for magnets as they

grow in size. The TFC magnet which has an outside diameter of about 2.3m will have a hexcel

outer vacuum vessel 30-40 mm thick. The proposed TPC experiment is s>iown in Figure 3. The

TPC magnet cross section is shown in Figure 4.

(b) Increasing superconductor matrix current density. The second step for reducing magnet

thickness is to increase the current density within the superconducting coil. Both PLUTO and

the ISR magnets operate at low current densitieg which are typical of those found in cryogeni-

cally stabilized magnets. Figure 5 shows the current density in the superconductor matrix as

a function of stored magnetic energy for a number of superconducting magnets which have been

built. The magnets are divided into two broad categories—those which use adiabatic stability

(most of these magnets have stored energies under 10°J and current densities above 10 Am~^)

and those which use cryogenic stability (these magnets have stored energies above 10 Am and

current densities below 6 * 10
7
 Am"

2
). From Figure 5 one can see that the ISR magnet does not

make a departure from the norm. If anything, the design is very conservative.

The CELLO magnet proposal calls for operating at matrix current densities which are 3 to

3.5 times larger than PLUTO or the ISR magnet. This conductor is operated at current densities

which are, in general, too high for cryogenic stability. The coil is operated as an

adiabatically stable coil; hence it can quench. Quenching can damage the coil unless the coil

and its quench protection circuit are properly designed. The J
o
 E

o
 - 1 0 " line represents a
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practical limit for the design of magnets without an inductively coupled bore tube*-
8
). The

CELLO magnet lies a little above that line. It can do so because its current is over 3000 A
and the coil can withstand voltages during a quench In excess of 1000 V.

The TPC magnet and the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory test coils leading up to it (see
Fig. 5) represent a radical departure from normal practice. These magnetg are designed to
operate at superconductor current densities which are in excess of 8 x 10° Am"

2
. At this
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Figure 5. Superconductor matrix current density vs. magnetic stored energy for a
number of magnets which have been built or are proposed.
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Figure 6. Superconductor hot spot temperature versus F*(T).

current density, destruction during a'quench can occur very quickly. The TPC magnet has
J

0

2
E

o
 * 8 K 10*4. such operation using normal magnet construction methods would require high

current operation (say 10* A) and high quench protection voltages (say 10* V). Instead, the
TPC magnet relies on a closely coupled bore tube for quench protection. As a result, the
TPC magnet has the highest stored energy and lowest radiation thickness of any of the four
magnets.

Development of the TPC magnet concept. Since the proposed TPC magnet is a radical departure
from normal magnet construction technique. It is useful to discuss its development. There
are two primary features in the TPC magnet which set it apart from the others: (1) The magnet
has an inductively coupled bore tube for quench protection. (2) The magnet is cooled by
two-phase helium flowing in tubes. The TPC magnet integrates the cryostat (the helium
temperature part) and the coll into one construction. The basic design for the TPC magnet
emerged in early 1975, when a smaller detector magnet was being proposed. The bore tube
technique has been refined and experimental tests have taken place. The results of these tests
are presented in the next section.

(a) The closely coupled conductive bore tube technique. Large thin solenoids are
potentially subject to destruction during a quench. Coil failure is either due to (1) hot
spot formation due to uneven quench energy distribution in the coil, or (2) excessive transient
voltages needed to overcome hot spot development. Sometimes both will occur at the same tine.
The upper boundary of hot spot temperature can be found by assuming that a snail section of the
superconductor is heated by resistive heating and that there is no heat transfer out of that
section. This approximation is valid once that small section of superconductor has reached
30K or above. The hot spot temperature can be found from the following integral expression:

F*(T) •Г f J(t)
2
dt (2)

where С is the specific heat per unit volume of the superconducting matrix; p is the electrical
resistivity of the normal netal in the matrix; r is the nornal metal to superconductor ratio
in the conductor; j is the current density in the superconductor matrix; T is temperature; and
t is tine.

Figure 6 relates T to F*(T), hence to the integral j dt. It is clear from this figure
that one raist reduce the conductor current density as quickly as possible to reduce the hot
spot temperature. It is also clear that one must reduce the current density even faster when
an aluminum based superconductor is used. At current densities of 10

9
 A»~ , the current in

the magnet must be reduced substantially in times of the order of 100 me. In large magnets,
this cannot be done without large transient voltages unless a closely coupled low resistance
bore tube is used or the whole coil is driven normal at once.
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Figure 7 shows the circuit diagrams for quenching magnets with and without a bore tube.
The decay of the magnet current ix in the magnet without the conductive bore tube is
represented by

where i0 (the starting current) at t » 0. The solution for Equation 3 takes the form:

-t/T,

h ~ V (4)

when Li, the magnet inductance, and R^, the magnet circuit resistance, are constant. Tj (the
circuit time constant) L/R

The decay of the current in the magnet ii takes a different form when a closely coupled
bore tube is introduced. The differential equations for this case are:

di dl

(5)
di di

where i-i - iQ and ±2 " 0 when t « 0. L2 Is the bore tube inductance; R2 Is the bore tube
resistance; and M is the mutual inductance between the coil and the bore tube. If the coil
and bore tube are closely coupled, e » 1 - M2/L1L2 « 1. If one assumes e small (say < 0.05)
and I4, L2, M, Rx and R2 are constant, then the solution to ix in Equation 5 becomes

(6).

where Ts is the short time constant and T,_ is the long time constant. When e is small, T 8 and
T u take the following forms: ~

TL." Tl + T2
(7a)



where т
2
 (the bore tube tine constant) - L2/R2.

When *2
 i s
 large compared to TJ., the current in the coil takes a sudden dip to a fraction

of its starting value. Then the current decays slowly (see Figure 8). The sudden dip in the
coil current 1 is accompanied by a sudden rise in the.bore tube current ±2- The total flux
contained in the magnet changes very slowly (with the time constant т^). As a result, the
transient voltages are kept within reasonable bounds. The shift in current away from the coil
reduces the integral of j'dt without large transient voltages^). The bore tube absorbs a portion
of the magnetic energy in the process. The unexpected bonus is that the bore causes the whole
coil to go normal much faster than ordinary quench propagation. This phenomenon, which is
referred to as "quench back," has a positive effect on fail safe operation of large high
current density coils.

(b) The tubular cooling system. The cryogenic system of all large superconducting magnets
presents anumber of major probléma. The two-phaie tubular cooling system solves most of these
problems С Ю ) , оц

в
 £S n ot restricted to pool boiling heat transfer in a bath of helium once one

decides to use an adiabatically stable superconductor. Liquid helium flowing in tubes will
provide all of the cooling needed for a dc solenoid magnet. The advantages of a tubular
cooling system over an ordinary bath cooled system are: (1) the cooldown of the magnet is
well controlled because the helium flows In a well-defined path, (2) the mass of a tubular
cooling system is less than a bath cryostat (so is the radiation thickness), (3) helium in
direct contact with the coil is minimized, and (4) the cryogenic safety is greatly enhanced
because tubes have very high pressure ratings and the ratio of helium volume to free vacuum
is minimized.

The LBL system uses two-phase helium instead of the supercritical helium which is used
in OMEGA or the SIN magnet. Two-phase helium was chosen because (1) a two-phase boiling
system will operate at lower temperatures than a comparable single-phase system, (2) the
temperature varies very little from end to end in a two-phase system, (3) the mass flow for a
given aaount of refrigeration is lower for the two-phase system than for a supercritical
system, and (4) boiling in the tube can transfer large local heat fluxes. The stability of the
two-phase flow is achieved by choosing the right flow regime. The liquid and gas should
travel at the same velocity. When the mist or bubble and froth flow is chosen, the fluid is
well behaved like a single-phase flow.

The Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory experiments. LBL has built two-meter diameter solenoids which
have been operating for nearly two years. The latest LBL test coil, which was finished in June
of 1977, has a diameter of two meters, a length of 0.7 meters, and a stored energy which is
2.0MJ (one-fifth that of the TPC magnet). The one-meter diameter magnets have been tested
extensively. The two-meter test magnet tests have only begun.

(a) The one-meter teat solenoids. The LBL one-meter diameter solenoids are approximately
0.5 meter long with just over 830 turns of 1.1 mm diameter (including insulation) super-
conductor wound on them(l'l). The primary difference between the two coils is the copper to
superconductor ratio of the superconductor. The A magnet uses an MCA superconductor with 2200
12.3-um filaments twisted one turn every 10 mm and with a copper to superconductor ratio of 1.8.
The В magnet uses a Supercon superconductor with 2700 13.6-vm filaments twisted one turn every
10 am. Its copper to superconductor ratio is 1.0. Both coils are wound on an 1100-0 aluminum
bore tube 6.35 mm thick. On top of the coil is a layer of 12.7 mm OD aluminum tube for
cooling. Both coils are vacuum impregnated with epoxy. There are many small differences
between the two magnets. The В magnet is much better than the A magnet. For example, the
epoxy in the A magnet has cracked, causing the coil to move away from the bore tube as
magnetic force is applied. The В magnet shows no evidence of cracking and, hence, we have not
encountered training. Figure 9 shows one of the 1-meter diameter magnets. Figure 10 shows a
cross-section of the magnet bore tube, coil and cooling tube.

A number of the tests of the A and В magnets have been described in other reports<
1 2
~

1 5
).

Host of the discussion here will be centered upon the tests of new kinds of quench protection
circuits and tests of the A and В magnets hooked in series. Before proceeding, it is useful
to point out that the bore tube behaves as theory suggests it would. Figure 11 illustrates
the shift in current from the coll to the bore tube. It shows a sudden drop in coil starting
at a time of SO me which ends at a time of 100 ms. This sudden drop in the coil current,
balanced by sudden rises in the bore tube current, is caused by quenchback. It is also useful
to point out that the tubular cooling system has performed very well through a half-dozen tests
of the A and В coil. Detailed operating data of the cooling system is found in reference 15.

The use of a conductive bore tube enhances the performance of quench protection systems.
LBL tested three kinds of quench protection systems: (1) a constant resistance resistor of
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0.6 ohms, (2) a variable tyrite resistor called a varistor, and (3) the discharge of a
capacitor bank into the coil to drive it normal. The Л magnet, В magnet and A & В magnets can
be quenched in a fail—safe manner without the use of an external quench protection circuit.
The use of such circuits will reduce the integral of j

2
dt, hence the hot spot temperature.

Figure 12 shows current versus time at 400 A in the В magnet for an unprotected quench,
a protected quench with a 0.6 ohm resistor put across the leads and a protected quench with a
varistor across the leads. One can see quenchback in the unprotected quench. It takes over
100 ms for quenchback to start. When quenchback is finished, the current decays experimentally
from about 30 percent of its former value. The hot spot temperature reaches 300 К and 60 to
70 percent of the coil energy ends up in the bore tube.

When a 0.6 ohm resistor is put across the leads (this occurs some 10 ms after the quench
is induced), the current in the coil is reduced to 50 or 60 percent of its starting value
immediately. Quenchback takes place dropping the coil current to 25 percent of its starting
value. The resistor reduced the hot spot temperature to around 90 К while forcing over 80
percent of the magnet energy into the bore tube. The effectiveness of the resistor is greatly
enhanced by the bore tube.
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The varistor system is characterized by a resistance which takes the following form:

(8)

where b is 0.2 to 0.25. When i = 400 A, R * 3.6 ohms. The varistor causes the coil current

to suddenly drop to only a few percent of i8s starting value in less than 5 ms ( T
S
, the short

time constant, is 2 - 3 ms). The integral j
2
dt is dominated by what happened before the

quench was detected. In any event, when the hot spot temperature drops below 40 K, the bore

tube ends up with virtually all of the magnet stored energy. The conductive bore tube greatly

enhances the performance of the varistor system. Without the conductive bore tube, the

varistor system would only be marginally better than a constant resistor of value Ъ
о
™'.

The third method of quench protection is by driving the coil entirely normal through the

use of a capacitor bank. The A and В magnets have a high frequency inductance of around 10 mH.

If a capacitor bank is discharged into the coil in a short time, the coil will see a sudden

suige of current (of short time duration) which will drive the entire coil normal (by

momentarily pushing the current in the superconductor above its critical current). Once the

entire coil is normal, current is shifted to the bore tube and the coil hot spot temperature

is greatly reduced. A short pulse of a couple of hundred volts drove the В magnet normal very

well during recent tests of the A and В magnets together. Neither the varistor nor this method

of quench protection would be effective without the conductive, closely coupled bore tube.

Table 3 summarizes the operating characteristics of the A magnet, the В magnet and the A

and В magnet together in series. The В magnet has never trained even though it has operated

at current densities of 1.24 x 10
9
 Am"

2
. Training due to coil movement has occurred in the A

magnet when it has operated alone or in conjunction with the В magnet. The magnets were quenched

without protection at all of the peak currents given in Table 3. The tests have demonstrated

fail safe operation (without quench protection) substantially above the j
0
 E.,= 10^3 Ц п е shown

in Figure 5.

Testing of the A and В solenoids was completed in June 1977. The magnets have been shipped

to the Sandia Laboratory in Albuquerque, New Mexico, USA, in order to become part of a pulsed MHD

generator'1°'. The magnets have demonstrated they can handle considerable abuse. For example ,

an electrical lead was burned out due to inadequate gas flow. The magnet was driven normal

without damage by the overheated electrical lead. The lead became hot enough to melt some

solder joints causing leaks into the cryogenic vacuum system. The A and В magnet tests

showed the inherent safety of the closely coupled bore tube system and the two-phase

tubular cooling system.

Table 3. The operating characteristics of the A magnet,

В magnet and A + В magnets in series.

Design current (A)

Critical current (at 4.8 K) (A)

Number of turns

Length (m)

Magnet diameter (ID) (m)

Design matrix ,

current density Am

Self inductanee (H)

Design stored energy (j)

Peak operating current (A)

Peak matrix current

density (AnF
2
)

Peak stored energy (J)

A Magnet

700

910

835

0.461

1.021

0.909 x 10
9

0.789

1.931 x 10
5

804*

1.044
 x
 10

9

2.547
 x
 10

5

1

3

1

3

В Magnet

800

1150

832

0.464

1.021

.120 x io
9

0.782

.028 x io
5

972**

.238 x 10
9

.694 x io
5

A + В

1

0.909

1

4.775

0.914

4.830

Magnet

700

830

1667

1.0

.021

x 10
9

.949

x 10
5

704*

x io
9

x 10
5

The magnet trained; this is the highest current the magnet trained to.

No magnet training to this current. This current was the limit of the power

supply.



(b) flu' two-meter diameter test coils. A two-meter diameter test coil was wound and
ported ilurinj' Spring of 1977. The magnet has an inside diameter of 198 mm; i t s length is
765 mi?., -d its 'liicknc-ss is 36 ram. The radiation thickness of the magnet is approximately
O.'ifi radi.iriun l*iu;tbs. The two-meter test magnet, called the С magnet, has about 5500 m
ol J.5-mm d-.ánetci superconductor which has 2200 19.6-um diameter filaments*- The copper
supercunuuetor ratio in the conductor is 1.8 and i t has a twist pitch of Z0 mm. The С magnet
tubular cooling system consists of 365 m of 12.7 mm OD aluminum tubing.

The construction of the С magnet is similar to the A and 8 magnets. The bore tube is
made from 9.53 mm thick 1100-0 aluminum plate. 860 turns of superconductor are wound in two
layers on to the bore tube (see Fig. 13). Between the layers is a center tap. A quench
propagator system is wound on top of the upper layer of superconductor. This winding i s
byfilar; i t proceeds longitudinally (lengthwise) down the coil in 12 places around the coil
to speed up the turn-to-turn quench velocity. (The A and В coils do not have longitudinal
quench propagators.) Above the quench propagators are two layers of 3.18-mm diameter aluminum
wire which serves as a support to prevent the coil from lifting away from i t s bore tube.
The aluminum cooling tube was wound on the outside, Chen the magnet was vacuum impregnated.
The total mass of the finished magnet including i t s four leads and bus bar assembly is 420 kg.
The finished magnet is shown in Figure 14,

After epoxy casting, the coil was high-potted to 8.2 kV to ground. The magnet was put
into a 2.4-m diameter nitrogen shielded vacuum vessel which is 1.2-m high. Instrumentation
on the coil included 8 strain gages with 6 dummy gages, 12 quench coils, 2 coils for measuring
аф/át, 4 voltage taps (one for each electrical lead), 7 silicon diode thermometers, 2 vapor
bulb thermometers, 7 strain gage thermometers, and 2 pressure taps in the cryogenic circuit.
The instrumentation was connected to various oscilloscopes and to a PDP-11 computer which
acted as a data collector and preprocessor. Data from the PDP-11 is processed by the LBL 7600
computer.

Testing was started on the С coil in July 1977. At the time this paper was written, only
one series of tests had been completed. The f i rs t test of the magnet was terminated by an
accident which broke the magnet supports and damaged the plumbing. The magnet survived; i t
quenched as would be expected after moving several centimeters before colliding with the
vacuum vessel. The accident was caused by iron in the capacitor bank which was being used
to protect the magnet from quenching. The accident occurred at a current of 957Д,which is
just over half the magnet's cr i t ica l current. At the time the magnet contained 890 kJ of
magnetic energy and i t was operating at a coil-current density of 5.4 x- 10° Am~2. The
accident showed us, unintentionally of course, that integrated magnet design is extremely
rugged. Quenches at low currents showed that positive quench protection could be achieved.

Figure 13. Winding of the two-meter diameter
test solenoid.

CBB 773-1666

Figure 14. The completed LBL two-meter

diameter test solenoid.

CBB 776-6029



Table 4. The characteristics of the LBL two-meter

diameter test magnet.

Single Layer* Double Layer

Average coil length (m)

Average coil diameter (m)

Number of turns

Magnet coil inductance (H)

Bore tube inductance (H)

Mutual inductance between

coil and bore tube (H)

Design current (A)

Superconductor current density

at design current (Am~
z
)

Magnet stored energy at design

stored current (J)

0.

2.

0,

2.39

9.87

.6968-

.0062

430

.462

x 10"6

x 10"4

2000

1.131 xlO9

0.924 X106

0.6968
2.0043

860

1.847

2.39 x 10

1.973x10

1500

0.849x10

2.078x10

,-6

,-3

The outer layer which is near the quench propagator.

He saw evidence that the quench propagator circuits were working as intended. The expected

performance of the С magnet is shown in Table 4.

The future course of thin magnet technology. The Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory thin coil

development program has been rather conservative. He have not devoted a great deal of effort

toward the use of a suitable high current density aluminum based superconductor. The use of

aluminum based superconductor could reduce the radiation thickness of the superconductor

nearly in half. Paper studies have been made of coil systems which use aluminum based

superconductors wound on magnesium bore tubes with a magnesium cooling tube system. Hith this

kind of technology, one could, in theory, reduce.the radiation thickness of the TPC solenoid

from 0.38 radiation lengths to 0.26 radiation lengths. However the risk of using untested

technology is not justified.

High current density aluminum based superconductors are light. They have roughly half

the radiation thickness of copper based conductors. The quench wave velocity is about a factor

of three faster in the aluminum based conductor than in a copper based conductor operating

at the same current density. If aluminum based superconductors are used in conjunction with

an aluminum bore tube, the structure will be particularly good from a thermal contraction and

relative strain standpoint. The major disadvantage of the aluminum based superconductor is

the fact that F*(T) and hence the integral of j
2
dt is a factor of 3 to 5 smaller than for a

0.6

to,0.5

0.4

0.3

0.2

0.1

B
o
-1.0T

Aluminum bated
superconductor

Magnet diameter (m) XBL 777-1556

Figure 15. The projected radiation thickness of thin solenoids
using the LBL technique as a function of magnet diameter,
superconductor type and central induction B Q .
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copper based superconductor. Particular care must be taken to avoid bum-out problems
associated with the use of this type of conductor.

Figure 15 shows the total radiation thickness including the cryostat as a function of
diameter for magnets with central inductions of 1.0 and 1.5 tesla. The two upper curves apply
for magnets using copper based superconductors. The lower curve, which is a 1 tesla central
induction curve, applies when aluminum based superconductor is used. The use of a conductive
bore tube should permit one to operate magnets when E j

 2
 is as high as ю " . (By comparison

magnets without conductive bore tubes and limited to operation below E
o
j

0

2
 - 1 0 " . For coils

made with aluminum stabilized conductor, E
o
j

o
 < 0.4 x 1 0 " ) ,
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DISCUSSION

M. Hoenig : I am concerned about phase separation over long
period of time. What experimental evidence do you have in this
matter?

M.A. Green : We observed no phase separation in either the one
meter coil or the two meter coil tests. We operated the magnets
for up to two weeks without seeing any instabilities. If one
looks at a Baker diagram one can see that one operates in the
mist flow or the bubble and froth flow. One is well away from
phase separation and plug or slug flow.

B.E. Mulhall : i - Is the bore tube present primarily for pro-
tection or for cryogenic reasons? ii - What actual coupling
coefficient between coil and bore tube are attained? iii - What
fraction of the total radiation thickness is accounted for by
the bore tube?

M.A. Green : i - The bore tube is primarily for quench protec-
tion, ii - We measured coupling coefficients oC of 0.98 to 0.99
/oC is defined as a ratio of M to L^Lg/. iii - In both the one
meter diaireter and the two meter diameter coils. The bore tube
is about 30 $ of the radiation thickness.

H. Desportes : I would like to make a comment. The difference
between the CELLO and the TCP concepts is not so much in the
performances with regard to radiation thickness, but in the phi-
losophy of design and operation. One of the difeerence is in
the use of the available material, either in the conductor or
in the quench tube. The total thickness of the magnet depends
also on the safety margin we chose in the dimensioning of the
various components.

M.A. Green : I would argue. There is quite a difference between
the CELLO and TCP approach. If the TPC magnet were 1.5 m in
diameter its radiation thickness would be 0.3 insted of 0.5 in
CELLO. Also our design is conservative. When we understand quench
back better, we should be able to reduce our radiation thickness
to half of those found in CELLO. Magnets of smaller diameter can
have reduced radiation thickness.

K. Kwasnitza ! Up to what small cooling tube diameter the two-
-phase cooling would work?

M.A. Green : Two-phase cooling should work very well as long as
m/Ac 1. Where m is the helium mass flow in grams per second
and A c is the tube flow crossectional area in square centimeters.

E.U. Haebel : What is the peak voltage across the varxstor du-
ring a quench?

M.A. Green : In our experiments the test voltage across the coil
was 1800 V at a current of around 700 A. The voltage across a
varistor goes as the current to the 0.2 - 0.25 power.

P. Komarek : You did not mention limits in charging time for your
bore tube concept. Can you comment that? Because this limit was
one of the points to try an other approach for the CELLO magnet.

M.A. Green : The TPC magnet has a design charge time of 1900
seconds. If resistance ratio 100 aluminium is used the heat
load due to charging is kO W. The charge time could be cut to
900 seconds without difficulty. If resistance ratio 15 alumi-
nium is used a charge time of 600 seconds can be achieved.

J.W. Lue : What is the reason for you to choose two-phase he-
lium instead of single-phase for cooling?
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M.A. Green : The reason for choosing two-phase flow are given
in the paper. Basically two-phase flow will give lower tempe-
ratures for a given temperature at the refrigerator; there is
little temperature gradient along the tube; and bursts of ener-
gy can be taken up without large temperature pulses.

G. Horlitz : What are the mechanical forces and how are they
taken? By the conductor allone or are there additional reinfor-
cements?

M.A. Green : The mechanical forces are taken by the coil con-
ductor, the coil cooling tube and the bore'tube itself! If the
bore tube does not take the force at all, the maximum stress
in the superconductor is about 10^ N/m

2
. The cooling tube pro-

vides the additional force contraint.

P,, Genevev : What is the time to recool the coil after a quench?

M.A. Green : In our test coils it took one or two minutes at
lov currents and it took 30 - kO minutes at high currents. In
the 10 MJ TPC magnet we expect to recover from a quench in about
к hours.
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A SUPERCONDUCTING 2.6T HIGH ACCURACY MAGNET

N H Cunliffe, P Houzego and R L Roberts
Rutherford Laboratory,

Chilton, Didcot, Oxon, England.

SUMMARY. An accurate solenoidal field lm .long x 50mm diameter is required for use with a polar-
ised target. The paper describes the magnet system designed and being built to achieve this
field with particular reference to special manufacturing techniques and use of computerisation
as a design aid.

1. INTRODUCTION

A superconducting magnet is under construction for the European Muon Collaboration Polarised
Target Facility at CERN. The facility requires a 2.6T solenoidal field uniform and stable to
better than +. 1 part in 101*, over the cylindrical target volume which is Im long and 50mm in
diameter. The magnet which is 1.6m long with a cold bore of 195mm, comprises one main winding
and 12 independently powered trimming coils. Special manufacturing techniques together with a
novel form of quench protection have been developed to achieve a high reliability design and to
meet the required specification. A test programme for the main coil has assessed the predicted
quench performance by inducing quenches at progressively increasing current. After the trim,
coils have been assembled a second test is scheduled to assess the field accuracy of the magnet,
Finally the magnet will be fitted into a cold bore horizontal cryostat complete with vacuum
system.

2. MAGNET DESIGN

2.1 Magnet Geometry. Field and accuracy computations were made using a two dimensional ver-
sion of the GFUN program^1} Computations using a three dimensional version of GFUN^2) were also
made to assess the loss in accuracy due to out of roundness and eccentricity. For example it was
found that variations in conductor block dimensions and current densities, caused by winding
cross overs, made the field accuracy deteriorate to 1.4 parts in 10"*at the extreme boundaries of
the accurate volume. In order to maintain the field accuracy predicted by GFUN a significant
improvement in manufacturing and positional tolerances was required if the inclusion of multiple
compensating saddle windings were to be avoided. The current block geometry adopted is shown in
fig. 1 and table lists the relevant parameters.

m n i d a n j
acctrate «tin»

26tnIa±IO~'

J°gg KSH I \ |

* ' ~ .T

Fig. 1. Layout of Coil Block Geometry

Fig. 2 shows the predicted field accuracy along
the length of accurate volume at a radius of
25mm. The influence of magnetisation currents
flowing within the filaments was also assessed
by using GFUN with blocks of diamagnetic mater-
ial superimposed on the current blocks. These
caused the field accuracy to deteriorate at the
'extremities of the accurate volume as shown in
fig. 2, but the field remains within specifica-
tion. The diamagnetic field levels were cal-
culated as given by Green'3).

2.2 Quench Protection. Because the length to
thickness ratio of the coil is large, the quench
front takes a relatively long time to traverse
the winding. Such a coil is subject to damage
by a combination of excessive hot spot tempera-
ture rise and -interlayer voltage breakdown. By
using the computer program QUENCH^ a predic-
tion of the current, field, coil resistance and
hot spot temperature with time was obtained for
various values of external dump resistance. In
fig. 3 coil current is plotted against time

Magnet Field Conditions
central 2 58-tesla
peak 2.6 tesla
accuracy t 1 part in 104 over a volume lmetrc long x Scm dm
stability 2 1par1 in 10* dnit in

Power Recrements g £ J } « &
main 180
trim 1 and 12 -21
trim 2and 11 -9
trim 3and 10 -7
Irim4and 9 -6
trim 5 to 8 - 5

Solenoid Parameters layers turns

mains 12 -18OO0
trim 1 and 12 6 -2200
trim 2 and 11 6 -1650
trim 3 and 10 4 -1100
trim 4 and 9 ' 4 -1100
trim5 to 8 4 -1100

Conductor Data
manufacturer (IMI) Niomax FM.
wire diameter (cms)
copper/ superconductor ratio
number of filaments
filament dia (u)
Iw ist pilch (cms)
insulation
wire diameter over insula1ion(cm]

24hrs

nps.Tm?nS"V

16000
-9250
-3880
-3070
-2430
-2100

inductance
(henrys)

8.63
1 06
0.59
0.26
0.26
0.26

main
C361/100

0.1
2:1
361
30
2.5

short sample
characteristics!"/.)

-52
-78
< 5
<5 '
< 5

<5
stored energy

(к joules)
-170

-
-
-

-
-

trim
B1000/44

0.044
1:1

1000
10

0.2
polyvinalacetal

0.106 0.046

Table 1. Magnet Parameters

Fig. 2. Field Accuracy at a radius of 2.5cms as
predicted by.GFUN for Accurate Volume with and
without Persistant Currents superimposed on Coil
Block Geometry. The Field Level is 2.6T.
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Fig. 3. Plots of Current Decay for the EMC

Solenoid as predicted by QUENCH for cases with Coil Structure

and without a Bore Tube and for the cases with a showing the Bore Tubes, Coils and the Magnet

Bore Tube with and without Thermal Coupling. Wire Support.

with the predicted values of hot spot temperature shown for a dump resistance of 1 ohm. As

can be seen the temperature of the hot spot has risen to 250K after two seconds. An increase

in the resistance sufficient to reduce the hot spot temperature to an acceptable value led to

undesirable voltages.

The adverse effects of the above can be considerably reduced if the quench can be made to propa-

gate more rapidly throughout the windings and allow the stored energy to he more evenly distrib-

uted. This can be effected by incorporating a shorted turn or copper bore tube which is well

coupled to it both inductively and thermally. In the initial stages of a quench the resistance

of the normal region causes a large current to build up rapidly in the conducting bore tube

accompanied by a fast decay of current in the winding. The effect is enhanced by switching an

external resistor into series with the main coil as soon as the quench is detected.

The winding is heated in two ways. Heat dissipated in the bore tube by the induced current

flows into the inner layers of the winding. A second source of heat is the magnetisation loss

produced in the superconductor by the initial fast decay of current and hence field in the main

winding. Although theory'
5
' indicates that the magnetisation loss alone may be sufficient to

produce the large quench front, transient analysis of the heat produced from this source is very

complex. A conservative approach was therefore adopted and protection of the magnet based on the

heat generated in the bore tube. As well as causing a rapid quench of the whole winding, the

bore tube offers further protection by accepting a significant amount of the stored energy from

the main winding. Using the program QUENCH the current decays were estimát 'd for the coil and
bore tube incorporating the thermal influence of the bore tube. These are shown in fig. 3 and
it can be seen that the current is reduced more quickly resulting in a greatly reduced hot spot
temperature. Also illustrated in fig. 3 is the current decay for the coil and bore tube, but
without any thermal coupling between the two.

In order to quench the trim coils in the event of the main coil quenching, it was also decided
to incorporate copper bore tubes in their design, resulting in the magnet cross section shown
in fig. 4.

2.3 Coil Support. When the magnet is powered the magnetic forces lift the windings off the
bore tube. This effect is of particular significance with the main solenoid because good heat
transfer between the bore tube and windings is lost and the effectivness of the protection
system is impaired. To offset this, hard drawn aluminium alloy wire is wound around the finished
-coil assembly. The wire on cooling; contracts down onto the coil by virtue of its higher coeffi-
cient of contraction and the bore tube is put into compression but within the elastic limit of
the material. When the coil is powered its radial strain, limited by the wire support, is
arranged to be less than the comprussive strain of the bore tube. The bore tube then behaves as
a spring and expands radially outwards with the coil maintaining the good thermal contact required.

3. MAGNET MANUFACTURE

3.1 Bore Tube. In order to achieve the field accuracy specified the coil must have petfect
geometry and therefore an acurate winding former was required. However to avoid disengaging the
former from the windings it was decided to wind directly on to the bore tube. This ensured that
the bore tube and coil had effective thermal coupling but introduced the problem of maintaining
the stability of the 1.6m long x 200mm diameter x 2.5mm thick bore tube during machining and
winding. Usually this problem is solved by using demountable mandrels or by boring heavier
mandrels out after the coil winding has been completed. The objections to these techniques are
that the demountable types are expensive and sometimes fail to disengage, while the machined
types collapse radially in a non uniform way. Accordingly it was decided to develop an inexpen-
sive mandrel which can easily be removed without risk to the complete multi-solenoid structure
and also give sufficient stability to the copper bore tube during machining and coil winding.
The mandrel developed which is called 'The Lost Metal Mandrel' is illustrated in fig. 5 artd em-
ploys a trapped layer of 'Cerrobend1 or 'Woods metal' between a heavy load bearing tube and a
copper tube which is finally machined to form the bore tube. This is achieved by heating the
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filling port
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loss in current density a 12V.
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, direction of

wind 1st layer
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Fig,

support tub»

^copper bar* tub*

copper removed on machining

5. Cross Section through the 'Lost Metal
Mandrel' showing 'Cerrobend' Filling.

direction of
wind
2nd layer

Fig. 6. The Affected Zone due to the Cross
Over in Valley Wound Coils.

tube assembly to ̂ 80 С and then pouring molten 'Cerrobend' into the interspace. When solidi-
fied the 'Cerrobend' forms a firm support and the prospective bore tube can be machined to the
tolerances required.

When the magnet has been completed the "Cerrobend" layer will be removed by the same process and
the bore tube with its solenoids is released from the support structure. By this technique a
bore tube was produced which had a machined diameter with a tolerance < +. 0.012mm along its
entire length.

3.2 Coil Winding. Coil winding accuracy is also important in achieving the required field
specification. Most solenoids are wound in the valleys using round conductor. Fig. 6 shows
the formation of cross overs with this system of winding. Each turn must cross over two turns
of the previous layer leading to variable current density and poor geometry.

The above problems do not arise if the solenoid is wound with rectangular section wire. However
there is difficulty controlling the wire because the filamentary twisting within it, tries to
straighten itself. This makes the wire twist and lay badly on the mandrel causing the same
problems with current density, and geometry as above.

It follows that neither of the above winding methods were suitable for the EMC Magnet and a new
winding technique had to be established.

The winding technique developed is illustrated in fig 7. The wire is wound onto the mandrel and
then filled with resin, for which details are given in table 2. The operator as illustrated in
fig. 8 then wipes off the surplus using a straight edge leaving the resin in the valleys.

manufacturer
resin
hardener
accelerator
filler (aerosil)

CIBA
CY219
HY219
0У219
DT075

219 system
100 parts
50 parts
1.5 -*4parts
6 parts

first layer first filling' shrinking during curing

Table 2. Resin Details

This process with the resin is only made
possible by adding aluminium oxide to it and
changing its texture to that approximating
'petroleum jelly'. Normally two resin filling
processes are required because on curing it
shrinks. The 219 system was chosen because
it cures readily at ambient temperatures,
it is not hygroscopic and allows variable
cure time by varying the quantity of accelerator.

bore t u b e '
la)

second filling

(b)

second layer
and filling'

is 'a Wet Lay.Up System' carried out on the winding machine.

(c) (d)
Fig. 7. The Cylinder Wind Technique

All of these advantages are desirable in what



Fig. 8. The Coil being Wiped Smooth

After two fillings a new cylinder is avail-

able for winding and the procedure is re-

peated every layer. On completion,of 12/ . • Fig. 9. Circuit Diagram Arrangement

layers the outside diameter of the coil- • .

was found to be within ± 0.035mm of the design diameter along its entire length.

Apart from there being a reduction in current density of ^ 122 the disadvantage of the technique

is that it -is time consuming allowing only one filling each day. However there.are no vacuum

potting moulds, eliminating some costs and there are no time consuming vacuum pumping opera-

tions followed by impregnation. The major advantage of the 'Cylinder Wind' which we call this

process is that the final coil approaches perfect geometry and uniform current density.

3.3 Trim Coils. It was decided to use the same principles of coil winding and quench protect-

ion for the trim coils as the main. This involved integrating 12 copper bore tubes on the out-

side diameter of the finished main solenoid by 'shrink fitting'. The complete bore tube assemb-

ly was then machined using the same datum surfaces that were used to machine the original main

solenoid bore tube. This guaranteed all the solenoids to be concentric. The trim solenoid bore

tubes were reduced to 1.5mm thick, allowing the trim coils when wound to be as close as possible

to the field volume in the bore that they are required to influence.

Trim coil winding has reached an advanced state, and those wound have the same geometrical

accuracy as that achieved with the main solenoid.

4. POWER SUPPLIES AND QUENCH DETECTION

4.1 Power Supplies, The power supply arrangement is shown schematically in fig. 9. The main

coil is powered by two Hewlett Packard 6260В 100А supplies connected in parallel with an exter-

nal feedback loop to improve their long term stability to ± 4 parts in 10
5
/day. The signal'from

a Tinsley 5nfl temperature controlled precision shunt is compared with the reference voltage set

on a Fluke 885AB differential voltmeter which generates an output proportional to any deviation

of the current from the set value. The amplified error bignal is connected to the external

programming input of the master power supply and modifies the output so as to reduce the

deviation in current to zero. Energisation of the main coil takes 10 mins. A similar time for

de-energisation is achieved by the voltage developed across diodes Dl to D4 when the power sup-

plies are switched off.

The twelve trim coils will each be fed from a separate power supply at currents ranging from

4 to 21amps with long term stabilities of ± 1 part in 10
3
. Resistor R4, damps the resonant

circuit formed by the power supply output capacitor and coil inductance.

4.2 Quench Detection System. The start of a quench in the superconducting winding is

detected by a set of four coils wound around the outside of the magnet. These trip the magnet

interlock system which switches off all the power supplies and opens circuit breaker CB1,

switching a 1S2 dump res-.stor Rl into series with the main coil. In order to provide adequate

discrimination between signals detected on quench and those detected during normal operation,

it is necessary to limit the trim coil terminal voltage excursions to ± 100 mV of zero. The

forward voltage is limited by the power supply, whereas the reverse voltage is limited by a

germanium power transistor in a separate circuit developed for the purpose.

5. TEST RESULTS

A series of tests were carried out when the main coil was completed to examine its performance

under quench conditions. The tests provided an opportunity to gather additional data to

experimentally confirm the accuracy of the theoretical models used in predicting quench

behaviour.

The magnet was assembled vertically in an open bath cryostat. A 200A d.c. power supply was

provided together with dump resistors of 1, 2 or 4Í3 which could be switched into circuit.
Arrangements were also made so that quenches could be induced artificially by the eddy currents
generated through discharging a capacitor into a snail coil positioned at one end of the magnet.



Instrumentation was included to monitor the

magnet current and voltage, magnitude and

rate of change of central field, supercon-

ductor hot spot temperature and bore tube

temperature. These were recorded simulta-

neously on a multichannel U.V. recorder.

Two types of tests were carried out at

various current levels, the first test

induced a quench followed 0.5 seconds

later by the switching into circuit a

1Q resistor. This effectively simulated

an accidental quench under operating con-

ditions. The second tests involved switch-

ing a dump.resistor into circuit without

previously inducing a quench. The value

of the dump resistor was increased at

lower fields to maintain adequate cur-

rent levels in the bore tube. This test

enabled the mechanism of the quench

process to be studied under simplified

conditions.

Eaperinwntal
Resistive Decay
(from txOtscc.)

Theoretical
Quench Decay

I
0 4 0-5^ 06 07

Time (sec.)

0« 09 10

Fig. 10. Experimental and Theoretical

Current Decays. All Decays use

1 ohm External Resistors.

The coil successfully reached the operating current of 180 amps without accidently quenching

and was finally artificially quenched from 105% working current three times. Fig. 10

illustrates current decays from 190 amps. As can be seen the theoretical prediction of the

time required to bring about massive quench is reasonably accurate, but there are some dis-

crepancies in the theoretical curves. At this time chere are no obvious explanations which

could resolve the differences.

The test series successfully demonstrated the viability of a closely coupled bore tube in re-

ducing Che hazardous conditions caused by a quench, and accordingly the next stages of manu-

facture are now being proceeded with.
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DISCUSSION

A.G. Drent.ie : Could you explain why one needs such an extreme
uniform and stable field ?

N.H. Cunliffe s The polarised target experiment requires a high
percentage pdlarieation of the target material over the whole
volume. In order to achieve this the magnetic field must have
the uniformity and stability indicated.
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E.Fab"rici,L.Grillo,F.Resmini

University of Milan and
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Introduction

In connection with the project of a

superconducting cyclotron for heavy ions at

the University of Milan^
1
), a 1:6 model magnet

with superconducting coils has been built.

Some of the design features,of this magnet ha-

ve been described elsewhere "0 .

The magnet was completed in April

1977 and successfully operated in May. In this

paper we describe construction details of the

magnet and early operational experience. The

main purpose of the magnet, besides testing

the overall construction technology, was to

provide reliable magnetic-field data for the

cyclotron design. Results obtained in this re

spect are reported elsewhere at this Conferen

<2)

Iron Structure of the Magnet

Main parameters of the iron structure

are listed in Table I.

Table I

Model Magnet Iron Structure

Upper and lower yoke

Side yokes

Poles

Polar geometry

Minimum valley gap
Maximum h i l l gap
Total iron weight
Overall dimensions

four-fold,19 cm thick,
С 10 cast iron „
4, 19x19x87.8 cm ,

С 10 cast iron

ф 30 cm,С 10 cast iron

3 sectors,spiral,(k= 9.6

and 10.8 m"*-) , Armco

12 mm

100 mm

2.1 tons

104x104x87.8 cm

A close-up view of the pole and sec-

tors configuration is given in fig. 1. A cen-

tral hole of 25 mm diameter is provided in

the poles, for insertion of stripping foils

and/or an internal ion source in the real ma-

chine. Each valley also has two holes, respec

tively of 17 and 41.6 mm diameter., for R.F.

trimming capacitors feedthro'jghs and coaxial

resonators. Other details on this geometry

are given in"' .

, At the maximum coils excitation of

1x10 At, the forces between the poles can re

ach about 45 tons. The magnet structure has

been therefore mechanically tested, under a

compression up to 50 tons. Even at this value

only an elastic deformation has been observed,

leading to a 0.16 mm gap reduction. In order

to minimize this deformation, the tie rods, in

number of 12 and 16 mm in diameter, which fix

the poles to the yoke, were prestressed at a-

bout one half of their deformation stress.

The Coils

The coils were manufactured by Brown-
Boveri Co., Oerlikon, according to the speci-
fications listed in Table I I .

Table II

Superconducting Coils Parameters

Max. excitation =1x10° Aturns
Superconducting wire, Nb-Ti ^=0.66 mm

=2.48:1
-170 A
= 145.6 A
=6866
-183 A/mm2

=250 kJoules
=364 mm
=466 mm
=83 ma
=29 kg/coil

Copper to superconduct. ratio
Critical curr. at 4.5T, at 4.2K"
Operating curr. at max excit.
Turns, total
Max. curr. density

Stored energy

Inner coil diameter

Outer coil diameter

Coil height

Weight

Fig. 1 - Lower pole and sectors configuration

A detailed coils cross section is

shown in fig. 2. Both the upper and the lo-

wer superconducting coils are split into two

concentric parts, (A,B), series connected,for

the purpose of better cooling. Shortcircuited

copper coils, C, are also provided, for disp£
sing part of the energy released in a quench.
Quench detection coils, D, are also wound con_
centrically with the main coils. All these com
ponents are epoxy impregnated in vacuum, toge-
ther with the fiberglass ring E, The coils are '
fixed to.a central massive rine F. 84 mm thick,
which disposes of the compression forces.

The coils are designed to withstand
the maximum tensile stress of llkg/mm*1, at
the maximum current of 145.6 A. A picture of •
the upper coil before mounting is shown in
fig. 3. Terminals can be seen for current
leads, temperature sensors, and quench detec-
tion signals.

Between sections A and В of each coil
there are 96 vertical holes, 3 mm in diameter,
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insertion of titanium alloy rods. The latter

The lower coil, as assembled in the
cryostat, is shown in fig. 4. All titanium

Fig. 2 - Cross section of the superconducting
coils

Fig. 3 - Picture of the upper superconducting
coil

are 2 mm in diameter and 100 mm long, and fix
the coils complex to the central ring F.
These rods are prestressed to obtain an elon-
gation of 0.3 mm, at room temperature. This
in order to withstand the forces, arising
from iron induced field components, which at
low excitation tend to drive the coils away
from the median' plane.

Fig. 4 - Lower coil assembled in the cryo-
stat

rods are positioned and one can see the dial
gauges used to check the elongation when pre
stressed.

Electrical Network

The scheme of the electrical circuit
for coils excitation is shown in fig. 5. The
power supply is connected to the coils
through a fast switch, and, in parallel, to a
dump resistor whose purpose is to dispose of
most of the energy stored in the coils.

Power supply- This unit couples a
classical system.of.a differential error am-
plifier plus a series regulated transistor
bank to a discriminator-integrator unit to
obtain an exactly controlled ramp of the out-
put current. Five different slopes are provi-
ded, corresponding to 30, 60, 90, 120 and 160
minutes for reaching the nominal max. current
of 145.6 A. The same holds for deexcitation
of the coils. Stand-by opti(>n is possible at
any current level between 5 and 145.6 A. For
fail-safe, an automatic control of the output
voltage is provided by a mit with Zener di-
odes comparation, in such a way that the slo-
pe of the current increase is automatically
reduced, should the output voltage approach a
value of 3.5 V.

Current short time stability is wi-
thin ±0.0052 and ±0.01% on long time. Ripple
on a purely resistive load is lxl0~3 peak to
peak and is damped to negligible values on
the inductive load of. the coils.

Protection against quenches— In the
event of a quench, signals from the quench de_
tection system, described below, open the
fast switch indicated in fig. 5. Actually,
for safety purposes and to have an opening ti
me of the order of 50 msec, two identical se-
ries connected switches are used. They are ma
nufactured by Ansaldo Co.-Milano, type GL 800.
Tests with a 150 A current on a 26 ohm resis-
tor have shown a total opening time of 57
msec with only one switch. Auxiliary contacts
on the switches provide a fast cut-off of the
mains to the power supply,as indicated also
in fig. 5.

The dump res.'<stor is designed in
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Pig. 5 - Electrical circuit scheme

such a way to dispose of the total 250 kJ

stored in the coils, although part of the г-

nergy is always dissipated in the coils them

selves and in the shortcircuited auxiliary

copper coils. Temperature increase of the re_

sistor should in no case exceed 80 °C.

Quench Detection System (Q.D.S.)

In the event of a quench, the fast

switch mentioned above is triggered by a

Quench Detection System (Q.D.S.).

As customary, quench detection must

rely upon the detection of a voltage signal,

induced by the transition of part of the su-

perconducting cable to the normal state.

Design goals- The Q.D.S. has been

designed according to the following specifi-

cations:

- Total intervention time of less than 80

msec, including switch opening time, which

is of course the most limiting factor. '

This calls for an intrinsic Q.D.S. time in

the range of the millisecond.

- High reliability in suppressing noise sig-

nals, and signals induced by the charging

process of the coils, thus leaving real

quenches as the only cause of intervention.

- Possibility of detecting the quench loca-

tion, i.e. distinguishing between the up-

per or the lower coil.

- Independent protection of the current le-

ads, with respect to possible overheating.

."Scsign features- The scheme chosen

is shown in fig. 6. Two copper coils, with

960 turns each, are wound around each of the

main coils, thus providing a transformer-H_

ke coupling with the latter.

The signal appearing across the up-

per Q.D.S. coil is summed with a ki percenta_

ge of the signal appearing at point A, with

the polarities shown. Conversely, the signal

on the lower Q.D.S. coil is summed with a k2

percentage of the signal at point B. The va-

lues of ki and кг are nominally set at 15%

and 30%. This corresponds to the ratio of

the Q.D.S. coils turns to the total number

of turns and the number of turns of one main

coil respectively.

With this scheme signals appearing

at point A and/or В and due to noises, but

not to quenches, will also appear on the

Q.D.S. coils and cancel out exactly. Instead,

should the signal be due to a sudden resistan

ce change, there will be a net total signal

at points С and D, which starts the quench de_

tection process.

Signal handling is made entirely ana

logically. This choice depends upon the requi

rements of speed and reliability set forth a-

bove. The signals from both С and D are fed

to high precision comparators. Comparison is

made with threshold voltages, selectable at a

console panel, of 20, 40, and 60 mV for C,

and 40, 80, 120 mV for D. These values corre£
pond to voltage values of 130, 260, 390 mV a-
cross the main coils or, in other terms, to a
resistance variation of less than 0.9, 1.8,
and 2.7 mOhm at the maximum current. For fail-
safe purposes, a third comparator is provided
on signal C, with a fixed threshold of 70 mV,
with completely independent intervention cir-
cuitry. Output from the comparators are logi-
cally summed with signals from other alarm de
vices, described below, and drive the fast
switch control unit. The latter consists of
SCR type switches so that, once fired, only
the operator can reset the system by push-but
ton control.

Independent protection of the current
feedthroughs is provided, by a similar compara
tor scheme, at two levels, of 48 and 55 mV, se_
parately for each feedthrough (see fig. 6). Of
these threshold values for the voltage drop on
feedthroughs, the first one activates an acou-
stical alarm, and the second one triggers the
fast switch. Since in the event of a quench
the voltage of the positive feedthrough can be
as high as 4 kV (145.6 Amps « 26 ohm), a flo£
ting power supply has been adopted, with the
consequence of floating all the associated com
parator circuitry. Optical coupling, shown in
the figure, has therefore beer, adopted to feed
the output signals to the logical mixer.

In order to recognize which compara-
tor triggers the switch, an information obviou
sly lost in the summing process, a logic card
provides a led display with indication of the
first active comparator.

One further safety control is provi-
ded for the voltage output from the generator,
with comparators's thresholds set at +2, ±3,
and Í4V.Their purpose is to protect against iti
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tervention during the excitation and deexcit£
tion of the coils.

Operating conditions- Values of kj
and k2 are adjustable from 10% to 20% and
from 25% to 35% respectively,to exactly achie_
ve the conditions for noise canceling. Actual
ly values of about 12% and 27% were found. sT
gnals at points A and В of fig. 6 are recor-
ded. Besides, recording of the negative feed-

through voltage drop and of the excitation cu£
rent, was provided by high speed optical re-
corder. In the 5 quenches experienced so far
the system has worked reliably and interven-
tion time has been well within the desired 80
msec value.

Typically the fast switch opening ti,
me is of the order of 40 to 50 msec. The use-
fulness of the acoustical alarm threshold for
the current feedthroughs has been demonstra-
ted and quick increase of the helium gas coo-
ling has avoided quench triggering. In fact
we now measure routinely with digital voltme_
ters the actual voltage drop on either feed-
through.

The Cryostat

As shown in the vertical section of
fig. 7, the cryostat consists of the liquid
helium tank, a liquid nitrogen radiation shi-
eld and the outer vacuum chamber. The liquid
helium tank is made of 316L stainless steel
and weights 108 kg. It is suspended to the va
cuum chamber by 8 titanium alloy (6% Al, 4%
V) rods, with a diameter of 5 mm and 30 cm
long,, as described in detail ind).

A bridge of 4 strain gauges on every
suspension system allows the measurement of
the forces arising from possible misaligne-
ments of the coils with respect to the yoke.

The value of these forces at 85% of the maxj_
mum excitation was about 12 kg, which can be
traced back to a misalignement of less than
0.4- mm.

Two necks, 60 cm long and 70 mm in
diameter are provided in the upper part of
the helium tank. One contains the current
feedthroughs and the wiring of the Q.D.S.
and of the thermometers. The other is for
LHe supply and LHe level control through a
dipstick sensor. The minimum LHe level is
set at 21 mm above the upper coil, correspoii
ding to a content of 18 liters in the tank.

The helium tank is completely surr
rounded by a radiation shield, as shown in
fig. 7. The external part, made of 316L
stainless steel, contains the liquid nitro-
gen.

A picture of the Ш shield assembled

around the helium tank is shown in fig. 8.

Twenty superxnsulating layers of aluminized

mylar are used. The upper and lower flange

and the internal cylindrical part of the shi-

eld are made of copper plates cooled by heat

conduction.

When the helium tank is at 4.2°K, the

highest temperature of the shield, measured

on the internal part, in the median plane, is

about 82°K.

The cryostat completely assembled and

inserted in the magnet is shown in fig. 9.

The two LHe necks are visible, together with

the tubes provided on the LN shield for LN fe_

eding, gas exit and Ш level control. Also vT

sible are some of the 8 suspension systems

for the inner LHe tank.

General features of the cryogenic e-

quipment, and temperature sensors are given

in detail in^
1
).

Naaatlva currant
laad <UtfarantM
voltaga 2° Ian 1

-55 mV
comparator

Fig. 6 - Quench Detection System Block Diagram
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Fig. 7 - yertical Section pf the cryqstat

Operating Results

The vacuum chamber is connected to a
900 nr/h turbomolecular pump to avoid oil con
tamination of the surfaces. The residual gas
pressure is presently 1.5xlO"5 torr. The helî
ira tank is also evacuated with a 250 m^/h tur_
bomolecular pump and flushed with helium gas.

The coils and the radiation shield
are then simultaneously cooled, in about 4
hours, with liquid nitrogen. The total consuls

ption of LN in these operations is about 80
liters.

The liquid nitrogen is then siphoned
out of the helium tank and the coils cooled
down to the liquid helium temperature. A 500
liters Dewar is normally used: the total he-
lium consumption is 40-50 1, cooldown time
being of about 3 hours. When filling is com
pleted, th« LHe level is maintained constant

?ig. 8 - Radiation Shield Assembled
Fig. 9 - Cryostat in the magnet, upper yoke

removed
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by means of a Cryoconstanter (Leybold), con-
nected to a 30 1 Devar, periodically filled
in turn from the 500 1 Dewar.

A picture of the whole system in £
peration is shown in fig. 10. One can notice
the two big tubes for disposal of the helium
exhaust gas in the case of a quench.

10 - Model magnet fully assembled

In fact during the initial trai-
ning of the coils a few quenches at various
current levels have.to be,,anticipated, Free
sure in the tank due to the instant vapori-
zation of the LHe content should be kept ge
nerally lower than 1.5 bar and in no instan
ce should exceed 2.5 bar, for mechanical re
asons.

This is obtained through a double
safety system of valves, connecting each of
the two necks of the cryostat with the two
open end vertical tubes, of 26 cm.diameter.
In each system a first elecromagnetic valve
opens at an overpressure in the tank of 40
mbar. A second mechanical valve, paralleled
to the first, starts opening at an overpre£
sure of 200 mbar, and should in principle
dispose of all gas within the above mentior
ned pressure limits. However, a further sa-
fety outlet is provided by a rupture disk
which guarantees a maximum value of the o-
verpressure in the tank of 1 bar.

During quenches however, the maxî
mum observed overpressure was O.4 bar. In
no case did the rupture disks intervene.

During normal operation the heli-
um gas outflow is controlled by six valves
and monitored by six flowmeters in corres-
pondence of: the current feedthroughs, the
two necks of the cryostat, and the Cryocon
stantér. In this way all components can be
kept at the correct cooling level, at the
same time assuring the operating pressure
of 1 bar within 10 mbar.

The magnet has so far been opera
ted in two successive runs. A sunmary of
the present operating results is presented
in fig. 11, where the measured average ma-
gnetic field is plotted vs. the current in

40

30

ao

ю

x Quench occurred

о Map* taken

It»mp>

510» MO* Aturm

Fig. 11 - Diagram of operational status of

the magnet, in terms of the avera-

ge nsgnetic field vs. current.

Quench values are shown by crosses,

maps by circles

the coil*. Since the maximum design current

i» 145.6 A, the actual excitation «o far »chi

eved corresponds tö 87Z of the'maximum. Quein
ch value* of the current, and other informa-
tion is shown in the diagr*i in a self expla_
natory way.

Apart from a minor interruption of
two signal wires in the cryostat, which occur
red during the quench it 126 A, operation has
been successful. All component» behaved ac-
cording to the specifications without practi-
cally any troubles. It is expected thfit exci-
tation at the full currant will be obtxineu
during the next run, scheduled for Septeebsr-
October, when corrections on the polar geome-
try will be tested.

It is a pleasure to acknowledge the
help from Ansaldo Co., for leading us the
fast opening switches, and the Istituto di
Scienza delle Costruzioni of the Milar. Poli-
technical Institute for carrying out the de-
formation tests on the magnet and lending us
the strain gauges measuring equipment.
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DISCUSSION

P.Clee i Does the advantage of the increased magnetic field,
justify the Increases problems of engineering the R.F. and
extraction system о fit into the small radius. Kot only for
the cost but also difficulty factor.

M. Castlelionl : At the present stage of the project and of
the experinental results obtained from the magnet and r.f. mo-
dels, it seems that the proposed solution for the R.F. and ex-
traction systems are compatible with the status of art. Cer-
tainly, as in case of every new type of machine, particular
care must be taken in designing and testing each components of
the machine, none of which is truly conventional but in my opi-
nion the difficulties arising are largely compensated by the
low cost aad compactness of the machine itself, if compared
with a conventional one.
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CALCULATION FOR Д RADIAL SECTOR GUIDING FIELD PRODUCED BY SUPERCONDUCTING СОПЯ

W. Schott, P. Kienle, H. Daniel

Physik-Department der Technischen üniversitat München, D-8O46 Garching, Germany

Summary

Calculations for a radial sector guiding field produced by superconducting

coils have been performed. The four-fold radial sector guiding field suitable

for a small heavy ion storage device can be produced by 32 superconducting main

coils and a series of normally conducting trim coils. The field in the "hills"

is generated by two systems of four identical coil pairs differing in size

which are mounted symmetrically to the median plane. A similar coil arrangement

is used to make the field in the "valleys" equal to zero. At the injection

orbit with a mean radius of О.31 m the average and maximum fields are 2 T and

about 3 T, respectively. The mean radius of the maximum orbit is О.63 m. The

maximum deviation of the produced average field from the desired value is 6 Gauss.

1. Introduction

It is planned to build a storage device for heavy ions where a large number

(<*10
12
) of h'ghly stripped heavy ions (e.g. S

1 6 +
) can be stored. The Minich 13 №J

Tandem accelerator will be used as an injector.

Two different types of experiments are possible. The coasting ion current of

the order of Amperes can be used to study the scattering o' ,* rticles and elec-

tromagnetic waves in a large Coulomb field. Very interests xperiments can be

done with the external beam. As is discussed below, it seems possible to extract

the stored beam within less than 10 turns. If the extracted beam strikes an ex-

ternal target, 300 ns long x-ray bursts consisting of 10 x-ray quanta can be

produced. Even with good collimation (Я/iv «1O~ ) very weak reflections in

x-ray diffraction spectrometry can be observed. Furthermore, many beam foil ex-

periments can be done with an energy analyzed external beam. The sharp lines

due to transitions from metastable states of hydrogen or helium like ions can

be studied with high resolution by changing the angle between the beam and the

direction of observation. The metastable ions are particularly suitable for

Lamb shift experiments.

In a storage device the ions can be stored in radial and axial betatron phase

space and in synchrotron phase space . Storing of particles in axial betatron

phase space is strongly limited by the axial width of the vacuum chamber. Radial

betatron phase space storage is also strongly limited because the resultinglarge

radial betatron oscillation amplitudes can couple to the axial motion because of

particle collisions with rest gas molecules. Since the particles which are accel-

erated by a tandem have a rather small energy spread (*30keV), they can be very

tightly stacked in synchrotron phase space . Therefore, in our case it is planned

to use synchrotron phase space stacking. Furthermore, some additional storage in

radial betatron phase space is considered. Strong fast kicker magnets are песем-

ary to array the emittance ellipses of the incident beam in betatron phase space

and to extract the whole stacked beam by means of resonance extraction. Ferrite

kickers can be installed only in field free regions. Therefore, a radial sector

field similar to the field of a split pole cyclotron has been selected.
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Ne»

Fig. 1. Top view of the storage device (schema-
tically) . r

1
 and r, are average radii of un-

disturbed orbits between which particles can
be stored. r-,=2 r

1
; г^О.ЗЧт. К1,К2,КЗ mean

kicker magnets, EC1 and EC2 electrostatic chan-
nels. Dl and D2 are dees for accelerating the
ions. SI through S4 mean accelerating gaps. An
injection orbit into which the incident beam is
inflected by means of EC1 is shown.

Fig. 1 shows schematically a top view of the

storage device. Particles can be stored in the

whole radial range between the orbits with mean

radii r. and r,- In order to fill the synchrotron

phase space the energy of the particles must be

changed. This is provided by a system of dees

as in a cyclotron but with a smaller voltage

(<fe1OkV) . Injection and betatron phase space

' ' storage is done by the electrostatic deflection

channel EC1 and by the kicker magnet K1. The charge state of the incident ions

is .increased by a stripper.

3rute force v =1 resonance extraction is achieved using the kickers K2 and

КЗ and the electrostatic extraction channel EC2. Preliminary beam extraction
4 *

srudies ' were done using the hard edge model. For EC2 a parabolic shape with

an optimized curvature has been assumed. By the action of K2 and КЗ the ions

spiral radially outward towards EC2 at the azimuth angle ф=тг/4 and simultan-

eously inward at ф=5тг/4. At the position of K2 and КЗ the radii of the

orbits remain approximately constant. Calculations have shown that only for

orbits ranging from ?, = 1.5 to 2 (X = r/r^ the radial gain per turn can be

made large enough that the particles can be extracted. The maximum extraction

efficiency is O.6B for a kicker rise time t^ being equal to the period T
1
 of a

particle at r
1
 and a maximum kicker field of O.5 T. The data of EC2 are: voltage

0.1 MV, length 0.5 m, gap width 5 cm. The matched beam emittance át A = 1 is

4 mni'mrad. The extraction was calculated for 6 azimuth angles between ф = О

and 2 тс and for 6 A-values between A = 1.5 and 2. The beam is extracted during

8 revolutions. For 169 MeV S16+ т
1
 amounts to 64 ns in the field given below.

The efficiency decreases to О.58 for t. It seems possible to build a

kicker with t, «te 6O ns and the required maximum field

are necessary to improve the extraction efficiency

5) More detailed studies

2. Magnet Coils

The magnetic field which is produced by the main superconducting coils and

the trim coils must meet the following requirements:

1) the mean value taken over the azimuth angle must decrease as

B(A) = B(A =
И

where M is the mean field index, and

2) the field must vanish at Л = (2n+1) -тт/4, n=0,1,2,3.

In

is shown. This assembly occurs eight times. The maximum field at Ф = О is main-

ly produced by the coils #1 and ̂ 2 . By means of these coils, a field with the
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Fig.2. Arrangement of superconducting
coils and trim coils.

•Fig.3. upper part: Deviation of the aver-
age field from the desired average field
caused by the superconducting coils
versus A » X =r/r-. Lower part: Trim
coil current for compensating the field
deviations.

reversed sign results at A = I T / 4 . This field is compensated by the coils jfi

and^ 4 whose currents flow in the same direction as in 1 and 2. The number of

Ampere turns in the coils if1 through #4 were chosen in such a way that the de-

viations of В and B( ф =•" /4) from the desired values B
g
 and zero, respectively,

are a minimum in the radial range between г.. and r,- The currents are given in

table 1. Fig. 3 shows the deviation (B - В ) versus X which is compensated by

two layers of eleven trim coils (c.f. fig.2). The trim coil currents can be

read off from fig. 3. The resulting field В which is produced by the supercon-

ducting and trim coils, is drawn versus Л in fig. 4. Between r, and r_ (B - В 1

does not exceed 6 Gauss. This field accuracy if sufficient to fix the working

line in the tune diagram. The maximum value of

|в( ф = тт/4) | is about 600 Gauss. This field

car. be tolerated to install a small kicker

magnet without changing В remarkably. В (ф) -carves

for different radii are given in fig. 5. The

tune diagram is shown in fig. 6. The position

of the two working lines were calculated with

the hard edge model and the smooth approxima-

tion. The extension of the working line in the

v -direction is due to the radial dependence

of the flutter factor. In the figs. 7 and 8

data of the absolute value of the field within the

0 0.3 06 09 1.2 1.5 1.8 21 2* 2.7 30

X — •

Fig.4. Average field produced by the supercon-
ducting and trim coils versus Л.
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Table 1. Data of the superconducting coils. J means total current,IBJ maxi-
mum field within the coil (c. f. figs. 7 and 8), j critical current alnsity
at |B{ (5 K, NbTi), "j current density averaged over the coil cross section,
j current density within the superconductor.

Coil

1

2

3

4

J

-1

-0

-0

-0

(A turns)

.012 •

.460 •

.310 •

.311 •

10
6

10
6

10
6

10
6

И max
 (T)

6.9

6.3

4.4

4.5

j
cr

7.2

9.0

1.7

1.6

(A/m
2
)

• 1O
8

• 1O
8

• 1O
9

• Ю
9

j (A/m
2

1.15 •

1.17 •

7.91 •

1.41 •

)

10
8

10
8

1O
7

10
8

5

5

3

7

j (A/a

.75 •

.85 •

.96 •

.05 •

2
)

ю
8

10
8

Ю
8

,O
8

superconducting coils versus the length of arc of different sections of the

coils are given. The field is drawn only at such points of the coil cross sect-

ions where it reached its maximum value. In table 1 |BI and the corresponding

шалj
c r
 in a NbTi-superconductor at 5 К are given. From j and J

c r
 a possible copper

to superconductor ratio of a =4 can be deduced. This leads to conservatively

rated coils. Preliminary calculations with the two dimensional POISSON program

have shown that when the return magnetic flux is shortened by C-shaped iron

yokes the current in the coils is reduced by a factor of *f 2.8 leaving the

field in the median plane unchanged. Thus, the field in the median plane can

be raised to an extreme design value of B(^ =1, Ф =0)=-4 T. For the coil # 1

the maximum field would be |в| = 9.2 T yielding a critical current density

я 5 max

of j
c r
 ='1.6 • 10 A/m . This would require an a-value of a ft» 1.5 which

seems feasible.
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Fig.5. Normalized field versus Ф;
B. = -3 T; average field index
M = 0.1.

Fig.6. v
r
 - v

a
-diagram with working

lines for M = O.1, v and v mean
radial and axial betatron frequencies,
respectively. The position of the
working line was calculated using the
hard edge model and the smooth
approximation, respectively.
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Fig.7. Absolute value of the field within the coils
versus arc length of coil section, i means the coil
number as given in fig.2. 1 through 6 denote coil
sections into which each coil is subdivided. Looking
at one particular main coil in fig.2 and proceeding
counterclockwise 1 means arc circle with large
curvature, 2 straight section, 3 arc circle, 4 arc
circle with smallest curvature, 5 arc circle, 6
straight section. The inserted figure shows the cross
section of the respective coil schematically. The
i - i coordinate system has its origin at the
coil outside edge and gives the position within the
coil cross section where |в[ has been calculated.

«ffl

"v-*
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DISCUSSION

A.G. Drent.ie : From the values of В and r% you mention I esti-
mate that you could as well use a "conventional" system with
В 1,5 T and r 1,8 m. This solution seems to me much simpler.
Could you give a balance of costs etc.?

W. Schott : We didn't make an exact calculation of the costs
yet, but we have estimated that the costs for the superconduc-
ting version will certainly not exceed the costs for a normal
conducting' device. Furthemore, in this project we will try to
make some research on the possibilities to build superconduc-
ting sector magnets.
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SUPERCONDUCTING MAGNETS FOR HIGH ENERGY STORAGE RINGS

W.B. Sampson
Brookhaven National Laboratory
Upton, New York 11973, U.S.A.

Superconducting dipole and quadrupole magnets have been developed for the proton-proton in-
tersecting storage accelerator ISABELLE.^' Full size prototypes of both kinds of magnets have
been constructed and successfully tested. The colls are fabricated from a single layer of wide
braided superconductor and employ a low temperature iron core. This method of construction
leads to two significant performance advantages; little or no training, and the ability of the
coil to absorb its total magnetic stored energy without damage. A high pressure (15 atm) helium
gas system is used for cooling. Measurements of the random field errors are compared with the
expected field distribution. Three magnets (two dipoles and one quadrupole) have been assembled
into a segment of the accelerator ring structure(half cell). The performance of this magnet
array, which is coupled in series both electrically and cryogenically, is also summarized.

Introduction

Superconducting magnets are ideally suited for use in high energy storage rings, since they
can be operated under relatively energy efficient conditions during the long dc periods charac-
teristic of such machines. The high current density possible with modern superconductors makes
it possible to design storage ring magnets which have significantly higher field potential than
conventional coils and can provide a larger vertical aperture. The principal drawback accom-
panying these advantages is that much more severe tolerances are placed on the accuracy of con-
ductor positioning since this determines the field quality rather than the shape of the iron
circuit. Additional difficulties are introduced by the nature of the superconducting phenomenon
itself. Considerable care must be taken in the design to prevent instabilities which will effect
magnet performance and to ensure that the stored energy is safely dissipated in the event of a
transition to the normal state by any possible combination of the ring magnets. In this paper
the magnet design for the proton-proton storage ring ISABELLE'D is examined against the above
criteria.

Magnet Design

The construction details of the dipole and quadrupole magnets for ISABELLE have been de-
scribed elsewhere.(2-4) The magnet coils are formed from a braided superconductor 1.65 cm wide
using a high pressure molding technique. The coils are clamped in a cylindrical iron core and
cooled by high pressure helium gas which passes over both the inner and outer surfaces of the
windings. This method of fabrication produces magnets with two important properties:

i) During a quench or transition to the normal state the azimuthal or turn-to-turn prop-
agation velocity of the normal zone is high enough that the stored energy is distributed over a
large part of the windings thus preventing destructive local heating. The high lateral propaga-
tion velocity arises from the large surface
area common to neighboring turns and the use
of relatively thin (0.1 mm) fiberglass insu-
lation.

ii) The coil package is an interference
fit in the iron core achieved by inserting the
coil at 77 К into a room temperature core.
The dimensions are chosen so that a net com-
pressive force exists at 4 К which is consider-
ably in excess of the magnetic forces. The
amount of training observed in magnets assem-
bled in this wny is nodest and Appears to be
related to the potential of the coil as shown
schematically in Fig. 1. At temperatures for
which the coil is limited by the short sample
characteristics to less than 4.2 T, no train-
ing is observed. At lower temperatures, how-
ever, some training is required to achieve the
short sample limit. This behavior has been ob-
served for both dipoles and quadrupoles operat-
ing in liquid helium and in high pressure gas.
The most recently tested dipole (MK-V) ex-
ceeded the design field (4.0 T) on the initial з 4 s s 7
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energizing even when operating at the elevated temperature of 5.6 K.
magnet achieved a central field of 4.9 Г.

When operated at 4.6 К this

Half-Cell

The general arrangement of the magnets in the half-cell is shown in the photograph, Fig." 2.

Fig. 2. Half-cell layout showing the mock up tunnel section

The high pressure helium gas enters the first dipole (MK-II) and passes through it to the sec-
ond dipole (MK-V) and then to the quadrupole in the foreground. The gas returns to the re-
frigeration system by means of thermal shields which surround each magnet. All magnets are
connected in series electrically by superconducting buss work which passes through the high pres-
sure coolant pipes. Auxiliary compensation windings are included in the magnets to allow field
trimming. The iron core serves as the pressure vessel and there is no separate helium container.
In the machine, this half-cell structure would be repeated many times between each intersection
region to form the two rings.

Although the thermal load for each magnet was in reasonable agreement with calculations;
the heat leak due to the interconnections proved to be very much larger than expected so that
a significant thermal gradient existed across the magnet array during operation. The incoming
gas at the first dipole was 4.6 К while that leaving the quadrupole was at 5.8 K. The inter-
connection piping has been redesigned so that future tests vill not be limited by this large
temperature rise. Despite the rather high operating temperature the group of magnets reached
3.9 T (48 T/m gradient in the quadrupole) at 3.2 kA before quenching. This is essentially the
short sample limit for the second dipole (MK-V) at this temperature. By manipulating the cryo-
genic system, it was possible to achieve short term operation at a somewhat lower temperature
(5.5 K) and a current of 3.5 kA equivalent to 4.3 T was attained.

The system was operated continually for five weeks without incident resulting in much val-
uable operating experience. The quench protection circuit which is described in the next sec-
tion performed well and successfully confined all normal zones to the magnet initiating the
quench.

Quench Protection System

One of the more demanding technical problems associated with operating very large numbers
of series connected high current density magnets is preventing destructive local heating during
an accidental transition to the normal state. It is particularly important to avoid a situation
in which the stored energy from more than one magnet can be deposited in the quenching unit.
The quench protection circuit used for the half-cell test is shown in Fig. 3. In this diagram
a large number of magnets is shown whereas there are only three units in the half-cell. During
a quench the following sequence of events occurs; the voltage across the quenching magnet rises
to the conduction level for the low temperature diodes (~ 30 V) which then become conducting
and bypass this magnet,(5)

 c n
e quench detection circuit closes the "dump SCR", opens the "bypass

SCR" and fires the relief valves on each end of the quenching magnet. The other magnets in the
protection group are discharged rapidly through the dump resistor while any magnets outside "this
block are run down by the power supply at the normal ramp voltage. The relief valves prevent
warm gas from reaching neighboring magnets and causing them to transition. It is important to
note that while the cold diodes prevent any energy from other magnets from being dissipated in
the quenching unit they do not extract significant energy from the quenching unit and therefore
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it must be able to absorb its own total energy without damage. The protection circuitry as de-
scribed worked well on the half-cell and gave every indication that the full ring scheme will
also work as expected. At the present time, the number of magnets that can be included in a
protection block has not been determined pending further measurements of the electrical charac-
teristics of many magnet arrays.

BYPASS
SCR

PRESSURE RELIEF VALVES

Fig. i. Quench protection circuit schematic for a number of magnets.

Cryogenic System

A lughly schematic diagram of the half-cell cooling system is shown in Fig. 4. T
stem was developed at BNL and has been described in more detail elsewhere.W High

The basic

system was developed at BNL and has been described in more detail elsewhere.*.
0
-
1
 High pressure

gas from a modified CTi model 2000 refrigerator passes through a precooling bath of liquid
helium at 4.6 К and proceeds to a subcooler of liquid at 3.8 К and then enters the first mag-
net. After passing through the magnet string the gas returns via the heat shields to the ejec-
tor where is is expanded to form the liquid in the precooler. The ejector also pumps on the
subcooler to produce its low temperature. The subcooler level is maintained by an automatic
valve connecting it to the precooler. A small amount of gas is taken out through the high cur-
rent leads to minimize their heat leak. Development of a turbocompressor which will replace the
ejector is underway and the prototype is scheduled for testing by the end of this year.

•TO WARM GAS STORAGE

:0W PRESSURE •+•
He GAS OUT

HIGH PRESSURE
He GAS IN PRECOOLER SUBCOOLER

Fig. 4. Simplified schematic of the forced flow cooling system.

The high pressure gas cooling system has a number of advantages for cooling long chains of
magnets:

i) Temperature monitoring is relatively easy since it is only necessary to measure the
exiting gas from the last magnet in a group to know the maximum temperature in the system.

ii) The volume of helium in the system is small minimizing warm storage requirements and
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capital investment.
i i i ) The lowest temperature which can be reached is determined by the heat load and the

system capacity so that the magnets can s t i l l be operated even if conditions are not optimum.
The addition of more compressor capacity can be used, in principle, to raise the machine energy
by reducing the operating temperature.

Magnetic Measuring System

An improved magnetic measuring system has been developed for the ISABELLE magnets._ A har-
monic co i l of the Morgan(?) type containing a number of discrete multipole co i l s is rotated in
the magnet bore by a synchronous motor at б Hz. The resulting signals, along with pulses from
an optical encoder driven by the same motor, are fed to a specially designed electronic c h a « i s
which produces digital outputs proportional to the magnitude of the in-phase and out-of-phase
components of the magnetic field harmonics. These outputs are connected directly to a PDF 11
computer which processes them further and prints out the field coefficients in suitable units.
The system can measure both components of six harmonics simultaneously six times each second so
that dynamic measurements can be made during the long acceleration ramp time (200 sec) of ISA-
BELLE.

The measuring arrangement used for the half-cell i s shown in Fig. 5. A very long shaft
(5 m) connects the harmonic coi l to the drive motor and allows the whole magnet array to be
measured by sliding the co i l through the quadrupole to reach the middle dipole. The harmonic
coi l i t s e l f i s 0.75 m long so that different sections of the 4.25 m long dipoles can be mea-
sured separately.

HARMONIC—,
ANALYSER / -COMPUTER

DIPOLE П
r w l

<- DRIVE
MOTOR

POSITION
ENCODER

-FIELD MEASURING COIL
-EXTENDABLE SHAFT

Fig. 5. Magnet measuring set-up for the half-cell .

Magnetic Measurements

• The magnetic field in an accelerator or storage ring magnet can be expressed conveniently
in the following form;

В = В Г 2 a r11 cosfn + 1)6 + Z Ь rn sin(n + 1)6 1
r ° L n-0,1,2... n n-0,1,2... n J

where В i s the radial component of the field and the Ь *s and a ' s are the in-phase and out-
of-phase coefficients of the harmonics respectively. In a dipole, b o i s equal to unity and a o

i s zero by definition. The higher harmonics can be divided into the allowed terms such as
Ъг.Н».., which arise from coherent effects such as iron saturation and approximations to ideal
current distributions, and nonallowed terms such as b i ,b 3 . . . which reflect a lack of true dipole
symmetry about the vertical center l ine. The a n terms reflect a lack of dipole symmetry about
the median plane and should be zero in a perfect magnet.

The f irst two allowed harmonics b2 and Ьд, the sextupole and decapole coefficients, are
shown in Fig. 6 for the dipole MK-V as a function of f ield. The change in the in-phase coeffi-
cient with field i s due to iron saturation and the low field value i s due to the current dis-
tribution which i s chosen so that b2 passes through zero at about 3.5 T. In this way the cur-
rent required in the trim windings, which regulate the sextupole field, i s minimized. The deca-
pole term, b4, shows a similar shape. At very high fields when a l l the iron i s saturated these
terms would return to their low field value. The аг and ад terms are also shown in Fig. 6 and
they are essentially independent of f ield.
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Fig, 6. Variation of the in-phase (b2,b4) and out-of-phase harmonics for the f irst two
allowed terms (sextupole and decapole) in the MK-V magnet.

Random Errors

One of the most difficult quantities to assess for a particular magnet design is the random
error in the field quality that will be achieved in production. In order to establish the effect
of random errors on the orbit parameters of ISABELIE, an assumption was made about the accuracy
of placement of the individual conductors tn the 9§£ls. It was assvmed that coils could be pro-
duced with a rms placement accuracy of 50 microns'"' and the resulting harmonic terms were cal-
culated. These are compared with the measured values of the an term for the magnets in the half-
cell in Table I.

TABLE X. Random Errors in the ISAEELLE Magnets
a l

•A 10"5/cm
a2

X 10"6/cm2

a3
X 10-6/cm3

a4

X 10"7/cm4

a5
X 10-8/cm5

Dipoles
50 \i random
MK-V
MK-II

Quadrupoles
50 ц random
Quad I

70

50

2
0 . 4
0 . 3

13
20

3
0.5
1

23
10

2
2
1

40
30

The results indicate that the coils in the half-cell come quite close to the estimated coil
accuracy. Only the quadrupole term in MK-V is significantly greater than the expected value and
this is probably due to a centering error in the iron core which only effects and aj and bj
terms.

Another approach to random error measurement is to examine the variation of the harmonic
term as a function of .axial position along the magnet. If the expected variation in the con-
ductor position is truly random, then both the b

n
 and â , terms should vary by the amount indi-

cated in Table I. A plot of аг» bo and 34, D4 for another dipole (MK-IV)" is shown in Fig. 7
with the mean value drawn as a solid line and one standard deviation shown by the dashed lines.



The variation indicated as h in Fig. 7 i s in good agreement witb tht expcc tuű value indicating
that the method oi construction achieves the estimated random positioning err-.*r.
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THE GANIL MAGNET

O.M. BAZE, D. BIBET, A. DAEL, H. GABRYSIAK, H. OHAYON, A. RICHE*
Grand Accelerateur National d'lons Lourds

Boite Postaié n° 6115 - 14004 CAEN CEDEX - FRANCE

Summary
In the heart of the GANIL system are two identical cyclotrons consisting of four separated

sectors. The sectors, of 52 degrees, are C-yoke magnets with 100 mm gap and 5 squared meters
pole area, weighing about 400 tons each.

The magnetic studies are presented (field tolerances, field calculations, model measure-
ments), as well as the technological aspect of the construction (steel quality, rnechanical
behaviour).

The sectors are already ordered and the prototype will be delivered on December 1978.

1. Introduction
1.1 The GANIL machine.

The GANIL machine supported by the two
french institutions C.E.A. and I.N.2 P.3
(Atomic Energy Commission and National Insti-
tute of Nuclear Physics and Particle Physics)
is now being built in CAEN (Calvados).

This machine will be able to accelerate all
elements from carbon up to uranium at energy
ranges from 100 MeV/nucleon for light particles
to 10 MeV/nucleon for the heaviest ions (J).

In the heart of this system are two identi-
cal separated sectors cyclotrons which can work
separately or as a two-stage accelerator.

1.2 Field configuration of the cyclotrons.
Each cyclotron has four sectors of 52 de-

grees angle, the summit being located at machi-
ne center. The gap is 100 mm and the useful
area is delimited by the first Gordon's orbit :

The magnet must keep its properties in the
range of 0.8 T to 1.6 T and the magnetic field
must be proportional to the у value of the lo-
cal isochronous orbit from a radius of 850 mm
to a radius of 3100 mm. To these values we
have added 2.6 gaps in the inner part and 3
gaps in the outer part.

So the basic purpose of the magnet is to
make a pole configuration giving the Y = 1-00
field map at each level and to adjust the field
for any у value up to 1.10 by a set of polar
trim coils. The similar trim coils of the four
sectors are connected in series.

1.3 Orbits tolerances.

The isochronism, in connection with the
high energy resolution of the cyclotron, re-
quires very strict tolerances. Main conditions
are :

(i) The stability of the electrical-supply
A8(t)/B must be better than 10 •

381.5 + 513.7 = 8SJ.2 mm (1)
(new injection equivalent radius:R. •
and the last Gordon's orbit :

Ofi
s
 + o

s
 « 1335 + 1798 = 3133 mm

(extraction equivalent radius.% * 3000

857.2 m )

Fig.l General lay out of the GANIL system: (1} Injector cyclotrons C01 and C02, (2) Beam
channels, (3) and (4) First and second separated sectors cyclotrons with accelerating
cavities (5), (6) spectrometer, (7) Beginning of experimental areas.

«Member of CERN,GANIL consultant.
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Fig.2 : Isometric view of one of the GANIL
separated sectors cyclotrons :
sectors magnets and vacuum chamber.

(ii) The isochronous law must be_respected on
the azimutal average value B(R) with an
error less than typically 10"'.

(iii) Identity between the sectors on both
field level and field configuration must
be better than - 10"

3
.

2. Studies

2.1 General.

(i) high value of the ratio :

path length in iron _ 10 m
Ю г а

ngt
he

= 100 (5)
e gap neigth

(ii) very large pole surface : S = 5 m2 for a
gap heigth of 0.1 in.

2.2 The two effects of iron dispersion.

2.2.1 First effect : dispersion on field

vaiue in zne gap

3.6 T

•
m a g n e t

j
 a n d b y

(3) which gives :

Me have also choosen to make the magnetic
and mechanical angles of the sectors equal at
any level :

SKITS"
raethoo

(6)

9
mag. Vch. =

 5г
°

This coincidence avoids additional flux,
simplifies the positioning problem and gives
to the 3D magnet a behaviour not too far from
the cylindrical 2D approximation calculated by
POISSON (

7
).

As a consequence of these two choices (3)
and (4), the surface offered to the flux lines
is everywhere roughly equal to the pole area
(See figure 3).

The yoke is not very satured,nevertheless
the field level and configuration are strongly
depending of the iron, due to :

(See eq.(5) for definition of i).

The method has been checked on the real
case of 24 identical castings (experimental da-
ta of 48 samples}{

2
) and applied to the GANIL

niagnet.

The results for one standard deviation of
relative permeability are given in table 1.

This defect can be corrected for the basic
field by the equalizing coil but it is still
remaining for the field of trim coils (supplied
in series).

2.2.2 Second effect : dispersion on field
configuration from magnet to niagnet (

7
).
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Fig. 3 : Magnet dimensions.

Table 1 : Effect of iron dispersion
on field level (GAMIL magnet case)

Analyt.

Num.

В

"r
V

д Ь /8
Л Ь/В

0.8 T

2200

250

0.5 10"*

0.4 1O'Z

1.2 T

1530

130

0.5 10"Z

0.4 KfZ

1.6 T

600

40

1.0 10"^

0.8 10~Z

Fig. 4 : Three states of the model.

2.3.2 Magnetic measurements apparatus :
The magnetic field is measured in the gap

mid plane by 25 Hall probes, 10 mm distant
mounted on an automatic azimut measuring gear.
This device covers the radial extent, 170. to
870. mm, in three positions and the azimutal
extent 0°-90° with an usual step of one degree.
The azimut is measured by a Vr Johannes
Heidenhain counter.

The Hall probes are Siemens SBV 579 - SI.
They are stabilized at a temperature of
35-0.1°C and preliminary calibrated. The Hall
tensions are measured by a Schlumberger Solar-
tron 1490-3 Voltmeter (time constant : 200 ms).

Experimental determinations have led us to
consider the total measurement error as
UB = - 1 G;-uss.

The whole system is on line controlled by
a Mitra 15 computer which translates Hall ten-
sions in В values, manages the data acquisi-
tions and performs different calculations and
plotting of field curves on display (

7
).(See

ficuiro
 ц
 and 6).

This effect due to the size and number of
iron pieces has been computed by the POISSON
code (Different p(B) curves in the different
regions of the magnet).

The yokes (treated with previous data) have
an influence.™ the gap which is only
áB/B = 6.10 , for the poles are acting as fil-
ters.

A dispersion in the poles may give ДВ/В =
1.5 10д (for an iron dispersion of ДВ =
200.10'

4
 T at H = 12000 A/ra, case of a 0.06 %

:arbon content, forged steel).

This shows the necessity of very homoge-
neous, very low dispersed polar pieces.

2.3 Model measurements

2.3.1 Realization of a 0.25 scale model :
Early model studies have been performed

in 1975 on the Oak Ridge Model by a mixed
group of Oak Ridge and Ganil Insjtituites(

3
).

In 1976, a 0.25 scale model of one GANIL
sector was built and set up in Saclay followed
by three half-magnets so-called "noses" and de
tinated to simulate the center (See fig. 4 (1)
and (2)).

Fig. з : On line display of measurements
В versus e for different radius values.

7.3.3 First measurements :
The model magnet has got removable additio-

nal plates. This has permitted to optimize the
yoke dimensions. The measurements showed the
interest of putting some additional iron on the
front yoke chamfer and the possibility of put-
ting less iron on the rear part of the yoke.

The В versus I law has been studied depen-
ding of yoke dimensions, location of test point

-and magnetic cycle of the magnet. The Amp-turns
comsumption in iron at a level of 16.5 KG is
15 %.

On Figure 6, are plotted :
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Fig. 6 : Display of average field B(R) and
magnetic angle 6(R).

(i) The magnetic angle (7) :

e(R) = (7)

It is quite perfectly 52 degrees except in
inner and outer parts. This checks the 2D
profile determination computed with the
MAGNET code.

(ii) The average azimutal field (8) :

B(R) = -|~ /*
/2
3(R,e)d6 (8)

It shows the rather important field drop in
the inn°r part.

Comparison of the measurements in states
(1) and (2) of the model (See figure 4) gives
the superposition effect. It is 2.2 % on avera-
ge field at injection radius and decreases to
nearly 0. at extraction radius.

2.3.4 Shimming tests :
We have tried to compensate the front field

drop by side shims located as in the full scale
design (See figure 14).

The effect on magnetic length is presented
on Figure 7.

(1) 145 Ю. 16kG

1 1

2.4 Trim coils studies.

As already said the trim coils are giving to
the field the right isochronous law. These win-
dings are surrounding decreasing parts of the
pole area (See figure 8).

Theoretical studies have been performed (
7
)

resulting in a computer code able to optimize
the current values for given locations and con-
nections of the conductors. This code is a ZD
approximation considering the poles as equipo-
tential and taking into account the measured
average field values.

On the model, trim coils have been winded
along "Gordon's trajectories" all returning to
the rear part of the pole (in the full scale
magnet .returns by the front part and loops on
pole will also be used).

We have got 72 conductors 2.5 x 6.3 mm2
with a 9.1 mm step, and the possibility of
changing every connection.

Side shims being mounted on the model, we
have made first measurements :

(i) Realization of a gradient :(See Fig.9)
all conductors being connected in series
with 10 A, 20 A and 40 A. We obtained at
40 Д a gradient G = 0.376 T/m, 15 % less
than the u^ value of 0.404 T/m and we
observed a decreasing of the field value in
the front part due to the saturating effect
of additional flux.

(ii) Ondulation due to conductors structure.
Vie have compare*; the Held giver, by 72
conductors with 1С Л end 18 conductors v.ith
40 A (connected conductors : 2,6,10...70).

On figure 10, we have plotted the differen-
ces obtained by calculations and by measurements.

(iii) Realization of isochronous law у = 1.10 :
in order to check the computations, we
have first trifc! only (5 current:, botfr in
central vertical plane (Fig.II) and on
average field (Fig.12). Of course, we ob-
tain an unacceptable defect of 20 x 10" T
amplitude. But the measured ondulation is
very similar to the calculated one,wnicr.
gives confidence in further calculations.

In average field case (Fig.12) the measured
curve is not still optimized due to the G. rdor.'s
structure of the coils and to the overshoot of
the basic field configuration. 'In difiit:.'ív
of giving the right value to the main coil cur-
rent must also be noticed.

2.5 New model.
Ю00 2000 Several modifications have appeared on the

Fig.7 :(1) Virtual magnetic face position ver-
 roa

9
n
et

sus radius without and with shimis at three
S levels.(2) Effect of the shin compared to

 o n e
'

new injection radius : 8/7 of the previous

its geometrical length at three В levels. introduction of a mechanical gap between
yokes and poles,

We obtain on overshoot in the field curve, • new form of the yoke.

So a new model will be machined, the oldespecially at 8. KG, which is due to the glo-
bal configuration of the field, the local beha-

o n e c o r r e c t e d a n d t h e t w 0 s e t u p a s s h o w n o n

viour of the shim itself being good. .
 f i g u r e 4 ( 3 ) o n t h e s i t e o f C A E N i n i 9 7 7
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Fig. 8 : Main coil and trim coils winding
on the pole.
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Fig. 9 : Achievement of a gradient with
trim coils. Field due to 72 trim
coils supplied in series with
10 A, 20 A and 40 A.
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Isochronous Y E 1.10 law in central
vertical plane. Case of 6 currents.

(1) measured fiád without trim coils ( )
isochronous field for у = 1.10 ( )
and measured field with trim coils (oooo)

(2) difference between measured field and
isochronous f ield.

(3) same difference obtained by calculations
with 6 currents.

Fig. 10 : Differences between field of 18 trim
coils supplied with 40 A and field of

. difference obtained from measurements ( )

. difference obtained by computations ( )

V,

fieie. case of 6 currents.
. measured field without trim coils { }
. isochronous field for у - 1.10 { )
. and measured field with trim coils(oooooooo)
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3. Full scale magnet realization.

3.1 Structure of the magnet.

The sectors, ueighing about 400 tons each,
consist of a pole complex of two identical po-
les, a central return yoke and two identical
yokes, the upper and lower one.

The maximum lifting capacity of the crane
being 60 tons, these last two pieces must be
divided and after investigation of different
solutions (vertical cutting in 2 pieces, verti-
cal cutting in 8 slabs), we have finally choo-
sen the horizontal cutting as far as its mecha-
nical behaviour is good enough and it simpli-
fies the assembly on site : the magnet will be
assembled vertically just by stacking parts.
(See figure 13).

The magnetic dispersion is typically twice
larger than in the poles case and for homogene-
ity, defects must be smaller than 100 mm2 or
400 mm2 depending of their distance f»-om the
gap.

3.3 Mechanical conception.

The mechanical structure of the GANIL mag-
net has several common points with that of the
SIN magnetCH

5
).

The pole complex (See Figure 14) is desi-
gned to avoid any building up of mechanical
tolerances from surfaces other than the pole
surfaces themselves. The gap is defined by the
three spacers which will be cut along the mid
plane, the spacers-halves being bolted defini-
tely to each pole. The coaxiality between poles
is obtained by pins between these two halves.

The pole magnetic configuration is obtained
by added profiles which take place on very pre-
cise vertical faces having an angle of 52° and
giving a basis for the reference system.

Specified tolerances are 0.05 mm for plane-
ity and 0.1 mm for parallelism of the poles
surfaces without field.

1

СвьЯВ

13 : Mechanical structure.

3.2 Steel quality.

3.2.1 Material of the poles(25 T per pole)
Extremely homogeneous forget magnetic

steel is specified with a carbon content of
0.03 °. to 0.04 :, using vacuum cast ingots. The
two poles of each sector and their profiles
will be taken from one single ingot of 150 tons
and will be processed all together through all
stages of fabrication, especially thermal treat-
ments.

For the ten ring samples of a pair of poles
we have specified a tolerance band smaller than
- 200.lO"

4
 T in the field region 800 to

2500 A/m and smaller than - 100.НГ
4
 T in the

field region 2500 to 3000 A/m.
Fig. 14 : The pole complex.

The homogeneity will be tested by ultraso-
nic method at 2 MHz with a specification of no
defect larger than 20 mm2.

т
„
е yoke design is a simple as poss1ble

 „„
bolting is foreseen, the different pieces are
only ones over the others. As a consequence
strong forces will be carried by the spacers.
T
" i

s
 structure is overstatic and must be stu-

p o s s 1 b 1 e d i f f e r e n c e s f r o m

yokes will have a maximum carbon content of
0.08 % with a dispersion of

 г
 0.01 %. The in-

gots will be laminated (maximum thickness of
the finished pieces is 650 mm).

3.4 Mechanical behaviour study.
2
D and 3D roechanicai calculations b> finite

element methods have been performed on the
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structure submitted to gravity (total v/eight
400 tons), atmosphere pressure (total force
on one pole 50 tons), and electromagnetic for-
ces between pieces which have been computed
by the POISSON code (attraction between the po-
les 500 tons) ( 6 ) .

The calculations gave values for the spa-
cers compression: 0.19 nm(front one)and 0.11mm

(rear ones) and for the pole curvature. (See
figure 15).

Fig. 15 : Curvature of the lower and upper
poles without (1) and with(2) mechanical gap.

Difference between the spacers compressions ^ )
acts on parallelism end curvature of the pole
acts on planeity.

The introduction of a mechanical gap bet- (5)
ween poles and yokes does not change the spa-
cers compressions but reduces the curvature
from 0.12 mm to 0.07 mm and decreases the degree(G)
of overstaticity of the structure.

These two improvements, and the necessity ^ J
of passing a vacuum chamber skin through the
so managed space, led to decide the introduc-
t ion of such a mechanical gap in" the present
design.

3.5 Coil design.

The main coils of the four sectors of one Dls

cyclotron are supplied in series, equalizing
coils (- 2 %) being excited separetely.
(The electrical data of the main coil are :
number of turns : 56; hollow conductor size :
20 x 20 mm2 ; hole : 0 11 mm; maximum current .
1700 A ; power 98 kW ; cooling water flow :
8,4 m3/h).

The design of the coils is classical but
for vacuum chamber reasons, each coil must be
set in a vacuum tight stainless steel box which
will be soldered after impregnation of the coil.

3.6 Time schedule.
A contract for the realization of 8 magne-

tic circuits including study, steel, machining,
mechanical tests under field and assembling

on site has been notified, on June 1977 to the
Société Alsthom Atlantique (Belfort). The coils
will be ordered in a few weeks.

The first sector called prototype must be
tested on October 1978 in the constructor's
workshop. It will support detailed mechanical
tests in order to help for the series sectors.
It will be delivered to GANIL on December 1978
for the first magnetic measurements.

The other sectors will be also mechanically
tested under field at the constructor's work-
shop in order to check the identity with proto-
type mechanical behaviour.

They will be delivered on site on Spring
1979 for final assembling of the machine.
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HIGH ENERGY PHYSICS SUPERCONDUCTING MAGNET PROGRAM AT SACLAY
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The genera l layout of t h i s device i s shown
in f igure 1. The bubble chamber i s c y l i n d r i c a l
and has a useful volume of 80 cm in diameter and
АО cm i n length with i t s ax i s h o r i z o n t a l . J t s
30 Hz expansion system i s a c t u a t e d a x i a l l y and
i s t i e d to a 150 tonne i r o n frame which serves
as a r e a c t i n g mass to absorb the dynamical f o r -
ces and v i b r a t i o n s c r e a t e d by the expansion
system.

(2). Colls
~S)„ Iron yoke

.Expansion system

I - INTRODUCTION

Superconducting magnet technology has r e a -
ched a s t a t e where, for a wide range j f a p p l i -
c a t i o n s , magnets can be r e a d i l y designed and
c o n s t r u c t e d to achieve high performances i n
fairly complex configurations and large field
volumes. From the beginning High Energy Physics
has provided the main incentive to superconduc-
ting magnet development and is largely responsi-
ble for the tremendous progress accomplished
over the last two decades. However, i t is only
during the last few years that this technology
has come out of a long development stage to i t s
current use in High Energy Physics equipment and
this tendency appears to be expanding at a very-
fast pace with the advent of the present genera-
tion of particle accelerators>

In Western Europe, High Energy and Nuclear
Physics are focused around the most advanced ex-
perimental facilities such as CERN's ISR and
SPS.PETRA electron-positron colliding beam faci-
li ty due to operate at DESY in the second half
of 1978, heavy ion and high intensity accelera-
tors such as GANIL and SATUENE 2 in France and
prospectively future higher energy machines.

One significant character of the activity
in this field is the generalization of collabo- Fiк•i - Schematic view of EHS, RCBC and Magnet,
rations between European Laboratories both for
the set-up and conduct of physics experiments The magnet consists of two separate circu-
and for the technical development of the needed lar coils, coaxial with the chamber and suppor-
equxpnent.

The CEN of SACLAY is involved in a large

number of such collaborations and consequently

its superconducting magnet programme has been

ted by the external iron frame, which for sym-

metry reasons is split into two 66 cm thick

plates disposed on each side of the system and

tied together by means of 4 rigid columns. Tn

this configuration the axial forces on the coilsg g p g g
boosted during the last two years to a number ofare directed outwards and each coil is supported
significant projects. The present paper will
briefly review these projects.

II- MAGNET FOR R.C.B.C.

The E.H.S. experiment (European Hybrid
Spectrometer) is being constructed by a joint
collaboration between CERN, KHEL, SACLAY, NIKHEF
and HEPHY Laboratories and is to be installed in
the SPS North Hall Experimental area in 1979 [if

The vertex of the spectrometer is a rapid
cycling bubble chamber (being built by RHEL)

equipped with a superconducting magnet contrac-
ted by CERN to SACLAY.

by its backing iron, which eliminates the need
for inner supports between coils, thus leaving
all the volume between coils free for experi-
mental access and enabling the coils to be built
as two independent systetrs. The iron frame is
mainly for the expansion system and only contri-
butes slightly to the field production (./f/WT.)
and has almost no effect on shielding the stray
field outside.

main parameters of the magnet are given
'in table I. The specified physical characteris-
tics are : room temperature free bore 140 cm,
free gap between cryostats 82 CIP, acceptance
from the cenf ' >-. Une i 18°, central field 3 T.
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TABLE I

EHS-M1 MAIN PARAMETERS

contraction of the coil; 5) Minimize the heat
losses by conduction through the support.

•finding I.D 1.65 m

Winding O.D 2.42 m

Spacing between coils 1.12 m

Length of each coil 0.46 m

Central field 3T

Max. field on conductor 6 T

Number of single pancakes per coil ... 26

'urns per single pancake 42

Sominál current 4050 Amp:

Total'Amp x turns 8.9 10

Average current density in coil .... 2500 A/cm

itored energy 55 MJoules

lonductor dimensions 14.8x8.6 nrnî

'otal length of conductor 14 km

The magnet design, apart from the support
structure, is fairly classical, following a
well proven pratice for large bubble chamber
magnets. Each coil (see fig.2) is made of 13
double pancakes immersed in a liquid He bath
and using a rectangular copper stabilized con-
ductor 14.8 x 8.6 mm2 rated at 4000 Amps. The
single pancakes are separated by insulating
spacers, 3 mm thick, leaving 50% of the surface
clear for cooling. Mylar tape insulation is
provided between turns and direct cooling by
helium is only allowed on the bare edge of the
conductor. The current density in the conductor
(3150 Amps/cm2) is such that the hoop stress
does not exceed 7 kg/mm2, which eliminates the
need for stainless steel reinforcement. The ou-
ter turn of the pancake is banded with a high
tension stainless steel band in order to pre-
vent unwinding of the coil and to maintain the
prestressing built in the coil during winding.

The conductor is made of the assembly of
a smaller Cu-NbTi solid composite (3.5x5.2 mm2,
2:1 Cu/Sc ratio) laid and soft soldered into a
groove in a solid copper backing strip.

The pancakes are stacked onto a 5 cm thick
base plate and axially pre-compressed by means
of a backing plate and of two coaxial rows of
aluminium tie rods. The annular helium vessel
surrounding the coils is a stainless steel case
welded onto the base plate.

The support structure between the coil and
the warm iron yoke raises the main technical
problem, since this system has to fulfill the
following requirements : 1) Support the weight
of the coil (12 tonnes); 2) Support the axial
static magnetic load (250 tonnes); 3) Absorb
the vibrations transmitted through the yoke by
the expansion system and keep the natural reso-
nance frequency of the coil-support system abo-
ve the dominant frequencies of the expansion
system (^160 Hz); 4) Accomodate the thermal

Fig.2 - Cross section of magnet EHS-M1

The adopted solution consists of a comple-
te fiber-epoxy cylinder, about 2 meters in dia-
meter, bolted onto the coil base plate and
tight fitted into a circular groove in the warm
iron plate (as shown in fig.2) and of periphe-
rical axial struts which maintain the system
under permanent axial compression. Investiga-
tions are still being made on the type and the
configuration of the fibers which have to be
selected for the structure of the ring in order
to obtain a high axial YOUNG's modulus compo-
site.

A copper thermal shield completely sur-
rounds the coil and is thermally shunted to a
heat intercept tied to the support ring. This
shield is cooled by a fraction of the helium
gas evaporated frca the cryostat, in such a way
that the low temperature gas first cools the
support heat intercept. The other fraction of
the boiled-off helium is used for cooling the
current leads.

The vacuum vessel is also made of a dough-
nut shape stainless steel case and is sealed
onto a 20 cm thick annular plate which is part
of the iron structure. Sealing is made by dou-
ble 0-Rings with inter vacuum.

The specified helium consumption is 301/hr
for each coil. Helium is transferred to the
coils from a dewar, fed by a 100 £/hr liquefier
provided by CERN. The liquefier will also be
used as a refrigerator during cooling down.
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IIГ- "CELLO" MAGKET SYSTEM

The "CELLO" experiment is a ls.-л -'"ТГ .
magnetic detector for e-p collisi<-i>« to be Ins-
talled at the PETRA accelerator under cons! > uc-
tion at DESY. This experiment is being joiiiLJy
prepared by a collaboration of 3 French and 3
German Laboratories £2] . It consists of a
large number of detectors displayed around the
beam collision area, as shown in figure 3. The
magnet system is tightly imbricated with the
detectors and consists of a main central sole-
noid, two compensating solenoids and a 1 000
tonne iron shield acting as hadron filter. A
He refrigerator provides the cooling power to
the magnets through a complex transfer line
system. The complete experimental set up {in-
cluding the refrigerator cold box) is mounted
on a carriage which can move from beam to par-
king location in a short tine. Cn the carriage
itself, the end detectors including the compen-
sating coils can be moved axially by 2.8 meters
in a few minutes without interrupting the ma-
gnet refrigeration. The overall magnet system
is the joint responsability of CEN/SACLAY and
IEKP/KARLSRUHE, the main solenoid being cons-
tructed at SACLiW and the compensating sole-
noids at i'V .'i.í'W'IE. The following will only
deal «i'.! : solenoid design and cons-
tructior.

'l/.BI.l II

• '^" solenoid ' * roipeters

re) 1.5 m

4.0 m

1.66 m

CHL.1 . - " . , -

г^г bo>-.

Cvcral 1- '

Winding bor\

Winding leng: 3.42 m

Number of tt (one layer) 1 315

Komiпк: current 3 300Ampi

Central field 15 kGauss

Stored Energy 7 Mloulet

Fia.3 - General lay out of the "CELLO" detector

The solenoid main parameters are given
in table II. It has a 1.5 m clear bore diameter
an overall length of 4 m and produces a central
field of 15 kGauss. The major requirement for
this solenoid is that the overall radial thick-
ness of materials entering into its construc-
tion must not exceed half a radiation length.
This would allow a maximum thickness of 7.2 mm
of copper (if everything was copper) or 45 mm
of aluminium. It is obvious that new concepts
had to be devised in order to fulfill this spe-
cial requirement in addition to the need for
full operational reliability and safety of the
magnet.

The basic concepts which have been taken
as a guideline for the magent design can be
summarized as follows :

1) Use a conductor with sufficient built-
in stabilization in order to secure the requi-
red field performance without impairing the
practical operation by instability effects such
as training, high sensisitivity to charging-up
speed, nechanical and flux disturbances and to
ensure the intrinsic conductor safety during
quench. For this purpose, make use as much as
possible of high purity aluminium as a stabi-
lizer.

2) Use aluminium or aluminium alloy for
all structural members of the winding and
cryostat.

3) Provide force flow cooling rather than
helium bath which would require thick walls for
a pressure vessel container. Forced-flow in the
conductor itself was eliminated for practical
reasons (excessively high current which would
be needed to be compatible with a high current
density winding, long length of the cooling
circuit, feasibility of a hollow conductor
with aluminium stabilization, etc.). So helium
flow is carried out in a separate pipe which
must allow for good thermal conduction transfer
to the conductor.

4) Mate the winding of only one layer of
conductors in order to minimize the number of
thermal barriers for conduction cooling.

5) Make the whole length of the solenoid
of one continuous layer rather in short modu-
les. This simplifies the winding operation and
the mechanical assembly of the magnet and
favors a fast heat propagation through the
whole magnet in case of quench.

6) Relieve the hoop stress tension from
the conductor by using a separate aluminium
alloy band-wound as a second layer on top of
the conductor so that winding tensions can be
conveniently and accurately distributed in or-
der to maintain in all circumstances the high
purity aluminium under moderate stresses.

7) Wind the conductor on a thin aluminium
alloy bore tube. Thii provides a convenient
support for the winding and ensures the axial
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rigidity of the solenoid vhatever happens to
the bond between turns.

8) Bond all the above components together
' : i\ strong crack-proof epoxy which contributes
to n-e integrity and rigidity of the structure
and f r.sures thermal conduction between the
components•

The solenoid construction follows the
above ideas

The com- ictor structure i s dictated by
conditions 1 <•;• d 4 and calls for further expla-
nation. The specified field requires 12 700 Amps
per cm length ci binding. A current in the
conductor of arour ' 3000 Amps, though not cri-
t ical seemed a rear Table choice in view of
conductor size and р'-.ier lead losses. The axial
dimension was then chosen as 2.2 mm for a rated
current of 3300 Amps. The other dimension de-
pends on the amount of material needed, but has
obviously to be much larger, which leads to a
rather f lat conductor structure. At the time of
the design study, no conductor with adequate
aluminium stabilization was commercially avai-
lable and i t was inconceivable that a conductor
of the particular above shape could be develop-
ped in time. A compromise had to be made by
using a copper-NbTi composite! with a minimum
of copper (Cu/Sc ratio of 1:1), and by adding
to i t the necessary amount of aluminium needed
for stabil ization. This choice was strongly
supported by a similar technique 'successfully
developped by M. MORPURGO at CERN И . However
again because of the desired shape of the con-
ductor, the structure of "CELLO" conductor had
to be different from MORPURGOrs and the design
shown in figure 4 was adopted.

Г \
J Cu/Hb-TI

method has been selected : the aluirimuir i s
electroplated with copper and with lead tin
solder. The SC composite i s also plated with
solder. Then the two components are run toge-
ther through a ro71er fixture and heated by a
HF induction heater. Details of the actual ope-"
ration and of the tests on this conductor are
given in a separate paper at the present confe-
rence L4J .

The magnet construction is i l lustrated on
figure 5. The conductor i s insulated with an
overlapping wrap of insulating tape, wetted
with epoxy and wound a', a continuous layer,
3.5 m long, on a 3 mm thick bore tube reinfor-
ced at the ends where i t can be supported. The
band i s made of a 10 x 5 sm2 aluminium alloy
strip and is also tightly wound as a continuous
layer after being wetted with epoxy. At this
stage the epoxy i s cured. The cooling tube is
then soft soldered onto the external surface of
the band, both components having been previous-
ly tin-electroplated in the same way as the
conductor. The cooling tube runs along axial
longitudinal paths al l in series and separated
by a distance of 30 cm. The total length of the
cooling circuit i s about 70 meters.

. 4-"CELL0*aluminium stabilized conductor.
The basic conductor i s 2.2 x 1.6 mm2(cor-

responding to the performances available froir
NbTi and taking into account a reasonable safe-
ty margin of 7OJ5 below the short sample charac-
ter i s t i c ) . The aluminium i s 2.2 x 9 mm2 tape
with a purity of 99.997Z and a guaranteed
res ist iv i ty ratic of more than 1000. Such a
conductor, i f used in classical bath cooling,
would be cryostatically stable. Also, the
amount of copper appears to be quite tolerable
as i t accounts for only 1OZ of the overall
magnet radiation thickness.

The techniques for bonding aluminium to
copper have been thoroughly investigated at
SACLAY for the present need. The following

Fig.5 - "CELLO" 'thin wall' solenoid.

Thermal shields are provided both at the
inner and at the outer surface of the winding.
They are made of 2 mm thick aluminiua alloy
sheets and are cooled in the saw way as the
winding using He gas at 60K supplied by the
refrigerator. Superinsulation i s provided bet-
ween the shields and the room teeperature walls.

The vacuum vessel i s made of two cylindri-
cal shel ls connected to two end flanges by
means of 0-ring gasket*. The outer shell i s 7am
thick and i s reinforced by a ring in the cen-
tral plane. The inner «hell i s 3 mm thick with-
out reinforcement.

The solenoid if supported on the inner
vacuum shell by aeans of fiber glasa epoxy
• truts «yonetrically distributed at both ends."
Additional horizontal struts are provided for
supporting axial unbalanced forces.

The electrical and cryogenic connections
are brought out through a ci.iiiunication l ine
into a vertical chimney external to the aagnet.
The power leads are aounted in a sealed contai-



ner inside the chimney and are fed with liquid
helium which is extracted from the return
helium flow of the coil cooling circuit.

The protection of the solenoid under
quench or emergency conditions is carried out
hy a classical external resistance discharge
method. The very low resistivity and high ther-
mal conductivity of the aluminium contained in
the conductor as well as the good heat transfer
by conduction through the bulk of the winding,
due to the special geometry of the conductor
and to the construction method, ensure a smooth
transient regime during a quench and allow for
a rather slow discharge rate (time constant of
5 to 10 seconds) without excessive overvoltages
( 500 volts). Even in the case of failure of
the protection device, the magnet is able to
withstand a quench without damage, as the natu-
ral velocity of quench propagation through the
coil is fast enough to discharge the current
in time and to spread the energy through a
large portion of the coil without overheating
at the hot point.

A small coil model has been built and tes-
ted in order to check the basic assumptions
used for the magnet design. The model is 35 cm
in diameter and 25 cm long. It has 91 turns of
a conductor similar to the designed conductor
(except for a lower aluminium purity) and is
constructed along the same principles as the
main solenoid. This model is shown in figure 6
where can be seen the external bandage layer,
the cooling tube soft soldered onto it, the
liquid helium inlet and outlet pipes with their
couplings to the tube, and two separate pots
containing the power leads and fed separately
with liquid helium. First results have shown
satisfactory performances. The aluminium provi-
des a neat stabilization effect, eliminating
training and other types of degrading phenomena.
The limitation of the current charging rate,
responsible for heat losses, is found to be
within acceptable limits and enables a charging
up time of less than 10 minutes. The quench
process follows expected characteristics. The
transverse velocity of quench propagation (from
turn to turn) has been found with this coil to
be of the order of 1 to 2 m/sec. at 3400 A,
whilst the propagation velocity along the con-
ductor, measured in a separate test {_5̂j , was
10 to 20 m/sec. These values confirm the asses-
ment of full intrinsic safety for the main
solenoid.

Fig.6 - Model coil of "CELLO" solenoid.

IV- MISCELLANEOUS MAGNETS

Without entering into detailed descrip-
tions, a few other magnets presently under
construction at- SACLAY should be mentioned as
examples of the varied applications to high
energy beams and experiments.

The "Nucleon-Nucleon" experiment features
a polarized proton target of a frozen spin type
which will be used with an incident solarized
beam at EATUENE. The experimental set up inclu-
des four superconducting solenoids {̂ 6J .

1) Spin-flip solenoid for the incident
polarized particles : useful bore 10 cm, length
1.4 m, central field 70 kGauss, stored energy
350 kJoules.

The status of the project is as follows :
all the major components of the magnet have
been designed and ordered. The conductor assem-
bly is to be carried out in September 1977, the
winding of the coil at the end of the year; the
assembly and test of the solenoid are Co be
completed in the first half of 1978.

2) Polarizing compensated solenoid : inner
bore 15 cm, length 36 cm, central field
25 kGauss with a uniformity of 10"* in a sphere
of 5 cm in diameter. The field is vertical as
well as the polarized target cryostat and the
magnet is mounted on a stand uhich enables it
to be retracted down after the polarization has
been "frozen" in order to clear the experimen-
tal area around the target.

3) Vertical holding magnet, coaxial with
the latter, which maintains at a removed posi-
tion the polarization of the target.

4) Horizontal holding magnet, which rota-
tes and holds the polarization in an horizontal
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direction, whilst keeping free a wide angle to
the target necessary for experiment*.

In the f ield of beam transport aagnets two
projects »;« being carried out :

- "CESAR" is a »et of two dipoles built in
collaboration and under contract with CERN to
be installed in a beam of the SPS North experi-
mental area. They are each 2-metres long, with
a 10 cm useful warm bore, and produce a
45 kGauis highly uniform field. These are des-
cribed in a separate paper at the present
conference J.7-J •

- "PANOFSKY" quadrupole for a spectrometer
at SATURNE : useful rectangular aperture 40 x
17 cm2. 70 cm length, 1 kGauss/cm field gra-
dient Cej •

Finally, the activity in the f ield of pul-
sed magnets i s being pursued in order to keep
upto date with the technology which wi l l be
needed for the next generation of high energy
accelerators.

J. PEROT and D. LEROY - "The superconduc-
ting bending aagneta CESAK" - 6th Int.
Conf. on Magnet Technology ; to be publi-
sbad.

F. KIKCBER - "Quadripole supraconducteur
'PAMOFSCT'" - Int. report STIPE/77-27.
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THE PROTOTYPE SUPERCONDUCTING QUADRUPOLE MAGNET

FOR THE CERM INTERSECTING STORAGE RINGS

W. Ansorge, J. Billan, K.N. Henrichsen, H. Laeger, Ph. Lebrun,

R. Perin, L. Resegotti, T. Tortschenoff, L. Walckiers, R. Wolf

CERN
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A prototype superconducting magnet, which produces a aigh field gradient

with precise field distribution over a large aperture, has been built and suc-

cessfully tested in its own horizontal cryostat. The quadrupole, which has a

warm bore of 173 mm and a magnetic length of 1.24 m, is provided with auxiliary

superconducting б-pole and 12-pole windings. A maximum gradient of 47 T/m was ob-

tained with a peak field of 6.1 T in the main coil and a stored energy of 700 kJ.

Magnetic measurements at different field levels have shown that the required tol-

erance of 1 x10"
3
 on the gradient over the whole beam region has been achieved.

1. - Introduction

The rate of proton-proton collisions at an intersection of the CERN Inter-

secting Storage Rings (ISR) is inversely proportional to the local height of the

proton beam. This dimension can be reduced by about a factor 6 by the insertion

of a focusing structure' * , consisting of magnetic quadrupoles. The high gradi-

ents required in eight of these quadrupoles, over a large aperture, can only be

attained by using superconducting windings with high maximum fields and current

densities. Tight tolerances are imposed by beam optics'- ' on the field accuracy

both inside the quadrupoles and at their ends. In order to ascertain the feasi-

bility of the insertion, a prototype of the most powerful quadrupole foreseen in

Ref. 2 has been built at CERN and successfully tested.

2. - Main features of the quadrupole

2.1 - Design parameters and general conception

The main design parameters of the quadrupole are collected in TabJe 1.

TABLE 1 - Design parameters

Nominal gradient ff
 = 4 0 T m

~
1

Sextupole component -Mr * 31 Tm"
2

3r
z

Maximum dodecapole component ^-— = 10
s
 Tm"

5

3r
5

Peak field in the windings

at nominal gradient 5.1 T

Tolerance on the axially integrated field gradient 1 x Ю "
3
 (over an

aperture of 130 mm)

Nominal current

Stored energy

Warm bore diameter

Inner diameter of main

coils

Length of magnet

1500

500

173

232

1500

A
kJ

mm

mm

mm

Figure 1 shows a transverse and a longitudinal cross-section of the «agnet

in its horizontal cryostat. From the inside to the outside, the main components

are: the warm bore, the inner wall of the helium vessel which bears the 6-pole

and the 12-pole windings, the main coils, the stainless steel spacers, the steel

yoke in four quadrants, the aluminium alloy shrinking rings, the outer shell of
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— Fig. 1 Transverse and longitudinal cross-sections of the magnet in its crvostat.—

the helium vessel, the heat shield, the vacuum tank. Channels for helium circula-

tion are provided around the auxiliary and main windings and inside the yoke.

In operation, the main coils are subject to very high electromagnetic forces

(about 200 t/m length on each coil half). The insulating resin cannot withstand

the high tensile stresses that would result. For this reason, a pre-compression

of adequate value is applied to the coil by means of the shrinking rings through

the yoke quadrants, the spacers and the glass-epoxy bands. The coils are not sup-

ported inside: an annular space of about 1 mm thickness is kept free between the

auxiliary windings and the main coils.

The compact coil structure behaves like

a Roman arch transforming the external

radial pressure into a state of circum-

ferential compressive stress, which

prevents the coil from undergoing ten-

sile strain when the electromagnetic

forces are applied^ '. Figure 2 shows,

the end of the magnet (connection side)

before the insertion of the cold tube.

The quadrupole had to be provided

with a rather strong sextupole winding

for reasons of beam optics in the ISR,

and an additional weak 12-pole winding

was deemed necessary to give the pos-

sibility of correcting field errors re-

sulting from steel saturation. These Fig. 2 View of the end oi the quadru-

windings, both superconducting, are in pole with coil connections.
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the main quadrupole field and, consequently, subject to relatively large electro-

magnetic forces. A radial prestress pressure was provided by banding the windings

with a high strength aluminium alloy wire. A detailed description of the quadru-

pole and of its construction may be found in Ref. 5.

2.2 - The main windings

Each of. the four main coils consists of three blocks of insulated conductor

separated by metal spacers. There are in total 290 turns, continuously wound in

radial layers of 10 turns and grouped in three blocks of 4, 9 and 16 layers, re-

spectively. Shape, dimensions and position of the blocks were optimized by com-

putations for the required field distribution. The central post is made of aus-

tenitic stainless steel and the other wedge-shaped coil spacers of copper. The

ends of the coils are of a modified "constant perimeter" shape. Each coil was se-

parately impregnated under vacuum with an epoxy resin. The four coils were then

'assembled together and wrapped with bands of epoxy-glass tape to form a cylindri-

cal body that was accurately ground to final diameter.

The superconducting wire is a solid composite of 1.80 mm * 3.60 mm rectan-

gular cross-section with rounded corners. It consists of a twisted set of NbTi

filaments embedded in a copper matrix. The number of filaments is 1680, their

diameter 46 vm and the twist pitch 50 mm. The copper to superconductor ratio is

1.45. The insulation' ^ of the conductor consists of a phenolic modified PVA

enamel overcoated by a polyimide film which was wrapped as a single layer on the

enamel and glued to it by ester-imide resin. The insulation thickness is 0.10mm.

2.5 - The yoke and the clamping structure

The magnet yoke consists of four solid cylindrical quadrants of low grade

constructional steel. The quadrants are separated from each other by a 2 mm wide

gap, so that they may move concentrically and follow the coils in their thermal

contraction. Between the coil assembly and the yoke quadrants, stainless steel

spacers are inserted. Their purpose is to maintain the prescribed distance be-

tween coils and yoke and to protect the coils from direct contact with the yoke

quadrants which have a considerably different thermal contraction. When the mag-

net was first tested both in the vertical and in the horizontal cryostats, the

structural element which applies the prestress and finally withstands the elec-

tromagnetic forces was a stainless steel cylinder. This cylinder, cut along the

top generatrix, was closed by means of two clamping bars and a set of bolts. The

prestress was applied by tightening the bolts, which was a very flexible and

suitable way for a prototype. The main functional drawback of that system was

that the asymmetric clamping system tended to drag upwards,during assembly, the

two lateral quadrants which had to be retained by special clamps and wedges to

save the symmetry. At the end of 1976, the stainless steel cylinder was replaced

by five aluminium alloy rings which were shrink fitted around the magnet after

having been warmed up to about 80°C. This simpler solution is by far more econom-

ical and technically a better one. Its main functional advantage is that it ap-

plies the full prestress only when the magnet is cold. In the long тип, the ap-

plication of high pressure at room temperature, as it was necessary with a sta,in-

less steel structure, might have led to loss of the prestress due to стеер of

the organic materials. The new aluminium ring structure also allows to reduce the

transverse dimensions of the cryostat. The prototype quadrupole was again tested
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_3 Quadrupole after insertion of

the cold tube with the auxil-

iary windings.

after this modification and behaved

very satisfactorily. The magnet with

its new clamping structure is shown

in Fig. 3.

2.4 - The cryostat

The magnet is cooled by natural

convection in nucleate boiling helium

at temperatures of 4.3'to 4.4 K. All

boil-off gas is used to reduce the

main heat inleaks to the liquid bath

by cooling the six current leads, the

radiation screen and the service fun-

nel housing all cryogenic and electric

connections to the magnet. The use of

only one cryogen and the return of all

boil-off gas at room temperature to .

the liquid helium source makes the op-

eration of the cryogenic system simple

and reliable. The liquid helium may be

supplied from a liquefier either via

dewars (open loop) or in simple closed loop operation.

The mechanical conception of the cryostat allows for repeated assembly and

disassembly of the magnet in it, as well as for housing a larger diameter magnet.

The different enclosures are cylindrical vessels with flat end plates. The design

pressure of the liquid helium vessel is 2 bar (absolute) to withstand the pres-

sure rise after a magnet quench. Both welded seams and indium seals have been

successfully used to make the vessel helium leak-tight. Thermal insulation is a-

chieved by the use of a vapour-cooled radiation shield and evacuated multilayer

crinkled aluminized mylar (superinsulation) of 10 to 12 mm thickness. The space

available around the warm bore being limited, only superinsulation was used

there. The magnet is suspended at its ends by tension rods to the reinforced vac-

uum enclosure. The suspension points are chosen such as to minimize the displace-

ment of the magnet when being cooled from 300 to 4 K. At the front end, a posi-

tioning column defines the magnet's longitudinal position. For transportation,

the magnet can be supported by a set of withdrawable blocking devices.

The material used 'for the construction is mainly AISI 304L stainless steel.

All material inside the magnetic bore is AISI 316LN steel in order to guarantee

a magnetic permeability of less than 1.02 under operating conditions. The radia-

tion screen is made of copper. Inconel 718 is used for the suspension rods: the

conductive heat inleak is thus four times smaller than with stainless steel rods.

3. - Results of tests and measurements

3.1 - Training and performance

During the first test in a vertical cryostat, the design current (1S00 A)

was obtained after the first quench. A current value of 1760 A was reached after

12 quenches. No re-training below that value was observed despite thermal cycles

to room temperature. In Fig. 4, the critical current values as measured on short
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samples of the conductor (lO"
1
* Sim) are shown for a field perpendicular (B,) and

parallel (Bn) to the broad face of the conductor. Two load lines are drawn in

the graph. One represents the maximum field in the windings, which is practically

parallel to the broad face of the conductor. The

other one represents the maximum perpendicular

field inside the windings. One notes that the

perpendicular field limits the theoretically

possible performance. The highest current value

reached was 1840 A for quench 25. The maximum

gradient was 4 7 T/m with В = 6.1 T and a stored

energy of 700 kJ. In its own horizontal cryo-

stat, the magnet reached the current levels at-

tained in the vertical cryostat after a quench
/ ,| М « Ш » INDUCTION PARALLEL

TO BROAD FACE OF CONDUCTOR

Вт : MAXIMUM INDUCTION NORMAL

The magnet was then demounted and the ' >
 то вяшш
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 °
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clamping structure, consisting of a bolted

stainless steel cylinder, was replaced by a °
 m WD

°
 m m

 "*'

set of aluminium alloy rings (see Section 2.3). Fig. 4 Critical currents

Several tests followed this change both in the and load lines

vertical and in the horizontal cryostats, during

which the current was voluntarily limited to 1700 A. No re-training was observed;

many quenches were artificially provoked at this current level by means of the

sextupole winding to test the sturdiness of the construction, but no natural

quench ever occurred.

3.2 - Energy dissipation and temperature rise

Protection resistors were inserted in the circuit: one resistor was placed

across the magnet terminals, inside the cryostat. It provided the necessary pro-

tection in case one or both of the current leads would heat up and fuse. The re-

sistance was 320 mfl and rather independent of temperature, in the range 4 К to

300 K. A second resistor was placed outside the cryostat and normally short-cir-

cuited by a circuit breaker. The latter was provided with taps allowing easy

change of its resistance. When a quench was detected, the circuit breaker was

opened, thus forcing the magnet current through the two protection resistors.

A measurement of the voltage across the protection resistors during the dis-

charge of the quenching magnet ̂  •* showed that about 30 i of the stored energy was

extracted from the magnet. The voltage (300 V) occurring'across the magnet termi-

nals when opening the circuit breaker caused the rest of the magnet to quench im-

mediately. Hence, the relative low extracted energy.

The measurements of the current decay and the time of the start of the

quench^ ' were used to compute the maximum temperature in a quenching coil. The

temperature in the part of the conductor where the quench started rose to 76 К

after a quench at 1840 A when energy extraction took place.

A few quenches without energy extraction from the quadrupole were provoked

at different current levels by quenching the sextupole winding. Table 2 shows

the relation between excitation current, stored energy, maximum potential and

maximum temperature at quench.
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TABLE 2

I CA]

879
1105

1271
13*05

1544

1661

Q (kJ)

185
287
374
393
535

610

Vmax W

45
8b

120
75
26

31

Tmax W

78
98
112
78
72

80

TABLE 3

I (A)

500

1000

1500

1650

Gradient (T/m)

13.92

27.75

40.44

43.96

L e £ f (mm)

1235.5

1236.6

1240

1241

uselul aperture I

J
Fig. 5 Error of integrated field gra-

dient in the horizontal plane

3.3 - Magnetic measurements

The method of measurement is based

on the rotation of a coil around the

axis of symmetry of the magnet and on

the use of á compensation coil to sup-

press the main harmonic of the field.

Table 3 shows the field gradient

and the effective length as a function

of the excitation current.

The relative gradient error after

the-application of the 12-pole correc-

tion windings is shown in Figs. 5 and 6.

The accuracy of the relative meas-

urement of the gradient was better than

± 0.3 x 10"3. The magnetic axis was de-

termined within ±0.02 мт.

Fig. 6 Error of integrated field gra-

dient in the vertical plane

3.4 - Cryogenic performance

Heat inleaks to liquid helium have been evaluated by measuring the boil-off

rates of the cryostat. Without transfer line, the losses were found to be:

- cryostat alone (no magnet, no leads) 5.5 1/h

- cryostat with magnet and leads, 1 = 0 8.3 to 9.0 1/h

- cryostat with magnet and leads, I = I
n o m

 9.7 to 12.5 1/h

The.evaporation rate is strongly influenced by the way the boil-off gas is

distributed amongst the vapour-cooled components. For lowest overall heat in-

leaks, it was found most favourable to pass 10 l.min"
1
 (NTP) through the service

funnel, 20 l.min"
1
 (NTP) through the radiation shield and all other available

boil-off gas through the current leads.

After a quench at maximum energy, the initial rate of pressure rise in- the

cryostat is about 0.16 bar.s"
1
. The maximum pressure is kept below 1.35 bar

(abs) or 1.75 bar (abs), depending on the type of safety valve and its opening

criteria. The evaporation rate is deduced to be around 1000 g.s"
1
.

Cooldown and warmup of the magnet required between 50 and 100 hours.
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Cooldown has been achieved by forcing a cryogenic fluid directly through the

magnet, either gaseous nitrogen (300 to 100 K) followed by liquid helium (100 to

4 KJ or gaseous helium (300 to 20 K) followed by liquid helium (20 to 4 K). The

cryogen was supplied either from dewars (LN2, LHe) or from a closed loop helium

liquefier/refrigerator.

4. - Conclusion

All specified requirements and tolerances have been met by the prototype.

The quadrupole gradient has actually exceeded by 20 I the nominal value.

In view of the results obtained with the prototype and of their interest

for storage ring technology, it has been decided to construct the complete focus-

ing system in one ring of the ISR, reserving the possibility to equip also the

other ring after further evaluation of the ISR experimental programme. The chosen

scheme, which uses slightly shorter quadrupoles to leave more space for detec-

tors, is shown in Fig. 7.

» « . < i í ^

Layout of the high-luminosity insertion
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THE SUPERCONDUCTING BENDING MAGNETS "CESAR"

J. PEROT - CEN/SACtAY, DPh/PE-STIPE, 91190 GIF-sur-YVETTE (France)

D.F. LEROY - CEEH, SPS DIVISION, .1211 GENEVE 23 (Suisse)

I - INTRODUCTION

In 1975, CEBN decided to build two high precision superconducting dipoles for a beam line
in the SPS north experimental area. The aim was to determine whether superconducting magnets of
the required accuracy and reliability can be built and what their economies and performances
will be in operation. The useful characteristics are the same as the standard iron core magnets
commonly used in the SFS beam lines. To carry out that construction, a collaboration between
CERN and CEA/SACLAY was established in order to make use of the knowledge and experience alrea-
dy acquired in the two laboratories. Practically, a commun team CEKN/SACLAY was formed ; with
the technical responsability at SACLAY.

2 - MAGNET CHARACTERISTICS

The dipole magnet characteristics are listed in the following table.

Warm bore aperture 100

Inner diameter of the winding ....r... 150 mm

Outer diameter of the winding 197,60mm

Length of the coil 2 340

Length of the iron 2 000 mm

Length of the conductor 5 000 m

Length of 6 pole conductor 4 000 m

Length of 4 pole conductor I 400 m

Weight 4.5 T

Central field at 681 A 4.5 T
8 2

Current density at 881 A .........2.5x10 A/m

Filling factor in the winding 0.81

Magnetic length 2.04 m

Integrated field accuracy at a _l

radius of 4 cm + 2x10

Stored energy at 4.5 T 520 kJ

Burs ting forces 250 t/m

Length of the cryostat 2.86 m
Width of the cryostat 0.96 m

*4
The high accuracy of 2x10 on the integrated field which is required for spectrometry

experiments is obtained by incorporating superconducting correction coils. A cross section of
the magnet can be seen Figure 1.



Starting from the center the main coil are mounted around an inner tube which contains the
correcting coils on 48 grooves. This tube serves aiso as helium wall. The raain coils агч an
approximation in four blocks or a cos в current distribution. Special stainless steel rings
maintain the two coils fixed on the bore tube. The iron shit-ld is a SDlited cylinder bold
around the coil by two outer shells in stairless ь-teel bolted together.

3 - MAIM COILS

The main coil configuration is а 4 blocks constant current density winding. The optiirisa,-
tion for angles and widths of each block took into account several considerations.

a) The required good field homogeneity ót 2 4 3 dimensions must be related to a feasible
winding technique and.to a real machining of the inter-block spacers.

The block ends, which do not exceed the 2Ü annular dimensions, haw special shapes so that
the dipolo winding on a diameter of 150 mir is possibl? and easy. The inter-block spacers at the
ends are optimised with respect to the irultipole components (írair ly the 10 pole) of the integra-
ted f ield.

b) The distr ibution of the magnetic forces is so that the total force in the X direction
(horizontal) is nearly equal for each block (30 t/ni).

c) Ihe upper block must be wide enough to have a temperature r ise not too high in ease of
quench. Indeed, when a quench occurs in a too small block, the propagation of the normal s ta te
to a larger volume of the coil i s d i f f i cu l t .

Protection problem becomes in fact diff icul t for large ir-agnets of this type, when one
wants to use .a small current i'-^_ 1000 A) in order not to increase the current lead consumption.
In our case, discharging the magnet with a voltage of 500 V leads to a temperature increase of
130 К at the hotest point in the co i l .

The conductor - supplied by VACUUMSCHMELTZE, Germany - i s a ! .3 x 2.2 mm rectangular com-
posite, with 450 NbTi filaments of 55/»m diameter in a Cu matrix. The copper to superconductor
ra t io is 1.9/1. The conductor is insulated by a double layer of bOJAm thick "Kapton" film.

For the winding, a double pancake technique is used. The interblocks spacers, made of Du
to get a good mechanical homogeneity of the whole c o i l , are located with precision on an accu-
rately machined cylindrical iormer which is a constant geometrical reference for a l l the co i l s .

During winding, the conductor i s wet with a f i l led epoxy resin which has a рг/c l i fe of si>-
i.-.onth at room temperature and is kept in place with an adapted tooling up to the end of the
last double pancake. Then a cylindrical mold i s assembled around the coil before curing i t at
130°C during 4 hours. Figure 2 shows the completed c o i l .



u- giRKI-XTIKG COILS

Die analysis of the different errors coming from construction with tolerances of O.I mm

li'.uls to а ДВ/В of about 10"3 at the limit of the useful aperture (+ 40 mm). This error has

r.-iinly a normal and a squew quadrupolar component. For this reason it has been decided to build

tv.' correcting quadrupoles, one normal and one squew, each able to cancel ДВ/В of 2,10~^ at the

i.i.lius of 40 mm.

Another error comes from the saturation of the iron yoke which gives mainly a sextupolar

! <4-!v of about ДВ/В = 10~3 at the limit of the useful aperture. A sextupolar correcting coils has

ihrrefore been built to correct а ДВ/В of 2.10"^ at the radius of 40 mm.

Saturation error gives also a decapolar term which remains within the field tolerance and
\,! 11 not be corrected.

The quadrupolar correcting currents must be only proportional to the main current while

ihi' sextupolar correcting current is a non linear function of the main current. A table of this

i-i'rrecting current has to be entered into a system of memories after magnetic measurements so

ihat one obtains an automatic correction for any main current.

The correcting coils are wound on the bore tube of the cryostat which contains 48 grooves.

The grooves are machined on the stainless steel tube and insulated by a Kapton tape. The wire

used for these coils is a round composite of 0.28 mm of diameter, insulated by a 15/ttthick var-

nish, the copper to superconducting ratio is 1.4/1 and it contains 60 filaments of 25 ÁJLOÍ KbTi.

The wire contained in the grooves is impregnated with an epoxy resin and a fifty per cent
coverage glass epoxy bandage is set around the tube. This bandage is accuratly machined so that
the main coils fit exactly around the bore tube. Figure 3 shows the bore tube during the final
glass epoxy bandage machining.

5 - COILS AND BOBE TUBE ASSEMBLY

The two coils* are mounted on the bore tube, the angular and longitudinal positioning been
made by grooves and Keys between the tube and the spacers of the coils. The coils are maintai-
ned on the bore tube by means of special rings. Each ring itself is made of three rings (Fig.4).
The first ring is a splited glass epoxy ring (1) with its inner diameter cylindrical and its
outer part shaped as two opposite cones. The two other stainless steel rings ( 2 and 3 ) can
screw on each other so thatia radial pressure is applied on the coil through the splited glass
epoxy ring while the outer diameter of the stainless steel rings remains constant.

When all the rings are mounted around the coils, they look as a perfect cylinder. The lon-
gitudinal magnetic forces are contained by other rings screwed on each end of the bore tube.



6 - IRON YOKE

The radial thickness of the iron yoke has been adjusted to get the minimum sextupolar term
coming from saturation. Its inner diameter is 220 mm and its outer diameter is 500 тал.

It is made of splited soft iron blocks whose longitudinal thickness is 50 mm.

The inner diameter of these blocks fits with the outer diameter of the rings mounted around
the coil. All the blocks are maintained together by two stainless steel shells bolted on their
outer diameter. The busting forces of the coils are contained partially by the stainless steel
rings but mainly transmited by the soft iron blocks to the outer stainless steel shell which
also prestresses the coil during cooldovn. Indeed, in this merharicai conception, the assembly
of the active part of the magnet is made normally at room temperature and one takes benefit of
the different contraction coefficients between iron and stainless steel to get a prestress on
the coil at helium temperature. Due to the longitudinal block structure of the iron yoke and to
the use of the outer stainless steel shell it is possible to have the same thermal contraction
of both the yoke and the coil in the longitudinal direction. Figure 5 shows the iron blocks
being assembled into one half stainless steel shell. The assembled coils with the special rings
can be seen on the left.

7 - CRYOSTAT .-

The cryostat i s quite conventional and uses a Kquide nitrogen screen. The helium tank and
the nitrogen screen are c ircular while the vacuum tank is " b e l l " shaped. The nitrogen screen is
made of a double wall s ta in less s tee l tank with the two end plates in copper. The cooling of the
magnet to liquide N2 temperature is realized by a liquid N2 circulat ion in an exchanger located
inside the pressurized helium vessel.

The magnet and the helium tank (4.5 t) are supported by four low thermal conductivity tubes
in titanium. Each support has a liquide nitrogen contact and i t s thermal leak is 0.1 1С at liquid
helium temperature.
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A view of the nitrogen screen of the cryostat is shown on figure 6.

8 - STATUS OF THE PROJECT

The first dipole is just about to be tested. All the parts of the second dipole are ready
for assembly. The two magnets should be installed at CERH in March 1978.
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Д Magnetic Storage Ring for Ultracold Meutrons

V. Trinks, W. Paul

Physikalisches Institut der Universitat Bonn, 53 Bonn, Nussallee 12

Summary

For an experiment to confine ultracold neutrons in a magnetic sextupole field

we have built a toroidal, superconducting magnet with a maindiameter of 120cm

and a cross-section of the confinement region of 5 x 10 cm .
 ;
 '• » maximum field

reached until now amounts to В = 5T (the maximum gradient to an/dr = 1 T/cm)
4 2

corresponding to an overall current density of J = 2.25*10 A/cm . Thus neu-

trons with azimuthal velocities of 9-19 m/sec and perpendicular velocities of

•y+ 3 m/sec shall be stored. The magnet design and the properties of the field

will be discussed, especially those which may cause resonances in the neutron

motions.

Introduction

Already more than 25 years ago it was shown that neutral particles with a
( 1 4 )magnetic moment (atoms and neutrons) can be focused *** . However, the

limitated magnetic field strengths and fluxes of very slow neutrons available

at that time, limited the application of the method to neutral atoms. It has

becor-e a standard technique in molecular beam experiments. The development

of high field superconductors and of high flux reactors with ultracold neutron

beams. №
k
-

n
 £ 1O~7eV) makes it feasible now to focus neutrons in two and three

dimensions or to confine them in a given volume. We have built a magnetic sto-

rage ring for neutrons. A group from Dubna has proposed a similar device .

1.-Principle of Magnetic Bottles
—8

The potential energy of a neutron with magnetic moment p = -6.О2-1О eV/T in a

magnetic field H is given by '

* = ± v
o
-\vH\ (1)

The sign depends on the direction of the spin relativ to H. The corresponding

force is

F = +p
o
-Jj-grad |H| (2)

(only one spin direction is useful). In order to bind the neutrons harmoni-

cally to a linear axis or a point the force must be proportional to the di-

stance r, and the field |н| has to increase quadratically with r. Such depen-

dence is achieved by a magnetic sextupole, where

|н| = zL . н
о (3)

r
o

A cylindrically symmetric sextupole field is generated by six linear con-

ductors arranged on a circle and with opposite current directions for neigh-

bouring conductors. Equipotential surfaces with |H| = const are cylinders sur-»

rounding the axis. On the axis |H[ = 0.



Focusing exists only in the plane (x,y) perpendicular to the axis (z-direction).

The energy of motion in the perpendicular plane must fulfil the condition

-<v
v

2
 + v 2) <2

 ( v
x у ' - H

o
(4)

With superconductors a usable field induction of Bo = ю ' Н
о
 = 3.5 T can be

achieved, so the limits for the velocities are v
x
, v

v
 < 5.4 m/sec. The neutrons

will move with constanct velocity v
z
 in z-direction, oscillating around the

axis with Betatron frequencies depending on the derivatives of the field.

If the axis of the linear sextupole is bent to a circle one gets a toroid with

large radius R and small radius r
o
 (Fig.1). The neutrons remain at a closed or-

bit under the condition that the cen-

trifugal force is compensated:

.2
m v
e

R+r Э Г
(5)

R+r

With equation (4) and R=50cm,

r
o
 = 5cm it follows for the maxi-

mum azimuthal velocity 20m/sec.

Rg. ? Scxtupolc ton»Due to the centrifugal barrier the

two inner coils of the sextupole are

unnecessary and can be removed. This provides space for the injection and de-

tection systems for the neutrons.

2. - Loss Mechanisms

The natural storage lifetime given by the neutron lifetime of т а * 1О sec can

be limited by three effects, all of which could lead to loss of neutrons.

2.1. - Neutron Gas Collisions

Losses due to beam-gas collisions are negligible, if the vacuum is better than

10 Terr, which is easy to reach between the He-cooled coils .

2.2. - Spin Depolarization

The magnet is a potential well only as long as the neutron spin is aligned pa-

rallel to the field direction. As the neutron oscillates in the field, the ef-

fective field direction changes. The spin turns with the magnetic field, if the

angular velocity of rotation of the field vector is small compared with the

Larmor frequency of the neutrons. In our case this adiabatic condition is ful-

filled everywhere except in the region of vanishing field H. By proper limita-

tions of the injected phase space only neutron orbits outside this region are

allowed, so no spin depolarisation should occur.

2.3. - Imperfection Resonances

If the magnetic field is perfectly azimuthally symmetric there is no permanent

energy transfer from the azimuthal into the radial or vertical motion. But for

a real magnet azimuthal imperfections are unavoidable (see below). These imper-

fections may cause oscillations in the azimuthal direction of motion. If these
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aziw.utha.1 oscillations get into resonance with the Betatron oscillations, ener-

gy transfer from the azimuthal direction can occur and the amplitudes of the

Betatron oscillations grow up until the neutron leaves the confinement region.

A neutron storage ring using magnetic multipole fields has much in common with

ordinary storage rings for charged particles. For charged particles dipole

fields provide the centripetal force, guadrupole terms the focusing forces;

sextupole and octupole are used for correction of the optical system. In the

neutron case one has to use the next order of multipole expansion of the magne-

tic field. The quadrupolf- term compensates the centrifugal force. Sextupole

terms provide focusing, and we use higher terms for keeping the amplitude of

the neutrons limited.

In charged particle machines resonance problems are avoided by carefully se-

lecting the Betatron frequencies. This is possible because the phase space is

small, typically Лр/р = 10~
3
. In the present case a large phase space (which

implies a large range of Betatron frequencies) must be injected in order to

achieve a reasonable number of stored neutrons (др/р ж 3). Therefore resonan-

ces seem to be in first approximation unavoidable and must be controlled. This

will be achieved by a large decupole term in our sextupole field configuration

making the Betatron frequency depending on the amplitude. This decupole term is

realized by two additional coils.

3. - Magnet Design

The magnet we have built has a mean diameter of 120 cm. In figure 2 a cross

section of our coil configuration is shewn together with the magnetic induction

contours (dotted lines) in the confinement region, which is indicated by the

broken lines. The coils numbered 1 to 4 provide the sextupole term of the field,

those numbered 5 and 6 produce the decupole term. The arrows and numbers (given

in 10
3
Kp) indicate the total magnetic forces acting on each of the coils.

2The coil formers are turned from a

forged ring of a strong copper alloy

(0.65% Cr, 0.05% Zr) with similar

thermal expansion as the supercon-

ductor. Stainless steel was avoided

because it might become magnetic at

low temperatures and thus give rise

tc field imperfections. For the same

reason the reinforcements preventing

movements of the coils under the

magnetic forces are made of the copper

alloy as well as the liquid helium

cryostat mounted directly on the main

ring. All screws are made of a copper

alloy, too.

The coils are potted with ероку

(СУ221 + HY2967 from Geigy-Ciba, Basel),

the cooling is indirect by heat conduc-

tion.

km] Liquid Helium

-S-

-10-

Fig 2 Cro» nellon of Hi* coil configuration with fitM
induction IBI and forei»
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All coils are connected in series. Each coil is protected by its own ohmic

resi stance outside the cryostat. The copper coil formers increase the time

constant of the field decay in case of a quench to about 1 sec.

Due to the strong magnetic forces

we had a long training period as

shown in figure 3. Until now we

reached 90% of the design value

and it seems to continue.

in:
250

Table 1 contains all important

data
r
 those depending on the

current are given for the design

value of 250 A.

100-

60-

5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 « 50 55 60
number of quench»

Fig. 3 The quench current I versus the
number of quenches

Table 1: Properties of the Neutron Storage Ring

Torus diameter

Aperturef width

height

Cross section of the coils

Overall current density

B
max

B
max

dB/dr (max)

Stored magnetic energy

Weight (magnet + cryostat)

He consumption 8O°K->4°K

operation

Neutron orbit parameters:

velocity-range, tangential

radial

Ю г cm Superconducting wire:

5 cm Type (Vacuum Schmelze) F160

10 cm Diameter 1mm

76.5 cm Superconductor NbTi

2.5-10
4
 A/cm

2
 Filaments, number 160

5.5 T diameter 48u

3.5 T Ratio copper/SC 1.4

1.2 T/cm Twist 2cm

200 kJ R 300°K/R 4°K 160

<\, 1 tn Short sample cricical currents:

-И50 1 В = 6
P
 I = 525А

л, 5 1/h В = 8T I = 295A

9-20 m/sec Betatron frequencies, radial 4-5

+ 3.5 m/sec (per circumference), vertical 2-5
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4. - Field Measurements

Figure 4 shows the radial dependence of the components B
r
 and В of the field

induction measured by moving Hall probes in radial direction r at fixed ver-

tical position y. During these measurements the magnet was at room temperature,

so the current amounted to I = .255 A only. The dots indicate some calculated

values.

The azimuthal dependence of the field induction components В , В , В„ as given

in figure 5 was measured by moving Hall probes at fixed positions г, у inside

the confinement region around the

axis of the magnet. The sinus shape

of the components B_ and B. is caused
r t?

by the magnetic field of the earth.

Only the deviations from this curves

and from the stright line in the case

of В are of interest to the resonan-

ces. These deviations amount to about

.5% of the maximum main field. The

reason for them is the following: the

windings of one layer of a coil - nor-

mally lying in the grooves of the for-

mer layer - has to cross the wires of

the former layer twice per circumference.

At these crossover positions the wires

have a distance from the axis of the

magnet Лр = (1-^y3")-d = .13mm larger

than in the position in the grooves

(with d=1mm diameter of the wire).

Prom ЛВ/В 1. Др/р one gets for a typi-

cal p = 50 mm ЛВ/В = .26%. The effect

of all crossover positions distributed

statistically around the total circum-

ference of one coil was calculated by

a computer program the result of which

gave the same shape and magnitude as

shown by the measurements in figure 5.

During the coil winding process it was

carefully controlled that the cross-

over positions were well distributed

around the total circumference in order

to avoid superpositions of the field

errors.

Using the real field with azimuthal im-

perfections we have carried out calcu-

lations, which show that the resonan-

ces in the neutron motion should be

overcome. This will be tested experi-

mentally at the ultracold neutron beam

at the Institut Laue/Langevin,Grenoble.

Fig. * The radM dependence of By «nd Br

K* 1M> 270* ЭМ* •

Fig. 5 Azimuth»! dependence of Bjr, Br, B»
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DISCUSSION

P. Eberhard : What temperature are your 5 m/s neutrons at?

U. Trinks : The temperature of neutrons corresponding to velo-
cities of about 2.10"

J
 K.



THE STEEL SEPTUM MAGNETS FOR BEAM SPLITTING AT THE CER.V SPS

by L. Evans, A. Ijspeert, B. de Raad, W. Thomi, E. Keisse.

CERN, 1211 Meyrin, Geneva, Switzerland

Each of the two slow-extracted proton beams of the CERN 400 GeV Super Proton Synchrotron
(SPS) can be divided into three parts by means of steel-septum magnets for the simultaneous ir-
radiation of up to three production targets*

1
). The magnets have radiation-proof coils, inte-

grated vacuum chambers and "plug-in" connections. The paper describes the design of the mag-
nets and gives the results of the magnetic field measurements.

1. - Beam Splitting

The principle of beam splitting is shown in the cross section of the single-septum magnet

(fig.l).

protCffi tfttUJ)
1*

-т. D

Septa of the 8 kG version

íz

Septa of the 9,4 kG version

Fig. 1 - Cross section of the single-septum magnet (length 4700 mm, weight 24 tons)

To minimise the beam losses, the septa which separate the hole from the gap are wedge shaped and
the beam is blown up to a tall and narrow cross section. A copper collimator in front of the
magnet protects the septa against the incident protons. Several beam splits can be made by
placing these magnets in cascade. A special version of this magnet type is the double-septum
magnet (fig.2) which makes a double beam split. For reasons of beam optics this magnet has a
tilted gap.

j
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ff 'it ^к
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L -

I'rrr -^li.1

t
• • , - ' •

"Sr™magnetic skm svpcrl

12 turns coil made
of mmerat insulated

-can*

30"xrmufKJ7B*

JZ&nm]

Septa,
nominal field 8 kG

Fig. 2 - Cross section of the double-septum magnet (length 3600 ram, weight 6.2 tons)
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2. - The magnetic circuit of the steel-septum magnets

Important factors for the field quality of these magnets are: the shape of the septa, the
existence of an iron bridge over the hole, the relation between the iron cross'sections left and
right of the hole, and the reduction of the fringe fields at the magnet ends.

The shape of the septa must ensure a good field quality in the gap and a minimum stray field
level in the hole without causing too much beam loss. Therefore the septum tips have been made
as thin as practical for the machining (about 0.1 m m ) . The wedge angles 0 have been chosen so
that the induction in the wedge, estimated to be l/sini)> times the gap f ield.will be limited to
16 kGauss. Ine resulting wedge shapes can be seen in figs. 1 and 2 for the 3 versions of magnets
used: an 8 kGauss single-septum magnet, a 9.4 kGauss single-septum magnet and an 8 kGauss double-
septum magnet. The width of the wedges is defined by the expected proton beam width. Beyond
these wedges, the hole widens with a 60° angle for a good clearance around the proton beam.

An iron bridge over the hole is important to allow a transport of magnetic flux over the
hole when the'latter is not in the centre of the magnet (see fig. 3a, b which have been calculated
with the computer program POISSON). Without these iron bridges there would be a much stronger
horizontal stray field in the hole(s) and the distribution of the gap field would be more in-
homogeneous.

iron bridge

Fig. 3a - Calculated flux pattern of one
half of the single-septum mag-
net at 8 kGauss

Fig. 3b - Calculated flux pattern of the

double-septum magnet at 8 kGauss

The relation between the iron cross section left and right of the hole is important for the
same reasons. This lack of symmetry causes the densities of magnetic flux to be different on
each side of the hole. This is in particular the case for the pole pieces of the double septum
magnet. The tilted pole creates a high flux density in the right hand lower pule piece,partly be-
cause of the increased stray flux and partly because of the extra flux which originates from the
left hand upper pole piece. As a result, the cross section of this lower pole piece determines
to a large extent the field distribution in the gap (fig. 4) and the stray field in the lower hole.

The fringe field at the end of the magnet would strongly disturb the trajectory of the protons
traversing the hole. Therefore the upper pole of the single septum magnet has been extended by
220 mm at each magnet end to screen the hole over this distance. In the case of the double septum
magnets the effect of the fringe fields has been reduced by mounting mirror plates at 20 mm from
each magnet end (fig. 5 ) . Iron bridges over the holes of the mirror plates were necessary to ob-
tain an optimum field distribution.

[*.]

••\') ' ;•

яЦ »..
\

г
2

/ ^ '
70MSO<0 30 20ths

/ - 1

-2
_3
- Í

-5
- i

JB.IOI*

Fig. 4 The influence of the right hand lower
pole piece thickness on the field dis-
tribution in the gap (measurement on a
model of the double-septum magnet at
8 kGauss)
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Fig. 5 - View of the mirror plate
(double-septum magnet)

Fig. о - View on the coil end

(single septum magnet)

3. - Pesign of the magnets

A

The magnet core has been made from precisely ground pieces of solid steel, bolted together .

Ground aluminium gap spacers guarantee a precise gap height. The septum straightness, pole

flatness, pole parallelism and nominal gap height must be excellent to minimize the proton los-

ses from the part of the beam which scrapes along the pole. They are all precise to within

0.04 mm.

The vacuum skin, a 1 mm thick stainless steel sheet, is welded^around the upper half core to

form an integrated vacuum chamber. A stainless steel grill is pinched between the skin and the

yoke to improve the conductance for vacuum pumping. At each end, the skin is welded on a stain-

less steel end plate equipped with a vacuum flange. Aluminium skin supporting pieces are mount-

ed at the places where the skin is not supported by the magnet yoke against atmospheric [ívssure.
The coils (fig. 6) have been wound ** from 0.75" square hollow mineral insulated calili-.u)

because of the high radiation level (up to 1011 rad/year) during operation. At the coil ends
the hygroscopic magnesium-oxide powder is sealed against Lhe penetration of air numidicy by
ceramic seals (fig. 7). In general, to avoid radiation damage, all the insulators are ceramic
and the water hoses and seals are metallic.

ADAPTOR ADAPTOR

COPPER SHEATH
COMPACTED MAGNESIUM
" OXIDE POWDER
COPPER CONDUCTOR
COOLING HOLE

Fig. 7 - Cross section of the 0.75" mineral insulated cable and the powder seal

The feet, hydraulic and electrical connections are of a plug-in type to allow a quick ex-
change of magnets (see fig.l)***. They are mounted under the magnets and adjusted in the Labora-
tory to make all the magnets identical and remotely exchangeable. When a magnet is installed, the
feet first centre the magnet roughly, then the connectors engage and finally the feet centre pre-
cisely on the wedge shaped supports.

A. - Magnetic field measurements

The field in the magnet gap has been measured with a moving measuring-coil assembly composed
of 3 consecutive coil elements with a cross section of 10 mm x 10 mm. The stray field in the holes
has been measured with two Hall probes to measure the vertical .and the horizontal field components.

>'')Tbe cores have been made by VOEST, Austria.
**)The coils have been wound by SEGCEM, France. The cable is made by PYROTENAX, Canada.
***)They have been developed by M. Ellefsplass, SME Group, SPS Division, CERN.
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I*"

Fig. 8a - The distribution of the integrated

field of the single-septum magnet

(measured at 8.5 mm from the upper

pole).

Fig. 8Ъ - The distribution of the integrated

field of the double-septum magnet

(measured in the median plane of

the gap)
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c) double-septum magnet

Fig. 9 - The stray field measured in the hole (see for the co-ordinates figs. 1 & 2)

Fig. 10a - The fringe field in front
the hole measured at 1 ram
above the septa : single-
septum magnet

Fig. 10b - The fringe field in front of
the hole measured at 1 mm
above the septa : double-
septum magnet

The distribution of the integrated field in the gap is shown in fig. 8a,b, measured at 8.5 mm
from the upper pole of the single septum magnet (at larger distance, the field perturbation de-
creases rapidly) and in the median plane of the gap of the double-septum magnet.

The curves shown are averages of two measurements: one where the field was increased from
zero to the desired value (case a) and a second where the field was decreased from 11 kGauss to
the desired value (case b). Because of the remanence of the iron, the amplitude of the dis-
turbance under the septa of the single septum magnet is about 6 Gauss larger in case a than in
case b (measured from peak to peak) at 4 and 8 kGauss. For the samf reason, the field drop at
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positive x in the double-septum magnet is about 4 Gauss smaller in case a than in case b at all
the measured field levels.

The stray field in the hole and the integrated stray field felt by the particles traversing
the hole (fringe field included) are listed in fig. 9 as averages of the measurements of case a
and case b. The shape of the fringe fields is shown in fig. 10a, Ъ.

5. - Estimation of the disturbance of the gap field caused by the septa

To understand the influence of the different septum parameters on the field disturbance it
is possible to make a simplified analytical calculation^

3
' for a symmetric steel septum magnet.

Along the central flux line (fig. 11) one can estimate the integral of Hdl of the field disturb-
ance to equal the loss of the integral of Hdl in the septum. Writing (ДВ )av for the average
field disturbance over the height of the gap at x = о and (Eseptum/ur) for the average field
along this flux line in the septum :

 v

(1) .

(2)

(AB
E
)

av
.b = (Bseptura)/pr)

av
 . ( ^

The induction in the septa can be estimated to be

Bseptum = Bgap/sinij>

Fig. 11 - The field dip under the septa В at
x » o, calculated at different heights
z as a function of the septum width x.

(This estimation is rather speculative as Bseptum and its direction are not necessarily constant,
but it gives a useful approximation). This yields (

U B

2
)

a v
- The distribution of AB

z
 along the

z-axis can be approximated to be :

, sin %g zUB
z
(z)

+ 1 - — arctan
sinh -~r :

(where 0 < z < b) . (3)

where b represents the gap height of the single septum magnet or half the gap height of the
double-septum magnet and x^ represents the septum width.

Fig. 11 gives the ratio AB /<AB ) as calculated -with this formula.
Comparison of the estimated field dip with the measured results shows a precision within

a factor 2 for field disturbances of at least 1 /oo with the exception that for the single-sep-
tum magnets the field disturbance disappears quicker than expected for increasing z.

6. - Conclusion

The steel septum magnets provide a good means for beam splitting. A satisfactory field
quality and a sufficiently low stray field in the hole(s) have Been obtained. The magnets
which operate since the end of 1976 perform well and reliably. Another group of magnets will
come into operation early 1978.
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DISCUSSION

A.G. Drent.ie : How close are these septum magnets - as discus-
sed in this paper and the previous paper - to an ideal septum?

A.J. Ijspeert : Prom the point of view of beam losses the ex-
traction septum magnets are ideal /no losses/ as the beam has
been split by the electro-static septum magnets upstream. The
steel septum magnets can see beam looses estimated to about
2 $ of the beam for a single beam split.
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SEPTUM MAGNETS FOR THE EXTRACTION CHANNELS OF THE 400 GeV SPS

Y. Baconnier, R. Bonvin, G. Corazza, J. Dupin, A. Holmes , A. Knezovic, R. Oberli

CERN, 1211 Geneva 23, Switzerland

Summary
For each of the two extraction channels of the CERN 400 GeV Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS),

bwo types of one-turn septum magnet have been developed.Each channel contains 8 magnets of the
iyí-е "Magnet Septum Thin (MST)" with a 4.2 mm thick copper septum and 10 magnets of the type
Magnet Septum Extractor (MSE)" with a 17 mm thick copper septum.All yokes have a length of
1.1 meters. The magnets are slowly pulsed with currents of respectively up to 7.5 kA and 24 kA,
with rise and fall times which can he adjusted between 0.2 and 0.4 s. The main innovations in
the design of the magnets are :
1) The copper septum is shifted partly outside the gap, provided with "shoulders" to diminish

the stray field and fixed against the yoke of these "shoulders" with insulated aluminium clamps .
2) Elimination of any ceramic-metal connection for the insulation of the cooling water circuit

inside the vacuum tank.
3) Utilisation of only radiation resistant insulation.
4) Magnet bakeout inside the vacuum tank.

A prototype of the thick septum magnet has been pulsed 5.4 x 10
6
 times in the laboratory

without any incident. So far, the first extraction channel has operated regularly since July,
1976, vithout any problems. After a bakeout at 100°C and 4 days of pumping, the vacuum in the
septum magnet tanks is lower than 5.1СГ

9
 torr.

1. - Introduction
In high-energy particle accelerators septum magnets are generally used as a second stage of

the extraction system, the first stage being a thin electrostatic septum ' ) . The two extraction
channels of the CERN 400 GeV accelerator eject the protons in the horizontal plane.Each of the
channels consists of three sets of septa. The first set is composed of four vacuum tanks con-
taining 4 electrostatic septa.Each septum is 3 m long and is made of 2000 wires of 0.12 mm dia-
meter. The total deflection given by the set of electrostatic septa is 0.3 mrad. Thereafter, a
set of four vacuum tanks, each containing two thin septum magnets MST provide a maximum total
deflection of 3 mrad. This set of magnets is finally followed by an assembly of 5 vacuum tanks,
each containing 2 thick septum magnets MSE. A total maximum deflection of 12 mrad is given to
the 400 GeV protons by the MSE. Each of the three sets of septa is installed on a 15m long beam,
the position of which is remotely adjustable with a precision of + 0.05 mm. In this publication,
only th.e septum magnets MST and MSE will_ be described-— - - -

The magnets are aligned so that their septa, serving as magnetic screens, are placed in the
separation created by, respectively the electrostatic septa and the MST between the circulating
and the extracted beam. Ideally, no proton of the circulating or extracted beam should hit the
copper septum but in practice, the region of the magnets is strongly irradiated. The dose rate
resulting from the unavoidable interactions of a small fraction of protons with the wires of the
electrostatic septum is evaluated to be 3 * 10

9
 rads/year on the copper septum and 10

8
 rads/year

on the back of the yoke, assuming an average beam intensity of 2.5 * 10
1 2
 protons/sec at 300 GeV

and 4500 hours of yearly operation
2
). In addition, a possible halo of the beam, a bad adjustment

of the accelerator or a fault of a magnetic element of the accelerator or the extraction sys-
tems may seriously increase the evaluated radiation dose. These considerations led to a design
with a single turn coil, no insulation of the septum with respect to the yoke and a careful choice
of electric insulators for the other parts of the magnets.

2. - Magnetic field
! j By (gauss)

Keating resisforx For bake-out

tommotion 1,5mm thick

insulated return conductor

reFleclor flat springs and speciol
lamination euth 40mm

septum [not insulated)
? thick

circulating beam
with bumpers on

extracted beam

ceramic rods
non compenftotor

current • - and
water outlet (2 м}

2x3 bearing balls

vacuum tank

Fig. 1 Section of thin septum magnet (MST).
For thick septup (MSE) only the coil is dif-
ferent (return and septum).
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Calculated
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the median
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MSE. Case 4
shows the
septum geo-
metry that
has been
chosen.
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The septum magnets described in this report produce a uniform magnetic field in the gap of
a C-shaped yoke. The field is limited by the one-turn copper septum closing the gap as shown in
Fig. 1.

The field outside the septum where the circulating beam passes is not exactly ze-o because of
i) the finite permeability of the iron yoke, ii) the coercive field, iii) small clearances be-
tween the septum and the yoke that are unavoidable in spite of the absence of insulation, and
iv) the channels for the cooling water in the septum.

The effect of the septum on the magnetic field has been calculated with the help of the 2-
ditensional program MAGNET

 3
).The rectangular shape of the ideal septum was modified as shown in

Fig. 2 by adding an outer copper strip higher than the gap. In this way, two shoulders are cre-
ated which have a minimizing effect on the fringe field. In-addition, they permit the septum to
be fixed against the yoke by means of 52 insulated clamps per yoke and to withstand the magnetic
force of 2 * 10

1
* N for I = 24 kA and В « 1.5T. In the calculations the cross section of the yoke

was increased until practically no further variation of the fringe field could be observed at
I «24 kA. In order to simplify the whole construction and to economize in tooling, the same
lamination was chosen for the two types of magnet.

In addition to the numerical method, an analytic approach using conformal transformations*)
has been developed of which the results are in good agreement with those of the programne magnet.
This method also allowed to evaluate the influence of the circular cooling channels in the septum
(4 for MST, 16 for MSE) and good agreement with the corresponding measurements is obtained as shown

stoyt«M/™nfmd in Fig. 3.

The magnets are pulsed to allow the extraction of beams at
different energies during the same machine cycle. This also re-

i=.-imm(n«5) d
u c e s t

j,
e m e a n

 energy dissipated in the magnets and the size of
Л»-*™**» their power supplies. Finally, it avoids the presence of the

stray field during injection at 10 GeV/c.The specified cycle cor-
responds to a flat top at peak current of 1.4 sec. duration with
rise and fall times of 0.3 sec. and with a repetition rate of
4 sec. This cycle requires that the yokes are laminated and
careful allowance is made for the periodic expansions and con-
structions of the mechanical assembly. The yoke if composed of

6 7 0
 ^ащ^па^оп^ each 1.5 mm thick. These laminations are oxi-

dised by the blue steamed process and thereafter by heating them
in air at 340°C for 4 hours which results in a surface resist-
ance of the order of 1.5 Si.cm

2
. Oxidation obtained by steam or

in air only, yields hardly more than 0.1 П.ст
г
 or 0.2 to О.ЗП.ст

2

respectively.

The laminations are made of extra soft iron with less than
0.032 carbon and a coercive field H < 0.55 oersted. The time con-
stant of eddy currents is 1.6 msec and is therefore negligible com-
pared- with the minimum risetime of 100 msec. The time constant of
the 20 mm thick end plates is, however, of the order of 0.5 sec.
It has been measured that these currents have an influence of less

3
Fig.3 Vertical variation of
the stray field В for a MST
magnet, В = 0.38 Т.

than 10"
3
 of the effective magnetic length even at the beginning

of the flat top.

The laminations are assembled with four rods in the longitudinal direction of the magnets
with a total force of 3.2 * lo"

1
 N. The rods are mounted with insulating washers in order to avoid

an induced current and to minimize the current in the yoke parallel with the current in the septum.
In the. case of the thick septum MSE, a set of mirror plates and intermediate connecting plates')
strongly reduce the fringe field near the ends of the coil. As a result, the integrated stray
field could be optimized for the whole range of septum currents as seen from Figs. 4 and 5.

у

Fig.4 Measured stray field in the median
plane at 4 mm from the septum of the pro-
totype MSE for 25 kA,

*)

Fig.5 Relative deflections of the stray field
in the median plate as a function of nagnet
current for the MSE at a distance of 1 ш from

the septum.

laminated iron Magnetil ВС, Cockerill (B)
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An auxiliary
1
 coil of a total of 18 шт

г
 of copper placed behind the return of the main coil

and around the back leg of the yoke, permits the compensation of the remanent field and its con-

tribution to the stray field during the injection. The main parameters of the two types of mag-

net, which only differ in the ends of the yokes and in the coils, are summarized in Table I.
TABLE II

Lcnth of yoke

Height and width of yolce

•Packing factor

Gap height

Gap width (Imitation)

Gap width (physical)

Septum thictaess

Return coil cross section {w x h)

Septum copper area

Return copper area

Weight of full tank with two
septum magnets and support

Maximum field

Magnetic length (measured)

Kadial homogeneity of deflection
(measured)

Relative optimised stray field
deflection (measured)

KST

HOC

256 mm я

MSE

252 шт

0.95

20

134

98 mm

4.2 mm

24mmxl8mm

53 ran
2

340 nr
2

2200 kg

0.471 T

2247 mn

< 4 Д О '
3

< 1-3. Ю "
3

mm

nm

62 rm

17 urn

48mmx18mm

215 mm
2

630 rm
2

2270 kg

Í.S08 T

2237 ma

< 2.1О"3

< 1-3.I0"
3

Coil .resistance per tajik (two nasnets) ,
after ал assumed irradiation for Ю yrs.

Scries inductance of two magnets

Resistance of the septum (1.1 meter)

Peak current (I
o
)

R4S current ( I ^ ) *

Peak current density

Current in correction coil

Pressure drop

Vlow rate far two magnets '

Water speed in the septum

Temperature rise of septun (average
over the length)

Temperature rise of return conductor
(average over the length)

MST

!.12 ma

16.2 uli
0.38 Ш1
(35°C)
7.5kA

4.87S M

Ml A.m~
2

11 Л

17 bars

0.07 ts"
1

14 ms "'

18 *C

21 °C

MSU

0.36 no

13. S ill
0.093 tű
(32° Q
24кЛ
15.6 kA

112 Л яга"
2

11 A

17 bars

2 IE"
1

10.2 us"
1

IS °C

21, °C

Flat top of l.A s, rise and fall time of -3s, repetition rate of4 % °« !

3. - Septum Coils —« "*

As shown in Fig. 6 the full coil assembly consists of a septum, a return conductor, connec-

tion boxes, two cylindrical current supply conductors and an additional tube made of stainless

steel which supplies the cooling water in the middle of the two circuits. A double coil is in-

stalled in 2 yokes each of 1.1 m length. This represents 2 magnets in one vacuum tank. The

electric circuits of the 2 magnets are in series, the cooling circuits in parallel.

All these parts of the coil, with the exception of the stainless steel tube for the central

water inlet, are entirely made of copper OFHC (less than 10 ppm of oxygen) which facilitates the

brazing under vacuum and avoids the "hydrogen unsoundness". The latter is due to the recombin-

ation, under heat, of residual oxygen and hydrogen contained in the reducing atmosphere during

• the heat treatments for the drawing of the bars or the last brazing with a blow-torch resulting

in the formation and propagation of microleaks in the body of the copper. The OFHC copper of

the connection boxes must, moreover, be forged to avoid microcracks and microleaks. In fact,

serious problems due to these two effects were encountered at the beginning of the series pro-

duction of the coils.

The septa consists of rectangular bars of 3.6 mm * 5 mm for the MST and 4 mm * 5 mm for

the MSE with circular cooling channels of 2.8 mm diameter. The return coils are made of bars of

6 mm * 6 mm with cooling channels of 3.8 mm diameter. The bars are brazed together under vacu-

um adding to the septa the additional copper strips of 0.6 mm for the MST and 1 mm for the MSE.

Finally, the septa and return coils are brazed to the connection boxes with a blow-torch. Four

types of brazing (Pd-Ag-Cu and Ag-Cu) with decreasing melting point were used for the successive

brazing operations. The dimensions of the bars and tools for brazing under vacuum are such that

it is now possible to avoid machining the septum height of 19.90 шт,the final dimension being ob-

tained by simple slight squeezing. Electrical and hydraulic parameters are shown in Table II.

The Insulated supply pipes for the cooling water are connected to the 3 feedthroughs of

the coil assembly outside the vacuum tanks. This obviates problems linked with the use of ceramics

or any other radiation resistant insulating material between a high vacuum of 5 * 10"
9
 torr, in

the accelerator and a water pressure of 25 bars (absolute).

4.- Electric insulation

For the reasons given above we have chosen to construct a septum magnet with a single turn

coil, without insulation from the yoke. This solution has the inconvenience that small paral-

lel currents develop inside the laminations close to the regions of contact with the septum.

Calculation
1
*) and measurement show that this parallel current is about 1Z of the main current.

For the insulation of the return conductor and the auxiliary coil different materials were

examined and tested, in particular for their mechanical properties and their resistance to ab-

rasion as a function of their irradiation in a mixed neutron and gamma field at an experimental

nuclear reactor. Finally a stratified glass-polyimíde* (23Z polyimide) was chosen which after
irradiation at 1010 rads only shows a slight reduction of its mechanical properties 7 ) .

Aluminium oxide was sprayed by gun on the surface of the clamps keeping the septum in
place and on the extreme ends of the flat springs (Fig. 1) that push the return coil against the
back of the gap. Aluminium oxide sprayed by plasma-gun and ground, was used for the insulation
of the washers for the assembly rods of the yoke.

Pyralin, Dupont de Neraours, Wilmington, Delaware, USA.
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A composite material, glass-mica, was employed for the thick insulation pieces of the
auxiliary coil on the outside of the yoke and also for the pieces used for retaining and
centering the leakproof passage of the 3 feedthroughs, at the back of the yokes and outside
the vacuum tank. The bus-bars supplying the magnets are insulated by means of thick plates
made of a composite material asbestos-cement*) ,

Ceramic rings (95% aluminium oxide) between metallic compensating bellows form the vacu-
um tight wall.at the level of the three current and water supply conductors and ensure the
insulation of the coil with respect to ground. Cylindrical ceramic rods (95% aluminium oxide)
are employed to support the yokes and to keep them in place on their supports as shown in
Figs. 1 and 7.

5,- Thermal dilatation of the septum

Fig. 6. Instantaneous expansions in mm,
temperature rises of the copper in brackets,
for the MST. All expansions are measured
relative to the yoke; total flow rate
0.67 d/s"1, up = 17 bars, I = 6000 A.

Fig. 7 Installation of two septum magnets MSE
in their vacuum tank.

At each current pulse the septum grows longer by about 0.15 mm due to the heating of the
copper (Fig. 6). A small clearance of 0.05 mm was left between the yoke and the pieces retain-
ing the septum in order to facilitate this lengthening with minimum friction. The return part
of the coil undergoes about the same lengthening since the watev coming from the septum has al-
ready warmed up.This latter dilatation occurs in the presence of the combined pressure of the
flat springs and the magnetic field and posed the problem of iriction of the copper and its in-
sulation on the backside of the magnet gap. This problem was solved by the insulating sheath
made of the composite material glass-polyimide already mentioned above. Earlier tests with a
simple sheath of glass tissue had led to its destruction after 2 * 105 pulses compared to a
desired lifetime of 107 pulses.

6. - Vacuum and bakeout
All components of the magnets and their supports were cleaned in an ultrasonic bath of al-

kaline solution and in vapour of perchlorethylene. Thereafter they were carefully assembled in
a clean room. The bellows did not undergo an ultrasonic cleaning. The feedchroughs were leak
tested after bakeout down to' leak rates of 10"10 torr EVsec. All joints used on the vacuum
tanks are metallic. Moreover, the septum coils were leak tested piece by piece after each braz-
ing operation, after the final assembly before and after bakeout at 100°C, and after more than
2 * 10^ pulses at nominal current and another moderate bakeout at 80°C.

Each set of two magnets with their support is installed in a vacuum tank of stainless steel
as shown in Fig. 7. A bakeout of the yokes during 6 hours at 100 °C takes 4 days and permits
to reach a vacuum of 5 * 10"^ torr by means of 2 ion pumps each with a pumping capacity of
400 I/sec. The bakeout is done by means of heating resistors. These are mounted with a re-
flector on top of the yokes, of which the 1340 laminations represent the main source of outgas-
sing in the vacuum tank. It avoids heating the whole tank and nevertheless permits a gain of a
factor of 20 with respect to thê  pressure without bakeout.

7. - Alignment
The alignment of the front surfaces of the septa is made with a radial precision of + 0.15 an

for a set of 2 magnets with common support. To this the precision of the relative alignment of
the different vacuum tanks of + 0.15 mm has to be added. • The total precision for an assembly of
4 double map.nets MST or 5 double magnets MSE therefore amounts to *_ 0.3 mm. These magnets are
installed in the accelerator as shown in Fig. 8.

*) ETERNIT
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8. - Current conductors and water cooling

Quick connections for 24 kA which are
remotely controlled have been developed to
connect the installed magnets to their
water cooled bus-bars. In total, there are *
2 copper bus-bars per polarity for the MST
and 4 for the MSE. The cross-section of
each bus-bar is 1544 mm2. These bus-bars
are connected to water cooled flexible
cables of 750 mm2 cross-section made of
twisted copper. Two cables per polarity
are used for the MST and 8 for the MSE.
These cables are connected to the power sup-
plies in the auxiliary buildings. The
septum magnets have their own demineralised
water circuit with a pressure of 25 bars.
A filter of 25 microns is placed at the
water inlet of each double magnet.

9. - Conclusions

Fig. 8. Extraction channel in a long straight
section of the SPS, 5 MSE tanks in the
foreground and 4 MST tanks further up-
stream.

18 vacuum tanks, each equipped with 2
thin or thick septum magnets, are installed
in the two extraction channels of the SFS.
9 of these are used in operation, in the first extraction channel since July 1976, with extracted
beam intensities up to 7 * 10 1 2 protons per pulse. The other 9 will come into operation before
the end of 1977, when the second extraction channel will be commissioned. So far no incident due
to the system itself has occurred to any of the double magnets installed in the accelerator.
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30-40T IN A 0.3 LITRE SOLENOID PULSED AT 5 SBOOMD INTERVALS

D,M. Binnie, J. Carr, R.T. Elliott*, W.M. Evans*, P.S. Flower*, D.G. Miller

Blackett Laboratories, Imperial College, London

'Rutherford Laboratory, Chilton, Oxfordshire

1. - Summary

High fields and long lifetimes are required from a ISO mm long putsed solenoid with a 50 mm bore

prepared for an investigation of the possible effects of very high magnetic fields on the decay of neutral

kaons generated by an extracted beam at Nimród . After a development programme of lifetests and

computations of current, temperature and stress distributions, the first installed coil survived more than

150,000 shots at fields between 25 and 30T and repeated at 5 second intervals.

2. - Magnet Construction

By supporting the water-cooled coil in a massive pre-stressing jacket, the high forces generated

during and after a pulse result in less damage to both conductor and insulation, and the fatiguing problems

associated with pulse-loading are considerably eased.

2.1 - Coil

Table 1 lists the coil variations tried in a series of tests and beamline operation to examine

behaviour of structures and materials, and to arrive at the present relatively long-lived design.

Discharge parameters and support assembly changed little throughout the programme, and typical para-

meters are drawn up in Table 2. Figures 1 and 3 show sections and a photograph, respectively, the

latter illustrating the simplicity of construction which is considered to contribute in large measure to

strength and reliability.
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In common with high field coils constructed for earlier high energy physics experiments at the

Rutherford Laboratory(3> and CERN<4\ the 30 turn helical solenoid is machined from the largest diameter

biiiet possible using a screw cutting technique, and is then furnished with a glass fibre/resin composite as

interturn insulation. Tests show the latest glass mat and polyimide resin combination to be twice as

strong under compressive fatigue loading (~3000 kg/cm2) as the earlier glass roving and epoxy resin, and

to retain its properties at temperatures up to 50°C higher.

Current leads are merely pressed against the raised coil end sections by the 1000 kg/cm2 axial

precompressioa applied by end pads and prestress studs. Excessively high current densities are avoided

by arranging that contact does not extend closer than to within 10 mm of the inner bore that carries most

of the coil current.

Demineralised water for cooling is forced through a ring of twenty 4 mm diameter holes drilled
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through the coil, current leads and insulating end plate spacers, and is fed to and from manifolds

machined into the 'O' ring-sealed end pads.

2.2 - Support Assembly

Thick end plates and heavy stainless steel studs permit the carefully regulated application of axial

preeompression to the coil, and so maintain compressive stresses in the insulation at all times; any

reversal of stress resulting from 'bounce' in an unsupported coil would lead to earlier failure. A conical

window in the downstream plate accommodates beam geometry, whilst the use of beryllium copper makes

up for the loss of attenuation by eddy currents of the magnetic field away from the coil; downstream

detection equipment is very sensitive to stray magnetic fields.

Glass/epoxy pads isolate the plates from the current leads, and the water-cooled studs and their

nuts are suitably insulated to exclude shorted turns.

Some radial prestress is offered by the top and bottom water-cooled mutually isolated stainless

steel jackets held closely to the glass/resin coil-sleeve by high tensile steel bolts reinforced by heavy

stainless steel G clamps.

. ftfi

Fig. 1 (a) section of solenoid through beam axis

2.3 - Current Source

(b) section(s) across beam axis

The capacitor bank and power supply are virtually as used for earlier pulsed high field beamline

magnets' ', with a rebuilt switchbay. Current is switched by ignitrons and is linked through the coil by

large section coaxial cables. A crowbar or clamp resistor is introduced soon after reversal of the bank

voltage to prevent excessive voltage overswing and to damp the current pulse as in the oscillogram of

Figure 4.

Table 2. Syatem Parametera

Bore diameter

Coil ouUlde diameter

Bori length

Coll Inductance (mean)

R DC
R A C (mean) to iBM

50 mm

120 mm

ISO mm

16jiH

1-2 mO

12 nA

niMtlma to B m a x

Pulie length

Pul«« Interval

Bank opiclty

Vmax

'max

750 («ее

3 аис
5.2 ис

0.015F

8 kV

lSCkA

« ш
Bánkénére

AxlalprMtnu
Water flow rate
Clamp realator

Clamp time

! 40T

«80 kJ
1000 kg/cm2

3 IUrM/*ec
8 mA

800 pec
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Fig. 3 30-turn coil in insulating sleeve

Fig. 2 Magnet assembly with current manifold Fig. 4 Oscillogram of typical waveforms

3. - Analysis of coil behaviour

A set of computer programs has been developed to investigate coil current flow, temperature,

field and stress distributions, and cooling between pulses. Program validity was checked with data from

various other magnets and analyses

3.1 - Current density, temperature, field and forces

DIFFUS provides a step-by-step solution of the diffusion equation

where J is the current density, f> the specific resistance andyue the permeability (of free space). End

effects are neglected, J being considered a function of radius and time only; steps of 0.5 mm and 1 jusec

are found to be satisfactory. The heat generated in each layer is determined, and resistivity and specific

heat adjusted with rising temperature.

Each microsecond cycle is initiated by calculating the voltage across the coil and subtracting the

resistive drop at the inside layer to give the rate of current increase in that layer; diffusion of current

from one layer to another does not alter the magnetic flux through the inside layer. The current increase

is then followed through successive radii to the outside of the coil, in which insulator material is taken as

an effective increase in metal resistance.

Given the current at any time, the fields and magnetic forces are calculated. Typical performance

at 30T is illustrated in figure 5. Of particular interest is the role played by the clamp resistor; in addition

to controlling voltage overawing at the capacitor bank. it also prevents large current reversals at the

bore, and hence limits temperature rise.
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Sr "с

Fig. 5 (a) Current density as fn. of
radius and time

3.2 - Stresses

(b) temperature rise as fn. of
radius and time

„(8)

(с) current and bore tempera-
ture as fn. of time

A stress-analysis program, FLAP , takes the forces and temperatures supplied by DIFFUS

and outputs stresses after iterating to a balanced solution corresponding to chosen constraints applied to

the coil. Figure 6 shows sample distributions of stress components 750 microseconds into the pulse (i.e.

at peak field), both when the outside diameter is considered held fixed at the outer insulator (continuous
2

curves), and when the outside diameter is compressed 0.06 mm by a precompression of about 600 kg/cm
(broken curves). Thermal expansion tends to offset the otherwise very damaging peak azimuthal stresses.

As well as assisting in the prediction of the peak fields attainable with different combinations of

conductor and insulator, these results suggest how the shear stress, 4«rr -e j ) , which is frequently cited

as the critical failure parameter, may be suppressed by judicious choice of prestress; *e reduces more

than«"r increases.

%.,

V - 2

1000
1

t , m Г*ш
*

Mr*

1 tar*

10 M «

Fig. 6 Stress distributions as the field peaks at 30T

3 . 3 - Cooling

HEAT models the coil as a one-dimensional mesh, and taking small time steps, conducts heat

radially by diffusion from the original input distribution, given by DIFFUS, to the cooling water where
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thermal transfer is determined according to well-
(9)

established formulae ; a new temperature distribu-
tion is computed for the start of the next step, and the
process repeated until the original distribution is again
introduced. Dynamic equilibrium is reached after a
few pulses. Cooling is illustrated by figure 7.

For the final coil geometry, and when pulse
rate is high as for an experiment geared to a particle
accelerator, high thermal conductivity should be
selected if bore temperatures are to be kept within
reasonable limits. Whilst flow rate is not too critical,
cooling channels should be as close to the bore as
strength considerations will allow.

250.' 2 vitts/m/'C
1 1/..=

r f M fra bftre

Fig. 7 Cooling as a function of radius and time

4 • - Operational experience and future development

Although the first coil did not flash down, the insulation broke away from the conductor, and inade-
quate jacket support permitted the coil to yield. The nature of the cracks on the bore of later coils for
fields in excess of 25T, and that have been closely followed by flashdown, suggest that the chief cause of
failure is now metal fatigue; the glass mat/polyimide resin insulator emerges undamaged except where
adjacent to coil cracking.

During early tests, coil temperature and movement were monitored to check computer predictions;
figure 4 shows typical waveforms displayed for every pulse. Both field and current are monitored by the
experiment's computer together with a microphone output to detect the unusually noisy discharges which
have given warning of impending flashdown. Interlocked moisture and smoke detectors installed in key
positions guard against short circuits caused by water leaks and possible fires. Personnel and equipment
are protected from explosive failure and the normal high noise levels by suitable enclosures around the
magnet and pulse forming apparatus.

Future coils will be fabricated from nickel-silicon copper alloy which promises to be even more
forgiving undersevere cyclic loading at high temperature than the alloys used for earlier coils. Some
reinforcement has already been applied to the outside jacket, and any future changes will involve the more
uniform application of radial precompression to reduce shear stresses further and extend the long life
experienced at 25-30T into the 30-35T range.
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DESIGN AND FABRICATION OF THE DM2 MAGNETIC SYSTEM,

A SOLEKOIDAL DETECTOR FOR THE DCI COLLIDING RINGS*.

C. BAZIN, A. DAEL , G. LE MEUR, M. RENARD

Laboratoire de 1'Accélérateur Linéaire - IN2P3 - 9I4O5 ORSAY FRANCE

The DM2 is a .8 x 4 П steradians magnetic detector whose magnetic system is composed

of an aluminium coil (3m long, 2m diameter) and of an opened structure low carbon steel

yoke (120t weight).

The study includes the realization of a model set, wich measurements - combined

with computer codes use - led to an optimization of both inner field homogeneity and

outer fringe flux versus facilities for instrumentation implantation and smooth working.

The main features of the full scale device fabrication are given.

1• - Introduction

1.1. - Location

The DM2, a .8 x 4 Л efficient solid

angle magnetic detector is going to be set

during and after the beginning of 79 on

the experimental area of the DCI e e

(2 x 1.8 GeV) Colliding Rings

As shown on fig. 1, the DCI is composed of

two identical superposed rings, where the

6 meters long experimental area (and syme-

trically the injection area) is inserted

between two sets of one У switching magnet

and two V deflecting magnets.

Fig. 1 - Principle of the e e~ collisions

in the DCI

* Work supervised by J.E. Augustin and

S. Jullian, with the technical support of

S. Costa and V. Dabin

+ Actually in the GANIL Group.

1.2. - Purposeful facilities

The detection of the as greater as

possible number of events in the interac-

tion area gives the following dimensions :

4.2m long) 4.35m high, 2.4m wide.

The identification of the charged par-

ticles is achieved by the measurement of

their trajectories (2 proportional wire

chambers and 13 drift chambers dipped in

the .5T magnetised volume) and of their

speeds (36 scintillator counters and 36

Cerenkov counters).

The identification of the neutral par-

ticles is achieved by photons detectors sur-

rounding the coils (cf Fig.2). The system

is completed by cosmic rays detection beyond

the flux returns.

1.3. - Involved constraints for the realiza-

tion

The main problem has consisted in the

determination of an agreement between a re-

quired field homogeneity of less than 2% in

a cylindrical symmetry volume with a flux

switching structure as fretworked as possi-

ble - for the detectors access - and by the

fact, bringing no typical symmetry.
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The first step of feasibility search was

achieved with the GFUN 3-D computer code at

the Rutherford Laboratory , completed by

2-D computing models including various simu-

lations with the POISSON program ' .

Finally, to refine the results, a 1/8

scale model set has been realized and measu-

red.

2. - Model set realization and measurement

2.1. - Fabrication

To take into account the saturation

effects, the magnetic circuit has been desi-

gned to obtain in the iron the same field

level as in the future DM2. A difficulty

was to feed the needed ampere-turns

(1.43 x 10 A.t) with a small enough dimen-

sions coil. This was solved by the winding

of a'hollow Cu conductor (cross section

5 x 5 mm , cooling diameter 3 mm) working
2

at 42 A/mm current density. Isolation is

provided by an electrostatic method laying

down a thin film (.12 mm) of "Rilsan" (a

polyamid plastic). The model is shown on

fig.3.

2.2. - Measurements

Magnetic measurements were carried out

- outside of the coil with the use of the

BAMHALL automatic device
(5)

- in the hardly accessible inner volume with

the use of special manual device giving 3-D

cylindrical coordinates displacements.

Several series of measurement were

realized with successive modifications of

the magnetic circuit, peculiarly with dif-

ferent sizes of 18 holes crown managed in

the pole, devoted to the light-guides way

out, to estimate the occurence on the flux

repartition.

The results are briefly the following

(for details, see ) :

(i) Central induction versus current

В (0) • f (I) is found in good agreement
-3

( 10 ) with an axisymmetrical simulation

with POISSON.

(ii) Axial induction versus z abcissa

В (z) = f (z) is found in the same case,
z

The induction homogeneity is better than

2 % at the max current on 282 mm long

(i.e. 2.26 meters full scale) (cf Fig.4).

th.
Fig. 3 - Model set (1/8 ) : general view

Fig. 4 : Model set : axial induction versus

z abcissa (z » О in the magnet

center).
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(iii) The inner volume measurements emphasize

an excellent cylindrical symmetry on 300 mm

long (2.4m full scale). A periodicity due

to the 18 holes has been observed near the

poles.

(iv) The measured flux crossing two conse-

cutive holes of the pole gives the reparti-

tion seen on fig 5. It is obvious that the

flux flows away up and down to the return

plates yoke.
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Fig.5 - Pole flux repartition

(v) The level of the fringing field is found

everywhere less than 100 gauss, except close

to the coil near the end caps.

2.3» - Lessons

The 1/8 model set measure has allowed

to verify the validity of the axisyanetrical

POISSON Code simulation, peculiarly for the

axial field. It has allowed too to estimate

the three-dimensional effects : influence

of the holes in the inner volume, near the

pole caps, unequal flux repartition in the

poles,... It has been possible to conclude

that these effects remained located and sub-

sequently without disturbance for the detec-

tion area.

These results have at last led to the

launching of the full scale device, whose

main features are now described.

3. - The DM2 magnetic system

The global structure is shown on fig 2.

3.1. - The steel yoke

3.1.1. - Structure

The schematic shape is a without lateral

sides parallelepiped. The front sides are

composed of two half poles (T) punched by a

regular crown of 18 holes managed for the

light-guides way out and completed by two

half pole caps (2) (for an easier access to

the inner detectors). The flux return is

made by two couples of plates \3) .

3.1.2. - Haterial properties

The whole is machined in wrought XC6

low carbon steel outlined pieces. The four

successive required elementary casts have

given satisfying results for both chemical

composition and scattering (e.g.C-(.05-.01)Z,

Ш - (.30 - .05) Z, Si - (.15 - .03) X,...)

This was confirmed by the permeability

measurements ione on cut off samples of each

cast :

mim

MO

2500

M M

MO

IMO

MOO

1000

1140

iko

aooo

too

3000

OQ

10000

The coercitive field is less than

110 A.m
-1

3.1.3. - Other main parameters

They are surmmanized as follow :

. Unit, masses

half pole (4 pieces) :

pole cap (4 pieces) :

flux return (4 pieces) :

miscellaneous :

. Total nass

. Average cross section

. Max field in the XC6 steel :

11

5

12

2

118

1

500

500

000

000

000

.72

.3

kg

kg

kg

kg

kg

m 2

T
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3.2. - The electrical circuit

The elements are visible on fig.2.

3.2.1. - Structure

To provide - for optical grounds -

a zero field integral - jBzdz - 0

(i.e. £NI - 0) along the z beam axis, the

main central solenoid is completed by two

compensating windings.

3.2.2. - The main solenoid

For reasons of both weak absorption and

emission factor so as ligh enough electrical

conductibility, a hollow aluminium conductor

has been chosen.

The thickness of the coil was minimized

to avoid any redhibitory absorption of par-

ticles before they reach the outer detec-

tors. The X/Xo radiation length is below .8.

The used extruded aluminium is a 99.5ZE

including the following components :

В
The measured conductibility on the cut

off samples lies between 35.8 and 36.2 m/i!.mra
2

The value of the Al emissive factor

allows a quite light thermal insulation ap-

paratus for the inner volume (a thin cooled

stainless steel screen).

This point is also helped by the winding

structure (As showen on fig. 6).

The coil is made of 20 identical

elements. Each element is wound so that the

inner side facing the detectors (nb 5 to 10)

is at the as low as possible temperature and

presents a trifling gradient (less than .3°C

per cm).

The details of the coil and its insu-

lation components are ;

•WmiLY :

. 1 layer of half overlapping romicaglaas

" " " " glaaa tape
i.e. insulated conductor d latnaioat

5 unit*

. Wrapping of the coil :

1 layct of aide by aide glaai tape

" " " twice ovailapping roaiicagUia

" " " side by aide glees Cape

" I c e overlapping glaaa tape

. Kaaa iniulatian plut alack

M M m l ,

. Iniolated conductor dimensions (6 unit»)

. Slipped glass foils between pancakes

. Wrapping of the coil

. Naif insulation plus elmek

: 0

: 0
:

: 0

: 0

t 0

: 0

ie

15

23

OS

18

15

15

x 40

x 30
.52

x 30

X 40

* 30
к 30

117.60

1.78

ft. 12

.',23.50 /

141.12

0.20

1.78

3-90
Ш.О0 /

The whole coil being made of 20 ele-

ments with interpolated rubber foils and two

end-screens, its overall length is 2.96 m.

3.2.3. - The compensating coils

The two identical lateral elements

have been designed to give the lowest power

consumption and overall dimensions. Their

characteristic parameters are given in the

following paragraph.

inner face of che coil

15-. sj 6 25/- -V2I

revolution «xit

Fig.6 - Coil cross section

3.2.4. - Main features summary

. Caaauctor t material
erot» ••ctio* (аи a mi
ceo t u t paisaaa eleMtar (•»)

. Haxtvaa cutreot (A)

. CuTiant 4*Mliy (Л.ш"2)

. K i i a t u c . (#t 10'CJ tac>

. Coniuawl pwir (tW

. Vatar dtl.vaiy (в3 par hour)

. Avaii|« haatio* (*C)

. Cantral ioductLon (T)

Connitution n b < o f e o i l 1

ob. o[ turn» p*t coil
. OVIMII díBÉMioM i Imth (•)

inaci i l o t t r (•>
out.t dl tm^i (•)

. Total м и (k$i

Hat.

i l

12.S » 21.3
1Í.S
2100
7.S

1.2ь % IOb

410

2000
4*

I>

.5

20

6 x 3

2 . U

Í.00
2 . Ü

Э(№0

L^Ma.tor

Си

It • 1С
7

2100
9.7

.13 * 10*
32

140

S

25

1.3

IS

I * 10
.S8

.23

.d>

1000
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4. - Conclusions and prospects

Machining of the yoke so as coil winding

will be performed by march 78 and the whole

set up in the Laboratory for the magnetic

measurement. Detectors and their electronics

will be implanted and tested thereafter.

This experimental device will then take place

on the DCI experimental area during the first

monthes of 79 to be one of the most perfor-

m e d of its kind.

Contributing firms :

Raw materials : Alusuisse, Röchling-Secosar

Trefimetaux

Manufacturing : Deshors, Rhor-France, SEGCEH

(1) C. BAZIN and al., Proceedings of the

5 Int. conf. on Magnet technology

(Roma 1975) - p. 136

(2) P. MARIN, Proceedings of the 9 t h Int.

Conf. on High Energy Accelerators

SLAC (1974) - p. 49

(3) M.J. NEWMAN and al., RPP/A94 (Rutherford

Laboratory 1972)

(4) POISSON, program descendant of TRIM -

A.M. WINSLOW, J. Сотр. Phys. _1_, 149(1967)

(5) C. BAZIN and al., the BAMHALL - To be

published in these Proceedings (topic 7)

(6) G. LE MEUR, Laboritoire de l'Accélérateur

Liníaire RI 76/2 (1976).
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A NEW WAY OF UTILIZING POLE FACE KTHDIKGS AND MAGNETIC

FIELD CORRECTIONS FOR INDEPENDENT TUNING OF BETATROH

HAVE NUMBERS AND CHROMATICITIES IH THE CERN PROTON

SYNCHROTRON

R. Gouiran

CERN, Geneva, Switzerland

1. ~ General Principle

During its 20 years' of life, the CERN 28 GeV Proton Synchrotron (PS) has been under

continuous development to obtain higher proton intensities (10 proton/pulse) and better beam

quality (smaller emittances) for the three main users (25 GeV experimental physics, 31 GeV

Intersecting Storage Rings, 400 GeV "SPS" synchrotron).

The main magnet was originally of the combined-function type with a hyperbolic profile,

saturation effects being compensated by flat windings on the pole faces (PFtJ's).

For very high proton intensities, it is necessary to control very accurately the betatron

wave numbers (v's) and their derivaties 5 (chromaticities) throughout the acceleration cycle.

This required a precise control of the quadrupole and lextupole components of the magnetic

fields in focusing and defocusing sectors respectively which could not be obtained with the

original FFW system. It was achieved by the combined use of pole-face and yoke windings with

three separate power supplies synchronously programed by a computer.

Experience of this technique led to a new philosophy in the design of pole-face windings,

in which they become an integral and active part of the magnet. With the arrangement described,

focusing and guiding functions are partially separated and an old combined-function accelerator

can effectively be transformed into a more flexible separate-function machine without any

decrease in available straight-section space.

2. - Decoupling Quadrupole and Sextupole Components

The techniques for the design of pole-face windings are described in references 1, 2, 3

and 4. A current distribution i.» flat conductors on the magnet poles can be computed across

the pole profile so as to give the desired arrangement of magnetic field multipole components.

The quadrupole part controls the v's and the sextupole part controls their derivatives, ;.

(p » proton momentum).

Since the magnet pole profile produces a combined dipole-quadrupole field and the pole-face

windings give a combined dipole-quadrupole-sextupole field, independent control can be achieved
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in the following way. Firstly a "figure-of-8 loop" is wound around the magnet yokes of the F

and D sectors, with the currents flowing in opposite directions in F and D (mainly in order to

minimize mutual inductance coupling to the main magnet), so that a symmetrical variation of the

quadrupole fields in F and D sectors can be obtained. Secondly the PFW's are separately fed in

F and D sectors, so that independent variations of the mixed sextupcle-quadrupole field gene-

rated can be obtained in the different sectors.

Combining these facilities gives three independent currents (L. in PFW sectorsl", 1^ "n

PFW sectors b, IL in the figure of 8 loop) to modify the four focusing parameters (quadrupole

and sextupole components of the F- and D-sector fields). Only three out of the four corres-

ponding machine parameters can be controlled (v , E , 5 ) because there are only three variable
H H V

currents; the fourth (v„) is coupled to the three others. In practice, v„ stays close enough

to the optimum working point in spite of this coupling.

3. - Controlling the Focusing Parameters

A set of first-order matrices gives the relations between the three currents (L, L , L )

and the four parameters to be controlled (v, v , r, ? ) . The matrix elements vary vith

energy due to rapid changes in efficiencies with saturation.

Fast programmable power supplies,controlled by computer, govern currents throughout the

acceleration period (rise time 0.7 s) in order to keep the focusing parameter close to the

ideal working point with a high accuracy (5).

4. - Conclusions

a) Fole-face windings, associated with yoke windings, control precisely the nultipole compo-

nents of the magnetic field.

b) High speed bipolar programmable power supplies, controlled by computers during rapid

acceleration,can produce appropriate current waveforms.

c) The technique allows stable and accurate adjustment of synchrotron focusing parameters

(u's and s's) necessary tor acceleration of small-emittance high-intensity beams.

d) The technique can also effectively transform a "combined function" synchrotron into a

"separate function" accelerator, at least over a certain range of machine parameters.

5. - Future Development

Further improvements are envisaged for 1979: new pole-face winding sheets will be

installed with two independent circuits (left and right) which can be fed individually. This

will provide five independent circuits (including the figure-of-8 loop) instead of the present

three. In such an arrangement voltages induced in the windings by the magnst current will be

important; new power supplies are being developed to resolve the difficult problem of supplying

an accurately programmed current in spite of highly variable induced voltages.
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DISCUSSIOH

W. Schott: I have two questions :

1/ How much you can shift the tune by your pole face windings?

2/ Is it difficult to fit a certain potential functions by the pole

face windings? Is it obviously a non linear problem?

B. Gouiran : 1/ It depends upon the energy; the range is very large

at low energy and shrinks at high energy. Raughly speaking, the Vs'

could vary between G.18 and G.33 and the f$ between -1 and +1.

2/ There is no limitation for multipole fitting in theory. Put there

are practical limitations to fight conductor thickness, number of se-

parate circuits to energize, coupling between circuits etc.

S. Marks : I would like to question the conclusion that this techni-

que will lead to the re-appraisal of the combined function lattice.

The use of P.F.W. to control Q and chromatieity has been common for

the past ten years in combined function machines. The choice of com-

bined vs separated function is more a matter of beam dynamics, parti-

cularly in an electron ring, where transverse damping is essential.

R. Gouiran : True. I apologize for not having said that I *ae spea-

king about proton machines only where the problems of resonances and

fine tuning are the major ones, up to now. I wanted to emphasize that

the uee of on-line computer control for wave form currents and modern

programmable high-epeed power supplies could give a new interest to

polefsce windings considered as an integrated part of the main magnet

ae important ae the main coil. By combined function machines, I mean

machines whose mepnets could deliver all the desired multipoles in

the same gap with independent, thought synchronized, centre.
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THE PEP MAIN RING MAGNET SYSTEM*

M. Anderson, R. A. Bell, J. Cobb, R. Early, D. Jensen, A. Nut all

Stanford Linear Accelerator Center
Stanford University, Stanford, California 94305

The PEP main ring magnet system consists of 192 bending magnets, 216 quadrupoles, 206 sextu-
poles and numerous other correction elements. The main ring bend magnets are laminated "C" frame
dipoles having a very uniform flat field meeting a new criterion of symmetry called the residual asym-
metry factor (RAF <: НГ5). The main ring quadrupoles consist of 216 laminated magnets of three differ-
ing lengths having á"bore of 100 mm diam. The multipole content of these magnets as measured is
< 10-3. The present status of both magnets is that production has begun and completion is scheduled for
early 1979.

Introduction

PEP is an 18 GeV electron-positron storage ring presently under construction at the Stanford Linear
Accelerator Center (SLAC). It i s a joint project of a team of scientists from both SLAC and tbe Univer-
sity of California Lawrence Berkeley Laboratories (LBL). The scheduled completion date is fall of 1979.
The purpose of this paper is to describe PEP's main ring magnet system and present its current status.

The PEP ring is comprised of 6 interaction areas or experimental areas separated by 6 curved arcs.
The main ring magnet system is made up of those magnetic elements required to condtrain the beam to
desired beam path. These elements are all located in the six curved arc sections. A typical arc section
is shown in Fig. 1. The ring is of separated function design. Each arc section consists of a number of

view в-в >sc»ito> „

Fig. 1. PEP general layout.

flat field bending magnets whose function is to bend the beam along its rurved path. These magnets are
separated by quadrupoles whose function is to focus the particles in the machine. Each arc contains 32
bend magnets and 36 quadrupoles giving a total of 192 bending magnets and 216 quadrupoles for tbe riag.

*Work supported by the Energy Research and Development Administration.
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In addition, there are some 206 sextupoles, 24 interaction area quadrupoles and numerous other mag-
netic correction elements.

The Bend Magnet System

C-raagnets were selected for use as the main ring bend magnets because they afford easy access to
the vacuum chamber for infield repair and also allow the construction and installation of the magnet sys-
tem to proceed independently of that of the vacuum system.

The gap or vertical aperture of the magnet was determined by the vertical beam stay clear with some
allowance for vacuum chamber clearance. The horizontal aperture was determined from the required
horizontal good field region plus a provision of 20 mm for magnet misalignments and sagitta of the
curved beam orbit over the 5.4 m length.

Originally the criterion adopted for horizontal good field region was the area over which
ДВ/В0<:10~4. This resulted in a pole width of 194 mm. Computer analysis by H. Servranekx"'has
shown that that criterion was not sufficient to guarantee good machine performance. Instead, a new
criterion, the residual asymmetry factor (RAF), defined as

: 10

where quadrupolar and sextupolar terms are omitted, was adopted. In order to meet this new criterion,
the pole width had to be increased from 194 mm to its present 214 mm. Detailed pole shaping was done
using the computer program Poisson(2). By proper shimming the theoretical BAF was reduced to
5xl0" 6 .

10 -

3.0

The coil slot was determined by minimizing the installed
system cost plus operating expenses for 10 years. Using a
technique similar to that proposed by Brianti and Gabrieli3).
The optimum current density was determined for both copper
and aluminum coiled magnets. The aluminum coiled magnets;
however, presented the minimum system costs. Figure 2
presents these results which are similar to thos found earlier
by Green(4). Here the magnets system costs are plotted vs.
current density. The minimum occurs around 0.5 A/mm2~
however it is highly dependent upon the assumed cost of
electrical energy. The minimum installed cost, the magnets
system cost less the operational costs, is around 1 A/mm2.
The latter was used as a design criterion for 18 GeV opera-
tion. It is interesting to note that the minimum copper coiled
magnet system cost was about 2000 dollars higher and
occurred at a current density of twice that of the same alu-
minum coiled system.

A full size engineering model of the resulting design was
constructed. Table 1 lists the major design information. A
laminated construction technique with shuffled laminations
was employed in order to reduce costs and to insure uniform-
ity magnet to magnet. The 5.4 m long model contains approx-
imately 3500 laminations sandwiched between two thick end
plates held in place by welding plates to both the end plates
and the laminations. The mechanical tolerances on twist and
straightness in a storage ring are very stringent. Twisting
causes coupling of the horizontal and vertical betatron motions whereas straightness affects the overall
RAF of the magnets. Great care had to be exercised during the welding process to insure against unde-
sirable welding distortions. The average twist over a bend magnet's length must be less than 1 mrad.
Further the magnet support system must be capable of supporting the magnet such that any residual twist
is symmetric about the magnet's center of length. The straightness of the magnets is controlled to 2 mm.
Figure 3 is a drawing of the magnet. Figure 4 shows its magnetic performance. As can be seen there is
a significant gradient in the magnet which is caused by gap opening during the one step punching process.
Internal residual stresses present in the steel sheet due to rolling are the cause of this opening. Subse-
quent stampings with a similar though softer steel did not exhibit this property. Computer runs were
made with the program Poisson with the gap as built. Figure 4 shows that those results compare favor-
ably with the measured values. The magnet, as built, ignoring gradient, more than meets the required
RAFof^lO" 5 .

Quadrupoles

In preliminary PEP designs, the bore of the quadrupoles was determined by the size of the 2 cham-
ber vacuum tank passing through it. In order to enhance the high energy performance of magnet system,
reduce power consumption, and reduce capital costs, a change was made to a three chamber vacuum tank

1.0 2.0
CURRENT DENSITY (A/mm2)

Fig. 2. Bend magnet system cost vs.
current density.
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Table 1. PEP main ring bend
parameters.

Magnet designation

Number of magnets

Field at 18 GeV

/Bd£ at 18 GeV

Pole width

Gap height

Core length

Magnetic length

Width of useful field
(0.1%)

Turns per pole

Current at 18 GeV

Power at 18 GeV

71C5400

192

0.3625

1.957

0.214

70.8

5.33

5.40

120

8

1316

9 .6

T

T-m

m

mm

m
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Fig. 3. Main ring bend magnet.
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similar to that employed in P e t r a ^ : the
third chamber being cut away in the region
of the quadrupoles and sextupoles. This
allowed a bore reduction from 122 mm to
100 mm.

Economic studies similar to those
done on the bend magnets resulted in
curves similar to Fig. 2 and in optimum
current densities for aluminum coiled
quadrupoles of 0.5 to 1.2 A/mm2

depending on the assumed cost of elec-
tricity. A value close to 1 A/mm2 was
used in order to reduce capital costs.
Computer runs were made using Poisson
to determine the optimum pole shape and
width required to meet the design cri-
terion of all multipoles other than 4 pole
to be <^ 10~3. Studies were also made
to determine the necessary thickness of
the back leg to achieve the required
good field at 24 GeV. In order to
achieve these energies pole tip fields of
the order of 0. 9 Tesla are required.

The quadrupoles like the bends are
also of laminated construction. Approx-
imately 400 laminations are stacked
between thick end plates, pressed and
held together by means of an angle
welded to the return yokes. Four such
quadrants are put together to form a
complete core. Indexing of the quadrants
one to another is provided for by punching
"V" grooves in the matting surfaces.
Dowel pins placed in the grooves serve to
properly align the quadrants. A tab is
punched on one return leg. By properly
flipping laminations in the stacking process and proper orientation of the quadrants, a series of slots are
generated on the completed core into which bolts are slipped to hold the cores together. Quadrupoles of
the same bore but of three different lengths are obtained by varying the numbers of laminations stacked.
Table 2 lists the main magnet features.

Prior to the change to the 100 mm bore quadrupole, an engineering model of the larger 122 mm bore
quadrupole was produced. It is shown in Fig. 5. Its multipole coefficients as built are presented in
Fig. 6. Also presented are the theoretical multipoles of the 100 mm bore quad. Since the construction
technique and outside dimensions of the larger model are similar to the new small bore quad, and there

1.0005
-OPEN SIDE OF "C' MUGNET

4.0 6.0

INCHES

Fig. 4. Field vs. gap position.
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Table 2. PEP standard quadrupole parameters (18 GeV) (high-impedance design).

Magnet designation

Number of magnets

Nominal peak gradient

Operating gradient

Pole tip field at operating gradient

Gradient length product

Inscribed radius

Minimum gap

Core length

Magnetic length

Width of useful field

Ampere turns per pole

Turns per pole

Current

Power at 18 GeV

100Q740

72

17.56

10.90

0.545

8.07

50

37.0

0.667

0.740

100

10892

56

195

3.47

100Q1000

36

17.56

10.90

0.545

10.90

50

37.0

0.950

1.00

100

10892

56

195

4 . 6

100Q550

108

17.56

10.90

0.545

5.99

50

37.0

0.500

0.550

100

10892

56

195

2.75

T/m

T/m

T

T

mm

mm

m

m
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Fig. 5. Main ring quadrupole. Fig. 6. Quadrupole harmonic content.
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was good agreement of the theoretical Poisson data and the as-measured multipole coefficients, similar
results are expected on the smaller bore version.

Magnet System Status

The present status of bend and quadrupole magnet system is as follows. The bend magnet coils are
in production. The cores are out to bid. The quadrupole coils are in the bid cycle. The engineering
model of the quad is presently under test. Upon successful completion of these tests the core package
will be released for bid. The scheduled completion date of the entire production for both magnets is
May, 1979.
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THE SRS PROTOTYPE MULTIPOLE MbGNET

by

N. Harks

Daresbury Laboratory, Science Research Council, Daresbury, Harrington WA4 4AD, U.K.

Summary

A magnet that can produce all types of magnetic field, from dipole, up to and including de-

capole, in both 'normal', and 'skew' orientations, has been designed. A prototype of such a

magnet, that has the additional capability of producing a strong sextupole field for correcting

the beam chromaticity in the Daresbury Synchrotron Radiation Source storage ring, has been con-

structed. Details of the design of the prototype magnet are given, and the results of magnetic

measurements carried out with the magnet energised in differing multipole configurations are

presented.

Introduction

(1)The Synchrotron Radiation Source that is now being constructed at the Daresbury Laboratory

is a 2 GeV electron storage ring. This is a separated function machine, employing dipole and

quadrupole magnets'
2
' to bend and focus the electron beam. It has been shown that sextupole mag-

nets will be required to control the chromaticity of the ring, and the present lattice design

contains sixteen such magnets. It is also clear that to provide the stringent control of beam

position that will be required by the users of the synchrotron radiation, a comprehensive dis-

tribution of controlled dipole correction fields will be necessary in the storage ring. Д fur-

ther requirement is for higher order correction fields for resonance and instability control,

and it is preferable also to have these distributed around the storage ring.

A magnet design that is capable of generating the sextupole field that is required for

chromaticity control, together with the other harmonics, from dipole up to and including deca-

pole, has been produced'
3
'. The design uses a twelve pole configuration. Six of the poles will

be excited by conventional coils, placed around the poles, to generate the sextupole field.

There will also be twelve multipole coils wound around the annular back leg between the poles,

and by exciting these coils with currents of the correct amplitude and distribution it will be

possible to generate the multipole fields with any combination of harmonise that is desired.

Change of rotational phase of the harmonics will also be possible, so that fields of a 'skew'

nature can be generated and relative amplitudes of currents required in the multipole windings

to generate the harmonic fields are given in Table 1.

Table 1

Current distribution in multipole windings to produce required harmonic' fields

Required

Harmonic

Dipole

Quadrupole

Sextupole

Octupole

Decapole

Reflection in

X axis

Positive

Positive

Positive

Positive

Positive

Reflection in

у axis

Negative

Positive

Negative

Positive

Negative

Current in Multipole Windings

(arbitrary units)

1

0.966*
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.189*

2

0.707*
0

- l.O
- 2.0
- 0.5*

3

0.259*
- 1.0
- 1.0
l.O
0.656*

•Subject to possible change due to geometrical factors and finite permeability.

\

An inherent feature of the design is the use of a computer to calculate the required cur-

rents in the aultipole coils, together with operational amplifiers of suitable ratings to pro-

vide the excitation. As the storage ring will have sixteen independent multipole magnets, with

192 different current parameters, such provisions will be essential when the facility is opera-

tional.

A prototype sextupole-multipole magnet has now been designed and constructed! magnetic meas-

urements havebeen carried out with the magnet excited as a sextupole and also as a dipole to de-

capole, individually, and with the harmonics superimposed.

The Prototype Multipole Magnet Design

A diagrammatic end view of the prototype multipole magnet is given in Fig.1. The yoke of

the magnet is a thin steel annulus with internal radius 171 mm. Twelve poles project radially

inwards from this yoke, and each pole terminates with a simple rectangular pole face. The re-
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Sextupole windings

Yoke Poles

Multipole windings

Fig.l End view of prototype multipole magnet showing cross sections of one sextupole coil and

two multipole coils.

suiting inscribed radius of the magnet is 100 mm. The poles and yoke of the magnet have a length

of 250 mm, and are machined from solid, magnet steel. Unlike the storage ring dipole and quad-

rupole magnets, the use of laminated steel is unnecessary in the multipole magnet, and as the

poles can only be assembled onto the yoke after the coils have been correctly positioned, the

use of laminations would have presented mechanical problems.

The main sextupole coils are shown placed around the appropriate pole. These are wound
each with eighteen turns of solid conductor with dimensions 8.5 mm by б mm and with a 5.5 mm by
3 mm rectangular hole for water cooling. The coils are connected in series, with the correct
polarity for sextupole excitation, and are capable of conducting a maximum direct current of
330 A, so producing a sextupole field of 40 T/m

2
 in the centre of the magnet. When the magnet

is operating exclusively as a sextupole, the poles that are positioned between, rather than with-
in, the main sextupole coils are redundant, and do not conduct flux from the pole face to the
back leg of the magnet. In fact, these poles limit the range of the sextupole field, as the
tangental flux density will become very small at the surface of the faces of these poles.

The twelve multipole coils are wound around the annular yoke, their inner portions being
located between the poles. These coils are wound from thin cross section conductor, and have no
internal cooling. The thermal dissipation in the outer sections of the coils is removed by nat-
ural convection from the surface, whilst the parts of the coils that are inside the annular yoke
are in thermal proximity with the water cooled sextupole coils. The multipole coils have 392
turns and a continuous direct current rating of 4 A, this being based on a specified dipole field
of 40 mT at the centre of the magnet. The coils each have a nominal resistance of 4 S and are
designed to be individually powered by an RCA power operational amplifier type HC2000.

A photograph of the fully assembled prototype magnet is shown in Fig.2. It will readily be
appreciated that the quality of any single component generated by this magnet will be inferior
to that of a magnet specifically designed to generate that component alone. Such is the price
of flexibility. However, it must also be realised that the magnet is intended to generate cor-
rection fields, which, because of their magnitude, can be of a lower quality than the main bend-
ing or focusing field in an accelerator. Furthermore, it appears that the need for octupole
or decapole fields can often be generalised to a requirement for a high order even or odd fielc'l,
and hence the purity of such high harmonics is not critical.
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Fig.2 Photograph of the prototype sextupole-multipole magnet.

Magnetic Measurements of the Prototype Magnet

The magnetic assessment of the prototype magnet was carried out with the aid of the Dares-
bury Laboratory's automated magnet measuring facility'

1
*'.
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Fig.3 Variation of the first field derivative
(dBj//da!) with horizontal position te)
on line у = О with magnet excited as a
sextupole.

Fig.4 Variation of second field derivative
(á

2
By/őz

2
) with horizontal position

(a) on line у =О, with magnet excited
as a sextupole.
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1. Sextupole field

The main sextupole coils were excited and the vertical field (By) was measured as a func-
tion of horizontal position (X) on the horizontal centre line of the magnet (j/ = 0). The expect-
ed parabola/ with zero field at the magnet centre was obtained. Pig.3 shows the first differen-
tial of the field ldBy/дх) as a function of x. This shows that the gradient is zero at the
centre of the magnet (no quadrupole component) and that the sextupole field is the dominant com-
ponent in the magnet. The same data are presented more critically in Fig.4, where d

2
B#/cbs

z
 is

plotted as a function of x. It can be seen that the sextupole field has a plateau extending be-
tween + 35 mm, there being a + 1% variation between ± 31 mm. The second differential falls to
zero at approximately ± 60 mm. The suitability of this field for use in the storage ring is
being studied.

2. Dipole field

With the main sextupole coils de-energised, the multipole coils were excited as a dipole
magnet, and magnetic measurements repeated. In Fig.5 the variation of vertical field (By) is
plotted against horizontal position. The field is substantially flat over the working aperture
of the magnet, there being a variation of ± 0.5% between ± 64 mm, and about ± 0.1% between
± 55 mm.

40

30

•г 20

ГО-

-100 -80 -60 -40 -20 0 20 40

x(mm)

60 SO 100

Fig.5 Variation of field (By) with horizontal position te) on line

a dipole.

3. Quadrupole field

O, with magnet excited as

The magnet was excited as a pure guadrupole, ana the vertical field measured, the results
being shown .n Fig.6. In Fig.7 these data are shown after differentiation with respect to x,
and plotted against x. This presentation gives a better assessment of the guadrupole field
quality and shows that the field gradient is constant to ± 0.5% between ± 47 mm.
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magnet excited as a quadrjpole.

Fig.7 Variation of first field derivative
(áBy/áx) with horizontal position (a)
on line у = 0 with magnet excited as a
quadrupole.

4. Octupole field

The field measurements were repeated with octupole excitation and the results shown in
Fig.8 were obtained. It can be seen that the graph has the features of a cubic function, there
being negligible field and field gradient at the origin. In view of the comments made previous-
ly about the requirements of higher order harmonics, it is believed that such typical features
of an octupole field are adequate for instability control.
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Fig. 8 Variation of field

as an octupole.

with horizontal position (a! on the line y*=0, with magnet excited
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5. Decapole field

Decapole excitation was applied to the magnet and the fields again measured, the results
being shown in Fig.9. As in the case of the octupole field, it is thought that detailed analy-
sis is unnecessary, the graph showing a high order field harmonic with even distribution.

3.0

2.0-

1.0-

0.0
-60 4 0 -20 0 20 40 60

x(mm)

Pig.9 Variation of field By with horizontal position (я) on line t/=O, with magnet excited as
a decapole.

Conclusion

The prototype sextupole-multipole magnet has demonstrated the practicability of generating
multiple harmonic correcting fields in a single magnet. In a circular accelerator or storage
ring, space on the beam line between the main bending and focusing elements is usually very val-
uable, and the ability to Introduce a wide range of correction fields by means of a single de-
vice should help to optimise the use of that space. It also allows the accelerator builder to
include types of fields that may have been excluded at the design stage because of such space
limitations, but which could be advantageous during operation of the accelerator and provide
valuable diagnostic tools.

The prototype has provided valuable information about the quality of the fields that can be
generated by the nagnet. By varying the geometry of the magnet design, it will be possible to
match the magnet's good field dimensions to a given beam size.

It has also been shown that one harmonic can be selected for enhancement, and separate
coils used to produce a strong component of the chosen field. In the case of the presented de-
sign, such enhancement was applied to the sextupole component, but it would be possible, alter-
natively, to increase the magnitude of one of the other harmonics, if such a feature was re-
quired.

The results of the tests on the prototype magnet will now be used to complete the design of
the sextupole-multipole magnet, and sixteen such magnets will be constructed and Installed in
the Daresbury Synchrotron Radiation Source.
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DISCUSSION

D. Schull : What happens with the field quality in the fringe

field region ?

N. Karks ; We have not yet completed the analysis of the fringe

field measurements, but first impressions are that two most cri-

tical fields / dipole and sextupole / have resoneMe distributi-

ons when integrated along the length of the magnet.

Л. Harvey : 1/ How many power supplies do the 18 coils of this

magnet require ?

2/ Is decapole required ? Jin 8-pole magnet can pro-

vide up to octupole with only 8 power supplies.

N. 1'arke : 1/ The prototype required one 330 A power supply for

the sextupole coils and twelve op-amps driven from a 25V supply.

The sixteen production magnets will need two 330 A supplies and

192 op-ampe.

2/ The quality is poorer with the Я pole device, par-

ticularly the sextupole which is important in our design. Pece-

pole may be useful for resonance convertion.
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COMBINED FUNCTION HAOfflTS FOR THE BOOSTER SiNCHBOTRCN OF

THE DARESBURY LABORATORY. SYNCHROTRON RADIATION SOURCE

by

H. W. Foo le and A. G. Haxdle

Daresbury Laboratory, S c i e n c e Research Counci l , Daresbury, Harrington KM MO, U.K.

Details are given of the design principles adopted for the combined function magnets re-
quired for a 600 HeV booster synchrotron. Results, of computer calculations on the pole profiles
are presented, and the chosen end design of the magnets described. Th« manufacture of blocks
and coils and their assembly into a completed magnet is discussed. Magnetic measurements on a
prototype magnet are examined in relation to the theoretical design and in the context of the
operation of the synchrotron. A report is included of the current status of the manufacture,
assembly, testing and installation of the magnets for use in the booster synchrotron.

1. Introduction

The Daresbury Laboratory Synchrotron ЯаеЬ-лЫях. f jurce (SRS) has been p r e v i o u s l y descr ibed
(1»2) £,,£ i s n o w ujijjef c o n s t r u c t i o n . I t i s in t enJed t o commence t h e commissioning o f t h e
600 HeV booster synchrotron for this fac i l i ty during April 1978.

. An earlier report *3' on the design of magnets for the SRS included an outline of the F and
D combined function sector magnets required for the booster, and the design of these magnets has
now been finalised. The magnets are assembled at the Daresbury Laboratory from components
largely purchased from commercial suppliers, and a prototype magnet has been extensively tested
prior to commencing manufacture and installation of the sixteen magnets required for the synch-
rotron.

2. Design

2.1 General

Although the maximum vertical aperture required for beam is only 35 mm, the use of thin-
walled stainless steel vacuum chambers with 6 mm amplitude convolutions which must be located
within the magnet gap with a suitable minimum clearance dictates that this figure must be in-
creased to 59 mm, and a further allowance for a pair of 2 mm thick pole face windings leads to a
final figure of 63 mm on the magnet pole centre line. No advantage can be taken of the smaller
vertical beam size within an F magnet because unacceptable stresses would be introduced into a
vacuum Chamber of larger aspect ratio. However there are significant advantages, not least in
cost, arising from the adoption of a common F and D magnet design, and this philosophy has been
adhered to as far as possible in all features of the magnet blocks and coils.

2.2 Laminations

In establishing the design of F and D lamination geometries use has been made of two compu-
ter programi, each of which generate the solution for the distribution of the magnetic potential
function over a two-dimensional mesh. МАЯ1ЕТЛ*', a program based on earlier work by Hornsby'5'
and Ferin and van der Meer' 6 ' , solves alternately for air and iron potential distributions by
successive and repeated modifications to the boundary conditions on the air-iron interface, em-
ploying a regular square mesh which limits the definition of the physical boundary to i t s inter-
section with a fixed mesh. However i t does have the major advantage of ease of use, both in
data preparation and i t s low demand on computer core and execution Urn*, and has therefore been
used extensively at Daresbury on a variety of magnet designs. TRIM17'8' i s a much more powerful
and flexible program, requiring considerable s k i l l in use and large amounts of computer cor* and
time; i t i s useful for special applications when MAGHET i s no longer adequate, an£ also as in
the present design work to give increased confidence by confirmation of HAGNET results .

Design of the booster magnets i s dominated by their behaviour at the 10 HeV injection level
of 13.1 mT, the required good f ie ld aperture being almost twice that at peak energy (O.786T).
Examination of different s tee l properties at low inductions confirmed that a. high s i l icon e lec -
tr ical s tee l would be necessary; as an example reduction of pemeability from 1500 to 750 at
10 mT results in a 1% change of f i e ld index at the injection leve l . I t was discovered that
smoothly varying shim geometries presented no advantages at these low f ie ld l eve l s , and invest i -
gation was therefore directed to simple trapezoidal shapes. Such shims could be completely and
unambiguously defined at points intersecting MAGNET mesh l i n e s , and had the added advantage that
they could be readily varied in a simple way ( i . e . height and width).

The shim geometries f inally adopted for F and D lamination* are i l lustrated in Figs. l (a)
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(a) (Ь)

Fig.l Final profile design for F and D magnets:
(г) F magnet
(b) D magnet
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Fig.2 Radial distribution of field index for F and D magnets:
(a) F magnet
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and 1(b), and the associated field distributions plotted as field index errors in Figs.2(a) and
2(b). Towards the conclusion of the design it was possible to make use of measured permeabili-
ties obtained from samples of öteel purchased for construction of г prototype magnet. These
data are displayed in Fig.j, which indicates the permeability in the sheet rolling direction
(0°) for the supposedly non-oriented steel to be at least 50% greater thar. the averaged value
of the 0° and 90° directions. A check on the effect of this on the magnetic properties gave
field index changes up to 0.5% in certain areas, but no more than 0.1% within the specified
beam aperture, and results are therefore presented only for the averaged permeabilities.

In the case of both F and D magnets the 600 MeV behaviour is poor on the high field side
of the apertisre/ due to saturation occurring in the shim on that side of the pole, but it is
seen that a flat n distribution is achieved at peak field for both magnets over the specified
beam aperture, with central n values within 0.2% of the nominal design values of -5.55 and
+6.60. The field homogeneity at the 10 MeV level is even better than at high field, although in
the case of the F magnet the field index drops to -5.52; the D magnet 1O MeV value is 6.61.
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Fig.3 Permeability function for TRftNSIL 355-5О.

The optimised pole profiles were checked using a double precision version of TRIM with a
5000 mesh point capability. An example of a mesh used for the F magnet is shown in Fig. 4, illus-
trating the increase of mesh density which can be achieved in the region of interest and also
the exact matching of the irregular mesh to the shim geometry. Fig.2 (a) includes a comparison
of TRIM and MAGNET results, and the two programs are observed to predict the same central field
index value to better than 0.1% at all excitation levels. There is also excellent agreement

 t

over almost the whole of the required good field region, and the results therefore provide
strong confirmation of the magnet design.
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Fig.4 Optimised TRIM mesh for F magnet.

The results shown in Figs. 2 (a) and 2(b) were achieved with a pole root and return yoke each
of width 200 mm. This pole width has been assessed to be the minimum which is technically feas-
ible, and adoption of the same dimension for the yoke leads to mmf drops in the steel circuit of
about 1.5% and 0.7% a<- 10 HeV and 600 MeV respectively, confirming the significant reduction of
permeability at the low field levels. Small variations of n value, such as arise from such ef-
fects, are of no great importance in view of the eventual inclusion of pole face windings gener-
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ating quadrupole fields equivalent to a + 51 variation of field index the 600 MeV level.

The magnetic vector potential used in the TRIM computations can be direct*., related to the
flux function, and hence permits a ready calculation of the magnet inductance. A figure of
5.5 mH per magnet was obtained, although this will almost certainly be slightly modified in
practice for a real three-dimensional magnet.

2.3 Magnet Ends

End roll-off design allows the control of fringe field distribution, the reduction of
field pene*-- \ting the lamination surface at the end of a magnet (eddy current problems in an
a.c. magnet) and the avoidance of local saturation effects due to sharp corners. Ideal linear
fringe field , are not possible in the absence of mirror plates and with narrow pole widths, but
it has been j common practice for magnets to incorporate end shaping either to a portion of a
hyperboltiJ surface or with an exponentially increasing gap (which maintains a constant value
of induction in the steel).

In view of the short length of magnet available for roll-off, and the particularly narrow
pole width chosen, the above schemes were rejected in favour of a simplified procedure. The ef-
fect of a variety of chamfers was investigated with MAGNET. Straight cuts at 30°, 45° and 60°
over distances up to 100 mm were assessed, and a 30° cut commencing 7O mm within the magnet was
found to give a magnetic length that coincided with the magnet physical end, as required by an
arbitrary design decision. Д small adjustment was included to make allowance for the antici-
pated field reduction in the gaps between the blocks from which the 22.5° curved magnet was to
be constructed,'based on an analytic calculation'

9
'. It was confirmed that division of the end

roll-off into a series of packets of laminations had no detectable effect on the fringe field
if fourteen 5 mm thick packets were to be used instead of a continuous straight chamfer.

The final stage of design established shim corrections for each of the fourteen packets for
both P and D magnets. Shims were obtained by scaling with respect to the increasing gap on the
pole centre line, using the optimised shims in the central region of each magnet as a reference.
An example of a shim is shown in Pig.5; the dimensions a, b and с are each increased in propor-
tion to the gap, but the angles с and 8 are kept constant to preserve a smooth roll-off. The
field distributions achieved with such shims were investigated with MAGNET, and judged to be
acceptable. The errors encountered with the P packets were somewhat larger than for the D ones,
but the beam aperture reduces through an F magnet fringe field region.

Fig.5 Shim parameters for end packet correction.

2.4 Overall Design

A cross section of a final magnet design is shown in Fig. 6, including the coils, pole face
windings and vacuum vessel. The basic design criteria have been previously described'

3
\ and a

number of the more fundamental magnet parameters are listed in Table 1.
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Fig.6 Cross section o~f final magnet design.

Table 1 - Parameter List* Magnets for Booster Synchrotron

No. magnets
Magnetic length
Bending radius
Peak field on equilibrium orbit
Injection field on equilibrium orbit
np (nominal)
n

D
 (nominal)

Frequency
Vertical gap at equilibrium orbit
Pole and yoke width
Lamination width

Lamination height
Lamination thickness
No. blocks per magnet
No. coils per magnet
No. turns per coil
Peak current
RMS current density, in copper
Resistance per magnet, at 2Q°C
Inductance per magnet

16

1.0 m
2.546 ID
0.786 T
13.1 mT
- 5.55
6.60
10 Hz
63 mm
200 mo
515 mm
594 mm
0.5 mm
9
4

16
1250 A

4.9 A/mm
2

10 mfi (approx.)
5.5 mH

3. Manufacture of Components

3.1 Magnet Blocks

The magnet blocks have been manufactured by the Plessey Dynamics Company, using TRANSIL
355-50 steel supplied by the British Steel Corporation. This steel contains 2.8% silicon and
has excellent low field properties, with a permeability ~ 2000 at 10 mT and a coercivity ~ 30 А/и.

A segmented tool allowed both F and D laminations to be economically produced by use of
interchangeable pole pieces, and also provided insurance against any requirement to aodify the
pole profiles after prototype magnet tests. A two-stage punching process avoids springing prob-
lems, and frequent re-grinds of the tool were necessary to meet the tolerances on lamination di-
mensions and burr height. The pole extension pieces that reduce the inter-block separation were
manufactured from standard laminations by a guillotining operation, and the end laminations for
the fourteen packets were produced by copy milling from templates, which saved ~ 75* of the cost
of the more conventional tape controlled milling of laminations.

Blocks were bonded with the pre-impregnated Araldite 15/glass cloth system used on a number
of recent Daresbury magnets'

10
', allowing close control of block thickness-due to the elasticity

inherent to the process. Heat was applied to the blocks by means of plattens at top and bottom
of the stacking fixture, with pressure being maintained by means of hydraulic jacks. All blocks



were shear tested and required to show suitable values of insulation resistance before being
accepted for magnet production.

3.2 Magnet Coils

The coils vjere designed to ease the manufacturing wherever possible whilst maintaining a
rigorous control of quality. No joints were included, and electrically conservative insulation
thicknesses were chosen to provide guaranteed mechanical strength. Only two types of coil were
required, and these differed only in the region of their terminations.

Coils were impregnated in an open mould (i.e. detachable lid) with the CIBA system
MV74O + HY9O6 + DYO63, chosen for ease of use and familiarity to manufacturers; the alternative
МУ72О system would have increased the cost and technical diffxculties, and its enhanced radia-
tion resistance should not be necessary for the low duty cycle injector ~o a storage ring. The
absence of fillers prevents reduction of deflection temperature of the cured system* and has
the advantage of permitting construction of transparent coils.

Every coil has undergone a comprehensive test programme, including total water immersion
for twenty-four hours and fifty thermal cycles to 70°C, with insulation resistance measurements
and 10 kV flash tests before, during and after these operations. Interturn testing with the
coil as a secondary of a transformer has been carried out. No coil is permitted to have more
than 0.5 mm of unreinforced resin on its surface.

It is of interest to note that only two of a total of seventy-eight coils manufactured by
Lintott Engineering Company have been rejected, one being due to damage during handling. This
compares favourably with earlier experience on NINA coils, when test failures were common, per-
haps due to voids arising from the inclusion of mica in the system.

4. Magnet Assembly

The number of magnet blocks required for each 22.5° sector magnet has been chosen to be
nine, a compromise between cost and sagitta. Time consuming survey operations have been avoided
by use of jigs and surface tables to produce sub-assemblies of three blocks supported on clamp
plates and linked at the top by two tie bars, as shown in Fig.7.

Fig.7 Sub-assembly for prototype hybrid magnet.

Magnets will be installed in the booster in pairs on a single base plate supported by three
jacks, the short space between the magnets being occupied by a beam position monitor. Thus a
substantial part of each lattice cell will consist of a single module including vacuum chambers,
which can be installed rapidly when required. The sub-assemblies are located on the base plate
by a dowelling and optical survey technique, a V groove having been provided in each magnet
block for the use of an optical target.
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Coils are attached by angled plates as shown in Pig.7, the brackets being attached to the
magnet by the use of dovetails in the block facet the coils are also supported vertically with-
in the coil window by jacks. Finally the convoluted metallic vacuum chamber is installed, sup-
ported by arms from the coil support brackets, as shown in Fig.6. Fibre glass pads used for.
coil location will also allow fixing of the pole face windings, which consist of twenty-four
conductors 3 x 1 mm bonded into flat insulating boards to allow easy manufacture and assembly
onto the magnets.

In the case of the prototype magnet it was necessary to assemble a hybrid comprising 5 F
blocks and 4 О blocks, and this magnet is shown in Fig.8.

Fig.8 Prototype magnet assembly.

5. Prototype Magnet Tests

A comprehensive programme of mechanical, electrical and magnetic tests has been carried
out on the prototype magnet prior to confirmation of its design for use in the synchrotron. The
, electrical tests made use of a 10 Hz White circuit power supply able to drive the magnet at its
maximum rated power capability.

O.c. magnetic measurements have been carried out using the modified magnet test facilityf
11
'.

The calibrated Ball probe has an absolute error of less than 0.1 mT over the range 1 mT - 1 T,
after making suitable temperature corrections, and a positional accuracy of ± 0.15 mm is achiev-
able, the uncertainty arising from the accuracy of measurement of the magnetic centre of the
plate and its survey with respect to the magnet.

Radial scans at the centre of an F block produced a field index, np, in the range
-S.55i0.01 for all operating field levels above 100 mT, but the figure at 13.1 mT was
6.06 ±O.02, the sharp rise in value beginning to be in evidence at levels less than 50 mT. The
О magnet block had a value n

D
 in the range 6.65 ± 0.02 for field values above 150 mT, but show-

ed a slow reduction to 6.56 ± O.O3 at 13.1 mT. Both types of magnet block revealed field index
plateaux flat to ±0.5» over the good field aperture required. It was also observed that the
field in the 0 blocks was ~ 0.3% greater than in the F blocks at all excitation levels; a simi-
lar but smaller effect had been encountered during the magnet design.

Although the radial field distribution in a block is of interest to a magnet designer, the
beam behaviour in the synchrotron will be primarily determined by the integrated field charac-
teristics of the magnets, and these have been measured by a series of azimuthal scans at differ-
ent radial positions within the hybrid magnet. A feature of the automated measurement systemt

11
'

is that scans along circular arcs of any radius can be made, and these have been combined with
straight line scans through the low level fringe field regions. Integrated field data on the
beam equilibrium orbit is normalised using measured field values at the centre of standard
blocks to define an effective magnetic length, using an extrapolation from the hybrid magnet to
assumed complete F or D magnets. The variation with radial position was interpreted by assum-
ing the magnet to have the nominal n values -5.55 and 6.60 in the respective F and D parts.
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with the departure from the sector magnet design being represented by rotation of the magnet end
faces by an angle determined from a least squares fit to the magnetic length data as a function
of radius/ again assuming complete P and D magnets. Such a treatment is particularly appropriate
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Fig.9 Final prototype magnet measurements after block movement:
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(b) Effective length vs f ield level.
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Fig.10 Print-out of azimuthal scan through prototype magnet.
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for analysis of the effects of field errors on the booster working point; an angle of 1° leads
to Q shift of 0.05, a surprisingly large perturbation that makes such angle errors more criti-
cal than variations in magnet effective length where a 5 mm effect produces only 0.01 Q shift.

The measured angles for the prototype were found to be -2.7° and +0.3° for the F and D
magnets respectively (a positive angle representing effective length increasing with radius),
and it was therefore decided to rotate the end faces to return to the required sector magnet
geometry. The D end block was rotated by the required amount, but in the case of the F end
block the large rotation could only be achieved by movement of all F blocks within the magnet.
The measurements were then repeated and results are shown in Figs.9(a) and 9(b). A substantial
reduction of F end angle error has been achieved, but the D magnet exhibits little change, for
reasons which are not at present understood. Clearly the wedge gaps between blocks influence
the situation and are modified by any block rotation; their effect is greater than predicted by
a simple model(9>, as is illustrated by a comparison of Fig.10 with the calculated field reduc-
tion of 0.25% between blocks. However the modified magnet characteristics shown in Figs.9(a)
and 9(b) are considered to be acceptable for the booster synchrotron, since the pole face wind-
ings will provide considerable control of field distribution within the magnets.

6. Production Magnets

The majority of components required for the sixteen booster magnets have now been deliver-
ed, and an intensive programme of assembly, testing and installation has commenced. Two pairs
of magnets are able to be assembled simultaneously in an area set aside for that purpose, as
shown in Fig.11, and it is intended to assemble all magnets over a period of four months, with
five pair* having so far been completed. The chosen assembly techniques will allow this to be
achieved by the use of only two-three men during this period.

Fig.11 View of magnet assembly area.

After assembly a pair of magnets, as shown in Fig.12, is transferred to the test area for
electrical and magnetic checks. All magnets will be tested to ensure their manufacture to the
required specification, and the d.c. magnetic tests include a check on remanence behaviour. The
test programme for a pair of magnets takes two weeks. Installation of magnets will commence
during September and should be completed by the end of 1977.

The first pair of magnets lias completed all tests, and demonstrated general agreement with
results obtained on the prototype. The large angle error in the F magnet at injection field
levels, which appears to be correlated with the unexpected increase in n value in the standard
blocks, is therefore receiving further investigation. The measured effective lengtns of both
F and D magnets are ~ 2 mm less than the valued extrapolated from the hybrid prototype magnet.
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Fig.12 P and D magnet pair assembled on base plate.

Conclusions

The design of the booster magnets has been brought to a satisfactory conclusion following
measurements on a prototype magnet, and it is hoped to commence commissioning tests on the
booster synchrotron (without beam) early in 1978.

The only magnet'components not fully tested are the pole face windings and the vacuum cham-
bers. A prototype pole face wii.ding is being manufactured, and it is, hoped that tests will be
possible on this in October, all magnets having so far been assembled without pole face windings.
The completion of tests on the metallic vacuum chamber involves a.c. magnetic field measurements
which it is planned to undertake in the near future; however calculations and bench tests have
so far confirmed that the field perturbation introduced by the vessel gives no cause for alarm.
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DISCUSSIOH

A. Harvey t'.Vhat ie the packing factor of your laminated core u-
eing the preimpregnated interl»ving ?
K.V. Poole : The packing factor exceeds 90?f with 0,5 mm steel ma-
terial. The pre-impregnated cloth shrinks from ~ 75 f>m to « 50 £im
during curing, which ie e particular advantage of this bonding
system in that it allows some control over final block length'.
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FILAMENTARY NIOBIUM-TIN HEXAPOLE MAGNET

R Q Apsey, D E Baynham, С A Scott

Rutherford Laboratory
Chilton, Didcot, Oxon. 0X11 OQX England

SUMMARY

A small hexapole magnet has been constructed using a multifilamentary W^Sn superconductor.
The construction followed a wind - react sequence for the superconductor which imposed severe
restraints on construction components and techniques. A description is given of the construc-
tion techniques evolved in a development program. Single and multipole tests designed to
assess conductor stability and 'training' behaviour are reported. In its present form the
hexapole reaches a peak field of 4.6T with a hexapole field of 3.6T at a radius of 25mm.

1. INTRODUCTION

Over the past five years the Rutherford Laboratory has been involved in the development and
application of multifilamentary Nb3Sn superconductors in collaboration with AERE Harwell and
IMI Ltd. Early conductor evaluation tests and the performance of small solenoid magnets have
been reported previously^

1
»

2
»

3
). These coils demonstrated stable conductor operation and the

basic technology. This paper reports the extension to larger coils and to the more demanding
geometry of a straight-sided saddle type coil suitable for beam handling. The aim was to assess
the 'training' behaviour of Nb3Sn conductor and its ability to withstand quench conditions at
high current density and stored energy. With the exception of ВЯ1Л

1
*' very little work has been

done on saddle type tft>3Sn windings.

He decided to construct a hexapole coil assembly since a magnet of this type using NbTi conduc-
tor was already being constructed at the Rutherford Laboratory for a neutron beam experiment(

s
i

This choice offered the opportunity to compare the performance of NbTi and Nb3Sn in similar
configurations. It was expected that the current density of Nb3Sn would be sufficiently high
to give a greater hexapole field than in the NbTi design without the inclusion of an iron pole.
(It was not possible to include an iron pole piece in the Nb3Sn magnet because of the difference
in thermal contraction between iron and Nb3Sn composite), The overall length of the magnet was
chosen to be 450sra as a compromise between making the magnet long enough to represent a typical
straight-sided magnet and minimising the required length of conductor.

Following the early solenoid magnets the hexapole construction used a wind - react sequence,
forming the Nb3Sn in situ by heat treatment after the winding phase. For monolithic conductors
and small magnets this is the only feasible route to avoid high post reaction strain and degra-
dation of the conductor. The wind - react process while eliminating conductor strain problems
raises new difficulties in construction procedure since all magnet components must withstand
the reaction temperature. Prior to construction, development work was carried out to assess
features such as conductor insulation, interlayer bonding, joints heat treatment and epoxy
impregnation.

At an early stage in the development programme, conductor short sample tests indicated that the

conductor performance was below the original specification. The magnet was reconsidered in the

light of this reduced current density and it was felt that its construction would still make a

significant contribution to the technology of niobium tin magnets, albeit at a reduced field.

2. CONDUCTOR AND INSULATION

The conductor was made by AERE Harwell and is shown in Fig. 1 which also lists the main para-
meters. The complete magnet contains 660m (^13kg) of this conductor which was delivered as
five billets. The size (2.2 x l.lmm

2
) was chosen as large as possible to reduce the internal

voltage when the magnet quenched. The quench behaviour also determined the proportion of copper
(10J5) in the composite. Preliminary calculations using the program QUENCH'

6
' showed that a

quench from a current of 1900A would produce an internal voltage across the resistive region of
900V and a peak temperature of 400K. The voltage was considered acceptable. Although the
temperature was high similar temperatures have been calculated for Nb3Sn coils*

2
) which have

been safely quenched many times. In any case the calculations represented the worst case in
which all the stored energy in the magnet was dissipated in a jingle normal region. It was
felt that this situation could be avoided by connecting resistors in parallel with the six
poles so that the energy was distributed through all the poles.

The insulation used was a braid of type E glass fibre with a thickness of 75pm. Practical
limitations on the upper reaction temperature of the superconductor were imposed by the mech-
anical properties of the glass braid at high temperatures. Type E glass has a strain tempera-
ture (lowest temperature at which annealing takes place over long periods) of 600°C with
softening starting at 630°C and a classical softening temperature of 830°C. The reaction
temperature was set at 650°C to minimise the possibility of insulation damage. Short sample
tests on conductor reacted at this temperature showed that a very long reaction time was
necessary to achieve good current performance. The reaction time of 336 hours (2 weeks)
represented a compromise between improved current and practical time limitations. Given



Fig. 2.2 x I.turn conductor with 41070
filaments in I3wt 7. Sn bronze matrix.
Bronze:Nb - 3.2:1 in filament region.
Copper content = 10%.
Filament dia = 3um.

this heat treatment of 336 hours at 650°C the
best conductor performance was 2300A at 5T,
10~13iJm and with the field parallel to the
broad face of the composite. This corres-
ponded to about 75Z of the specification
(3000A). It was possible to improve the
critical current performance of the conductor
by reaction at a higher temperature, in the
best case 336 hours at 700°C gave a current of
2500A at 5T.

The long reaction time required is thought to
be a result of a change in the manufacturing
process. It is thought that bonding between
the various conductor elements did not take
place effectively giving a relatively poor
diffusion interface. An interesting feature
of the conductor was a I0Z improvement in
current density for samples reacted with the
glass braid in contact with the sample. This
effect is not understood. (All the critical
currents quoted above are for sample with glass
braid).

Conductor braided with glass had previously been used in the manufacture of small solenoids.
However for a coil of the hexapole type which involved sharp bends and twists the untreated
braid was too fragile. The abrasion resistance of li:e braid was improved by impregnating the
braid with polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) in a 20Z by weight solution in methyl ethyl ketoné.
The PMMA was removed in a pre-reaction heat treatment at 350°C in a vacuum system leaving a
residue of only \-2X. In addition to acting as a binder for the braid, the PMMA was also used
as a bonding agent between layers and turns by heating to approx. I2O°C during winding.

3. DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION

Fig. 2 is a sectional diagram of the hexapole coil configuration together with its force
support structure. The more important magnet parameters are in Table I. Magnetic design was
carried out using the computer program GEM!'7' and the coil section is very similar to the NbTi
hexapole described by Coupland"'. The superconducting windings consist of two rectangular
blocks, approximately 40mm x limn, fixed at an angle of 60°. Four turns were omitted from the
inside of the block to increase the bending radius on the end winding to бит and to reduce peak
field problems. The computed hexapole field at full aperture was 4.5T for an overall current
density of 525A/mn

2
. The corresponding peak field in the windings was 5.9?. Fig. 3 indicates

the coil end design which was a conical section'
8
' designed as an approximation to a constant

perimeter winding. „

For the pole material copper was chosen to match approximately the thermal expansion/
contraction properties of the conductor. Also it was estimated that some magnetic energy would
be dissipated in the copper poles during quench. The pole profile was obtained using a copy
milling technique. Winding to pole insulation was а 100цт plasma sprayed layer of AI2O3 on the
pole surface overlayed with lOOum of glass cloth to improve the bond between windings and pole.

Fig. 2 Section of hexapole structure showing coil

assembly and force support

TABLE 1

ID of winding

OD of winding
Length overall

Block size
Conductor size 2

Packing factor

Turns/Pole
Conductor length/
pole

50 am
130 mm
450 mm

40 x 11 mm
.2 x 1.1 mm

72.5Z

132
ПО т
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Fig. 3 End configuration

The winding procedure used a specialised machine to
rotate and rock the pole in order to keep it in the
correct plane for conductor feed. Specially de-
signed tooling was necessary to miike conductor
twists at the ends and to execute the turn-to-turn
gain 'joggle' which was in the straight section of
the coil. At the completion of each layer the turns
were clamped into position and a heat treatment at
I2O°C softened the РИЛА in the (lass braid to bond
successive layers together. A layer of 50pm glass
cloth impregnated with РЖА was included to provide
insulation betwsen layers. After'the completion
of each layer measureaents were and* to determine
the dimensional accuracy of the coil and search
for shorted turns.

Since there was no bonding between turns after
the reaction, it was necessary to react the coil
in its impregnation mould. The current junctions
were formed mechanically at this stage since дпу
deformation of conductor after reaction would
lead to degradation. The current junction consis-
ted of approximately 150nm of conductor laid into
a copper block at each end of the windings.
Reacting the coil in its impregnation aould raised
the problem of extracting the coil after impregna-
tion since no conventional-mould release agents
would withstand the reaction temperature. The
best solution found empirically war to fora a

mould lining with stainless steel foil (12ца thick). The bond between the highly polished
stainless steel and epoxy resin proved to be relatively weak and no difficulties were encoun-
tered in coil release.

Before reaction proper the РША binder was removed from the winding by a heat treatment of 2
hours at 350°C in vacuum. This was followed by a second treatment for 24 hours in air at 250°C
Co remove the silane binder applied to the glass fibre by the manufacturer, Tius coil was then
heat treated in a vacuum furnace for 336 hours at 65O°C. The spatial variation in temperature
over the coil volume was *_ 3°C and temporal variations remained within the range 650° - 660°C
over the reaction period.' A short «ample taken from the conductor adjacent to the start of the
winding was reacted with the winding.

After reaction the current junctions were soldered and the free space around the copper
termination blocks filled with an epoxy putty ('green putty', CIBA type XD 580) to ensure rto
relative movement of coil and junction. The coil was then vacuum impregnated with epoxy resin
type CIBA № 740 and JEFFAMXHE D230.

4. TESTS

4.1 Single Pole Tests. Each pole was tested separately in order to assess reproducibilicy,
and training behaviour and also to investigate whether or not the variation in stress
patterns between a single pole and a hexapole assembly affected performance. For single
pole tests the coils were clamped in a stainless steel support mould. The load was applied
using disc spring washers, the aim члш to apply a preload approximately equal to the
electromagnetic forces at full current"'.

The results of single pole tests are shown in Fig. 4. There is considerable variation

both in training performance and also in ultimate quench current attainable. The poles

fall into three categories:

(i) Poles 2 and 4. These poles shoved little training. The best pole (4) showed a
single training quench before being limited by the current available from the power supply.
Pole 2 required only one quench to reach its short sample level, see Fig. 5.

(ii) Poles 1 and 6. Each pole required about ten quenches to reach abort sample
performance - typical training behaviour for a saddle magnet.

(iii) Poles 3 and 5 quenched randomly at low currents. Pole S exhibited many random
quenches in the range 1100-14001 on all tests and showed no sign of training. Pole 3,
aftei quenching randomly on its first test, trained rapidly to its short sample level on
the second test before falling back to a lower current. All later quenches were at this
low level.

The spread in the performance of short samples associated with the various poles vas about
15Z. It seems reasonable to attribute this to composition and fabrication differences
between the original billets. Also slight difference* in the heat treatment of individual
poles could be a contributory factor. The difference in training behaviour is difficult
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to explain since all poles are nominally

identical mechanically. Erratic quenches

at a degraded level might be a sign of

self-field instability in the conductor'*
0
}

The composite is too large to be stable

without the dynamic stability provided by

the regions of pure copper. Thus erratic

quenches could be a consequence of local

damage of the barrier which protects the

copper from contamination by tin during the

heat treatment. Alternatively erratic be-

haviour is sometimes shown by poorly im-

pregnated or unsupported coils"! Either

explanation could fit pole 5 but the im-

provement in pole 3 on its second test can

only be understood if the origin of the

erratic behaviour is nechanical. The sub-

sequent degeneration of pole 3 seems to

indicate that the magnet has been damaged

in some way.

.2 Hexapole Test. The six poles were sup-
ported in a set of eight aluminium alloy
rings (see Fig. 2) for the test of the
complete magnet. As in the single pole
tests a pre-load was applied to match the
electromagnetic forces. ' Each pole had a
1.3пй resistor connected in parallel with
it to bypass the current wh^n the pole
quench.

The complete hexapole magnet quenched rand-
omly in the range 1160-I260A (Fig. 6). The
voltage waveforms measured on the bypass
resistors shoved exactly the same pattern
on all eleven quenches of the magnet. Pole
5 always quenched first, followed by one of
its neighbours (pole 2). The other four
poles did not quench. Inspection of the
single pole test results shows that this
behaviour is consistent with the poor per-
formance of pole 5. For the naximum cur-
rent of 1250A the hexapole field is 3.6T
at a radius of 25mm.
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5. CONCLUSIONS

(i) We have demonstrated that satisfactory
saddle magnets can be made from multifilamen-
tary №>3Sn composites using the wind - react
sequence. Most of the coils reported here
operate to the limit of the conductor rather
than to a limit set by the construction
technique. A particularly encouraging point
is that we have had no problems vith shorted
turns. However the glass insulation is
fragile and better insulation will be required
in future.

(ii) The wide range of behaviour from near
perfect (pole 4) to unacceptable (pole 5),
illustrates the difficulty of making coils
with identical performance. This problem is
not peculiar to НЬзБп magnets "Í On the
present evidence training is no worse in M>3Sn
magnets than in equivalent NbTi magnets. The
assembly of six poles into a hexapole has
produced no additional training at the present
field level.

(iii) Since the hexapole performance is primarily limited by pole 5 and at a slightly higher
level bv pole 3, the iomediate objective is to replace these two poles. This should increase
the hexapole field to about 4.5T at 25mm radius and yield valuable information on training at
higher stress levels. It has already been stated that the conductor performance is below the
specification. Higher current densities are possible as indicated by early conductor perfor-
mance'1^ and recent conductor measured at the Rutherford Laboratory. With improved conductor
the techniques developed here could be used to achieve hexapole fields in the range b-6T.
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EXPERIENCE WITH THE LAMPF MINERAL-INSULATED MAGNETS*

Alexander Harvey

Los Alamos Sc ient i f ic Laboratory

Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545

Introduction

The LAMPF accelerator now produces 800 HeV protons at an average current of 225 wA, which

is scheduled to be raised qraduaily to 1 nA by 1979. The maanet c o i l insulat ion generally

adopted to withstand the expected high radiat ion levels, par t icu lar ly near the targets, uses

compacted powered HgO (mineral-insulation)' " ' ' . An amorphous, ceramic material , i t i s

highly resistant to both high temperatures and rad iat ion.

Sixty-four mineral-insulated magnets have given generally sat isfactory service at LAMPF

since 1972; the problems we have experienced are described below. In addit ion to provisions

for replacing a fau l ty magnet remotely, i f i t s induced radioact iv i ty i s too high f o r hands-on

maintenance, the internal magnet arrangement i s beinq altered to permit manipulator repair ,

since the components causing f a i l u r e are usually a small part of the complete magnet value.

Development of the cable system basic to th is magnet technology has raised rat ings, giv ing

lower conductor resistance and higher water flow i n hollow-conductor directly-cooled cables;

and lower resistance and thinner insulat ion i n solid-conductor, indirectly-cooled cables.

Exnerimental cables 1-1/2 X 2 inch cross-section ( 4 X 5 cm) have been produced.

Service Experience

a) The current densities possible in indirectly-cooled m. i . cable were raised s i g n i f i c a n t l y by

4. I .N. Placet engineers , using careful heat transfer analysts, vacuum casting of the c o i l

assembly in solder, and a cable with t h i n insulat ion ( t y p i c a l l y 0.4 mm). They achieved 8 A/mm2

overall current density i n a c o i l , with a maximum temperature of 100 С Pyrotenax of Canada

Ltd. has now produced a cable o f 13.46 mm square, which i n a LAHPF target c e l l quadrupole w i l l

carry 1000 A, an overall current density of 5 A / m 2 .

A simple solder cast ing, not void-free, i s shown i n Fig. 1 . I t operates at an overall

current density of 2.75 A/mm2, and maximum temperature of 150 C. The void-free casting of such

coi ls requires molds and vacuum techniques which are s imi lar to those required f o r epoxy impreg-

nation: the cost of an indirectly-cooled c o i l r ises accordingly. Ths advantage is conplete

iso lat ion of the cooling water from the conductor, so el imination of water insulators. I t i s

also possible to contain the coolinq water (which w i l l produce free oxygen by radiolysis) i n

stainless steel or other corrosion-resistant ducts, rather than copper.

In addit ion to having a l l parts pretinned before the casting operation, i t is necessary to

ensure they are clean and as free of oxide as possible. Note that unauthorized use by a manu-

facturer of a chloride-containing f l u x i n t h i s soldering operation caused f a i l u r e of several

LAMPF coi ls due to chlorides l e f t i n the c o i l assembly attacking the copper cable sheath and

cool ina ducts.

b) Directly-water-cooled conductors need water insulators t o isolate the conductor from the

water pipinq: i n rad-hard maqnets these are ceramic tubes with brazed-on metal ends. Fig. 2

shows the old and new configurations used at IAHPF. Practice here i s t o have the tubing ends

inserted some 1/4 i n . (6 mm) into the ceramic tube, not only t o reinforce the end, . j t t o pro-

vide a s a c r i f i c i a l electrode, since e l e c t r o l y t i c corrosion i s active a l l the tirae the magnet

is energized.

There has been one instance at LAMPF of ceramic water insulators fai l ing by electrolytic
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corrosion. The corrosion is illustrated in Fig. 2, but note the absence of copper oxide deposit

inside the insulator.

At LAMPF, there are multiple independent cooling water circuits, with components expected

to receive hiah radiation exposure (bean stops, collimators, etc.) on one circuit. Magnets

expected to be highly irradiated are on a second circuit, and there are two other circuits for

maanets away from sources of radiation. All LAMPF magnet water circuits use a nitrogen cover

qas, and have oxygen concentrations of 30-40 ppb, maintained by a deoxygenating resin. Mixed

bed ion exchange columns keep the electrical conductivity below 1 umho/cm; the pH is 6.5 to 7.

No 7Be or 3H has been detected in these magnet cooling circuits, so radiation levels at the

magnets are s t i l l low. The failure mentioned above resulted from not maintaining a conductivity

less than 1 umno/cra—it rose to over 10"1* mho/cm. It is now more carefully monitored.

c) No AAMPF coil has ever failed a high-Dotential test after beinn wound, though our practice

is to hipot the finished coil at a dc voltane enual to the RMS ac voltage used to test the

cable, i . e . , applying 40 percent of the peak voltage. Coil insulation resistance can be main-

tained providing the seal attachment is hermetic, and these simnle ceramic-to-metal seals are

always brazed on now, using AWS BCuP-5 ("Silfos"). No seal failures have been exnerienced due

to differential movement of sheath and conductor, even at coil temperatures of 400 С

One seal of about 1200 applied had a small crack in the alumina which was not detected

before installation. After four years of operation (with the coil energized most of the time)

enough moisture leaked in to cause ground current (0.5-1 A). After replacing the magnet, the

faulty quadrupole was repaired: the radiation level was 400 mR/hr on contact at the end nearer

the target:

1) both cable seals were removed from the faulty coil section.

2) current was used to heat this section to over 350 C, to ensure decomposition of any

Mg(OH)2.

3) when the insulation resistance rose to i ts original value, seals were re-applied.

Note that -t) removina only one seal from the moisture-containing cable will prevent all the

moisture escaping: both ends mist be open, U.) the insulation resistance of this magnet i s

5.86 Gn at 500 V, after four years of service. No effort was made to clean the" outsides of the

seals, which contribute to leakage. When manufactured, the insulation resistance was 10 Gn.

Remote Servicing. Experiences such as that just described have caused us to consider not just

remote replacement of radioactive magnets (remotely disconnectable, self-alignino, etc.) but to

make i t oossible to service them using a manipulator. Fig. 4 shows the layout of a target cell

triplet quadrupole arranqed with all minor components on the outside of the structure, in a

single layer. Removal by remote tooling is possible, and assemblies such as the water insula-

tors are fabricated in jigs to avoid individual cutting and fitting.

Substantial covers protect the ceramic Darts, as before, and the external connections are

interchangeable. The coils have been unrated, due to imorovenents in the cable manufacture.

Cable Specifications. Manufacturing techniques for hollow conductor cable have been improved-

pi up drawing now gives a much more uniform and smooth bore for the water, and increased copper

cross-section. Test results from this cable are now better than the specifications given in

Ref. (3), e.g. the 0.53 in sq (13.46 mm sq) hollow conductor now generally passes 0.75 USGPM at

1 psi/ft (0.046 й/sec at 22.6 kPa/tn) and has a resistance of 0.08 S)/m ft (0.Й2 П/km). Under

LAMPF conditions (178 ft, 54 m max), this cable is now rated at 1000 A, which gives a current

density of 5.5 A/mr* overall, in the tarqet-cell quadruples. It is possible to achieve higher

currents and/or longer lengths by selection on the basis of test results.

The current ratinq of an indirectly-cooled coil depends even more crucially on heat trans-

fer conditions and thin insulation is a most desirable cable characteristic. The thermal con-
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ductivity of the MgO as produced is 0.02 Ч/cm С (5) Table I gives specifications of two cables

which have been produced. By using a rectangular version of the 0.53 in sq (13.46 irm sq) cable,

in a solder-cast assembly with a stainless-steel cooling tube layer, LAMPF target-cell quadru-

nole coils can be fabricated to replace the present directly-cooled coils at the same overall

current density, and a maximum cable temperature below 100 С.

Short samples of large cross-section cable have also been manufactured, 1-1/2 X 2 in ( 4 X 5

cm) should this insulation scheme be required for fusion reactor coils. The ac losses in the

sheath can be minimized by usinq a hiqher resistivity material than copper, e.g. stainless steel.

Radiation Resistance of MgO. Although sone effort has been made to assess the effects of radia-

tion on mineral-insulated magnet coils and their associated hardware* ', the most convincing.

data on the radiation resistance of Mt|O as an insulation conies from the nuclear rsactor field.

Self-powered neutron flux detectors used in the Canadian Pickering power reactors have now

operated for over three full power years, and the 0.012 in (0.3 mm) thick compacted powered MgO

insulation has changed in insulation resistance from 10
9
 п to 10

е £2 at 100 V dc in that time'
This represents a total dose of some TO1" rads.

.(7)

Acknowledgement. The mineral-insulated magnet progran owes a great deal to Pyrotenax of Canada
Ltd., esnecially Sid Walker, the olant manager, for their enthusiasm and willingness to adapt
their manufacturing process to provide the conductor confiqurations required.
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Fig. 1 - Solder Cast Coil. Fig. 3 - Corroded Insulator End.
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TABLE I: Mineral-Insulated Cable, Square, Solid Conductor

SPECIFICATIONS

Overall Size
Corner Radius

Conductor Size, Nominal
Conductor Resistance, Maximum

Insulation Thickness, Nominal
Insulation Resistance ( I . R . )
Dielectric Strength

Sheath Thickness
Weight (Nominal)

Maximum Length

f.p.s.

0.25 + 0-0.01 in sq
0.032 in

0.165 in sq

0.4 Я/m f t

0.02 in
5 Gn/m f t

1.25 kV

0.02 In ± 0.005 in
0.17 l b / f t

1000 f t

metric

6.35 + 0-0.25 mm sq
0.8 mm

4.19 mm sq
1.31 n/km

0.51 mm
1.5 Gi3/km

, ас, 1 min

0.51 ± 0.1 mm
0.25 kg/m

305 m

Materials: Conductor, copper, W05Í IACS conductivity.
Sheath, copper, commercial anneal.
Insulation, compacted magnesium oxide.

f .p .s .

0.53 + 0-0.01 in sq
0.063 in

0.42 1n sq
0.055 n/m f t

0.03 in
5 Gn/m f t

1.5 kV, г

0.02 in ± 0.005 in

0.8 lb/ft

' *75 f t

metric

13.46 + 0-0.25 mm sq
1.6 mm

10.67 mm sq
0.18 n/km

0.76 mm
1.5 Gn/km

ic, 1 min

0.51 ± 0.1 mm
1.2 kg/m

145 m

Tests: Immersion of cable (except ends) in
water at room temperature to produce
no change in Insulation resistance.

Shipping: Coiled to minimum diameter of 4 f t
(1.2 m). Ends sealed against

• moisture.



TABLE I I : Mineral-Insulated Cable, Square, Hollow Conductor

SPECIFICATIONS

Overall Size

Corner Radius

Conductor Size, Nominal

Conductor Resistance, Maximum

Insulation Thickness, Nominal

Insulation Resistance (I.R.)

Dielectr ic Strength

Hole Size, Nominal

Watsr Flow, Minimum

Sheath Thickness

Weight (Nominal)

Maximum Length

f .p.s.

0.53 + 0-0.01 in sq
0.063 in

0.395 in sq
0.08 n/m f t

0.04 in
5 GSi/m f t

1.5 kV,

0,18 in sq
0.75 USGPM at

1 p s i / f t , 270 f t

0.03 ± 0.005 in
0.7 I b / f t

270 f t

metric

13.46 + 0-0.25 mm sq
1.6 mm

10.03 mm sq
0.262 n/km

1.02 mm
1.5 Gn/km

ac, 1 min

4.57 mm sq
0.05 Л/sec at

22.6 kPa/m, 82 m

0.76 ± 0.13 mm
1.04 kg/m

82 m

Materials: Conductor, copper, 100% 1ACS conductiv i ty.

Sheath, copper, commercial anneal.

Insulation, compacted magnesium oxide.

Shipping: Coiled to minimum diameter of 4 f t (1.2 m).

Ends sealed against moisture.

f .p.s.

0.75 + 0-0.01 in sq
0.063 in

0.570 in sq
0.035 n/m f t

0.05 in
5 GS3/m f t

1.5 kV,

0.26 in sq
2 USGPM at

1 p s i / f t , 230 f t

0.035 ± 0.005 in
1.4 I b / f t

230 f t

metric

19.05 + 0.025 mm sq
1.6 mm

14.48 mm sq

0.115 n/km

1.27 mm

1.5 Gn/km

ac, 1 min

6.60 mm sq

0.126 Vsec at

22.6 kPa/m, 70 m

0.89 ± 0.13 mm

2.1 kg/m

70 m

Tests: 1) Immersion of cable (except ends)
in water at room temperature to
produce no change in I.R.

2) Internal water pressure of 450
psi (3.1 mPa) to produce no
change in I.R.

U l
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DISCUSSION

D.George : 1/ Have you found any- evidence of copper loss in the

cooling circuit ?

2/ Are you planing to build any solid Pyrotenax coils ?

A. Harvey : 1/ No despite regular inspection of ion exchanger,

filter, ceramics.

2/ Yes. This system hae the advantage that the water

does not see any electrical potentials.

M. Ohayon : Is there another manufacturer of this cable than

Pyrothenax ?

A. Harvey : There are other plants.with the capability of making

• m.i. cable - for example, General Cable Co. has one in the U.S.,

and they made the pole face winding cable for a Naval Accelerator

many years ago. But Pvrotenax in Canada makes long lengths, and

is willing to make both square sections and hollow cable.

A. I.jspeert : Comment : We contacted at the time BICC / England /

which made eample pieces of 0,75" square hollow K.J. cable for us

but could not deliver the lengthes we needed.

•
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SUPERCONDUCTING HEXAPOLE MAGNET

J H Coupland and R V Stovold
Rutherford Laboratory,

Chilton, Oxon. OX1I OQX, England.

SUMMARY

This metre long magnet, intended for polarising and focusing a beam of cold neutrons, has been
tested to 1.1 x lO^T m~

2
, or 902 of the design value. It showed considerable training to this

level with every indication that it would have continued further upwards had more liquid helium
been available. Field measurements indicate an eighteen pole harmonic of 1.22 at the full bore
radius of 25mm.

1. INTRODUCTION

The use of a magnetic hexapole field to focus and polarise a beam of neutrons was advocated by
^ i i i i i 0 i

g p

g in 1964,and by others since, but its realisation for a bore of 50mm has had to await
the development of superconductors. Larger apertures and shorter focal lengths are becoming
possible'

2
' using the newer conductors with higher critical fields and current densities.

Another interesting possibility is to make a neutron storage ring^
3
'.

The action may be explained in the following way. Just as a uniform field will deflect a beam
of charged particles, and a gradient of field, or quadrupole, will act like a lens and focus
such a beam as in accelerators and on beam lines, so a gradient field will deflect a beam of
uncharged particles but with magnetic moment, and a gradient of a gradient, or hexapole, will
give lens action. There is, however, a marked difference in that the focusing is circularly
symmetric for a pure hexapole field, whereas the focusing of the charged particle beam by a
quadrupoie is strongly astigmatic, focusing in one direction and defocusing in the other.

A hexapole field is associated with a circular harmonic scalar potential V « Ar
3
cos(39 - ф)

where A is a constant. The field components are then, B
r
 = -3V/3r • - 3Ar cos(3B - ф) and

Be » -3V/r38 « 3Ar
2
sin(36 - Ф), so that B

2
 - B

r

2
 + B^

2
 - ЭА

2
^. Although the direction of the

field varies, its strength varies only with radius with the consequence that the force is always
in the radial direction. For a particle with a fixed magnetic moment u, its potential energy
in the field is - (u/B) and the force F = grad (Ji

-
J3) reduces to F

r
 « ± 2pB

o
r/a

2
 for a moment

which is aligned parallel or antiparallel with the field and В is written as B
o
(r/a) , where B

o

is the field at full aperture, radius a, and A is therefore B
0
/3a

2
.

For paraxial paths the equation for radial motion is -?Jjr « + гиВог/а^, o.r -r-j- «-K
2
r in the

usual approximation where d/dt - Vgd/dz, V
z
 = V - /2E/m, E is the energy and K

2
 = + uB

o
/Ea

2
.

Focusing occurs for positive K
2
, with a focal length f » 1/KsinKL measured from a principal

plane distant d » (l-cosKL)/KsinKL upstream from the exit end of the magnetic field of length L.
For small KL, d = L/2, i.e. the principal planes coincide at the centre.

For a neutron у is very small being 1.91 x the nuclear magneton, u
n
 = 3.15 x lO-^MeV T"

1
.

Hence a high value of B
o
/a

2
 is required and is only realisable by bigh current density; a

thicker winding only gives a diminishing return. For a thermal neutron with kinetic energy
0.025eV, corresponding to a temperature of 298K and B

o
 = 4T at a = 2.5cm, К - 1.24 x lO^cm"

1

and for L = li, £ • 65.2m. Corresponding values at 20.4K and 4.2K (X = 15A) are 4.62m and 1.11m
respectively.

The magnet may therefore be expected to be useful in focusing a beam of cold neutrons thereby
increasing its intensity at a detector. The action is velocity dependent so it acts as a mono-
chromator. Only half of the beam is concentrated in this way, the other half for which K2 is
negative will be defocused and lost to the walls.

2. THE HEXAPOLE MAGNET

2.1 General description and parameters. The aim of the design is to ensure that the coils are
held in tight azimuthal and radial compression to avoid tensile stresses developing either in
the coil matrix or at the bonded coil to pole interface. A thermally activated clamping system,
as first suggested for the hexapole in 1973, has sever?.! advantages. It allows relatively easy
final assembly by ordinary vacuum impregnation into the outer casing with no large stresses
either applied or generated at room temperature. There is also the possibility of withdrawal
of the magnet from the sleeve should it prove necessary at a later date.

The main components of the magnet are shown in the cross section, fig. 1. The six superconduct-
ing coils are wound on to iron poles and arranged with six iron yoke pieces to form a cylinder
within a stainless steel support sleeve. With no inner support tube there is direct access for
helium to cool the inner surface of the coils and the slots between the yoke sections serve as
channels through which liquid helium can also circulate.
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TABLE J - Main Parameters (design values)

Max. hexapole field B
o
 = 3.9T

Max. bore field » 4.ОТ
in useful volume 50шт dia x lm long
Max. field in winding « 5.2T

Current « 75OA

Av. current density in winding • 345Amm~
2

Conductor (IMI) « Inra x 1.8ms

1:1 Cu to NbTi, 361 fil. ч. 60ит

Wt of conductor » 36kg
Wt of magnet - 592kg
Storsd energy - 60kJ

2.2 Winding Design

2.2.1 Electrical aspects. The main consideration
in choosing the coil shape for a hexapole is to limit
the peak field, B

p
, in the winding, and the radial

thickness of 40mm is about optimum for the ratio, use-
ful to peak field, B

0
/B

p
. The use of an iron pole close

to the winding helps to improve this ratio having re-
gard also to the direction of Bp, in this design about
43° to the flat side. It is also beneficial to remove
some of the iron at the thin end of the section along
with turns from the first two layers, see fig. 1, and
fill the space with low contraction material, though
there is some increase in field harmonics.

•ILD »TEEL POLE

H U D STEEL YOKE

STAINLESS STEEL-
SLEEVE

INVAR I M I

миома
IHPHEOMATED «LAS*
FIUME OVERLAY

Fig. 1 Transverse section of magnet

A 1:1 copper to superconductor ratio is chosen for higher current density and lower thermal
contraction with -,ie increase in anisotrópy controlled by care in tie production process. The
P.V.A. coating (av. thickness 0.06mm) spread unevenly when applied to the conductor which then
had to be rolled to the design thickness to give in effect a 'dog bone' shape to the metal
section. A 0.5mm layer of glass cloth is included between each layer as further insulation and
to promote resin flow at impregnation.

With this conductor and thermal environment, computations of quenching at 750A due to the
spreading of a normal region indicate a local maximum temperature rise of I25K. In practice
it should be less as the observed current decays on testing are much faster in the later stages.

2.2.2 Mechanical aspects. The relatively snail size of conductor, chosen to limit helium
losses in the leads, facilitate winding and suit power supplies, means a machine winding ?roce-
dure*4s desirable as there are 194 turns/pole to be arranged in 10 layers. In this case the
constant perimeter end takes the form of a single 23° cone inclined at 38° and formed by copy ail-
ling. The poles and yoke pieces are made from low carbon steel, to BS EN32B, vith intermediate
heat treatment to minimise distortion. There is also a 1mm thick glass fibre overlay on to
which the first layer of winding is ultimately bonded. The minimum bending radius at the ends
is 3.5mm and does not allow space for turn to turn transitions or joggles which therefore have
to be located in one of the side sections together with those from layer to layer. All the jog-
gles are made with a special tool applied at the appropriate pre-determined position along the
length of the conductor.

Very careful dimensional control is achieved by bonding each layer at 5cn intervals to the
previous layer using CIBA REDUX 312 thin film adhesive and a heated plattén in a controlled
position. One hour at 80°C is sufficient to fuse and part cure the Redux. After completion,
each layer of the winding is checked 'in situ' for shorted turns by observing the coupling to a
similar flat sided winding but with flexible ends so that it can be placed close to the layer
to be tested. When all the ten layers are complete and checked, the winding is given a further
12 hours at 90°C to develop full strength in the Redux. Dimensional checks on the overall coil
thicknesses at six positions on each side give these values:

The windings, fig. 2, are finally vacuum impreg-
nated in turn in the aaae mould in high fracture
strength epoxy resin (CIBA №740 and Jefferson D230)
after a period of drying out at elevated tempera-
ture. The resin curing temperature is 60°C.

2.3 The Clamping system. On cool down the outer stainless steel cylinder, type 304L, shrinks
more than the sectored iron yoke pieces which then move inwards to compress the rectangular
winding blo-ks via the wedge shaped pole pieces. With the geometrical proportions in fig. 1 it
is necessary that the thermal contraction of the coil, T.C. « (1-293 - L4.2)^293;

 Ъ е l e
"
 cll

*
n

0.006m/m to obtain clamping action. A much lower value in the radial direction is desirable,
otherwise the coil will shrink away from the iron boundary and hence away from support for the
outward component of force on excitation. The Invar blocks, T.C. « 0.00036 serve to compensate
for shrinkage of the coil relative to the iron.

Pole

Av. coil

thickness

A, B, E and F

10.88mm

С

10.87

D

iO.93
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Before che final dimensions were chosen, the clamping was checked by cooling a short 1:1 model
of the central section. The measured Т.е. for a duplicate section of winding was 0.00385 with
a modulus of elasticity E - 9.6GNm"

2
 at 293K and 13.8GNm~

2
 (2 x 10

6
psi) at 77K. In the radial

direction the T.C. was 0.00360.

As the E value is low compared with values for iron and stainless steel, a major part of the
geometrically available strain of 0.00215 due to shrinking will be absorbed in the windings and
generate a <nean azimuthal stress of at least 14MNnf"

2
. Since this is considerably more than half

the maximum additional screes of 14MNm~
2
 due to excitation, it should ensure the absence of

tensile stress throughout the winding having regard tö the degree of homogeneity in its 'brick-
wdl' type of construction. Measurements of the outer diameter of the magnet on conl down to
77K indicate a strain in the outer cylinder of 0.0003, or a mean stress of 53№m~2

. Neglecting
friction, this is the mean stress between the winding faces/cos 30°, as the radial thicknesses
of sleeve and winding are roughly equal. In the other extreme of full friction the winding
stress becomes 34HNm~

2
. At 4.2K the coil clamping pressure will be about 10Z higher and con-

siderably greater than expected, likewise the corresponding E value for the winding.

The coil ends are held tightly against the former by the 14kg winding tension and there is no
need for additional external restraint. There is however a small additional stress due to the
contraction of the windings relative to the iron pole, T.C. - 0.0022, whereas the windings
exhibit a T.C. » 0.0026 in the direction of the conductor due to the high superconductor ratio.
The axial stress from excitation is small compared with these stresses and is readily reacted
by hoop stress as in a solenoid.

2.4 Assembly of the magnet. After fitting the copper end connection bosses, the six coils

are sprayed with a P.T.F-E. release agent and assembled with strips of 0.5mm Melinex between

them, as in fig. 3. A fitted plug at each end of the bore ensures that the outer dianeter is

cylindrical. Glass fibre bands, 25mm x 2mn are then wound with 'wet lay up' at each end to

secure the assembly. With the clamps removed, it is then set up vertically in a stand and the

yoke sectors placed in their locations around tbe periphery with 3mm thick strips of Technimelt

2170 wax in the gaps. After fitting strong brass clamps five glass bands are wound in cir-

cumferential grooves on the assembly to hold it together.

Fig. 2 A binding before impregnation Fig. 3 Assembly of 6 windings

In order to allow for dismantling ata later stage, the out-ide of this assembly is ground to a
shallow taper, 1mm perm, with the largest diameter at the termination end and such that it would
just enter the parallel bore of the stainless steel sleeve. Two thicknesses of Melinex sheet
are then wound on to this taper and overlaid with graded thicknesses of glass fibre tape to suit
the bore of the sleeve. After lowering it into the sleeve a mandrel coated with 2170 wax is
pushed through the bore of the coils. Fitted end plates seal the assembly which is then vacuum
impregnated into the sleeve. After curing at 60°C the magnet is suspended in hot white spirit at
70°C for 2 days to remove the wax, release the mandrel from the centre and open up the. gaps be-
tween the yoke sectors.

3. TESTING AND TRAINING

The magnet was tested with its axis verticil by immersion in an ordinary tub type cryostat. It

was pre-cooled slowly at 4°/hour by cold nitrogen gas passing over the external surface and

internally through the channels or gaps in the yoke.

Coil voltages were compared by connecting the windings in bridge fashion with the out of balance
voltages monitored by a multichannel U.V. recorder, type SE 2006/12. In such an arrangement,
fig. 4, the inductive voltages on charge or discharge cancelled but signals were seen as resis-
tive regions developed. The galvanometer traces therefore indicated not only which winding
went normal first, the primary quench, but which windings after various tine delays also deve-
loped resistive regions, secondary and tertiary infections, as a result of a hot spot in the
primary having spread to the boundary of the winding and infected the neighbouring coil. All
the delay times were consistent with the normal region starting near the inner layer of each
winding and the velocity of the quench propagating as (current)

1
'

6
. In making this estimate

the small drop in current (eg ac 500A a drop of 5X after 0.2s) was ignored, as was the small
time to diffuse through the thin insulating layer between each winding.
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Only the 3 outer bridge circuits in fig. 4
were used in the first test sequence and
it was not always possible to distinguish
quenches starting in the middle of the side
section from those starting at the end. To
overcome the ambiguity the 3 further bridge
circuits were added for the second run.
Many cases indicated spreading equally to
both neighbours, ie the primary was in
the end region. A similar delay as for a
side quench was seen and expected as the
thickness of the winding has to be tra-
versed in each case. If inelastic yield-
ing in the conductor were the cause of
training then one might have expected
quenches to have started at the joggles
(pre-formed strain M).3). However, talcing
coil F as an example, in the second test
run it quenched 7 times on the non-joggle
side away from the end, twice centrally at
the end (where the field doee not peak) and
thrice near the end on the joggle side.
All coils showed some quenching in the end
region.

Despite the well restrained structure of
the magnet, training was prolonged, as in
fig. 5 and testing would have continued
beyond quench number 63 had Bore liquid
helium been available. Consumption aver-
aged 181/quench for the later ones with
most of the energy absorbed in the cryostat
as the circuit breaker with 0.5s delay was
too slow to operate beneficially. The
thermal cycling to room temperature for a
few weeks between the first and second runs
showed little effect on the training pat-
tern. Extrapolation of the behaviour to
date suggested at least a further 100
quenches would be required to reach the
full short sample current of the conductor
at the peak field point. Such slow train-
ing is very like that reported"' from
Karlsruhe with some quadrupoles of similar
size and now in use at the SPS CERH to focus
short lived hyperons, though there are major
differences in conductor and construction.

In this magnet the poles A, B, C, D, E and F were wound in this order by the same craftsman to

be as identical as possible using conductor from only one length. The variation in training vas

therefore surprising. If the number of quenches for each winding to reach 638A, table 2, be

regarded as due to random effects in equal objects then a statistician* x
2
 test indicates a

probability of 0.002 for the distribution obtained.

Pole E, the best (and with no quenches in the first run) must in some small but significant way
be different in construction from pole F, the worst. The markedly different training curves,
fig. 7 bear this out, especially as there is no history of testing the windings prior to assembly.
Some of the primary quenches were observed as double events, ie two coils quenching simultaneous-
ly, or nearly so, and one was recorded as a triple event involving poles C, E and F, with В and
A infected later. The seven double quenches involved windings D and F, С and E, С and F (twice)
and С"and В (thrice). In the case of С and E, normal regions are indicated in each of А, В and
F after 0.17s suggesting that although the primary quenches are simultaneous in this case they
are not caused by frictional movement of the middle vinding B. As all these events were synchr-
onous to within 25ms, one might infer a coupling process, or a co-ordinating signal, in the
absence of other primary events showing a longer delay. The magnet current falls very little
in the first 100ns due to the regulating action of the power supply.

Magnetic field measurements were made at 70Z of the bore using a small search coil (HA « 188cm
2
)

with integrator, and rotating the coil in 10° angular steps. To obtain the harmonic content an
additional winding at 50Z radius was used to cancel most of the 36, and obtain the most signifi-
cant field error as 1.2Z of 96 field at full aperture in agreement with computation.

Fig. 4 Bridge circuits

TABLE 2 Number of quenches pel pole

A

8

В

13

С

21

D

5

E

3

F

32
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4. CONCLUSIONS

Windings with low theraal contraction have been made so that a nechanically well clanped robust

structure has been achieved at 4.2K through differential shrinkage of the various components.

The considerable training is therefore disappointing, but it is expected that the magnet will

continue from the present value of B
o
 * 3.45T to about 4.6T, fig. 6. The quench details are

interesting but do little to support current theories of training, causative or random/statisti-

cal, and the number of coincident quenches has to be explained. Electromagnetically the nagnet

behaves in accordance with calculation and provides a hexapole field with low haraonic content.
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SUPERCONDUCTING DIPOLE MAGNET MODELS OF COMBINED TTPE.

Tu.M.Ado, Yu.P.Dmitrevskiy, E.H.Kashtanbv, V.V.'jytnik,

K.Z.Fushabramishvili, V.A.Vasil'ev

Abstract.

' The design of dipole magnets "window-frame" type with supercon-

ducting winding and field producing iron yoke is described. The magnets nave

f> 45 mm aperture, and the total length is 400 mm. The design value of the

obtainable field exceeds 2 T. Several versions of the design have been const-

ructed and tested. The present paper gives the principal test results inclu-

ding critical current values, maximum fields obtained, training characteris-

tics, and magnetic measurement data. These magnets are the models of super-

conducting systems for accelerators and charged particle beam channels, they

have been built in order to develop construction technique of longer magnets

for higher fields.

The use of superconducting winding in iron magnets reduces

considerably the iron quantity as compared with conventional magnets, sub-

stantially decreases the electrical energy consumption, and makes it easier

to generate magnetic field with the necessary tolerance. The construction

technique of such combined magnets is much simpler then producing magnets

where fields are formed mainly by superconducting current-carrying filaments,

the quantity of superconductor is much smaller, and magnets cost much less*

Using this method t№» have already obtained constant fields up to 4 T , but

with a large iron saturation. When placing two windings on the iron yoke at

the defined angle it is possible to get the geometrical adding of magnetic

fields in the magnet gap and to increase the magnetic field induction up

to 4 1 without a considerable iron saturation or to increase the achieved

magnetic value -'.If high inductions are obtained in this way the role of

iron in magnetic field generation increases, and the operation of supercon-

ductors is easier.

During 1976 three short combined dipole magnet models with

design field 2 T in the aperture were constructed and tested at the IHEP *.

The design cf all the three models is the same, the "window-frame" type.

Fig. 1 shows the middle cross section of the magnets. The iron yoke "window"
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makes up 55 x 70 mm, the cross section of the yoke itself is 135 x 150 ma,

the yoke length is 345 mm. Field forming area makes up 52 z 55 am» the total

length is 400 mm. The general view of the model is shown in Pig. 2.

The model magnet is wound with one layer metallurgical bus

HT-50 with 3.5 x 2 mm (without isolation) cross section, so that there are

24 turns in the 55 am gap. The bus has 30C filaments of 70 - 80 и diameter,

the twist pitch is 150 mm. The bus has been wound at the supporting struc-

ture with copper vertical walls and stainless steel horizontal walls. The

winding was arranged turn by túra along the magnet axis at the ends. The cop-

per plates were fixed outside the winding straightforward section thus allow-

ing to adjust the assembly to the necessary size within a factor of hund-

redths of millimeter by additional machining. The same accuracy was used to

treat the iron yoke "window" made of CT-10 steel. The horizontal transverse

winding dimensions (with copper plates) exceeded the "window" dimensions by

0.08 - 0.1 am at the room temperature. The yoke consisting of two solid metal

halves, the upper and the lower, was heated to 60 - 80°C, the winding was

cooled to the liquid nitrogen temperature and then was inserted into the

yoke, thus it gives us a tight fit .it helium temperatures.

The name "Coco" was given to these series of magnets. The win-

dings of the first two models "Coco"-1 and "Coco"-2 were impregnated with

epoxy, whereas no epoxy was used in the third "Coeo"-3 model. The impregna-

tion was d*ne with ЗД -16 resin, MTGFhA hardexer and boron nitrid filler at

180°C. The first two models made it possible to check the constructional

identity for they had neither constructional nor technological difference.

The third model had to show the epoxy effect on the magnet performance. Un-

fortunately the "Coco"-3 model had to be wound with the bus from another

batch but with a higher short sample critical current. The bus electrical

isolation differed as well. The "Coco"-1 and "Coco"-2 buses were braided

with lavsan (mylar) thread but when compressed with epoxy turn-to-turn

shorts were observed, so it was decided to use the 70 u lavsan film with

50% overlap to insulate the bus. However shorts were not eliminated* The

"Coco"-1 winding resistance was 30 iil prior to the first tests, "Сосо
и
-2

and "Coco"-3 were 40 m Я and 27 mil accordingly, whereas straightforward

conductor resistance of the same length made up 80 mil . The short sample

critical current of the "Coco"-1 and "Coco"-2 buses was measured to be

3120 A, for "Coco"-3 ths value of 3820 A in 2 T field was obtained.
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i

In order to test the "Coco"-? model two versions of end fixa-

tion were used: a) with a steel lap CT-1O ("Coco"-3A) end b) stainless steel

lap ("Coco"-3B).

Fig. 3 demonstrates well the training characteristics of the

four models, the designations by the points indicate the powering time before

the quench. During the first tests the "Coco"-1 was powered six times only,

then it was considered to be unsatisfactory, therefore it was wanned up and

put aside. Three months later its winding, resistance increase being establi-

shed, the tests were resumed and proved to be quite successful. Whereas the

powering time was 5 - 1 0 min in the first tests, later we succeeded to

charge the magnet in 30 sec without quench current decrease (the last, twen-

tieth, switching was performed when the aagnet was half plunged into liquid

helium). Curing the tests the magnet was mounted vertically in the cryostat

now and later.

"Coco"-2 behaved at best from the very beginning. In fact it

reached quench current flattop at the sixth powering, did not lose any train-

ing memory at all, and exhibited smooth and moderate dependence on powering

rate. (Critical current decrease before the second warming up is caused by-

liquid helium level drop accompanied by winding exposure). The maximum quench

current 3250 A with 4.5 min powering was obtained, that corresponds to

17800 G in the aperture and makes up 0.97 of the short sample critical cur-

rent in the same field. The quench current was 0.96 of the тят!лпт one for

60 sec powering, 0.91 and 0.84- for 20 sec and 12 sec powerings accordingly.

Later we have run triangular cycles on the "Coco"-2 magnet, the

rate of switching on or off being equal. While cycling stable magnet opera-

tion up to 20 sec has been achieved (the power supply feasibility prevented

us from checking performance with shorter cycles). The magnet hat» operated

for йоге than an hour with 38 sec cycles, the current being 0.91 of the

quench current (2700 A) at the triangle apex and 70 A at the triangle base.

At the same time the magnet did not fail when, almost the half of the winding

got out of the liquid helium.

The "Coco"-3A has operated well up to 32 sec energizing, but

failed with a further powering rate increase. Thus this model exhibited a

threshold effect, that is up to a certain powering rate value the quench cur-

rent practically does not depend on the powering rate and then drops abrupt-

ly. The maximum
 n
Coco

n
-3A quench current appeared to be 3*50 A, it corres-
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ponds to 18900 G field in the aperture. In should be noted that this value

makes up only 0.88 of the short sample critical current and, consequently,

we have decided to replace the steel plates at the ends by the stainless

steel ones. However the "Coco"-3B training process suggests that we did not

sucoed in clamping the end sections this way.

"0oco"-1 and "Coco"-2 field measurements within 1% limits

showed that under these conditions the field was uniform along the magnet

axis through 240 mm length and 40 mm aperture diameter in transverse direc-

tion.

The fourth model "Coco"-4 was also constructed, it differed

from the previous ones by the vertical arrangement of the end section turns

and the winding supporting technique. The winding was pressed to the iron

yoke by means of fiberglass wedges arranged between the central tube and the

windings. The quench current reached 3340 A at the first powering, subsequent

powerings resulted in quench current decrease. It appeared to be caused by

the yoke halves being unglued. We succeeded in scanning the field geometry

only by 1500 A and lower. It was found that within 0.1% limits the field is

uniform in no lees than 30 mm diameter aperture and for a 300mm long part of

the magnet.

The performed investigations showed that a proper choice of mag-

net design and superconductor material makes combined magnets operable in

pulsed modes called forth by the accelerator technology even with the most

conventional (and cheap) superconducting material. Commercially available

transposed buses with higher current-carrying capacity and lower a.c. losses

enable to obtain fields up to 4 T and possibly higher ones. It is the field

uniformity correction difficulties that might be expected to limit fields to

be obtained.
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Fig. 1. Cross section of the models.

Pig. 2. "Coco"-1 model.
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She superconducting magnet "Hyperon-1" for experiments

in high energy physics is manufactured. Tie experimental con-

ditions дате laid hard limitations on the radial dimensions

and they mainly determined a structure of the magnet* A de-

tailed description of "Hyperon-1
H
 has been giren before

and therefore we would like to mention only it's main para-

meters. The diameter of the "warm" bore equals to 1m; the

magnetic field intensity is 61'.

The magnet's winding consists of two coils. They are

located on the power-framework in suoh manner to permit free

passing of beams between the coils. The power-framework with

the partially stacked lower coil is shown in Fig. 1. Each

coil has 9 practically identical doublelayer pancakes. She

inner turns of each pancake (27 turns in each layer) are

wound from whole piece of superconducting (SC) strip with

cross section 4x20 mm and the outer parts (32 turns in each

layer) are wound from two whole pieces of SC strip with

cross section 3x20 mm . She pieces of strips are soldered to

each other oa the length 300 mm using the lead-tin solder

(40% tin). She comblike spacers 0.7$ mm in thiknesa from fi-

ber-glass saturated with epoxy compound were wound together

with SG strip. These spacers provide the electrical insula-
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tion and make cooling channels between neighbouring turnes.

After winding of each, layer the foundation of comblike spacer

has been cut; then pancake has been pressed by means of spe-

cial technological device and has been baked at a temperatu-

re 140 • 160°C. Such pancakes manufacture technology has provi-

ded satisfactory cooling channels but copper chips formed du-

ring the cut of foundation of comblike spacer have shorted

turnes at some places of pancake and make a lot of troubles

while removing them.

Ihe winding is located in the heliua vessel which is

shown in fig. 2. This photo has been taken after welding and va-

cuum testing of the vessel. The windows seen in the photo have

been made in the medial plane of the magnet for passing secon-

dary particles (enter window is not seen}, the helium vessel

is enclosed by copper radiation shields. Copper tubes for cir-

culation ot liquid nitrogen are soldered on them* All this

system is located in the dismountable vacuum tank. The cryoe-

tat is surrounded by iron yoke from all sides. The region

0.4 ш in height is formed between the poles of the yoke to

locate heavy material collimator.

the magnet has been installed at testing area after tes-

ting of the cryostat and winding at temperature 80°K for star-

ting. Two helium refrigerators G-45 with engines ITSP

üD- Bo/ 80 as well as 3.2 kA power supply have been instal-

led and started at the same area, a'he part of this area is

shown in fig.3.

the testing of "Hyperon-1" is now under way at IMsP.
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